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BRATTON’S ANTIQUE AUTO PARTS, INC
1606 BACK ACRE CIRCLE

MOUNT AIRY, MD 21771-7703

TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER (800) 255-1929 TOLL FREE FAX NUMBER (800) 774-1930

OVER SEAS ORDER NUMBER (301) 829-9880 OVER SEAS FAX NUMBER (301) 829-9881

WEB address: www.brattons.com

PHONE ORDERS - You may place your order over the phone by calling during our store hours. We are open from 8:30 AM to 5 PM, Monday through

Friday. We are closed Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. 

FAX ORDERS - You may fax your order any time of the day but it will only be processed during store hours. If you are requesting an air shipment,

PLEASE CALL US after it is sent so we will process it IMMEDIATELY. 

WEB ORDERING - You have the option to view all parts on-line and select what you need by adding to the shopping cart or look on the right side of the

web page for SPEED ORDER where you can enter your order by quantity, part number, then summit your order and payment information through our

secure web site. New parts will be added to the web site after the catalog has been printed, so check back often to see the latest parts. 

ORDERING - Please use the order form at the end of the catalog including the year and body style of your Ford, part number, description of item and

price. If you do not provide a part number, we will not be responsible for any item sent incorrectly. You will be responsible for ordering the correct item plus

shipping as well as shipping the incorrect item back to us for refund. 

PRICE CHANGES - Because our suppliers change their prices throughout the year, prices in our catalog may change during the year. You will be

charged the current price for parts. If the new price you are charged is not acceptable, please return it for a complete refund. Visit our web page where

you can find out about new parts and current prices on parts. 

PAYMENT - We accept VISA, Master Card, Discover & American Express credit cards. 

SHIPPING ESTIMATES - THE FOLLOWING CHART IS ONLY AN ESTIMATED GUIDELINE FOR SHIPPING CHARGES. Actual shipping charges are

dependent of weight, size, and final destination of the package. All orders will be shipped by Ground service unless Air service is requested. Orders over

$100 will have insurance charges added to the shipping amounts. Up to $10–$12.75, $10.01-$15–$14.95, $15.01-$20–$16.95, $20.01-$30–$18.95,

$50.00 and up allow 15%. These are just estimates, for more accurate shipping charges visit our website, excess will be refunded. 

Orders over $500 will require a customer signiture per UPS policy. 

SALES TAX - Will be collected where required by law. Visit https://www.brattons.com/shipping-info/ for the complete list of current jurisdictions. 

As of catalog printing we are required in California, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, Wisconsin,

Indiana, Minnesota, Georgia, Oklahoma. 

INSPECT YOUR ORDER - You must inspect your package as soon as it arrives. Notify us immediately of any shortages or damages. UPS, nor

Bratton’s will honor any claim if not made within one week. Save all packing material and box for inspection. This is a requirement in order to

file claim and be reimbursed. 

MARYLAND RESIDENTS ONLY - Add 6% Sales Tax. 

FOREIGN ORDERS - All catalogs being shipped outside of the United States will be required to provide a credit card to charge for the shipping. On foreign

orders we will only ship the following methods: US Express Mail, Fed-Ex or UPS. If you choose to have your order shipped using the postal service, we

will not be responsible for any delays, damage or loss accruing while in shipping. We will not reship or reimburse for any items damaged or lost until we

are reimbursed by the post office, which is 90 days per their policy. Include 20% for shipping. Adjustments will be made to the shipping charges. We prefer

payment to be made by credit card, but if you are wiring money directly to our account, we will not process anything until we receive confirmation from our

bank that the transaction has been completed. A transfer fee of $50.00 will be added for this payment method. All duties and taxes are the

responsibility of the customer. 

PARTS - We buy as many U.S. made parts as possible. If we cannot find it made in the U.S. we buy the best quality we can find. 

RETURNS - All items are refundable if ALL of the following conditions are met. Restocking fee may be applied. 

1. Copy of original sales invoice MUST be returned with item. 

2. Item is in new re-saleable condtion. 

3. Returned within 30 days. 

4. Any items that have been primed, painted or altered in any way WILL NOT be returnable. 

5. Special order items are not returnable. 

6. Electronic parts may not be returned for refunds. Defective parts will be repaired and returned or replaced at our option. 

7. Books & DVD’s are not returnable if they have been removed from their plastic packaging. 

LIMITTION OF LIABILITY - Bratton’s will not be held responsible for any loss, injury or damage that occurs while installing or using any item purchased

or installed by Bratton’s. Customer assumes all risks. 

Copyright 2019. Reproduction in whole or part is expressly forbidden. 
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Page 5BRATTON’S ANTIQUE AUTO PARTS
1606 BACK ACRE CIRCLE MOUNT AIRY, MD 21771 PHONE: 800-255-1929

WHEELS

EARLY SHORT LUG NUTS -
Used June ’28 through Aug.
’28. Zinc plated. 
1000 1928 $2.15ea.

Set of 23 
1001 1928 $49.95set

REGULAR HEIGHT LUG
NUTS - Used from Aug ’28 till
end. Zinc plated. Best of 2
manufac tu red .  Made to
originall specs. 
1010 28-31 $1.35ea.

Set of 23 
1020 28-31 $31.95set

STAINLESS STEEL LUG
NUTS - Polished to a bright
finish. If you glass bead these
nuts, they will look a lot like
cadmium. 
1060 28-31 $5.25ea.

Set of 23 
1070 28-31 $115.95set

SPARE TIRE LOCK NUT
28-29 - Special lug nut with a
hole on the end for a lock to
hook  th rough .  Cadmium
plated. 
1050 28-29 $6.75ea.

LUG NUT SPACER -
STAINLESS - These cone-
shaped washers correct worn
and oversized bolt holes in the
wheels; also to protect paint.
Stainless steel. 
1080 28-31 $0.60ea.

STEEL WHEEL - NEW steel
spoked rim. Shipped in primer.
EXCELLENT QUALITY. 
1928-29 21" rim 
1100 28-29 $445.00ea.

1930-31 19" rim 
1110 30-31 $445.00ea.

SPOKE WHEEL CLEANING
BRUSH - Very effective in
c lean ing  road  d i r t  f rom
between spokes. 
1090 28-31 $6.50ea.

RIM LINER FOR 19" OR 21"
WHEELS - Fit around rim to
protect tube from damage. 1
1/2" wide. Fits both 19" & 21"
rims. 
1120 28-31 $2.50ea.

SPOKE STRAIGHTENING
TOOL - Use this tool to help
straighten the bent spokes on
your wheels. 
2360 28-31 $94.95ea.

SLIDER WIRE WHEEL
SPOKE STRAIGHTENER - A
great tool to use to straighten
any bent spoke that is 1/4" in
diameter. This unit is designed
to be used like a slide hammer.
Put the bent spoke in the hook
on the end of the shaft and
push the weight against the
stop to gently straighten the
bent spoke. 
2360E 28-31 $78.00ea.

HUBS

NEW FRONT HUB - Strong
ductile iron which is 2 times
s t ronger  than  cas t  i ron ,
machined and READY to
receive drum, five studs and
races. 
1140 28-31 $145.95ea.

NEW REAR HUB - New strong
ductile iron which is 2 times
s t ronger  than  cas t  i ron ,
machined and READY to
receive your drum, five studs
and bearing. The race area on
our hubs have been heat
t rea ted  per  the  o r ig ina l
specifications. 
1190 28-31 $135.00ea.

REAR WHEEL HUB PULLER
- Opening in base of puller
hooks into or around the
groove or ring on hub. One
inch thick bolt at end of puller
mus t  be  t igh tened  down
against axle. made form strong
ductile iron. A copy of an early
aftermarket puller. 
Protruding hub ring style 
6150 28-31 $39.95ea.

Recess hub ring style 
6160 28-31 $39.95ea.

REPLACEMENT BOLT ONLY
FOR 6150 OR 6160 HUB
PULLER -  Th is  i s  a
replacement bolt only for the
6150 or 6160 hub pullers. 
6151 28-31 $6.95ea.

UNIVERSAL REAR HUB
PULLER -  This  pu l ler  is
designed to pull both style of
rear hubs used on the Model A,
in fact it can be used on hubs
up  to  1948 .  Th is  i s
accompl i shed  by  us ing
different sets of split rings to
mount up to your specific hub.
This puller is made of high
quality steel for long life yet
small enough to fit easily in
your car for tours. USA 
6141 28-48 $104.95ea.

NEW HUB INSTALLED ONTO
A NEW DRUM - With new
studs. Then the drum is turned
on a drum lathe to true the
drum to hub. Includes parts &
labor. 
One FRONT Hub & Drum with
NEW RACES INSTALLED 
1150 28-31 $285.00ea.

One REAR Hub & Drum 
1200 28-31 $279.95ea.

HUB BOLT - Machined high
carbon steel. These original
style 1/2-20" threaded bolts
must be swedged in place. The
bolt shoulder is 1/16" longer to
accommodate the 1/16" thicker
repro drums. To use these
studs on original drums the
shoulder must be shortened
1/16". 
FRONT HUB BOLT 
1180 28-31 $1.50ea.

REAR HUB BOLT 
1260 28-31 $0.90ea.

HUB STUD BOLT
SWEDGING TOOL - After
placing the hub bolt through
the drum, this tool must be
used to swedge the shoulder of
the stud to the drum. A tapered
ball joint forked tool is handy to
help remove stud tool from new
stud after swedging stud. A 30
ton press must be used with
this tool. 
1300 28-31 $7.95ea.

NEW BRAKE DRUMS - New
f ron t  d rums.  Exce l len t
reproduction made from strong
nodular iron which is over 2
times stronger than cast iron
less hub and hub bolts for
1928-31 cars. Inside diameter
of a new drum is 11 inches. If
your drums measure 11.070
inches inside diameter or .110
of an inch thick, then they are
worn out  and should  be
replaced. Original steel drum
wall thickness is .145". These
drums are acceptable per
judging standards. 
FRONT 
1370 28-31 $90.00ea.

REAR 
1380 28-31 $90.00ea.

WHEELS • HUBS
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BRAKE DRUM PRO PACK -
This kit contains 2 Front Drums
(1370), 10 Studs (1180), and
one swedging tool (1300) 
FRONT DRUM PRO PACK -
Two Front Drums, 10 Studs,
and Swedging tool 
1371 $186.95set

REAR DRUM PRO PACK -
Two Rear Drums, 10 Studs,
and Swedging tool 
1382 $186.95set

COMPLETE 4 WHEEL KIT -
This k i t  contains 2 Front
Drums, 10 Front Studs, 2 Rear
Drums, 10 Rear Studs, and 1
Swedging Tool 
1383 28-31 $355.95set

REAR AXLE HOUSING RACE
- This sleeve enables you to
salvage worn out housings by
repairing the worn flat bottom
of the bearing race. A round
race keeps hub centered, thus
keeping brake shoes centered
to drum. The old axle race
must be machined, and the
new heat-treated race pressed
on. One end of the new race
has the ID chamfered to aid
installation. Original axle race
O.D. is 2.061 to 2.063. Turn old
axle race to .0005 larger than
the I.D. of the new race for a
press fit. U.S. MADE. Ours are
heat treated for longer life. 
1840 28-31 $25.80ea.

GLOSS BLACK SPRAY
PAINT - 900 degree gloss
black paint for drums. 
1400 28-31 $8.05can

BRAKE DRUM BAND - This
steel band, when heated and
pressed onto the drum, will
give better braking ability. The
stee l  band absorbs heat
keep ing  the  d rum f rom
expanding. This will lessen
brake fading. Can only be used
on  o r ig ina l  s tee l  d rums.
Instructions included. 
1410 28-31 $37.95ea.

DRIVE IN STYLE DUST CAP -
For the front hub. Retains
grease and keeps dirt out of
the wheel bearings. FORD did
not supply this cap on the car.
Need 2 per car. 
1540 28-31 $2.35ea.

REAR WHEEL GREASE
SEAL -  Stee l  case  w i th
neoprene  sea l ,  p reven ts
grease from entering brake
area. The O.D. size has been
corrected on these seals. To
ease installation, place the seal
in the freezer for about 30 min.
and pack the lip with grease to
keep the spring from popping
out. Need 2. 
1560 28-38 $4.10ea.

REAR HUB SEAL DRIVER -
Use this tool to help you install
the grease seal #1560 to the
correct depth for the snap ring
installation. Tool only no seal. 
1560T 28-38 $26.95ea.

REAR WHEEL BEARING &
TRANSMISSION MAIN DRIVE
GEAR SNAP RING - Holds
grease seal and bearings in
place on the rear hub. Also
hold the rear drive bearing into
the transmission case. 
1600 28-38 $2.00ea.

FRONT HUB INNER DUST
SEAL - Metal drive-in seal
located at base of spindle,
keeps grease from brake area.
Need 2 per car. This is only a
cupped washer. FORD did not
put cork or another seal into
the washer. This is our OWN
tooling for correct fit. 
1610 28-34 $5.75ea.

FRONT HUB GREASE
RETAINER WASHER - Fits
between bearing & axle nut.
Need 2 per car. These are
hardened. 
1620 28-48 $1.20ea.

FRONT AXLE 3 /4 -16"
CASTLE NUT AND COTTER
PIN - Secures front wheel to
axle. Need 2 sets per car.
Grade 5 nut. 
4310 28-35 $1.65set

FRONT WHEEL HUB INNER
BEARING - Spindle size for
bearing is 1.188"- 1.189" Need
2 . Made by Timken. Any pitted
or galled bearings and races
should be replaced. For best
results, always replace BOTH
the bearing and the race. 
1640 28-48 $16.85ea.

FRONT WHEEL HUB INNER
RACE - Need 2. Made by
Timken. Any pitted or galled
bearings and races should be
replaced. For best results,
always replace BOTH the
bearing and the race. 
1670 28-48 $11.25ea.

FRONT WHEEL HUB OUTER
BEARING - Spindle size for
bearing should be .749" - .750"
Smaller than the inner bearing.
Made by Timken. Any pitted or
galled bearings and races
should be replaced. For best
results, always replace BOTH
the bearing and the race. 
1710 28-48 $22.00ea.

FRONT WHEEL HUB OUTER
RACE - This race is smaller
than inner race. Need 2 Made
by Timken. Any pitted or galled
bearings and races should be
replaced. For best results,
always replace BOTH the
bearing and the race. 
1740 28-48 $8.25ea.

FRONT WHEEL BEARING
SET - 2 BEARINGS AND 2
RACES - The previous 2
bear ings and 2 races by
Timken for one front wheel. 2
sets needed per car. Any pitted
or galled bearings and races
should be replaced. For best
results, always replace BOTH
the bearing and the race. 
1770 28-48 $55.00set

FRONT HUB INNER &
OUTER RACE
INSTALLATION TOOL - Use
this tool to easily install both
the inner and outer race into
the front hub without damaging
the race surface. Tightening
the nut will draw both of the
races into place. Hub and
races are sold separately. 
1771 28-38 $38.95ea.

FRONT HUB INNER &
OUTER RACE REMOVAL
TOOL - This tool is a copy of
an original tool made by KR
Wilson to remove the races
from the front hubs. We have
improved on the original KR
Wilson Design by making this
tool work on both the inner &
the outer races instead of
having two separate tools. This
comes with two special ly
designed pullers, and receiving
caps so it can used to pull both
races. 
1772 28-38 $55.95ea.

WHEEL BEARING GREASE -
A 14 oz. tube of grease for
packing bearings. 
1780 28-31 $5.95ea.

REAR WHEEL BEARING -
Large bearing in the rear hub.
Need 2 per car. 
1790 28-31 $30.95ea.

HUBS
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LABOR CHARGE TO
INSTALL BEARING & SEAL
TO HUB - The new bearing will
be packed with grease, new
seal and snap ring installed per
wheel hub. This is a labor only
charge. Customer to purchase
part #1790 bearing, # 1560
Seal, & # 1600 Snap Ring
separately. The hub and drum
must be free of grease and
grim or a cleaning charge will
be assessed. This is labor only
parts must be purchased
separately. 
1810 28-31 $14.95ea.

REAR HUB REPAIR
BEARING ONLY - This is a
smaller hub bearing than the
original. This bearing can only
be used if you have installed
part # 1820 into your rear hub.
1821 32-36 $34.70ea.

LABOR CHARGE TO
INSTALL NEW RACE,
BEARING & SEAL TO HUB -
The new race will be installed
into your rear hub; the new
bearing will be packed with
grease, new seal and snap ring
installed per wheel. Customer
to provide parts (#1820, 1560,
1600). LABOR ONLY 
1830 28-31 $18.50ea.

REAR HUB REPAIR RACE
AND BEARING - If the bearing
race in the rear hub is pitted or
shows wear, then this new
bearing race will correct the
problem. The Feb. 5, 1930
Ford service letter advises
dealers to replace the hub if
wear is over .005. The original
new hub ID is 3.188 to 3.190.
The new race can be pressed
in with little force. Loctite will be
included to lock race to hub.
Included is a new roller bearing
(#1821) which has a smaller
O.D. This bearing will fit the
new race. Ford began using
this hardened race and smaller
bearing in 1936 
1820 28-36 $85.00set

HUB CAPS

28-29 HUB CAPS - These
caps are made from steel, as
or ig ina l ,  copper  p la ted ,
polished, nickel plated and
polished. Nickel hub caps were
used in all of 1928-29. Chrome
was also used from April 1929
till end of 1929. 
CHROME plated 
1420 28-29 $12.90ea.

NICKEL plated 
1430 28-29 $28.50ea.

30-31 HUB CAPS - 1930-31
with steel liner, an excellent
reproduction brightly polished,
smooth to edge as original. 
FLAT SURFACE AROUND
THE WORD FORD 
1440 30-31 $10.50ea.

1930 mid-1930 NO STEEL
LINER. Can be used thru 1931.
Like original with domed area
around the Ford script. 
1460 30-31 $16.60ea.

Mid 1930-31 WITH STEEL
LINER. Can be used thru 1931.
Like original with domed area
around the Ford script. 
1470 30-31 $29.10ea.

HUB CAP GASKETS - Use
these special gaskets to go
between the hub cap and the
wheel to keep the hub cap from
rattling. These are sold as a set
of 6 pieces. 
1471 30-31 $2.50set

1472 28-28 $2.50set

TIRES

FIRESTONE TIRES - Have the
authentic tread design US-
made 4 ply polyester. All Model
A tires were inflated to 35 psi.
Show car owners are reminded
that these white walls are not
wh i te  on  bo th  s ides ,  as
required by page 22-1 of the
Standards. To clean whitewall
t i res  use  S imp le  Green ,
Cleaner’s with bleach will
damage the whitewall. Rim and
hub cap not included. Firestone
tires are a little wider, thus
when used on a front fender
wheel well, you may not be
able to totally inflate the tire. 
4.40/4.50 x 21" Blackwall 
2120 28-29 $178.00ea.

4.40/4.50 x 21" Whitewall; 2
5/8" wide Whitewall 
2150 28-29 $221.00ea.

4.75/500 x 19" Blackwall 
2160 30-31 $178.00ea.

4.75/500 x 19" Whitewall; 2
5/8" wide Whitewall 
2180 30-31 $221.00ea.

GOODYEAR TIRES - The
Goodyear  t i res  have the
authentic Diamond tread. U.S.
made, 4 ply polyester. All
Model A tires were inflated to
35 psi. Show car owners are
reminded that these white walls
are not white on both sides, as
required by page 22-1 of the
Standards. To clean whitewall
t i res  use  S imp le  Green ,
Cleaner’s with bleach will
damage the whitewall. Rim and
hub cap not included. 
475 x 19" Blackwall 
2190 30-31 $195.00ea.

450 x 21" Blackwall 
2191 28-29 $235.00ea.

475 x 19" Whitewall; 2 7/8"
wide Whitewall 
2200 30-31 $240.00ea.

450 x 21" Whitewall 
2201 28-29 $235.00ea.

UNIVERSAL BLACKWALL
TIRE - The Universal Tire is an
affordable replacement tire with
an authentic tread design.
These tires will fit all stock 21"
wheels. 
450/475-21  UNIVERSAL
BLACKWALL TIRE 
2192 28-29 $99.00ea.

475/500-19  UNIVERSAL
BLACKWALL 
2193 30-31 $99.00ea.

LUCAS BLACKWALL TIRE -
A less expensive option for
tires than the Goodyear or
Firestones which originally
came on the car. They are
imported and based off the
design originally made by the
Olympic Tire Co. Made of
nylon, and only available as a
black wall. 
21" BLACKWALL TIRE 
2194 28-29 $99.00ea.

19" BLACKWALL TIRE 
2195 30-31 $99.00ea.

RIM LINER FOR 19" OR 21"
WHEELS - Fit around rim to
protect tube from damage. 1
1/2" wide. Fits both 19" & 21"
rims. 
1120 28-31 $2.50ea.

RUBBER STEM INNER
TUBES - Tubes are made by
an OEM manufacturer with
100% new rubber ,  no t
recycled, for longer life. Best
Tubes on the market today.
Not acceptable for MARC/
MAFCA Blue Ribbon judging. 
21" tube 
2250 28-29 $19.70ea.

19" tube 
2280 30-31 $19.70ea.

HUBS • HUB CAPS • TIRES
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METAL STEM INNER TUBES
- Excellent reproduction made
of brass, dull nickel plated,
engraved  w i th  o r ig ina l
manufacturers  name and
numbers,  includes br idge
washer and nut. Tubes are
made with 100% new rubber,
not recycled, for longer life. 
TR80A, 6300 for 1928-29. 21"
Tube with Metal stem 
2210 28-29 $49.95ea.

TR83, 6700 for 1930-31. 19"
Tube with Metal stem 
2220 30-31 $49.95ea.

METAL STEM ONLY FOR
INNER TUBES - Original
clamp-in style stem. Cut rubber
stem out, insert metal stem
inside tube, and then put
bridge washer down over stem
followed by locknut. These are
the same stems used in (2210
and 2220). Stem includes
bridge washer, nut and valve. 
TR80A, 6300 for 1928-29. 21"
Tube 
2230 28-29 $16.60ea.

TR83, 6700 for 1930-31. 19"
Tube 
2240 30-31 $16.55ea.

METAL STEM BRIDGE
WASHERS - Stabilizes metal
stem on tube with recess lock
ring. Cad, plated. 
2290 28-29 $1.65ea.

2300 30-31 $1.65ea.

TIRE STEM LOCK NUT -
Special thin nut secures bridge
washer to base of metal stem.
2310 28-31 $1.35ea.

28 - 29 LONG DUST COVER -
Used on 1928-29 metal stem
tubes. Two piece original style
including rim nut. These are die
formed from brass, nickel
plated. Each piece is stamped
with manufacturers name,
"U.S.A.". 
2370 28-29 $19.95ea.

30 - 31 SHORT DUST COVER
- Used on 1930-31 metal stem
tubes  w i th  o r ig ina l
manufacturers  name and
"U.S.A." stamped on base as
original, nickel plated. 
2380 30-31 $8.50ea.

METAL STEM VALVE CAP -
Original style cap with original
manufacturers  name and
"U.S.A." engraved on cap,
nickel plated. 
Engraving on top 
2390 28-29 $3.20ea.

Engraving on side 
2400 30-31 $3.20ea.

FRONT AXLE TOE IN TOOL -
Ford originally specified a toe
in of 1/16" +/- 1/32" to help
maintain proper tire wear.
Using this tool will easily allow
you to correctly set the toe-in
on your car. Instructions are
included. 
4511 28-31 $49.95ea.

TIRE IRONS - All three tire
i rons  a re  tempered  fo r
strength. 
Beginning till July 1928 was
blunt on one end 
22610 1928 $18.15ea.

July 1928 thru Nov. 1928 has a
screw driver point on one end 
22620 1928 $18.15ea.

Dec. 1928 thru end has a
spoon on one end 
22630 29-31 $18.15ea.

TIRE PUMP - A good copy of
the original pump Ford put in
each car, but doesn’t have the
seam required for fine point
judging. This pump does not
have a check valve order
#22701 for check valve. 
22700 28-31 $100.00ea.

TIRE PUMP CHECK VALVE -
Put this check valve in between
the tire pump and Inner tube.
This adapter has a check valve
in it so the original and repro
pumps will now inflate your
tubes. 
22701 28-31 $28.90ea.

TIRE PUMP HOSE - Cloth
simulated finish on rubber.
Original was cloth covered.
This hose is not as per original.
22710 28-31 $7.45ea.

TIRE PUMP HOSE ENDS &
CLIPS - One brass fitting for
hose with two cad. plated clips.
Original style hole thru fitting.
No valve inside just like the
originals. 
22720 28-31 $6.60set

TIRE PUMP HOSE CLIPS - 2 -
Two cad. plated clips for the
hose ends. 
22730 28-31 $1.95pair

TIRE GAGE FACE PLATE -
Three-colored plate as original.
Includes screws and stop pin. 
25910 28-31 $6.50ea.

TIRE GAUGE NEEDLE W/
HUB -  Rep lacement  t i re
pressure needle and hub.
Made from brass with a satin
black finish. 
25911 28-31 $5.95ea.

TIRE GAGE LENS - Replace
the old yellowed lens with a
new acrylic lens. Easy to
install. 
25920 28-31 $7.50ea.

TIRE GAUGE STEM - Brass,
chrome plated. 
25940 28-31 $15.30ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
TIRE & TUBE INSTALLATION
38115N 28-31 $24.95ea.

SPARE TIRE

COMPLETE SIDE MOUNT
SPARE TIRE CARRIER -
Authorized as of May 1928. OK
to use on either or both sides.
Complete original style with
frame and tire plate. Arm is
cross drilled with 2 castle nuts.
Tire plate has original square
shouldered bolts pressed in
place. U.S. made arm and
frame base are made from
strong ductile iron. These are
vastly superior to the weaker
foreign manufactures. Should
be painted Black. 
1928-29 Either Side 
1980 28-29 $74.95set

1930-31 Driver Side 
1990 30-31 $74.95set

1930-31 Passenger Side 
2000 30-31 $74.95set

SIDE MOUNT SPARE TIRE
CARRIER PLATE ONLY -
Made from the original FORD
blue print. Mounting hole is
cor rec t  l eng th  and  s ize .
Includes 3 studs in plate. 
2020 28-29 $10.95ea.

Left 
2030 30-31 $12.95ea.

Right 
2040 30-31 $12.95ea.

TIRES • SPARE TIRE
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SIDE MOUNT GROMMET -
Located in the hole in the
splash shield where the spare
tire carrier arm passes through.
Grommet was not painted. 
2050 28-31 $1.95ea.

SIDE MOUNT NUTS &
WASHER - Two 5/8-18 castle
nuts, 2 cotter pins and 1 flat
washer for arm. Included with
(1980,1990 & 2000). 
2010 28-31 $2.00set

SIDE MOUNT SPARE TIRE
MOUNTING HARDWARE -
The factory used rivets, but the
dealer used bol ts (ei ther
acceptable). 
BOLTS Set of three 5/16-24 x 1
bolts cross drilled and 3 castle
nuts 
2070 28-31 $8.30set

RIVETS Set of three 5/16 x 1"
rivets (Install hot) 
2080 28-31 $1.50set

SIDE SPARE TIRE CARRIER
PLATE BOLT - Original square
shouldered bolt. Need 3 for
side mount plates. Also 3 used
on rear spare tire carriers
before November 1930; 2 were
used af ter  that .  Must be
swedged in place. 
2090 28-31 $1.50ea.

REAR SPARE TIRE CARRIER
MOUNT - Aluminum. Studs for
wheel are included. Should be
painted Black. 
30-31 Roadster, Coupe, Sport
Coupes, Business Coupe,
Cabriolets 
1880 30-31 $65.00ea.

28-31 Sedans & Phaetons 
1881 28-31 $69.95ea.

28-29 Roadster, Coupe, Sport
Coupes, Business Coupe,
Cabriolets 
1890 28-29 $65.00ea.

REAR SPARE TIRE CARRIER
MOUNT TO BODY BOLTS - 3
bolts, 3 lock washers & 1 nut. 
Roadsters, Coupes, Sport
Coupes, Cabriolets. 
1860 28-31 $2.15set

Tudors & Phaeton 
1870 28-31 $2.15set

REAR SPARE TIRE PLUGS -
Used to fill the three holes if
you do not have a rear tire
mount. Original style, 2 special
large head 3/8-24 screw plugs
for sill and 1 snap in plug. Paint
all 3 body color. See page 22-5
of The Standards. 
1900 28-31 $6.25set

REAR SPARE T IRE
BRACKET STUD -  For
Coupes ,  Roads te rs ,  and
Cabriolets. Used for bottom
stud only. Top two are (2090). 
2100 28-31 $2.10ea.

REAR SPARE T IRE
BRACKET STUD NUT - Thin
1/2-20 jam nut placed on stud
to adjust angle of tire. 
2110 28-31 $1.00ea.

30-31 OUTER PANEL SPARE
TIRE BRACE - This stamped
steel brace supports the inside
of the outer panel (35220) for
the spare tire bracket. Can be
used on 1928-29 panels but it
must be shortened to fit. 
35250 30-31 $59.95ea.

30 -  31  SPARE T IRE
SUPPORT - Curved brace
under curved inner panel below
deck l id.  Al l  rumble seat
coupes, roadsters, cabriolets. 
1970 30-31 $16.15ea.

FENDER WELL - To replace
rust-outs or for making a welled
fender. Heavy gauge steel,
i ns ta l la t ion  ins t ruc t ions
included. 
20920 28-29 $49.95ea.

20940 30-31 $43.65ea.

SPARE TIRE POLISHED
STAINLESS STEEL COVER
SPARE T IRE -  Pol i shed
stainless cover to fit over the
spare tire. Fits 4.50/5.00 x19
wide spare tire. An authorized
accessory as of June 1930 till
end. 
1910 30-31 $206.00ea.

SPARE TIRE COVERS - With
Ford  Scr ip t ;  naugahyde
material for easy cleaning. 
21" black 
1920 28-29 $48.95ea.

21" tan 
1940 28-29 $51.25ea.

19" black 
1950 30-31 $48.95ea.

19" tan 
1960 30-31 $51.25ea.

CLINCH NUTS - For rear
spare tire mount, located in the
rear body sill. Need 2 per car. 
3/8-24 For rear spare tire
mount, located in the rear body
sill. Need 2 per car. 
36530 28-31 $2.60ea.

BRAKES

DVD - HOW TO STOP ON A
DIME - This is a widely-
acclaimed, excellent movie for
restoring your brakes. It shows
the  d isassembly  o f
components, how to restore
roller tracks, replace bushings,
correct enlarged eyelets and
centering shoes for better
braking surface. Also shows
how cor rec t ing  3  o r  4
thousandths of wear at four or
five areas greatly increases
your braking ability. Ideal for
club meetings. 37 minute, color
DVD. 
38000 28-31 $39.95ea.

BRAKE & RUN KIT WITH
RED LED’S -  This k i t  is
designed to add extra visibility
to the rear of your vehicle.
Brake & Run works on 6V &
12V negative and positive
ground electrical systems. Not
only do you get add-on bright
brake lights, but Brake & Run
also dims to provide running
lights for night time and bad
weather driving. The kit comes
with al l  necessary l ights,
s ta in less  b racke ts ,  and
controllers to add directly to
your car. The small controller
box can be mounted directly to
the A-Plate fuse assembly
(20511B or 20511C) for easy i
BRAKE & RUN KIT WITH RED
LED BUMPER BRACKETS 
2692BB 28-31 $123.95set

BRAKE & RUN KIT WITH RED
LED UNIVERSAL BRACKETS
2692UB 28-31 $134.95set

FRONT BACKING PLATE
BOLT SET - Eight 3/8-24 x
13/16 bolts cross drilled with
original thick head, no marks,
made from FORD blue print.
Includes 8 castle nuts for both
front backing plates. Nuts face
outside of the backing plate. 
2520 28-31 $12.95set

FRONT OR REAR BRAKE
ROLLER TRACK RIVETS - If
you want to restore your roller
tracks, then remove your old
tracks, weld and file the track
back in shape, then order
these special spring rivets to
remount both tracks. These are
the correct size and length
rivet. Install rivets hot, protect
sp r ing  hooked  end  f rom
bending with a small socket or
(2540 tool) when you peen
rivet. 4 per set. 
2530 28-31 $3.25set

SPARE TIRE • BRAKES
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ROLLER TRACK RIVET
TOOL - Secure tool in vise,
insert head of rivet in tool for
support. Place track on rivet
followed by backing plate.
Upset  red hot  r ivet  w i th
hammer or air tool. Included
with (2420 & 2440). 
2540 28-31 $1.35ea.

FRONT BRAKE ROLLER
TRACK SET - Most all tracks
are worn. Either build them up
with weld, grind and file them
flat or install a new set. The
new set includes 2 roller tracks,
4 spring rivets and 1 rivet tool.
Complete set for both front
whee ls .  Ins t ruc t ions  a re
included. Made from the FORD
print including heat treating to
prevent wear. Others on the
market are not heat treated. 
2420 28-31 $21.40set

REAR BRAKE ROLLER
TRACK SET - Includes: 2
tracks with housing; 4 bushings
installed, 2 cams; 2 cam shafts;
4 r ivets;  2 dust r ings;  2
camshaft lever pins; 1 tool and
instructions. We had these
tracks made from the FORD
print including heat treating to
prevent wear. Complete set for
both rear wheels. 
2440 28-34 $104.95set

FRONT BACKING PLATE
REBUILD - Send YOUR old
front backing plate and we will
sandblast, prime, and install
new heat treated roller track,
adjusting wedge, wedge cap
with grease will be installed.
Please send plates free of
grease. 
Rebuild (Your Core Required) 
2470 28-31 $129.95ea.

Outright (No Core Required) 
2490 28-31 $165.00ea.

REAR BACKING PLATE
REBUILT -  MUST SEND
CORE - Send YOUR old rear
backing plate and we will sand
blast, prime, remove the old
arm, and roller track, sandblast
and prime it. A new heat
treated roller track, cam shaft,
cam, dust r ing, bushings,
adjusting wedge, wedge cap
with grease will be installed. A
new brake lever arm (3190/
3200) will be installed. Please
send plates free of grease. 
2500 28-31 $208.55ea.

NEW REAR BACKING PLATE
WITH ROLLER TRACK ONLY
- A brand new rear backing
plate with the wedge housing
and rear roller track installed.
This plate is powder coated in
gloss black and ready for you
to add the rest of the pieces to
complete. 
2501 28-31 $175.00ea.

NEW REAR BACKING PLATE
ASSEMBLY - Same plate as
2501, Except we have installed
the cam shaft, arm, dust ring,
adjusting wedge and cap. 
Left Side 
2501L 28-31 $234.95ea.

Right Side 
2501R 28-31 $234.95ea.

NEW SERVICE BRAKE SHOE
- This is a brand new brake
shoe .  Mos t  shoes  have
excessive wear in the roller pin
holes which decreases braking
effectiveness. These shoes
were made using the original
prints. Sold without lining (raw
2585), or PAINTED with the
lining installed (2580). 
LINED 
2580 28-31 $31.00ea.

UN-LINED 
2585 28-31 $19.95ea.

STANDARD SIZE SERVICE
BRAKE LINING SET - This is
the Scandinavian lining as
originally used. Containing soft
woven fibers, with brass wire
interwoven throughout,  8
linings drilled and 80 brass
rivets for complete set. Non-
asbestos for safety. 3/16" thick.
FULL SET 
2610 28-31 $81.95set

HALF SET 
2630 28-31 $45.00set

THICK SIZE SERVICE
BRAKE LINING SET - Order
this lining if your drums have
been turned out .060" or more
over the original 11" diameter.
Same lining as 2610/2630
excep t  1 /16"  th i cker .
Scandinavian linings drilled
and 80 rivets for complete set;
non-asbestos for safety. 1/4"
thick. 
FULL SET 
2650 28-31 $114.55set

HALF SET 
2660 28-31 $59.95set

SERVICE BRAKE RIVETS -
Contains 80 brass r ivets.
These are included with the
lining. 
2720 28-31 $3.75set

BRAKE LINING RIVET TOOL
- Enables you to remove old
rivets and install new rivets in
brake lining. Tool clamps in
your vise. These tool are
hardened to last longer. 
2710 28-48 $23.95ea.

BRAKE SHOE CENTERING
TOOL - Mount this tool on
either the front spindle or the
rear axle to see if the brake
shoes are centered on the
backing plate. By centering the
shoes on the backing plate you
assure complete contact of the
shoe to the drum. Detailed
instructions included. 
2695 28-31 $39.95ea.

ARCING BRAKE SHOE
LINING - This is the labor
charge for sanding each shoe.
You must supply us with your
lined shoe and the diameter of
each drum (example: 11 inch
and 40 thousand). Local brake
shops can measure your
drums. EXCHANGE ONLY. 
labor only 
2600 28-31 $16.50ea.

BRAKE SHOE
INSTALLATION TOOL - This
is the easy way to stretch the
brake spring on the backing
plate for installing or removing
the brake shoes. Hook the tool
to the end of the brake shoe.
The handle provides leverage
to rock the shoe in or out of the
brake wedge. 
2595 28-31 $18.25ea.

TOOLS ONLY FOR 2710
BRAKE LINING RIVET TOOL
- These are the four hardened
tools sold separate from the
anvil (#2710). 
2711 28-48 $13.85set

BRAKE ASSEMBLY
REBUILD - Assembly rebuilt
with NEW drum installed. Send
your  hub ,  back ing  p la te
complete with two shoes, and
include operating wedge, 2850,
stud 2860, washer 2890, and
castle nut 2880. Restoration
includes all parts sand blasted
and primed. Installing NEW
HARDENED ROLLER TRACK
(2420 or 2440), brake lining on
the shoes, NEW DRUM, arcing
the shoes to the NEW drum
diameter, installing new rollers
(2730), new roller pin (2830),
new brake adjusting shaft
(2810), new brake springs
(2750), new brake adjusting
wedge (2780), 
Front Brake Assembly rebuilt
with NEW Drum 
2680 28-31 $425.00ea.

Rear Brake Assembly Rebuilt
with NEW Drum 
2690 28-31 $435.00ea.

BRAKES
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PRO PACK FRONT SERVICE
BRAKE REBUILD PARTS -
This is the common parts you
will need to rebuild your two
front brakes. This kit does not
include backing plate, hub,
drum, bearings, races, brake
shoes, or linings. This kit does
include 2 of 1610, 2 of 1620,
2420, 8 of 2730, 2740, 2751, 2
of 2780, 4 of 2810, 2 of 2820, 4
of 2830, 2 of 2850, 2 of 2860, 2
of 2910, and a special cotter
pin set. 
2681 28-31 $149.95set

PRO PACK REAR SERVICE
BRAKE REBUILD PARTS -
This is the common parts you
will need to rebuild your rear
service brakes. This kit does
not include backing plate, hub,
drum, bearings, brake shoes,
or linings. This kit does include
the following 2 of 1560, 2 of
1600, 2440, 8 of 2730, 2740,
2751, 2 of 2780, 4 of 2810, 2 of
2820, 4 of 2830, 3080, 3190,
3200, 3210, and a special
cotter pin set. 
2691 28-31 $220.40set

BRAKE PEDAL ADJUSTING
TOOL - This tool will help to
adjust the eight brake shoes to
the drums for the best breaking
power of the shoe to the drum.
Instructions included. 
2405 28-31 $22.75ea.

BRAKE SPRING SETS -
Replaces all springs in the 4
service and 2 emergency
brakes. 16 piece set. Does not
include (3870) springs. The
short leg of the spring hooks to
the roller track rivet (2530). The
long side hooks to the shoe
with the wire on the drum side
of the shoe. Spring tension is
very important for proper shoe
alignment; weak springs can
cause the shoe to contact the
drum at an angle. 
COMPLETE 16 PIECE SET -
for all 4 service & 2 emergency
brakes 
2750 28-34 $11.95set

1/2 SERVICE BRAKE SPRING
SET - This is enough spring for
two of the service brakes. 6
springs total 2 long & 4 short 
2751 28-31 $5.95set

BRAKE ADJUSTING WEDGE
- New U.S. made wedge,
correct size and heat treated
as original. This has a 5/8-18
thread size. This quality made
wedge is copied from a FORD
blue print. Adjust wedge to
create a slight drag on the
brake lining. Need 4. Plated. 
2780 28-36 $11.40ea.

BRAKE ADJUSTING WEDGE
CAP - With brake shoes off,
turn wedge clockwise until
loose in its housing, then tap
square end. Cap will pop off,
and wedge can be removed.
Need 4. 
2820 28-36 $1.30ea.

BRAKE ADJUSTING WEDGE
TOOL - A special wrench with
a square hole to fit the end of
the brake adjusting wedge.
When fine tuning the brake
adjustment, this tool will make
it easy to turn the wedge. 
2800 28-34 $9.95ea.

COTTER PIN HOLDER TOOL
- Use this handy tool to help
hold the looped end of the
cotter pin while you bend the
legs over. 
3281 28-31 $9.50ea.

BRAKE ADJUSTING SHAFT -
The pointed shaft on one end
of each brake shoe that enters
in to  the  b rake  ad jus t ing
housing to expand the brake
shoe. Need 8 per car. NOTE:
The two brake adjusting shafts
within one brake adjusting
housing must be the same
length. If they are not, the
brake  shoes  w i l l  no t  be
centered. File or grind to make
lengths equal, and to smooth
out the shaft. 
2810 28-34 $6.20ea.

BRAKE ADJUSTING SHAFT
PINS SET OF 8 - These pins
are on the end of the shoe to
secure the pointed end of the
BRAKE ADJUSTING SHAFT
#2810 that rests against the
wedge (2780). A complete set
of 8 plated pins. Use part
#3281 to help hold the cotter
pins for installation. 
2740 28-34 $3.25set

BRAKE SHOE ROLLER -
Heat treated and plated. Your
old rollers must be round, NO
flat spots. Need 16 per car.
Made from FORD blue print. 
2730 28-34 $1.15ea.

BRAKE SHOE ROLLER PINS
- These pins are made with the
correct head size. The head of
the pin rides on the roller track.
Pin should fit firm in shoe, not
loose. U.S. made, hardened,
and plated. Made from FORD
blue  p r in t .  Th is  p in  i s
machined, not a rivet. Use part
#3281 to help hold the cotter
pins for installation. Need 8
pins per car. 
Single pin 
2830 28-34 $0.95ea.

Set of 8 pins 
2840 28-34 $7.55set

FRONT BRAKE OPERATING
WEDGE - To expand the
shoes, the brake shoe rollers
roll up and down the wedge.
Made from chrome moly steel,
with a Rockwell hardness of
48. Best on the market today.
Our own tooling for best fit.
Need 2. 
2850 28-34 $18.50ea.

FRONT OPERATING WEDGE
STUD - Includes extra washer
for other side of wedge. Made
from FORD blue print. Order 2
sets per car 
2860 28-34 $10.95set

FRONT OPERATING WEDGE
STUD WASHER - Included
with (2860). Need 2. 
2890 28-34 $1.95ea.

BRAKE WEDGE CASTLE
NUT 1/2-20 GRADE 5 - Need 2
per car, 1/2-20 castle nut. 
2880 28-34 $1.15ea.

FRONT BRAKE FLOATERS -
The new wedge stud has been
altered for a sliding pin. As the
brakes are applied the shoes
are forced to be centered to
give equal braking on both
shoes to drum for maximum
brakes. Set includes 2 studs, 2
washers, 2 adjusting pins and
2 castle nuts. We include two
sets of pins use the set with the
least amount of end play in the
wedge. 
2870 28-34 $25.95set

FLOATING BRAKE
ENERGIZER SET - This kit
allows all eight brake shoes to
float. This floating allows the
shoes to obtain complete
contact between the brake
shoe and the drum. This kit
contains new style adjusting
wedges ,  new opera t ing
wedges ,  and  mount ing
hardware. The pieces are
hardened to prevent wear and
allow for long life. 16pcs and
instructions are included. See
part #38115I for a how to install
video. 
2871 28-31 $195.00set

FRONT BRAKE GREASE
BAFFLE - This is the round
baffle that keeps grease from
getting on the front brake.
Made from stamped steel. 
2900 28-31 $25.35ea.

FRONT BRAKE OPERATING
PIN - These pins must be
straight and not worn on either
end for good braking ability. 7
1/4 inches long. Need 2. 
2910 28-31 $2.15ea.

BRAKES
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FRONT BRAKE SHIM - Small
cupped disc or "pill" to shim pin
(#2910) and wedge hole (2850)
when worn. To force the arm to
the 15 degree forward position.
May need 2 or 3 per wheel. 
2920 28-34 $0.95pair

FRONT BRAKE ACTUATING
UNIT MOUNTING NUTS -
Holds the shaft to the spring
perch. 
1928-29 used a 7/16-20 castle
nut 
2950 28-29 $2.00pair

1930-31 used a 7/16-20 nut 
2960 30-31 $1.75set

NEW COMPLETE
ACTUATING ARM
ASSEMBLY -  Th is  i s  a
complete new actuating arm
assembly. Most of the cores
that we have found are either
badly pitted or the threads are
s t r ipped  o r  o therw ise
damaged. Using original prints
we had this brand new housing
made and using our, actuating
shaft (#2930 or 2940), dust ring
(3080), & front brake lever
(3060), we now have this new
unit to offer. This unit fits and
functions just like the original
ones Ford made. NO CORE
REQUIRED. 
COMPLETE NEW RIGHT
SIDE 
2970 28-31 $104.95ea.

COMPLETE NEW LEFT SIDE
2990 28-31 $104.95ea.

FRONT BRAKE ACTUATING
SHAFT REBUILD - Your shaft
will be rebuilt by having the arm
and old bushings removed,
sand blasted, new bushings
ins ta l led  and  reamed,
Reassembled with new dust
ring, new brake lever arm
(3060), and new shaft (2930 or
2940). 
LEFT ORIGINAL REBUILD 
3010 28-31 $108.95ea.

RIGHT ORIGINAL REBUILD 
3030 28-31 $108.95ea.

SET OF 4 FRONT BRAKE
LEVER SHAFT BUSHINGS -
Complete set of 4 bushings.
Ream to .559. 
3040 28-36 $5.85set

FRONT BRAKE LEVER
SHAFT BUSHING REAMER -
This .559 reamer is fluted 13
inches long to reach both
bushings in one operation.
Custom made for the Brake
Shaft for us in Canada. 
3050 28-34 $133.00ea.

FRONT BRAKE LEVER - This
lever is pinned to (2930/2940)
operating shaft. The service
brake rod clevis (3310) rest in
the  yoke  o f  th i s  lever .
FORGED STEEL. Made from
FORD blue print. Excellent
quality, made overseas by an
ISO 9000 shop who is certified
to make parts for FORD and
GMC. Need 2. 
3060 28-34 $14.95ea.

FRONT BRAKE LEVER PINS
- Replace these 1/4"x1" flat
head pins when you drive out
the originals to replace the
above bushings. Install pin,
heat RED hot and peen. 
3070 28-34 $0.95pair

BRAKE DUST RINGS - Front
and Rear brake camshaft ring.
Located between brake rod
lever and shaft. Complete set
of 4 rings. Smaller rings go on
front. 
3080 28-34 $1.45set

FRONT BRAKE OPERATING
SHAFT - This shaft is located
inside the operating shaft
housing where two bushings
provide easy movement to
actuate the (2910) operating
pin inside the king pin. Most all
shafts are worn from the
bushings, which will cause play
when activating the brakes.
This forging is made from the
FORD blue print. Pin included.
RIGHT hand (Passenger) shaft
2930 28-31 $27.50ea.

LEFT hand (Driver) shaft 
2940 28-31 $27.50ea.

SET OF 8 REAR BRAKE CAM
BUSHINGS -  Eight  #521
bronze bearing bushings with
dimples to hold grease for the
service and emergency brake
shafts. Ream to .688. 
3100 28-34 $7.75set

REAR BRAKE CAM -
Correctly machined to slide into
the camshaft, hardened, U.S.
made, and plated. Best of 3 on
the market. Need 2 per car.
Made from the FORD blue
print. 
3130 28-34 $6.25ea.

REAR BRAKE CAMSHAFT -
Used to spread the rear brake
shoes apart with the use of the
cam (3130). The shaft is
hardened, U.S. made and clear
zinc plated. Need 2 per car.
Made from the FORD blue
print. Two sizes were used in
1928 to June 1928 when there
was no emergency brake. 
2 7/8" long, 1 1/8" diameter,
with .623 cam hole 
3140 1928 $11.25ea.

REAR BRAKE CAMSHAFT
(Cont.)
June 1928 thru 1931, 2 7/8"
long, 1 1/2" diameter 
3160 28-34 $18.60ea.

REAR BRAKE CAMSHAFT
LEVER - This is pined to the
brake camshaft (3160). The
service brake rod is secured in
the forked end. FORGED
STEEL, made from the FORD
blue print. Excellent quality
made overseas by ISO 9000
shop who is certified to make
parts for FORD or GMC. 
Right 
3190 28-31 $16.95ea.

Left 
3200 28-31 $16.95ea.

REAR BRAKE CAM LEVER
PINS -  Used wi th  above
camshaf t  (3160)  when
replacing (3100) bushing. Two
1/4 x 1 3/8 pins per set. Install
pin, heat RED hot and peen. 
3210 28-31 $0.80pair

REAR BRAKE GREASE
BAFFLE - The four bolt holes
are usually worn out because
of loose backing plate nuts.
Need 2. 
3220 28-31 $7.50ea.

REAR BACKING PLATE
BOLT SET (DOES 1 WHEEL)
- Four shouldered bolts cross
drilled and 4 castle nuts for
ONE rear wheel. Nuts to inside
of drum. There are different
lengths Two 7/16-20 x 1 17/32
and two 7/16-20 x 1 7/8". Made
from FORD print. Order 2 sets
per car. 
3230 28-31 $16.50set

CLUTCH & BRAKE PEDAL
REPLACEMENT HEAD - The
old pedal head must be cut off
and this new FORGED ribbed
pedal can be TIG welded to
your old arm. 
3247 28-31 $16.25ea.

BRAKE PEDAL RETURN
SPRING - A great accessory to
put more "snap" in the brake
pedal. The pedal should return
back if #3500/3510 are strong
or  ins ta l led  co r rec t l y .
Instructions included. 
3250 28-31 $5.50set

28 - JULY 29 STOP LIGHT
LINK CLEVIS PIN - For 1928
through July 1929 stop light
link. 
3260 28-29 $1.45ea.

BRAKE PEDAL TO CROSS
SHAFT ROD CLEVIS ONLY -
The 2 prong type used on
brake pedal to cross shaft rod
(3300). Made of strong forged
steel. 
3270 28-31 $3.50ea.

BRAKES
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PEDAL TO CROSS SHAFT
ROD ONLY - Connects the
brake pedal to the cross shaft.
U .S .  made.  One p iece
construction. Duplicate of
original. This rod will work for
July ’28 thru ’29, but is not
cosmetically correct. Adjust rod
to 1/16" off the cross member.
To make it cosmetically correct
for June 28-Sept 29 grind the
large end down to the 5/16"
shaft size. See the website for
picture. 
3300 28-31 $17.50ea.

BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
BUSHINGS - These bushings
are used at both ends of
Service Brake Cross Shaft
(3420) and Emergency Brake
Cross Shaft (4150). I.D. = .814"
Two types of bushings are
available. See (3340 and 4160)
fo r  new arm p ins .  Used
1928-31. 3350 is a Solid Brass
Bushing Brass will not seize to
shaft. 3360 is a Split Brass
Bushing: bushing is split, put
back together, then the hole is
drilled. This creates a perfectly
round hole. The split bushing
can  be  ins ta l led  w i thou t
removing the brake rod arm.
Examine cross shaft for wear
under 
Solid Brass 
3350 28-31 $13.95pair

Split Brass 
3360 28-31 $15.00pair

SERVICE BRAKE CROSS
SHAFT REPAIR BUSHING
PARTS - After the double
clevis arm and bushing are
removed ,  mos t  bear ing
surfaces under the (3350)
bushing have been worn
undersized. This pair wil l
include a thin steel bushing to
be slid over the worn bearing
surface with a tube of Loctite to
lock the thin bushing to the
shaft. The set will also include
two bronze bushings similar to
(3350) but a little larger ID to fit
over the new sleeve bushing.
This will bring the service shaft
back to original tolerances. Set
includes two steel sleeve
bushings, two bronze b 
3390 28-31 $24.00set

BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
LEVER ARM PINS - Drill a
3/16" hole in the center at each
end of the rivet deep enough to
reach the shaft. Place shaft in a
20 ton press and push end of
a rm o f f  sha f t .  Rep lace
bushings (3350). Install 5/16 x
1 1/2 pin, heat red hot and
peen. 
3340 28-31 $1.25pair

BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
BRACKETS - The brackets
that hold the above bushing in
place and the cross shaft to the
frame. Set includes 2 upper
and lower brackets. 
3370 28-31 $9.75set

BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
BRACKET TO FRAME BOLT
SET - Includes four 5/16-24 x
3/4 bolts cross drilled and 4
castle nuts. Nuts located at the
bottom of the frame. 
3380 28-31 $6.60set

1928 BRAKE EQUALIZER
BEAM - Used on 1928 cars
with the three piece cross
shafts. This is the shaft that
mounts  under  the  c ross
member. 
3429 1928 $21.00ea.

SERVICE BRAKE CROSS
SHAFT REBUILD - Old arms
are  removed ,  new s tee l
bushings are installed to bring
diameter of shaft back to a
round  s ize .  New bronze
bushings are installed and
levers re-pinned on shaft. This
rebuilding will be using the
above repair kit (3390). WE
REBUILD YOURS!. 
Rebuilt with shaft sandblasted 
3420 28-31 $118.95ea.

Rebuilt, but NOT sandblasted 
3430 28-31 $98.60ea.

OUTRIGHT REBUILT
SERVICE CROSS SHAFT -
Old arms are removed, new
steel bushings are installed to
bring diameter of shaft back to
a round size. New bronze
bushings are installed and
levers re-pinned on shaft. This
is outright no core required. 
3421 28-31 $231.00ea.

50 1/2" SERVICE BRAKE
ROD - 50 1/2" long. Need 4 per
car. One piece rod with eye
flash welded on end. The disc
on the rod for the anti-rattle
spr ings is created by an
"upset". The rod is heated, then
secured at two points. The rod
is then compressed using a die
to create the disc on the rod.
U.S .  made.  The  eye  i s
oversized so you will need to
grind it down some so it will fit
into the actuating arms. 
3470 28-31 $14.50ea.

SERVICE BRAKE ROD
CLEVIS - The adjustable eye
used on the service rods.
GOOD quality. Need 4 per car.
3310 28-31 $4.95ea.

BRAKE ROD CLEVIS EYE
NUTS - After adjusting clevis
on brake rod, tighten this nut
against clevis to keep it locked
in posi t ion.  Set of  seven
5/16-24 jam nuts. 
Stainless 
3320 28-31 $1.35set

Clear Zinc 
3330 28-31 $1.25set

14 P IECE AUTHENTIC
CLEVIS PIN SET - Standard
size was 5/16" (.313 diam.), 14
per set .  Order (4050) to
complete pins required. Insert
the pin with the head toward
the center of the car for only
the 2 clevises at each rear
backing plate. The rest of the
brake rod clevises have the
head of the pin toward the
outside. New tooling from
FORD print with the correct
head size. 
STANDARD SIZE 5/16" 
3280 28-31 $2.75set

OVERSIZE 11/32" (.343 DIAM)
3290 28-31 $2.75set

FLAT STYLE BRAKE ROD
RETURN SPRINGS - 6 flat
type springs. Originally used
through Sept. 1931. 4 bolts,
lock  washers  and  nu ts
included. This U.S. made set is
shaped correctly. Spring is
bolted on the bracket side
closest to the wheel. On the
rear brackets, the emergency
spring is closest to the wheel.
Open side of cup is forward on
front spring. Open side of cup
faces rear for rear springs.
Nuts for the spring bolts face
rear. 
3500 28-31 $13.30set

BRAKES
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31 SPRING STYLE BRAKE
ROD RETURN SPRINGS -
SPRING STYLE used from
Sept. 1931 through end of
production. 6 springs, 4 bolts, 4
lock washers and nuts New
design improves spring action.
3510 1931 $8.95set

BRAKE ROD RETURN
SPRING BOLTS - Secures
springs to frame Four 5/16-24 x
11/16 bolts, 4 washers and
nuts. Nuts for the spring bolts
face rear. 
3520 28-31 $1.35set

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
BRAKE DRUMS & SHOES 
38115E 28-31 $24.95ea.

INSTALLING BRAKE
FLOATERS 
38115I 28-31 $24.95ea.

EMERGENCY
BRAKE

EMERGENCY CARRIER
REBUILD -  Car r ie r  i s
sandblasted, old bushings are
removed ,  new bush ings
installed and reamed. YOUR
PLATES REBUILT. 
RIGHT SIDE / PASSENGER
SIDE 
3550 28-31 $82.00ea.

LEFT SIDE / DRIVER’S SIDE 
3580 28-31 $82.00ea.

NEW EMERGENCY BRAKE
CARRIER - This is a NEW
carrier including bushing tube
with bushings installed but
NOT reamed. Not a rebuilt
original. 
RIGHT SIDE / PASSENGER
SIDE 
3551 28-31 $83.00ea.

LEFT SIDE / DRIVER’S SIDE 
3581 28-31 $83.00ea.

COMPLETE EMERGENCY
BRAKE REBUILD -
Comple te ly  rebu i l t  un i t
includes: blasted and painted
carrier and band, new bushings
installed and reamed, new pins
and springs. YOUR original
connecting lever, toggle links,
and toggle lever are used.
Ready to install on your car. 
YOUR PLATES REBUILT:
LEFT SIDE / DRIVER’S SIDE 
3650 28-31 $118.00set

YOUR PLATES REBUILT:
RIGHT SIDE / PASSENGER
SIDE 
3680 28-31 $118.00set

ALL NEW COMPLETE
EMERGENCY BRAKE
ASSEMBLY - Includes new
carrier (3551/3581), New brake
band  w i th  l i n ing  (2620) ,
retracting springs (3750),
toggle links (3770), connecting
lever (3780), lever pins (3790),
toggle lever (3800), lever arm
(3830/3840), bolt & key (3860).
Unlike others on the market our
comes completely assembeled
and ready to install on your car.
ALL NEW:  LEFT S IDE /
DRIVER’S SIDE 
3640 28-31 $224.95set

ALL NEW: RIGHT SIDE /
PASSENGER SIDE 
3670 28-31 $224.95set

PRO PACK EMERGENCY
BRAKE REBUILD PARTS -
This is the common parts you
will need to rebuild both of your
emergency brake carriers. This
kit includes four bushings for
the carrier tube, 2 of 3620,
3750, 4 of 3770, 2 of 3780,
3790, 2 of 3800, 3830, 3840,
3860, & 3870. Not included in
this kit are the emergency
carrier plates, and bushing
tubes if needed. 
3549 28-31 $247.70set

EMERGENCY BRAKE STEEL
BAND - We had this band
made from the FORD blue
print. The emergency brake
lining is NOT included. Need 2
per car. 
3610 28-31 $30.95ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE BAND
WITH BONDED L INING
INSTALLED - This is a new
band #3610, with the original
Scandinavian lining #3690
installed. Need 2 per car. 
3620 28-31 $57.90ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
LINING WITH RIVETS - With
rivets. This is the original
Scandinavian style lining. This
soft woven material has brass
wire woven throughout. Non-
asbestos material for safety.
5/32" x 1" x 5 feet lining with 40
rivets for both wheels. You
must drill and counter sink rivet
holes. 
3690 28-31 $34.10set

PRE-DRILLED EMERGENCY
BRAKE LINING - There were
two major changes to the
emergency brake band. The
eye at the ends of the band
where the toggle link (3770) is
pinned was a thick solid steel
part or two stamp steel plates
spot-welded together. The pre-
drilled lining is available for the
two-plate style only will not fit
the bands with forged ends.
But there was a hole location
change during production. The
pair of end holes were re-
located. The distance from
center of hole to center of other
hole for the early style is .453"
and the newer desig 
The early band with end holes
.453" from center of hole to
center of hole. 
3710 28-31 $49.95set

with end hole measurement
.500" from center of hole to
center of hole. 
3720 28-31 $49.95set

EMERGENCY BRAKE
LINING RIVETS - Enough
rivets for both bands. 40 rivets
3740 28-31 $2.00set

SET OF 4 EMERGENCY
BRAKE SHOE RETRACT
SPRINGS - Included with
(2750) brake spring set; 4
springs in this set. One end of
spring hooks to the triangle clip
on band and the other end
hooks into the smallest hole on
the carrier. 
3750 28-31 $2.15set

EMERGENCY BRAKE
TOGGLE L INK -  When
connecting toggle links be sure
both offsets match to create a
straight line. MADE IN THE
USA. Plated, need 4 per car. 
3770 28-31 $8.50ea.

BRAKES • EMERGENCY BRAKE
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EMERGENCY BRAKE
CONNECTING LEVER -
Stamped steel, zinc plated.
U.S. made for correct fit and
function. 
3780 28-31 $16.75ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
TOGGLE LEVER PIN SET OF
8 - 8 clevis pins for mounting
the emergency bands. The
heads of all pins face to the
outside of the wheel. Six 3/8" x
11/16" and two 3/8" x 9/16".
Use part #3281 to help hold the
cotter pins for installation. 
3790 28-32 $2.65set

EMERGENCY BRAKE
TOGGLE LEVER -  The
emergency brake lever (3830)
is bolted to this. When lever is
pulled, emergency brake lining
expands against the drum.
Includes grease fitting hole.
Foreign made but very nice.
Order (3100) bushings for
shaft. 
3800 28-31 $26.95ea.

EMERGENCY CARRIER
PLATE BUSHING TUBE -
Replace the broken off or
damaged tube on the carrier
plate. Includes two bushings
installed. Flange on tube must
be hammered over or welded
to  ca r r ie r .  Order  (1300)
swedging tool to install tube. 
3820 28-31 $10.20ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE LEVER
ARM - The emergency brake
rod connects to this arm. 
Right arm 
3830 28-31 $13.95ea.

Left arm 
3840 28-31 $13.95ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE LEVER
BOLT AND KEY SET - For
complete car Two 5/16-24 x 1
1/8 bolts, 2 lock washers and 2
keys. 
3860 28-31 $1.65set

EMERGENCY BRAKE LEVER
SPRINGS - One for each side
of the brake shaft (3800)
outside the backing plate. One
left and one right spring. Exact
duplicate springs. Best on the
market. 
3870 28-31 $2.00pair

BRAKE HANDLE BUSHINGS
1928 - Used on the squeeze
brake handle mounted in front
of this gear shift from June
1928 thru Dec. 1928. Two per
set. 
3880 1928 $2.35pair

1928 EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE TRIGGER - Used on
early 28 cars & trucks with
emergency brake on the left
cowl section. This is the grip
part only, raw steel. 
3881 1928 $42.95ea.

1928 EMERGENCY BRAKE
GRIP RIVET SET - This is the
rivet and washer that is used to
fasten the trigger to the handle.
3882 1928 $9.95ea.

1928 EMERGENCY BRAKE
LEVER SPRING - This spring
is used on early cars & AA
trucks with the emergency
brake handle on the left cowl. 
3911 1928 $30.00ea.

1928 EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE MAIN SPRING - This
is the spring that pulls the pawl
up to keep it engaged. 
3883 1928 $10.50ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLES - Handles are bright
chrome plated. These are a
nice repro part. Plating is not
always mint because the base
metal may not be polished to a
mirror finish before plating,
leaving a mark or two under
plating. 
June 28-Dec. 28 Front mount
squeeze handle style 
3890 1928 $75.00ea.

Dec. 28-June 29 Front mount
push button style 
3900 28-29 $79.95ea.

July 29-1932 Side mount push
button style 
3910 29-32 $75.00ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE BOOT
REINFORCING PLATE - Used
from beginning to June 1928
when the hand brake handle
was mounted at the left subrail
next to the cowl panel. The
plate secured the rubber boot
at the base of the handle. 
3950 1928 $10.50ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE BLANK OFF PLATE
- This was used to cover up the
hand brake handle hole on the
left subrail when the brake
handle was moved from the left
cowl subrail to the gear shift
area. Used from beginning to
June 1928. 
3960 1928 $9.95ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE BOOT
- Keeps the dirt and some of
the noise out. Not originally
used. 
10000 28-31 $3.95ea.

HAND BRAKE LEVER FELT
ANTI-SQUEAK - The fel t
washer inside brake handle to
eliminate pawl rod from rattling.
Install on Pawl Rod (3990 or
4000). Insert from bottom of
brake handle with help of a
coat hanger. April ’29 till end. 
3970 29-34 $0.90ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE PAWL ROD - The
rod located inside the brake
handle from the button to
ratchet. Pawl not included. 
15" long with hooked end 
3990 28-29 $6.50ea.

17 3/4" long with off-set at
bottom and hooked end 
4000 M29-31 $5.00ea.

1928 LEFT S IDE
EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE PAWL - This is the
pawl only for the left mounted
emergency brake handles
used in 1928. 
4009 1928 $16.95ea.

JUNE 28 - DEC. 28 FRONT
MOUNTED SQUEEZE
HANDLE EMERGENCY
BRAKE HANDLE PAWL - For
squeeze handles located in
front of the gear shift from June
1928 thru Dec. 1928. Steel
pawl is hardened to RC 56 with
a sharp point. 
4010 1928 $11.50ea.

DEC 28 - JULY 29 PUSH
BUTTON EMERGENCY
BRAKE HANDLE PAWL -
Pawl used from Dec. 1928 thru
July 1929 on push button
handles in front of the gear
shift. Hardened pawl. 
4020 28-29 $14.75ea.

JULY 29 - LATE 30 1/4"
THICK EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE PAWL - Pawl used
from July 1929 till late 1930 for
brake handles on the right side
of the gear shift. This pawl is
1/4" thick to match the 1/4"
thick ratchet. Hardened. 
4030 29-30 $11.05ea.

LATE 30 - END 5/16" THICK
EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE PAWL - Pawl used
from late 1930 till end. Case
hardened, 5/16" thick to match
5/16" thick ratchet. 
4040 30-32 $7.75ea.

BRAKE HANDLE CLEVIS PIN
- Located at the base of the
handle to secure the lever
pawl. Used July 29 till end.
5/16" X 1 1/8" pin. 
4050 M29-32 $0.75ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
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EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE BUTTON & PIN - For
3/16" diam. shaft. Cadmium
plated, but should be nickel or
chrome plated. 
4060 28-32 $2.30set

PIN ONLY 
4070 28-32 $0.35ea.

BRAKE HANDLE SPRING -
Located inside the handle just
below the button for side
mounted brake handles. 
4090 M29-32 $0.55ea.

JUNE 28 - DEC 28 FRONT
MOUNTED SQUEEZE
HANDLE EMERGENCY
BRAKE HANDLE RATCHET -
Used on the squeeze handle
located in front of the gear shift
from June 1928 thru Dec.
1928. Heat treated and zinc
plated. 
4100 1928 $17.10ea.

RATCHET MOUNTING
SCREW - This is the special
sc rew tha t  ho lds  the
emergency brake ra tchet
(4100) onto the transmission. 
4101 1928 $1.00ea.

JULY 29 - 31 HAND BRAKE
RATCHET - Located at the
bottom of the brake handle with
teeth on it for the brake rod
pawl to lock into. Used July
1929 thru ’32. 
4110 29-32 $19.25ea.

JULY 29-31 HAND BRAKE
LEVER TO RATCHET BOLT
SET - July 1929 thru 1932.
Thin hex head 3/8-24 x 1 1/4
bolt cross drilled with a castle
nut, Used with side mounted
hand brake handle. 
4120 M29-32 $3.25set

JUNE 28 - JULY 29 HAND
BRAKE LEVER TO RATCHET
BOLT SET - June 1928 thru
July 1929. One 3/8-24 x 1
17/32 bolt with the end cross
drilled. This bolt has a special
head with one side cut off. A
castle nut is included. Used for
front mounted hand brake
handles. 
4130 28-29 $3.50set

HAND BRAKE LEVER TO
TRANSMISSION TOP BOLTS
- Two 3/8-16 x 13/16 bolts and
lock washers to secure the
hand brake handle to the
transmission top. 
4140 29-31 $1.80set

EMERGENCY BRAKE
CROSS SHAFT ONLY - Steel
rod only, with holes drilled for 3
arms. No arms available. This
is the shaft only. Used April
1930-31. 
4150 30-31 $22.95ea.

BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
BUSHINGS - These bushings
are used at both ends of
Service Brake Cross Shaft
(3420) and Emergency Brake
Cross Shaft (4150). I.D. = .814"
Two types of bushings are
available. See (3340 and 4160)
fo r  new arm p ins .  Used
1928-31. 3350 is a Solid Brass
Bushing Brass will not seize to
shaft. 3360 is a Split Brass
Bushing: bushing is split, put
back together, then the hole is
drilled. This creates a perfectly
round hole. The split bushing
can  be  ins ta l led  w i thou t
removing the brake rod arm.
Examine cross shaft for wear
under 
Solid Brass 
3350 28-31 $13.95pair

Split Brass 
3360 28-31 $15.00pair

EMERGENCY BRAKE
CROSS SHAFT END LEVER
PIN - Drill or press the old 5/16
x 1 1/4 pin from arm. Remove
arm and (4200) bolts to remove
emergency cross shaft. Then
remove old bushing. Install
new bushings (3350) and
reassemble using these new
pins. 
4160 30-31 $0.80pair

EMERGENCY BRAKE
CROSS SHAFT BEARINGS -
The brass bushings at the end
of the emergency cross shaft.
Made from the FORD blue
print. 
4170 28-E30 $31.95pair

EMERGENCY BRAKE
CROSS SHAFT SPRING AND
GREASE FELTS -  Set
includes 2 springs and felts
located at each end of the
emergency cross shaft inside
the brass cup. Used from 1928
thru April 1930, 4 piece set. 
4180 28-E30 $2.25set

EMERGENCY BRAKE
CROSS SHAFT BRACKET -
Two brackets required to hold
the shaft to the inside of the
frame. Powder coated black 
4190 28-E30 $21.90pair

EMERGENCY BRAKE
CROSS SHAFT BRACKET
AND SUPPORT BOLT SET -
Four bolts for the brackets to
the frame, the nuts are on the
outside of the frame. Two bolts
to hold the support bracket to
the cross member, the nuts are
to the rear. Set includes six
5/16-24 x 11/16 bolts, washers,
and nuts. NO brackets. 
4200 28-31 $2.10set

EMERGENCY BRAKE
HANDLE TO CROSS SHAFT
ROD - Quality rods with forged
ends as original. 
1928 till July ’29 used a 20 3/4"
rod with eye on one end 
4210 28-29 $12.40ea.

July ’29 to end used a 18 3/4"
rod with a yoke on each end 
4220 M29-31 $29.95ea.

41" LONG EMERGENCY
BRAKE ROD - 41" long. Need
2 per car. 
4230 28-31 $15.10ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE ROD
CLEVIS - The adjustable eye
used  on  the  end  o f  the
emergency brake rod #4230.
These are cast. Need 2 per car
4250 28-31 $3.75ea.

FRONT
AXLE

FRONT SPRING PERCH -
This is an excellent quality
perch. Includes one spring
perch bushing. Does not
include special castle nut
(4300). Need 2. 
4260 28-31 $65.50ea.

EMERGENCY BRAKE • FRONT AXLE
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FRONT SPRING PERCH OR
SPRING SHACKLE BUSHING
- If your spring shackles are
good, then replace all 4 of the
bushings. These are pre-
reamed at the factory. Order
part number 5881 for the
correct bushing driver. 
4270 28-41 $0.65ea.

DRILL BIT TO REAM SPRING
SHACKLE BUSHINGS - This
is a 14.5 millimeter drill bit with
a  1 /2 "  shank .  Bush ings
included with shackle kits do
NOT need to be reamed, but
other suppliers may. 
4280 28-31 $18.90ea.

FRONT SPRING PERCH NUT
- The special 5/8-18" nut holds
the perch in the axle. Ours has
the correct taper for a proper fit
to the axle. Need 2. 
4300 30-48 $5.50ea.

FRONT AXLE 3 /4 -16"
CASTLE NUT AND COTTER
PIN - Secures front wheel to
axle. Need 2 sets per car.
Grade 5 nut. 
4310 28-35 $1.65set

COMPLETE FRONT SPINDLE
BOLT SET - Worn spindle bolt
parts can contribute to shimmy
and rough steering. This kit
includes bushings, felts, felt
cups, bearings, locking pin,
shims, grease fittings, and the
spind le  bo l ts .  P lace cup
washer with felt under washer
against bottom of axle. The felt
can be rubber cemented to the
lower spindle arm to keep it in
place during assembly. The
bearing sits on top of the axle
with the open side of the
bearing down. One or more
shims are located between the
bottom of the bearing and the
top of the axle. The 
4330 28-31 $88.85set

FRONT SPINDLE REBUILD
PARTS - All the parts in the
above kit except the 2 spindle
bolts. 
4350 28-41 $28.95set

FRONT SPINDLE BUSHING -
Identical to the bushing in the
king pin kit #4350) Make sure
the hole in the bushings line up
with the grease holes in the
spindles. Ream to .813" -
.8135" 
4320 28-41 $2.15ea.

FRONT SPINDLE SHIM - A
.010 shim located between
bearing and top of axle to
eliminate any space. Included
with above two sets. The ball
bearing used in the repro kit is
th inner  than the or ig ina l
bearing, therefore, two shims
must be added. 
4370 28-31 $0.40ea.

FRONT SPINDLE FELT CUP
WASHER - Holds (4390) felt in
place. Install cup side down to
receive felt. NEW tooling for
this cup washer. The one on
the market is too tall and will
not fit. We made this washer
from the FORD blue print.
Need 2 per car. 
4380 28-37 $0.65ea.

FRONT SPINDLE FELTS -
Two small operating pin felts
and two large spindle bolt felts.
4390 28-37 $2.00set

FRONT SPINDLE & 7 TOOTH
STEERING BEARING - The
ball bearing is included in kits
(# 4330 and # 4350). Open
side of bearing goes down to
keep water out. 
4400 28-32 $3.50ea.

FRONT SPINDLE BOLT
LOCKING PIN AND NUT -
"Style 3", used Sept ’29-31.
This grooved pin and nut hold
the king pin in the axle. Will
work for all years. Nuts are on
the rear of the axle. 
4410 29-48 $3.75ea.

SINGLE ARM STEERING
SPINDLE ARM - Original arm
with new stainless steel ball
installed. This is the right side
arm. EXCHANGE only, WE
MUST HAVE YOURS
BEFORE WE SHIP OURS;
arm must be cleaned to bare
metal or a $6 charge will be
added for blasting. Shank
under ball cannot be worn over
1/16". If there is excessive
wear their will be a $3.00
charge to weld up the shank.
4420 is uncoated, but 4422 is
powder coated gloss black. 
PLAIN STEEL ARM 
4420 28-31 $36.25ea.

BLACK POWDER COATED
ARM 
4422 28-31 $49.95ea.

DOUBLE ARM STEERING
SPINDLE ARM - Original arm
with new stainless steel ball
installed. This is the left side
arm. EXCHANGE only, WE
MUST HAVE YOURS
BEFORE WE SHIP OURS;
arm must be cleaned to bare
metal or a $6 charge will be
added for blasting. Shank
under ball cannot be worn over
1/16". If there is excessive
wear their will be a $3.00
charge to weld up the shank.
4460 is uncoated while 4462 is
powder coated in gloss black. 
PLAIN STEEL ARM 
4460 28-31 $63.75ea.

BLACK POWDER COATED
ARM 
4462 28-31 $78.98ea.

SPINDLE ARM NUT - Special
flat shaped 9/16-18" castle nut.
Need 2. 
4500 28-31 $3.25ea.

FRONT AXLE TOE IN TOOL -
Ford originally specified a toe
in of 1/16" +/- 1/32" to help
maintain proper tire wear.
Using this tool will easily allow
you to correctly set the toe-in
on your car. Instructions are
included. 
4511 28-31 $49.95ea.

TIE ROD - The 44" rod that
connects the two spindle arms
with left hand threads on one
end and right hand threads on
the other. Threads are 11/
16-24. Solid steel rod, U.S.
made. 
4510 28-34 $27.95ea.

NEW TIE ROD END - New
tooling a much nicer part. No
internal parts, mounting bolt or
grease fittings included. 
right 
4520 28-34 $19.80ea.

FRONT AXLE
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NEW TIE ROD END (Cont.)
left 
4530 28-34 $19.80ea.

TIE ROD END BOLTS - Two
3/8-24 x 1 5/16 bolts, cross
drilled and 2 castle nuts. Nut
faces down. The bolt is on the
rear side of the tie rod. 
4540 28-34 $5.10set

DRAG LINK - U.S. made from
solid steel rod. No parts, this is
just the rod. 
4550 28-31 $72.60ea.

ORIGINAL STEEL STYLE TIE
ROD AND DRAG LINK
REBUILD PARTS - Thirteen
pieces to rebuild both tie rod
and drag link. Kits includes four
end plugs, four springs, four
mushrooms and one cup. Parts
are HEAT TREATED to last,
made from the FORD blue
print. Order 1 set per car. 
4560 28-34 $19.50set

TEFLON T IE  ROD AND
DRAG LINK REBUILD PARTS
- Set includes four tall Teflon
mushrooms, three short Teflon
mushrooms, one Teflon cup,
four springs and four plugs for
both rods. The Teflon versus
the above steel cups in (4560)
makes your steering easier
because there is much less
friction. When using the Teflon
kit make sure the steering balls
a re  round  fo r  bes t
performance. Order 1 set per
car. 
4570 28-34 $35.95set

TEFLON BALL SEATS ONLY
- Eight Teflon seats only, to
complete both the Drag link
and Tie Rod. These Teflon ball
seats will not fit the original
plugs on the rods. Used only
with the special plugs from part
number (4570). When using
the Teflon kit make sure the
steering balls are round for
best performance. 
4580 28-34 $19.75set

TIE ROD AND DRAG LINK
PLUG TOOL - A large screw
driver blade tool to be used on
the tie rod or drag link plug.
Heat treated. Use 7/8" wrench
or socket. 
4590 28-34 $5.00ea.

TIE ROD AND DRAG LINK
SEAL SET OF 4 PCS - The
rubber seal that keeps the
grease in and dirt out around
the steering balls. Four to a set.
4600 28-31 $3.50set

TIE ROD AND DRAG LINK
METAL CAP SET OF 4 PCS -
This cap keeps the above seal
in place around the steering
balls. 4 to a set. 
4610 28-31 $4.25set

ORIGINAL STYLE RADIUS
ROD SOCKET SET - See
page 4-2 of the "Standards".
Upper and lower caps are
stamped steel as original. If
radius ball is worn, use part
#4691  ba l l  spacer  to
compensate for the worn ball. 2
special bolts, 2 sleeves, 2
springs, 2 special 7/16-20
castle nuts and cotter pins.
Tighten castle nut to sleeve
then back off to the first cotter
pin alignment hole. Order
(4620 & 4660) to complete set.
4630 28-31 $28.50set

REPLACEMENT STYLE
RADIUS ROD SOCKET
REPLACEMENT SET - This is
an after-market set often used
when the radius ball is worn.
Includes a rubber ball to take
up worn radius ball, two thick
cast caps, two bolts and nuts.
This fix works but will lose Blue
Ribbon points in judging. 
4650 28-31 $18.00set

RADIUS ROD BALL FELT -
The felt pad located in the bell
housing over the radius ball. To
install the pin #4660 drill a hole
through the felt for the pin to
pass through. Make sure you
soak the felt in motor oil. 
4620 28-31 $0.95ea.

RADIUS BALL SOCKET
BOLTS - The special slotted
head bolts used with the
retainer pin (4660). These bolts
have the correct size slot.
Some of the others on the
market are not cut  deep
enough. 
4640 28-31 $6.60pair

RADIUS ROD PIN - Special
long pin cross drilled for cotter
pin. This pin holds the (# 4640)
socket bolts from turning. 5
1/16" long. Install pin through
middle of felt. 
4660 28-31 $0.95ea.

RADIUS ROD SPECIAL NUTS
- Two original flat shaped
7/16-20 cast le  nuts ,  two
springs and two spacers for
original type radius rod kits.
Tighten castle nut to sleeve
then back off to the first cotter
pin alignment hole. 
4670 28-31 $13.30set

RADIUS ROD SPRINGS -
Replacement  spr ings for
(4630). 
4680 28-31 $1.25pair

RADIUS ROD RUBBER BALL
-  Th is  i s  a  non-Ford
replacement preferred by many
owners, especially when radius
rod ball is badly worn. Can only
be used with the aftermarket
cast caps in (4650). 
4690 28-40 $2.10ea.

FRONT RADIUS ROD BALL
SPACER - Use this special
cupped washer to take up play
on a worn front radius rod ball.
Will only work with the original
style radius rod socket set
(#4630). 
4691 28-31 $1.00ea.

FRONT AXLE
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RADIUS ROD REPAIR BALL -
If the ball on your front radius
rod is excessively worn you
can now replace it with this
repair kit. To use this kit some
cutting and welding will be
required, but instructions are
included. Will only work on Mid
28-31 radius rods, the early 28
radius rods were forged as one
piece. 
4631 M28-31 $89.95ea.

FRONT SPINDLE BOLT
BUSHING REAMER - This
.814 reamer is fluted to reach
both bushings in one operation.
Cus tom made fo r  us  in
Canada. 
4360 28-41 $179.95ea.

SPRING & PERCH BUSHING
DRIVER - Use this handy tool
to help remove and install new
bushing in the following parts:
Front & Rear Spring Bushings,
Front & Rear Spring Perch
Bushings, Rear Brake and
Camshaft Bushings. 
5881 28- $9.90ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
REBUILDING THE FRONT
END 
38115R 28-31 $24.95ea.

STEERING -
SEVEN TOOTH

REBUILT SEVEN TOOTH
STEERING BOX REBUILD -
Your steering box is blasted,
p r imed,  pa in ted  b lack ,
assembled, & adjusted to OEM
Specs.  Rebui l t  w i th  new
internal parts, and bushings on
the sector shaft. We will re-
used your original gas & Spark
rods or for an additional charge
install new ones. The retainer
shaft  wi th tube (5030) is
installed. We reuse your lower
bearing assembly. If the lower
bearing assembly or steering
shaft is damaged they will be
replaced at an additional cost.
Please allow 3-4 weeks for turn
around as yours will be rebuilt.
YOUR REBUILT 
4700 28-29 $649.00ea.

OUTRIGHT W/O GAS &
SPARK RODS OR UPPER
BUSHING 
4701 28-29 $750.00ea.

PRO PACK 7  TOOTH
STEERING REBUILD PARTS
- This is all of the commonly
replaced part to rebuild your 7
tooth steering column. This kit
includes the following parts2 of
4400, 5220, 5330, 5350, 2 of
5370, 5379, 5380, 5410, 5420,
5450, 5460, 4810, 5030, 2 of
36750. This does not include
steering tube, side plate, gas &
spark rods, control  rods,
control rod spring, control rod
pins, steering gear housing
bushing, shaft or worm. 
4699 28-29 $274.95set

7 TOOTH STEERING WORM -
The seven tooth sector was
used through Feb.’30, although
it has been found on cars as
late as March ’30. This worm is
U.S. made. There is a snap
ring recessed at the lower end
of the worm. First press worm
up shaft 1/4" to expose snap
ring. Remove ring, then push
worm off. Worm must be
pressed on shaft. See Part #
(4970) for this service. 
LEFT HAND DRIVE 
4890 28-29 $52.50ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING WORM
(Cont.)
RIGHT HAND DRIVE 
4891 28-29 $91.90ea.

NEW 7 TOOTH STEERING
SHAFT WITH NEW WORM
INSTALLED - 7 tooth shaft has
a new worm installed and set
for 44 1/2" length. The steering
wheel end of the shaft is
splined for the 1928-29 style
wheel. For left hand drive cars
only. 
4900 28-29 $230.00ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING WORM
INSTALLATION LABOR
CHARGE - Send us your shaft
with old worm on it. We will
remove and install a new worm
on your shaft. This is the
LABOR CHARGE only; order
worm separately. 
4970 28-29 $49.95ea.

STEERING SECTOR ’O’ RING
- Slide ’O’ ring on end of sector.
Before you mount steering to
frame. The outside sector
bushing should be recessed
3/32" to accept 1/8" ’O’ ring.
This will minimize leakage of
lubricant. Included is a flat
washer installed after the ’O’
ring to hold it in place. Included
in (5460 & 5470). 
5330 29-31 $0.70ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR - For a better fit it is
preferable to use both new
worm and  sec to r .  Some
grinding may be needed at the
end below the gear to allow the
thrust screw to work properly. 
LEFT HAND DRIVE 
5350 28-29 $85.00ea.

RIGHT HAND DRIVE 
5351 28-29 $103.15ea.

FRONT SPINDLE & 7 TOOTH
STEERING BEARING - The
ball bearing is included in kits
(# 4330 and # 4350). Open
side of bearing goes down to
keep water out. 
4400 28-32 $3.50ea.

STEERING SECTOR
BUSHING - The oil groove
inside the bushing extends to
only one edge of the bushing.
Therefore, press the open-end
edge into the housing to enable
the oil at the center of the
housing to travel across the
bushing. Installing the bushing
correctly prevents oil from
leaking. Ream to 1.125. Used
in all sector housings. Need 2.
5370 28-31 $2.55ea.

FRONT AXLE • STEERING - SEVEN TOOTH
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STEERING SECTOR
BUSHING DRIVER - Use this
handy tool to help remove and
install the sector bushings in
both 7 and 2 tooth steering
boxes. 
5371 28-31 $16.95ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING LOWER
BEARING ASSEMBLY - This
is the bearing holder and
flange only there is no bushing
(5380 or 5390) installed. 
5379 28-29 $72.50ea.

7 TOOTH LOWER STEERING
BUSHING - .656" BUSHING
I.D. - For seven tooth. Brass
bushing located at the end of
the seven tooth steering shaft.
ID of bushing is .656 for the
standard shaft size. 
5380 28-29 $15.50ea.

7 TOOTH LOWER STEERING
UNDERSIZED BUSHING
-.625" BUSHING I.D. - Turn
seven tooth shaft to down to
.625 for a good fit in this
bushing. 
5390 28-29 $15.50ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING SHAFT
LOWER BEARING SHIM SET
- This is a set of 5 metal shims.
3 that are .008 thick, 1 that is
.002 thick, one that is .003
thick. 
5270 28-29 $10.75ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING GEAR
HOUSING BUSHING -
Located above the steering
worm. 
5240 28-29 $22.95ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING
THRUST SCREW AND LOCK
NUT - Tighten this 1/2-20 x 1
screw until it contacts the end
of the sector shaft to eliminate
end play in the sector. Made
from FORD blue print. 
5410 28-29 $3.95ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING WORM
SECTOR THRUST WASHER -
Ground and  hardened .
Grooved side faces the teeth
on the sector. 
5420 28-29 $11.50ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING
GASKET SET - Set contains a
thick gasket to keep oil from
leaking past light rod into wiring
harness. One gear box cover
gasket .  Four  paper  sh im
gaskets. One ’O’ ring to be
used on sector shaft followed
by a flat washer to hold the ’O’
ring in place against frame.
Recess sector bushing 3/32" at
frame end of sector housing for
’O’ ring. 
5460 28-29 $2.75set

7 TOOTH STEERING SHAFT
FELT RETAINER - This is the
special cupped washer that
holds the felt in place. As you
tighten the hex part of the
retainer it will adjust the felt for
a seal. Used on the SEVEN
tooth steering box. This is not
needed if you are using (5030).
5010 28-29 $6.60ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING SHAFT
RETAINER WITH TUBE - This
is the same as above except
an oil tube is added to prevent
any gear box oil from dripping
through to the wire harness.
Used on seven tooth steering.
The O.D. on this shaft is .436.
Some early shafts have a
smaller O.D. and this tube will
not fit. 
5030 28-29 $13.50ea.

LIGHT ROD FELT SEAL -
This felt gasket must be used if
you don’t install the modern
leak less end plate (5030/
5280). This felt gasket keeps
the 600-W oil from leaking past
the horn rod into the wiring in
the light switch body. 
5041 28-29 $0.90ea.

1/8 PIPE THREAD TYPE
GREASE FITTING - 1/8" pipe
thread with ball check. 
36750 28-31 $1.40ea.

STEERING SECTOR TO
FRAME SEAL - 7 TOOTH - To
install seal, bore the end of the
sector that bolts to the frame
.150 deep and 1.375 diameter.
5190 28-29 $4.55ea.

7 TOOTH STEERING LOWER
BEARING ASSEMBLY
BOLTS - The four 1/4-28 x
21/32 bolts and lock washers
ho ld  the  lower  bear ing
assembly to the steering worm
housing. 
5220 28-29 $1.35set

7 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR COVER PLATE
BOLTS - The three 1/4-28 x
21/32" bolts and lock washer
that hold the cover to the worm
housing which keep the sector
in place. 
5450 28-29 $1.00set

600 W OIL FOR REAR AXLE,
STEERING OR
TRANSMISSION - This is a
140 SAE industrial gear lube.
This product is the accepted oil
fo r  the  o ld  600W o i l .
Transmission: 1 1/2 pint; Rear
end: 1 1/2 pint ;  7 Tooth
steering box: 7 3/4 oz.; 2 Tooth
steer. box: 4 1/2 oz. QUART
BOTTLE. 
6490 28-31 $10.30qt

STEERING QUADRANT TO
UPPER BUSHING SCREWS -
The two small 10/32 x 5/16
screws are located under the
steering quadrant that holds
the upper bushing (4810) in
place. Use in 1928-May 1930
columns. Included with (4810).
4760 28-30 $0.75pair

7 TOOTH STEERING UPPER
BUSHING WITH TWO
MOUNTING SCREWS -
Located at the top of the
steering column to align the
gas and spark  rods and
steering shaft. Before installing
bushing into top of column be
sure to slide the gas and spark
rod through the bushing. Slide
anti-rattle (4830) onto each rod
14 inches from handle end and
extend them through their
holes at the bottom of the
steering column. Then tap the
bushing in place. This will
enable you to get the gas and
spark rods through the end of
the steering column much
easier. Bushing is pre-drilled
and tapped for on 
4810 28-30 $11.75ea.

SEVEN TOOTH GAS &
SPARK RODS - These are
available in either Nickel plate
as original, or in Chrome. Paint
the lower ends black. U.S.
made for our company to an
EXACT duplicate with excellent
plating. See part #4810 for
installation. Length of rods from
under  handle  to  end for
1928-29 is 30" long. 
CHROME PLATED 
5060 28-29 $62.00pair

NICKEL PLATED 
5070 28-29 $62.00pair

CONTROL ROD ARM - U.S.
made arm. Left spark arm, ball
faces down. Right gas arm, the
ball faces up. FAIR QUALITY
Need 2 per car. 
5110 28-31 $9.65ea.

STEERING - SEVEN TOOTH
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CONTROL ROD ARM PINS -
The two 3/32 x 21/32 pins that
hold the above arms to the
control rods. 
5120 28-31 $0.50pair

CONTROL ROD SPRINGS -
Located just above the control
rod arms. 
5130 28-31 $1.10pair

GAS AND SPARK ROD ANTI-
RATTLE FELT - Keeps rods
from rattling inside steering
column. See installation under
(4810) description. 
4830 28-31 $0.75pair

STEERING COLUMN LOWER
CLAMP - The lower half of the
clamp, located under the
steering wheel to hold the
steering column to the support
on the gas tank or after May
’31 for support brace to dash.
Paint same color as gas tank.
New tooling, excellent quality.
Screws and lock washers are
included. 
4840 28-31 $16.75ea.

STEERING COLUMN CLAMP
BOLTS - Two 5/16-24 x 1"
spec ia l  head screws.  To
secure (4840). Should be
cadmium plated or body color.
4850 28-31 $2.50set

STEERING COLUMN
SUPPORT BRACKET - This
bracket was introduced in May
1931 to take the strain off the
bracket located under the gas
tank, which was causing some
tanks to leak. Can be used on
all 1930-31 cars. Made from
strong ductile iron. Powder
coated gloss black to match
the lower half, but should be
body color. Also can be used
on 28-29 cars but new hole
locations must be drilled in the
cowl/gas tank brace to get the
proper alignment. 
4860 30-31 $29.95ea.

STEERING COLUMN ANTI-
RATTLE - A thin piece of
rubber around the steering
column under the column
clamp. Ends originally met at
the top center. 
4880 28-31 $0.95ea.

STEERING HOUSING TO
FRAME BOLTS - Two 7/16-20
X 1 5/32" bolts, cross-drilled
with castle nuts. Made from
FORD print. Nut is outside of
frame. 
5210 28-31 $7.00set

ORIGINAL REBALLED
PITMAN ARM - Original arm
with new stainless steel ball
installed. EXCHANGE only,
WE MUST HAVE YOURS
BEFORE WE SHIP OURS;
arm must be cleaned to bare
metal or a $6 charge will be
added for blasting. Shank
under ball cannot be worn over
1/16". If there is excessive
wear their will be a $3.00
charge to weld up the shank.
LEFT HAND DRIVE. 5560 has
no finish, but 5564 is gloss
black powder coated. 
OVAL UNFINISHED 
5560 28-31 $35.00ea.

OUTRIGHT 
5562 29-31 $50.00ea.

OVAL BLACK POWDER
COATED 
5564 28-31 $49.95ea.

NEW STOCK LENGTH
PITMAN ARM - This is new
tooling and looks like original
arm. Forged steel for strength
like the original. Left hand drive
only. 
5570 28-31 $41.65ea.

NEW SHORTENED PITMAN -
All new forged one-piece
pitman arm. This arm is 1.5"
shorter for easier steering.
Made from SAE 4130 chrome
moly steel. LEFT HAND DRIVE
5571 28-31 $37.95ea.

PITMAN ARM BOLT - A
special head 7/16-20 x 1 15/16
bolt and special narrow 5/8"
wide castle nut to hold the
pitman arm to the steering
sector. 
5610 28-31 $2.95set

STEERING -
TWO TOOTH

REBUILT TWO TOOTH
STEERING BOX -  Your
steering box is blasted, primed,
painted black, assembled, &
adjusted to  OEM Specs.
Rebuilt with new internal parts,
and needle bearings on the
sector housing. End plate
#5280 is installed. Send the
shaft, box and sector housing
only, we do not need the outer
column that holds the gas and
spark rods. 
TWO TOOTH REBUILD 
4710 29-31 $499.95ea.

TWO TOOTH OUTRIGHT
WITH 44" SHAFT WITH NEW
SHAFT & SECTOR HOUSING
4720 29-31 $765.00ea.

PRO PACK 2  TOOTH
STEERING REBUILD PARTS
- This kit contains all of the
commonly need parts and
upgrades for your two tooth
steering box. This kit includes
the following 4770, 4790, 5160,
5180, 5230, 5250, 5260, 5280,
5290, 5300 2 of 5310, 55360,
5430, 5440, 5470, 5490, 5500,
5510, 5530, 5540, and 5550.
This kit uses your steering box,
shaft, eccentric rivet & Worm. 
4709 29-31 $314.95set

STEERING - SEVEN TOOTH • STEERING - TWO TOOTH
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TWO TOOTH STEERING
WORM - This worm is only
avai lable through foreign
suppliers. Works well. Must be
pressed on shaft. See Part #
(4980) for this service. 
LEFT HAND DRIVE 
4920 29-31 $69.95ea.

RIGHT HAND DRIVE 
4921 29-31 $62.95ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING UPPER
BUSHING FOR - June 1930 till
end the screw holes were
dropped and a ’V’ shaped lug
was added to secure the
bushing. The repro does not
have the ’V’ lug, but has a
dowel pin to hold the bushing in
place. Soak wick in oil before
installing. Originally this was
unfinished zinc die cast. 
4820 30-31 $11.75ea.

2 TOOTH 44" STEERING
SHAFT - New steel shaft with
threads on upper end. No
worm. 
44" SHAFT ONLY 
4940 29-31 $84.95ea.

44" STEERING SHAFT WITH
WORM 
4950 29-31 $163.00set

2 TOOTH STEERING WORM
INSTALLATION LABOR
CHARGE - Send us your shaft
with old worm on it. We will
remove and install a new worm
on your shaft. This is the
LABOR CHARGE only; order
worm separately. 
4980 29-31 $49.50ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR HOUSING WITH
NEEDLE BEARINGS AND
SEAL - EXCHANGE - An
original housing is machined to
accept 2 needle bearings for
easier steering and a neoprene
seal installed at the end to
prevent leaking. This is an
exchange item. Your exchange
must be free of oil and grease.
We must have yours before we
ship ours. Rebuilt unit will be
glass beaded and primed.
Used from Jan. 1929 till end for
Two Tooth housings. LEFT
HAND DRIVE CARS ONLY. 
5140 29-31 $69.95ea.

NEW 2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR HOUSING WITH
NEEDLE BEARINGS AND
SEAL - ALL NEW. LEFT
HAND DRIVE CARS ONLY.
No exchange. 
5160 29-31 $89.95ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR TO FRAME SEAL -
To install seal, bore the end of
the sector that bolts to the
frame .250 deep and 1.625
diameter. Press in Neoprene
seal to stop the oi l  from
dripping out of the sector. This
sea l  i s  an  a f te rmarke t
improvement.  Included in
(5140 & 5160). 
5200 29-31 $5.05ea.

2 TOOTH NEEDLE BEARING
SET - This is a replacement for
the sector bushings. It will give
you a smoother steering. Bore
each end of your sector gear
housing 1 1/8" deep and 1.375"
in diameter. If installing seal
(5200) then bore frame end
hole to 1 3/8" deep. Put needle
bearing in each end. See
(5200) seal to give the best
performance. Can only be used
in Two Tooth Sector housings.
See (5140) for this service. 
5340 29-31 $27.25set

STEERING HOUSING TO
FRAME BOLTS - Two 7/16-20
X 1 5/32" bolts, cross-drilled
with castle nuts. Made from
FORD print. Nut is outside of
frame. 
5210 28-31 $7.00set

2 TOOTH STEERING
BEARING CUP - Used after
Jan. 29 at the lower end of the
worm. To remove cup, slide a
punch through the two bolt
holes in bottom of housing and
tap out cup. 
5230 29-31 $21.90ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING UPPER
RACE - Many of the originals
are cracked. For the two-tooth
sector used after Jan. ’29. Heat
treated. Made from the FORD
blue print. 
5250 29-31 $33.95ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING WORM
ADJUSTING BOLT - This
7/16-20 x 1 7/16 bolt will adjust
the steering shaft end play by
moving the race and bearing to
the worm. This is the correct
thin head bolt and thin lock nut.
Black finish. 
5260 29-32 $5.25set

2 TOOTH STEERING WORM
HOUSING CLAMP BOLT -
This 3/8-24 x 1 15/16 bolt, lock
washer and nut holds the
upper  race  in  the  worm
housing. 
5180 29-31 $1.05set

2 TOOTH STEERING
BEARING - By Timken. Need
one at each end of the worm.
Need 2. 
5310 29-31 $10.60ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR - Used after Jan. ’29.
Although foreign made, it is
good quality and the best
available. The sides of the
sector should touch the worm,
not the tip of the teeth. 
LEFT HAND DRIVE 
5360 29-31 $102.00ea.

RIGHT HAND DRIVE 
5361 29-31 $89.00ea.

STEERING SECTOR
BUSHING - The oil groove
inside the bushing extends to
only one edge of the bushing.
Therefore, press the open-end
edge into the housing to enable
the oil at the center of the
housing to travel across the
bushing. Installing the bushing
correctly prevents oil from
leaking. Ream to 1.125. Used
in all sector housings. Need 2.
5370 28-31 $2.55ea.

STEERING SECTOR
BUSHING DRIVER - Use this
handy tool to help remove and
install the sector bushings in
both 7 and 2 tooth steering
boxes. 
5371 28-31 $16.95ea.

STEERING - TWO TOOTH
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2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR WASHER - The
raised, center part of the
washer points toward the
pitman arm end of the sector. 
5430 29-31 $1.25ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR THRUST SCREW &
NUT - This 9/16-18 x 15/16
screw is used to align the
sector to the steering worm.
Includes special thin nut. Made
from FORD blue print. 
5440 29-31 $2.60set

2 TOOTH STEERING BOX
OIL SEAL RETAINER - The
steel cupped washer that holds
the seal in place at the bottom
of the box to keep the 600-W
oi l  f rom leaking out.  Not
needed if you order (5280). 
5020 29-31 $1.50ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING GEAR
END PLATE - This is an
excellent modern end plate
with the addition of a long tube
to prevent oil from leaking into
the wiring harness. Externally
identical to the original (plate is
made from the FORD blue
pr int)  and acceptable for
judging. Can only be used in
Two Tooth boxes. Includes
gasket. 
5280 29-31 $9.00ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING LIGHT
SWITCH BRACKET - The
sleeve at  the end of  the
steering column to secure the
light switch body. Notch in
sleeve is down. 
5300 29-37 $3.50ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING END
PLATE BOLTS - Two 1/4-20 x
5/8 bolts and lock washer.
Holds (5300) in place. 
5290 29-31 $0.95set

LIGHT ROD FELT SEAL -
This felt gasket must be used if
you don’t install the modern
leak less end plate (5030/
5280). This felt gasket keeps
the 600-W oil from leaking past
the horn rod into the wiring in
the light switch body. 
5041 28-29 $0.90ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
GASKET SET - Contains one
end plate, one large gasket for
sector housing to gear box,
one ’O’ ring to be used on
sector shaft to seal against
frame. Recess sector bushing
3/32" at frame end of sector
housing for ’O’ ring. One thin
steel flat washer is used to
keep the ’O’ ring in place
against the frame. If not using
modern end plate (5280), then
order horn rod felt (5041) &
retainer (5020). 
5470 29-31 $2.60set

STEERING SECTOR ’O’ RING
- Slide ’O’ ring on end of sector.
Before you mount steering to
frame. The outside sector
bushing should be recessed
3/32" to accept 1/8" ’O’ ring.
This will minimize leakage of
lubricant. Included is a flat
washer installed after the ’O’
ring to hold it in place. Included
in (5460 & 5470). 
5330 29-31 $0.70ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR HOUSING COVER
STUD LOCK WASHER - This
is the special 29/32 OD extra
wide lock washer that locks the
housing to the gear box, heat
treated. Set includes three
special  wide washers for
regular studs and a fourth
regular size lock washer for the
eccentric adjusting stud. 
5490 29-31 $2.55set

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR HOUSING STUD
NUTS - Four original thick
3/8-24 hex nuts to secure the
sector housing to the worm
gear box. 
5500 29-31 $4.00set

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR HOUSING STUDS -
Three 3/8-16 and 3/8-24 x 1
7/16 studs per set. The fourth
stud is a special shouldered
stud. To receive this one order
(5530). 
5510 29-31 $4.30set

2 TOOTH STEERING
SECTOR HOUSING
ADJUSTING STUD - The
special shouldered stud that
receives the worm eccentric
adjusting sleeve. 
5530 29-31 $5.25ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING WORM
HOUSING ECCENTRIC
RIVET -  Adjusts  p lay in
steering wheel. 
5520 29-31 $2.95ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
ECCENTRIC ADJUSTING
SLEEVE - This adjustment
allows better mesh of the
sector shaft teeth to the worm
gear. 
5540 29-31 $3.15ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
ECCENTRIC ADJUSTING
CONE - The cone that fits
inside the sleeve (5540). 
5550 29-31 $3.05ea.

600 W OIL FOR REAR AXLE,
STEERING OR
TRANSMISSION - This is a
140 SAE industrial gear lube.
This product is the accepted oil
fo r  the  o ld  600W o i l .
Transmission: 1 1/2 pint; Rear
end: 1 1/2 pint ;  7 Tooth
steering box: 7 3/4 oz.; 2 Tooth
steer. box: 4 1/2 oz. QUART
BOTTLE. 
6490 28-31 $10.30qt

STEERING BOX OIL FILLER
PLUG - Oct. 1929 till end a 1/4"
pipe plug was used on the two
tooth gear box. Use only
600-W oil. 
4770 29-31 $0.50ea.

2 TOOTH STEERING
COLUMN CLAMP - Made from
the original Ford blue print.
This is the clamp to hold the
steering tube onto the steering
box. Clear zinc plated. 
4780 29-31 $11.95ea.

STEERING COLUMN CLAMP
BOLT - One 5/16-24 x 1 7/8
bolt, L/W and nut. Should be
painted black. Bolt at bottom
side of column. Nut faces to
outside of car. Used only on
two tooth steering. 
4790 29-31 $0.75set

STEERING COLUMN
SUPPORT BRACKET - This
bracket was introduced in May
1931 to take the strain off the
bracket located under the gas
tank, which was causing some
tanks to leak. Can be used on
all 1930-31 cars. Made from
strong ductile iron. Powder
coated gloss black to match
the lower half, but should be
body color. Also can be used
on 28-29 cars but new hole
locations must be drilled in the
cowl/gas tank brace to get the
proper alignment. 
4860 30-31 $29.95ea.

STEERING COLUMN ANTI-
RATTLE - A thin piece of
rubber around the steering
column under the column
clamp. Ends originally met at
the top center. 
4880 28-31 $0.95ea.

STEERING - TWO TOOTH
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STEERING COLUMN LOWER
CLAMP - The lower half of the
clamp, located under the
steering wheel to hold the
steering column to the support
on the gas tank or after May
’31 for support brace to dash.
Paint same color as gas tank.
New tooling, excellent quality.
Screws and lock washers are
included. 
4840 28-31 $16.75ea.

STEERING COLUMN CLAMP
BOLTS - Two 5/16-24 x 1"
spec ia l  head screws.  To
secure (4840). Should be
cadmium plated or body color.
4850 28-31 $2.50set

GAS AND SPARK ROD ANTI-
RATTLE FELT - Keeps rods
from rattling inside steering
column. See installation under
(4810) description. 
4830 28-31 $0.75pair

TWO TOOTH GAS & SPARK
RODS - These are available in
either Nickel plate as originals,
or Chrome. Paint the lower
ends black. Length of rods
from under handle to end for
1930-31 is 31". There was a
third length used in early 1930
for about one month which is
not available. 
CHROME PLATED 
5080 30-31 $39.60pair

NICKEL PLATED 
5090 30-31 $39.60pair

CONTROL ROD ARM - U.S.
made arm. Left spark arm, ball
faces down. Right gas arm, the
ball faces up. FAIR QUALITY
Need 2 per car. 
5110 28-31 $9.65ea.

CONTROL ROD ARM PINS -
The two 3/32 x 21/32 pins that
hold the above arms to the
control rods. 
5120 28-31 $0.50pair

CONTROL ROD SPRINGS -
Located just above the control
rod arms. 
5130 28-31 $1.10pair

ORIGINAL REBALLED
PITMAN ARM - Original arm
with new stainless steel ball
installed. EXCHANGE only,
WE MUST HAVE YOURS
BEFORE WE SHIP OURS;
arm must be cleaned to bare
metal or a $6 charge will be
added for blasting. Shank
under ball cannot be worn over
1/16". If there is excessive
wear their will be a $3.00
charge to weld up the shank.
LEFT HAND DRIVE. 5560 has
no finish, but 5564 is gloss
black powder coated. 
OVAL UNFINISHED 
5560 28-31 $35.00ea.

OUTRIGHT 
5562 29-31 $50.00ea.

OVAL BLACK POWDER
COATED 
5564 28-31 $49.95ea.

NEW STOCK LENGTH
PITMAN ARM - This is new
tooling and looks like original
arm. Forged steel for strength
like the original. Left hand drive
only. 
5570 28-31 $41.65ea.

NEW SHORTENED PITMAN -
All new forged one-piece
pitman arm. This arm is 1.5"
shorter for easier steering.
Made from SAE 4130 chrome
moly steel. LEFT HAND DRIVE
5571 28-31 $37.95ea.

PITMAN ARM BOLT - A
special head 7/16-20 x 1 15/16
bolt and special narrow 5/8"
wide castle nut to hold the
pitman arm to the steering
sector. 
5610 28-31 $2.95set

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
REBUILDING 2  TOOTH
STEERING BOX 
38115H 28-31 $24.95ea.

STEERING
WHEELS

RED SPLINED STEERING
WHEEL - Used thru Feb. 1929.
Splined hub. 
Foreign made 
5620 28-29 $140.25ea.

U.S. made 
5630 28-29 $174.95ea.

BLACK SPLINED STEERING
WHEEL - First appeared in
Sept.  ’28.  Used with the
splined steering shafts for 7
tooth sectors. 
Foreign made 
5690 28-29 $132.00ea.

U.S. made 
5700 28-29 $174.95ea.

BLACK JAN 29 - JAN 1930
KEYED STEERING WHEEL -
Key way steering shafts used
with the 2 tooth sectors after
Jan. ’29 until Jan. 1, 1930. 
Foreign made; 
5660 1929 $132.00ea.

U.S. made 
5670 1929 $174.95ea.

BLACK KEYED 30-31
STEERING WHEEL - This is
30-31 keyed wheel. 
Foreign made 
5640 30-31 $123.75ea.

U.S. made 
5650 30-31 $174.95ea.

STEERING WHEEL
RESTORATION SET - Use
this kit to repair any cracks that
may have developed in your
steering wheel. Kit includes a
filler, degreaser, self-etching
pr imer  and  s tep-by -s tep
instructions. Also works on
other Bakelite pieces. 
5680 28- $58.95kit

STEERING WHEEL
REMOVAL TOOL - This tool
has two plates so it can be
used  on  28-29  &  30-31
steering wheels. Removes the
wheel from the shaft without
damaging it. 
5705 28-31 $42.50ea.

STEERING - TWO TOOTH • STEERING WHEELS
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KNOCK OFF WHEEL
PULLER - Remove nut and
replace it temporarily with this
long one. Hit the end of the
puller nut with a big hammer.
This will not loosen the very
tight steering wheels or rear
hubs. U.S. made Heat treated.
6130 28-48 $3.50ea.

STEERING WHEEL
WOODRUFF KEY - Used after
Jan. ’29. 
5710 29-48 $1.25ea.

STEERING WHEEL NUT - A
special thin 5/8-18 nut to hold
the steering wheel to the shaft.
5720 28-41 $0.50ea.

HORN
RODS

HORN RODS - There were 5
different lengths used for the
Model ’A’. To obtain the length,
measure from the point where
the rod meets the underside of
the switch plate to the center of
the keeper groove just before
the bottom end. 90% of the
1928-29 cars used (5730).
90% of 1930-31 cars used
(5770). 
45 3/4" Rod 
5730 28-29 $77.00ea.

45" Rod 
5740 1929 $77.00ea.

453/4" Rod 
5750 1930 $77.00ea.

44 31/32" Rod 
5760 1930 $77.00ea.

45 31/32" Rod 
5770 30-31 $77.00ea.

LIGHT SWITCH ROD
BUSHING - This bushing
slides up the horn rod to the
top under the switch handle
disc.  This keeps the rod
centered in the steering wheel.
If this is missing, the horn rod
drops to the bottom of the
steering wheel hub, resulting in
the lights turning on and off as
you turn the steering wheel. 
5050 29-32 $1.95ea.

HORN ROD REPAIR PARTS -
New wire and fittings with
instructions to replace broken
wire inside horn light rod. This
is the kit that is used on the
new light switch horn rods
above. Our kit comes with all of
the correctly shaped internal
parts that other kits don’t
include. 
5780 28-31 $6.50ea.

HORN BUTTON REPAIR
PARTS - Includes new button,
spring, and chrome ring around
button. Included on new horn
rods. 
1928-29 button is chrome
plated 
5790 28-29 $33.00set

1930-31 button is black 
5800 30-31 $33.50set

LIGHT SPIDER SPRING -
Located at the bottom of the
light switch rod. 
5810 28-39 $0.90ea.

LIGHT SWITCH SPIDER -
Located at the end of the light
switch rod that fits into the light
switch body to operate the
lights. Install the prongs on the
horn rod at 6 and 12 o’clock
with the light switch lever at 6
o’clock at the steering wheel.
This part is made from steel. 
5820 28-39 $3.50ea.

LIGHT SWITCH SPIDER
RETAINER - A U-shape clip
which holds the light spring and
spider on the light rod. 
5830 28-39 $0.50ea.

LIGHT SWITCH SPIDER
TOOL - Use this handy little
tool to hold the light switch
spider so you can easi ly
compress the spring and install
the retainer. 
5821 28-39 $7.35ea.

STEERING WHEELS • HORN RODS
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LIGHT SWITCH BAIL  -
Secures the light switch body
(16690) to the bottom of the
steering column. Zinc plated.
Fits 1928 to April 1930 original
short bodies and repro bodies,
but can be made to fit the later
style bodies. To fit the longer
body, just flatten bow across
middle of bail. 
5840 28-31 $1.75ea.

IMPORT LIGHT SWITCH
BODY - All the wires join inside
this housing at the end of the
steering column. Zinc plated.
This is the shorter body used
1928 to April 1930. The lower
half has a large flat area on the
bottom which is the 1932 style,
but will work on all Model A’s. 
16690 29-37 $18.95ea.

USA LIGHT SWITCH BODY -
All the wires join inside this
housing at the end of the
steering column. Zinc plated.
This is the shorter body used
1928 to April 1930, but can be
used on all years. High Quality
USA made to the original
specs with the correct shape
and spaced contacts. Cad
Plated. 
16691 29-37 $45.95ea.

LOWER LIGHT SWITCH
BODY ONLY - This is the
correct round shaped bottom
for the Model A. It will only fit
the original bodies. Zinc plated.
April 1930 thru 1937 long body,
about 2 1/8" long 
16710 30-37 $10.90ea.

REAR AXLE

AXLE SHIMS - 2 - If the hub or
axle is worn the drum will rub
the backing plate. Add one or
two shims to space the drum
off of the plate. 
6120 28-48 $1.95pair

SPRING & PERCH BUSHING
DRIVER - Use this handy tool
to help remove and install new
bushing in the following parts:
Front & Rear Spring Bushings,
Front & Rear Spring Perch
Bushings, Rear Brake and
Camshaft Bushings. 
5881 28- $9.90ea.

REAR AXLE NUT AND
COTTER PIN - 5/8-18 castle
nut. Need 2 sets per car.
Torque to 100 pounds. 
6170 28-48 $1.40set

AXLE KEY - Worn or broken
keys  can  cause  many
problems. Taper end of key
toward differential with the
taper down. (Keep a spare key
in your tool box.). 
6200 28-48 $1.00ea.

REAR AXLE NUT STEEL
FLAT WASHERS 2 PCS - The
axle nut tightens against the
hub washer to secure the hub.
Without the steel washer the
nut rests against the fiber
washer (6230).  The f iber
washer is used to keep grease
in the hub but will wear against
the nut if missing, resulting in a
loose hub on the axle. (5/8 ID.,
1 1/4 O.D., 9/64 thick special
washer.). 
6190 28-31 $1.00pair

AXLE HUB GASKETS 2 PCS
- A thick fiber washer, graphite
impregnated, that is set in the
recess of the rear hub to
prevent grease from leaking. 
6230 28-48 $1.50pair

3:78 TO 1 RING GEAR &
PINION SET - 934 teeth (3.78
to 1), this is the standard gear
for your car. Made in USA with
cor rec t  s tep  fo r  p in ion
bearings. Install ring gear on
le f t  (d r i ve r  s ide )  o f  the
differential case. 
6030 28-32 $450.00set

3:54 TO 1 HIGH SPEED RING
& PINION SET - 1139 teeth
(3.54 to 1). Be sure to change
the speedometer gear to
(23130 or 23190) with this
gear. Install ring gear on left
(driver side) of the differential
case. 
6040 28-32 $465.00set

NEW SPIDER GEAR SET OF
3 GEARS - A set of three gears
to go into the rear axle. Made
to the Ford print. 
6050 28-32 $195.00set

DIFFERENTIAL GEAR CASE
BOLTS - This set is the 9 bolts
and castle nuts that hold the 2
halves of the ring gear carrier
together. I set consists of 9
strong grade 5 bolts cross
drilled for cotter pins & 9 castle
nuts. 
6049 28-31 $19.95set

DIFFERENTIAL BEARING -
Replace any bearing that has
pits on the rollers. 2 are used in
the drive shaft and 2 in the
differential. Made by Timken. 
6070 28-32 $41.25ea.

DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER
BEARING SHIM -  Most
Differential gear carriers are
worn and the bearing bottoms
out on the carrier which will not
allow the bearing pre-load to
be set correctly. This .005
shims will extend the bearing
off the carrier to the correct
location. To test if shims are
needed bolt the axle housings
to the differential case with NO
differential gaskets(5930/60). If
the axle locks, GOOD. If no,
then add shims till axle locks. 
6071 28-32 $1.15ea.

DIFFERENTIAL BEARING
CUP - You will need 2 cups for
the differential. Replace if
pitted, scored, or cracked.
Made by Timken. 
6090 28-32 $26.50ea.

HORN RODS • REAR AXLE
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REAR AXLE HOUSING RACE
REMOVAL & INSTALLATION
TOOL - This is a modern tool
based off the original KR
Wilson designs. This tool is to
help you remove the race from
the rear axle housing. Also
include is a driver that will help
you install the new race into the
axle housing. Made in the USA
6091 28-31 $64.95

REAR AXLE BANJO
HOUSING GASKETS - To get
the correct backlash between
pinion and ring gear, gaskets
must be added or deleted from
each side. Suggest you order 3
thick and 2 thin gaskets per
car, as different combinations
of gaskets will be required to
get the proper setting. Read
"Rear End Overhaul" in "How
to Restore your Model A",
Vo lumes  2  and  6 .  Used
1928-32. 
.010 Thick 
5930 28-32 $2.50ea.

.006 Thick 
5960 28-32 $2.50ea.

SPEEDOMETER GEAR SNAP
RING - Holds the drive shaft
gear in place. 
23270 28-48 $0.65ea.

SPEEDOMETER THRUST
WASHER - Fits on drive shaft
against  the gear.  This is
hardened. 
23280 28-48 $2.15ea.

REAR AXLE
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DRIVE SHAFT ROLLER
BEARING - Located at the
front of the drive shaft. 
6430 28-48 $15.95ea.

DRIVE SHAFT BEARING
SLEEVE WITH DIMPLE -
Used with the above bearing.
This sleeve also has the
line-up dimple pressed into it
as original and must fit into the
depression in the torque tube. 
6450 28-48 $8.70ea.

TORQUE TUBE BEARING &
RACE REMOVAL TOOL -
Screw this tool onto a 5’ length
of pipe with a 1/2" pipe thread
(not included) and then you
have a tool to remove the seal,
roller bearing, and sleeve. Seat
the tool into the seal from the
banjo end and tap the pipe with
a hammer. The seal, roller
bearing , and race will all easily
come out on the floor. 
6451 28-48 $7.50ea.

PINION BEARING CUP - The
double sided cup for pinion
bearings (6070). Replace if
pitted, cracked or scored.
Timken Brand. 
6330 28-32 $55.00ea.

DRIVE SHAFT KEY - Key for
drive shaft. 
6310 28-31 $2.95ea.

PINION BEARING CASTLE
NUT - Special short 5/8-18
castle nut to hold the pinion
gear on the drive shaft. Be sure
cotter pin does not touch ring &
pinion. 
6320 28-31 $2.55ea.

INNER AXLE SEAL AND
DRIVE SHAFT SEAL - Keeps
the 600W oil from entering the
brake area. Sharp or tapered
edge  o f  rubber  toward
differential. Need 1 seal for
each rear axle and 1 for drive
shaft. Need 3 per car. 
6240 28-48 $2.30ea.

REAR AXLE & DRIVE SHAFT
SEAL DRIVER - Slide new
seal on tool, screw YOUR pipe
into other end of tool. Insert
tool with pipe into your axle
tube. Seal will be placed in
correct position, then hit end of
pipe to set seal. 1/2" pipe
thread. 
6270 28-48 $8.95ea.

PINION BEARING NUT - The
large 1 9/16 -20 nut that holds
the pinion to the drive shaft.
Need 2. 
6390 28-32 $4.05ea.

PINION BEARING NUT
WRENCH - A large thin steel
wrench to install or remove the
p in ion  nu ts .  Need  two
wrenches to hold both nuts. 
6400 28-32 $13.95ea.

PINION BEARING LOCK
WASHER - Used with the
pinion nuts. Install between the
nuts. Bend one tab onto the
rear nut. Bend the next tab
onto the front nut. Repeat
around washer. 
6410 28-47 $2.25ea.

PINION BEARING THRUST
WASHER - Located behind the
pinion nut. 
6420 28-32 $2.30ea.

TORQUE TUBE TO
DIFFERENTIAL BOLTS - Six
3/8-24 x 3/4 bolts with the
heads cross drilled for the
safety wire (see 36560 for
wire). Paint bolts and safety
wire after assembly with black
enamel. Wire is one piece with
one tie. 
6280 28-31 $6.95set

SAFETY WIRE -  Sof t ,
annealed .040" O.D. stainless
wire used for the bolt heads
that are cross drilled as on the
di f ferent ia l ,  torque tube,
flywheel and rear engine mount
bolts. 
36560 28-31 $0.45ft

TORQUE TUBE GASKET -
This gasket was not used on
the Model A, it was first used in
1932. 
6290 28-32 $0.50ea.

ECONOMY PINION PULLER -
This tool is used to remove the
drive shaft, pinion cup & pinion
gear assemble from the rear
end housing. 
6335 28-32 $33.00ea.

DELUXE PINION PULLER KIT
- This kit is used to remove &
install the pinion gear off the
drive shaft. Especially useful
when adding an overdrive to
your car. 
6336 28-31 $110.00set

REAR AXLE SHAFT
HOUSING BOLTS SET OF
20PCS - To differential housing
bolts; 20 thick head 3/8-24 x
5/8 bolts per set. 
5860 28-31 $21.90set

NON-AUTHENTIC REAR
AXLE HOUSING BOLTS -
This is a set of 20 grade 5 hex
bolts to attach the rear axle
housing to the banjo. These
are not the original style thick
head bolts but will work just
fine for the driver. 
5861 28-31 $5.95

REAR SPRING SHACKLE
BUSHING - These are pre-
reamed at the factory. 
5880 28-31 $0.85ea.

REAR SPRING PERCH BALL
- In Feb. ’30 the rear perch ball
was made separate from the
rear spring perch. The shank of
the ball was inserted into the
spring perch and peened in
place. See page 419 of the
Service Bulletins. This is easy
to replace. Grind off rivet end,
press out old ball and stud
insert new ball stud, heat rivet
end red hot and peen. Worn
ball  wil l  affect shock l ink
adjustment. Need 2. 
5890 30-31 $2.75ea.

DIFFERENTIAL DRAIN AND
FILLER PLUG - Use a 3/8"
ratchet or extension to install or
remove the plug. Need 2 per
car. 
5920 28-48 $0.70ea.

DRILL BIT TO REAM SPRING
SHACKLE BUSHINGS - This
is a 14.5 millimeter drill bit with
a  1 /2 "  shank .  Bush ings
included with shackle kits do
NOT need to be reamed, but
other suppliers may. 
4280 28-31 $18.90ea.

REAR AXLE HOUSING RACE
- This sleeve enables you to
salvage worn out housings by
repairing the worn flat bottom
of the bearing race. A round
race keeps hub centered, thus
keeping brake shoes centered
to drum. The old axle race
must be machined, and the
new heat-treated race pressed
on. One end of the new race
has the ID chamfered to aid
installation. Original axle race
O.D. is 2.061 to 2.063. Turn old
axle race to .0005 larger than
the I.D. of the new race for a
press fit. U.S. MADE. Ours are
heat treated for longer life. 
1840 28-31 $25.80ea.

REAR AXLE
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KNOCK OFF WHEEL
PULLER - Remove nut and
replace it temporarily with this
long one. Hit the end of the
puller nut with a big hammer.
This will not loosen the very
tight steering wheels or rear
hubs. U.S. made Heat treated.
6130 28-48 $3.50ea.

UNIVERSAL REAR HUB
PULLER -  This  pu l ler  is
designed to pull both style of
rear hubs used on the Model A,
in fact it can be used on hubs
up  to  1948 .  Th is  i s
accompl i shed  by  us ing
different sets of split rings to
mount up to your specific hub.
This puller is made of high
quality steel for long life yet
small enough to fit easily in
your car for tours. USA 
6141 28-48 $104.95ea.

REAR WHEEL HUB PULLER
- Opening in base of puller
hooks into or around the
groove or ring on hub. One
inch thick bolt at end of puller
mus t  be  t igh tened  down
against axle. made form strong
ductile iron. A copy of an early
aftermarket puller. 
Protruding hub ring style 
6150 28-31 $39.95ea.

Recess hub ring style 
6160 28-31 $39.95ea.

MITCHELL OVERDRIVES -
You can shift on the "FLY". Six
forward and two reverse gears.
All new parts including drive
sha f t ,  to rque  tube  and
speedometer gear assembly.
Precision 30 degree helical
gears for ease of operation.
This is a 26% ratio. Floor
mounted gear shift. Completely
assembled .  Ca l i fo rn ia
residence must pay California
sales tax. See part #38115L for
how to DVD. 
Used with oval speedometer 
5970 28-30$2700.00ea.

Used with round speedometer 
5980 30-31$2700.00ea.

1931 Slant Window Sedan with
Toolbox-style pan under the
front seat 
5981 30-31$2700.00ea.

1930-31 Victoria; 1930-31
A-400 
5990 30-31$2700.00ea.

600 W OIL FOR REAR AXLE,
STEERING OR
TRANSMISSION - This is a
140 SAE industrial gear lube.
This product is the accepted oil
fo r  the  o ld  600W o i l .
Transmission: 1 1/2 pint; Rear
end: 1 1/2 pint ;  7 Tooth
steering box: 7 3/4 oz.; 2 Tooth
steer. box: 4 1/2 oz. QUART
BOTTLE. 
6490 28-31 $10.30qt

RADIUS ROD TO TORQUE
TUBE BOLT - Cross drilled
bolt for the cotter pin; one
9/16-18 x 3 1/8 bolt, and castle
nut. 
6530 28-31 $7.25set

UNIVERSAL GASKET SET - 2
round & 2 felt gaskets. 
10400 28-31 $3.50set

UNIVERSAL JOINT BOLT
SET - Six 3/8-24 x 1 7/32
original thick head bolts cross-
drilled, 6 castle nuts and 6
cotter pins, two 3/8-24 x 1
bolts, nuts and lock washers to
hold half together. (Early to
mid-1928 cars used 4 bolts,
lock washers & nuts) top center
bolt has the castle nut to the
rear all the rest of the bolts
have the castle nut facing to
the front of the car, 24 pieces. 
10420 28-31 $12.95set

CASTLE NUTS - 3/8-24 castle
nut. Need 9 nuts. 
3/8"-24 Grade 5 
36900 28-31 $0.80ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVD are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD las ts  25-75  min .
depending on the topic. 
INSTALLING AN OVERDRIVE
38115L 28-31 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING THE
DIFFERENTIAL 
38115V 28-31 $24.95ea.

MOTOR
MOUNT

FRONT ENGINE SUPPORT-
YOKE - The yoke from engine
to front cross member. This is a
qual i ty  p iece forged l ike
original. Don’t be fooled by the
cheap two-piece cast version. 
7920 L28-31 $40.25ea.

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT TO
ENGINE BOLTS - Two 1/2-13
x  1  1 /16  bo l t s  and  lock
washers. 
7930 29-31 $1.75set

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT SET
- Auxiliary front flat spring, 2
long and 1 short coil springs, 1
leather washer, 1 steel flat
washer, castle nut and cotter
pin, 8 pcs. The brass washer
was used from Nov. ’28 thru
Jan. ’29 then it was replaced
with a steel flat washer. It is
believed the brass shouldered
washer restricted the yoke stud
from moving side-to-side when
one wheel went into a pothole,
thus putting too much stress on
the stud. 
COMPLETE SET 
7940 29-31 $5.95set

LEATHER WASHER ONLY 
7941 28-31 $1.60ea.

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT
CASTLE NUT GRADE 5 -
7/16-20 original style castle nut
and cotter pin. Included in
(7940) set. 
7960 29-31 $1.00ea.

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT
COIL SPRINGS - Two long
and one short springs per set.
Included in (7940). 
7970 28-31 $2.95set

FRONT ENGINE SUPPORT
BUSHING - The brass bushing
that fits in the center of the
cross member. Used from Nov.
’28 thru Jan. 29, then a 3/16"
f lat  washer replaced this
bushing. 
7980 28-29 $1.65ea.

REAR AXLE • MOTOR MOUNT
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MODERN FRONT FLOAT-A-
MOTOR - Mounts in place of
the engine yoke (7920). Engine
support sets on rubber pads on
top of the cross member. Two
holes must be drilled into the
cross member  to  secure
support to frame. 
7950 28-31 $69.95ea.

REPLACEMENT RUBBER
ONLY FOR FRONT FLOAT-A-
MOTOR #7950 -  This k i t
contains all of the rubber and
mounting bolts for the front
float-a-motor kit (#7950) when
it needs to be replaced. 
7951 28-31 $7.95set

REAR FLOAT-A-MOTOR
SET-UP - This is a special rear
motor mount that replaces the
one used by Ford. This will give
you a smoother ride. No drilling
of frame required. This set was
completely redesigned and is
now made from super strong
duc t i l e  i ron  ra ther  than
aluminum or even gray cast
iron, that can break from the
stress of the engine vibrations.
This redesign was done at the
request of our customers who
told us they were having
problems with the old styles
breaking. This is OK for
MAFCA modified class. The
flat rubber pad, included 
6620 28-31 $95.25set

FLOAT-A-MOTOR RUBBER
PARTS ONLY - Four rubber
donuts and one block of rubber
to replace old ones. Included in
(6620) set. 
6630 28-31 $12.95set

MOTOR MOUNT PADS - The
rubber pads between the rear
motor mount to frame and
frame to support mounting
plates. 4 pieces. Unlike others
on the market ours are made to
the original blue prints. 
6640 28-31 $9.50set

REAR MOTOR MOUNT
PLATE - The f lat  rubber
mounting pad fits between the
frame and this steel plate. Two
required. 
6660 28-31 $2.75ea.

SPACERS ONLY FOR REAR
MOTOR MOUNT TO FRAME
BOLTS - These are the six
spacers only that are used in
the motor mount to frame bolts.
6652 28-31 $2.95set

REAR MOTOR MOUNT TO
FRAME BOLTS - Six 5/16-24 x
1 3/8 bolts not cross drilled, 6
spacers and 6 nylock nuts.
Nuts go on outside of frame.
Black Zinc finish as original. 
NON-AUTHENTIC - six bolts,
spacers, & nyloc nuts. 
6651 28-31 $9.40set

REAR MOTOR MOUNT TO
FLYWHEEL HOUSING
BOLTS - Four 1/2-13 x 1 3/8
bolts with heads cross drilled
for safety wire (see 36560 for
wire), and lock washers. 
6670 28-31 $3.40set

DELUXE FRAME SPREADER
- This is a heavy duty frame
spreader. This spreader is
made form 2" boxed steel.
Uses an acme threaded rod to
make spreading the frame
easier. The feet that come in
contact with the frame have
carpet glued to them to protect
the paint on the frame. Install
the spreader over top of the
bell housing just in front of the
transmission. 
6641 28-31 $132.00ea.

FRONT CROSS MEMBER
RIVETS - Fourteen 1/4 x 5/8
round head rivets. Flat head
counter sunk rivets are not
included as it is much easier to
install the round head rivet
from the bottom up. Place a
bucking bar on the round head
to back it up. Then heat the
rivet shank red hot and flatten
the rivet flat onto the frame rail.
Install HOT. 
Standard Size 
36640 28-31 $5.50set

Oversized 
36641 28-31 $7.25set

RIVET TOOL - Rounds end of
rivet to secure it to the frame.
AIR HAMMER TOOL - .401
diameter shank, hardened. 
1/4" Rivets 
36690 28-31 $19.95ea.

RUNNING
BOARD & FRAME

BRACKETS

RUNNING BOARD
BRACKETS - A pressed steel
bracket that is riveted to the
frame to support the running
boards. 1928 to March 1929
used forged brackets which are
not reproduced, but these
stamped steel brackets will
work. The fronts measure 17
1/4" long and the rears are 15"
long. 
Fronts 
6700 28-31 $38.40ea.

Right Rear 
6710 28-31 $38.40ea.

Left Rear 
6720 28-31 $38.40ea.

RUNNING BOARD BRACKET
MOUNTING HARDWARE -
When installing a new bracket
use these rivets to secure the
bracket to the frame; Ten 5/16
x 5/8 round head solid rivets
and two 5/16 x 3/4 rivets per
set. Heat red hot and peen.
On ly  fo r  s tamped s ty le
brackets. 
12 SOLID RIVETS 
36650 28-31 $5.50set

MOUNTING BOLTS 
6740 28-31 $3.25set

RUNNING BOARD BRACKET
ANTI-SQUEAK WELT - Ford
placed a thin 1/16" anti-squeak
material on top of each brace
before setting on the running
boards. A four foot roll of 1/16"
X 3/4" woven treated fabric. 
6730 28-31 $3.95roll

RUNNING BOARD ’BELL’
SHAPED BOLTS - Original
style bolts in raven finish with
lock washers and nuts for both
boards. 
1928 to March 1929 forged
braces used four 5/16-18 x 1
3/16 and four 5/16-18 x 3/4
bolts 
21800 28-29 $3.35set

April 1929 till end stamped
steel braces used eight 5/16-18
x 3/4 bolts 
21830 29-31 $3.00set

FRAME TO COWL BRACKET
- This ’L’ bracket includes three
5/16 x 5/8 rivets to secure it to
the frame. The other half of the
’L’ has two holes for the cowl
bolts. Place a piece of frame
welt on top of this bracket
before setting the body on it. 
6610 28-31 $26.40ea.
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FRAME BRACKET FOR
REAR HOOD LATCH - This ’L’
bracket includes three 5/16 x
3/8" rivets to secure it to the
frame. The other half of the
bracket has two holes for the
rear hood latch. Put a piece of
frame welt on top of this
bracket before setting the
fender on it. 
6680 28-31 $15.95ea.

FRONT FRAME HORNS - This
is the chassis frame patch,
from the front cross member to
the front end, 8 1/2" long.
Replaces broken off front end
of frame. Original gauge steel,
horns are NOT drilled. 
6690 28-31 $67.65pair

RIVET TOOL - Rounds end of
rivet to secure it to the part.
AIR HAMMER TOOL - .401
diameter shank, hardened. 
5/16" rivets 
36700 28-31 $25.60ea.

BATTERY

BATTERY MAINTAINER -
This is not a battery charger,
but maintains a good battery at
full charge. A low voltage is
sent to the battery until it’s fully
charged, then cuts off until the
battery starts to lose some
charge at which time it will
automatically cut back on to
bring up the battery. This safe
unit can be left unattended on
the battery for months and
keep the battery at peak
performance. 
12 volt 
6781 28-31 $69.95ea.

BATTERY BOX SUPPORT -
The ’U’ frame with studs and
base plate to support the
battery. Black finish. Best of
the three on the market. 
6790 28-31 $36.00ea.

BATTERY BOX BOLT AND
NUTS - One 5/16-24 x 11/16
bolt, lock washer & nut and nut
located on the bottom of the
box to frame. One lock washer
and 3/8-24 nut for stud to body
cross member and two lock
washer and 3/8-24 nuts for
battery frame studs. 9 piece
set. 
6810 28-31 $1.65set

BATTERY SUPPORT STUDS
- These special studs fasten
the battery box to frame and
secures the battery hold-
downs. Two studs, washers,
and nuts. These studs do not
have the upset ring, but use a
nut in place of the ring. 
6820 28-31 $4.55set

BATTERY BOTTOM PLATES
- If the original frame is good
but the plate is rough, weld this
new plate to the frame. When
the die strikes the plate to
make the groove, the metal
pulls, causing the sides to draw
in 1/8" in some areas. The Ford
print called for the first two style
plates to be trimmed straight,
but not the last style. These are
excellent die stamped copies
made from Ford prints. 
1928 thru mid-1929 used a
square plate with one drain
hole 
6830 28-29 $4.95ea.

Mid 1929 thru 1930 used a
square plate with 2 drain holes
6840 29-30 $4.95ea.

1931 till end used a square
plate with 2 drain holes and
clipped corners 
6850 1931 $4.95ea.

BATTERY HOLD DOWN
CLAMPS - Original  sty le
clamps that hold the two
corners of the battery to the
battery box. 
1928 to Aug.28 used cast 
6860 1928 $11.90pair

May 1929 unti l  end used
stamped steel 
6870 29-32 $3.90pair

BATTERY HOLD DOWN
FRAME - Used Aug. ’28 till
May ’29. You might want to add
a rubber insulator on the top of
the frame to keep the starter
cab le  f rom rubb ing  and
shorting out. This is the most
secure hold down and can be
used on all years. 
6880 28-29 $9.90ea.

OPTIMA BATTERY HOLD
DOWN FRAME - Special
frame to hold the optima
battery in the battery support.
This frame is designed so the
terminal posts are in the
correct location for stock
cables. 
6881 28-31 $25.00ea.

MUFFLER

ORIGINAL STEEL MUFFLER
- This muffler is made from the
seven FORD factory blue
prints, the same as the 100%
stainless muffler except out of
cold roll STEEL for judging
purposes. Original sound and
perfect fit to manifold. This
muffler is painted flat black.
Shipped bubble wrapped in a
special protective box. Made
by Aries. Note: addit ional
shipping charges will apply to
mufflers. 
6910 28-31 $259.95ea.

STAINLESS STEEL
MUFFLER - Excellent copy of
the original muffler using seven
factory blue prints to duplicate
the muf f ler  FORD made.
Internal pipe has 172 1/4"
porting holes and 3 baffles.
Exhaust passes from internal
pipe to large muffler area in
th ree  sec t ions ,  wh ich
e l im ina tes  eng ine  back
pressure, which affects engine
performance. This correct
baffling system creates that
original muffler sound. The
flange at neck is correct for a
perfect fit to the manifold. Best
of all, 100% of the muffler is
made f rom STAINLESS
STEEL. Note: a 
6940 28-31 $315.00ea.

HEAT RESISTANT SPRAY
PAINT - Resists heat up to
1500 degrees for exhaust
manifold and mufflers. Spray
on clean metal, no primer
needed. Spray only enough to
cover metal. Do not over-paint.
11 oz. can. 
BLACK 
6950 28-31 $10.00can

CAST IRON GRAY 
6960 28-31 $12.95can

MUFFLER CLAMPS - Holds
the muffler to the manifold.
ORIGINAL Thick Head Raven
bolts with no marks on the
head and 3/8" tall brass nuts.
Other vendors use cheap
hardware bolts not the original
sty le.  Made from strong,
flexible malleable iron, will not
break. Includes original mold
letter and number. Letter side
is down when installed. 
AUTHENTIC HARDWARE
FOR 28-29 
6970 28-29 $12.00set

NON AUTHENTIC
HARDWARE 
6971 28-34 $8.25set
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MUFFLER CLAMPS (Cont.)
AUTHENTIC HARDWARE
FOR AUG 29-31 
6990 29-34 $12.00set

MUFFLER CLAMPS WITH
BAKED PROTECTIVE FINISH
- This is the same clamp as
(6970,6990) but with a baked
on gray cast iron finish which
will take up to 1800 degrees to
prevent rusting. The finish
looks like raw cast iron for the
original look. ORIGINAL Thick
Head Raven bolts with no
marks on the head and 3/8" tall
brass nuts. 
7010 28-29 $16.95set

7020 29-34 $16.95set

MUFFLER CLAMP BOLTS -
Two raven 3/8-24 x 1 15/16
bolts with brass nuts for 1928
to Aug, 1929. After August
1929 till end, two 3/8-16 x 1
15/16 bolts and brass nuts.
The brass nuts included are
the original 3/8" tall nuts. The
bolts have the original thick
head with no head markings.
Raven bolts. 
6980 28-29 $4.95set

7000 29-34 $4.95set

MUFFLER PIPE
CONNECTOR - This pipe. is
larger on one half to enter into
the manifold while the smaller
end slides into the tail pipe
neck. This will let the exhaust
pass straight through without
leaking around clamp. Pipe
only. If manifold opening is
la rger  because  o f  rus t
deterioration, order part #7040.
Diameter of manifold end of
pipe is 1 13/16" 
7030 28-31 $6.30ea.

MUFFLER CEMENT 6 OZ. -
Packaged in a soft tube like
tooth paste. Apply a 1/4" bead
around the inside of the muffler
flanged opening. Then seat
muffler to manifold flange for a
perfect seal and eliminate any
exhaust leaks. Sets in 2 to 4
hours. Muffler will separate
from manifold with a good rap.
6 oz. tube 
7050 28- $3.25ea.

MUFFLER CLAMP SEAL -
This is another help for difficult
cases:  A spec ia l  copper
flanged gasket with asbestos
substitute to help seal a leak
between the manifold and
muffler. Works well. 
7060 28-31 $3.15ea.

ORIGINAL STYLE TAIL PIPE
CLAMP - Excellent detailing of
each of the two style clamps
used .  Each  s ty le  c lamp
includes the original thick head
bolt and castle nut. Clamp and
fasteners are in black oxide.
NOTE: Both clamp straps of
metal are on the top of the
bottom rail, nut to the bottom.
Tighten nut to the cotter pin
hole, stop. This is to allow room
for expansion. 
1928 until March 1929 
7070 28-29 $6.95set

March 1929 until end 
7110 29-31 $7.95set

TAIL PIPE CLAMP - This is
the 1929-31 style, but works on
all years. This is a good quality
clamp, but the shape of the
bracket at the frame is not
detailed exactly as original.
Incorrect  carr iage bol t  is
included. 
7130 28-31 $2.95ea.

TAIL PIPE CLAMP WITH
INSULATION - This tail pipe
c lamp is  made larger  to
accommodate the different
expansion rates when using a
stainless muffler. It has a heat
and noise insulator, so when
the muffler is cold it doesn’t
rattle around. 
7131 28-31 $14.95ea.

TAIL PIPE CLAMP BOLT
AND CASTLE NUT - Original
thick head with no marks.
Included with clamps (7070
and 7110). 
1928 until March 1929 used a
3/8-24 x 15/16 bolt 
7100 28-29 $1.50set

March 1929 thru 1931 used a
3/8-24 x 1 7/32 bolt 
7120 29-31 $1.75set

FRONT
SPRING

10 LEAF FRONT SPRING -
New front spring. Ten leaves.
Tapered ends. TO FIT IN THE
CROSS MEMBER, THE TOP
LEAF MUST HAVE THE TOP
EDGES GROUND ON A
TAPER. To Disassemble, use
two ’C’ clamps to hold leaves
together. Remove shipping
center bolt. Slowly release ’C’
clamps. Apply chassis grease
to each leaf. Use ’C’ clamps to
compress leaves together.
Install correct square headed
bolt, cut off extra length, then
use a hammer to peen over
bolt on nut. Includes spring
clamps. Bushings are included.
SPRING CLAMP NOT
INCLUDED ORDER #7260 F 
7240 28-31 $130.00ea.

FRONT CENTER SPRING
BOLT & NUT - Correct square
head raven finish with nut.
These 5/16" bolts are extra-
long,  5  1 /4"  for  ease in
assembling the leaves. Cut
after assembly and peen the
end of the bolt over nut. 
7310 28-31 $1.65set

FRONT SPRING SPREADER
- The BEST made front spring
spreader we’ve used. From the
same manufacturer of the high
quality rear spring spreader.
Can be used for both Model A
& T FORDs. 
7450 28-31 $132.95ea.

SPRING SHACKLES - One for
each  end  o f  the  sp r ing .
Includes bushings, two bars,
but not the original shape, and
castle nuts. Fits 1928-31.
Tighten castle nuts tight, then
back off half turn to allow
spring to pivot. Foreign, but
good. New tooling. Grease
f i t t ing not included order
#36740 for stock, or 36840 for
modern fittings. 
Front 
7200 28-31 $45.50set
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SPRING SHACKLES (Cont.)
Rear on cars Front on AA
trucks. 
7220 28-31 $39.95set

NON-AUTHENTIC
REPLACEMENT STYLE
SPRING SHACKLES - This is
a non-authentic style shackle
set. This set is good for the
driver car, but not the show car.
This set is similar to the later
V-8 style shackles. One set will
do both sides. 
FRONT 
7201 28-31 $25.90set

SPRING SHACKLE BAR -
This is the original style bar
with each corner diagonally
cut., but does not have the
rounded edges as roginal.
Need 4 per car. 
7390 28-31 $2.95ea.

SPRING SHACKLE GREASE
FITTING SLEEVES - Older
repro spring shackles have
threaded holes for modern
grease fittings. These sleeves
will allow you to install the
original grease fittings (drive in
style 36740). This small sleeve
is screwed in by wedging a
screw driver blade into the
sleeve. 4 sleeves per set. 
7290 28-31 $3.00set

SPRING SHACKLE CASTLE
NUTS GRADE 5 - Four original
type 7/16-20" castle nuts per
set. Tighten nut, then back off
half turn. 
7300 28-31 $3.65set

FRONT SPRING PERCH OR
SPRING SHACKLE BUSHING
- If your spring shackles are
good, then replace all 4 of the
bushings. These are pre-
reamed at the factory. Order
part number 5881 for the
correct bushing driver. 
4270 28-41 $0.65ea.

DRILL BIT TO REAM SPRING
SHACKLE BUSHINGS - This
is a 14.5 millimeter drill bit with
a  1 /2 "  shank .  Bush ings
included with shackle kits do
NOT need to be reamed, but
other suppliers may. 
4280 28-31 $18.90ea.

SPRING & PERCH BUSHING
DRIVER - Use this handy tool
to help remove and install new
bushing in the following parts:
Front & Rear Spring Bushings,
Front & Rear Spring Perch
Bushings, Rear Brake and
Camshaft Bushings. 
5881 28- $9.90ea.

FRONT SPRING CLAMPS -
Due to many different suppliers
of front springs we have had
our own spring clamps made.
To figure out which clamp fits
your spring, measure the
thickness of your spring where
the clamp goes and get the
clamp that is closest to it.
These clamps all have the
correct ly shaped locat ing
dimple like the originals. 
1.395" Thick 
7260 28-34 $7.10pair

1.060" Thick 
7261 28-34 $7.10pair

1.279" Thick 
7262 28-34 $7.10pair

FRONT SPRING CLAMP
HARDWARE - 2 square head
1/4-20 x 2 3/8 bolts and hex
nuts were used through Feb.
’31, (nut is on the front side of
the clamp), then they were
replaced with a rivet. One set
for 2 clamps. 
Bolts 
7270 28-31 $1.00set

Rivets 
7280 28-31 $1.20pair

GRAPHITE LUBE - Spray this
on the bottom of each leaf to
help reduce the squeaks of the
spr ing .  Spr ing  mus t  be
dissembled and painted before
you apply this product. 
7250 28-31 $11.55can

FRONT SPRING U-BOLTS
FOR 1928-FEB.1930 - Square
type, secures starter crank
bearing, and spring to the front
cross member. Used until Feb.
1930. Set includes 2 U-bolts &
4 castle nuts. 
7330 28-30 $21.95set

FRONT SPRING U BOLT FOR
FEB.30-31 -  Round type
U-bolt, pre-drilled for cotter
pins. Nuts not included. Used
after Feb.’30. Need 2 bolts.
Made from FORD blue print. 
7340 30-31 $6.10ea.

FRONT SPRING U BOLT
NUTS - Four 1/2-20 grade 5
castle nuts. 
7350 28-34 $4.60set

FRONT SPRING CENTER
LOWER PLATE - This plate
holds the front spring to the
cross member. 
7360 28-31 $12.80ea.

28 -  FEB 30  CRANK
BEARING - On front cross
member for the square type
front U bolts, used till Feb. ’30.
7370 28-30 $15.50ea.

FEB 30  -  31  CRANK
BEARING -  Used a f te r
Feb.’30. Round U bolts must
be used. 
7380 30-31 $11.75ea.

SPRING COVERS -
Cushioned material with black
vinyl covering. Set includes a
pair for the front and rear
springs. 
25800 28-31 $44.95set

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVD are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. 
REBUILDING THE LEAF
SPRINGS 
38115J 28-31 $24.95ea.

REAR
SPRING

10 LEAF REAR SPRING -
New spr ing wi th  tapered
leaves. Clips not included
ORDER CLIP  #7530 .
Additional shipping charges will
apply 
10 lea f :  1928-31  Tudor ;
1928-31 Fordor; 1928-31 Open
Cab Pickup; 1928-31 Closed
Cab Pickup 
7400 28-31 $425.00ea.

8 LEAF REAR SPRING - New
spring with tapered leaves.
Clips not included ORDER
CLIP #7530 .  Add i t i ona l
shipping charges will apply 
8 leaf: 1928-31 Coupe & Sport
Coupe; 1928-31 Phaeton;
1929-31 Cabriolet 68-A,B;
1930-31 Victoria (ORDER
CLIP #7530  FOR THIS
SPRING) 
7420 28-31 $425.00ea.

7 LEAF ROADSTER REAR
SPRING - The correct 7 leaf
spring for the 28-31 Roadsters.
7421 28-31 $398.00ea.

FRONT SPRING • REAR SPRING
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REAR CENTER SPRING
BOLT & NUT - Correct square
head raven finish with nut.
These 3/8" bolts are extra-long,
5 1/4" for ease in assembling
the leaves. Cut after assembly
and peen the end of the bolt
over nut. 
7320 28-31 $1.75set

REAR SPRING ANTI -
SQUEAK - Fits on the bottom
of the rear floor pan with two
1/8 x 3/8 split rivets. Keeps the
floor pan from rubbing the top
of the rear cross member. 2" X
15" welt and 2 rivets. 
7460 28-31 $4.70ea.

REAR SPRING SPREADER -
The BEST made rear spring
spreader we’ve used, Includes
a bearing at each threaded end
for easy turning to open spring.
Can be used for both Model A
& T FORDs. 
7430 28-31 $195.95ea.

GRAPHITE LUBE - Spray this
on the bottom of each leaf to
help reduce the squeaks of the
spr ing .  Spr ing  mus t  be
dissembled and painted before
you apply this product. 
7250 28-31 $11.55can

SPRING SHACKLE BAR -
This is the original style bar
with each corner diagonally
cut., but does not have the
rounded edges as roginal.
Need 4 per car. 
7390 28-31 $2.95ea.

REAR SPRING SHACKLE
BUSHING - These are pre-
reamed at the factory. 
5880 28-31 $0.85ea.

DRILL BIT TO REAM SPRING
SHACKLE BUSHINGS - This
is a 14.5 millimeter drill bit with
a  1 /2 "  shank .  Bush ings
included with shackle kits do
NOT need to be reamed, but
other suppliers may. 
4280 28-31 $18.90ea.

SPRING SHACKLE GREASE
FITTING SLEEVES - Older
repro spring shackles have
threaded holes for modern
grease fittings. These sleeves
will allow you to install the
original grease fittings (drive in
style 36740). This small sleeve
is screwed in by wedging a
screw driver blade into the
sleeve. 4 sleeves per set. 
7290 28-31 $3.00set

REAR SPRING U BOLT - New
Tool ing,  Now the correct
length. The length is 4’ long
from under the flat haed to the
tip of the threads, 3 7/8 to the
cotter pin hole. Made from
round stock so the sides are
not flat like original. Made in
the USA. 
7470 28-32 $11.50ea.

REAR SPRING U BOLT
CASTLE NUTS - Four 9/16-18
grade 5 castle nuts. 
7480 28-48 $5.20set

REAR SPRING CENTER
BOTTOM PLATE - Holds
spring up to cross member.
Need 2. 
SEVEN LEAF SPRING bracket
is 1 1/8" high 
7510 28-31 $8.95ea.

TEN OR TWELVE LEAF
SPRING bracket is 5/8" high 
7520 28-31 $8.95ea.

REAR SPRING CLAMPS -
Due to many different suppliers
of rear springs we have had
our own spring clamps made.
To figure out which clamp fits
your spring, measure the
thickness of your spring where
the clamp goes and get the
clamp that is closest to it.
These clamps all have the
correct ly shaped locat ing
dimple like the originals. 
1.380 Thick 
7530 28-34 $7.10pair

1.280 Thick 
7531 28-34 $7.10pair

1.100 Thick 
7532 28-34 $7.10pair

1.50 Thick 
7533 28-34 $7.10pair

ORIGINAL 7 LEAF SPRING
CLIP 
7535 28-34 $7.10pair

REAR SPRING CLAMP
HARDWARE - 2 square head
1/4-20 x 2 7/8 bolts and hex
nuts were used through Feb.
’31 (nut is on the front side of
c lamp) ,  then  they  were
replaced with a rivet. One set
for 2 clamps. 
Bolts 
7540 28-31 $1.20set

Rivets 
7550 1931 $1.20pair

SPRING COVERS -
Cushioned material with black
vinyl covering. Set includes a
pair for the front and rear
springs. 
25800 28-31 $44.95set

SPRING & PERCH BUSHING
DRIVER - Use this handy tool
to help remove and install new
bushing in the following parts:
Front & Rear Spring Bushings,
Front & Rear Spring Perch
Bushings, Rear Brake and
Camshaft Bushings. 
5881 28- $9.90ea.

SPRING SHACKLES - One for
each  end  o f  the  sp r ing .
Includes bushings, two bars,
but not the original shape, and
castle nuts. Fits 1928-31.
Tighten castle nuts tight, then
back off half turn to allow
spring to pivot. Foreign, but
good. New tooling. Grease
f i t t ing not included order
#36740 for stock, or 36840 for
modern fittings. 
Rear on cars Front on AA
trucks. 
7220 28-31 $39.95set

NON-AUTHENTIC
REPLACEMENT STYLE
SPRING SHACKLES - This is
a non-authentic style shackle
set. This set is good for the
driver car, but not the show car.
This set is similar to the later
V-8 style shackles. One set will
do both sides. 
REAR 
7221 28-31 $25.90set

SPRING SHACKLE CASTLE
NUTS GRADE 5 - Four original
type 7/16-20" castle nuts per
set. Tighten nut, then back off
half turn. 
7300 28-31 $3.65set

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVD are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. 
REBUILDING THE LEAF
SPRINGS 
38115J 28-31 $24.95ea.

ENGINE

MODEL A ENGINE - A ’How
To’ on engine rebuilding by
William & Paul Mcree. This
book will start off by explaining
how the Model A engine works.
Each component in the engine
will be covered on disassembly
and assembly .  Over  100
pictures and drawings on 110
pages. 
37850 28-31 $22.50ea.

REAR SPRING • ENGINE
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FORD MODEL A POWER
PLANT TROUBLES MADE
EASY POSTER - Qual i ty
reprint of original 1928 chart.
Used to diagnose and resolve
operational problems of the
Model A. Outlines engine parts,
fuel system, ignition group, and
cooling system, problems that
are liable to make an engine
lose power, start hard or work
i r regular ly  and s impl i f ies
locat ion of  engine faul ts.
Original size (approximately 22
x 34"). 
37960 28-31 $13.95ea.

DVD - FORTY HORSES - This
movie shows what the judges
will be looking for under the
hood of your trusty Model A. 30
minute color. 
38100 28-31 $39.95ea.

FORD ENGINE GREEN
ENAMEL PAINT - PINT - For
spray gun or brush. Clean bare
engine with Metal-Prep from
PPG Auto Paint. Apply green
paint, 2 coats are needed. No
primer is needed. Quality paint
from Bill Hirsch. 
7720 28-41 $25.05pt

FORD ENGINE GREEN
SPRAY PAINT - 11oz. Can.
Our own formula. 
7730 28-41 $7.45can

ENGINE GASKET SET WITH
PAPER GASKETS -  A
complete engine gasket set
with the following: head gasket,
oil pan, valve cover, oil return
pipe, oil return pipe (2 copper
washers), front timing gear
(Teflon-coated), water pump
(paper), water inlet (paper),
water outlet (paper), exhaust
manifold (composite material
with metal shield), timing cover
(paper), front timing cover
(paper), carburetor to manifold
(paper), oil pump-top & bottom
(paper), oil pan drain plug
(copper), flywheel housing
(paper ) ,  ca rbure to r  bowl
(paper), sediment bowl (cork). 
Above gaskets with a copper
head gasket (part 8070) 
7760 28-31 $60.95set

Above  gaske ts  w i th  the
improved Modern head gasket
(part 8080) 
7770 28-31 $54.95set

ENGINE GASKET SET
WITHOUT HEAD GASKET -
This set contains the same
gaskets as #7760, but it does
not include the head gasket. 
PAPER GASKETS LESS
HEAD GASKET 
7769 $19.95set

ENGINE GASKET SET
WITHOUT HEAD GASKET
(Cont.)
COPPER GASKET SET LESS
HEAD GASKET 
7779 28-31 $38.95set

ENGINE GASKET SET WITH
COPPER GASKETS - Same
gasket applications as (7770)
except the following are copper
gaskets as original with WHITE
material in the middle, except
head gasket #8070 has a gray
composition material, Water
Inlet, Water Outlet, Exhaust
Manifold, Carburetor, and Oil
Drain Plug. 
With copper head gasket (part
8070) 
7780 28-31 $70.95set

With modern head gasket (part
8080) 
7800 28-31 $79.95set

LATE 1931 ENGINE GASKET
SET WITH COPPER
GASKETS - Used the May
1931 to end manifold gasket. 
With copper head gasket (part
8070) 
7810 1931 $68.95set

With modern head gasket (part
8080) 
7830 1931 $79.95set

HEAD GASKET & GAS LINE
FITTING SEALER -  An
excellent adhesive sealant with
a high tack that never becomes
hard. Lid has a brush. Brush
both sides of head gasket (not
to be used on the modern
style) with sealer. Then, brush
a coating around the edge of
each water hole. If installing
new engine studs, apply a
coating on the threads before
installing them into the block.
Can also be used on the valve
cover  and paper  o i l  pan
gaskets just coat both sides.
Let it tack up and install. Used
on the copper gasket to make a
better seal. Not needed on the
mo 
7840 28- $7.35ea.

SIDE T IMING COVER
GASKET - Paper type gasket.
7850 28-34 $0.85ea.

SIDE TIMING COVER BOLTS
- One 7/16-14 x 2 3/16 and one
7/16-14 x 1 3/8 original type
domed bolts; raven finish. Lock
washers were used in 1928
thru mid-1930. 
7860 28-32 $4.75set

FRONT T IMING COVER
GASKET - Paper type gasket.
7880 28-34 $1.35ea.

FRONT T IMING COVER
BOLTS - These are the original
domed headed bolts in raven
finish. Six 3/8-16 x 1 1/8 bolts
across the front and the 7th
recessed in the corner with
L/W, 14 pcs. 
7870 28-34 $5.95set

1928 TIMING PIN WITH HEX
BASE - 1928 timing pin with
hex base. Order (7910) gasket.
7900 1928 $5.95ea.

JAN 29 - 31 TIMING PIN WITH
SQUARE BASE - Jan. 1929 till
end used a pin with a square
base. 
7890 29-31 $5.45ea.

TIMING PIN COPPER
WASHER -  Used in  the
beginning until Jan.’29. 
7910 1928 $0.45ea.

EASY TIMING PIN KEY RING
- Slide this stainless pin into the
hole on the front timing cover.
Turn the engine over while you
watch for the grove on the pin
to disappear into the timing
cover. This has a modified tip
for easier use than the stock
timing pins. 
7891 28-34 $4.25ea.

GZNTATOOL TIMING TOOL -
The GZNTATOOL is  an
incredibly simple device that
serves as your third hand to
push the Model A timing pin
inward and into the timing gear
recessed hole as you turn the
engine. One end pushes lightly
against the radiator and the
other end hold the timing pin in
place. Kit includes the special
spring holder tube, spring and
a sturdy storage tube to keep
everything together. Timing pin
not included. 
7892 28-31 $11.15ea.

TIMING CALIBRATION TOOL
- This tool is the easiest tool
we’ve seen to find that dimple
in the timing gear. Simply
remove the stock pin, screw
this tool into the timing cover
until the ring at the end hangs
loosely. Then start turning the
engine over once the ring
stands you has found top dead
center on #1. 
7893 28-31 $23.95ea.

ENGINE
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FRONT ENGINE SUPPORT-
YOKE - The yoke from engine
to front cross member. This is a
qual i ty  p iece forged l ike
original. Don’t be fooled by the
cheap two-piece cast version. 
7920 L28-31 $40.25ea.

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT TO
ENGINE BOLTS - Two 1/2-13
x  1  1 /16  bo l t s  and  lock
washers. 
7930 29-31 $1.75set

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT SET
- Auxiliary front flat spring, 2
long and 1 short coil springs, 1
leather washer, 1 steel flat
washer, castle nut and cotter
pin, 8 pcs. The brass washer
was used from Nov. ’28 thru
Jan. ’29 then it was replaced
with a steel flat washer. It is
believed the brass shouldered
washer restricted the yoke stud
from moving side-to-side when
one wheel went into a pothole,
thus putting too much stress on
the stud. 
COMPLETE SET 
7940 29-31 $5.95set

LEATHER WASHER ONLY 
7941 28-31 $1.60ea.

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT
CASTLE NUT GRADE 5 -
7/16-20 original style castle nut
and cotter pin. Included in
(7940) set. 
7960 29-31 $1.00ea.

FRONT ENGINE MOUNT
COIL SPRINGS - Two long
and one short springs per set.
Included in (7940). 
7970 28-31 $2.95set

FRONT ENGINE SUPPORT
BUSHING - The brass bushing
that fits in the center of the
cross member. Used from Nov.
’28 thru Jan. 29, then a 3/16"
f lat  washer replaced this
bushing. 
7980 28-29 $1.65ea.

MODERN FRONT FLOAT-A-
MOTOR - Mounts in place of
the engine yoke (7920). Engine
support sets on rubber pads on
top of the cross member. Two
holes must be drilled into the
cross member  to  secure
support to frame. 
7950 28-31 $69.95ea.

REPLACEMENT RUBBER
ONLY FOR FRONT FLOAT-A-
MOTOR #7950 -  This k i t
contains all of the rubber and
mounting bolts for the front
float-a-motor kit (#7950) when
it needs to be replaced. 
7951 28-31 $7.95set

ENGINE EYE BOLT - This
strong forged eyelet will screw
into your spark plug hole to lift
the engine. Order 2 for better
balance. 
8020 28-31 $11.75ea.

ENGINE OR HEAD PULLER -
Includes studs to screw into the
spark plug holes on the head
and nuts. 
8040 28-34 $90.00ea.

COMPRESSION TESTER -
Allows you to adapt a modern
compression tester to use in
the stock Model A spark plug
hole. Correct compression is
55 to 70 lbs. psi. There should
be no more than 6 lbs. variation
between cylinders. 
8471 28-34 $6.50ea.

HI -COMPRESSION
CYLINDER HEAD - Original
looking from the outside, made
from cast iron. Excellent quality
and performance. New engine
studs and new head nuts must
be ordered and installed with
this head because extra torque
is required. You must use head
gasket #8090 with both 8000 &
8010. 
5.5  to  1  RATIO HIGH
COMPRESSION HEAD. Must
use the 8090 head gasket 
8000 28-34 $325.00ea.

6 TO 1  RATIO HIGH
COMPRESSION HEAD. Must
use the 8090 head gasket 
8010 28-34 $350.00ea.

ENGINE STAND ADAPTER -
This is made to mount to a
modern engine stand. The
engine is held on by the water
inlet bolts and two of the oil pan
bolts. 
8041 28-31 $97.35ea.

ALUMINUM HEAD SAVER -
Insert this cathode into your
cooling system. This cathode
wil l  deteriorate instead of
damaging your head. 
8030 28- $8.70ea.

COPPER MODEL A HEAD
GASKET - U.S. made copper
on top and bottom with a gray
material in the middle. Seems
around the cylinder install
down. Can be used on engines
bored up to & including .125. If
you are running a Brumfield
head you must use this gasket.
8070 28-31 $44.80ea.

MODERN HEAD GASKET -
This is an improved leak
resistant gasket. Solid steel
core sandwiched by heavy-
duty  h igh-dens i ty  gasket
material soaked with silicone. A
.005 bead of high temperature
silicone surrounds all water
passages to ensure a positive
seal between block and head.
A much improved seal over the
copper gasket. Can be used on
eng ines  bored  up  to  &
including .125. DO NOT apply
gasket sealer to this gasket. 
MODEL A GASKET 
8080 28-31 $34.50ea.

MODEL B GASKET 
8090 32-34 $31.50ea.

HEAD GASKET BY BEST
GASKET COMPANY -
Consists of Kevlar reinforced
graph i te  fac ing  mate r ia l
mechanically bonded to both
sides of a perforated steel
core. This modern engineered,
high-performance material is
rated to a temperature of 1400
degrees-F. Steel fire rings are
installed in the combustion
chamber areas of the gasket.
GraphTite head gaskets have
superb sealing characteristics,
excellent torque retention, and
hold up to the punishment
d ished  ou t  by  h igh-
performance engines; high
quality all the way. Install
GraphTite head gaskets us 
28-31 Model A Head Gasket 
8081 28-31 $44.37ea.

32-34 Model B Head Gasket 
8091 32-34 $44.80ea.

HIGH TEMP ANTI SEIZE -
Withstands temperatures up to
1600 degrees. Use on spark
plug threads, distributor lower
shaft, lug nut threads and
cylinder studs to allow for easy
disassembly at a later time. 
8110 28- $4.65ea.
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GRADE 5 CYLINDER STUDS
- These studs are Grade 5
hardened and have a domed
head with the original raven
finish. 11 regular 3 1/2" studs,
one 3 3/4" ignition stud for
March ’29 thru ’31 engines and
2 water outlet studs 5 3/4". The
top of the studs should be 1/32
above the nuts. Torque head
nuts to 55 foot pounds for the
standard head and 65 foot
pounds  fo r  the  h igher
compress ion heads af ter
engine has become cold.
Threads in the block are
7/16-14 and the threads for the
nut are 7/16-20. 
8130 28-31 $19.95set

CYLINDER STUDS - GRADE
8 - Fourteen Grade 8 hardened
studs with correct domed head
end. Torque to 65 foot pounds.
These will not stretch. These
stronger studs are suggested
to  be  used  w i th  h igh
compress ion  heads  tha t
require higher torque. Threads
in the block are 7/16-14 and
the threads for the nut are
7/16-20. 
8140 28-31 $35.95set

GRADE 5 SINGLE CYLINDER
STUDS - 3 1/2" long. 
3 1/2" LONG 
8160 28-31 $1.60ea.

4 1/2" Jan.’28 thru April ‘28 
8180 1928 $2.65ea.

4 1/8" April ’28 to March ’29. 
8190 28-29 $3.55ea.

3 3/4" long used March ’29 thru
’31 
8200 29-31 $2.10ea.

5 3/4" WATER OUTLET 
8210 28-31 $2.15ea.

OVER SIZED HEAD STUDS -
The block half of these studs
are oversize to 1/2-13 thread
for blocks with the stripped
threads. Drill block with 27/64"
(#8212) drill bit and tap. These
are the stronger grade 8 stud. 
3 1/2"Stud 
8170 28-31 $7.50ea.

3 3/4"Stud 
8201 29-31 $9.00ea.

5 3/4"Stud 
8211 28-31 $10.80ea.

GRADE 8 HEAD NUTS -
Orig ina l  th ick  ( in  he ight )
7 /16-20 nut  wi th  washer
surface on bottom. clear zinc
plating 14 nuts per set. Torque
head nuts to 65 foot pounds for
the high compression head. 
8230 28-32 $3.45set

HEAD NUT TORQUE TOOL -
Use this tool to eliminate the
need to remove the distributor
when you torque the head
nuts. 
6082 28-34 $24.95ea.

OVERSIZED STUD DRILL BIT
AND TAP - This is the drill bit
you will need if you are going to
use the oversized studs. 
27/64" DRILL BIT 
8212 28-31 $10.35ea.

1/2-13 TAP ONLY 
8213 28-31 $14.25ea.

BROKEN HEAD STUD DRILL
OUT TOOL - This is a high
quality set consisting of 10
pieces that are needed to drill
out a broken head stud. Using
the 2-locator plates allows you
to accurately locate the drilling
fixture over the stud that is
broken off. Designed by a
mechanical engineer for use on
his car. Kit includes detailed &
illustrated instructions. This kit
contains the drill bit, tap and
bushings for the standard
thread studs. 
8235 28-31 $140.00set

CYLINDER SLEEVE - Used by
mach ine  shops  to  b r ing
cylinder bores back to 3.875
standard. When the cylinder
diameter increases to .100
oversize, then the block should
be sleeved. Bore block for a
.0025 to .003 press fit. This
sleeve is 3/32" thick. 
8100 28-34 $39.85ea.

PISTON SETS - A well-made
aluminum 3 ring piston with
fitted pins, end lock type. Sold
in sets of four. For 1928-34 four
cylinder engines. Stock bore
size is 3.875. 
8240 standard $95.00set

8250 .020 $95.00set

8260 .030 $95.00set

8270 .040 $95.00set

8280 .060 $95.00set

8290 .080 $95.00set

8300 .100 $95.00set

8310 .125 $98.00set

HASTINGS PISTON SETS -
Three rings per piston made by
"HASTINGS". The Hastings
brand have more pre-load on
the upper and middle rings
providing a better seal to the
cylinder wall than other brands.
The bottom oil ring is fool proof
to install versus the other brand
which can over-lay i f  not
careful when installing. 
8400 Standard $46.85set

8410 .020 $46.85set

8420 .030 $46.85set

8430 .040 $46.85set

HASTINGS PISTON SETS
(Cont.)
8440 .060 $46.85set

8450 .080 $46.95set

8460 .100 $46.95set

8470 .125 $46.95set

REBABBITTED ORIGINAL
CONNECTING RODS -
Original rods with a good
quality tin based (which is
harder than lead) spun Babbitt,
complete wi th shims, pin
bushing and castle nuts. Set of
rods will weigh within 4 grams.
EXCHANGE only - WE MUST
HAVE YOURS BEFORE WE
SHIP OURS. The original
connecting rod journal size is
1.499/1.498. If ordering .010
rods, the crank should be less
than .010 from the original or
1.489/1.488. Sold in sets of 4
rods. Open side of dipper faces
the passenger side of engine.
For 28-31 only. 
8480 Standard $360.00set

8500 .010 $360.00set

8520 .020 $360.00set

8550 .030 $360.00set

NEW IMPORTED INSERT
CONNECTING RODS SET OF
4 - Forged using high tensile
strength SAE 4140 chrome
moly steel, hardened and
tempered. Rods have the wrist
pin bushing pressed in, oil
holes drilled, and rough bored.
Rods are sold in sets of 4
weight matched rods without
the insert bearings. Order the
size of bearing you need
below. These rods are made to
accept the wrap around style of
insert bearings. 
8491 28-31 $375.00set

INSERT BEARING FOR
IMPORTED CONNECTING
RODS - Designed exclusively
to be used with the 8491 forged
connecting rods. They wrap
around the edges of the rod to
provide forward and backward
thrust just like the original
Babbitt connecting rod! A set is
enough inserts for 4 connecting
rods. These inserts fit the
connecting rods that measure
1-1/2" wide at the crankshaft
journal. These bearings are not
included with the rods #8491. 
8492 STD $179.95set

8511 .010 $179.95set

8541 .020 $179.95set

8562 .030 $179.95set

8563 .040 $179.95set

WRIST PIN BUSHING - One
bushing per rod used with the
end lock style wrist pin. Must
be reamed to fit wrist pin. Need
4 per engine. 
8610 28-31 $2.00ea.
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CONNECTING ROD CASTLE
NUT SET - 7/16-20 castle nut.
sold set of 8. 
8620 28-31 $7.00set

CONNECTING ROD SHIMS -
Laminated shims (6 layers per
shim .003 each) to adjust your
rods: 8 to a set. Use a sharp
knife to separate a layer. Fits
1928-1934; choose steel or
brass shims. 
Brass 
8650 28-34 $7.50set

PLASTIGAGE -  The th in
waxed string that is used to
check the clearance on the
connecting rods and main
bearings. Bearing clearance for
both the mains and rods is
.001" - .0015". 
8660 28-34 $2.75ea.

TIMING CAM WRENCH TOOL
- This tool takes all the guess
work out of timing your Model
A. Find top dead center on #1
cy l inder ,  then fo l low the
directions on this handy tool. 
17502 28-31 $10.50ea.

ENGINE HAND CRANK - With
lug socket on other end.
Plated. 
22660 28-31 $16.95ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
SETTING ENGINE BEARING
CLEARANCE 
38115F 28-31 $24.95ea.

REPLACING THE CYLINDER
HEAD & HEAD GASKET 
38115Q 28-31 $24.95ea.

REPLACING THE ENGINE 
38115U 28-31 $24.95ea.

ENGINE
CAM

CAM SHAFTS - These are
originals reground to standard.
The 5 bearing cam is early
1928 but can be used in all
years. The journals must be
free of pits. Center journal must
be 1.557 or larger and good
teeth for the oil pump drive
gear to be acceptable. Original
jou rna l  s i ze  i s  1 .560 .
EXCHANGE -  WE NEED
YOURS BEFORE WE SHIP
OURS. 
1928 WITH 5 BEARINGS 
8670 1928 $155.95ea.

TOURING GRIND 
8690 28-31 $104.95ea.

NEW CAM SHAFT - MODEL B
GRIND - This new cam has a
Model ’B’ profile to give better
performance than the Model ’A’
cam. The lobes have a .330 lift.
8720 28-31 $456.00ea.

CAM SHAFT DOWEL PINS -
These two small pins secure
the  t im ing  gear  on  the
camshaft. 2 per set. 
8740 28-31 $4.20set

TIMING GEARS - A well-made
U.S.  t iming gear  for  the
camshaft. A special Laminated
material gear made for super
strength and durability. Keep a
spare in your car. This is a
stronger gear than the fiber
ones other companies sell.
After installing gears, slide a
feeler gauge between the
laminated material and steel
teeth. The backlash should not
be less than .003 nor more
than .005. This gear and the
crankshaft gear are made by
the same company for a
perfect mesh fit. The two dowel
pin holes in the gear are off
center. If th 
Laminated Gear 
8750 28-34 $69.95ea.

Aluminum Gear - This die cast
timing gear is die cast from
356-B Aluminum and heat
treated to T-6 specifications.
Using a higher grade material
like 356-B makes this gear
quieter other aluminum gears
on the market. 
8760 28-34 $67.95ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
CHANGING THE TIMING
GEAR 
38115A 28-31 $24.95ea.

STOCK CAMSHAFT NUT - To
replace the large nut which is
usually deformed by having
been previously removed with
a cold chisel. This is the
standard right hand thread.
Torque to 100 foot pounds. 
8770 28-34 $5.75ea.

MODERN HEX CAMSHAFT
NUT -  Th is  new des ign
replaces the odd shape original
nut with a standard hex nut.
Use a 1 1/2 inch 6 point socket.
8780 28-34 $12.00ea.

STOCK CAMSHAFT NUT
WRENCH - Use this special
steel tool to remove or tighten
the cam nut #8790. Use a 1/2"
socket wrench to remove or
install nut. Be sure the nut is on
tight when you finish. Re-
tighten to 100 foot pounds after
turning engine over a few
revolutions. Keep with car on
long trips. 
8790 28-34 $16.80ea.

CAMSHAFT THRUST
PLUNGER & SPRING - The
spring eliminates the end play
in the camshaft. Place spring
into timing cover then plunger.
The ’X’ will face the cam shaft.
Caution! This is probably the
most forgotten part in the
Model A!. 
PLUNGER & SPRING 
8800 28-34 $3.95set

SPRING ONLY 
8810 28-34 $1.10ea.

NEW COUNTER BALANCED
CRANKSHAFT -  A New
crankshaft that is counter
balanced to fit into the Model A.
All journals are standard size,
and the oil slinger is machined
as they were originally. Made
by Burlington Crank 
8831 28-31$1648.00ea.

ENGINE • ENGINE CAM
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STEEL CRANKSHAFT GEAR
- Pitted or rough gears are
often found to have chewed up
the fiber timing gear causing a
major breakdown. Holding the
keyway at 12:00 the alignment
dimple is at the base of the first
tooth to the right of the keyway.
A gear puller is necessary to
remove gear from crank shaft. 
8830 28-34 $17.95ea.

CRANKSHAFT GEAR
WOODRUFF KEY - 1/4 x 1 1/8
x 15/32. 
8840 28-32 $0.95ea.

OIL SLINGER - Fits on front of
the crankshaft. Place slinger
with rolled edge facing crank
pulley. 
8850 28-34 $3.40ea.

CRANKSHAFT PULLEY -
One- or two-piece pul ley
available. Two-piece pulley can
be changed without removing
the radiator. One piece was
originally used. Very good
quality. 
ONE-PIECE PULLEY 
8860 28-34 $23.95ea.

TWO-PIECE PULLEY U.S.
made 
8870 28-34 $37.65set

UNDERSIZED CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY - With timing marks.
This undersized pulley reduces
the water pump speed by 28%.
This pulley will help in reducing
water overflow air captivation,
which will result in lower water
temps. Includes a harden bolt
and washer. Cannot use the
stock ratchet nut. 
8880 28-34 $175.00ea.

IGNITION TIMING TOOLS - A
smooth, strong running engine
demands that the spark occurs
at the SAME crank position for
each cylinder at each firing
time. This timing kit will enable
you to accurately set your
timing. The kit includes a crank
degree  sca le ,  cu t  away
distributor cap, cam wrench
and instructions. With YOUR
timing light and this kit you can
adjust your distributor cam
setting for best results. With
spark up, set t iming to 5
degrees RETARD. Made by
Nu-Rex. 
8890 28-31 $28.70set

IGNIT ION T IMING
INDICATOR ONLY - Included
with 8890. 
8900 28-31 $13.75ea.

28 - MID 31 RATCHET NUT -
At taches  pu l ley  to  the
crankshaft. Thread size is
5/8-18. Machined from bar
stock and case hardened steel.
Made from the FORD blue
print. Excellent quality. Use a 1
3/8" wrench. 
8910 28-31 $12.95ea.

MID 31 - 38 RATCHET NUT -
Mid 1931 till 1938, the diameter
a round  the  no tches  was
reduced by 1/8". It still uses a 1
3/8" wrench. 
8920 31-38 $12.95ea.

RATCHET NUT WRENCH -
Use this wrench on the ratchet
nut to help you turn the engine
over. A great help when you
are looking for top dead center
for timing. 
8922 28-38 $42.95ea.

OIL DRAIN TUBE - For the
rear main bearing. Loctite,
braze or spot weld af ter
screwing in place or it can
vibrate loose. Screw only 3 to 4
turns, more will block outlet
hole and cause oil to go into
flywheel housing. Tubes are
plated. 
5/16" 28-29 
8930 28-29 $2.95ea.

3/8" 30-31 
8940 30-31 $2.30ea.

REAR MAIN BEARING CAP
PLUG - This plug is located in
the rear main bearing cap next
to the threaded hole for the oil
tube. 
8931 28-34 $1.25ea.

INSERT MAIN BEARING
SETS - This is a set of inserts
to convert your old Babbitt
engine to modern inserts.
Some mach ine  work  i s
necessary these inserts are not
d i rec t  rep lacements .
Instructions included. You must
use 3 thrust washers #08946
(sold separately) when you
convert. 
8941 STD $95.00set

8942 .010 $95.00set

8943 .020 $95.00set

8944 .030 $95.00set

8945 .040 $95.00set

NEW BURLINGTON CRANK 
8948 28-31 $95.00set

THRUST WASHER FOR "A"
INSERT MAIN BEARINGS -
These half circle brass thrust
washers must be used when
you convert from Babbitt main
bearings to the new insert
bearings. Need 3 per engine. 
8946 28-31 $13.50ea.

BRASS REPLACEMENT
REAR MAIN WITH THRUST
SURFACE - This replaces the
original style rear main oil seal
#8960 .  Th is  p rov ides  a
superior crank thrust surface
than the original Babbitt. Also if
the Babbitt thrust surface has
cracked off your cap this will
now act as the crank thrust
surface. 
8949 28-31 $67.65ea.

MAIN BEARING BRASS
SHIM SET - Four layers per
shim. Each layer is .003 thick.
Two shims for the rear. Four
shims for the front and center
main. Use a sharp knife to
separate a layer. 
8980 28-31 $11.95set

MAIN BEARING BOLT
CASTLE NUT SET - 1/2-20
castle nuts. Grade 8, six per
set. Should be painted black. 
9020 28-34 $6.50set

REAR MAIN OIL SEAL - This
is an aluminum half circle with
2 grooves cut in it to restrict the
oil. Ford did not use any cork or
other material in the grooves to
seal in the oil. This is located in
the block above the crank at
the rear main cap. 
8960 28-31 $12.50ea.

MODERN REAR MAIN OIL
SEAL - Have a machine shop
cut the rear slinger off the
crankshaft  to accept th is
modern radial lip nitrile oil seal.
Instructions are included. See
part #9770 or 9780 for front
seal. 
8970 28-31 $24.30ea.

ENGINE CAM
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FLYWHEEL

FLYWHEEL TO
CRANKSHAFT BOLT SET -
Four 7/16-20 x 13/16 bolts per
set with the heads cross-drilled
for safety wire. (See Part #
36560 for safety wire & 11560
for retainer). 
9040 28-48 $12.00set

FLYWHEEL ALIGNMENT
CHECKER - The small bracket
in this kit is used to determine if
the flywheel is seated properly
on the crankshaft. The large
bracket bolts to the flywheel,
then turn the flywheel so that
you can be sure that the
flywheel housing is correctly
shimmed against the block.
This is a big source of vibration
in the engine. 
9041 28-31 $25.95ea.

FLYWHEEL RING GEAR -
Place ring on flywheel. Heat
with a rose bud tipped torch.
Ring should fall onto flywheel.
As it cools it will tighten to
flywheel. Tapered teeth face
rear of car. 
9050 28-48 $24.95ea.

FLYWHEEL TO
CRANKSHAFT DOWELS -
Two pins to line up crankshaft
to flywheel. 
9060 28-31 $3.95pair

ORIGINAL FLYWHEEL
HOUSING - This is an original
flywheel housing that has been
sandblasted and inspected for
no cracks. These will come to
you blasted and unpainted.
Supply is limited on this item. 
9066 28-31 $275.95ea.

FLYWHEEL HOUSING TO
BLOCK BOLTS - Four 7/1614
x 1 1/16 bolts with head cross-
drilled for safety wire. Located
around inner circle of flywheel
housing and two 7/16-14 x 1
11/16 hex bolts and lock
washers at top of flywheel to
hold accelerator assembly to
block. 
9070 28-31 $4.55set

FLYWHEEL HOUSING
GASKET - Paper type gasket.
Seal area around camshaft
with gasket sealer to eliminate
any leaking oil. 
9080 28-34 $0.95ea.

FLYWHEEL COTTER PIN -
This is the large cotter pin
(3/16" X 1") that hangs out of
the hole in the bottom of the
flywheel. Movement of this pin
keeps the drain hole from
becoming stopped up. 
9090 28-31 $0.25ea.

REAR MAIN JANITOR -
Collects the oil that leaks from
the rear main bearing area.
This is held in place using one
of the lower bell housing to
flywheel housing bolts and the
lower flywheel dust cover bolt.
Can be installed and removed
in Minutes, powder coated
black & made in the USA 
9091 28-31 $19.95ea.

FLYWHEEL INSPECTION
PLATE - This is the steel half
circle cover on the flywheel
housing. 
9100 28-31 $7.75ea.

FLYWHEEL INSPECTION
PLATE BOLTS - Three 1/4-28
x 1/2 bolts and lock washers.
No marks on head with raven
finish. 
9110 28-31 $1.00set

FLYWHEEL HOUSING SHIMS
- The U shape shim between
the f lywheel housing and
cylinder block. 2 per set. These
are .010 thick and brass as
original. You may need more
than one set. See "How to
Restore Your Model A," Vol. 4,
pg. 10. 
9120 28-31 $1.20set

BELL HOUSING TO
FLYWHEEL HOUSING
BOLTS - Eleven 3/8-16 x 1
bolts, THICK head with no
marks on head & lock washers,
raven finish. 
AUTHENTIC THICK HEAD
BOLTS 
11080 28-31 $10.70set

NON-AUTHENTIC BOLTS 
11081 28-31 $2.95ea.

VALVES

DOUBLE NUT ADJUSTABLE
TAPPETS - Correctly ground
and hardened. Case hardened
tappets are the most durable.
In  these ,  ca rbon  i s
impregnated in outer surfaces.
Double nut type. Need 8. 
Individual 
9130 28-34 $11.95ea.

Set of 8 tappets 
9140 28-34 $73.95set

.005" OVERSIZED DOUBLE
NUT TAPPET - This oversized
double nut tappet is .005"
oversized to take up wear in
the engine block. Your Block
must be machined to accept
this tappet. 
9130DLOS 28-31 $17.95ea.

SELF LOCKING TAPPETS -
Uses a special split bolt for
locking. Need 8. 
Individual 
9150 28-34 $12.95ea.

Set of 8 tappets 
9160 28-34 $99.95set

.005 OVERSIZED SINGLE
LOCK TAPPER -  Th is
oversized SINGLE nut tappet is
.015" oversized to take up wear
in the engine block. Your Block
must be machined to accept
this tappet. 
9150SLOS 28-31 $14.05ea.

STOCK ENGINE VALVE -
Satisfactory for either intake or
exhaus t .  Made f rom
STAINLESS STEEL. Need 8
per engine. 
9170 28-34 $9.90ea.

ORIGINAL SPLIT VALVE
GUIDES - NO U.S. made split
guides available at this time.
This is a foreign guide, best of
two made. Need 8 pair per
engine. Works very well. 
Individual 
9230 28-34 $9.50pair

Set of 8 pair 
9240 28-34 $69.95set

STOCK VALVE KEEPER -
Retains the spring on valve
stem. Need 8. 
9300 28-34 $1.75ea.

MODERN VALVE SET UP -
This set contains 8 modern
stainless steel valves (9180), 8
modern guides (9250), 16
modern keepers (9310), and 8
modern retainers (9330). Stock
Tappets (9140 or 9160) and
spr ings  (9290)  mus t  be
purchased separately. 
9190 28-34 $135.00set

MODERN ENGINE VALVE -
Straight stem valve. Can only
be used with modern style
guides (9250), keepers (9310),
and retainers (9330). Need 8
per engine. 
9180 28-34 $13.50ea.

FLYWHEEL • VALVES
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MODERN VALVE GUIDES -
This is a one piece straight
guide. To install, insert the
undercut end into the block
first. The top domed end
extends above the bottom of
the dished hole about .030"
use a 5/16 bolt about 3" long to
tap the guide in. After the guide
is in place, use a countersink
with 1 degree angle to clean up
any burrs, or hone the hole.
The guide is longer then the
stock ones, but there is no
need to shorten them. Tappet
clearance is .010"-.013" on a
cold engine. Can only be used
with modern sty le valves
(9180), keeper 
Individual 
9250 28-34 $5.95ea.

Set of 8 valves 
9260 28-34 $35.30set

MODERN VALVE KEEPERS -
This is a two-piece keeper that
can only be used with modern
valves (9180), guides (9260),
and retainers (9330). Need 1
set pet engine. 
Valve keepers for 8 valves 
9320 28-34 $7.45set

MODERN VALVE KEEPER
RETAINER - Keeps the two-
piece keepers (9180) together.
Need 8 per engine. 
9330 28-34 $2.80ea.

VALVE SEAT - This material is
harder than the original seat in
the block. Therefore, with the
use of lead free gasoline, these
new seats will last longer.
Need 8 per engine. Block must
be machined to receive seats. 
9200 28-34 $3.90ea.

VALVE GRINDING
COMPOUND -  Wipe the
compound on the tapered
surface of the valve or block.
Spin the valve with the grinding
tool. Clean the compound off
and look for a shiny ring on
both the valve taper and the
block. 1.5 oz. tube. 
9220 28-31 $6.95ea.

VALVE GRINDING TOOL -
Rubber suction cup sticks to
the top of the valve to permit
you to spin the valve. 
9210 28-31 $9.85ea.

VALVE SPRINGS - Replace
your old springs with new
strong ones. 8 springs per set.
9290 28-34 $6.25set

VALVE GUIDE TOOL - Used
to remove guides. Duplicate of
the K.R. Wilson tool used for
the Model A engine. This is the
best. Using the bent rod type is
very risky to valve stems. 
9270 28-31 $19.25ea.

VALVE SPRING
COMPRESSOR TOOL - This
steel tool will compress the
spring to remove or install the
valve keeper. 
9280 29-31 $31.95ea.

28 - 31 TAN PAPER VALVE
COVER GASKET - Tan thick
paper as original: Torque to 6
lbs. Do not over torque. 
9340 28-31 $2.70ea.

VALVE COVER BOLTS - Ten
5/16-18 x 3/4 original thick
head bolts with no marks and
Lock washers. Raven or clear
zinc finish is acceptable for all
years. 
Clear Zinc 
9370 28-31 $2.65set

BLACK ZINC 
9380 28-31 $2.65set

OIL PUMP

ALL NEW OIL  PUMP -
Complete, all new parts. This is
the later design using the
larger oil flow. NO exchange. 
9571 28-31 $249.95ea.

OIL PUMP HOLDER TOOL -
Use this tool to temporally hold
the oil pump in the block when
you drop the oi l  pan, by
extending the screw on this
tool into the groove on the oil
pump. 
9895 28-34 $5.95ea.

OIL PUMP REBUILD GEARS
& SHAFT - Shaft with mounted
gear, second gear, 2 bushings,
& top gasket. Bushings in kit
are .625 OD and .500 ID for
most pumps. There were some
pumps which used a .641 OD
bushing. Shaft size is 1/2". This
will not fit the early pumps used
until May 1928. If used on
1932-34 engines, the shaft
should be undercut per Nov.
1932 Service Bulletins. Gears
are precision made using
Powder metallurgy process for
the best mesh and long life.
Bushings wil l  need to be
reamed. 
9570 28-34 $31.45set

COMPLETE OIL  PUMP
REBUILD PARTS -  Ki t
includes all the parts to rebuild
you pump. Kit includes: 9570
Shaft ,  gears,  bushings &
gaskets, 9590 Bolts, 9620
Cover Plate, 9630 Bracket,
9640 Gasket 9650 Spring,
9660 Screen, 9730 Idler Shaft,
9661Cover Clips, & 9619
Locator Pin. 
9740 28-31 $42.95set

1931 OIL PUMP SHIELD -
Introduced by Ford in 1931 to
help provide more uniform
distribution of oil to all of the
cylinders. This shield can only
be used in the later style pans
where the dipper tray ribs were
lowered to accommodate this
shield. 
9573 31-34 $21.25ea.

OIL PUMP SCREEN COVER -
This is a stamped cover that
fits onto the oil pump to help
protect the screen. Zinc plated
9575 28-31 $23.95ea.

OIL PUMP BOTTOM PLATE
BOLTS - Four 1/4" - 28 x 1/2"
bolts, and 4 L/W’s. No marks
on head of bolts. Raven finish.
9590 28-34 $1.45set

OIL PUMP SHAFT BUSHING -
Need 2 per  pump.  Af ter
installation the bushings will
need to be reamed order
#17210 for the reamer. 
1928 thru NOV ’29 were
supplied with I.D. of .500 and
.656 O.D. BUSHING 
9600 28-29 $4.35ea.

NOV ’29 till end the bushing
OD was .625, ID .500, 1" long 
9610 29-31 $3.15ea.

OIL PUMP LOCATOR PIN -
This is the small pin on the oil
pump that helps locate the
pump into the engine block. It
is a press fit into the oil pump.
9619 28-31 $2.85ea.

OIL PUMP COVER PLATE -
Stamped steel plate. 
9620 28-31 $3.00ea.

OIL PUMP RETAINER
SPRING BRACKET - The
strap of metal across the
bottom of the oil pump to keep
the spring in place. 
9630 28-31 $1.25ea.

VALVES • OIL PUMP
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OIL PUMP COVER GASKET -
The paper gasket on the
bottom of the pump. 
9640 28-31 $0.75ea.

OIL PUMP RETAINER
SPRING - The short spring at
the bottom of the oil pump. 
9650 28-34 $1.50ea.

OIL PUMP SCREEN - Strains
oil before it is pumped back
through the engine. 
9660 28-31 $3.95ea.

OIL PUMP COVER CLIPS -
Some of the oil pumps used
one of these clips & then were
soldered onto the casting. Most
times the old clip is damaged
when you try to take the cover
off. 
9661 28-31 $4.75set

OIL PUMP SCREEN COVER
GASKET - Paper type gasket
on top of the cover. 
9670 28-31 $0.45ea.

OIL PUMP IDLER GEAR
SHAFT - The gear spins on
this ground and hardened
shaft. 
9730 28-31 $5.25ea.

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE -
This is a zero to ten gauge.
The black face plate has white
lettering which includes ’OIL’,
’REX-A-CO’ . Chrome rim. 2"
diameter gauge. Remove oil
pump block screw (9900) from
side of block below distributor
and install oil line to pick up
pressure. Includes copper oil
l ine and bulb with gauge.
Others on the market come
with the plastic tubing. 1 year
warranty. 
9390 28-31 $59.25ea.

COPPER OIL GAUGE LINE
KIT - Includes copper oil line
and fittings for Model ’A’. This
is included with the gauge. 
9410 28-31 $13.95set

GAUGE BULB - Six volt, 4
watt bulb. 
9400 28-31 $1.65ea.

STRAP STYLE GAUGE
HOLDER - This metal holder
secures to the dash panel with
the existing two lower dash
panel screws. Black powder
coated bracket. 
Oval speedometer dash holder
9420 28-30 $12.50ea.

Round speedometer dash
holder 
9430 30-31 $12.50ea.

DUAL GAUGE HOLDER - For
both temp. and oil, mounts
under  dash.  Gauge ho le
diameter is 2 1/16" Chrome
plated. 
1928-M30 Dash with oval
speedometer 
9440 28-30 $34.00ea.

DUAL GAUGE HOLDER
(Cont.)
June 1930/31 Dash with round
speedometer 
9450 30-31 $34.65ea.

DUAL GAUGE STEERING
COLUMN HOLDER - Mounts
around  s teer ing  co lumn.
Beautifully plated in bright
chrome. 
1928-30 style with brace on the
bottom of the gas tank 
9470 28-31 $68.60ea.

1931 with brace (#4860) on
dash rail 
9490 1931 $68.60ea.

ENGINE OIL FILTER SET UP
- This kit will filter ALL oil
before it circulates through the
engine. Original oiling concept
is maintained. Filter is mounted
to the side of the new valve
cover. Kit includes new valve
cover plate, filter, gaskets,
fittings and instructions. Valve
cover plate is for 1929-31 style
oil return pipe which is 16 7/8"
long. 
9510 28-31 $169.95set

OIL FILTER ONLY - An extra
filter when you want to change
your engine oil. 
9520 28-31 $5.80ea.

ZDDPLUS OIL ADDITIVE -
Adding this 4 oz. bottle of
ZDDPlus to every oil change,
will add an adequate amount of
Zinc and Phosphorus wil l
cont inue to  protect  your
engine. ZDDPlus is an oil
supplement that contains very
high concentrations of the well-
known additive ZDDP (Zinc
Dialkyl Dithiophosphate) which
has been the primary extreme
pressure ingredient in al l
quality motor oils for over 70
years. Most engine rebuilders
are recommending using this
product. 
9521 28-34 $8.65ea.

COMPLETE OIL  PUMP
DRIVE GEAR ASSEMBLY -
This is the Oil pump drive gear
(#9530), drive gear bearing
(#9540) & the drive gear sleeve
(#9550) assembled and ready
to install in to your engine. 
9551 28-31 $49.95set

OIL PUMP
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OIL PUMP DISTRIBUTOR
DRIVE GEAR - This little gear
takes a lot of wear and should
be replaced when overhauling
your  eng ine .  One p iece
cons t ruc t ion .  S leeve  p in
included. To remove gear,
remove valve cover, compress
oil pump drive gear spring
about 1/2 inch from top and pull
it out. The drive gear and
housing can then be lifted out.
Drive pin out of housing to
release drive gear. 
9530 28-34 $27.95ea.

OIL PUMP DISTRIBUTOR
DRIVE GEAR BEARING -
Very nice copy of the original,
U. S. made. The (9530) gear
slides into this housing. 
9540 28-31 $18.50ea.

OIL PUMP DISTRIBUTOR
DRIVE GEAR SLEEVE -
Sleeve & pin that hold the drive
gear (9530) on top of Drive
gear bearing (9540). 
9550 28-31 $6.15ea.

OIL PUMP DISTRIBUTOR
DRIVE GEAR RETAINER
SPRING - Located around
distributor lower shaft. 
9560 28-34 $1.50ea.

OIL RETURN PIPE GASKETS
- The gasket fits on the edge of
the pipe flange against the
valve cover and engine. 
9690 28-31 $1.95pair

MAY 29 - 31 OIL RETURN
PIPE ASSEMBLY - This is a
completely new reproduction of
the later style return pipe, bolt
holes are 15" on center. Black
powder coating to resist oil.
Ready to bolt onto your car.
Bo l t s  and  gaske ts  so ld
separately. 
9691 29-31 $41.95ea.

OIL PUMP MOUNTING BOLT
WASHERS - 2 washers per
set. 1928-June 1930 used
copper washer, and June 30 to
end used brass washers. 
Brass 30-31 
9700 30-31 $0.50set

Copper 28-30 
9710 28-30 $0.50set

OIL PIPE MOUNTING BOLTS
- Two 5/16-18 x 1 3/8 original
thick head bolts: no marks on
head, raven finish. See correct
washers #9700 or #9710. 
9720 28-31 $1.50set

OIL PAN

OIL PAN BOLT SET - Twenty
5/16-18 x 3/4 original thick
head bolts with lock washers:
no marks on head. Clear zinc
or raven finish can be used per
judging standards. For all years
1928-1934. Only tighten to 5-6
foot pounds. 
Clear Zinc 
9750 28-31 $5.50set

BLACK ZINC 
9760 28-31 $5.60set

FRONT CRANKSHAFT
PACKING - For the front timing
cover, and oil pan. Teflon
coated rubber compound for
better oil control. Install with
round pipe or large socket.
Center rope with about 1/8"
extra on each side. DO NOT
CUT OFF extra. This wil l
shrink. Need 2 
9770 28-48 $1.95ea.

FRONT CRANKSHAFT
MODERN SEAL - This is a one
piece nitrile (which is better
than neoprene) seal, which
replaces the two white rope
seals (9770). Fits 28-34 and 32
to 53 V-8s. 
9780 28-48 $12.50ea.

REAR OIL PAN SEAL - Cork.
This cork is about 1/2 " too long
so you will need to trim it. 
1928-29 is 13/32" wide 
9790 28-29 $1.00ea.

1930-31 is 3/8" wide 
9800 30-31 $1.00ea.

OIL PAN GASKET SET - This
is the original cork style side
gaskets material. The front
timing gear seal is a Teflon
coated rubber compound.
There were two sizes of the
rear  sea l  used  dur ing
production. Both sizes are
included. Torque bolts to 5 or 6
foot pounds. 
CORK OIL PAN GASKET set 
9980 28-31 $8.95set

HEAVY PAPER OIL PAN
GASKET set 
9983 28-31 $8.95set

OIL PAN CLEAN OUT PLATE
BOLTS - Six 1/4-28 x 1/2 bolts
and 6 lock washers. This clean
out plate used only in 1928. No
marks on bolt head. Raven
finish. 
9810 1928 $1.95set

OIL PAN CLEAN OUT
GASKET - Paper type gasket.
9820 1928 $0.75ea.

7/8-16 OIL PAN DRAIN PLUG
& GASKET - 7/8-16 thread oil
pan plug for 1928 oil pans with
the clean out plate 
STEEL 
9830 1928 $7.95set

Brass 
9840 1928 $5.00ea.

DRAIN PLUG COPPER
GASKET - Included with above
new plug or order extra for
every 500 mile oil change. 
9870 1928 $0.95ea.

9880 29-34 $1.25ea.

3/4 -24  STEEL OIL  PAN
DRAIN PLUG & COPPER
GASKET - STEEL PLUG for
1929-34, zinc. plated. 3/4-24
thread size with copper gasket
non-magnetic. 
Non- Magnetic 
9850 29-34 $4.20set

PLUG WITH MAGNET 
9860 29-34 $5.30set

OIL PAN PLUG REPAIR KIT -
Unsolder the old stripped out
plug then solder this new plug
into the pan. This is a 3/4-24
threaded hole for the 29-31
plugs. 
9982 29-31 $9.95ea.

OIL PUMP HOLDER TOOL -
Use this tool to temporally hold
the oil pump in the block when
you drop the oi l  pan, by
extending the screw on this
tool into the groove on the oil
pump. 
9895 28-34 $5.95ea.

OIL PAN SNAP UP
INSTALLATION CLIPS -
These plast ic guides are
threaded on one end and a
spring clip on the other. Screw
the threaded end into the four
corners of the block. Then slide
the gasket up over the guide
and then follow it with the oil
pan. The snap on the end will
hold the oil pan and gasket in
place while you tighten up the
mounting bolts. Set of 4 pieces.
9896 28-31 $8.95set

OIL PUMP HOLE OR INTAKE
MANIFOLD VACUUM HOLE
PLUG - The special screw on
the right side of the engine
block near the bottom to plug
the oil pump access hole. Also
used to plug the vacuum hole
on the intake manifold when a
vacuum wiper motor is not
used.. Paint green. 1/8 pipe
thread x 5/16 long plug. 
9900 28-31 $0.50ea.

OIL PUMP • OIL PAN
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OIL PAN DIP STICK - With
loop handle. Bayonet style
handle was used all of 1928
Beginning in Jan. 1929, the
loop style was used. This loop
style will fit in all blocks. Zinc
plated. 
9890 29-34 $4.95ea.

OIL FILLER TUBE - This style
has three separate baffles.
Good fit U.S. made excellent
quality. Black powder coated
finish. 
9910 28-31 $15.75ea.

OIL CAP - BLACK POWDER
COAT - A baked gloss black
finish which is resistant to gas
and oil. 
9940 28-32 $5.95ea.

OIL TUBE WITH BREATHER
HOSE - If smoke is exiting from
the  o i l  tube ,  ins ta l l  th i s
accessory tube which has a
flexible tube from the cap that
extends down beside the oil
pan to let the exhaust exit
under  the  ca r .  Inc ludes
instructions. This unit clamps
onto your oil filler tube. 
9920 28-34 $39.95ea.

ENGINE SPLASH PANS -
BLACK POWDER COATED -
The front lip has the original
bead stamped into it. The side
with two tabs slides under the
oil pan bolts, the other side is
located on the bottom of the
frame. Gloss black powder
coated. 
9960 28-31 $84.95pair

NON-AUTHENTIC SPLASH
PAN BOLTS - Six 1/4-28 x 1/2
bolts and square nuts. Not for
show cars, but fine for the
driver. 
9971 28-31 $1.75set

TRANSMISSION

PRO PACK LOWER
TRANSMISSION REBUILD
PARTS - This kit is all of the
following parts you will need to
rebuild the lower case of the
transmission. The following
items are included 1600, 2 of
10090, 10160, 10180, 10210,
10220, 10240, 10270, 10320,
10321, 10350, 10370, 10400,
10420, 10430, 10480, 10500,
10530, 10550, 2 of 10550,
10600, 10620, 10680, 11430,
11520, & 2 of 36750. This kit
does not include the gears,
ma in  sha f t ,  i npu t  sha f t ,
castings, & U-joint. For the
components to rebuild the
tower see part #10882 
10082 28-31 $157.95set

SYNCHRONIZED
TRANSMISSION - ALL NEW
with synchronized 2nd and 3rd
gear for easier shifting. This all
new transmission is installed
inside an original Model A
case. All new transmission
includes new gears, shafts,
sealed bearings, shift rails, shift
forks, and gearshift lever. Two-
year warranty. We must have
your stripped box, rear retainer
(FORD #A-7085-A),  f ront
retainer (FORD #A-7050), and
lid less the gearshift lever. You
will now be able to shift at any
speed  w i thou t  doub le
clutching. California residents
must pay sales tax. EXCHA 
1st, 2nd & reverse 15% higher:
1928-M29 shift tower 
10050 28-M29$1950.00ea.

1st, 2nd & reverse 15% higher:
M1929-31 shift tower 
10080 M29-31$1950.00ea.

TRANSMISSION MAIN DRIVE
GEAR -  TRANSMISSION
MAIN DRIVE GEAR - U.S.
made. The end of the shaft
where the pilot bearing (11550)
fits must be .668 diameter. If
worn more then .002 (.666)
then the shaft must be built up
or replaced. A poor fit will
cause the transmission to jump
out of high gear. Will not fit
Early 1928 transmission boxes.
10110 28-31 $169.95ea.

MAIN DRIVE GEAR BEARING
- This front bearing is larger
than (10320). Bearing comes
with both sides sealed and
packed with grease. If you
prefer to have the inside open
to the 600-W, then use a knife
to pop off the seal. The outside
should  remain sea led to
prevent the 600-W oil from
leaking out of the transmission.
10160 28-48 $10.25ea.

MAIN DRIVE GEAR BEARING
BAFFLE - Center of baffle flat
against bearing so there will be
a 1/16" space at the outside
edge of baffle to bearing. This
baffle can only be used on
cases made September 1929
or later where the bearing stop
is a snap ring (#10321) This is
the larger of the two baffles. 
10180 28-48 $2.95ea.

MAIN DRIVE GEAR SPACER
AND SNAP RING - Located at
front side of the bearing. 
10210 29-31 $8.95ea.

MAIN DRIVE GEAR BEARING
RETAINER BOLTS - Four
5/16-18 x 3/4 bolts and lock
washers to hold the retainer
tube  to  the  f ron t  o f  the
transmission case. 
10220 28-31 $1.65set

TRANSMISSION MAIN
SHAFT - New U.S. made shaft.
Bearing diameter is .749" -
.750". 
10230 28-31 $119.95ea.

MAIN SHAFT COLLAR RING
- Main shaft collar ring. 
10240 28-31 $2.25ea.

MAIN SHAFT PILOT
BEARING SPACER - Must be
used on Main Shaft (10230) to
keep bearing (10550) from
being damaged. 
10270 28-48 $0.75ea.

MAIN SHAFT BEARING - This
rear bearing is smaller than
(10160). Bearing comes with
both sides sealed and packed
with grease. If you prefer to
have the inside open to the
600-W, then use a knife to pop
off the seal. The outside should
remain sealed to prevent the
600-W oil from leaking out of
the transmission. 
10320 28-48 $10.95ea.

OIL PAN • TRANSMISSION
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MAIN SHAFT REAR
BEARING SNAP RING -
Loca ted  a t  the  rear
transmission case to secure
bearing to case. Used in
transmissions Sept.’29 until
end with groove in case.
Smaller of the two snap rings. 
10321 29-31 $2.05ea.

TRANSMISSION MAIN
SHAFT BEARING BAFFLE -
Place center of baffle flat
against bearing so there will be
a 1/16" space at the outside
edge of baffle to bearing. This
baffle can only be used with
transmission cases made in
Sept. 29 or later where the
bearing stop is a snap ring.
This is the smaller of the two
baffles. 
10350 29-31 $1.25ea.

REAR BEARING RETAINER
BOLTS - Four 7/16-20 x 1 bolts
with the head cross drilled for
safety wire and lock washers.
Install grease fitting on the
retainer toward the bottom.
Bolts hold the retainer to the
rear of the transmission case. 
10370 28-31 $3.00set

1/8 PIPE THREAD TYPE
GREASE FITTING - 1/8" pipe
thread with ball check. 
36750 28-31 $1.40ea.

TRANSMISSION LOW AND
REVERSE SLIDING GEAR -
U.S. made. Heat treated and
ground, precision machined.
This is larger than (10460). 
10440 28-31 $109.50ea.

TRANSMISSION SECOND
AND HIGH SLIDING GEAR -
U.S. made. Heat treated and
ground, precision machined. 
10460 28-31 $124.95ea.

TRANSMISSION CLUSTER
GEAR SHAFT WITH "O"
RING - It’s easier to remove
and install shaft from front end
of the transmission box. There
is an O’ ring groove cut on one
end of the shaft and an O’ ring
is installed. This O’ ring will
prevent oil from leaking out
around the shaft onto your
garage f loor.  Be sure to
replace the reverse idler shaft
too  (10620) .  Made by
Bratton’s. 
10480 28-31 $11.55ea.

TRANSMISSION CLUSTER
GEAR - U.S. made. Heat
treated, ground and precision
machined. 
10510 28-31 $359.95ea.

TRANSMISSION CLUSTER
GEAR SPACER - Slide spacer
inside cluster gear to center,
and then insert  bear ings
(10550) into front end and
(10600) in the rear end of the
cluster. You can also use an
extra (10600) bearing in place
of the spacer. 
10530 28-31 $1.75ea.

TRANSMISSION MAIN DRIVE
BEARING (SHORT ONE) - 1
7/16" long, used at the front of
the Main Drive Shaft and
another bearing at the front of
the cluster gear (large gear
end). Order 2 bearings per
transmission. 
10550 28-48 $7.95ea.

CLUSTER GEAR THRUST
WASHER - Bronze. Till Jan.
’29, one washer was used at
each end of the cluster gear.
.077 thick washer. 
10580 28-29 $5.15ea.

TRANSMISSION CLUSTER
GEAR REAR BEARING
(LONG) - 1 11/16" long located
at the small gear end of the
cluster gear. 
10600 28-48 $6.35ea.

TRANSMISSION REVERSE
IDLER SHAFT WITH "O"
RING - Nov. ’29 till end. There
is an ’O’ ring groove cut on one
end of the shaft and an oil ring
is installed, to prevent oil from
leaking out around the shaft
onto your garage floor. Be sure
to replace the cluster shaft too
(10480). The end notch is the
Dec. 1929 till end style. Made
by Bratton’s. 
10620 28-31 $8.50ea.

TRANSMISSION REVERSE
IDLER GEAR AND BUSHING
- U.S. made. Heat treated and
ground, precision machined. 
10650 28-31 $89.95ea.

REAR WHEEL BEARING &
TRANSMISSION MAIN DRIVE
GEAR SNAP RING - Holds
grease seal and bearings in
place on the rear hub. Also
hold the rear drive bearing into
the transmission case. 
1600 28-38 $2.00ea.

TRANSMISSION GASKET
SET - All 4 gaskets for the
transmission. Don’t paint. 
10680 28-31 $3.75set

TRANSMISSION SHAFT
SEAL SET - This plate covers
the ends of both shafts to
minimize 600 W oi l  f rom
dripping out on your floor. Oil
must be drained from the
transmission before installing
this seal kit. Place a small bead
of RTV sealant around the
metal plate to improve the seal.
The retainer plate on your
transmission must be the one
used Nov. 1929 till the end
which is 1/8" thick to match the
1/8" groove on the reverse idler
shaft. The 1928 through Nov
29 used a 1/4" thick plate
which will not work with this
aftermarket seal. 
10500 28-31 $18.25set

TRANSMISSION SHAFT
RETAINER PLATE & BOLT -
This is the thicker shaft retainer
that was used from 28 - Nov.
29. Can only be used with the
earlier gear shafts that do not
have  the  re ta in ing  s lo t
mach ined  in to  them.  K i t
includes the plate, bolt, & lock
washer. USA 
28 - NOV 29 TRANSMISSION
SHAFT RETAINER PLATE &
BOLT 
10502 28-29 $5.20ea.

DEC 29  -  END
TRANSMISSION SHAFT
RETAINER PLATE & BOLT 
10503 29-31 $4.10ea.

TRANSMISSION SHIFT RAIL
& BELL HOUSING SEAL -
This will seal the ends of the
shift rails at the bell housing
end to keep the transmission
fluid from leaking into the bell
housing. Can be installed by
removing the inspection cover
on the be l l  hous ing and
installing with the two upper
bolts from the bell housing to
transmission. 
10501 28-31 $47.95ea.

UNIVERSAL JOINT REPAIR
KIT - Contains the cross and 4
bushings. Cannot be used on
riveted ’U’ joint. 
10410 28-48 $51.45set

TRANSMISSION
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UNIVERSAL JOINT BOLT
SET - Six 3/8-24 x 1 7/32
original thick head bolts cross-
drilled, 6 castle nuts and 6
cotter pins, two 3/8-24 x 1
bolts, nuts and lock washers to
hold half together. (Early to
mid-1928 cars used 4 bolts,
lock washers & nuts) top center
bolt has the castle nut to the
rear all the rest of the bolts
have the castle nut facing to
the front of the car, 24 pieces. 
10420 28-31 $12.95set

UNIVERSAL JOINT SPECIAL
WASHER AND BOLT - Slide
the U-Joint onto transmission
main shaft. Insert special
tabbed washer (tabbed side
goes in first) then lock washer
and 3/8-24 x 1 bolt. This will
hold the U-Joint in place. 
10430 28-31 $1.60ea.

UNIVERSAL GASKET SET - 2
round & 2 felt gaskets. 
10400 28-31 $3.50set

TRANSMISSION DIPSTICK
SET UP - Use this kit to help
you determine where the fluid
level is in your transmission.
Low fluid level can lead to
difficult shifting, and premature
wear on gears & bearings. This
kit comes with everything you
need. Remove the old filler
plug and screw in the special
adapter tube with dipstick. The
only modification you need is to
cur  a  new ho le  in  your
f loo rboard  ( ins t ruc t ions
included) and install the new
metal floor board cover. 
10083 28-31 $47.95set

TRANSMISSION FILLER AND
DRAIN PLUG - Paint black. 3/4
x 15/16 pipe plug. Need 2 per
car. 
10090 28-31 $0.90ea.

GEAR SHIFT BOOT STEEL
RETAINER - Used on early
1928 cars only. This is a 5"
diameter steel ring that holds
the gear shift boot to the floor
board. 
10020 1928 $11.95ea.

600 W OIL FOR REAR AXLE,
STEERING OR
TRANSMISSION - This is a
140 SAE industrial gear lube.
This product is the accepted oil
fo r  the  o ld  600W o i l .
Transmission: 1 1/2 pint; Rear
end: 1 1/2 pint ;  7 Tooth
steering box: 7 3/4 oz.; 2 Tooth
steer. box: 4 1/2 oz. QUART
BOTTLE. 
6490 28-31 $10.30qt

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
TRANSMISSION
REBUILDING 
38115C 28-31 $24.95ea.

TRANSMISSION
TOWER

PRO PACK TRANSMISSION
TOWER REBUILD PARTS -
This kit contains all of the
following parts to rebuild your
transmission tower. 10700,
10730, 10750, 10860, 10880,
10890, 10910, 10950, 10970,
10990, and 11010. This kit
does not include the tower
cast ing,  sh i f t ing forks  or
emergency brake parts for
28-29 towers. 
10882 28-31 $126.70set

TRANSMISSION L ID
PLUNGER PLUG -  The
headless slotted 1/2-20 x 5/16
plug is located on the side of
the transmission lid to hold
(10970) plunger and spring. 
10860 28-31 $2.80ea.

GEAR SHIFT LEVER SPRING
- This is the 6" long spring
located at the end of the lever.
10890 28-31 $1.65ea.

DELUXE GEAR SHIFT
LEVER REMOVAL TOOL -
This is a complete kit to help
remove the gear shift lever.
This kit uses leverage to safely
remove the spring retainer. 
10481 28-31 $160.00set

GEAR SHIFT LEVER SPRING
REMOVAL & INSTALLATION
TOOL -  This  handy too l
compresses the spring to
remove the clip holding the
spring in place, then carefully
relaxes spring. Reverse this
operation to install new gear
shift and spring. Steel tool is
16" long. Instructions included.
10920 28-31 $29.65ea.

TRANSMISSION LID SHIFT
COVER BOLTS - Four 5/16-18
x 3/4 and two 5/16-18 x 1 3/8
bolts and lock washers, original
thick head bolts no marks on
head, raven finish. 
10880 28-31 $2.15set

TRANSMISSION COVER LID
GASKET - Tan paper. 
10700 28-31 $0.95ea.

GEAR SHIFT LEVER SPRING
CLIP - This is the horse-shoe
shaped clip that holds the
strong spring in place. 
10910 28-31 $2.25ea.

TRANSMISSION SHIFTING
FORK PINS - Two 3/16 x 1
1/16 tubular rivets. 
10950 28-31 $0.95pair

TRANSMISSION PLUNGERS
& SPRING - Located in the
transmission cover to keep the
shifting forks in place. If your
transmission slips out of gear,
the spring could be weak or the
plunger ends worn. 
10970 28-31 $5.10set

LOW AND REVERSE
TRANSMISSION SHIFT RAIL
- This is the 3 detent shaft
located in the transmission lid
that secures the shifting fork.
Our own tooling made from the
original prints. Ours has the
correctly shaped detents for
proper shifting. 
10990 28-31 $21.95ea.

HIGH AND INTERMEDIATE
TRANSMISSION SHAFT RAIL
- This is the 3 detent shaft
located in the transmission lid
that secures the shifting fork.
Our own tooling made from the
original prints 
11010 28-31 $21.95ea.

TRANSMISSION • TRANSMISSION TOWER
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GEAR SHIFT LEVER - New
bright chrome plated gear shift.
This is a nice repro part, but
not mint. Base metal may have
a mark or two under plating. An
adequate shifter for the "driver"
car. Originally the ball at the
bottom of the shifter was 1/2" in
diameter. 
10730 28-31 $49.95ea.

GEAR SHIFT KNOB - Original
style black ball with ring around
the middle. 5/16-24 thread. 
10750 28-36 $4.95ea.

GEAR SHIFT BOOT STEEL
RETAINER - Used on early
1928 cars only. This is a 5"
diameter steel ring that holds
the gear shift boot to the floor
board. 
10020 1928 $11.95ea.

GEAR SHIFT BOOT - This will
also help keep the dirt and
noise out of your car. Was
originally used on early 1928
cars, but can be used on all
cars. 
10010 28-31 $3.25ea.

CLUTCH

BELL HOUSING TO
FLYWHEEL HOUSING
BOLTS - Eleven 3/8-16 x 1
bolts, THICK head with no
marks on head & lock washers,
raven finish. 
AUTHENTIC THICK HEAD
BOLTS 
11080 28-31 $10.70set

NON-AUTHENTIC BOLTS 
11081 28-31 $2.95ea.

CLUTCH HOUSING (BELL
HOUSING)  TO
TRANSMISSION CASE
BOLTS - Four 7/16-14 x 1 1/4
bolts and lock washers to
secure the housing to the
transmission. 
11090 28-31 $2.50set

CLUTCH & BRAKE PEDAL
MOUNTING SHAFT - From
beg inn ing  o f  p roduc t ion
through Nov. 1928. Multiple
disc clutch cars used this 3/4"
diam. shaft. Pre-drilled. 
11100 1928 $18.65ea.

Nov. ’28 through end used 7/8"
diam. shaft. 
11120 28-31 $4.60ea.

NOV. 28 - 31 CLUTCH AND
BRAKE PEDAL MOUNTING
SHAFT SET - Set includes the
above shaft (11120), four
bronze bushings and 2 pins
and spring washer. Used Nov.
1928 through end. This is a
7/8" shaft. 
11150 28-31 $10.95set

CLUTCH PEDAL BUSHING -
Bronze bushing with dimples to
hold grease. Need two for each
pedal on the clutch and brake
pedal shaft, and 2 for the clutch
release shaft (4 for 11120 and
2 for 11230). Used on shafts
Nov. ’28 through end. The
early multiple disc clutch shafts
did not use any bushings.
Ream to .874. Press in grease
fittings were added to both the
clutch and brake pedal in May
1930. 
11190 28-34 $1.60ea.

ROUND HEAD PEDAL
SHAFT PIN - Attaches the
brake and clutch pedal shaft to
the bell housing. 
Round Head Rivet used until
July ’31, 1/4 x 1 3/4" 
11130 28-31 $0.50ea.

HEADLESS GROOVED
PEDAL SHAFT PIN - Attaches
the brake and clutch pedal
shaft to the bell housing. 
Headless Groove Pin 1/4 x 1
1/2" used July ’31 till end 
11140 1931 $0.60ea.

PEDAL SHAFT COLLAR PIN
FOR SHAFTS WITH TWO
WOODRUFF KEYS - Holds
the collar to the shaft. 
1/4 x 2 1/8" flat head pin used
until June ’29 with shafts that
have two woodruff key cuts 
11160 28-29 $0.45ea.

PEDAL SHAFT COLLAR PIN
- Holds the collar to the shaft. 
1/4 x 1 9/16 Flat head clevis
pin used June ’29 till end on
7/8" shaft. Should be raven
finish. 
11170 29-31 $0.75ea.

CLUTCH AND BRAKE
PEDAL SHAFT COLLAR - Fits
at the end of the shaft to keep
the pedals secure and is held
in place by part (11170). Used
on shafts June ’28 through
end. 
11180 28-31 $4.15ea.

ADJUSTABLE PEDAL
BUSHING REAMER - This
reamer will ream both bushings
in each pedal or the bushings
in the bell housing. Customer
must set the reamer to .874
before using. Can be set from
.42" to .94" 
11200 28-34 $49.95ea.

CLUTCH AND BRAKE
PEDAL SPRING WASHER -
Located between the two
pedals on shaft . Used May
1929 till end. Included with part
# (11150). 
11280 28-31 $0.45ea.

CLUTCH RELEASE SHAFT -
Pre-drilled. 
Beginning of production until
June ’29 shaft was keyed and
used with the multiple disc
clutch. 
11210 28-29 $27.00ea.

June ’29 through end (non-
keyed) 
11230 29-31 $8.75ea.

CLUTCH & BRAKE PEDAL
REPLACEMENT HEAD - The
old pedal head must be cut off
and this new FORGED ribbed
pedal can be TIG welded to
your old arm. 
3247 28-31 $16.25ea.

JUNE 29  -  31  CLUTCH
RELEASE SHAFT SET - Set
includes (11230) shaft, two
bronze bushings and pins.
Used June ’29 till end. 
11240 29-31 $12.00set

CLUTCH RELEASE SHAFT
ARM PIN & WOODRUFF KEY
- Clutch release shaft arm pin.
From beginning until June ’29
used a 3/16 x 1 1/2" plain pin
and # 13 woodruff key. 
11250 28-29 $0.75set

CLUTCH RELEASE SHAFT
FORK PIN - Clutch release
shaft arm pin. 
June ’29 till end used 5/16 x 1
1/4" groove pin. 
11260 29-31 $0.75ea.

CLUTCH RELEASE SHAFT
ARM - This is the lever at the
end  o f  the  sha f t  tha t  i s
connected to the clutch pedal
via adjustment arm (11360).
When the clutch pedal is
depressed the throw out is
released. This steel arm is
made a little longer which will
reduce the clutch pressure by
about 30% which makes for
easier pedal depression. 
11270 29-31 $24.95ea.

CLUTCH ADJUSTING ARM
TOOL - Use this tool to help
grab the clutch adjusting arm. It
is designed to hook over the
arm to allow you to remove the
clevis pin. 
11271 28-31 $32.95ea.

TRANSMISSION TOWER • CLUTCH
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CLUTCH RELEASE SHAFT
PIN - Clutch release shaft fork
pin. 
From beginning until June ’29
used a 3/16 x 1 1/4" flat head
tubu la r  r i ve t  and  a  #13
woodruff key. 
11310 28-29 $0.75set

CLUTCH HOUSING COVER
PLATE BOLT SET - Clutch
housing cover plate bolt set. 
1928-29 used two 5/16-18 x
3/8 bolts & lock washers. 
11340 28-29 $0.65set

1930-31 used two 5/16-18 x
3/8 round head screws 
11350 30-31 $0.45set

CLUTCH HOUSING COVER -
This steel plate covers the
access hole to grease the
throw out bearing. 
11351 29-31 $13.95ea.

28 - 31 CLUTCH ADJUSTING
ARM YOKE - Forged steel as
original with 3/8-24 thread. 
11360 29-31 $9.50ea.

TRUNNION NUT - Used with
the c lu tch ad just ing arm
(11360). Turn the trunnion nut
clockwise to DECREASE the
clearance between the clutch
disc and the pressure plate.
The clutch pedal should move
3/4" before it engages. 
Nov. 1928 through 1931 used
a 3/8-24 threaded nut with a
single clutch disc. 
11380 29-31 $2.60ea.

CLUTCH ADJUSTING YOKE -
This replaces the original
adjusting arm and trunnion nut.
This allows easy adjusting of
the clutch, by simply backing
off the lock nut and turning the
threaded rod. This eliminates
the need to remove the clevis
and cotter pins. 
11361 28-31 $32.95ea.

EARLY 1928 & AA CLUTCH
PEDAL SPRING - Used on
mul t i -d i sk  c lu tch  f rom
beginning to Nov. 1928 . 
11390 28-31 $15.95ea.

CLUTCH DISC - The center
spring type. Note: the short
side of hub on the disc is
against the flywheel. Springs
are secured to the disc by
metal tabs, best one on the
market. 
11400 28-42 $39.95ea.

CLUTCH DISC ALIGNMENT
TOOL - Use this tool to align
the  c lu tch  d isc  dur ing
assembly; Place correct side of
disc (shortest side of hub)
against the flywheel. Install the
pressure plate with the twelve
bolts. Do not tighten bolts.
Using the al ignment tool,
center the disc on the pressure
plate and insert end of tool into
center of pilot bearing. Torque
the bolts to 25 foot pounds and
remove tool. 
11410 28-31 $3.95ea.

THROW OUT OR CLUTCH
RELEASE BEARING HUB - A
nice casting made from new
tooling to the original Ford
print. Order #11470 for the
grease fitting. 
11420 28-31 $29.95ea.

THROW OUT BEARING
SPRING - Spring that goes
from the hub (11420) to the
main drive gear retainer. 
11430 28-31 $1.70ea.

CLUTCH PRESSURE PLATE
REBUILT EXCHANGE - Disc
is resurfaced, new springs and
adjusted. EXCHANGE only.
WE MUST HAVE YOURS
BEFORE WE SHIP OURS. Be
sure to use Grade 5 bolts. 
11450 28-34 $125.00ea.

NEW 9" PRESSURE PLATE -
This is a brand new unit no
core required. See "How To
Restore" Vol. 9 part #37843 for
adjusting procedure. 
11451 28-34 $119.95ea.

CLUTCH F INGER
ADJUSTMENT TOOL - Once
the pressure plate & clutch disk
are bolted to the flywheel, use
this handy tool to help you
make sure the all of the clutch
fingers are adjusted to the
same height. 
11452 28-31 $6.00ea.

CLUTCH PRESSURE PLATE
TO FLYWHEEL BOLTS -
Twelve 5/16-18 x 3/4 grade 5
bolts and lock washers. 
11500 28-32 $2.55set

V-8  STYLE PRESSURE
PLATE - Helps reduce the
amount of pressure needed to
depress the clutch pedal by
about 2/3rds. To use this, the
c rank  mus t  be
counterba lanced and the
flywheel must be machined. No
changes in the way the clutch
peda l  i s  ad jus ted .  NO
EXCHANGE NEEDED. Uses
the same clutch disk (11400)
as the stock one. See "Model A
Mechanic’s Handbook" Vol. 2
#37590  fo r  de ta i led
instructions. 
11460 28-31 $85.25ea.

V-8  PRESSURE PLATE
BOLTS - These are the six
grade 5 bolts to hold the
pressure  p la te  on to  the
flywheel. 
11501 28-32 $8.45set

THROW OUT BEARING -
Permanently lubricated. Sealed
on both sides. Widest O.D. part
of bearing toward engine.
Federal Mogul brand bearing. 
11520 28-48 $35.50ea.

PILOT OR FRONT
GENERATOR BEARING -
Located at the end of the clutch
drive shaft in the center of the
f l ywhee l .  Used  1929-48 .
Sealed on both sides. The
1928 multi-disk clutch did not
use a pilot bearing. 
11550 28-48 $4.95ea.

FLYWHEEL DOWEL
RETAINER - Steel retainer. 
11560 28-48 $2.40ea.

BRAKE & CLUTCH PEDAL
BUSHING DRIVER - Use this
handy tool to help remove and
install the bushings in both the
brake and the clutch pedals. 
11191 28-31 $13.75ea.

CLUTCH
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RADIATOR

RADIATOR - Heavy duty 3
tube original type radiator.
Brass tanks and copper tubes.
The bottom tank has 3 clips to
secure the headlight wire. This
i s  a  good  a f te rmarke t
replacement. Five and 1/2
horizontal fins per inch, original
radiator had 6 fins per inch.
Three rows of tubes with 89
active cooling tubes. 
11570 28-29 $530.00ea.

11610 30-31 $530.00ea.

HEAVY DUTY RADIATOR -
Same as above but contains 8
horizontal fins per inch. The
original radiator contained 6
fins per inch. The increase of
33% in number of fins should
dissipate the heat better,
allowing car to run cooler. The
regular radiator has worked
fine for many years but some
customers have asked for a
coo le r  runn ing  rad ia to r .
Replacement style radiator
Three rows of tubes with 89
active cooling tubes.. 
11590 28-29 $585.00ea.

11620 30-31 $585.00ea.

BRASS WORKS ALMOST
SHOW RADIATOR 28-29 -
This radiator core is made with
round tubes and 6 copper fins
per inch like the original, brass
top and bottom tanks. There
are three wire tabs across the
bo t tom tank  to  ho ld  the
headlight wires. It has a funnel
shaped inlet. Fits with early
1928 fan shroud. 2 year factory
war ran ty  f rom da te  o f
purchase. This is made to
order please allow 6-8 weeks
for delivery. 
11600 28-29 $829.95ea.

BRASS WORKS RADIATOR -
Brass tanks and copper tubes
with three tabs on the lower
tank for wires. Heavy Duty-10
fins per inch. 2 year factory
war ran ty  f rom da te  o f
purchase. 
11601 28-29 $699.95ea.

11602 30-31 $657.30ea.

BRASS WORKS MADE
RADIATOR FOR 1930-31 -
30-31 owners who show their
cars choose the 6 copper fins
per inch with dimpled fins that
best replicates Ford’s original
design. There are three wire
tabs across the bottom tank to
hold the headlight wires. 2 year
factory warranty from date of
purchase. 
11630 30-31 $680.00ea.

RADIATOR MOUNTING
PADS - Two rubber pads, with
the correct off center holes. 
11710 28-48 $0.95pair

RADIATOR MOUNTING
SPRINGS - Two coil black
springs per set. 
11720 28-48 $0.80pair

RADIATOR MOUNTING TO
FRAME BOLT SET - Two
3/8-24 x 2 cross drilled bolts,
with original thick heads and no
marks. 2 mounting pads, 2
black springs, 2 castle nuts.
Place pad on top of cross
member, set radiator on top of
pad. Insert bolt up through
cross member, install spring
over threaded end of bolt,
tighten castle nut until cotter
pin can be installed. 
11730 28-48 $6.25set

28 - MID 29 ORIGINAL TUBE
STYLE RADIATOR SUPPORT
RODS - Original type 3/8"
tubular rods with forged head
at the firewall. Used till mid-
1929. 
11740 28-29 $25.10set

RADIATOR SUPPORT RODS
- Original type 9/32" solid rods
with all the nuts and washers.
Used mid ’29 till end. 
Cadmium plated; paint black 
11750 29-31 $14.50set

Stainless Steel 
11760 28-31 $39.55set

RADIATOR SUPPORT ROD
NUTS AND LOCK WASHERS
- 14 pieces in stainless steel.
Rods not included. 
11780 30-31 $5.25set

RADIATOR SUPPORT ROD
BRACKETS - Located on the
firewall to secure the brace
rods. See (11800) for rivets. 
11790 28-31 $4.50pair

RADIATOR SUPPORT ROD
BRACKET RIVETS - Original
look ing  r i ve t  head ,  bu t
threaded shaft with nut for easy
installation. 1928-29 should
have the extra length of
threaded shaft cut off so gas
tank will clear. Set includes 4
stainless steel screw rivets with
locking nuts. 
11800 28-31 $2.75set

RADIATOR WATER LEVEL
SITE GAUGE - With the baffle
installed in the top tank of the
radiator sometimes it is difficult
to see exactly how much water
you have in the radiator. Using
the special ’T’ fitting remove
the petcock from the water
outlet pipe, and install the
petcock onto the ’T’ fitting. This
new ’T’ fitting then screws back
into your water outlet pipe.
Push the clear tube onto the
brass adapter and run the tube
up the side of the radiator and
attach to the radiator support
rod. Insert the bleeder valve
into the end of the tube. 
11702 28-31 $50.95ea.

RADIATOR NECK - A new
replacement neck that must be
soldered onto the upper tank of
the radiator. This is included on
new radiators. 
11640 28-29 $32.95ea.

11650 30-31 $33.00ea.

FAN SHROUD - Originally the
shroud was only used on cars
up to November of 1928. This
shroud helps improve the
cooling efficiency of the Model
A. Made from durable black
ABS p las t i c .  Mount ing
hardware included. 28-29
dimensions 19 3/4" high, 18
5/8" across the top, and18 7/8"
across the bottom. 30-31
measures 22 3/8" high, 18"
across the top and the bottom.
Hole opening is 16 1/4" for both
styles. 
28-29 Fan Shroud 
11632 28-29 $79.95ea.

30-31 Fan Shroud 
11634 28-29 $85.70ea.

RADIATOR CAP - Radiator
cap. 
Chrome finish over brass;
includes a neoprene gasket 
11660 28-29 $20.45ea.

RADIATOR
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RADIATOR CAP (Cont.)
Stainless steel Eaton-style
includes fiber gasket 
11670 30-31 $19.95ea.

30 -  31 RADIATOR CAP
GASKET - This is the original
compressed gasket material
used on the radiator gaskets. 
11690 30-31 $1.60ea.

NON-AUTHENTIC RADIATOR
TO SHELL SCREWS - Six pan
head screws, lock washers, &
square nuts. 1928 used 6
screws & nuts all others used
only 4. Not for the show car,
but works fine for the driver. 
11831 28-31 $1.50set

28 - 29 CHROME RADIATOR
SHELL - Good repro, foreign
made. Chrome plated. Hood
hinge clip is included. The
following are not included:
(11820)  screws,  (11860)
grommets, (11870) emblem,
crank hole cover (11900) and
(11940) lacing. 
11840 28-29 $225.00ea.

28 - 31 RADIATOR SHELL
LACING & RIVETS - Correct
style lacing with original raven
rivets. Head of rivet faces
outward. Includes 26 rivets.
5/8" wide & 67" long. 
11940 28-31 $10.35set

RADIATOR SHELL LACING
RIVETS - Twenty-six 1/8 x 1/4
oval head split raven rivets as
originally used. Rivet head
faces to the outside. These are
included with lacing (11940). 
11950 28-31 $1.75set

RADIATOR SHELL
GROMMETS -  2 rubber
grommets for the headlight
conduits and one for the horn
conduit. The original 1928 to
March 1929 shells have a
sma l l  13 /16"  head l igh t
grommet hole, then it was
changed to 15/16". 
28-29 
11850 28-29 $2.25set

30-31 
11860 30-31 $2.25set

28 - 30 RADIATOR EMBLEM
WITH THREADED STUD -
Excellent U. S. made blue
glass emblem. Held to the shell
with stud, washer and nut.
Don’t over-tighten the nut. 
For  US cars  w i th  B lue
Background 
11870 28-30 $30.00ea.

Canad ian  w i th  B lack
background 
11871 28-30 $31.95ea.

28 - 30 RADIATOR EMBLEM
PRESS IN DISK - Same as
#11870, but wi th or ig inal
press-in disc. Use si l icon
around the disc to help hold it
in place. Excellent Import. 
11880 28-30 $25.50ea.

1931 RADIATOR EMBLEM -
With black lettering for 1931. 
11890 1931 $19.50ea.

WATER OUTLET NECK WITH
HOLE DRILLED FOR
TEMPERATUR - This all new
casting has been cast with a
boss area for the temperature
probe to thread into place.
These are made from cast iron.
11961 28-29 $44.95ea.

11971 30-31 $44.95ea.

WATER OUTLET NECK ON
TOP OF THE HEAD - Height of
neck from top to bottom on
back side. 
28-29 is 5 3/8" 
11960 28-29 $29.95ea.

30-31 is 6" 
11970 30-31 $25.50ea.

WATER OUTLET GASKET -
This is the gasket between the
water outlet and the cylinder
head. Copper was original, but
the paper works fine for the
driver. 
THICK BLACK PAPER 
11980 28-31 $0.40ea.

COPPER CLAD WITH WHITE
FILLER MATERIAL AS
ORIGINAL 
11990 28-31 $5.00ea.

TEMPERATURE PROBE
PIPE - This is a 4" pipe with a
special 1/2" pipe thread nut
welded in the middle to receive
the temperature probe. Cut the
upper hose, insert the new pipe
with a hose clamp at each end.
The new probe can now be
installed. Set includes 2 clamps
and a Steel pipe. 
12000 28-31 $23.25set

RADIATOR CRANK HOLE
COVER - Stainless steel
covers with rivet. Polished. 
11900 28-29 $2.50ea.

11910 30-31 $4.75ea.

STAINLESS RIVET & LOCK
WASHER ONLY 
11920 28-31 $0.35set

HOOD HINGE ROD
RETAINER ON RADIATOR
SHELL - One stainless retainer
and two 5/32 x 5/16 stainless
tubular rivets. Not polished. For
rivet tool, see part (2700) in
Tool Section of catalog. 
11930 28-31 $5.15set

TEMPERATURE GAUGE
"REX-A-CO" - Black face with
a graduated scale of 90 to 140
cold, 140 to 190 driving, and
190 to 250 danger range.
Whi te  le t te r ing  inc ludes
’Water’, ’Rex-a-co’. Chrome
trim ring. Includes temperature
sensor and connection line to
gauge. Sensor to be installed
in water neck after drilling a
hole and taping 1/2" pipe
thread, or order (12000) for
probe pipe. 2" diameter gauge.
Bulb included. The line should
not be removed from either the
sending unit or gauge as it is
sealed from the factory. 1 year
warranty. 
12010 28-31 $59.95set

GAUGE BULB - Six volt, 4
watt bulb. 
9400 28-31 $1.65ea.

STRAP STYLE GAUGE
HOLDER - This metal holder
secures to the dash panel with
the existing two lower dash
panel screws. Black powder
coated bracket. 
Oval speedometer dash holder
9420 28-30 $12.50ea.

Round speedometer dash
holder 
9430 30-31 $12.50ea.

DUAL GAUGE HOLDER - For
both temp. and oil, mounts
under  dash.  Gauge ho le
diameter is 2 1/16" Chrome
plated. 
1928-M30 Dash with oval
speedometer 
9440 28-30 $34.00ea.

June 1930/31 Dash with round
speedometer 
9450 30-31 $34.65ea.

DUAL GAUGE STEERING
COLUMN HOLDER - Mounts
around  s teer ing  co lumn.
Beautifully plated in bright
chrome. 
1928-30 style with brace on the
bottom of the gas tank 
9470 28-31 $68.60ea.

1931 with brace (#4860) on
dash rail 
9490 1931 $68.60ea.

DVD -  HOW TO AVOID
FAHRENHEIT FRIGHT - This
cooling system DVD will help
you  cor rec t  any  hea t ing
problems. 30 minute color. 
DVD 
38050 28-31 $39.95ea.

RADIATOR
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THERMOSTAT -  Ins ta l l
thermostat at top of hose.
Po in ted  end  up .  Mos t
authorities recommend this.
The 180 degree thermostat will
give a slight improvement in
performance, but will raise the
water temperature 20 degrees.
For some cars that extra 20
degrees  can  cause
overheating. Most customers
order 160 degree unit. 
160 Degree Thermostat 
12020 28-31 $11.90ea.

180 Degree Thermostat 
12030 28-31 $20.45ea.

BLACK WITH RED STRIPE
RADIATOR HOSE SET -
Spiral wrap, no markings on
hose. The black hose has red
1/2" stripe the length of the
hose as originally used. Black
hoses were used most. Bottom
hoses for all years are 2 3/4"
long. Top hose for 1928-29 is 6
1/4" long; 1930-31 used 8 1/2"
long. 3 piece set. 
28-29 
12040 28-29 $14.75set

30-31 
12060 30-31 $16.75set

ALL RED RADIATOR HOSE
SET - Best hose set available.
Spiral wrap red hoses, no
markings on hose. Bottom
hoses for all years are 2 3/4"
long. Top hose for 1928-29 is 6
1/4" long; 1930-31 used 8 1/2"
long. 3 piece set. 
28-29 
12050 28-29 $21.45set

30-31 
12070 30-31 $21.45set

HOSE CLAMPS - 6 original
type clamps. Zinc plated
.These are close but minor
detail is off. 
12080 28-34 $5.75set

SHOW QUALITY HOSE
CLAMPS - Die formed to exact
detail of originals. Same gauge
steel and cadmium plated. Six
clamps per set. 
12090 28-31 $11.95set

WATER INLET DOMED
BOLTS - On left side of block,
two 7/16-14 x 1 3/8 raven bolts
and lock washers. 
12100 28-31 $3.00set

ORIGINAL USED WATER
INLET - This is a used original
part. It will need to be cleaned
and painted. 
12110 28-34 $15.00ea.

SIDE WATER INLET W/
TEMPERATURE PROBE
BOSS - This cast aluminum
inlet has a boss to allow either
the heater hose, or the water
temp gauge to connect. This
comes with a plug. See #20690
for the clip and #20730 for bolt.
12120 28-31 $96.25ea.

WATER INLET GASKET - The
short neck on the left side of
the engine. 
Black paper gasket 
12130 28-34 $0.40ea.

COPPER CLAD WITH WHITE
FILLER MATERIAL AS
ORIGINAL 
12140 28-34 $3.25ea.

WATER OUTLET PIPE -
Located at the side of the
engine at the bottom of the
radiator. Petcock #11700 not
included. Pipes are made using
a mandrill to prevent the bend
from collapsing. 
The 1928 Stainless Steel pipe
is used with the shorter power
house generator 
12150 1928 $19.80ea.

1929-1931 Stainless Steel pipe
is used with the long generator
12160 29-34 $19.25ea.

WATER PIPE PETCOCK -
Solid Brass. Exact copy. U.S.
made. Excellent reproduction. 
11700 28-34 $14.90ea.

REPLACEMENT STYLE
WATER PIPE PETCOCK -
This is a replacement style
petcock. 
11701 28-31 $10.50ea.

HOOD PROP SET UP -
Attaches to the radiator brace
rods. Rods are rubber coated
at the ends and fold out to
support the hood sides. Made
of Stainless Steel. 
22250 28-31 $30.75set

HOOD SAFETY SUPPORTS -
Mounts on hood rods and
hooks to hood rod bracket on
firewall. The 5" arm extends off
the hood rods next to the
firewall. When you raise your
hood, set the bottom edge of
the hood on the hooked end of
the arm. Made from steel with a
protective plastic tube over the
wire. Set includes left and right
arms. 
28-29 
22270 28-29 $24.75set

30-31 
22280 30-31 $24.75set

RADIATOR PLAQUE
MOUNTING SCREWS - Four
small diameter 2 1/4" long
stainless screws, washers, and
nuts to pass through the
radiator core to mount a plaque
or emblem. 
26750 28-31 $4.00set

WATER
PUMP

NEW LEAKLESS WATER
PUMP - The pump housing has
a sealed front bearing that
never needs grease. Bearing is
pressed into the housing and
onto the shaf t .  Th is  wi l l
eliminate shaft end play. Rear
bronze bushing has a lipped
neoprene seal to keep water
out. Shaft is stainless steel with
impel ler  p inned to shaft .
Includes both grease fittings,
rear  bear ing is  greased,
housing is painted, ready for
service. Guaranteed no leaks
for 2 years f rom t ime of
purchase. This new casting
looks N.O.S. The 28-29 has a
brass packing nut, 30-31 has
an a 
12210 28-29 $139.95ea.

12240 30-31 $139.95ea.

LEAKLESS SHOW WATER
PUMP KIT - U.S. made, using
the thick packing nut (12590 or
12610), solid brass leakless
bushing (12570), with leak-
proof seal, shaft collar to
el iminate end play, pump
casting, original grease fittings,
and stainless shaft. You’ll need
to pack and install the front
bearing, felts and washers.
Complete unit disassembled so
you can paint. The 28-29 has a
brass packing nut, while the
30-31  has  an  a luminum
packing nut. 
12190 28-29 $104.95ea.

12220 30-31 $104.95ea.

DELUXE WATER PUMP
REBUILD KIT - With Stainless
Steel Shaft (impeller installed).
Solid bronze rear bushing with
leak proof seals. Original style
packing nut and shaft collar to
prevent shaft end play. All
parts except two grease fittings
and housing. 
12730 28-29 $59.95set

12740 30-31 $59.95set

RADIATOR • WATER PUMP
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WATER PUMP HOUSING -
This is only the casting -
nothing else. Best of three
available. Made from FORD
print. Cast and machined in the
USA 
12290 28-31 $36.75ea.

WATER PUMP GASKET - The
gasket that goes between the
water pump and the head. 
12400 28-31 $0.85ea.

LEAKLESS WATER PUMP
BUSHING - Original style
bushing but rear end recessed
to include a Chicago Rawhide
brand  neoprene  sea l  to
guarantee leak proof seal when
used with a new shaft. 
12570 28-34 $19.95ea.

LEAKLESS PACKING NUT &
BUSHING SEAL KIT - This is
the replacement seal & "O" ring
used in the leakless rear
bushing (12570). The seal can
also be used in the leakless
packing nuts (12600 & 12620).
12571 28-31 $2.95set

WATER PUMP BEARING
AND SLEEVE - Original style
bearing. 
12690 28-34 $5.00set

MODERN WATER PUMP
BEARING AND SLEEVE -
This set  has a hardened
sleeve, which you press on
your W.P. shaft (your shaft
must be .625 diameter). The
match ing in terna l  needle
bearings roll on the hardened
sleeve. The tolerance on this
set is better than the original
giving a smoother roll and less
vibration. If using an alternator,
this bearing will with stand the
additional load better than the
stock bearing. This set is the
same size as the original
bear ing  and  s leeve .
Instructions included. Loctite
will be needed to keep the race
secure. 
12700 28-34 $10.00set

WATER PUMP BEARING
FELTS AND WASHERS -
Includes 2 felts, 2 cup washers
and 2 flat washers. Soak felts
in oil. 
12710 28-32 $2.25set

WATER PUMP BEARING
FELTS - Two felts. 
12720 28-32 $0.65pair

WATER PUMP IMPELLER
WASHER - There were four
changes to the washer during
the Model A production. The
very early pumps used a
stainless steel square washer,
then changed to brass and
ending in steel. 
10/21/30 thru end used a
STEEL TEAR DROP washer
but can be used on all years 
12550 30-31 $0.95ea.

STANDARD LENGTH
WATER PUMP SHAFT ONLY
- This stainless steel shaft is
made exclusively for us in the
"U.S.A." using 303 stainless
with a mirror finish. The shaft
size is .625. Be sure the end
play of your shaft to head is
.006-.010. See 12460 for
impeller mounted & pinned to
this shaft. 
12420 28-31 $16.95ea.

WATER PUMP
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LONG WATER PUMP SHAFT
ONLY - This longer shaft is to
take up the shaft end play
caused by wear in the head.
Install the impeller 8 29/64 or
8.455 f rom the fan end.
Assemble pump and install on
head without a gasket for now.
If pump flange does not touch
the head, measure the gap,
remove the pump and grind the
end of the shaft by the amount
of the gap. Fit shaft again then
grind, until the pump seats
against head. Remove one
more time and add the gasket.
The gasket should be .006 to
.010 when compressed to give
you the correct end play 
12430 28-31 $16.95ea.

WATER PUMP SHAFT &
IMPELLER - With impeller
installed & pinned to the shaft.
Standard Length Shaft 
12460 28-31 $26.95ea.

Quarter Inch Longer Shaft 
12480 28-31 $25.05ea.

WATER PUMP FAN
MOUNTING SET - Original
small 7/16"x20 thread castle
nut, that is 5/8" wide and
29/64" high, woodruff key and
cotter pin. This short hex height
nut allows for better alignment
of the cotter pin to the shaft
hole. Nut should be painted
black. 
12490 28-34 $1.10set

WATER PUMP IMPELLER -
Must be pressed on shaft.
Locate the impeller 8 29/64" or
8.455 from fan end. Place oil
on shaft so impeller will press
on easier. It is best to pin
impeller to shaft. Cross drill
impeller and shaft with 3/16"
drill. Use 3/16" roll pin or nail. 
12520 28-31 $7.50ea.

WATER PUMP SHAFT
COLLAR - Before installing the
fan on the shaft, pull the shaft
forward; s l ide the Tef lon
washer followed by the steel
collar up to the front of the
pump housing. Use the set
screw to secure it in place. This
will eliminate all the shaft end
play which can disturb the
packing causing a leak. Collar
will not be seen when the fan is
installed. Set includes Teflon
washer, steel collar and set
screw. This collar will not fit the
repro 6 blade fan. 
12500 28-31 $3.50ea.

ORIGINAL STYLE WATER
PUMP PACKING NUT - Made
from the FORD drawing. 
1928-29 is solid brass 
12590 28-29 $12.50ea.

1930-31 is aluminum 
12610 30-31 $9.50ea.

LEAKLESS WATER PUMP
PACKING NUT - This nut is
machined inside to receive a
Ch icago  Rawh ide  b rand
neoprene seal to prevent any
leaks. This seal is installed into
nut. This will replace the old
style packing. A new clean
shaft is recommended to insure
a good seal. 
1928-29 is solid brass 
12600 28-29 $15.50ea.

1930-31 is aluminum 
12620 30-31 $15.50ea.

WATER PUMP PACKING
RINGS - The rings are made of
pure graphite. Ford changed to
this type in Sept. 1929 from the
old str ing type. The new
packing created less friction
and will not score the shaft. 
Two SOLID rings - the shaft
must be removed from the
housing to install. 
12640 28-34 $2.00pair

Two SPLIT rings - can be
added without removing the
shaft. 
12650 28-34 $2.60pair

WATER PUMP LEAK PROOF
SEAL - Replace packing with a
neoprene seal. Remove pump
from engine, unscrew packing
nut, slide the shaft out of the
pump, and replace old packing
wi th  the  new sea l .  I t  i s
important to use a new shaft
with this seal. 
12680 28-34 $8.00set

WATER PUMP WRENCH -
Special wrench to tighten the
large packing nut. 
12260 28-34 $1.45ea.

WATER PUMP GREASE - If
pump is over-greased, this
extra grease gets into the
radiator and "balls up", which
can clog the tubes. If the brass
fitting is unscrewed, the grease
can be packed by hand to
prevent over greasing. Grease
pump every 500 miles. 14 oz.
tube. 
12270 28-34 $9.25ea.

WATER PUMP MOUNTING
STUD BOLTS - These special
four bolts will look like the
or ig ina l  s tud  w i th  a  nu t
machined on it. When you
remove this bolt, the water
pump can be removed by
sliding it off of the head. With
the original studs, the pump
must be moved forward to
clear the studs, which can
resu l t  in  damage to  you
radiator. 
12300 28-31 $6.95set

WATER PUMP MOUNTING
NUTS - Four 3/8-24 zinc nuts
and lock washers per set. 
12320 28-31 $1.15set

WATER PUMP MOUNTING
SET - Four 3/8-16 x 3/8-24 x 1
1/4 studs, lock washers and
3/8-24 nuts. 
Zinc lock washers and nuts
with plain steel studs 
12340 28-31 $2.60set

Stainless steel lock washers
and nuts with plain steel studs
12350 28-31 $2.75set

WATER PUMP COVER - A
leather cover which snaps into
place to prevent water and
grease from splashing into the
engine compartment. 
Black 
12370 28-31 $9.50ea.

Green 
12380 28-31 $9.50ea.

FAN KNOCK OFF TOOL -
Remove the water  pump
hous ing  f rom the  head .
Remove the nut & cotter pin
from the shaft. Screw this tool
onto the shaft. One person will
hold the fan blades with the
tool pointing up. Hit the tool
with a hammer several times to
vibrate the fan from the shaft. 
12495 28-31 $2.35ea.

1/8 PIPE THREAD TYPE
GREASE FITTING - 1/8" pipe
thread with ball check. 
36750 28-31 $1.40ea.

SCREW IN TYPE GREASE
FITTING - With cap for rear
pump fitting, original type.
Originally Ford used a leather
gasket Inside the cap; this is
not included. 
36800 28-36 $2.70ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES -  Th is  i s  an
information video produced by
the Diablo A’s. This DVD is
produced during an informal
club tech talk so the sound and
pictures might not be as clear
as a professional DVD. 
REBUILDING THE WATER
PUMP 
38115K 28-31 $24.95ea.

WATER PUMP
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FAN
BLADES

FAN KNOCK OFF TOOL -
Remove the water  pump
hous ing  f rom the  head .
Remove the nut & cotter pin
from the shaft. Screw this tool
onto the shaft. One person will
hold the fan blades with the
tool pointing up. Hit the tool
with a hammer several times to
vibrate the fan from the shaft. 
12495 28-31 $2.35ea.

TWO BLADE FAN - 2 blade
aluminum fan. 
12760 28-34 $50.40ea.

FOUR BLADE FAN - Two
steel blades are secured to the
hub by four bolts. 
12770 28-31 $61.90ea.

SIX BLADE FAN - This is a
plastic six blade fan with a steel
hub. Fan bolts to hub. 
12780 28-31 $87.95set

FAN BELT - BLACK - Original
wrapped style belt made from
the FORD blueprint by Dayco
for Bratton’s. 
12790 28-31 $12.75ea.

GAS TANK

GAS TANK SEALER QUART
- Take gas tank to a radiator
shop and have it cleaned. Pour
in sealer and roll the tank over
many, many times for the
sealer to coat the tank. Let the
tank dry for 24 hours and re-
apply a second coat. Drain out
extra sealer. This is the alcohol
resistant type by the ’Bill
Hirsch" company. 
12810 28-31 $32.60qt

GAS TANK ETCHING - This is
an excellent prep for your gas
tank before you seal it with gas
tank sealer (#12810). This
etching will remove a light
buildup of rust from inside your
tank. Once it dries is leaves a
gray phosphate coating which
will allow the sealer to adhere
better.1 pint is good for about a
30 gallon tank. 
12812 28-31 $12.95pt

AUTHENTIC 28 - 29 GAS
TANK TO FIREWALL BOLTS
- Paint lower body color.
1928-29 AUTHENTIC sets
includes eight original 3/8" tall
headed 1/4-20 x 5/8 bolts, lock
washers and original 3/16"
thick, 1/2" wide square nuts.
Order two sets for Fordor and
Cabriolet cars. 
12820 28-29 $14.95set

NON-AUTHENTIC 28-29 GAS
TANK TO FIREWALL BOLTS
-  Inc ludes  8  bo l t s ,  l ock
washers, & square nuts. Not
for the show car, but just fine
for the daily drivers. 
12821 28-29 $3.50set

30 -  31  GAS TANK TO
FIREWALL BOLTS - 1930-31
set includes ten 12/24 x 19/32
pan head screws and internal
lock washers. 
12830 30-31 $2.30set

GAS TANK TO BELT RAIL
BOLTS - Bolts that secure the
back edge of the tank to the
Dash rail support. 
Early 1930 cars used Twelve
1 /4 -20  x  3 /4  bo l t s ,  l ock
washers & nuts 
12840 1930 $2.50set

1928-29 used eight 1/4-20 x
1/2 bolts, lock washers and hex
nuts 
12850 28-29 $2.50set

Mid 1930, this was changed to
5/16-24 x 25/32 bolts, lock
washers and nuts 
12860 M1930 $2.75set

GAS TANK TO BELT RAIL
BOLTS (Cont.)
Late 1930 to end of production
the same 5/16-24 x 25/32 bolt
was used but the nuts were
placed inside a cage. Set
inc ludes  bo l t s  and  lock
washers but no cage nuts 
12870 L30-31 $2.50set

GAS TANK ANTI-SQUEAK
WELTING - A thin 1/32" x 3/4"
woven treated fabric. This strip
is laid on the front edge of the
tank at the firewall and on top
of belt rail framing just below
windshield for gas tank to set
on. For 1928-29 additional welt
for the sides of tank to cowl
panel. 
12880 28-29 $11.95roll

12890 30-31 $7.90roll

GAS TANK CLAMPS - The
U-Shape clamp and bolt set to
hold the bottom sides of the
tank. 1928-29 used 5 clamps
on each side of the tank and
the 30-31 tanks used 2 clamps
per side. OUR OWN TOOLING
ON 12900  FOR THE
CORRECT FIT. 
28-29 CLAMP & HARDWARE 
12900 28-29 $3.55ea.

30-31 CLAMP & HARDWARE 
12910 30-31 $3.15ea.

GAS TANK CLAMP
HARDWARE ONLY - If you
have clamps here are the 10
bolts, nuts, and lock washers
you will need. One set will do
10 clamps. 
28-29 Uses 10 hex head bolts,
nuts and lock washers. 
12901 28-29 $2.30set

30-31 Set of four carriage
bolts, nuts and lock washers. 
12911 30-31 $2.25set

GAS TANK FILLER SCREEN
- Located just below the gas
cap in the tank. This is a spark
arrester as well as a filter. See
page 441 of the Ford Service
Bulletins for installation. The
cars began with a threaded
internal neck for the screen to
screw into, but was later
changed to a tab installation.
Then in 1931, it went back to
threaded. This screen does
NOT have the two tabs, it just
sits in the neck of the tank. 
12920 28-31 $12.05ea.

FAN BLADES • GAS TANK
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GAS TANK FILLER SCREEN
TOOL - Set this tool in the top
of the filler neck notches and
with your socket wrench and
extension you can install or
remove the screen. Used on
original threaded screw necks.
Used  in  the  beg inn ing ,
changed to tab design, then in
1931 back to threaded neck. 
12930 28-31 $4.00ea.

REMOVABLE GAS TANK
NECK EXTENSION - Makes
refueling a Model A Ford easy!
No more hassle with the new
nozzle technology and the
vapor recovery systems Easy
to install and remove. 
12931 28-29 $31.95ea.

12932 30-31 $37.95ea.

28 - 29 GAS CAP - Chrome
finish over brass with neoprene
gasket 
12940 28-29 $22.50ea.

30 - 31 GAS CAP - Stainless
steel with fiber gasket 
12950 30-31 $25.50ea.

30 - 31 GAS CAP GASKETS -
Oil tanned leather as original.
In September 1929 Ford began
using a leather gasket as the
earlier composition gaskets
allowed particles to fall into the
gas and clog the carburetor
jets. 
12970 30-31 $1.10ea.

GAS TANK SPEEDOMETER
CABLE GROMMET - The
1928-29 speedometer cable
comes across the firewall then
enters a hole in the tunnel to
the  speedometer .  Th is
grommet keeps the cable from
rubbing on the edge of the hole
of the metal tunnel under the
gas tank. 
12980 28-29 $4.00ea.

GAS TANK PROTECTOR -
This lays across the gas tank to
protect your paint when filling
the gas tank. 
26331 28-31 $13.50ea.

10’ COWL WELTING - Across
top edge of gas tank and down
sides of cowl for 28-29 and
around top edge and sides for
30-31 gas tank. 10 feet long.
Paint lower body color. 
37210 28-31 $7.50ea.

SEDIMENT
BULB

COMPLETE GLASS BOWL
SEDIMENT BULB - The glass
bulb type used from mid ’29 till
May ’31. The glass bulb is a
production option over the cast
iron bulb. Thin tin Nut included
see #13010 for correct original
thick nut. 
12990 28-31 $44.95ea.

SEDIMENT BULB
MOUNTING NUT AND LOCK
WASHER - The 3/4-16 nut
used on both the cast iron style
and glass style bulb to secure
the bowl to the firewall. 
13010 28-31 $2.25set

SEDIMENT GLASS BULB
ONLY - Replace broken or
stained glass with this new
one. 
13020 29-31 $10.95ea.

GLASS SEDIMENT BULB
SCREEN & GASKET - Brass
screen and gasket for the glass
bulb type. Neoprene is more
durable than cork. Used from
mid-29 till May 31. Sequence is
screen, gasket, then the glass.
Cork Gasket and Screen 
13030 29-31 $1.85set

Neoprene Gasket and Screen 
13050 28-31 $1.90set

GLASS SEDIMENT BOWL
FUEL FILTER - This is a
corrugated Fiber filter that will
fit into the glass sediment bowl.
New and improved design for
easier installation. 
13051 28-31 $9.25set

CAST IRON SEDIMENT
BULB BRASS CAP PLUG -
For the cast iron bulb. 
13100 28-31 $10.40ea.

CAST IRON SEDIMENT
BULB BRASS DRAIN VALVE
AND FORGED HANDLE - For
cast iron bulbs. 
13120 28-31 $12.75ea.

CAST IRON SEDIMENT
BULB PLUG LEAD GASKET -
Lead gasket for the plug
(13100). 
13101 28-E31 $1.65ea.

CAST IRON SEDIMENT
BULB REBUILD KIT - Tubular
stainless steel screen, spring
and lead gasket for cast iron
bulb. 
13000 28-31 $5.25set

SEDIMENT BOWL ONLY
1931 - For 1931 side bowl
carburetor This is powder
coated black. Order other parts
separately. 
13060 1931 $40.40ea.

SCREEN AND TWO
GASKETS FOR 1931
SEDIMENT BULB - Screen is
stainless steel. 
13110 1931 $2.75set

MOUNTING BOLT FOR 1931
SEDIMENT BULB - Cadmium
plated. 
13130 1931 $4.95ea.

DRAIN VALVE AND SPRING -
For 1931 sediment bulb. Brass
stem with cadmium-plated
handle. 
13140 1931 $6.50ea.

FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVE
UNDER THE GAS TANK -
Solid BRASS with original style
stamped handle. This is a
quality U.S. made valve. Gas
valve threads in tank are 1/4"
pipe thread. When the handle
is vertical the gas is flowing.
For 1928 to May 1931 with
valve under tank. Won’t leak; 3
year warranty. 
13160 28-31 $34.25ea.

GAS TANK • SEDIMENT BULB
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FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVE ON
THE FIREWALL - May 1931 till
end, when the valve was
installed on the engine side of
the firewall. Valve on firewall:
Ins ta l l i ng  and  remov ing
(13170) is easy to do with a
3/4" Crow Foot Wrench which
is sold at Sears. 3/8" pipe
threads into tank. 
13170 1931 $36.95ea.

FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVE
GROMMET ON FIREWALL -
Used only for 1931 cars with
the fuel valve mounted on the
inden ted  f i rewa l l .  Exac t
duplicate with correct 15/16"
hole. Paint firewall color. 
13190 1931 $2.95ea.

FUEL SHUT-OFF HANDLE -
Replacement handles for
original shut off valves. 
FORGED HANDLE 1928-April
1929 
13210 28-29 $13.40ea.

STAMPED STEEL April 29-
1931 
13220 28-31 $3.90ea.

FUEL SHUT OFF VALVE
PACKING NUT - The brass nut
that holds the packing in place.
Used in 1928 till late 29 
13300 28-29 $11.95ea.

LATE 1929 till end 
13310 29-31 $1.85ea.

SHUT OFF VALVE REPAIR -
4 pieces with instructions.
Packing, lubrication, nut and
washer. 
13270 28-31 $1.60set

FUEL TANK FILTER SCREEN
-  Sta in less  s tee l  sc reen
inserted into the inlet of the fuel
shutoff valve (13160). Prevents
rust in tank from entering gas
line. Instructions included. 
13280 28-31 $5.50ea.

GAS LINES

INSIDE GAS LINE - From gas
tank to inside of firewall. Steel
tubing with brass fitting. 
13320 28-29 $12.95ea.

13340 30-31 $11.90ea.

INSIDE GAS LINE WITH IN-
LINE SHUTOFF VALVE - A
modern positive shut off valve
is placed in the line. This new
valve guarantees a complete
shut off of the gas flow with a
simple quarter turn of the
handle. This replaces (13320
and 13340) lines. Original gas
va lve  mus t  be  used  to
complete connection. 
13330 28-29 $61.05ea.

13350 30-31 $61.05ea.

OUTSIDE GAS LINE WITH
ORIGINAL FITTINGS - (9/16)
tall, 1/2-20 threaded brass
fittings. 1928 to MAY 1931. 
13460 28-31 $8.75ea.

OUTSIDE GAS LINE FOR
1931 -  From f i rewa l l  to
carburetor for May ’31 till end
for indented firewall. 1931
changed to 1/2" tall fitting.
1/2-20 threads. 
13470 1931 $5.75ea.

LATE 1931 GAS LINE WITH
FUEL VALVE IN-LINE - A
modern positive shut off valve
is placed in the line. This new
valve guarantees a complete
shut off of the gas flow with a
simple quarter turn of the
handle. This replaces (13320
and 13340) lines. Original gas
va lve  mus t  be  used  to
complete connection. 
13360 1931 $49.50ea.

OUTSIDE GAS LINE FITTING
- Correct brass gas line fitting
with 9/16" hex nut. 2 fittings
and 2 ferrules per set. Used on
above original lines. 
13490 28-31 $4.30set

1/4 OVERSIZED GAS LINE
FERRULE - Use these special
oversized ferrules on the 1/4"
gas lines to help the gas line
fitting seal against a worn seat
in either the sediment bowl or
the carburetor. If the hex on the
gas  l i ne  f i t t i ng  h i t s  the
carburetor or sediment bowl
before the stock ferrule than
you need to use these ferrules.
Sold as a pair of ferrules only.
USA 
13491 28-31 $7.95pair

GAS
GAUGE

GAS GAUGE ASSEMBLY -
Complete arm and gauge with
inner and outer nuts, neoprene
gaskets, and a cork f loat
installed. 
13530 28-31 $45.90set

GAS GAUGE TOOL - Two
special tools to remove the
inner and outer nuts. Steel
tools for better fit and strength.
13520 28-31 $13.95set

GAS GAUGE WRENCH
HOLDER - Use this plate to
hold the large outer nut wrench
against the instrument panel.
This attaches to the panel with
two longer instrument panel
screws (included). This plate
keep the wrench from slipping
off the outer nut. 
13525 28-31 $5.75ea.

GAS GAUGE REBUILD KIT -
Three gasol ine resistant,
neoprene gaskets,  g lass,
neoprene float, brass washer,
face plate with horizontal white
l i ne  ac ross  the  cen te r .
GASKET SEQUENCE: gasket,
glass, gasket, face plate, small
nut. Large gasket against tank,
gas gauge assembly, brass
washer, large nut. 
13560 28-31 $9.35set

BRASS GAS GAUGE SLIP
RING WASHER - This special
brass washer is used under
your large nut. This washer is
not included with the new
assemblies (13530). 
13571 28-31 $1.15ea.

SEDIMENT BULB • GAS LINES • GAS GAUGE
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GAS GAUGE GASKETS - 3
flat neoprene gaskets and
brass washer to use under the
large nut. 
13570 28-31 $1.20set

GAS GAUGE FLOAT - Gas
and Alcohol proof float. 
13550 28-31 $5.50ea.

GAS GAUGE NUTS - Brass
nuts, chrome plated. 
Inner Nut 
13580 28-31 $7.00ea.

Outer Nut 
13590 28-31 $7.50ea.

MANIFOLD

INTAKE MANIFOLD - The
intake has the vacuum hole
dri l led and a plug (9900)
installed. Therefore the intake
can be used on all years. The
intake should be paint engine
green. The intake and exhaust
are made by the same factory
for a great fit. 
13610 28-34 $87.50ea.

OIL PUMP HOLE OR INTAKE
MANIFOLD VACUUM HOLE
PLUG - The special screw on
the right side of the engine
block near the bottom to plug
the oil pump access hole. Also
used to plug the vacuum hole
on the intake manifold when a
vacuum wiper motor is not
used.. Paint green. 1/8 pipe
thread x 5/16 long plug. 
9900 28-31 $0.50ea.

EXHAUST MANIFOLD -
Excellent quality. 1928 thru
Feb. 1931 style but will fit all
years. Made from the FORD
print. 
13690 28-31 $91.00ea.

EXHAUST MANIFOLD - CAST
IRON FINISH - Same manifold
as above but a gray cast iron
finish is baked in an oven to
withstand up to 1800 degrees.
This baked finish prevents the
manifold from rusting. This
protective gray finish looks like
the original cast iron. 
13700 28-31 $147.00ea.

INTAKE TO EXHAUST
BOLTS - Two original thick
head 5/16-18 x 3/4 bolts and
lock washers, no mark on
head. Raven finish or clear
z inc -p la ted  were  used
1928-31. 
Zinc 
13620 28-31 $0.60set

Black zinc 
13630 28-31 $0.60set

MANIFOLD TO BLOCK STUD
SET - 1928 to Feb. 1929 used
a domed end on the stud. Then
it was changed to a flat end.
Set includes four 7/16-14 by
7 /16-20  x  2  3 /16  s tuds ,
hardened, flat headed like the
later style. 
13710 28-34 $4.25set

MANIFOLD NUTS AND
SPECIAL LARGE WASHERS
- To hold the intake and
exhaust manifold to the engine.
Four original thick 7/16-20 nuts
and washers. Zinc plated. Cup
s ide  o f  washer  toward
manifold. Torque to 25-30 foot
pounds. 
13720 28-34 $7.95set

MANIFOLD GLAND RINGS -
The 4 rings that seat into the
manifold and block to prevent
leaks. Ford discontinued using
these for a brief time in early
1929. If the manifold or block
has been resurfaced, the width
of the gland rings will need to
be reduced by the same
amount. 
13730 28-34 $2.95set

TWO PIECE COPPER
MANIFOLD GASKETS -
COPPER White asbestos
substitute. 
Copper. Used from Jan. 1929
until May 1931 
13770 28-31 $11.00set

Copper. Used May ’31 till end
of production, but can be used
on all years. 
13780 1931 $12.50set

ONE PIECE MANIFOLD
GASKET - Asbestos substitute
with metal shield on one side.
One piece style. Metal side to
manifold. 
13760 28-34 $4.95set

CARBURETOR TO INTAKE
GASKET - Thick paper type. 
THICK PAPER 
13740 28-34 $0.35ea.

COPPER WITH ASBESTOS
SUBSTITUTE. 
13750 28-38 $3.00ea.

MANIFOLD HEATER FOR
STOCK MANIFOLDS - Bolt on
heater with a firewall door.
Made of cast aluminum. For
original round manifold. 
13660 28-31 $84.95ea.

AUTO-LITE MANIFOLD
HEATER - Used with the waffle
s ty le  man i fo ld  (no t
reproduced). The two mounting
holes are 7 inches apart.
Heater door is NOT included
with this unit. Use #13620 for
mounting bolts. 
13670 28-31 $110.25ea.

MANIFOLD HEATER DOOR -
Cast aluminum, door cover and
screws. Flange is f lat for
firewall. Included with (13660).
13680 28-31 $13.20ea.

HEATER DOOR PATCH
PANEL - 4 1/2" x 8" panel.
Original gauge steel with exact
contour reinforced ribs; fills
area where heater hole is
USUALLY cut. Will not fit
indented firewall cars. 
13640 30-31 $13.40ea.

HEAT RESISTANT SPRAY
PAINT - Resists heat up to
1500 degrees for exhaust
manifold and mufflers. Spray
on clean metal, no primer
needed. Spray only enough to
cover metal. Do not over-paint.
11 oz. can. 
BLACK 
6950 28-31 $10.00can

CAST IRON GRAY 
6960 28-31 $12.95can

CARBURETOR
- DOWN DRAFT

FUEL PUMP - Kit includes fuel
pump, fuel filters, all gas lines,
fittings, clamps and hoses.
Mount pump with fender bolt to
f rame located be low the
carburetor. 
6 volt 
13890 28-31 $99.00set

GAS GAUGE • MANIFOLD • CARBURETOR - DOWN DRAFT
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FUEL PUMP (Cont.)
12 volt 
13900 28-31 $99.00set

REPLACEMENT FUEL
FILTER - Set comes with filter,
rubber hoses, & clamps. 
13901 28-31 $5.95set

TWO BARREL DOWN DRAFT
CARBURETOR EXHAUST
MANIFOLD - Designed to
mate up to the two barrel intake
manifold. Heat treated so
header will not warp or distort.
Manifold ONLY. 
13930 28-31 $395.00ea.

CHOKE CABLE ASSEMBLY
FOR DOWNDRAFT WEBBER
CARBURETOR - This bracket
and flexible cable mount in the
old choke rod holder, so you
can choke the Weber down
draft carburetor. Works on all
Model A gas tanks except the
early 1928. Unit includes the
choke cable adapter and
instructions. 
14721 28-31 $46.75ea.

TWO BARREL DOWN DRAFT
CARBURETOR AND INTAKE
MANIFOLD - Set includes a
Webber carburetor, manifold,
mounting kit, 2 1/2" tall air
cleaner and linkage assembled
to unit. Some carburetors
perform better with a fuel pump
(sold separately), but you may
want to try it first without the
pump. 
13870 28-31 $695.00ea.
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CARBURETOR
- ZENITH

NEW ZENITH CARBURETOR
& OUTSIDE GAS LINE -
Complete U.S. made just like
original. This is an excellent
reproduction of the original
carburetor  wi th  exce l lent
running performance. The bowl
is marked ZENITH 1. Includes
(13740) gasket we also use the
modern float valve instead of
the original style that can stick.
NOTE: When buying a new
carburetor it is recommended
to replace the gas line fittings.
Nine out of ten carburetors that
are returned to us are due to
the fuel line fitting not seating
correctly in the carburetor. If
you do not replace the fit 
13850 28-31 $495.00ea.

MODEL A CARBURETOR
BOOK - BY Paul Moller, 58
page book, i l lustrated for
Zenith and Holly carburetors.
5th edition includes how to
disassemble,  restore and
assemble the Zenith carburetor
plus 15 pages on the Tillotson
carburetor. 
37460 28-31 $13.95ea.

CARBURETOR
RESTORATION GUIDE - This
book explains the flow of gas
through each passage to the
jet. How each jet affects the
performance when working
right and when it works wrong.
How to flow test each jet.
Details each change in the
production. 37-page book by
Steve Pargeter. 
37470 28-31 $17.25ea.

DVD - CARBURETORS AND
CARBOHYDRATES - This
video details disassembly,
cleaning, sizing jets, setting
float level, check and clean
passageways, painting and
correct finish on different parts,
and assembly technique. Also
shows each of the different 17
carburetors the Model A used.
50 minute color. 
37990 28-31 $39.95ea.

CARBURETOR TO INTAKE
BOLTS - Two 5/16-18 x 3/4
original thick head bolts; no
marks and lock washers.
Raven finish or Clear Zinc.
plated were used 1928-31. 
Zinc 
13950 28-31 $0.60set

Black zinc 
13960 28-31 $0.60set

28 -  31  ZENITH
CARBURETOR BOWL
GASKET - Tan paper gasket. 
14610 28-31 $0.75ea.

28 -  31  ZENITH
CARBURETOR GASKET SET
- We have changed some of
our gaskets to a black nylon
mater ia l  to  he lp  prevent
leakage. The original red fiber
material is made from layers of
paper. Over time the gasket
may soften and allow some
leaking of gas past the gasket.
We have included extra red
gaskets for customers who
would like to rebuild their
carburetor with the original
looking gaskets on the outside
for the drain plug and the gas
strainer. DO NOT over tighten
the nylon gaskets as you can
squeeze the gasket out from
under part. Total of 10 g 
13820 28-31 $1.70set

ZENITH CARBURETOR
REBUILD KIT - "The following
parts are included: 13820
gaskets,  13980 adjust ing
needle, 14020 adj. needle seat,
14040 main jet, 14060 cap jet,
14070 Idle jet, 14250 float pin,
14300 f loat  valve,  14370
compensator jet, 14400 idle
mixture needle, 14590 drain
plug. U.S. made kit." 
14650 28-31 $44.00set

CARBURETOR BOWL BOLT
AND LOCK WASHER - Zinc
plated, 3/8-24 x 3 3/16 bolt.
Holds the bowl to the upper
half of the Zenith carburetor. 
13970 28-31 $1.00set

CARBURETOR ADJUSTING
NEEDLE - Inserts into (14000/
14010). Push needle hard into
(14000/14010) until it expands
ring at bottom of housing, then
screw parts together. Used on
both Zenith and Tillotson. 
13980 28-31 $4.95ea.

ADJUSTMENT NEEDLE
HOUSING - Correct tension
ring for Zenith and Tillotson.
1/8-27 pipe thread. 
1928 to Sept. 4, 1930 used
7/16 Hex size 
14000 28-L30 $7.85ea.

Sept. 4, 1930-31 used 13/32
Hex size 
14010 L30-31 $8.00ea.

CARBURETOR
ADJUSTMENT NEEDLE
DRIVER - Cadmium-plated
steel. Can be used on both
Zenith and Tillotson. 
14360 28-34 $9.50ea.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTING
NEEDLE SEAT - This little
brass insert is screwed into the
housing for the carburetor
adjusting needle (13980) to
seat into for regulating the gas
flow. Used in 1928 till Jan.
1930. After Jan. 1930, this
brass insert was discontinued
and  the  cas t ing  had  a
machined needle seat. This
looks similar to (13470) jet but
has a larger hole. 
14020 28-29 $2.15ea.

ZENITH CARBURETOR MAIN
JET - CARBURETOR MAIN
JET 
14040 28-31 $6.50ea.

ZENITH CARBURETOR CAP
JET - 
14060 28-31 $6.95ea.

ZENITH CARBURETOR IDLE
JET - 
14070 28-31 $7.10ea.

ZENITH CARBURETOR
COMPENSATOR JET -
Carburetor compensator jet.
Looks like cap jet but has a
smaller hole. 
14370 28-31 $3.60ea.

K.  R.  WILSON ZENITH
SOCKET WRENCH NO. 359 -
This copy of the original tool
has a 5/16" deep socket on
one end used for the Cap jet
and a 9/32" deep socket on the
other end used for the Idle jet.
14080 28-31 $10.95ea.

SPECIAL JET TAP - For
Model ’A’  and ’B’  Zeni th
Carburetor. Cleans the threads
for all jets and idle adjustment
threads. This is a quality high
speed  tap ,  ano ther  one
available on the market is a
10/32 tap, which is close, but
not the correct size. This is a 5
MM, 75 pitch tap which is the
cor rec t  s i ze  the  F rench
company, Zenith, used when
making Ford’s carburetors. 
14090 28-34 $8.65ea.

CARBURETOR - ZENITH
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ZENITH SECONDARY WELL
- Zenith secondary well 3/8-24
thread. 
14100 28-31 $4.30ea.

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER (CHOKE) SHAFT
NUT - Special cadmium plated,
8/36 thread, thick nut and lock
washer that holds the choke
arm to the shaft. 
14110 28-31 $0.60ea.

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER (CHOKE) SHAFT -
Standard size. Zenith. 
14130 28-31 $5.75ea.

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER OR CHOKE
LEVER - Carburetor air shutter
or choke lever. 
BRASS used April 1928 to May
1930 
14140 28-M30 $14.90ea.

STEEL used May 1930 thru
1931, cadmium plated lever 
14150 28-34 $2.75ea.

CARBURETOR PLATE
SCREWS - Four 5/40 x 19/64
oval #4 head stainless screws
for the air shutter and throttle
plate. 
14170 28-34 $0.65set

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER (CHOKE) PLATE
ZENITH - Plated. Zenith. 
14200 28-31 $2.10ea.

CARBURETOR CHOKE AND
THROTTLE STOP PINS - Set
of 2 knurled, cad. plated pins. 
14510 28-31 $1.10pair

CARBURETOR FLOAT -
ZENITH - Brass. To set float
level for zenith carburetor turn
upper half upside down. The
top of the float should be 5/8"
from the machined surface of
the body. MADE IN THE USA.
For Zenith. 
14220 28-31 $24.95ea.

CARBURETOR FLOAT PIN
ZENITH - Zenith. 
14250 28-31 $0.45ea.

CARBURETOR FLOAT
HINGE BRACKET - Includes
two drive-in rivets. This brass
bracket holds the float in place.
14230 28-31 $4.50set

CARBURETOR GAS
STRAINER SCREEN - With
built-in 1/2-20 nut, located at
the top end of the carburetor
1928 to March 30 were brass,
then Cad was used. Both
screens are stainless. 
28- MARCH 1930 Brass 
14260 28-30 $8.35ea.

APRIL 30-31 Cadmium 
14280 30-31 $8.20ea.

ZENITH FLOAT VALVE -
Original type valve inside
carburetor to cut off gas as the
float rises. 1/2-20 threads. 
Original Needle Style Valve 
14300 28-31 $6.60ea.

Modern Style Float Valve -
New modern gas resistant
rubber tip. Will outperform any
other metal to metal valve seat.
14310 28-31 $16.65ea.

Ball Seat Style Float Valve -
The stainless steel ball will seat
into a gas resistant rubber O
ring for a great seal. 
14330 28-31 $15.95ea.

CARBURETOR FLOAT
VALVE GASKET - More than
one gasket may be needed to
adjust the level of gas in the
bowl for a Zenith carburetor. 
14340 28-31 $0.20ea.

ZENITH FLOAT VALVE SHIM
KIT - This kit contains two
.015" fiber shims and two .031"
fiber shims to help get an
accurate adjustment of the float
in the carburetor. 
14341 28-31 $0.95set

ZENITH IDLE ADJUSTING
NEEDLE, SPRING & CUP -
Zenith idle adjusting needle,
spring & cup. 
BRASS: large 3/8" head needle
used mid ’28 to mid-1930 
14380 28-M30 $3.75ea.

BRASS: smaller 5/16" diameter
head used mid-1930 to end 
14390 M30-31 $3.20ea.

CADMIUM: small head needle
used March 1930 to end 
14400 30-31 $3.80ea.

ZENITH THROTTLE PLATE -
Brass. 
14550 28-31 $7.50ea.

ZENITH CARBURETOR
THROTTLE SHAFT - Brass
shaft, cad. plated throttle lever
staked to shaft. Screw comes
with lever. 
Standard Size shaft 9/32" 
14420 28-31 $16.50ea.

Oversize Shaft is 19/64" 
14440 28-31 $18.95ea.

ZENITH CARBURETOR
THROTTLE SHAFT ONLY - If
the throttle arm is good, then
this new shaft only will replace
the worn out shaft. The tubular
end of the shaft must be upset
onto the original lever. This
brass shaft is made to FORD
print. 
1928-29 shaft for brass arm 
14480 28-29 $5.95ea.

1930-31 shaft for steel arm 
14490 30-31 $5.85ea.

CARBURETOR IDLE STOP
SCREW - A special 8-36 x 5/8
sc rew loca ted  on  the
carburetor throttle lever. 
14500 28-31 $0.45ea.

THROTTLE SHAFT BUSHING
- ZENITH - This bushing is
used to correct badly worn
shaft holes. Drill 5/16" hole in
the upper body, then epoxy
bushings. If shaft is loose, air
sucks in causing poor idle.
Need 2 per carb. 
14460 28-31 $0.90ea.

ZENITH CARBURETOR
EXTERNAL HARDWARE - Air
shutter shaft nut, 4 choke and
throttle screws, idle stop screw,
bowl bolt and lock washer.
Clear Zinc plated. 
14540 28-31 $2.10set

CARBURETOR VENTURI - If
the venturi is stuck, apply heat
to free it. 1928 thru June 1928
used a Double venturi. 
DOUBLE VENTURI 
14560 1928 $39.60ea.

SINGLE VENTURI 
14570 28-31 $5.30ea.

CARBURETOR VENTURI
PULLER - Use this tool to help
remove the stuck venturi from
the lower casting. The jets
must be removed before this
tool can be used. Will not work
on early 28 carburetors with
the double venturi. 
14571 28-31 $24.95ea.

CARBURETOR DRAIN PLUG
- 1928 till March ’30 were
brass, then cad or plain.
Gasket is included. Used on
both Zenith & Tillotson. 3/8-24
threads. 
Brass 
14590 28-30 $2.05ea.

CARBURETOR - ZENITH
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CARBURETOR DRAIN PLUG
(Cont.)
Cadmium 
14600 30-31 $1.55ea.

CARBURETOR FUEL LEVEL
GAUGE - Turn fuel valve off,
drain gas from carburetor bowl
as you remove drain plug.
Screw test sight tube into drain
hole. Turn fuel valve on. As gas
fills carburetor bowl it will fill
s igh t  tube  to  the  same
elevation as inside the bowl.
The fuel level should be 5/8"
below the seam of the halves
of the Zenith carburetor. Adjust
float level by adding gaskets
under float valve (14340 or
14341). On Tillotson set the
float level at 1" above the
machined surface of the carb
top when the top is held upside
down in y 
14680 28-31 $7.85ea.

ZENITH PASSAGE PLUGS -
The little brass plugs should be
drilled out to permit removing
and cleaning the rust from
internal passages. Four plugs
per set. Hammer and peen in
place. 
14640 28-31 $2.90set

CARBURETOR AIR MAZE -
This was a Ford approved
accessory beginning in Sept.
’29. It is used as a fire arrester
and air filter. ID is 1 7/8" for
carburetor. 
WIRE MESH FILTER 
14690 28-31 $26.50ea.

PAPER FILTER 
14691 28-31 $29.00ea.

REPLACEMENT FILTER FOR
CARBURETOR AIR MAZE
FILTER - Filters out dust that
can cause wear on pistons,
rings and other moving parts
on your engine. Paper filter
with external and internal
screen. Same type as used on
modern car. Replace standard
wire screen on air maze with
this more efficient filter. 
PAPER AIR FILTER ONLY 
14700 28-31 $11.50ea.

WIRE MESH SCREEN ONLY 
14705 28-31 $9.95ea.

CARBURETOR
- TILLOTSON

MODEL A CARBURETOR
BOOK - BY Paul Moller, 58
page book, i l lustrated for
Zenith and Holly carburetors.
5th edition includes how to
disassemble,  restore and
assemble the Zenith carburetor
plus 15 pages on the Tillotson
carburetor. 
37460 28-31 $13.95ea.

TILLOTSON CARB
REBUILDING BOOK - 36
pages of exploded diagrams
and parts list. Tells how to test
and make final adjustments. 
37461 28-31 $24.75ea.

TILLOTSON CARBURETOR
GASKET SET - Tillotson. 
13810 28-31 $1.65set

TILLOTSON CARBURETOR
REBUILD KIT - The following
parts are included: (13810)
gaskets, (13980) adjusting
needle, (14050) main jet,
(14030) float valve, (14410)
idle mixture needle, (14600)
drain plug. 
14670 28-31 $33.75set

TILLOTSON CARBURETOR
BOWL GASKET - Tan paper
gasket. 
14630 28-31 $0.95ea.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTING
NEEDLE - Inserts into (14000/
14010). Push needle hard into
(14000/14010) until it expands
ring at bottom of housing, then
screw parts together. Used on
both Zenith and Tillotson. 
13980 28-31 $4.95ea.

ADJUSTMENT NEEDLE
HOUSING - Correct tension
ring for Zenith and Tillotson.
1/8-27 pipe thread. 
1928 to Sept. 4, 1930 used
7/16 Hex size 
14000 28-L30 $7.85ea.

Sept. 4, 1930-31 used 13/32
Hex size 
14010 L30-31 $8.00ea.

CARBURETOR
ADJUSTMENT NEEDLE
DRIVER - Cadmium-plated
steel. Can be used on both
Zenith and Tillotson. 
14360 28-34 $9.50ea.

TILLOTSON CARB INLET
NEEDLE & SEAT - Brass seat,
stainless needle. Slide needle
into housing, then tap the end
of the needle to seat it to the
housing. 
14030 28-34 $13.95set

TILLOTSON CARB FLOAT
VALVE SHIM KIT - Shims to
help adjust the height of the
float valve without having to
bend the float arm. USA 
14031 28-31 $1.50set

TILLOTSON CARBURETOR
MAIN JET - The small jet is
12-32 thread; the large jet is
3/8-24 thread. 
14050 28-34 $17.90set

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER (CHOKE) SHAFT
TILLOTSON - Standard size.
Tillotson. 
14120 28-31 $8.95ea.

TILLOTSON THROTTLE
SHAFT BUSHINGS - Used
these bushing to correct a
badly worn shaft holes. Sold as
a pair. 
14461 28-31 $7.75pair

CARBURETOR CHOKE AND
THROTTLE STOP PINS - Set
of 2 knurled, cad. plated pins. 
14510 28-31 $1.10pair

CARBURETOR THROTTLE
SHAFT - TILLOTSON - Brass
shaft, cad. plated throttle lever
staked to shaft. Screw comes
with lever. Standard shaft 
14470 28-31 $21.90ea.

CARBURETOR IDLE STOP
SCREW - A special 8-36 x 5/8
sc rew loca ted  on  the
carburetor throttle lever. 
14500 28-31 $0.45ea.

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER (CHOKE) SHAFT
NUT - Special cadmium plated,
8/36 thread, thick nut and lock
washer that holds the choke
arm to the shaft. 
14110 28-31 $0.60ea.

CARBURETOR - ZENITH • CARBURETOR - TILLOTSON
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TILLOTSON THROTTLE
PLATE - Brass. Tillotson. 
14520 28-31 $2.90ea.

CARBURETOR TO INTAKE
BOLTS - Two 5/16-18 x 3/4
original thick head bolts; no
marks and lock washers.
Raven finish or Clear Zinc.
plated were used 1928-31. 
Zinc 
13950 28-31 $0.60set

Black zinc 
13960 28-31 $0.60set

CARBURETOR PLATE
SCREWS FOR TILLOTSON -
Four 6/32 x 1/4 screws and
four #6 lock washers for both
the carburetor and throttle
plate. 8 Pieces. 
14180 28-31 $0.65set

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER (CHOKE) PLATE
TILLOTSON - Plated. Tillotson.
14190 28-31 $4.55ea.

CARBURETOR FLOAT -
TILLOTSON - To set the float
level it should be 1" from the
machined sur face to  the
bottom of the float with the
carburetor top upside down. 
14210 28-31 $28.90ea.

CARBURETOR FLOAT
HINGE BRACKET - Includes
two drive-in rivets. This brass
bracket holds the float in place.
14230 28-31 $4.50set

CARBURETOR FLOAT PIN
TILLOTSON - Tillotson float
pin. 
14240 28-31 $1.25ea.

TILLOTSON FLOAT VALVE -
The stainless steel ball will seat
into a gas resistant rubber O
ring for a great seal. Set the
float level in the Tillotson to 1"
form the machined surface of
the upper half of carburetor to
the bottom of the float with the
carburetor top upside down.
Tillotson threads are 7/16-24. 
14320 28-31 $17.90ea.

TILLOTSON IDLE
ADJUSTING NEEDLE&
SPRING - 1/4-32 threads. 
14410 28-34 $6.20ea.

CARBURETOR DRAIN PLUG
- 1928 till March ’30 were
brass, then cad or plain.
Gasket is included. Used on
both Zenith & Tillotson. 3/8-24
threads. 
Brass 
14590 28-30 $2.05ea.

Cadmium 
14600 30-31 $1.55ea.

CARBURETOR FUEL LEVEL
GAUGE - Turn fuel valve off,
drain gas from carburetor bowl
as you remove drain plug.
Screw test sight tube into drain
hole. Turn fuel valve on. As gas
fills carburetor bowl it will fill
s igh t  tube  to  the  same
elevation as inside the bowl.
The fuel level should be 5/8"
below the seam of the halves
of the Zenith carburetor. Adjust
float level by adding gaskets
under float valve (14340 or
14341). On Tillotson set the
float level at 1" above the
machined surface of the carb
top when the top is held upside
down in y 
14680 28-31 $7.85ea.

CARBURETOR AIR
SHUTTER OR CHOKE
LEVER - Carburetor air shutter
or choke lever. 
STEEL used May 1930 thru
1931, cadmium plated lever 
14150 28-34 $2.75ea.

CHOKE
ROD SETS

CHOKE ROD GROMMETS - 4
pcs. The donut shape lower
grommet fits on the firewall
(Ford never used this one, but
some restorers want it) and the
upper grommet fits in the ring
under the gas tank. The leather
cupped grommet goes on the
engine side of the firewall, with
the smooth side toward the
firewall followed by the metal
cup washer then the spring.
Paint washer black. 
14760 28-31 $3.85set

CARBURETOR - TILLOTSON • CHOKE ROD SETS
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CHOKE ROD SLEEVE - The
plated sleeve secures the
choke rod to the carburetor. 
14730 28-31 $1.00ea.

CHOKE ROD SPRING -
Raven as original. 
14750 28-31 $0.45ea.

CHOKE ROD SET - Cadmium-
plated choke rod, chrome
plated knob, raven spring and
cadmium-plated sleeve. 
28-29 uses 26" rod 
14710 28-29 $14.05set

30-31 uses 28 1/2" rod 
14720 30-31 $14.05set

ACCELERATOR
PARTS

ACCELERATOR RETURN
SPRING - Fits on throttle
control linkage. When you take
your foot off the accelerator
pedal, this spring will return the
pedal to the idle speed. 
1928 thru April 1930 used a
straight cylindrical spring on
the linkages where the arm is
pinned to the rod at the end
where the spring is located. Pin
is included 
14800 28-E30 $2.25ea.

April 1930 to end used a
tapered spring with a one piece
rod and arm 
14810 E30-31 $2.10ea.

3 PIECE CONTROL ROD SET
- Throttle is 6", accelerator is
10 3/4" and spark rod is 17
5/16" long. All are cadmium
plated. 
14820 28-31 $27.05set

INDIVIDUAL CONTROL
RODS - This is the 6" rod only
from #14820. Cadmium plated
with the correct shape to fit the
ball properly. 
6" Throttle Rod 
14821 28-31 $8.75ea.

10 3/4" Accelerator Control
Rod 
14822 28-31 $8.95ea.

17" Spark Control Rod 
14823 28-31 $9.40ea.

ACCELERATOR FOOT REST
- With rubber insert as original;
cad. plated. Base not included;
see (14860). 
14830 28-34 $4.15ea.

ACCELERATOR FOOT REST
BASE - The base plate that the
above shaft screws into. The
flat side faces the accelerator
pedal. 
14860 28-34 $3.50ea.

ACCELERATOR FOOT REST
BASE SCREWS - The three
#6 x 3/4 oval wood screws to
secure the base plate to the
floorboards. 
14870 28-31 $0.50set

FULTON ACCELERATOR
PEDAL ACCESSORY - This is
an era accessory that will
screw to the floorboards and
give you a larger gas pedal.
The base is polished stainless
steel. 
26258 28-31 $29.50ea.

ACCELERATOR CAP - Foot
pedal cap that screws onto the
accelerator assembly. Exact
copy made from one piece of
metal. 
14770 28-31 $3.35ea.

GENERATOR &
ALTERNATOR

REBUILT GENERATOR -
Rebuilt generator using new
field coils, bushings, bearings
and brushes. Armature is
tes ted  fo r  shor ts  and
commutator turned. Painted
and ready to install PULLEY &
CUTOUT NOT included. One
year guarantee. We cannot
rebuild the 1928 Powerhouse.
EXCHANGE only. WE MUST
HAVE YOURS BEFORE WE
SHIP OURS. Add extra for
shipping. 
7/8" tapered shaft with rear
bearing 
14880 28-30 $249.95ea.

1/2" tapered shaft with rear
bushing 
14890 30-31 $249.95ea.

ALL NEW ALTERNATOR -
The advantage of an alternator
is it continues to charge at idle
speed, resulting in bright lights
at night and a strong horn. The
alternator will not let your
battery overcharge. When your
battery is fully charged you will
get a 1 amp reading on your
amp mete r .  Inc ludes  an
internal regulator, mounting
bracke t  and  pu l ley .  No
exchange necessary. Used all
years. 5 year manufacturer’s
warranty. Made by Nu-Rex. 
6 volt positive ground; 30 amp.
14950 28-31 $190.25ea.

12 vo l t  negat ive ground;
60amp to support halogen
lights at idle 
14960 28-31 $190.25ea.

CHOKE ROD SETS • ACCELERATOR PARTS • GENERATOR & ALTERNATOR
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ALL NEW ALTERNATOR
(Cont.)
6 volt positive ground HIGH
output 60 amp 
14970 28-31 $215.95ea.

POWERGEN ALTERNATOR -
This unit combines the general
look of a generator with the
reliability of an alternator. The
rear end plate has venting
holes to receive air, and the
front end has cooling fins
around the pulley. This unit will
bolt right onto your car and you
will be ready to roll in minutes
with the one wire hookup. This
ki t  comes with al l  of  the
mount ing  hardware  and
installation instructions. Due to
the powder  coat ing i t  is
essential to run a separate
ground wire from the alternator
to the frame. See pictures 
12 Volt 
14961 28-31 $350.00ea.

6 Volt 
14972 28-31 $369.95ea.

PRO PACK GENERATOR
REBUILD KIT -  This  k i t
contains all of the parts that
commonly need to be replaced
when rebuilding you generator.
This is for the later style
generator with the bushing in
the rear plate. This kit contains
everything except the case,
pulley, armature, and cut out
components. This kit includes
the following parts 11550,
15060, 3 of 15070, 2 of 15080,
15120, 15130, 2 of 15140,
15210, 15230, 15250, 15290,
15300, 2 of 15310, 15320,
15390, 15400, 15450, 15530, 2
of 15560, 15090, 15200,
15260, 15570. 
14871 28-31 $126.70set

THE MODEL A GENERATOR
AND STARTER - By Paul &
William Mcree. Describes the
different changes and how the
un i t  works .  How to
disassemble,  restore and
reassemble unit in great detail.
How to test and troubleshoot.
New addit ion is early AR
starter. This is a very complete
book on rebuilding. 56 pages
with over 50 pictures. 
37830 28-31 $17.50ea.

DVD - GENNI’ ALONG WITH
LLOYD AND FLOYD - This will
t ake  the  mys te ry  ou t  o f
rebuilding your generator.
Shows s tep-by -s tep
disassembly, rebuilding &
assembly of the generator. 17
minute color. 
DVD 
38030 28-31 $39.95ea.
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ALTERNATOR "H"
BRACKET WITH BOLTS -
Use this bracket to mount an
alternator onto your car. The
bracket is included with part #s
14950, 14970 & 14960. 
14971 28-31 $29.70ea.

ULTIMATE ALTERNATOR
MOUNTING AND TENSION
BRACKET KIT - This newly
redesigned alternator mounting
kit is designed to help align the
alternator pulley to the crank &
fan pulley without the need for
spacers or unsightly washers.
Th is  k i t  comes  w i th  the
alternator mounting bracket, a
redesigned tension bracket,
and  g rade  8  mount ing
hardware. Both brackets come
painted and ready to install on
your car. 
14973 28-31 $49.95set

NEW GEN ARMATURE 1/2"
TAPPER - All New Armature is
fully tested and run under load
fo r  con t inued  serv ice  &
reliability. This is the 30-31 1/2"
taper short nose with rear
bushing style armature. 
15001 30-31 $107.00ea.

SIX TO TWELVE VOLT
INVERTER - 2.5 AMP - This
unit will convert your 6 volt
positive ground to 12 volt
negative ground. 2.5 AMP
output for radio with CD or
tape. This higher amp is also
required for CBs. In-line fuse
included. 
14940 28-34 $99.95ea.

GENERATOR EXTERNAL
HARDWARE -  Th is  se t
includes the screws to hold the
suppor t  b racke t  to  the
generator, the cutout and bolt
for pulley. All stainless, 14
pieces. 
15040 1929 $7.90set

15050 30-31 $4.50set

BRUSH HOLDER
COMPONENTS - Two 8/32 x
1 /4  sc rews ,  th ree  s top
insu la tors ,  two insu la ted
bush ings ,  fou r  insu la ted
washers ,  th ree  #8  lock
washers, three 8/32 screws,
three stud clips, three #8
washers. 
15060 29-31 $8.75set

GENERATOR BRUSH
HOLDER - Brush secures to
this holder. Zinc plated. Need 3
per generator. 
15070 29-31 $5.95ea.

GENERATOR BRUSH
SPRING -  RIGHT HAND
SPRING for the third and
ground brush. Need 2 
RIGHT HAND SPRING for the
third and ground brush. Need 2
15080 29-31 $0.95ea.

LEFT HAND SPRING for main
brush 
15090 29-31 $0.95ea.

GENERATOR BRUSH SET -
Oct .  1928  th ru  end  o f
production for long generator
used 3 carbon brushes. One of
the 3 brushes is thinner, the
thinner brush is used on the
third brush holder (index #48)
which is the movable one for
adjusting the amp output. 
15120 29-34 $3.25set

GENERATOR THIRD BRUSH
PLATE ASSEMBLY - This
plate rotates to adjust the amp
output. 
15130 29-32 $5.80ea.

GENERATOR THIRD BRUSH
PLATE RETAINER SPRING -
Holds above brush p la te
(15130) to end plate. Need 2.
There were two styles made.
On end plate with the oil hole
on the side of the bearing has a
slot in the plate to hold the tab
in place. 
15140 29-31 $3.25ea.

GENERATOR THIRD BRUSH
PLATE RETAINER SPRING -
The end plate with the oil hole
in the middle of the bearing
does not have a slot in the
cover. 
15150 29-31 $3.25ea.

POWERHOUSE
GENERATOR BRACKET
GASKET - Used 1928 to July
1929. 
15510 28-29 $0.40ea.

POWERHOUSE
GENERATOR SUPPORT
BRACKET GASKET - Used
1928 to July 1929. 
15520 28-29 $0.45ea.

GENERATOR TENSION
BRACE WITH BOLT - Holds
the generator or alternator tight
against the fan belt. Included
with alternator. 
15500 29-32 $5.95set

GENERATOR FRONT OR
PULLEY END BEARING - For
Powerhouse, foreign made.
Used until July 1929 ID = .787
OD = 1.850. 
15160 28-29 $5.95ea.

PILOT OR FRONT
GENERATOR BEARING -
Located at the end of the clutch
drive shaft in the center of the
f l ywhee l .  Used  1929-48 .
Sealed on both sides. The
1928 multi-disk clutch did not
use a pilot bearing. 
11550 28-48 $4.95ea.

GENERATOR REAR END
PLATE BEARING - Used Oct.
’28 to April ’30. Sealed on both
sides. I.D. = .590 O.D. = 1.377.
15200 L28-31 $5.95ea.

GENERATOR FIELD COILS -
Oct. 28 to end of production
long generator housing. 
6-Volt 
15530 28-31 $39.95set

12-Volt 
15550 28-31 $52.80set

GENERATOR FRONT END
PLATE BEARING RIVETS -
When you install the above
new bearing (15550) these
rivets are needed. This is a
stainless ’screw-rivet’; the head
is a rivet, but the shaft is
actually threaded. 4 screw
rivets and nuts. Caution: rivets
may need to be cut shorter so
as not to hit armature windings.
Most rivets fit okay. 
15210 29-31 $2.75set

GENERATOR OR STARTER
FIELD COIL SCREW - Special
large head 3/8-16 x 5/8 screw
on outside of generator &
starter which holds field coil in
place. Before using this screw,
temporarily use a 3/8-16 bolt
and draw the shoe TIGHT, to
form fields to housings, then
replace bolt with the correct
sc rew.  Need  2  fo r  the
generator and 4 for the starter.
15560 29-31 $0.70ea.

GENERATOR FIELD COIL
INSULATOR - A gasket for the
coils to generator case. 
15570 29-31 $0.85ea.

GENERATOR BEARING
RETAINER PLATE - This plate
is riveted to the generator front
plate (pulley end) to hold the
ball bearing (11550) in place. 
15220 28-34 $2.35ea.

GENERATOR & ALTERNATOR
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GENERATOR POST &
DISTRIBUTOR LOWER
PLATE WIRE PIGTAIL -
Solder wire to groove in post
head. The flag end connects
under insulated main brush
screw (index #47). 1929 to
early ’30 gen. terminal post is
at pulley end. You will need to
cut the wire to the length you
need. 
15230 29-31 $3.25ea.

GENERATOR TERMINAL
POST COMPONENTS -
Oct.’28 until April ’30 the
terminal post is located near
the pulley end. April ’30-31 the
post is toward the rear of the
genera to r .  Se t  inc ludes :
Terminal Post Stud, Fiber
Washer, three Term bushings,
Fiber Washer, Lock washer,
and two 10/32 nuts. 
15250 29-31 $12.75set

GENERATOR TERMINAL
NUTS - Two 10/32 hex nuts
with the original 7/16" width
and one lock washer. 
1928-30 Brass nuts 
15260 28-30 $2.35pair

1931 Copper nuts 
15270 1931 $2.90pair

GENERATOR BRUSH TO
GROUND LEAD WIRE - With
pigtails on each end. 
15290 29-31 $2.25ea.

BEARING RETAINER
COMPONENTS - Retainer,
Retainer felt, Retainer washer,
two Retainer rings and Bearing
Spacer. 
15300 29-31 $6.95set

GENERATOR END-TO-END
BOLT - The 1/4-20 x 6" long
bol t  that  ho lds the ends
together. Includes lock washer
and nut. Order 2 sets per
generator. The nut goes on the
pulley end, lock washer under
head of bolt. 
15310 29-31 $2.10set

GENERATOR REAR END
PLATE BUSHING - Used April
1930 till end. I.D. .626, O.D.
.752, Length .965.Replaces
earlier style.(15200) bearing.
Made from powdered 90%
copper, 10% tin. Oil soaked for
good wear and lubrication. 
15320 30-32 $1.40ea.

AMMETER AND POP OUT
SWITCH NUT - A thick black
insulated capped 8/32 nut to
tighten the wires down. Two
used on the ammeter and one
used on the pop out. 
15690 28-31 $0.85ea.

GENERATOR
POWERHOUSE END COVER
- Die-stamped steel. Cadmium
plating was used thru early ’28,
then painted black. This cover
will fit both three and five brush
generators. The Powerhouse
generator was discontinued in
July ’29. 
Steel, Cadmium plated 
15330 1928 $37.25ea.

Plain Steel 
15340 28-29 $31.55ea.

GENERATOR PULLEY - This
is a copy of the 3 spoke pulley
used from mid-1929 thru 1931,
but can be used on any year.
The pulley taper length is for
the short 1/2" used after April
1930. To use on the 7/8" taper
order #15360 adapter. 
15370 30-31 $19.95ea.

ADAPTER ONLY FOR
GENERATOR PULLEY - If the
taper length of the armature
shaft for the pulley is 7/8" then
this adapter must be used with
#15370 pulley. 
15360 28-E30 $2.35ea.

ALTERNATOR PULLEY - This
new special pulley gives 20%
faster RPMs than the previous
one on the market. This allows
the charg ing ra te  o f  the
alternator to begin at a lower
engine RPM. Includes special
nut. 
15380 28-31 $28.95ea.

GENERATOR
COMMUTATOR END PLATE
OIL CUP - Cad. plated. 
15390 29-38 $2.00ea.

GENERATOR COVER BAND
- With screw and square nut,
covers the brushes. 
15400 29-31 $4.10ea.

GENERATOR BAND AND
COOLER - Band has air cup to
cool generator. 
15410 29-32 $18.95ea.

GENERATOR BAND SCREW
AND SQUARE NUT - For
generator band. 10/32 x 1 1/4
screw. Should be black. 
15420 29-32 $0.35set

GENERATOR PULLEY BOLT
AND INTERNAL LOCK
WASHER - The generator
armature pulley taper was
changed  in  Apr i l  1930 .
Therefore, Oct. 1928 till April
1930 used 1/4-28 x 7/16 bolt
on a 7/8" tapered pulley. In
April 1930 till end the pulley
taper was changed to 1/2" and
used a 5/16-24 x 1/2 bolt to
hold the pulley in place. See
page 448 of Service Bulletin. 
15430 28-30 $0.95set

15440 30-31 $0.95set

GENERATOR
COMMUTATOR END PLATE
WICK AND SPRING - Used
April ’30 till end. 
15450 30-31 $2.95pair

GENERATOR PIVOT BOLT
AND NUT SET - Includes
1/2"-20 x 2 3/4" bolt, lock
washer, and nut. Should be
painted black. 
15480 29-32 $1.45set

POWER HOUSE
GENERATOR BRACKET -
Keeps the power house in
position to keep a tight fan belt.
Mounts from the front timing
cover bolt to generator. 
15490 28-29 $9.95ea.

GENERATOR CUT OUT WITH
DIODE INSTALLED - Diode
eliminates sticking points. This
is a 100% copy of the original
except for the modern internal
diode, which will give better
performance. Designed for a
full 20 amp continuous duty for
6 volt positive ground systems.
Terminal connector, insulators
and  sc rews  (15650)  a re
included. MADE in USA for
Bratton’s 
15590 28-39 $52.95ea.

DIODE CONVERSION KIT
FOR CUT OUT - Convert your
cut out to solid state. Gaskets,
wire and instructions included.
Best of 2 available. Can only
be used on Model A-style
cutouts. 
15600 28-39 $6.95set

CUT OUT TERMINAL TO
POST CONNECTOR - Cad
plated ’L’ bracket that mounts
on one side of the cutout to the
generator post stud (15250). 
15630 28-39 $0.55ea.

GENERATOR & ALTERNATOR
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CUT OUT TERMINAL
INSULATOR - 2 black fiber
washers curved to fit cut out.
The thin one goes with (15630)
connector. These have the
special square protrusion to fit
square hole in cut out. 
15640 28-39 $4.55pair

GENERATOR CUTOUT
TERMINAL SCREWS - 1928
to May 1930 used two 10/32 x
1/2" pan head screws and l/w,
zinc plated. Then the screws
were changed to two 10/32 x
1/2" thick head hex bolts and
lock washers. This was to
eliminate the long screw driver
from hitting the radiator. Zinc
plated. 
PAN HEAD SCREWS 
15650 28-30 $0.95set

THICK HEAD HEX BOLT 
15660 30-31 $1.35set

GENERATOR CUTOUT
SCREWS - 1928 uses 2 cad.
screws and lock washers.
1929-39 uses two 10/32 x 5/16
raven finish screws and shake
proof washers. 
CLEAR ZINC 1928 
15580 1928 $0.55set

BLACK ZINC 29-39 
15610 29-39 $0.55set

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
REBUILDING THE
GENERATOR 
38115T 28-31 $24.95ea.

STARTER

REBUILT STARTER - Rebuilt
starter using new brushes and
bushings. Tested original field
coils and armature. Painted
ready to install. Bendix drive
and starter switch not included.
We guarantee our starters for 1
year. Be sure there is no paint
around the mounting flange of
the starter or flywheel housing
fo r  a  good  g round .
EXCHANGE only. WE MUST
HAVE YOURS BEFORE WE
SHIP OURS. WE DO NOT
REBUILD THE EARLY 1/2"
STARTERS. 
6 Volt 
15700 28-31 $224.95ea.

REBUILT STARTER (Cont.)
12 Volt 
15701 28-31 $249.95ea.

THE MODEL A GENERATOR
AND STARTER - By Paul &
William Mcree. Describes the
different changes and how the
un i t  works .  How to
disassemble,  restore and
reassemble unit in great detail.
How to test and troubleshoot.
New addit ion is early AR
starter. This is a very complete
book on rebuilding. 56 pages
with over 50 pictures. 
37830 28-31 $17.50ea.

PRO PACK STARTER
REBUILD KIT -  This  k i t
contains all of the components
that normally need to be
replaced when rebuilding a
starter. This kit  does not
include the case, Bendix,
starter switch, or the armature.
Bu t  i t  does  inc lude  the
following part numbers 4 of
15560, 15790, 15800, 15810, 4
of 15820, 4 of 15830, 15840,
18580, 15860, 15880, 15900,
15910, 15940, and 15950. This
is for the starter with the 5/8"
shaft. 
15699 28-31 $90.00set

AUTHENTIC THICK HEAD
STARTER MOUNTING
BOLTS - Three 3/8-16 x 1
THICK head bolts; no marks on
head; raven finish steel bolts
and lock washers. 
15740 28-31 $5.25set

NON-AUTHENTIC STARTER
MOUNTING BOLTS - 3 Non-
authentic mounting grade 5
bolts & lock washers in black
zinc finish. Good for the driver
car but not for show. 
15741 28-31 $1.25set

NEW STARTER ARMATURE -
All new armature. With 5/8"
d iamete r  sha f t .  NO
EXCHANGE needed. 
15761 28-31 $99.00ea.

STARTER ARMATURE
THRUST WASHER - The fiber
washer located at front end of
the  sha f t  nex t  to  the
commutator. 
15790 28-31 $0.40ea.

STARTER FRONT END OR
BRUSH END BUSHING - I.D.
.640, O.D. .753, length .592. 
15800 28-32 $1.65ea.

STARTER BRUSH SET - 4 -
Two insulated brushes and two
ground brushes. Solder the
insulated brush on each field
coil lead that is to the inside of
the field coil assembly. 
15810 28-34 $9.95set

STARTER BRUSH SPRING -
Oil tempered spring steel.
Need 4. 
15820 28-32 $1.25ea.

STARTER BRUSH HOLDER -
Steel brace that holds the
spring and brush in place.
Need 4. 
15830 28-31 $2.25ea.

STARTER BRUSH HOLDER
INSULATOR - Used under the
two brush holder’s (#15830)
which ho ld  the insu la ted
brushes. A metal strip the
same size as this insulator is
used under the two brush
holders for the ground wires. 
15840 28-31 $1.75pair

STARTER BRUSH RIVETS -
Four short tubular rivets for the
two ground brush holders and
four longer tubular rivets, four
fiber insulating spacers for the
rivets and four fiber insulators
located under the rivet head
used on the two insulated
brush holders. 16 piece set. 
15850 28-31 $2.60set

STARTER FIELD COILS -
Made of 100% copper wire.
Authentically fabric-wrapped
for good insulation. One set per
starter. Will only work on 28-31
starters. 
6 volt 
15860 28-31 $48.70set

12 volt 
15870 28-31 $42.35set

GENERATOR OR STARTER
FIELD COIL SCREW - Special
large head 3/8-16 x 5/8 screw
on outside of generator &
starter which holds field coil in
place. Before using this screw,
temporarily use a 3/8-16 bolt
and draw the shoe TIGHT, to
form fields to housings, then
replace bolt with the correct
sc rew.  Need  2  fo r  the
generator and 4 for the starter.
15560 29-31 $0.70ea.

STARTER F IELD COIL
INSULATOR - A strip of heavy
paper between starter case
and field coils. 
15880 28-31 $1.65ea.

GENERATOR & ALTERNATOR • STARTER
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FIELD CONTACT BUTTON
TERMINAL AND
INSULATORS - The bronze
button on the case that makes
electric contact with the starter
switch. Three fiber insulating
washers  and  one  f ibe r
insulating bushing. Five piece
set. This button will not fit the
1928 to mid-1928 Abel starters.
15900 28-31 $9.95set

STARTER BAND WITH
SCREW AND SQUARE NUT -
Covers the brushes. One 10/32
x 1 1/4 screw and square nut. 
15910 28-31 $4.05set

STARTER BAND SCREW
AND SQUARE NUT - One
10/32 x 1 1/4" screw and
square nut. 
15920 28-31 $0.60set

STARTER REAR END
BUSHING - End that bolts to
the flywheel. Two sizes were
used. The early size is not
available. 1928 and some 1929
starters used a thin walled
bushing. I.D = .627", O.D. =
.689" length = 1.155". This fits
the early 5/8" shaft. 
ID .627", OD .689", 1.155"
LONG 
15940 28-29 $2.75ea.

ID .627", OD .753", LENGTH
1.155" 
15950 29-53 $1.50ea.

USA STOCK BENDIX
STARTER DRIVE - All new,
complete Bendix. Includes
shaft and pinion, shaft sleeve,
spring, 2 screws and tab lock
washers. This fits the 5/8" shaft
used Oct. 1928 till end. There
is no drive available for the
early starters which used a 1/2"
shaft. OURS IS NOW MADE
IN THE USA 
15960 28-39 $37.35ea.

BENDIX DRIVE SPRING CLIP
- Designed to stabilize the
starter spring and help prevent
bending & breakage of the
spring bolts. They are made to
be used with 5/16" bolts, but
they can be drilled out for the
larger 3/8" bolts. 
15968 28-31 $5.25pair

3/8" BOLT BENDIX SPRING -
Good strong spring. Early
Bendix used 5/16" bolt eyelets
(not available). This is the later
3/8" bolt eyelet. 
large price increase 
15970 28-48 $16.75ea.
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STARTER BENDIX SPRING
BOLTS & TABBED
WASHERS - Two 5/16-24 bolts
and 2 tabbed washers per set.
5/16"  BENDIX SPRING
BOLTS & LOCK WASHERS 
15980 28-31 $3.75set

3/8" BENDIX SPRING BOLTS
& LOCK WASHERS 
15990 28-48 $3.00set

STARTER BENDIX TABBED
WASHERS ONLY - Two 5/16"
tabbed washers. 
5/16" BENDIX SPRING BOLT
TAB WASHERS 
16000 28-31 $1.00pair

3/8" BENDIX SPRING BOLT
TAB WASHERS 
16010 28-48 $0.85pair

BENDIX SHAFT KEY - This is
the key that goes on the starter
shaft. 
16020 28-31 $0.60ea.

MODERN BENDIX DRIVE
MADE IN USA - Modern style
replacement for 15960. This
eliminates the fear of having
your spring or bolts break. Also
good to withstand the 12 volt
applications. Cannot be used
on early 28 starters with 1/2"
shaft. To install, slide unit on
motor shaft, gear end first,
beyond woodruff key slot.
Install woodruff key (16020) on
the shaft. Slide Bendix back
over key. Use special Modern
Bend ix  Too l  (15962)  to
compress spring on Bendix
and release set screw, then
screw in the set screw firmly to
hold the unit on the shaft. 
15961 28-31 $38.95ea.

MODERN BENDIX
INSTALLATION TOOL - Use
this tool to help compress the
retainer spring when installing
or removing the modern Bendix
from your starter. 
15962 28-31 $20.95ea.

STARTER SWITCH - Original
style switch cad plated, and
brass terminal nuts. Can NOT
be used on 1928 Abel starters.
16030 28-31 $27.95ea.

STARTER SWITCH
INSULATOR KIT - This kit
contains the insulators to
insulate the terminal stud
where it comes through the
housing and the thick fiber
cross that insulates the copper
contact strap from the plunger.
U.S.A. 6pcs This kit does not
include the insulator that goes
between the copper contact
strap and the stamped housing
16031 28-31 $3.05set

STARTER SWITCH
TERMINAL NUTS -  Two
3/8-16 nuts. These are the
original 5/8" wide nuts. 
BRASS, late ’30 thru Feb. ’31 
16040 30-31 $3.60set

COPPER, used thru late ’30 
16050 28-L30 $3.60set

STEEL, Feb. ’31 thru end 
16060 1931 $3.60set

STARTER SWITCH
MOUNTING SCREWS - Four
10/32 x 5/16 Cad. plated
screws and raven lock washers
for 1928. Raven finish screws
and lock washers were used in
1929-31. 
RAVEN FINISH 
16070 1928 $0.80set

CLEAR ZINC 
16080 29-31 $0.80set

STARTER SWITCH
INSULATOR - Black oil and
water resistant material that fits
between the starter switch and
the starter. Used 1928 till early
1930. 
16090 28-31 $0.95ea.

FUSE MOUNT ASSEMBLY -
Provides 30 Amp protection.
Installs on the engine side of
starter switch with existing
screws. No Alteration, to install
assembly  remove  the
generator wire from the starter
switch, and attach it to the stud
on the fuse assembly. Then
attach the pigtail wire from the
fuse to the starter switch.
Authorized by the Judging
Standards .  Ins t ruc t ions
included. 
16100 28-31 $14.50ea.

FUSES - Extra supply of fuses
for above. Set includes five 30
Amp fuses. 
16110 28-31 $1.75set

STARTER ROD - A cadmium
plated rod that screws into the
starter switch. 
16120 28-31 $2.95ea.

UP-START HAND STARTER
KIT - This modification to your
car allows you to bypass the
starter button on the floor and
use a chrome plated rod that
runs up the steering column to
start your car. A simple pull on
the rod wil l  activate your
starter. This is a great addition
for when you are starting the
car on a hill. You can still use
the original starter button on
the floor if you choose to do so.
16121 28-31 $109.95ea.

SPARKY START SYSTEM -
This starter switch system is
designed to use the original
starter switch and mounting
holes on the starter case.
Simply attach this onto your
starter and hook the bracket to
your spark rod. When you
retard the spark rod this will
engage the starter switch. The
original starter button on the
floor will still function. 
16122 28-31 $67.15ea.

STARTER PAD - For top of
starter rod. Not used originally.
16130 28-31 $2.25ea.

STARTER ROD GROMMET -
Located at  the f i re  wal l .
Original ly was made from
Bakelite with no cover. 1928 to
Aug. 1930. 
REPLACEMENT RUBBER
STYLE 
16140 28-30 $1.20ea.

ORIGINAL BAKELITE STYLE 
16150 28-30 $4.95ea.

JUNE 30 - NOV 30 STARTER
ROD GROMMET - June 1930
to Nov. ’30. Round grommet.
No cover was used. 
16160 1930 $0.95ea.

AUTHENTIC JUNE 30 - NOV
30 STARTER ROD
GROMMET - June 1930 to
Nov. ’30. Round grommet. No
cover was used. This one has
the original contour instead of
flat. 
16161 1930 $8.50ea.

STARTER ROD ROUND
RUBBER GROMMET - Sept.
1930-1931. Round smaller
grommet used under metal
cover (16210). 
5040 29-31 $1.00ea.

28 - AUG 30 STARTER ROD
GROMMET COVER - Metal
cover holds grommet (16140/
16150) in place. This metal
cover was NOT originally used,
only a Bakelite grommet. Oval
Used 1928 till Aug. ’30. 
16180 28-30 $1.55ea.

1928 STARTER ROD COVER
SCREW SET - For the oval 3
hole cover (16180). 1928 till
Oct. 1928 used two 10/32 x 1/2
round head screws and lock
washers. 
16190 1928 $0.85set

STARTER
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28-  29  STARTER ROD
GROMMET & COVER
SCREW SET - Oct. 1928 to
March 1930 used two 12/24 x
1/2 round head screws and
lock washers. 
16200 28-29 $0.55set

SEPT. 30 - 31 STARTER ROD
COVER-ROUND -  Round
Metal Cover Used after Sept.
1930 thru 1931. Order part
#5040 for the grommet. 
16210 30-31 $2.75ea.

30 -  31  STARTER ROD
COVER RIVETS - Three 9/64 x
1/4 oval head tubular rivets for
the round cover. Paint fire wall
color. For rivet tool, see part #
(2711) in tool section. 
16220 30-31 $0.40set

IGNITION SWITCH "ON-OFF"
PLATE - One side with printed
with ON/OFF used till Nov. ’28.
Other side all black for Dec.
28-31. 
16230 28-31 $1.35ea.

IGNITION SWITCH "ON-OFF"
PLATE RING - The stainless
ring that holds the switch plate
onto the dash panel. Originally
ring was bright nickel. 
16240 28-31 $3.25ea.

TERMINAL BOX
REPLACEMENT RUBBER
GROMMET - The pop-out
switch cable passes through
this at the terminal box. Also
used with the battery cable
clamp. 
20580 28-31 $1.25ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVD are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. 
REBUILDING THE STARTER 
38115P 28-31 $24.95ea.

IGNITION
SWITCH &
CABLES

TRANSISTOR IGNITION -
This kit will convert your stock
distributor to a solid-state
ignition. With this kit, you no
longer have to worry about
adjusting points or having your
condenser burning out ever
again. This modern unit is all
contained inside the distributor
body. The kit includes a new
co i l ,  &  a rmored  cab le
replacement (On off switch not
included).  This set  up is
discussed in detail in Vol. II of
the  Mode l  A  Mechan ics
Handbook (37590). Cannot
use an original pop out switch
OR MODERN UPPER PLATE.
6 volt 
16270 28-31 $235.00set

12 volt 
16280 28-31 $235.00set

DVD - TIMING THE IGNITION
- This is a step by step system
you must perform to get the
engine timed correctly. This
basic tune up shows how and
what tools are needed. A
simple, straight forward primer
on engine timing. 10 minute
color. 
38010 28-31 $39.95ea.

EMERGENCY IGNIT ION
JUMPER CABLE - Screw one
end into the distributor, remove
the red wire from the coil and
clip the other end of this jumper
to where the red wire goes on
the coil. This will bypass the
ignition switch so to turn off the
engine you will have to unhook
this from the coil. 
16360 28-31 $18.35ea.

IGNITION SWITCH WITH
ORIGINAL CABLE - This is a
modern ’turnkey’ cylinder, but
from the driver’s side of the
dash the switch bezel and key
hole look the same as the
original pop-out switch. It turns
90 degrees with a ’detent’
action to hold switch tumbler in
place. Includes 2 non-authentic
keys with the original large size
armored cable on the engine
side of the fire wall for the
original look. Switch made by
Nu-Rex. 
CABLE & SWITCH 
16330 28-31 $67.95ea.

SWITCH ONLY 
S16330 28-31 $54.25ea.

DUAL POSITION SWITCH
WITH ORIGINAL STYLE
CABLE - This is the same
switch and cable as (16330)
except a second key stop
position is added. This second
key position is for accessories
such as for a radio to be turned
on with the ignition off. Switch
made by Nu-Rex. 
SWITCH & CABLE 
16340 28-31 $79.95ea.

DUAL POSITION SWITCH
ONLY 
S16340 28-31 $64.95ea.

BETTER IGNITION SWITCH &
CABLE - This kit uses the
BETTER switch (#16320) and
the shorter ignit ion cable
(#16391) 
16301 28-31 $40.50ea.

REPLACEMENT IGNITION
SWITCH ONLY - This is the
better ignition switch ONLY
and is included with part
#16301. This switch has nice
detents so the key won’t fall out
while driving. But it does not
look authentic. 
16320 28-31 $25.25ea.

REPLACEMENT SWITCH &
CABLE - This kit uses the
Economy switch (#16321) and
the shorter ignit ion cable
(#16391) 
16300 28-31 $27.50ea.

ECONOMY IGNIT ION
SWITCH ONLY - An economy
replacement ignition switch
only. This switch is an on/off
switch without any detents in
the tumblers. This is the switch
that is included in part #16300.
16321 28-31 $10.50ea.

POP-OUT SWITCH SCREWS
- Three 6/32 x 9/32 stainless
screws and lock washers to
ho ld  the  sw i tch  to  the
instrument panel. 
16440 28-31 $0.50set

STARTER • IGNITION SWITCH & CABLES
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POP OUT SWITCH BEZEL -
The round, nickel plated sleeve
that holds the lock cylinder. 
16450 28-29 $3.25ea.

16460 30-31 $3.25ea.

POP OUT SWITCH KEY
HOLE - The nickel plated key
hole plate in front of the lock
cylinder. 
16470 28-29 $4.50ea.

16480 30-31 $4.65ea.

POP-OUT SWITCH REAR
CAP - The cad. plated cap that
covers the back of the Briggs
and Stratton switch. 
16490 28-31 $4.95ea.

ORIGINAL STYLE IGNITION
KEY BLANKS FOR ROUND
SPEEDOMETER -  Exac t
copies of original Briggs &
Stratton keys with correct
embossed d iamond logo,
nickel plated. Used on original
locks only. Mid 1930 till end
with round speedometer dash.
Can also be used on Doors for
April 1931 to end of production
Victoria & Slant Windshield
Models. 
16510 30-31 $16.80ea.

ORIGINAL STYLE DOOR &
DECK LID KEY BLANKS -
Exact copies of original Briggs
& Stratton keys with correct
embossed d iamond logo,
nickel plated. Used on original
locks only. Late 1928 to April
1931. May not fit some Crown
style locks. 
16520 28-31 $11.50ea.

REPLACEMENT POP OUT
KEY BLANK - For original
pop-out switches and handles.
16530 28-31 $2.75ea.

LEATHER KEY RING - with 2"
x 3" leather tag. Embossed
with FORD Model A and year. 
16630 1928 $6.80ea.

16640 1929 $6.80ea.

16650 1930 $6.80ea.

16660 1931 $6.80ea.

KEY RING - Original loop style.
Stainless. 
16680 28-31 $2.00ea.

POP OUT CABLE REPAIR
CABLE - These are almost
perfect reproductions of the
or ig inals.  Thread size at
distributor is 11/16-16. 
1928-29 Oval Speedometer-
For pop out switches with a
solid back. 
16370 28-29 $38.80ea.

1930 Oval speedometer - For
Pop out switches with a solid
back. 
16380 1930 $38.80ea.

June  1930-31  round
speedometer. The pop out
sw i tch  mus t  have  the
removable back plate #16490. 
16390 30-31 $16.50ea.

SHORTER ARMORED
IGNITION CABLE - This is the
ign i t ion cab le  where the
armored cable runs from the
distributor to the terminal box,
and then the inner wire runs
the rest of the way to the
ignition switch. This design
allows for easier installation in
the car 
16391 28-31 $15.95ea.

JULY 28 - JUNE 30 IGNITION
SWITCH CABLE PATENT
PLATE - To be riveted to cable
end at distributor. 
ROUND DESIGN used July
1928 till June 1930 
16400 28-30 $2.35ea.

JUNE 30 - SEPT 30 IGNITION
SWITCH CABLE PATENT
PLATE - To be riveted to cable
end at distributor. 
OVAL DESIGN used June ’30
through Sept. 1930 
16410 1930 $1.95ea.

CAST IRON IGNITION CABLE
CLAMP - The clamp is located
on the #8 cylinder head stud to
hold the pop-out cable in place.
Clamp only. Mid 1928 to mid-
1929 uses a 9/16" thick clamp,
with a 4 1/16" long ignition
stud. 
16420 28-29 $9.25ea.

29 - 31 IGNITION CABLE
CLAMP - March 1929 to end,
used a steel cad. plated clamp
with 3 11/16" ignition stud.
Crimp center of clamp 4 5/8"
from end of pipe threaded end.
This clamp is used on the #8
head stud. 
16430 29-31 $2.40ea.

28-M30 OVAL
SPEEDOMETER DASH
PANEL - Chromed plated
panel. Oval speedometer panel
for 1928 to June ’30. Mounting
screw not included. 
16720 28-30 $30.95ea.

M30-31  ROUND
SPEEDOMETER DASH
PANEL - Chromed plated
panel. Round speedometer
panel for June 1930 thru 1931.
Mounting screws not included.
You will need to paint the top &
bottom recesses on the panel
Satin Black 
16730 30-31 $57.75ea.

OVAL INSTRUMENT PANEL
MOUNTING SCREWS - Four
10/32 x 1/2 oval screws. 
Chrome 
16740 28-30 $0.70set

Stainless 
16750 28-30 $0.65set

ROUND INSTRUMENT
PANEL MOUNTING SCREWS
- Round speedometer dash
screws have the original large
#12 head. 
Chrome 
16760 30-31 $0.75set

Stainless 
16770 30-31 $2.00set

BELT RAIL SCREWS AND
RUBBER WASHERS - For
back of dash rail. 1928-29 set
includes six 1/4-20 x 11/16 oval
head screws, rubber washers,
lock washers and nuts. 
Chrome 
16780 28-29 $2.00set

Stainless 
16790 28-29 $2.35set

Chrome 
16800 30-31 $2.25set

Stainless 
16820 30-31 $2.25set

BELT RAIL  RUBBER
WASHERS - These rubber
washers are located on the
back side of the dash rail
where each of the large head
screws pass thru. Washers are
included in above screw kit. 
16810 28-31 $1.80set

30 - 31 BELT RAIL SIDE
SCREWS - Two very thin
12/24 x 19/32 head screws and
lock washers located at the
lower corner of the dash
(30260) rail to door post. 
16830 30-31 $0.95set

IGNITION SWITCH & CABLES
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DISTRIBUTOR

ORIGINAL REBUILT
DISTRIBUTOR - Original base
casting with all new parts.
Upper shaft and cam screw will
have a hole added to allow you
to oil upper bushing. Casting
will be bead blasted, painted
b lack  and  assembled .
Complete from cam to shaft
sleeve. No top Bakelite parts.
LOWER SHAFT #17530 IS
NOT INCLUDED WITH THIS
SET. Exchange Only. 
REBUILT ORIGINAL WITH
MODERN PLATE (17330) SET
UP 
17040 28-31 $129.95ea.

REBUILT ORIGINAL WITH
STOCK POINTS &
CONDENSER 
17060 28-31 $147.00ea.

ALL NEW DISTRIBUTOR -
Same as #17100, but built with
a new modern upper and lower
plates (17330). No Exchange.
LOWER SHAFT #17530 IS
NOT INCLUDED. 
ALL NEW DISTRIBUTOR
WITH MODERN SET UP 
17070 28-31 $155.95ea.

ALL NEW DISTRIBUTOR
WITH STOCK SET UP 
17100 28-31 $175.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR BASE -
Housing is painted black, new
reamed bushings; new upper
shaft that’s cross drilled for oil
to pass to upper bushings
(Includes cam screw and
washers with hole thru center
of screw to allow oil to reach
hole in shaft.); and sleeve
(17410)  ins ta l led .  You
complete the rest. 
REBUILT Exchange 
16990 28-31 $82.45ea.

New 
16991 28-31 $91.95ea.

FS ZIPPER DISTRIBUTOR -
Th is  i s  a  s tock  look ing
distributor, with body and cap
and a centrifugal advance
system plus the popular FS
Electronic Ignition system. This
set-up eliminates the use of the
left spark rod, by automatically
advancing and retarding the
spark per demands of the
engine rpm. This set up has a
26 degree advance at 1800
RPM. And also eliminates the
points and condenser by
add ing  the  re l iab i l i t y  o f
electronic ignition. 
6 volt 
17081 28-31 $495.00ea.

12 volt 
17091 28-31 $495.00ea.

ELECTRONIC
CENTRIFUGAL ADVANCE
DISTRIBUTOR - This all-new
distributor contains both a
centrifugal advance as well as
the FS Ignition. YOU CANNOT
USE AN ORIGINAL POP OUT
WITH THIS SYSTEM. This has
a 29 degree advance at 1750
RPM. When installing this
distributor, you must use a
modern  p lug  where  the
porcelain top measures 0.380,
and use a modern set of plug
wires (#17560 or champion
429, 518 or W-8 Plugs). Spark
plug wires are sold separately.
6 volt 
17080 28-31 $385.00set

12 volt 
17090 28-31 $385.00set

MODEL A IGNITION PRIMER
& RESTORATION
GUIDELINES - This 51 page
book helps you to understand
how the Model A ignit ion
system works, how to trouble
shoot the ignition system, and
how to repair the ignition
system. Also included is a
section on the non-Ford design
items available in the retail
market place to support the
Model A ignition system. 
37471 28-31 $19.95ea.

DVD - TIMING THE IGNITION
- This is a step by step system
you must perform to get the
engine timed correctly. This
basic tune up shows how and
what tools are needed. A
simple, straight forward primer
on engine timing. 10 minute
color. 
38010 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD -  D IAL D FOR
DISTRIBUTOR - This video will
show how to disassemble and
cor rec t l y  assemble  your
distributor showing how not to
short out the circuit. 17 minute
color. 
DVD 
38020 28-31 $39.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR REBUILD KIT
- All the parts to rebuild the
distributor except the cast
housing, rotor (17470), cap
(17160) & body (17110/17120).
Th is  has  s tock  po in t ,
condenser, and plates. The
upper shaft has been drilled for
lubricating the upper bushing.. 
STOCK KIT 
17650 28-31 $72.00set

MODERN KIT: Replaces upper
& lower plates with modern
style (17330) 
17660 28-31 $77.25set

TRANSISTOR IGNITION -
This kit will convert your stock
distributor to a solid-state
ignition. With this kit, you no
longer have to worry about
adjusting points or having your
condenser burning out ever
again. This modern unit is all
contained inside the distributor
body. The kit includes a new
co i l ,  &  a rmored  cab le
replacement (On off switch not
included).  This set  up is
discussed in detail in Vol. II of
the  Mode l  A  Mechan ics
Handbook (37590). Cannot
use an original pop out switch
OR MODERN UPPER PLATE.
6 volt 
16270 28-31 $235.00set

12 volt 
16280 28-31 $235.00set

COIL WIRE TO
DISTRIBUTOR CAP - A 11
3/4" thick black lacquered wire
with brass tips soldered to wire
as original. Ford never used a
rubber boot on the ends of this
wire. 
Original 11 3/4" thick black
lacquered wire with brass tips
soldered to wire as original.
Ford never used a rubber boot
on the ends of this wire. 
20250 28-31 $3.25ea.

MODERN COIL  TO
DISTRIBUTOR WIRE - modern
style coil to distributor wire with
the ends crimped on and boots
to protect from moisture. The
wire measures 18" long 
20251 28-31 $4.25ea.

FORD SCRIPT COIL - Used
1928 to March 1928, then
came back July 1931 to end. 
16860 28-34 $72.95ea.

6 VOLT COIL - Plus (+) goes
on passenger side of fire wall.
Plain coil with no bracket. Color
may vary. 
16840 28-34 $15.50ea.

COIL BRACKET - Mounts the
coil to the fire wall. Used with
(16840). Paint black. 
16920 28-34 $2.50ea.

COIL BRACKET TO
FIREWALL MOUNTING
SCREWS - 1928 to mid-1930
used two 1/4-20 x 1/2" cad
screws and no lock washers. 
28-29: 2 Screws NO lock
Washers 
16900 28-29 $1.05set

30-34: 2 Screws & 2 Lock
Washers 
16910 30-34 $0.50set

DISTRIBUTOR
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COIL NUTS - Two 10/32
special slotted round nuts,
nickel plated, with cad. lock
washers and flat washers. Will
only work on original coils. 
1928-29: Slotted Nuts, Flat
Washers, & Lock Washers; Will
only work on original coils. 
16930 28-29 $1.65set

1930-31: Hex Nuts,  Lock
Washers, & Flat Washers 
16940 30-31 $0.50set

RESISTOR FOR 12 VOLT
COIL - Is used to step down
the 12 VOLT battery to 6
VOLTS. The purpose of the
resistor is to limit the voltage to
the coil when using a 12 volt
battery. The ballast resistor is
used to increase a 6 volt coil
OHM resistance from 1.5
OHMS (for 6 volt batteries) to
3 .0  OHMS ( fo r  12  vo l t
batteries). The resistor will
dissipate considerable heat.
Instruction included. 
16880 28-34 $8.85ea.

DISTRIBUTOR BODY - The
gap between the end of the
rotor and the four electrodes
should be .010" - .050". When
installing a new rotor or body
always check the air gap,
failure to do so might cause
damage either the cap or the
rotor. Has the correct shape for
the 28-30 but will work on all
years. 
Steel electrodes 
17110 28-31 $26.25ea.

Brass Electrodes 
17120 28-34 $26.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAP - Made of
black phenolic Bakelite. Script
cap was used in the beginning
till Oct. ’28. U.S. made. This is
a plain cap. 
17160 28-34 $4.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR ROTOR -
Made o f  b lack  pheno l i c
Bakelite. Gap from end of
brass tab on rotor to each
electrode terminal should be
.010" to .050". When installing
a new rotor or body always
check the air gap, failure to do
so might cause damage to
either the cap or the rotor. 
17470 28-34 $5.45ea.
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IGNITION SPARK AND COIL
TESTER - This device uniquely
shows ignition spark presence
and coil polarity while engine is
running. It shows by high
intensity flashing lights that
spark is present, or spark is not
present, or polarity is "right", or
polar i ty is reversed. The
Sparklite works with ALL types
of spark ignition systems:
points or transistor. It indicates
properly with 6 or12 volt,
positive or negative battery
systems. Instructions for use
are included. Genuine NU-
REX. 
17140 28-34 $24.95ea.

VOLTAGE TESTER - A simple
test device to determine the
spark voltage and ignition
system condition. This tool
indicates problems in the
ignition system; low battery,
defective coil, bad condenser,
resistive points, wiring, etc. An
additional use of the "C" Spark
is to clear and start engines
that are flooded with gasoline.
Instructions included. 
17150 28-34 $19.80ea.

DISTRIBUTOR BASE
ASSEMBLY INDEX PIN - This
is a press in pin that fits on the
bottom of the housing and
extends into a hole on the head
to align the distributor to the
head. 
17170 28-31 $0.75ea.

DISTRIBUTOR PULLER -
Remove the distributor cam
screw. Thread the puller shaft
into the distributor shaft. Set
the "U" bracket over distributor
and tighten the nut to lift
distributor out. Be sure to
remove lock screw from side of
head. 
COMPLETE FRAME AND
STUD 
17680 28-31 $34.00set

REPLACEMENT STUD ONLY
17681 28-31 $13.25ea.

DISTRIBUTOR SCREW &
LOCK NUT - Located on the
side of the head to hold the
distributor in place. 3/8-24 x
11/16 headless screw and jam
nut. 
17180 28-34 $1.25set

Stainless 
17190 28-34 $3.70set

DISTRIBUTOR BUSHINGS -
For the distributor shaft, #757
bearing bronze with dimples to
hold oil. Ours are the correct
one inch length as specified by
Ford. Ream to .500. 
17200 28-34 $2.50pair

DISTRIBUTOR BUSHING
DRIVER - Use this handy tool
to help remove and install the
bushings in the distributor.
Start at the bottom bushing and
drive both of them out as the
same time. 
17201 28-31 $9.90ea.

DISTRIBUTOR OILER -
Original spring-loaded sleeve
type oiler. Nickel plated. 
17220 28-34 $3.35ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAP CLAMPS
AND RIVETS - Holds the
distributor cap to the distributor
body. 2 black clamps and two
1/8 x 15/16 cad rivets. Cad or
nickel rivets were used. 
DISTRIBUTOR CAP CLAMPS
AND RIVETS 
17240 28-34 $7.50set

RIVETS ONLY 
17250 28-34 $0.55pair

DISTRIBUTOR LOWER
PLATE - Excellent quality
plate. The bus bar strip is made
of brass, zinc plated as per
FORD print. This is the best
plate on the market. 
Stock Length Wire 
17260 28-31 $10.50ea.

Lower Plate with Long Wire.
For use when using an modern
upper plate. 
17270 28-31 $13.30ea.

GENERATOR POST &
DISTRIBUTOR LOWER
PLATE WIRE PIGTAIL -
Solder wire to groove in post
head. The flag end connects
under insulated main brush
screw (index #47). 1929 to
early ’30 gen. terminal post is
at pulley end. You will need to
cut the wire to the length you
need. 
15230 29-31 $3.25ea.

WIRELESS DISTRIBUTOR
LOWER PLATE - The lower
plate has a special brass
contact ring which touches the
brass acorn nut or modern
upper plate connector (17340)
on the point post stud. It
replaces the troublesome pig
tail wire with the stock lower
plate. Comes with instructions.
17300 28-31 $14.40set

DISTRIBUTOR PLATE
SPRING - Fits between the
upper and lower plates. 
17230 28-31 $0.70ea.

STOCK DISTRIBUTOR
UPPER PLATE - Good quality
plate. 
17310 28-31 $9.95ea.

MODERN UPPER
DISTRIBUTOR PLATE WITH
MODERN POINTS AND
CONDENSER - This upper
plate contains the modern
points and condenser installed.
This will keep the condenser
farther away from the hot
manifold and allow easier
access to change condenser.
Use (17270) lower plate with a
longer pigtail to reach modern
points or (17300 and 17340).
For replacement parts see
(17450 and 17610) or 1957-
1977 Ford V-8 parts. This is a
newly designed plate just for
the modern components .
Points are correctly located on
the plate. 
17320 28-31 $25.50set

MODERN UPPER AND
LOWER DISTRIBUTOR
PLATE SET - The upper plate
has been slightly modified and
a brass tab (17340) added
which extends down under the
plate. The tab will meet the
brass contact on the lower
plate for a wireless contact.
This set includes a pair of
plates (17300, 17320 & 17340
connector). A very nice setup. 
17330 28-31 $38.95set

DISTRIBUTOR MODERN
PLATE CONNECTOR - This
connector is mounted on the
point stud of the upper plate
(17320) and extends under the
upper plate to contact the
brass ring of the modern lower
plate (17300). This connector
is designed so there is no
modification to the upper plate
(17320). 
17340 28-31 $3.25ea.

DISTRIBUTOR POINT
BLOCK - Not included on the
repro upper plate. U.S. made.
Excellent quality. Includes 8/32
x 5/16 screws and washers
and one 6/32 x 7/16 fillister
screw and lock washer. 
17350 28-32 $5.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR
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MACHINED DISTRIBUTOR
POINT BLOCK - This point
block has been special ly
mach ined  to  use  w i th
reproduct ion stock points
(17460). On the reproduction
points the point arm is a bit too
long resulting in the points no
aligning 100%. By using this
new point block the two sides
of the points will now line up
better, resulting in longer point
life. Made in the USA. 
17351 28-31 $8.95

DISTRIBUTOR UPPER
SHAFT WITH OIL HOLE -
Same shaft as original, but a
small hole is drilled down the
center about 1" from the top of
the shaft, then a small hole is
drilled across to shaft hole.
This will provide a passage to
oil the upper bushing. Cam
screw is also included with a
hole  dr i l led thru  i t .  Cam
washers included. SEE PART
#17530 FOR THE LOWER
SHAFT. 
17370 28-31 $13.75ea.

DISTRIBUTOR LOWER
SHAFT - Located at the base
of the distributor extending to
the oil pump drive gear (9530).
17530 28-34 $2.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAM SHAFT
THRUST WASHER - This is a
thin steel washer (.015 thick)
located at the top hole of the
distributor. The collar on the
upper shaft r ides on this
washer so the collar doesn’t
wear the distributor housing.
Included in (17640) screw kit. 
17390 28-31 $0.20ea.

DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT
SLEEVE FIBER WASHER -
Located at the base of the
distributor housing before the
sleeve. Use this .048" washer
to take up end play, included in
(17640) screw kit. You may
want to order a thinner washer
(17390) also. 
17400 28-31 $0.20ea.

DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT
SLEEVE - Connects the upper
and lower shaft with pin. 
SLEEVE & PIN 
17410 28-34 $1.80ea.

PIN ONLY 
17420 28-34 $0.25ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAM - New
aircraft strength 1144 steel,
with a Rockwell hardness of
23, and precision ground to
within .0005 to meet Fords
original specifications; polished
for smooth surface. the best on
the market. This is the Model
’B’ cam. The ’B’ cam creates
twice as hot a spark as the ’A’
cam, resulting in longer spark
plug life. 
17480 28-32 $12.25ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAM LUBE - A
little dab on the cam lobe
prolongs the life of the breaker
arm rubbing block. 7/8 oz.
tube. Lube every 2,000 miles. 
17490 28-31 $12.35ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAM SCREW
WITH HOLE - Washers are
included. This is used with and
included in (17370) where an
oil hole has been drilled into
shaft (can be used on either
the original style shaft or the
drilled shaft). 
17520 28-34 $2.00set

DISTRIBUTOR SET-UP
GAUGE - Use this handy
multipurpose tool to check the
wear  in  your  d is t r ibu to r
bushings, consistency of the
four cam lobes, and to help set
the point gap. This tool can be
used with the distributor on the
bench or in the car. It can only
be used with the stock upper
plate and points. Consists of
dial indicator, and machined
aluminum gauge holder. 
17465 28-31 $110.00ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAM
WRENCH - An indispensable
timing tool used to hold the
cam in place while tightening
the cam screw. 
17500 28-32 $1.00ea.

Z DISTRIBUTOR CAM
WRENCH - This wrench has
two bends in it so there is no
need to remove the distributor
body. Fits directly onto the cam
for adjusting. 
17501 28-32 $2.00ea.

TIMING CAM WRENCH TOOL
- This tool takes all the guess
work out of timing your Model
A. Find top dead center on #1
cy l inder ,  then fo l low the
directions on this handy tool. 
17502 28-31 $10.50ea.

QUICK SET POINT SETTING
TOOL - Use this handy tool to
easily adjust the points on your
car. This special made tool
slips over the distributor cam
and allows you to set the points
without turning the engine over
to find the high lobe. A great
time saver for when you are on
tour or just want to double
check the point gap quickly. 
17503 28-31 $28.95ea.

STOCK DISTRIBUTOR
POINTS - Set point gap at .018
.020; .020 on new points. The
rubbing block on the points will
wear down .003 to .005 after
400 to 1,000 miles. Then
maybe only .001 wear in the
next 10,000 miles. Therefore,
be sure to reset the point
opening to .020 by the end of
the first 1,000 miles. 
17460 28-31 $14.25set

MODERN DISTRIBUTOR
POINTS - This is included on
(17320 & 17330). This is a
1957-77 FORD V-8 points. 
17450 28-31 $8.50set

MODERN DISTRIBUTOR
CONDENSER -  Th is
condenser is included on
(17320 & 17330). This is a
1957-77 FORD V-8 condenser.
17610 28-31 $5.75ea.

STOCK DISTRIBUTOR
CONDENSER - This is a burn-
out proof condenser. Increased
re l iab i l i ty ;  wel l -wor th  the
money. 
17590 28-31 $6.50ea.

SHOW DISTRIBUTOR
CONDENSER - Same burn-out
proof condenser as above, but
the tab is soldered and dimpled
with a Terne finish as original. 
17600 28-31 $9.10ea.

FALSE CONDENSER FOR
WIRELESS LOWER PLATE -
Use this inexpensive part to
s imu la te  the  look  o f  a
condenser in the distributor
casting. Used with the modern
point/condenser conversion
(17320/17330). 
17611 28-31 $4.25ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CONDENSER
TO BUS BAR SCREW &
INSULATIN - Can be seen
through the 1/2" hole on the
driver side of the distributor.
Included in (17640) screw kit.
Insulating washer should be
super glued to tab of lower
plate for easier installation. 
1928 thru early 1930 used a
10/32 x 3/8 cadmium screw
and fiber washer 
17620 28-30 $0.65set

DISTRIBUTOR
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DISTRIBUTOR CONDENSER
TO BUS BAR SCREW &
INSULATIN (Cont.)
Early 1930-31 used a copper
plated 10/32 x 3/8 screw and
fiber washer 
17630 30-31 $0.65set

DISTRIBUTOR SEAL PLUG -
This is a custom molded from
urethane rubber plug for an
authentic look. This plug goes
into the distributor in the hole
where the condenser to bus
bar screw goes. Originally Ford
had a plug in the distributor to
help seal out moisture. With
this improved material this plug
is reusable. 
17631 28-31 $1.95ea.

SPARK PLUG
CONNECTORS - Made from
original Ford print, 3 1/8" long,
4 per set. Bronze Connectors
as originally used. 
Straight ’28 to May ’30 
17540 28-30 $3.00set

Offset Style-June ’30 till end 
17550 30-34 $2.70set

MODERN PLUG WIRE SET
W/ COIL WIRE - For the new
electronic distributor. These
are, 7mm wires with straight
connections. A 13.5" coil wire
is included. Use champion
#429, 518, or W-18 spark plugs
with these wires. 
17560 28-31 $33.85set

DISTRIBUTOR HEAT SHIELD
- Clamps under the cylinder
head nuts under the distributor
to  re f lec t  hea t  o f f  the
distributor. Not on production
cars. Offered as a dealer item
only. Zinc plated steel. 
17580 28-34 $3.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR SCREW AND
WASHER SET - Complete set
of screws, steel and fiber
washers including cam screw
and 2 nickel bale rivets. 24
pieces. 
17640 28-31 $4.95set

AUTOMATIC SPARK TIMING
SYSTEM - In i ts or ig inal
design, the Model "A" Ford did
not feature a mechanism for
automatic spark ignition timing
(advance and retard). For
optimum fuel burn energy,
spark  t im ing  shou ld  be
advanced between 10 to 12
degrees per thousand engine
RPM. For the 2800 RPM "A"
engine, this should be 28 to 33
degrees. This system wil l
automatically adjust your spark
by the demand on the engine
RPMs. Fits on all Model "A"
and "B" engines. The external
appearance  rema ins
unchanged.  I t s  s imp le
installation requires absolutely 
17670 28-31 $199.95ea.

COMPRESSION TESTER -
Allows you to adapt a modern
compression tester to use in
the stock Model A spark plug
hole. Correct compression is
55 to 70 lbs. psi. There should
be no more than 6 lbs. variation
between cylinders. 
8471 28-34 $6.50ea.

IGNITION TIMING TOOLS - A
smooth, strong running engine
demands that the spark occurs
at the SAME crank position for
each cylinder at each firing
time. This timing kit will enable
you to accurately set your
timing. The kit includes a crank
degree  sca le ,  cu t  away
distributor cap, cam wrench
and instructions. With YOUR
timing light and this kit you can
adjust your distributor cam
setting for best results. With
spark up, set t iming to 5
degrees RETARD. Made by
Nu-Rex. 
8890 28-31 $28.70set

IGNIT ION T IMING
INDICATOR ONLY - Included
with 8890. 
8900 28-31 $13.75ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
TIMING & DISTRIBUTOR
REPAIR 
38115D 28-31 $24.95ea.

SPARK
PLUGS

MOTORCRAFT SPARK
PLUG - This is the modern
Spark plug for the fun car by
Motorcraft. Set gap at .032-
.035. The thread size is 7/8 -
18. 
17690 28-34 $5.10ea.

CHAMPION W16Y SPARK
PLUG - This is Champion’s
replacement plug for the
original 3X plug. 
17710 28-34 $11.95ea.

3X SPARK PLUG -  The
original type champion 3X
spark plug with modern brass
nut. Champion brass top nuts
are smaller than the original.
Includes steel washer. Order
(17720) for original nuts. Set
gap at .032.035. 
17700 28-34 $41.60ea.

SPARK PLUG TOP NUTS -
Original brass nuts on top of
the spark plug. 4 per set. Will
only fit Champion plugs. 
17720 28-31 $2.05set

SPARK PLUG COPPER
GASKETS - This gasket was
originally used with the 3X
plugs. Copper sandwiched with
asbestos substitute. 4 gaskets
per set. 
17730 28-34 $3.50set

SPARK PLUG THREAD TAP -
If you need to clean up the
threads on the head use this
7/8-18 plug tap. 
17701 28-31 $46.10ea.

SPARK PLUG ADAPTERS -
Use these adapters when you
want to run a modern 14 mm
spark plug in your stock head.
Four per set. 
17711 28-34 $26.40set

DISTRIBUTOR • SPARK PLUGS
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HEADLIGHTS

ALL NEW STAINLESS
HEADLIGHTS - 1928-29 all
new headlights. One or two
bulb reflectors. Complete ready
to light. Reflectors are chrome
plated. These are stainless
steel lights. Foreign made, but
very nice. Includes the Ford
script with the words Two Light
on the buckets. Main bulb is
50/32 C.P. and the parking
bulb is 10 C.P., mounting nut
and lock washer  is  a lso
included. 
28-29 One Bulb 
17740 28-29 $345.00pair

28-29 Two Bulb 
17750 28-29 $345.00pair

30-31 One Bulb 
17760 30-31 $345.00pair

30-31 Two Bulb 
17770 30-31 $345.00pair

HEADLIGHT BULB -  50
candlepower for the high beam
and 32 candle power for the
low beam. The Model ’A’ came
originally with a 32 C.P. for
high beam but the 50 C.P. will
give you better light. 
50/32 C.P. Bulb 
17790 28-34 $1.45ea.

12 volt 
17860 28-31 $1.95ea.

MODERN HALOGEN
HEADLIGHT BULB - A 60
amp alternator must be used.
To use these bulbs you must
remove the socket and enlarge
the hole in the reflector. See
part # 17791 & 17993 for bulbs
that work in stock sockets. 
HALOGEN 6V 60/55W BULB 
17800 28-31 $11.75ea.

HALOGEN 12V 60/55W BULB
17810 28-31 $6.00ea.

LED HEADLIGHT BULB -
Direct replacement for stock
bulbs. No special socket or
reflector required. These bulbs
will work on any 6V, 8V, or 12V
positive or negative ground
system. Fits right behind the
stock headlight lens, and will
allow you to focus the bulb like
FORD specified. They will work
with generator or alternator.
The color is 6500K which is a
Bright White. Low bean draw
0.8A ty @ 6.3V while High
Beam draw 1.4A typ @ 6.3V 
17994 28-34 $29.95ea.

PARKING LIGHT BULB - This
bulb is used in the following
places: Parking lights, cowl
lights, tail lights, dome light,
instrument light. 
3 C.P. Originally used 3 candle
power 
18470 28-31 $1.45ea.

10 C.P. For Brighter light 
18480 28-31 $1.45ea.

6 C.P. 12 volt 
18520 28-31 $1.45ea.

HALOGEN HEADLIGHT
BULB USING STOCK
SOCKETS - This is a direct
replacement halogen headlight
bulb. There is no modification
needed  to  the  head l igh t
buckets. This new bulb allows
you to adjust the headlights
just like Henry designed them
to work.  You can use a
generator, but an alternator is
still recommended. 
25/25 W 6vt 
17791 28-31 $27.00ea.

35/35 W 6vt 
17992 28-31 $27.00ea.

35/35 W 12vt 
17993 28-31 $27.00ea.

QUARTZ HALOGEN
HEADLIGHT KIT WITHOUT
REFLECTORS - Will give
headlights the brighter halogen
light. Kit includes two halogen
bulbs, 2 sockets, 2 retainers, 2
headlight plug connectors.
Remove the old socket holder
in the headlight reflector and
enlarge hole a little before
installing. Each bulb draws 10
amps, therefore, a 60 amp
alternator must be used. 
6V 60/55W Kit 
17820 28-31 $46.95set

QUARTZ HALOGEN
HEADLIGHT KIT  WITH
REFLECTORS - With one bulb
reflectors. Same as above but
inc ludes  chrome p la ted
reflectors .Each bulb draws 10
amps, therefore, a 60 amp
alternator must be used. 
6V 60/55W Kit 
17840 28-31 $97.00set

12V 60/55W Kit 
17850 28-31 $98.50set

HEADLIGHT REFLECTORS -
New tooling made from the
original Ford prints. We have
corrected the location of the
center socket by moving it
1/16" off center, and increasing
the depth o f  the overa l l
re f lec tor  to  a l low you to
correctly focus your headlights
per the Ford service Bulletins.
The word Top is stamped on
the back of the gasket grove so
you  ins ta l l  the  re f lec to r
correctly. The new reflector is
aluminum plated, polished and
sealed from the air .  The
aluminum finish has the same
92% reflection as the original
silver plating, but 
1 bulb 
17940 28-31 $99.95pair

2 bulb 
17950 28-31 $99.95pair

HEADLIGHT STEEL RING -
On edge of headlight bucket.
Your reflector sets and clips to
this ring. Have your welder
spot weld these in place. You
can also fasten this to the
bucket with JB Weld. 
17870 30-31 $13.95ea.

HEADLIGHT U-SHAPE CLIP -
At bottom of headlight bucket
for the rim T-Bar to secure to.
Cadmium plated as original. 
17910 28-32 $1.50ea.

HEADLIGHT RIM RETAINER
CLIP - On top edge of bucket.
Spring clip that secures rim to
bucket at top. Cadmium plated.
To install bend the inside lip of
the bucket out, install the clip
and bend the lip back into
position. 
17920 28-29 $2.10ea.

17930 30-32 $1.65ea.

HEADLIGHT INSIDE RIM
CLIP - For latch. CADMIUM
plated as original. 
28-29 CADMIUM PLATED 
17980 28-29 $3.40pair

28-29 STAINLESS 
17990 28-29 $5.80pair

30-32 CADMIUM PLATED 
18000 30-32 $3.20pair

30-32 STAINLESS 
18010 30-32 $4.55pair

HEADLIGHT RIM LATCH
POST SET - 2 large rivets that
hold spring and T-Bar, 2
springs and 2 small rivets. 6
parts per set. Cadmium plated
as original. 
18020 28-34 $2.65set

HEADLIGHT RIM LATCH
T-BAR - Rim latch T-bar. 
Brass nickel plated 
18040 28-29 $1.25ea.

Polished stainless steel 
18050 30-34 $1.45ea.

HEADLIGHTS
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HEADLIGHT RIM SET -
Complete stainless steel set for
your rims. Set includes: 2 rim
inside clip, 2 large rivets that
hold the spring and T-bar, 2
T-bars, 2 springs and 2 small
rivets. 10 piece set. 
18060 28-29 $11.55set

18070 30-31 $11.55set

HEADLIGHT LENS - A good
quality U.S. made lens with
Ford script. 1928 to MARCH
1929 are fluted lens. 
18080 28-29 $23.80ea.

18090 29-31 $20.95ea.

HEADLIGHT LENS
RETAINER CLIPS - A set of
six clips to hold the glass to the
rim for both lights. 
18100 28-29 $2.50set

18110 30-32 $2.30set

HEADLIGHT LENS GASKETS
- Headlight lens gasket. 
Rubberized Cork 
18120 28-34 $3.25pair

Neoprene Gasket. This will not
crack or break 
18130 28-34 $2.95pair

HEADLIGHT SOCKETS - The
sockets are foreign and fair
quality. 
One Bulb with Cowl Lights 
18140 1928 $9.95ea.

18150 1929 $9.90ea.

1929 Two Bulb 
18160 1929 $10.95ea.

30-31 One Bulb with Cowl
Lights 
18170 30-31 $10.95ea.

30-31 Two Bulb 
18180 30-31 $10.95ea.

HEADLIGHT FOCUSING
SCREW AND SPRING - Two
screws in stainless and two
springs per set. 
Two 10/32 x 1" screws 
18190 28-29 $1.15set

Two 10/32 x 11/16 screws 
18200 30-31 $1.15set

30 -  31  HEADLIGHT
SUPPORT BOLT RETAINER
STRAP - This strip of metal
holds the swivel bolt in place
on the headlight bucket. Zinc
plated. 
18210 30-31 $2.95ea.

HEADLIGHT BASE SWIVEL
BOLT - This is the 1/2-20 x 1
1/2" special head bolt that
extends out the bottom of the
headlight bucket to secure it to
the headlight bar. Made from
the FORD blue print. Zinc
plated. 
18220 28-31 $5.35ea.
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HEADLIGHT SUPPORT
BOLT NUT & LOCK WASHER
- Two 1/2-20 nuts and lock
washers. These should be
black. 
18230 28-32 $1.65set

Stainless nuts & lock washers 
18240 28-32 $1.80set

HEADLIGHT SOCKET
HOLDER - Located in base
plate to hold the wiring socket
in place as it protrudes at the
bottom of the headlight bucket.
Cadmium plated. 
1928 till early 29 used smaller
1/2 hole 
18250 28-29 $3.30ea.

Feb. 1929-31 used 9/16" hole 
18260 29-32 $3.30ea.

HEADLIGHT SOCKET
FERRULE -  With  ’ J ’  fo r
connection of conduit. This
socket is used with seal beam
lights to provide a connection
for the conduit to the headlight.
18270 28-32 $5.80ea.

HEADLIGHT SCREW RIVETS
- 12 Stainless screw rivets with
12 clear zinc locking nuts to
secure base plate to bucket.
Set for both lights. 
18280 28-32 $3.95set

HEADLIGHT WIRE BRASS
TERMINAL ENDS - This is the
original blunt terminal ends on
the main wire harness that
matches with the head light
wire socket, which is located in
the wire plug (20810). Solder
the wire into the terminal ends.
Six terminals per set. 
20421 28-31 $2.95set

1928 HEADLIGHT WIRE
PLUGS - When the wires come
out of the conduit, separate
them into the plug. This will
align the wires with the socket
in the headlight. The 1928 uses
a 2 hole plug. Set includes 2
plugs, 4 special brass terminals
and screws. 
1928 PLUGS & BRASS
TERMINALS 
20790 1928 $9.95set

1928 PLUGS ONLY 
20800 1928 $1.75pair

29-31 HEADLIGHT WIRE
PLUGS - 29-31 Uses a three
ho le  p lug .  Be  sure  the
measurement from the back of
the plug to the end of the brass
tip is .680". Our Repro wiring
harness has the correct brass
ends for the headlight wires.
Having the correct ends on the
wiring harness and the correct
depth of the plug will help keep
the springs in the headlight
sockets from compressing and
bending too much and shorting
the electr ical system out.
Lettering inserts into the socket
first. Sold as a pair. 
20810 29-31 $1.65pair

HEADLIGHT BAR
MOUNTING BOLTS - Four
3/8-16 x 1 3/4 carriage bolts,
lock washers and the correct
special nuts per set. Paint
black. 
STEEL with Authentic nuts 
18290 28-31 $4.25set

Stainless with non-authentic
nuts 
18300 28-31 $8.70set

HEADLIGHT BAR PADS - A
thin rubber pad that goes under
the bar where it mounts to the
fender. This helps prevent
chipping the paint. Make sure
the  head l igh ts  a re  s t i l l
grounded after installing these
pads. Pads are not seen when
installed. Not originally used. 
18310 28-29 $1.45pair

18320 30-31 $1.40pair

HEADLIGHT BAR TO
FENDER PATCH - A 5" X 7"
sheet of metal with the dimple
around  the  ho les .  A
replacement panel for the area
that’s rusted out on the fender
where the headlight bar bolts to
the fender. 
18330 28-29 $10.25ea.

18340 30-31 $10.25ea.

LICENSE PLATE BRACKETS
- The two piece bracket that
mounts on the headlight cross
bar to secure your license
plate, includes two 1/4-20 x 1
3/8 bolts, lock washers and
nuts. 
1928 to May 1929 ribbed
design 
18350 28-29 $7.45set

May 1929-1931 smooth design
18360 29-31 $5.50set

STAINLESS SMOOTH
DESIGN 
18370 28-31 $12.80set

HEADLIGHT SEAL BEAM
SET - This set replaces the
original reflectors, yet allows
you to place your original lens
in the rim. Bulbs not included.
One set does both headlights. 
18380 28-31 $55.45set

HEADLIGHT SEAL BEAM
BULB - Modern bulb used with
the sealed beam kits (18380),
for all years. 6 volt. 
18390 28-31 $11.75ea.

HEADLIGHT SEAL BEAM
SOCKETS - The three prong
socket that fits on the sealed
beam bulb (18390) with 11 inch
wires. When used in a 1930-31
car, break outer plastic housing
to separate three terminals,
bend the three headl ight
prongs 90 degrees and install
terminals, then tape. The
sockets black wire must be
grounded to the headlight base
with solder. 
18400 28-31 $5.55ea.

SPORT LIGHT BULB - 50
candle power. 
6 volt 
26640 28-31 $2.05ea.

12 volt 
26650 28-31 $2.00ea.

COWL
LIGHTS

COWL LIGHTS - Complete
lights ready to light. Made from
STAINLESS STEEL. These
are very hard to tell from
originals. Arms are chrome
plated. 
18410 28-29 $175.00pair

18420 30-31 $147.00pair

COWL LIGHT
INSTALLATION TOOL -
Dowel will fit pre-drilled hole on
inside cowl support with case
hardened center punch pin.
Locates the exact point for the
cowl light arm hole to be drilled.
18430 30-31 $3.00set

COWL LIGHT ARM HOLE
PUNCH - After finding the
center of the hole with part
#18430. Drill a 3/8" hole at the
center punch mark. Use this
tool to cut a perfect 3/4" hole
for the cowl light arms. 28-29
Will require some additional
f i l i ng  to  ge t  the  co r rec t
diameter hole. 
18431 30-31 $69.30ea.

30 - 32 COWL LIGHT BASE
PLATE - The triangle shaped
piece with three holes tapped
for the arm screws. Cadmium
plated. 
18440 30-32 $3.25ea.

HEADLIGHTS • COWL LIGHTS
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COWL LIGHT RIM TAB - The
little tab that is tapped for the
rim screw. Cadmium plated. 
18450 30-32 $2.50ea.

COWL LIGHT PLATE RIVET -
This tubular rivet holds both
(18440 and 18450) to the
bucket. 
18460 30-32 $0.65ea.

COWL LIGHT LENS - Exact
copy, no air bubbles. 
18490 28-29 $7.15ea.

18500 30-31 $6.90ea.

30 - 31 AMBER COWL LENS
- 30-31 amber lens only. 
18510 30-31 $7.25ea.

12 VOLT COWL LIGHT LENS
WITH LED BULBS - This is a
complete conversion for your
cowl light assembly. This unit
plugs into your stock cowl light
socket  and rep laces the
original style bulb and lens
altogether. This unit has 22 led
bulbs that light amber in color.
Can be used as parking lights
or with turn signal kits. 
28-29 WITH 22 AMBER LED
BULBS 
18512 28-29 $30.95ea.

30-31 With 17 AMBER LED
BULBS 
18513 30-31 $25.50ea.

COWL LIGHT LENS
RETAINER CLIPS - For both
lights. 
18580 28-31 $2.25set

COWL LIGHT GASKET - Cowl
light lens gaskets rubberized
cork. 
18530 28-29 $1.50pair

18540 30-31 $1.50pair

COWL LIGHT RIM - Stainless
steel rim for the cowl light. 
18541 28-29 $14.35ea.

18542 30-31 $14.35ea.

COWL LIGHT REFLECTOR -
These are spun from copper
and chrome plated. 28-29
includes socket. 
18550 28-29 $15.00ea.

18560 30-31 $11.90ea.

PARKING LIGHT BULB - This
bulb is used in the following
places: Parking lights, cowl
lights, tail lights, dome light,
instrument light. 
3 C.P. Originally used 3 candle
power 
18470 28-31 $1.45ea.

10 C.P. For Brighter light 
18480 28-31 $1.45ea.

6 C.P. 12 volt 
18520 28-31 $1.45ea.

HALOGEN PARKING LIGHT -
This is a direct replacement
halogen bulb. There is no
modification needed to the
buckets. An alternator is still
recommended. 
35W 12 volt 
19191 28-31 $28.05ea.

30 -  32  COWL L IGHT
SOCKET WITH RIVET -
Cadmium plated. 1 Set does
one light. 
18600 30-32 $4.00set

30 -  34  COWL L IGHT
SOCKET RIVETS - This is a
6/32 x 5/16 screw rivet. The
head is the same as the
original rivet but the shank is
threaded with a nut. Both rivet
and nut are stainless steel. Set
includes 2 rivets and 2 nuts. 
18610 30-34 $1.20set

COWL LIGHT WIRE
PIGTAILS - Wire that goes
from the socket through the
arm and extends out of the arm
about 2 inches. 
20340 28-34 $5.10pair

COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRE - Connects the two cowl
l ights to the main wir ing
harness. 
20520 28-34 $17.30set

COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRE LOOM - Black lacquered
loom to protect wire. Used from
one cowl arm across fire wall to
other arm. 4 feet per roll. 1929
used a grommet in the support
bracket (18700), but grommet
was dropped from the bracket
in 1930-31 and a loom was
added to protect the wire. 
20530 30-31 $1.70roll

COWL LIGHT BRACES - The
brace located behind the cowl
panel to secure the cowl light
arm. Must be installed in some
28-29 cars when cowl lights
were not standard equipment. 
18630 28-29 $36.30pair

18640 30-31 $85.00pair

COWL LIGHT ARMS - Die
cast, chrome plated includes
mounting bolt. 
18650 28-29 $105.00pair

18660 30-31 $105.00pair

COWL LIGHT MOUNTING
SCREWS - Six 10/32 x 1/2
stainless screws and zinc
internally cupped lock washers
for the arms and two 6/32 x 3/8
round head screws for rim. 
18680 30-32 $1.95set

COWL LIGHT ARM
MOUNTING BOLT - This bolt
holds the arm to the brace
under the gas tank. The bolt
has a hole through it for the
wire to pass through. Black
finish. 
18690 30-31 $1.05ea.

COWL LIGHT MOUNTING
BLOCKS - Wooden support
spacer inside cowl to support
the arm and prevent it from
dimpling the sheet metal cowl
panel. 
18620 30-31 $10.20pair

COWL LIGHT WIRE
SUPPORT BRACKET &
GROMMET - This ’L’ shaped
bracket is used to support the
cowl light wire on all cars and
vacuum line for open cars. In
closed cars, 3 are used, one at
each inside top corner of the
cowl, secured by the cowl
welting screw and inside top
left terminal box screw. Open
Cars used 2 brackets for cowl
light wires at each inside top
corner of the cowl, secured by
the top rivet of the cowl brace.
Also 3 brackets for the vacuum
line. One at top left terminal
box screw, left cowl welt screw
and the third on the rear most
gas ta 
18700 28-29 $2.20ea.

18710 30-31 $2.20ea.

28 - 29 COWL LIGHT ARM TO
BODY MOUNTING PADS -
Rubber grommet protects paint
on cowl panel as arm passes
through cowl. Cut hole in cowl
panel to 1 1/4" diameter.
1930-31 cowl light arms did not
use pads. 
18720 28-29 $3.00pair

COWL WIRE CONNECTOR -
Original type connection of the
cross over wire to the wiring
harness located at the base of
the steering column. Use in lieu
o f  the  bu l le t  connec to rs
#20540. 
20640 28-29 $8.50set

20650 30-31 $8.35set

COWL LIGHTS
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TURN
SIGNALS

LED TURN SIGNAL KIT -
Logo Lites LED Turn Signals
These slim line, super bright
LED turn signals signal light
brackets mount behind the
bumper clamps. The turn
signals are small enough to
look natural on your car, yet
they are bright enough to
a t t rac t  a t ten t ion  when
activated. Controls mount with
a strong magnet to the bottom
of the gas tank. This provides
convenient operation, while
keeping the controls mostly
hidden so they do not detract
from the look of your car’s
interior. Kit includes a push
button, activator, 4 amber l 
LED TURN SIGNAL KIT WITH
AMBER BUMPER LED
LIGHTS 
18792 28-31 $199.95set

LED TURN SIGNAL KIT WITH
2 AMBER BUMPER & 2
AMBER BUCKET LED
LIGHTS 
18793 28-31 $209.95set

LED TURN SIGNAL KIT WITH
4 AMBER UNIVERSAL
BRACKET LED LIGHTS 
18794 28-31 $209.95set

DVD - THE FLASHER - This
video gives a detailed process
of how and what to do to install
turn signals in your Model A. 20
minute color. 
DVD 
38060 28-31 $39.95ea.

ADD ON TURN SIGNAL KIT -
This unit is added to your main
wiring harness. The kit includes
a directional signal unit which
has a band that attaches to
your steering column, flasher
unit, connecting socket, wire
terminals, wire connectors, and
50 feet of pre-cut wire. Wiring
diagram and full instructions.
We have rewired the circuit
and added wiring inside the
switch for this to work on the
stock light bulbs. Used on cars
having cowl lights & two tail
lights. 
6 volt 
18730 28-31 $184.15set

12 volt 
18740 28-31 $184.15set

NEW MAIN WIRING
HARNESS WITH TURN
SIGNAL - New complete wire
harness for Headlights, Tail
Lights and Turn Signals. Set
includes the turn signal unit,
internally changed to work with
stock Model A lights, flasher,
and fuse. This factory wire
harness will look better than
the 8 different colored wires
going to the lights in the above
kit. Complete light switch body
is no longer included. Fits all
years. 
USING COWL LIGHTS & TWO
TAIL LIGHTS 6 volt 
20400 28-31 $329.95set

USING COWL LIGHTS & TWO
TAIL LIGHTS 12 volt 
20401 28-31 $329.95set

USING PARKING LIGHT &
TWO TAIL LIGHTS 6 volt 
20410 28-31 $329.95set

USING PARKING LIGHT &
TWO TAIL LIGHTS 12 volt 
20411 28-31 $329.95set

USING FRONT BUMPER AND
REAR TAIL LIGHTS 6 volt 
20420 28-31 $329.95set

USING FRONT BUMPER AND
REAR TAIL LIGHTS 12 volt 
20422 28-31 $329.95set

TURN SIGNAL L IGHT -
Includes a special backing
plate to hold on the front or rear
bumper. Light comes with a 12
volt bulb installed. We have
included a 6 volt bulb for your
convenience. 
Amber lens. Our brand uses
the spade bulb 
20430 28-31 $20.95ea.

Red lens. Our brand uses the
bayonet bulb 
20440 28-31 $20.95ea.

LED BUMPER DIRECTIONAL
LIGHTS - This is a fu l ly
functioning LED l ight that
mounts between your bumper
bars with no alterations needed
to your car, for your turn
signals. The 6 volt version has
a pre-loaded resistor built in so
it will work with a thermal
flasher. The 12 volt units will
need  par t  #18762  12V
electronic flasher to work. 
6V Amber 
20431 28-31 $32.95ea.

12V Amber 
20432 28-31 $32.95ea.

6V Red 
20441 28-31 $32.95ea.

12V Red 
20442 28-31 $32.95ea.

BULB FOR TURN SIGNAL -
Bayonet style socket (two nubs
180 degrees across on socket);
used in our #20440. 
6 VOLT - BAYONET 
20470 28-31 $1.40ea.

BULB FOR TURN SIGNAL
(Cont.)
12 VOLT - BAYONET 
20480 28-31 $1.40ea.

6 VOLT - SPADE 
20481 28-31 $1.40ea.

12 VOLT - SPADE 
20482 28-31 $1.40ea.

FLASHER FOR TURN
SIGNAL - Flasher for turn
signal. 
6 volt 
18750 28-31 $4.95ea.

12 volt 
18760 28-31 $4.95ea.

6 VOLT
ELECTROMECHANICAL
FLASHER - Electromechanical
f l ashers  u t i l i ze
electromagnetism, with an
electronic circuit, to outperform
thermal flashers by up to 10
times! Made in the U.S.A. on
fully automated equipment.
Funct iona l ly  tes ted twice
before leaving the factory. 
18761 28-31 $24.95ea.

FLASHER FOR LED LIGHTS -
When using led lights this
flasher will allow the turn
signals to blink. 
12 Volt 
18762 28-31 $12.95ea.

BRAKE LIGHTER LED 3RD
BRAKE LIGHT - This set of
LED lights mounts onto the
back window of your car with
e i the r  suc t ion  cups  o r
adhesive. This unit can even
be wired into your turn signals.
This comes in either 6 or 12
volt version. The unit measures
12" long and 5/8" high. Depth is
7/8". 
6 volt 
19431 28-31 $67.65ea.

12 volt 
19432 28-31 $67.65ea.

TAIL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRES - Connects the two tail
light wires to the main wire
harness. 
20510 28-31 $22.95ea.

TURN SIGNALS
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TAIL LIGHTS
- TEA CUP

TAIL LIGHTS - Excellent
duplicates with the correct size
"Duolamp" stamping. Right
side has no l icense lens.
Complete with lens, bulbs, and
wiring. Was used in 1930-31,
but can be used on 1929 cars
which were originally nickel. 
STAINLESS for 30-31; Left 
18970 30-31 $37.40ea.

STAINLESS for 30-31; Right 
18980 30-31 $32.50ea.

LED TAIL LIGHT ASSEMBLY
- This ready-to-install stainless
steel tail light assembly comes
set up with lenses and LEDs
already installed. The Left side
has a license lens. 6 or 12 volt
solid red or red & amber lenses
available. Stamped Duolamp.
NOTE: When using LED lights
you must upgrade the front
parking bulb or cowl light bulb
to a 10 c.p. to get the correct
amp resistance. If you don’t the
LED’s will not flash. All red was
originally used on 1929, but
can be used on any 1929-31 
ALL RED LENS: 6 volt left. 
18972 30-31 $59.50ea.

ALL RED LENS: 6 volt right. 
18984 30-31 $54.75ea.

ALL RED LENS: 12 volt left. 
18971 30-31 $57.00ea.

ALL RED LENS: 12 volt right 
18981 30-31 $47.95ea.

RED & AMBER LENS: 6 volt
left 
18982 30-31 $59.00ea.

RED & AMBER LENS: 6 volt
right 
18992 30-31 $49.00ea.

RED & AMBER LENS: 12 volt
left 
18983 30-31 $66.00ea.

RED & AMBER LENS: 12 volt
right 
18993 30-31 $51.95ea.

TEACUP TAILLIGHT
DIVIDER PLATE REPAIR KIT
- Used in the teacup style tail
lights that are stamped DUO-
LAMP. This is the plate that
divides the tail light & the stop
l igh t  bu lb .  Ins t ruc t ions
included. 
19011 29-31 $11.95ea.

29 - 32 TAIL LIGHT LICENSE
PLATE LENS - The clear lens
to l ight the l icense plate.
Quality U.S. made. 
19030 29-32 $3.95ea.

TAIL LIGHT SCREW SET -
Two 8/32 x 7/8 screws for the
rim, two 6/32 x 9/16 screws for
the license lens, two clips for
the license lens, two 1/4-28 x
5/8 screws and lock washers
for the license bracket to
bucket, 10 piece set, screws
are all stainless. 
19040 29-32 $3.00set

INCANDESCENT
COMMERCIAL TAIL LIGHT -
This is a black powder coated
body with a polished stainless
rim. Exactly as the original with
red & amber lense. Same
detail as car tail lights. 
LEFT 
18990 29-31 $34.95ea.

RIGHT 
19000 29-31 $33.25ea.

TAIL LIGHT LICENSE LENS
GASKET - For the clear lens
rubberized cork. 
19050 29-32 $0.55ea.

LED COMMERCIAL TAIL
LIGHTS - This is a black
powder coated body with a
polished stainless rim. Exactly
as the original. Same detail as
car tail lights. All red was
originally used on 1929, but
can be used on any 1929-31 
RED LENS 6 VOLT LEFT 
18991 29-31 $59.50ea.

RED LENS 6 VOLT RIGHT 
19001 29-31 $55.90ea.

RED LENS 12 VOLT LEFT 
18995 29-31 $61.95ea.

RED LENS 12 VOLT RIGHT 
19002 29-31 $51.95ea.

RED AMBER LENS 6 VOLT
LEFT 
18996 29-31 $62.00ea.

RED AMBER LENS 6 VOLT
RIGHT 
19003 29-31 $52.50ea.

RED AMBER LENS 12 VOLT
LEFT 
18994 29-31 $59.50ea.

RED AMBER LENS 12 VOLT
RIGHT 
19004 29-31 $50.00ea.

LED STOP & TAIL LIGHTS -
These ins ta l l  beh ind the
original lens. They require no
modification to your existing tail
light buckets. Can be used on
the drum style. The left light
includes the light for your
license plate. These LED bulbs
will work with no modification
on our part #’s 20400, 20401,
20410, 20411, 20420, 20422.
Any other kits you may have to
splice in an additional bulb to
the circuit to create more
resistance. 
6 volt positive ground: LEFT
side 
19170 28-31 $64.35ea.

LED STOP & TAIL LIGHTS
(Cont.)
12 volt negative ground: LEFT
side 
19171 28-31 $64.35ea.

6 volt positive ground: RIGHT
side 
19180 28-31 $64.35ea.

12 vo l t  negat ive ground:
RIGHT side 
19181 28-31 $64.35ea.

TEACUP LED
REPLACEMENT LIGHTS &
LENSES -  DIRECT LED
REPLACEMENT FOR THE
MODEL A. This all red lens
with the clear license plate light
(left side). This set up is epoxy
coated and fully sealed to keep
moisture out of the electronics.
This set up WILL NOT fit the
drum tail light. 12 volt is all red
6 volt is red & amber. You will
need to use a die grinder to
enlarge the lens holes on your
bezels, or order a new 19070
rim for correct fit. 
12 Volt All Red: Left 
19172 29-31 $38.00ea.

6 Volt Red Amber Lens: Left 
19173 29-31 $45.85ea.

12 Volt All Red: Right 
19182 29-31 $29.00ea.

6 Volt Red Amber Lens: Right 
19183 29-31 $35.90ea.

TAIL LIGHT RIM - Tail light
rim. 
Chrome rim 
19060 1929 $9.90ea.

Stainless Steel 
19070 30-31 $6.00ea.

TAIL LIGHT LENS - All red
glass lens used Feb. till Sept.
29. Amber and Red glass for
July 29-31. 
Tea Cup Style: All Red 
19090 1929 $7.45ea.

Tea Cup Style: Amber & Red 
19100 30-31 $12.25ea.

TAIL LIGHT SNAP RING -
Holds the tail light glass in the
rim. 
19110 29-32 $0.90ea.

TAIL LIGHT MUD SHIELD -
For pickup stamped steel
painted black. Covers wire, and
loom. 
Black Steel 
19220 30-48 $5.95ea.

Stainless Steel 
19221 30-48 $6.25ea.

TAIL LIGHTS - TEA CUP
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TAIL  L IGHT SOCKET -
Replace the rusted ones. Press
socket in place. 
19010 29-31 $0.70ea.

TAIL LIGHT WIRES - The
black wire is for the tail light
and the stop light wire is green.
21" long. 
19020 29-31 $4.85pair

TAIL LIGHT GASKET - Round
rubberized cork gasket. 
19120 29-31 $0.65ea.

TAIL LIGHT BRACKET - This
is a cast iron type bracket.
Used on tea cup tail lights July
1929 to May 1931 for Pickups,
March ’29 t i l l  end for AA
Trucks. This bracket will work
for both sides. 
19280 29-37 $18.55ea.

PARKING LIGHT BULB - This
bulb is used in the following
places: Parking lights, cowl
lights, tail lights, dome light,
instrument light. 
3 C.P. Originally used 3 candle
power 
18470 28-31 $1.45ea.

10 C.P. For Brighter light 
18480 28-31 $1.45ea.

6 C.P. 12 volt 
18520 28-31 $1.45ea.

TAIL  L IGHT BRACKET
BLOCK - For mounting the
pickup bracket to the frame. 
19290 29-31 $7.95ea.

PICKUP TAIL LIGHT BOLTS
TO BOX - Two 1/4 x 3 carriage
bolts, lock washers & nuts. 
19300 29-31 $1.70set

STOP LIGHT BULB - Stop
light bulb. 
21 candlepower stock 
19150 28-31 $1.45ea.

32 candlepower, higher power 
19160 28-31 $1.45ea.

12 volt 21 candlepower bulb 
19190 28-31 $0.85ea.

HALOGEN PARKING LIGHT -
This is a direct replacement
halogen bulb. There is no
modification needed to the
buckets. An alternator is still
recommended. 
35W 12 volt 
19191 28-31 $28.05ea.

23W 6 volt 
19192 28-31 $15.50ea.

HALOGEN STOP L IGHT
BULB - Gives brighter light -
has special socket to fit tail
light. Must be used with an
alternator. 6 volt. 
6 VOLT 
19200 28-31 $15.95ea.

12 VOLT 
19210 28-31 $15.95ea.

STAMPED STEEL TEACUP
TAIL LIGHT BRACKET - From
tail light to fender with holes
dr i l led 1929-31. Used on
teacup style tail lights except
Pickups and Station wagons. 
Left 
19350 29-31 $9.50ea.

Right 
19360 29-31 $9.50ea.

TAIL  L IGHT BRACKET
RUBBER PAD - A thin piece of
rubber that fits between the
bracket and the fender, it saves
the paint. Pad is not seen after
installation. Not originally used.
Make sure the tail light is still
grounded when adding this
pad. 
19370 28-31 $0.95ea.

AUTHENTIC TAIL LIGHT
BRACKET TO FENDER
BOLTS - Tea cup style tail light
used three 1/4-20 x 5/8 bolts
with a large 3/4" wide carriage
head and original 1/2" wide,
thick square nuts and lock
washers. 
19230 29-31 $6.95set

NON-AUTHENTIC TAIL
LIGHT BRACKET TO
FENDER BOLTS - For teacup
style tail lights three 1/4-20
bolts, lock washers and square
nuts. Not for the show car but
will work fine for the driver car.
STAINLESS 
19240 29-31 $7.50set

ZINC PLATED 
19241 29-31 $2.05set

TAIL  L IGHT BRACKET
REINFORCING PLATE -
Located under the fender to
give support to the bracket.
Plate has die formed bow to fit
curvature of  fender,  wi th
correct gauge metal. Others on
the market are flat causing the
3 corners to dig into the fender.
Can be used on either side. 
19140 29-31 $3.30ea.

TAIL LIGHT BRACKET - Used
after July ’29 till end for Station
Wagons and Deluxe or Panel
Deliveries. Used May 1931 till
end with the new style wide
bed box. This bracket will work
for both sides. 
19380 29-31 $14.25ea.

TAIL  L IGHT BRACKET
SCREWS - Bracket to tail light
screws for (19380) bracket. Set
includes two 1/4-28 x 1" round
head screws and lock washers
in stainless. 
19390 29-31 $0.50set

STOP LIGHT SWITCH - A fair
reproduction part. 
1928 until Oct. 29 (the switch
bo l t s  to  the  s ide  o f  the
transmission) 
19400 28-29 $7.60ea.

Oct. 29 till end (the switch bolts
to the cross member of the
frame) 
19410 29-31 $6.60ea.

28 - 29 STOP LIGHT SWITCH
LINK - When pulled by the
brake pedal, the switch will be
activated. Used 1928 until
Oct ’29.  Ours is  made to
original spec with the correct
length & gauge wire. 
19440 28-29 $1.75ea.

STOP LIGHT SWITCH TO
FRAME BOLTS - Two 1/4-20 x
1/2 bolts, lock washers and
nuts. 
19420 29-31 $0.75set

BEST QUALITY 29-31 STOP
LIGHT SWITCH - This is a high
quality US reproduction of the
stop light switch used Oct
29-31. This unit is die formed
with the brass shaft bushing
like original, original style
terminal shape and insulation
material, & has the correct
mounting hole spacing. Comes
cad plated with authentic
mounting hardware included. . 
19411 29-31 $49.95ea.

BRAKE LIGHTER LED 3RD
BRAKE LIGHT - This set of
LED lights mounts onto the
back window of your car with
e i the r  suc t ion  cups  o r
adhesive. This unit can even
be wired into your turn signals.
This comes in either 6 or 12
volt version. The unit measures
12" long and 5/8" high. Depth is
7/8". 
6 volt 
19431 28-31 $67.65ea.

12 volt 
19432 28-31 $67.65ea.

WIRE CONNECTORS - A steel
sleeve inside a rubber tube.
Connects one pig tail wire to
the wiring harness. Set of 4. 
20540 28-34 $2.95set

TAIL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRES - Connects the two tail
light wires to the main wire
harness. 
20510 28-31 $22.95ea.

TAIL LIGHTS - TEA CUP
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WIRE BULLET ENDS - The
metal end that is crimped to the
wire to insert into (20540) wire
connectors. Solder for better
electrical contact. Five per set.
20550 28-34 $1.80set

TAIL LIGHT WIRE CLIP ON
REAR FENDER BRACKET -
Holds tail light wires inside wire
loom to rear fender bracket for
tea cup style, used 1929-31.
Clip to the rear edge of the
brace approximately 3" up from
the bottom edge. 
20660 29-31 $2.15ea.

TAIL LIGHT WIRE CLIP -
Holds wire to bottom side of
wood subrail. Set includes one
clip and wood screw. Used on
1928-31 Fordors and 1928-31
Station Wagons 
20830 28-31 $2.05set

TAIL LIGHT LOOM - Loom
protects the tail light wires
under the fender from dirt and
water. 20 inches long. 
20880 28-31 $1.65ea.

REAR LICENSE BRACKET -
100% original teacup style tail
light with "Duolamp" stamping.
18800 29-31 $6.60ea.

Stainless Bracket, polished 
18920 28-34 $21.25ea.

REAR L ICENSE PLATE
SPECIAL BOLTS - 2 nickel
plated special original bullet
type bolts with screws for
mounting the license plate to
the rear license bracket. If you
are using a license plate frame
you will need to provide longer
screws. 
18930 29-31 $4.60set

LICENSE FRAMES -
Aluminum frame with year of
car in white on blue back
ground. Frame is made to fit a
12" x 6 1/2" plate. When using
these frames you must use a
longer screw for #18930 or
#18360. 
18820 1928 $16.10pair

18830 1929 $24.95pair

18840 1930 $16.10pair

18850 1931 $16.10pair

LICENSE PLATES - Displays
the year, ’Model A Ford’. Metal
plate with white background. 
18870 1928 $13.65ea.

18880 1929 $13.65ea.

18890 1930 $13.65ea.

18900 1931 $10.50ea.

LICENSE PLATE
REFLECTORS - A 3/4 inch
diameter reflector with a stud
and wing nut. Holds the license
plate to the bracket. A nice
accessory  o f  the  e ra ,  2
reflectors per set. 
Blue reflectors 
18810 28-34 $0.95pair

Green reflectors 
18860 38-34 $0.95pair

Red reflectors 
18910 28-34 $0.95pair

Yellow reflectors 
18940 28-34 $0.95pair

TAIL LIGHTS
- DRUM

DRUM TAIL  L IGHT
ASSEMBLY - Drum tail light,
complete ready to light, except
for extension wires (19550),
nickel plated, exact duplicate of
original with Black powder
coated license bracket. Used
1928 to Feb. 1929. 
Black drum for trucks: Left 
19470 28-29 $126.95ea.

Black drum for trucks: Right 
19480 28-29 $119.75ea.

Nickel drum for cars: Left 
19490 28-29 $127.00ea.

Nickel drum for cars: Right 
19500 28-29 $122.00ea.

DRUM LICENSE BRACKET -
For Drum Tail Light. Raw Steel.
19510 28-29 $30.25ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT DIVIDING
PLATE - Plate, clip, washers,
rivets and instructions. 8 piece
set. 
19530 28-29 $22.00ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT SOCKET -
Best of two made and fits
correctly. 
19540 28-29 $47.80ea.

PARKING LIGHT BULB - This
bulb is used in the following
places: Parking lights, cowl
lights, tail lights, dome light,
instrument light. 
3 C.P. Originally used 3 candle
power 
18470 28-31 $1.45ea.

10 C.P. For Brighter light 
18480 28-31 $1.45ea.

6 C.P. 12 volt 
18520 28-31 $1.45ea.

HALOGEN PARKING LIGHT -
This is a direct replacement
halogen bulb. There is no
modification needed to the
buckets. An alternator is still
recommended. 
35W 12 volt 
19191 28-31 $28.05ea.

23W 6 volt 
19192 28-31 $15.50ea.

STOP LIGHT BULB - Stop
light bulb. 
21 candlepower stock 
19150 28-31 $1.45ea.

32 candlepower, higher power 
19160 28-31 $1.45ea.

12 volt 21 candlepower bulb 
19190 28-31 $0.85ea.

HALOGEN STOP L IGHT
BULB - Gives brighter light -
has special socket to fit tail
light. Must be used with an
alternator. 6 volt. 
6 VOLT 
19200 28-31 $15.95ea.

12 VOLT 
19210 28-31 $15.95ea.

DRUM TAIL  L IGHT
EXTENSION WIRES - With
loom. 25" long. 
19550 28-29 $9.20ea.

NICKEL DRUM TAIL LIGHT
BODY - Die formed, nickel
plated brass. 1928-Early 1929.
Left side has license lens 
19560 28-29 $27.80ea.

Right side, no license lens 
19561 28-29 $27.80ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT LICENSE
LENS - Clear curved glass. 
19570 28-29 $8.25ea.

1928 ALL RED TAIL LIGHT
LENS - Original design in all
red glass 
19080 1928 $8.20ea.

LED STOP & TAIL LIGHTS -
These ins ta l l  beh ind the
original lens. They require no
modification to your existing tail
light buckets. Can be used on
the drum style. The left light
includes the light for your
license plate. These LED bulbs
will work with no modification
on our part #’s 20400, 20401,
20410, 20411, 20420, 20422.
Any other kits you may have to
splice in an additional bulb to
the circuit to create more
resistance. 
6 volt positive ground: LEFT
side 
19170 28-31 $64.35ea.

TAIL LIGHTS - TEA CUP • TAIL LIGHTS - DRUM
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LED STOP & TAIL LIGHTS
(Cont.)
12 volt negative ground: LEFT
side 
19171 28-31 $64.35ea.

6 volt positive ground: RIGHT
side 
19180 28-31 $64.35ea.

12 vo l t  negat ive ground:
RIGHT side 
19181 28-31 $64.35ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT LICENSE
LENS RETAINER - Two clips
and screws. 
19580 28-29 $0.75set

DRUM TAIL LIGHT LICENSE
LENS GASKET - Rubberized
cork. 
19590 28-29 $0.55ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT RUBY
LENS GASKET - Rubberized
cork. 
19600 28-29 $0.60ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT RUBY
LENS SLEEVE RETAINER
SET - Nickel plated. 
19610 28-29 $4.75set

DRUM TAILLIGHT RETAINER
GASKET - This is a pair of
gaskets that go between the
sleeve nut and the lens on the
inside of the drum taillights. 
19611 28-29 $0.60pair

DRUM TAIL LIGHT STOP
SIGN - The words STOP cut
out of metal, located inside the
lens. 
19620 28-29 $5.95ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT SUPPORT
BRACKET TO BODY BOLTS
- Three 5/16-24 x 5/8 hex bolt
and lock washers. 
19630 28-29 $0.70set

TAIL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRES - Connects the two tail
light wires to the main wire
harness. 
20510 28-31 $22.95ea.

TAIL LIGHT WIRE CLIP -
Holds wire to bottom side of
wood subrail. Set includes one
clip and wood screw. Used on
1928-31 Fordors and 1928-31
Station Wagons 
20830 28-31 $2.05set

DRUM TAIL LIGHT WIRE
CLIP - Clips wires to tail light
arm bracket. Need two clips
per tail light. 
20860 28-29 $1.00ea.

DRUM TAIL TO BRACKET
BOLT - Two 5/16-24 x 11/16
hex bolts, lock washers and
nuts. 
19520 28-29 $0.50set

TAIL LIGHT ARM 1928 DRUM
- Used with Drum tail light from
1928 till July 1929. Made from
strong mal leab le  i ron as
original. U.S. made. Used on
Pickups, AA Trucks, Panel
Delivery. Can be used on both
sides. 
19260 1928 $17.80ea.

TAIL LIGHT BRACKET - Used
with Drum tail lights 1928 to
July 1929. Made from strong
malleable iron as original. U.S.
made. 
Coupes & Roadsters: Left 
19310 28-29 $17.50ea.

Coupes & Roadsters: Right 
19320 28-29 $23.25ea.

Tudor Sedans & Phaetons: Left
19330 28-29 $33.60ea.

Tudor Sedans & Phaetons:
Right 
19340 28-29 $33.60ea.

28 -  JULY 29 STATION
WAGON DRUM TAILLIGHT
BRACKET - This bracket
attaches to the tailgate corner
hinge. 
19341 28-29 $65.00ea.

LATER 1928 PU TRUCK
DRUM TAIL LIGHT BRACKET
- 
19259 1928 $26.95ea.

STOP LIGHT SWITCH - A fair
reproduction part. 
1928 until Oct. 29 (the switch
bo l t s  to  the  s ide  o f  the
transmission) 
19400 28-29 $7.60ea.

28 - 29 STOP LIGHT SWITCH
LINK - When pulled by the
brake pedal, the switch will be
activated. Used 1928 until
Oct ’29.  Ours is  made to
original spec with the correct
length & gauge wire. 
19440 28-29 $1.75ea.

BRAKE LIGHTER LED 3RD
BRAKE LIGHT - This set of
LED lights mounts onto the
back window of your car with
e i the r  suc t ion  cups  o r
adhesive. This unit can even
be wired into your turn signals.
This comes in either 6 or 12
volt version. The unit measures
12" long and 5/8" high. Depth is
7/8". 
6 volt 
19431 28-31 $67.65ea.

12 volt 
19432 28-31 $67.65ea.

LICENSE FRAMES -
Aluminum frame with year of
car in white on blue back
ground. Frame is made to fit a
12" x 6 1/2" plate. When using
these frames you must use a
longer screw for #18930 or
#18360. 
18820 1928 $16.10pair

18830 1929 $24.95pair

18840 1930 $16.10pair

18850 1931 $16.10pair

LICENSE PLATES - Displays
the year, ’Model A Ford’. Metal
plate with white background. 
18870 1928 $13.65ea.

18880 1929 $13.65ea.

18890 1930 $13.65ea.

18900 1931 $10.50ea.

LICENSE PLATE
REFLECTORS - A 3/4 inch
diameter reflector with a stud
and wing nut. Holds the license
plate to the bracket. A nice
accessory  o f  the  e ra ,  2
reflectors per set. 
Blue reflectors 
18810 28-34 $0.95pair

Green reflectors 
18860 38-34 $0.95pair

Red reflectors 
18910 28-34 $0.95pair

Yellow reflectors 
18940 28-34 $0.95pair

REAR L ICENSE PLATE
SPECIAL BOLTS - 2 nickel
plated special original bullet
type bolts with screws for
mounting the license plate to
the rear license bracket. If you
are using a license plate frame
you will need to provide longer
screws. 
18930 29-31 $4.60set

TAIL LIGHTS - DRUM
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INSTRUMENT
LIGHT

28 - JUNE 30 INSTRUMENT
LIGHT - For 1928 thru June
’30. Fits instrument panels with
oval speedometer, complete
with bulb, chrome plated. 
19640 28-30 $26.25ea.

INSTRUMENT LIGHT CAP -
Chrome plated cap only. For
the lamp style located on the
dash panel. Only fits repro
base. 
19650 28-30 $12.80ea.

INSTRUMENT LAMP -
Complete with switch, bracket,
and armor  covered wi re ;
original bullet cap. used June
’30 till end. Bulb included. 
Closed car 
19660 30-31 $26.95ea.

Open Car 
19670 30-31 $26.95ea.

30-31 DASH LAMP BRACKET
- This is the bracket only for
closed cars with the instrument
light that mounts under the
dash rail. Closed Car, Cad.
Plated. 
CLOSED CAR 
19661 30-31 $1.65ea.

OPEN CAR 
19671 30-31 $1.75ea.

INSTRUMENT L IGHT
ARMORED CABLE - 1/8"
diameter, single strand used
for dash lamp or sport light.
Wire is protected with a spiral
metal wrap. M30-31 dash lamp
wire was 11 1/4" long. 
19680 28-31 $2.25ft

PARKING LIGHT BULB - This
bulb is used in the following
places: Parking lights, cowl
lights, tail lights, dome light,
instrument light. 
3 C.P. Originally used 3 candle
power 
18470 28-31 $1.45ea.

10 C.P. For Brighter light 
18480 28-31 $1.45ea.

6 C.P. 12 volt 
18520 28-31 $1.45ea.

DOME
LIGHT

DOME LIGHT SWITCH -
Original Bakelite slide knob
with brass terminal post and
screws. 
19690 28-31 $11.95ea.

DOME LIGHT SWITCH
PLATE - Oval shape and
nickel plated for above switch. 
19700 28-31 $3.60ea.

DOME LIGHT - Complete light
with switch on rim. Chrome
plated, used for: 1928-31
Standard Fordor, 1930-31
Deluxe Coupe, 1931 Deluxe
Tudor ,  1931 S/W Fordor
160-A. 
19720 30-31 $53.00ea.

DOME LIGHT WIRE GUARD -
This metal strip is nailed to the
door post to protect the dome
light wire. 
19740 28-31 $9.25ea.

DOME LIGHT BLOCK
MOUNTING BRACKETS -
Three piece brackets to secure
the block to the roof. Used on:
1931  S /W Town Sedan,
1930-31 Victoria, 1930-31
Fordor. 
19730 30-31 $16.35set

DOME LIGHT LENS - frosted
white colored glass. Round
shape, fits (19720). 
19760 30-31 $7.35ea.

DOME LIGHT LENS
RETAINER SNAP RING -
Holds the lens in the light. Cad
plated. 
19770 30-31 $5.20ea.

PARKING LIGHT BULB - This
bulb is used in the following
places: Parking lights, cowl
lights, tail lights, dome light,
instrument light. 
3 C.P. Originally used 3 candle
power 
18470 28-31 $1.45ea.

10 C.P. For Brighter light 
18480 28-31 $1.45ea.

6 C.P. 12 volt 
18520 28-31 $1.45ea.

DOME LIGHT WIRE - The
correct black with blue tracer
16 gauge cloth wire. Wire
starts at driver side of terminal
box, up windshield post, half
way across header, and back
to light. Then run a ground wire
from the light to the side of the
body. Order per foot. 
19750 28-31 $1.25ft

DOME LIGHT BLOCK - For
1930-31 Coupe. 
For 1930-31 Coupe. 
40140 30-31 $27.95ea.

30-32 Tudor Sedan 
40141 30-31 $21.40ea.

HORN

HORN - Excellent U.S. made
horn with exceptional detail like
original Ford issue. Show
quality. Includes name plate
and bracket. Complete. Black
powder coat finish. Ready to
install on car. 
Sparton Six Volt Horn 
19780 28-31 $289.95ea.

Stewart-Warner style Six Volt
Horn 
19800 28-31 $289.95ea.

Sparton Twelve Volt Horn (the
data plate will say 6 volt to
re ta in  the  o r ig ina l
nomenclature) 
19810 28-31 $289.95ea.

PRO PACK SPARTON HORN
REBUILD KIT  -  Th is  i s
everything that you normally
need to rebuild your Sparton
Horn and make it AHOOGA
like it did when it was new. This
kit does not include the horn
bell, the motor cover, armature,
field coils, or motor assembly.
It does come with one of the
following parts except where
noted. 19860, 19900, 19970,
19980, 19990, 20020, 20030,
20060, 20070, 20080, 20100,
20110, 20120, 20140, 2 of
20130. This kit is only for the
Sparton Horns. 
19777 28-31 $53.10set

WOLF WHISTLE - This is an
all metal unit that attaches to
the vacuum line at the intake
man i fo ld .  Comple te  w i th
mounting, fitt ings, hose &
instructions. 
19820 28-31 $49.95ea.

INSTRUMENT LIGHT • DOME LIGHT • HORN
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SPARTON HORN NAME
PLATE - With nickel rivets. The
name of the company on the
plate is placed closest to the
bell end of the horn. Exact
dupl icate .  Or ig ina l  name
Sparton is in red. If you have
super eyesight you should be
able to read the tag from the
driver’s seat. Made from Zinc
as original. 
19830 28-29 $2.05ea.

19840 30-31 $2.05ea.

HORN NAME PLATE RIVETS
- Set of 2 nickel plated rivets,
included with tag 19830/19840.
19850 28-31 $1.65pair

HORN ADJUSTMENT
SCREW - Original special head
screw. Cadmium plated. For
Spartan horns only. .460 long. 
19860 28-31 $1.15ea.

HORN BRACKET - From
headlight bar to horn. The horn
bracket was changed in April
’30 from 1" to 1 1/8" wide
across the headlight mounting
hole. 
19870 28-30 $3.55ea.

19880 30-31 $3.55ea.

HORN BRACKET - AMES -
AMES TRADEMARK on
bracket, for Ames horns. 
19890 28-30 $4.65ea.

HORN FLANGE BOLT SET -
Four 12/24 x 13/32 special oval
head bolts and nuts. Also two
12/24 x 19/32 bolts, nuts and
lock washers for the bracket
bolts. Raven finish. 
Sparton & Stewart Warner
used 7/16" wide hex nuts 
19900 28-32 $2.50set

Ames and GMI used 3/8" wide
hex nuts 
19910 28-32 $3.75set

HORN PROJECTOR &
FLANGE - Name is stamped
on the rim. Best one made.
Plain steel finish. 
Sparton 
19920 28-32 $64.95ea.

Same as (19920) except this is
powder coated black. 
19930 28-32 $77.65ea.

Stewart Warner 
19931 28-31 $67.95ea.

Ames 
19932 28-30 $70.30ea.

STEWART WARNER HORN
COVER - Stamped "Adjust".
Used from mid ’28 thru late ’31.
One p iece  cons t ruc t ion .
Excellent U.S. made cover. 
19940 28-31 $20.95ea.
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1928 2 PIECE SPARTON
HORN COVER - Marked with
’Ford’, ’Sparton’ and ’Adjust’.
Used early 1928 to late 1928.
Excellent U.S. made cover. 
19950 1928 $13.60ea.

LATE 28  -  31  2  P IECE
SPARTON HORN COVER -
Marked with Sparton name and
’Adjust’. Used late 1928 to
1932. Excellent U.S. made
cover. 
19960 28-31 $10.35ea.

HORN COVER SCREW -
Holds cover to horn. Threaded
only part way as original to
prevent over tightening. 8/32 x
13/16 screw. Correct cadmium
plated finish. 
19970 28-31 $0.60ea.

HORN DIAPHRAGM - Die
stamped. Hardened contact
point. 
19980 28-32 $6.75ea.

HORN DIAPHRAGM
GASKETS - Black waterproof
gaskets. Correct thickness. 
19990 28-32 $1.65pair

HORN BELL SCREEN -
Snaps in place. Flat screen
with wire ring E.A. Lab. used till
May ’28. Sparton used till Dec.
1928. 
FLAT SCREEN WITH WIRE
RING 
20000 1928 $5.95ea.

DOMED SCREEN 
20010 28-32 $2.50ea.

HORN BRUSH AND SPRING
SET - 2 brushes and 2 springs.
20020 28-32 $4.45set

HORN TERMINAL
CONNECTORS - The pair of
clips that receive the wires
from the main wire harness.
Die-stamped copper material,
plated, nice repro. 
20030 28-31 $5.50pair

HORN RELAY - Electrical
relay provides maximum power
from battery to horn. Eliminates
horn drag and failure. Mounts
inside horn cover. Instructions
included. 
20040 28-31 $16.50ea.

HORN RESISTOR - This little
unit will make your 6 volt horn
operate with a 12 volt battery.
This resistor has been tuned
for the Model A Ford horn.
Place it inside the horn cover.
Instructions are included. 
20050 28-31 $26.50ea.

HORN ADJUSTING BAR
SPRING - The adjusting screw
applies tension to the bridge
(20080/20090) which maintains
pressure by the spring. Used
on all horns. 
20060 28-31 $0.55ea.

HORN ADJUSTING BAR
SERRATED CUP -  For
Sparton horns. 
20070 28-31 $2.65ea.

HORN ADJUSTING SCREW
BRIDGE - This bar is located
under the sound adjustment
sc rew head .  The  b r idge
controls the tension against the
end of the armature. 
STEWART WARNER 1 7/16"
LONG 
20080 28-31 $4.15ea.

SPARTON 1 11/16" LONG 
20090 28-31 $4.20ea.

HORN MOTOR DIAPHRAGM
RATCHET -  The round
serrated washer that rubs
against the diaphragm metal tip
that generates the vibration.
Located at the end of the
armature and secured by a nut
(Stewart Warner used a left
hand thread, all others used a
right hand thread). Used on
Sparton horns; for Stewart
Warner horns a notch must be
cut into the hole. Heat treated.
20100 28-31 $1.90ea.

HORN RATCHET SPECIAL
WIDE LOCK WASHER - Holds
the round ratchet to the motor
base. Hardened steel. 
20110 28-31 $0.90ea.

HORN RATCHET TENSION
SPRING - Located at the
diaphragm end of the armature
to maintain tension on the
armatu re  aga ins t  the
diaphragm. 
20120 28-31 $2.85ea.

HORN BRUSH HOLDER - The
brass rectangular tube that
secures the spring and brush.
Set includes one holder, one
tension bus bar, one flat and
one cupped insulating washer
and one screw. Need two sets
per horn. Fits Sparton horns. 
20130 28-31 $6.50set

HORN TERMINAL
INSULATING BLOCK
ASSEMBLY - Two phenolic
brackets, 2 washers, screws,
lock washers, and nuts. 
20140 28-31 $4.85set

1928 HEADLIGHT AND
HORN CONDUIT SET FOR
1/2" SOCKET - 2 headlight, 2
ferrules, 1 horn conduit made
from stainless steel. Used in
1928 with smaller 1/2" socket. 
20740 1928 $17.65set

ORIGINAL 9 /16"  S IZE
HEADLIGHT AND HORN
CONDUIT SET - 2 headlight
conduits, 2 ferrules, and one
1/2" diameter horn conduit.
These are an exact copy of
originals. All stainless steel
parts. 
20770 29-34 $34.50set

HORN CONDUIT - Stainless
steel. 
20780 28-31 $8.25ea.

WIRING

MAIN WIRE HARNESS - One
bulb set is used with cowl
lights. Original color coded
wires. Wire ends are soldered
to terminal disc. Yellow and
blue with yellow tracer go to
horn. Yellow wire inside black
loom to cut out. This harness
has the correct brass bullet
ends to the headlight socket.
Best quality available. Can be
used for 1928 if the repro
(16690) switch body is used.
1929 harness has the stop light
wires braided inside a loom. 
One bulb 
20360 30-31 $71.10ea.

20370 28-29 $71.10ea.

Two bulb 
20380 28-29 $74.95ea.

20390 30-31 $74.95ea.

HORN • WIRING
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NEW MAIN WIRING
HARNESS WITH TURN
SIGNAL - New complete wire
harness for Headlights, Tail
Lights and Turn Signals. Set
includes the turn signal unit,
internally changed to work with
stock Model A lights, flasher,
and fuse. This factory wire
harness will look better than
the 8 different colored wires
going to the lights in the above
kit. Complete light switch body
is no longer included. Fits all
years. 
USING COWL LIGHTS & TWO
TAIL LIGHTS 6 volt 
20400 28-31 $329.95set

USING COWL LIGHTS & TWO
TAIL LIGHTS 12 volt 
20401 28-31 $329.95set

USING PARKING LIGHT &
TWO TAIL LIGHTS 6 volt 
20410 28-31 $329.95set

USING PARKING LIGHT &
TWO TAIL LIGHTS 12 volt 
20411 28-31 $329.95set

USING FRONT BUMPER AND
REAR TAIL LIGHTS 6 volt 
20420 28-31 $329.95set

USING FRONT BUMPER AND
REAR TAIL LIGHTS 12 volt 
20422 28-31 $329.95set

ADD ON TURN SIGNAL KIT -
This unit is added to your main
wiring harness. The kit includes
a directional signal unit which
has a band that attaches to
your steering column, flasher
unit, connecting socket, wire
terminals, wire connectors, and
50 feet of pre-cut wire. Wiring
diagram and full instructions.
We have rewired the circuit
and added wiring inside the
switch for this to work on the
stock light bulbs. Used on cars
having cowl lights & two tail
lights. 
6 volt 
18730 28-31 $184.15set

12 volt 
18740 28-31 $184.15set

COWL LIGHT WIRE
SUPPORT BRACKET &
GROMMET - This ’L’ shaped
bracket is used to support the
cowl light wire on all cars and
vacuum line for open cars. In
closed cars, 3 are used, one at
each inside top corner of the
cowl, secured by the cowl
welting screw and inside top
left terminal box screw. Open
Cars used 2 brackets for cowl
light wires at each inside top
corner of the cowl, secured by
the top rivet of the cowl brace.
Also 3 brackets for the vacuum
line. One at top left terminal
box screw, left cowl welt screw
and the third on the rear most
gas ta 
18700 28-29 $2.20ea.

18710 30-31 $2.20ea.

FLASHER FOR TURN
SIGNAL - Flasher for turn
signal. 
6 volt 
18750 28-31 $4.95ea.

12 volt 
18760 28-31 $4.95ea.

USA LIGHT SWITCH BODY -
All the wires join inside this
housing at the end of the
steering column. Zinc plated.
This is the shorter body used
1928 to April 1930, but can be
used on all years. High Quality
USA made to the original
specs with the correct shape
and spaced contacts. Cad
Plated. 
16691 29-37 $45.95ea.

6 VOLT
ELECTROMECHANICAL
FLASHER - Electromechanical
f l ashers  u t i l i ze
electromagnetism, with an
electronic circuit, to outperform
thermal flashers by up to 10
times! Made in the U.S.A. on
fully automated equipment.
Funct iona l ly  tes ted twice
before leaving the factory. 
18761 28-31 $24.95ea.

FLASHER FOR LED LIGHTS -
When using led lights this
flasher will allow the turn
signals to blink. 
12 Volt 
18762 28-31 $12.95ea.

HEADLIGHT WIRE BRASS
TERMINAL ENDS - This is the
original blunt terminal ends on
the main wire harness that
matches with the head light
wire socket, which is located in
the wire plug (20810). Solder
the wire into the terminal ends.
Six terminals per set. 
20421 28-31 $2.95set

WIRING
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STARTER OR GROUND
CABLE BOLT AND SQUARE
NUT - 5/16-18 x 1 1/4 square
nut. Used to tighten the end of
the cable to the battery post,
included with new cable. 
20200 28-31 $0.65set

CABLE SUPPORT FOR
BATTERY CABLE - Battery
cable is kept in place away
from the pedals and secured to
the bell housing. Includes
grommet. The bracket was
changed in November of 1929.
Paint bracket black. 
20560 28-29 $4.50ea.

20570 29-31 $4.40ea.

TERMINAL BOX
REPLACEMENT RUBBER
GROMMET - The pop-out
switch cable passes through
this at the terminal box. Also
used with the battery cable
clamp. 
20580 28-31 $1.25ea.

ORIGINAL STYLE CABLE
BATTERY SUPPORT WIRE
GROMMET - This ORIGINAL
shaped grommet  has an
elongated hole and tapered
ends to allow the cable end to
pass through. 
20590 28-31 $24.95ea.

ORIGINAL BATTERY TO
STARTER SWITCH CABLE -
With braided covering. Heavy
#1 gauge copper wire with bolt
and nut at battery post end. 19"
long. 
20160 28-31 $23.75ea.

ELECTRICAL DISCONNECT
SWITCH BRACKET - Attach
this bracket to the lower starter
motor to flywheel bolt. 
20170 28-31 $6.95ea.

ELECTRICAL DISCONNECT
SWITCH CABLE - This heavy
#1 gauge wire has an eye on
each end. One end goes on the
disconnect switch, the other to
the starter switch. Cable is 16"
long. Remove the existing
cable from the starter switch,
attach it to one lug on the
disconnect switch. Attach this
cable from the disconnect
switch to the starter switch. 
20180 28-31 $13.25ea.

ELECTRICAL DISCONNECT
SWITCH - Run negative cable
from battery to disconnect
switch. Then run (20180) from
the disconnect switch to the
starter switch. Throw this
switch and all current is off.
Order 20170 mounting bracket
and 20180 switch cable. A new
20160 cable may also be
needed. Rated 40 amp for 6
volt, and 20 amp for 12 volt. 
20190 28-31 $25.80ea.

BATTERY MOUNTED
DISCONNECT SWITCH - This
style of disconnect switch
mounts directly to the negative
post of the battery, and your
cable attaches to the stud on
the switch. Fits under the
floorboards. 
20191 28-31 $7.95ea.

TURN SIGNAL L IGHT -
Includes a special backing
plate to hold on the front or rear
bumper. Light comes with a 12
volt bulb installed. We have
included a 6 volt bulb for your
convenience. 
Amber lens. Our brand uses
the spade bulb 
20430 28-31 $20.95ea.

Red lens. Our brand uses the
bayonet bulb 
20440 28-31 $20.95ea.

LED BUMPER DIRECTIONAL
LIGHTS - This is a fu l ly
functioning LED l ight that
mounts between your bumper
bars with no alterations needed
to your car, for your turn
signals. The 6 volt version has
a pre-loaded resistor built in so
it will work with a thermal
flasher. The 12 volt units will
need  par t  #18762  12V
electronic flasher to work. 
6V Amber 
20431 28-31 $32.95ea.

12V Amber 
20432 28-31 $32.95ea.

6V Red 
20441 28-31 $32.95ea.

12V Red 
20442 28-31 $32.95ea.

BULB FOR TURN SIGNAL -
Bayonet style socket (two nubs
180 degrees across on socket);
used in our #20440. 
6 VOLT - BAYONET 
20470 28-31 $1.40ea.

12 VOLT - BAYONET 
20480 28-31 $1.40ea.

6 VOLT - SPADE 
20481 28-31 $1.40ea.

12 VOLT - SPADE 
20482 28-31 $1.40ea.

BATTERY GROUND STRAP -
Flat copper strap as originally
used. Includes bolt and nut
(20200). Copper straps should
be lead coated to be more
original. This can be done by
melting solder on the copper
strap. 
Copper Strap 
20210 28-31 $16.50ea.

Braided 7" wire cable 
20230 28-31 $12.95ea.

BATTERY GROUND CABLE
TO FRAME BOLT - Special
headed bolt used 1928 thru
March ’30. Cadmium plated.
Bolt head is located on the
battery s ide of  the cross
member. 
20220 28-30 $3.30ea.

20240 30-31 $0.55set

COIL WIRE TO
DISTRIBUTOR CAP - A 11
3/4" thick black lacquered wire
with brass tips soldered to wire
as original. Ford never used a
rubber boot on the ends of this
wire. 
Original 11 3/4" thick black
lacquered wire with brass tips
soldered to wire as original.
Ford never used a rubber boot
on the ends of this wire. 
20250 28-31 $3.25ea.

MODERN COIL  TO
DISTRIBUTOR WIRE - modern
style coil to distributor wire with
the ends crimped on and boots
to protect from moisture. The
wire measures 18" long 
20251 28-31 $4.25ea.

COIL WIRE TO TERMINAL
BOX - Wire connects from
passenger side (+) of coil to
passenger side of terminal box
and red wire to the driver side
(-) coil until Nov. 1929, then
changed the coil wire to driver
side of the coil to driver side of
the terminal box and the red
dash wire to the passenger
side of the coil. Black 16 gauge
wire as originally used with
soldered flags on ends. 
20260 28-31 $3.25ea.

COWL LIGHT WIRE
PIGTAILS - Wire that goes
from the socket through the
arm and extends out of the arm
about 2 inches. 
20340 28-34 $5.10pair

WIRING
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DASH WIRE - Three wires, 1
for the ignition and 2 for the
ammeter correct color coded.
Red wire from ignition switch to
driver side (-) of coil until Nov.
’29 then changed to passenger
side (+) of coil. Attach yellow
wire to ammeter discharge
post, the yellow/black wire and
dash lamp wire to the charge
post of the ammeter. This is an
extra heavy 12 gauge wire as
original. 
20350 28-31 $15.50set

CUT OUT TO TERMINAL
BOX WIRE - This wiring was
placed in a black metal tubing
through Feb. 1930 (tube is
supplied in primer) and later
covered with a black flexible
loom. Correct color coded
wiring. Yellow with black tracer
from driver side of terminal box
to the cut out on the generator.
The yellow wire runs from the
passenger side of the terminal
box to the starter switch. This is
heavy 12 gauge wi re  as
or ig inal ly used. See part
#20680 & 20690 for clips, and
#20710 & 20720 for fasteners.
Wire in a metal tube 
20490 28-E30 $18.25ea.

Wire in loom 
20500 30-31 $16.10ea.

28-E30 CUT OUT TO
TERMINAL BOX
REPLACEMENT WIRES
ONLY - This kit is just the wires
and ends to rebuild YOUR
original 28-E30 cut out to
terminal tube (#20490). 
20491 28-E30 $7.95ea.

TAIL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRES - Connects the two tail
light wires to the main wire
harness. 
20510 28-31 $22.95ea.

COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRE - Connects the two cowl
l ights to the main wir ing
harness. 
20520 28-34 $17.30set

COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER
WIRE LOOM - Black lacquered
loom to protect wire. Used from
one cowl arm across fire wall to
other arm. 4 feet per roll. 1929
used a grommet in the support
bracket (18700), but grommet
was dropped from the bracket
in 1930-31 and a loom was
added to protect the wire. 
20530 30-31 $1.70roll

WIRE CONNECTORS - A steel
sleeve inside a rubber tube.
Connects one pig tail wire to
the wiring harness. Set of 4. 
20540 28-34 $2.95set

WIRE BULLET ENDS - The
metal end that is crimped to the
wire to insert into (20540) wire
connectors. Solder for better
electrical contact. Five per set.
20550 28-34 $1.80set

BRASS WIRE TERMINAL
FLAG - This is the authentic
style brass tinned flag terminal
used in the wiring harness. 
20551 28-31 $0.50ea.

TERMINAL BOX AND LID -
With screws and nuts and 2
brass plated wing nuts. Plain
cover, no script. 2 of the holes
are 1/16" off, so your firewall
holes must be enlarged. 
20600 28-31 $11.85ea.

TERMINAL BOX TO
FIREWALL SCREWS - Four
10/32 x 3/8 screws and lock
washers to mount the box on
the fire wall. Included with
(20600) box. 
20610 28-31 $0.70set

TERMINAL BOX LID - Plain
cover. 
20620 28-31 $2.30ea.

WING NUTS FOR THE
TERMINAL BOX - Two 10/32
brass-plated nuts. 
20630 28-31 $1.75pair

COWL WIRE CONNECTOR -
Original type connection of the
cross over wire to the wiring
harness located at the base of
the steering column. Use in lieu
o f  the  bu l le t  connec to rs
#20540. 
20640 28-29 $8.50set

20650 30-31 $8.35set

TAIL LIGHT WIRE CLIP ON
REAR FENDER BRACKET -
Holds tail light wires inside wire
loom to rear fender bracket for
tea cup style, used 1929-31.
Clip to the rear edge of the
brace approximately 3" up from
the bottom edge. 
20660 29-31 $2.15ea.

SPEEDOMETER CABLE
GROMMET - Located at the
fire wall below the choke rod.
Do not paint. 
20670 28-34 $0.75ea.

28 - FEB 30 CLIP FOR STEEL
TUBE - Cut out wire on fire wall
1928 thru Feb. 1930. 
20680 28-30 $1.65ea.

FEB 30 - 31 CUTOUT AND
SPEEDOMETER CABLE
WIRE CLIP - One top of water
inlet pipe, and one on the
firewall. Need 2 per car. 
20690 28-31 $1.05ea.

MID 30 - 31 SPEEDOMETER
CABLE CLIP - Located on
inside of the firewall. 
20700 30-31 $1.65ea.

SPEEDOMETER CLIP
SCREW AND LOCK
WASHER - For cut out wire clip
and speedometer cable clip on
fire wall. Paint black. Need 2
per car. 
20710 28-31 $0.45set

CUT OUT WIRE CLIP ON
WATER INLET HEX BOLT &
LOCK W - Stainless bolt and
lock washer With original thick
head. 
STAINLESS STEEL w i th
original thick head bolt 
20720 28-31 $3.15set

Zinc Plated 
20730 28-31 $0.45set

1928 HEADLIGHT AND
HORN CONDUIT SET FOR
1/2" SOCKET - 2 headlight, 2
ferrules, 1 horn conduit made
from stainless steel. Used in
1928 with smaller 1/2" socket. 
20740 1928 $17.65set

ORIGINAL 9 /16"  S IZE
HEADLIGHT AND HORN
CONDUIT SET - 2 headlight
conduits, 2 ferrules, and one
1/2" diameter horn conduit.
These are an exact copy of
originals. All stainless steel
parts. 
20770 29-34 $34.50set

HEADLIGHT CONDUIT
FERRULE ONLY - This is the
stainless steel ferrule that
holds the headlight conduit
onto the headlight socket.
Inc luded  w i th  a l l  o f  ou r
headlight & horn conduit sets.
Need two per car. Cannot be
used with smaller 28 conduits
20740. 
20771 28-31 $2.60ea.

HORN CONDUIT - Stainless
steel. 
20780 28-31 $8.25ea.
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1928 HEADLIGHT WIRE
PLUGS - When the wires come
out of the conduit, separate
them into the plug. This will
align the wires with the socket
in the headlight. The 1928 uses
a 2 hole plug. Set includes 2
plugs, 4 special brass terminals
and screws. 
1928 PLUGS & BRASS
TERMINALS 
20790 1928 $9.95set

1928 PLUGS ONLY 
20800 1928 $1.75pair

29-31 HEADLIGHT WIRE
PLUGS - 29-31 Uses a three
ho le  p lug .  Be  sure  the
measurement from the back of
the plug to the end of the brass
tip is .680". Our Repro wiring
harness has the correct brass
ends for the headlight wires.
Having the correct ends on the
wiring harness and the correct
depth of the plug will help keep
the springs in the headlight
sockets from compressing and
bending too much and shorting
the electr ical system out.
Lettering inserts into the socket
first. Sold as a pair. 
20810 29-31 $1.65pair

WIRE CLIPS ON FRAME - 3
clips to hold the tail light wire
on the frame and 2 clips for the
tail light cross over wire to the
second tail light. 
20820 28-48 $2.05set

TAIL LIGHT WIRE CLIP -
Holds wire to bottom side of
wood subrail. Set includes one
clip and wood screw. Used on
1928-31 Fordors and 1928-31
Station Wagons 
20830 28-31 $2.05set

TOP KICK PANEL
RETAINING CLIP & DOME
LIGHT WIRE CL - Located at
the front top edge of the cowl
kick panel. Rubber grommet is
included. 
Clip & Grommet 
20840 28-29 $4.70set

GROMMET ONLY 
20850 28-29 $1.05ea.

DRUM TAIL LIGHT WIRE
CLIP - Clips wires to tail light
arm bracket. Need two clips
per tail light. 
20860 28-29 $1.00ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER WIRE
CLIP - Clip secures electric
wiper wire to top of the open
car windshield frame. Black
finish. Need 2 clips per car. 
20870 28-30 $2.80ea.

HEADLIGHT WIRE CLIP -
This clip is located under the
left front hood latch by the rear
screw to hold the wires to the
headlight in place. Used April
1929 till end. See page 336 of
the Service Bulletins. 
20890 29-31 $1.75ea.

FIREWALL GROMMET SET -
Six piece set. Two styles
offered for starter rod, 2 for the
choke rod, 1 for the ignition
cable at the terminal box, and
one for the speedometer cable
at fire wall. 
Non-Indented firewall 
20900 28-31 $5.25set

Indented f irewall includes
13190 
20901 1931 $7.25set

USB CHARGE PORT
ACCESSORY - This unit has
dual 1.25 amp USB charging
ports to power cell phones,
GPS, or tablets. It is designed
to turn on/off automatically with
engine, it also has a manual
override. Works on 6 or 12-volt
systems, not ground specific.
For easy installation purchase
our #20511B "A-Plate" Fuse
Panel. U.S.A. 
20511A 28-31 $81.95ea.

"A-PLATE" ACCESSORY
BRACKET FUSE PANEL -
This Fuse panel mounts to
inside of the firewall and uses
the 2 top screws of the terminal
box for mounting. This bracket
has a two wire connection one
for the power source and the
second goes to the terminal
bank. This addition gives you a
place to attach 6 wires for
powering accessories through
fuses (not included), and a
bank  o f  6  te rm ina ls  fo r
grounding your accessories.
Panel is made to directly
accep t  the  20511A USB
Charge Port and the 20511C &
20511D Brake & Run kit.
U.S.A. Will only fit with no e 
"A-PLATE"  ACCESSORY
BRACKET FUSE PANEL FOR
30-31 
20511B 30-31 $72.95ea.

"A-PLATE"  ACCESSORY
BRACKET FUSE PANEL FOR
28-29 
20511C 30-31 $72.95ea.

IMPORT LIGHT SWITCH
BODY - All the wires join inside
this housing at the end of the
steering column. Zinc plated.
This is the shorter body used
1928 to April 1930. The lower
half has a large flat area on the
bottom which is the 1932 style,
but will work on all Model A’s. 
16690 29-37 $18.95ea.

LOWER LIGHT SWITCH
BODY ONLY - This is the
correct round shaped bottom
for the Model A. It will only fit
the original bodies. Zinc plated.
April 1930 thru 1937 long body,
about 2 1/8" long 
16710 30-37 $10.90ea.

FIRE WALL HARDWARE -
Set includes stainless screws
(where applicable) for the coil
bracket, starter switch rod
grommet, generator loom tube
clamp, speedometer cable
clamp, junction box and patent
date plate rivets. 
24 Stainless pieces 
13500 28-29 $6.05set

17 Stainless pieces 
13510 30-31 $4.25set

DOME LIGHT WIRE - The
correct black with blue tracer
16 gauge cloth wire. Wire
starts at driver side of terminal
box, up windshield post, half
way across header, and back
to light. Then run a ground wire
from the light to the side of the
body. Order per foot. 
19750 28-31 $1.25ft

ELECTRIC WIPER WIRE -
From terminal box to electric
wiper motor for all closed cars.
Black with blue tracer wire.
Flag on one end. 86" long.
Closed Car wire goes up the
passenger side of windshield
post. 
20270 28-31 $8.10ea.

ORIGINAL CLOTH COVERED
WIRE - Cloth covered wire.
So ld  per  foo t .  NOT
RETURNABLE. 
BLACK 16 GAUGE 
20280 28-31 $0.95ft

RED 12ga 
20282 28-31 $0.95ft

BLUE 16 GAUGE 
20284 28-31 $0.95ft

YELLOW 12 gauge 
20286 28-31 $0.95ft

GREEN 16 gauge 
20290 28-31 $0.95ft

BLACK W/ YELLOW TRACER
12 GAUGE 
20300 28-31 $0.95ft

BLACK W/ GREEN TRACER
16 GAUGE 
20302 28-31 $0.95ft

BLACK W/ RED TRACER 16
GAUGE 
20304 28-31 $0.95ft

YELLOW W/ BLACK TRACER
12 gas 
20305 28-31 $0.95ft

BLUE W/ BLACK TRACER 16
GA 
20310 28-31 $0.95ft
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WIRE LOOM - Black fabric
loom with a water resistant
sealer. Used to protect the
above wires. This is cut to the
length you request and is NOT
RETURNABLE. 
3/16 ID loom size for one wire 
20320 28-31 $0.70ft

3/8 ID loom size for two wires 
20330 28-31 $0.75ft

FENDERS

FENDER WELL - To replace
rust-outs or for making a welled
fender. Heavy gauge steel,
i ns ta l la t ion  ins t ruc t ions
included. 
20920 28-29 $49.95ea.

20940 30-31 $43.65ea.

FRONT FENDER - Original
gauge STEEL with serrated
wire bead edge. The area
where the running board
splash apron meet the fender
is off. You will have to rework
the metal. This is for the
1930-31 fenders only. 
28-29 NON-WELLED RIGHT 
20960 28-29 $499.00ea.

30-31 NON-WELLED RIGHT 
20980 30-31 $440.00ea.

28-29 NON-WELLED LEFT 
21000 28-29 $499.00ea.

30-31 NON-WELLED LEFT 
21020 30-31 $440.00ea.

WELLED FRONT FENDER -
Original gauge STEEL with
serrated wire bead edge. The
area where the running board
splash apron meet the fender
is off. You will have to rework
the metal. This is for the
1930-31 fenders only. 
28-29 WELLED RIGHT SIDE 
20970 28-29 $625.00ea.

30-31 WELLED RIGHT SIDE 
20990 30-31 $580.00ea.

28-29 WELLED LEFT 
21010 28-29 $625.00ea.

30-31 WELLED LEFT 
21030 30-31 $580.00ea.

1931 REAR FENDER DIMPLE
PATCH - This patch allows you
to turn an earlier 30-31 Sedan
fender into the one for the 1931
Slant Window cars. This is the
right side. 
Right Side 
21571 1931 $25.50ea.

Left Side 
21572 1931 $25.50ea.

30-31 SEDAN REAR FENDER
WEB REPAIR NO DIMPLE -
This is the triangular shaped
piece of metal on the inside of
the 30-31 Sedan Fenders
where the fender mounts to the
body. The dimple was added
with the introduction of the
slant window cars to allow
clearance. 
Right Side 
21573 30-31 $135.00ea.

Left Side 
21574 30-31 $135.00ea.

30-31 SEDAN REAR FENDER
WEB REPAIR WITH DIMPLE -
The dimple was added with the
introduction of the slant window
cars to allow clearance. 
Right Side 
21575 30-31 $134.50ea.

Left Side 
21576 30-31 $134.50ea.

STEEL REAR FENDERS -
There are two manufactures of
rear Steel fenders. We sell the
better brand made by Albrecht.
Made from original gauge steel
with original serrated wire
beaded edge. Reinforcement
bead plate (21580) is not
included with fenders. 
28-29 RIGHT SIDE STEEL
PICKUP REAR FENDER -
COUPE,  ROADSTER,
CABRIOLET, NARROW BED
PICKUP 
21380 28-29 $350.00ea.

30-31 RIGHT SIDE REAR
STEEL FENDER FOR :
COUPES,  ROADSTERS,
CABRIOLET & NARROW BED
PICKUP 
21390 30-31 $350.00ea.

28-29 LEFT SIDE STEEL
COUPES, ROADSTERS &
CABRIOLET REAR FENDER 
21470 28-29 $350.00ea.

30-31 LEFT SIDE STEEL
COUPES, ROADSTERS &
CABRIOLET REAR FENDER 
21480 30-31 $350.00ea.

28-29 LEFT SIDE PICKUP
NARROW BOX REAR
FENDERS 
21420 28-29 $350.00ea.

30-31 LEFT SIDE PICKUP
NARROW BOX REAR
FENDERS 
21510 30-31 $350.00ea.

DELUXE TWO DOOR
PHAETON RIGHT SIDE REAR
FENDER 
21400 30-31 $550.00ea.

DELUXE TWO DOOR
PHAETON LEFT SIDE REAR
FENDER 
21490 30-31 $550.00ea.

FENDER
BRACES

FRONT FENDER BRACE -
Stamped S tee l  used  in
1929-31. Originally 1928 to
early 30 used forged braces,
but the stamped steel (21200)
will fit on 1928 thru 1929. The
late 1931 original brace had a
reinforced area at the lower
bolt hole, but the repro is a
copy of the 30 to late 31 style
b race .  Use  par t  #21240
mounting bolts for both repro
braces. 
21200 28-29 $41.95ea.

21210 30-31 $49.95ea.

28 - 29 FRONT FENDER
BRACKET TO FRAME
BOLTS - For 1928-1929 cast
braces. Set for both braces,
two 1/2-20 x 1 9/16 and four
3/8-24 x 15/16 bolts, 6 lock
washers and 6 nuts. 
21220 28-29 $3.95set

1930 FRONT FENDER
BRACKET TO FRAME
BOLTS - For early 1930 cast
braces. Six 3/8-24 x 1 Hex
bolts, lock washers and nuts. 
21230 1930 $3.95set

28 - 31 FRONT FENDER
BRACKET TO FRAME
BOLTS - For 1928 thru late
1931. Stamped steel brackets
used six 3/8-24 x 3/4 bolts, lock
washers and nuts for both
braces. 
21240 28-31 $3.30set

1931 FRONT FENDER
BRACKET TO FRAME
BOLTS - For late ’31 braces.
Two 3/8-24 x 1 15/16 and four
3/8-24 x 15/16 bolts, 6 lock
washers and 6 nuts for both
braces. Used on stamped
fender braces with a raised
center reinforcing rib, which is
not being reproduced. 
21250 1931 $3.95set
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FRONT FENDER TO FRAME
SCREWS - Above the front
splash apron to hold the front
inside edge of the fender to the
frame. Paint black enamel.
Four stainless screws, lock
washers, nuts. Jan. ’30 till
about April ’30. The area
around hole is flat. Set includes
four 1/4-20 x 7/8 round head
screw, lock washers and nut. 
4 ROUND HEAD SCREWS,
LOCK WASHERS, & NUTS 
21260 1930 $1.50set

4 OVAL HEAD SCREWS,
LOCK WASHERS, & NUTS 
21270 30-32 $2.05set

30 - 31 FRONT FENDER
SCREW DIMPLE PATCH - If
the raised dimple area around
the fender to frame screw is
worn out, then this patch will
repair the area. Used April
1930-31. Four patches per set.
21280 30-31 $7.00set

30-31  FRONT FENDER
REPAIR RINGS - Use these
rings to repair the raised
dimple area around the front
fender to frame screw holes. If
your fender is not ripped or torn
then this is an inexpensive
alternative for you. This is a set
of 4 plain steel rings. 
21281 30-31 $2.50set

FENDER BEAD EDGE BOLT -
Edge to end of fender brace.
Four 1/4-20 carriage bolts, 4
lock washers and nuts per set.
Paint black. 
Stainless 
21290 28-29 $3.00set

28-E30 uses 1/4" x 1" carriage
bolt- ZINC PLATED 
21300 28-29 $2.00set

Stainless 
21310 30-31 $3.00set

E30-31 uses 1/4"  x  3 /4"
carriage bolt - ZINC PLATED 
21320 30-31 $2.00set

FENDER & RUNNING
BOARD BOLT SET - All bolts,
washers, lock washers, and
nuts to mount all 4 fenders to
the brackets, body and ends of
running boards. NOT included
in this set is (21830) and
(21260/21270). 
1928-29 fasteners; also for E30
with cast iron fender braces.
152 pieces 
21330 28-29 $17.15set

1930 has 154 pieces where
apron nose section is welded
to front fender. For stamped
steel fender braces 
21340 1930 $17.15set

1931 USED WHEN NOSE
SECTION OF SPLASH
APRON IS  NOT SPOT
WELDED TO THE FENDER. 
21350 1931 $17.15set

FENDER BRACE
REINFORCEMENT PLATE -
Small support plate located on
the inside of the fender bead at
the fender brace hole. Used on
all fenders, not included with
the new fenders. Should be
tack welded in place. 
21580 28-31 $5.50ea.

REAR FENDER BRACE 1928
COUPE,  ROADSTER,
PICKUP - Cast iron for 1928
Coupes ,  Roads te rs  and
Pickups. 
21600 1928 $39.95ea.

REAR FENDER BRACES -
Stamped steel. 
Coupes ,  Roads te rs  and
Pickups 
21610 29-31 $16.95ea.

Tudor, Fordor & Phaeton 
21630 28-31 $16.95ea.

Pickup: Wide Bed 
21640 1931 $17.50ea.

28-29 CAST IRON REAR
FENDER BRACE TO BODY
BOLTS - Bolts, washers and
nuts for both braces. Cast iron
brace (except Pickup’s) bolt set
includes four 5/16-24 x 1 1/4
bolts, two 5/16-24 x 3/4 bolts
with six nuts and lock washers.
21660 28-29 $3.30set

PICKUP REAR CAST BRACE
BOLTS - Two 5/16-24 x 5" hex
bol ts ,  f la t  washers ,  lock
washers, and nuts. 
21661 1928 $3.50set

29 -  31  REAR FENDER
BRACE TO BODY BOLTS -
Stamped steel brace bolt set
includes six 5/16-24 x 1" bolts,
lock washers and nuts. Not for
Pickup. 
21670 29-31 $3.00set

29 -  31  REAR FENDER
BRACE TO BODY BOLTS -
For 1929 to May 1931 Closed
Cab Pickup with narrow box,
fender  brace bo l ts .  Four
5/16-24 x 4 1/2" bolts, flat
washers, lock washers, and
nuts. 
21680 28-31 $3.20set

REAR FENDER STUD - These
are the 4 studs protruding
around the top edge of the rear
fender area on the body for the
fender to mount to. The studs
have extra-large carriage type
heads to be brazed to the
body. Four 5/16-18 X 15/16
studs per set. Need two sets
per car. 
21690 28-31 $2.00set

REAR FENDER WASHERS
AND NUTS - Set contains the
8 flat washers, lock washers
and 5/16-18 nuts to mount both
rear fenders to the body.
Included in (21330, 21340,
21350). 
21700 28-31 $1.80set

16 FT FENDER WELTING -
Black vinyl with correct 3/16"
size bead. Enough for all four
fenders to body. 16 feet. Paint
black. 
37200 28-31 $11.95roll

RUNNING
BOARDS

28 - 29 RUNNING BOARDS -
Black r ibbed matt ing with
stainless molding on the
1928-29 boards. 
21710 28-29 $299.00pair

1930 RUNNING BOARDS -
Black pyramid matting with
stainless molding for 1930 to
Sept. 30. 
21720 1930 $299.00pair

1930 RUNNING BOARD WITH
SPLASH APRON - Black
pyramid matting with stainless
molding for 1930 to Sept. 30,
with splash apron spot welded
to it. 
21730 1930 $395.00pair

1931 RUNNING BOARDS -
Black pyramid matting with
stainless molding on outside
edge and rubber half round
molded into the rubber on other
three sides. This style used in
Sept. 1930 till the end. 
21740 1931 $299.00pair

RUNNING BOARD BRACKET
ANTI-SQUEAK WELT - Ford
placed a thin 1/16" anti-squeak
material on top of each brace
before setting on the running
boards. A four foot roll of 1/16"
X 3/4" woven treated fabric. 
6730 28-31 $3.95roll

RUNNING BOARD ’BELL’
SHAPED BOLTS - Original
style bolts in raven finish with
lock washers and nuts for both
boards. 
1928 to March 1929 forged
braces used four 5/16-18 x 1
3/16 and four 5/16-18 x 3/4
bolts 
21800 28-29 $3.35set
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RUNNING BOARD ’BELL’
SHAPED BOLTS (Cont.)
April 1929 till end stamped
steel braces used eight 5/16-18
x 3/4 bolts 
21830 29-31 $3.00set

PICKUP TRUCK RUNNING
BOARDS - Diamond design
steel board made from original
16 gauge steel. Ford Script for
1928-29 boards. 
28-29 Diamond design with
Ford Script 
21760 28-29 $270.00pair

30-31 Diamond Design 
21790 30-31 $270.00pair

RUNNING BOARD INSIDE
TRIM BOLTS - Used on Jan.
1930 thru Sept. 1930 one piece
running boards and aprons to
hold the inside trim to the
board. Set includes 10 small
carriage bolts, lock washers
and nuts. 
21900 1930 $5.50set

RUNNING BOARD TRIM
RIVETS - These are the
special rivets that were used to
secure the running board trim
to each end of the running
boards. Dril l a 9/64" hole
centered one inch from the
outside edge of the running
board. The rivet head is on the
inside of the board. Set of 8
oval head tubular rivets. 
21901 28-31 $1.20set

RUNNING BOARD MAT - For
both boards. Pre-cut and pre-
glued. 
RIBBED design 
21910 28-29 $49.95pair

PYRAMID design 
21920 30-31 $48.95pair

PYRAMID design with half
round rubber trim molded into
rubber 
21930 1931 $99.00pair

RUNNING BOARD STEP
PLATES - Aluminum plate with
diamond pattern and FORD
inside an oval ring. 8" x 6 1/4".
21950 28-31 $42.00pair

STEP PLATE SCREWS -
Eight stainless steel oval head
screws with eight nuts. 
21960 28-31 $2.75set

SPLASH
SHIELDS

RADIATOR SPLASH APRON
- Steel part below radiator and
be tween f ron t  fenders .
Reinforcement bracket behind
holes, correct contours in
corners and under radiator.
21970 & 21990 are both Die
stamped. 
21970 28-29 $84.95ea.

21980 1928 $69.00ea.

21990 30-31 $83.95ea.

RADIATOR SPLASH SHIELD
SCREWS & LOCK WASHERS
- In stainless. For 1928-29 the
screws pass thru the hood
shelf and frame to a ’D’ nut on
the splash shield. Four 1/4-20 x
1 1/4 oval head screws. 
22000 28-29 $1.55set

22010 30-31 $1.75set

RADIATOR SPLASH SHIELD
MOUNTING STUDS - 2 long
and 2 short studs with lock
washers and nuts for frame.
There were 2 types used.
Round and hex shape studs.
(For screws order 22000 or
22010.). 
HEX STYLE 
22020 30-31 $24.20set

ROUND STYLE 
22030 30-31 $11.00set

RADIATOR SPLASH SHIELD
FELT PAD - The 28-29’s used
2 pads. The pad prevents
rattles from the shield and the
radiator shell. Rivets included. 
22040 28-29 $1.20set

22050 30-31 $0.75ea.

RUNNING BOARD SPLASH
SHIELDS - NO hump at end of
shield. This was used in 1928
until July-Sept 1928 when the
hump was added to give better
clearance for the emergency
brake rod. All splash shields
are made of original gauge
steel. 
1928-July 28 Plain Shield 
22070 28-29 $240.00pair

July 28-29 Hump Shield 
22110 28-29 $240.00pair

RUNNING BOARD SPLASH
SHIELDS (Cont.)
1930-Sept 1930; apron is the
length of the running board 
22120 1930 $210.00pair

1930 RUNNING BOARD WITH
SPLASH APRON - Black
pyramid matting with stainless
molding for 1930 to Sept. 30,
with splash apron spot welded
to it. 
21730 1930 $395.00pair

1930 RUNNING BOARD
NOSE SECTIONS - In front of
1930 running board splash
shields; die stamped. 
22060 1930 $184.95pair

ONE PIECE RUNNING
BOARD SPLASH SHIELDS -
One piece die stamped for
Sept 30-31. Side mount hole is
not in apron. 59 3/8" long. 
22130 30-31 $249.95pair

CHARGE FOR INSTALLING
HOLE FOR SIDE MOUNT
ARM - Hole can only be
installed on #22130. 
Left side 
22140 30-31 $17.00ea.

Right side 
22150 30-31 $17.00ea.

RUNNING BOARD SPLASH
SHIELD TO FRAME BOLTS -
Holds splash shield to frame.
Four 1/4-20 x 3/4 step bolts,
lock washers and nuts for both
shields. Included in fender bolt
kits (21330, 21340, 21350). 
22160 28-31 $2.05set

HOOD

HOOD - This is a very good
qua l i t y  hood  made by
ROOTLIEB CO. Best of two
made. Includes steel hinge
rods, handles and latch clips. 
1928 BRIGGS FORDOR
CARS 
22170 1928 $480.00ea.
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HOOD (Cont.)
1929 Briggs Fordor 60-A,B,C,
155-B; 1929 Murray Fordor
155A, 165A; 1929 Cabriolet
68-A 
22180 1929 $480.00ea.

ALL EARLY 1928 CARS 
22190 E1928 $480.00ea.

ALL OTHER 1928-29 CARS
(except #22170, 22180, 22190)
22200 28-29 $480.00ea.

ALL 1930-31 CARS 
22210 30-31 $510.00ea.

HOOD CORNER PADS - Two
black leather triangular shape
pads with 9/64 x 5/16 tubular
rivets. Made from original spec.
These are installed only on the
rear corners. Rivets should be
painted black. 
22220 28-31 $3.75pair

HOOD HINGE RODS IN
STAINLESS - Three long solid
stainless rods to hinge the four
hood sections. This will prevent
rust stains in the hinge area. 
22230 28-29 $19.95set

22240 30-31 $19.95set

HOOD PROP SET UP -
Attaches to the radiator brace
rods. Rods are rubber coated
at the ends and fold out to
support the hood sides. Made
of Stainless Steel. 
22250 28-31 $30.75set

HOOD SAFETY SUPPORTS -
Mounts on hood rods and
hooks to hood rod bracket on
firewall. The 5" arm extends off
the hood rods next to the
firewall. When you raise your
hood, set the bottom edge of
the hood on the hooked end of
the arm. Made from steel with a
protective plastic tube over the
wire. Set includes left and right
arms. 
28-29 
22270 28-29 $24.75set

30-31 
22280 30-31 $24.75set

28 - 29 HOOD SHELVES - The
metal strip that runs the length
of the hood to front edge of the
fender. The hood latches rest
on top of these. The front holes
may need to be moved forward
1/4" Original holes are 5 3/4"
apart. 
22260 28-29 $38.50pair

HOOD SHELF BLOCKS - The
four small wooden blocks
located under the hood shelf to
support the hood latches. 
22290 28-29 $10.95set

HOOD BRACES - Located at
the center bottom edge of the
hood sides and secured to the
frame. The rubber bumper
presses against the hood to
prevent it from rattling. Includes
two braces, two original size
rubber bumpers, two 1/4-20 x
3/4 ta l l  head bo l ts ,  lock
washers and nuts. For rivet
tool, see part (2711). 
22300 30-31 $7.95set

HOOD RETAINER -  The
center hood rod secures to this
on the cowl. Paint body color. 
22310 28-29 $7.05ea.

22340 30-31 $5.30ea.

FINGER STYLE HOOD
RETAINER - With cowl band
c lamp.  Th is  is  the same
retainer as (22340) but has a
finger that clamps over the
cowl band. This was used on
some deluxe 1930-31 models.
Chrome plated 
Chrome Plated 
22380 30-31 $9.00ea.

POLISHED STAINLESS 
22390 30-31 $23.40ea.

HOOD RETAINER SHIMS - If
the back corner of your hood is
hitting you cowl, then use this
.015" shim under your hood
retainer to help realign it. 
22311 28-29 $0.55ea.

22391 30-31 $0.55ea.

HOOD RETAINER SCREWS -
Two 12/24 x 5/8 round head
screws, lock washers and
square nuts for 1928-29. 
28-29 STAINLESS STEEL 
22320 28-29 $3.00set

28-29 ZINC PLATED 
22330 28-29 $1.00set

30-31 CHROME PLATED 
22350 30-31 $1.65pair

30-31 STAINLESS STEEL 
22360 30-31 $1.80set

30-31 ZINC PLATED 
22370 30-31 $1.00set

REAR HOOD HINGE
RETAINER CAGE NUT
REPAIR KIT - Use this kit to
replace damaged rear hood
retainer cage nuts. This kit
comes with two nuts, cage,
r i ve ts ,  and  mount ing
instructions. This can either be
riveted in place or spot welded
in place. 
22392 30-31 $13.50set

28 - 31 RADIATOR SHELL
LACING & RIVETS - Correct
style lacing with original raven
rivets. Head of rivet faces
outward. Includes 26 rivets.
5/8" wide & 67" long. 
11940 28-31 $10.35set

COWL BAND - Stainless steel
band used in 1930-31. 
22400 30-31 $82.50ea.

COWL BAND CLIPS - These
clips are used under the top
screw of the cowl panel to
firewall bolt. Then slip under
the cowl band to help hold it in
position. Used on Jan to Feb
1930 Briggs Fordor Sedans. 
22401 30-31 $2.95pair

HOOD COWL LACING -
1928-29 lacing has original flat
lacing with internal wire across
gas tank and beaded edge
lacing with fourteen 5/32 x 7/16
oval head split rivets for cowl
sides (heads of rivets face
inward). 1928-29 includes
lacing hook. The 1930-31 uses
the original oval brown lacing.
Includes 2 clips, 4 rivets and 3
pan head screws. Tubular
rivets; the head was on the
outside. 
22410 28-29 $15.85set

22420 30-31 $26.95set

28 - 29 HOOD COWL LACING
HOOK - Used on the 1928-29
cowl welting to draw it tighter to
the gas tank lacing. Includes
10/32 x 3/4 special clamp
screw, lock washer and square
nut. Located next to the cowl
hood retainer. Included in
above kit. Paint black. 
22430 28-29 $2.70ea.

28 - 29 COWL LACING HOOK
BRACKET - Used on 28-29
cars. This bracket is what the
cowl lacing hook (22430)pulls
against. 
22431 28-29 $8.25ea.

HOOD COWL WELTING
SCREWS - Three 12/24 X 1
pan head screws. One for each
side and the 3rd top center.
Included in above kit. 
22440 30-31 $0.80set

HOOD LATCHES - The 4
latches that hold the hood in
place. Steel powder coated
black. 
28-29 use 3 hole base 
22450 28-29 $10.20ea.

30-31 use 2 hole base 
22480 30-31 $11.60ea.

HOOD
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STAINLESS STEEL HOOD
LATCHES - Nicely polished
latches. 1928-29 use 3 hole
base. Original latches were
black painted steel. 
28-29 use 3 hole base 
22460 28-29 $13.00ea.

30-31 use 2 hole base 
22490 30-31 $13.00ea.

HOOD LATCH SCREWS -
Stainless 10/32 screws, lock
washers and square nuts for
four latches. 1930-31 include
eight 3/16 flat washers. Paint
black. 
22470 28-29 $4.85set

22500 30-31 $3.85set

HOOD LATCH REPAIR KIT -
Set includes 4 stainless steel
springs, 4 small roll pins and 4
tubular rivets. 
22510 28-31 $15.30set

HOOD LATCH CLIP  ON
HOOD - The clip that is riveted
to the hood for the latch to
hook in place. Includes 3
tubular rivets. Need 4 sets. 
22520 28-32 $1.65set

HOOD HANDLE - Stamped
steel handles. Includes 4
tubular rivets. Order 2 sets. 
22530 28-31 $17.10set

RIVETS FOR HOOD
HANDLES - Eight 9/64 x 3/16
tubular rivet for 2 handles and
twelve 9/64 x 7/32 tubular rivet
for 4 latch clips with 5/16 truss
head. 20 rivets per set. For
rivet tool, see part (2700) in
Tool Section of catalog. 
22540 28-31 $1.20set

HOOD LATCH PADS - Rubber
pads under latches to protect
paint. 4 pads per set. This is a
thin black rubber, NO lip on
edge, therefore, not seen after
instal l ing. An after-market
product. 
22550 28-31 $2.75set

HOOD LATCH BUMPERS -
Slide rubber bumper down
latch stem. Rubber pushes
against hood to prevent latch
from rattling. 4 per set. This is
an aftermarket product. 
22560 28-31 $4.75set

HOOD LATCH CAPS - 2 small
caps for each latch to protect
the paint. 8 piece set. An
aftermarket product. You might
need to glue these in place. 
22570 28-31 $1.35set

HOOD LATCH BUMPERS - 6
round, original, cone shaped
rubber bumpers with original
black tubular rivets. Used 1928
until May ’31. In May ’31 the
round shape was changed to
triangle. The round will work on
all years. These are the correct
small bumpers the judges will
look for. Four for the hood and
two for the center hood brace. 
28- MAY 31 ROUND STYLE 
22580 28-31 $5.40set

MAY 1931 TRIANGULAR
STYLE 
22590 1931 $5.70set

SPEEDOMETER
CABLE & GEAR BOX

SPEEDOMETER GEAR &
CAP ASSEMBLY - Complete,
all-new gearbox made from the
FORD blue print. Cap includes
gear,  shaft  and retainer.
Threaded  7 /8 -18  fo r  the
speedometer cable. 
Standard gear ring and pinion
with round hole shaft for 21"
tires 
23150 28-29 $64.75ea.

Standard gear ring and pinion
with round hole shaft for 19"
tires 
23151 30-M 30 $64.75ea.

High gear ring and pinion with
square hole shaft for 19" tires 
23170 M30 - 31 $64.75ea.

Standard gear ring and pinion
with square hole shaft for 19"
tires 
23180 Mid 30-31 $64.75ea.

SPEEDOMETER CAP
HOUSING ONLY - Replace
your bad housing with this new
one. Gear, shaft and retainer
are not included. 
23160 28-31 $29.95ea.

SPEEDOMETER DRIVE
GEAR - Nylon gear wi th
mo lybdenum powder
embedded so no grease is
needed on gear. This will
outlast a hardened steel gear 6
to 1. 
17 Tooth Gear for 3:54 high
speed ring & pinion used with
21" tires - for proper gear mesh
this gear should only be used
on gear boxes marked 11-39 
23130 28-31 $12.55ea.

18 Tooth Gear for 3:54 high
speed ring & pinion used with
19" tires 
23190 28-31 $12.55ea.

19 Too th  Gear  fo r  3 :78
standard ring & pinion used
with 21" and 19" tires 
23210 28-31 $12.55ea.

SPEEDOMETER CASING
SHAFT - This is the shaft
inside the case which holds the
speedometer gear in place.
Shaft only. Made from FORD
print. 
Round Hole with Key Slot 
23220 28-30 $10.95ea.

Square Hole 
23230 30-48 $10.95ea.

SPEEDOMETER HOUSING
SHAFT RETAINER - This is
the shorter retainer for the
1928 to mid-1930 round shaft
with key. 
23240 28-30 $1.25ea.

23250 30-48 $2.25ea.

SPEEDOMETER GEAR
HOUSING GASKET -  To
torque tube. 
23260 28-48 $0.45ea.

SPEEDOMETER CAP BOLTS
- Two 1/4-28 x 1" bolts and lock
washers to hold housing to
torque tube. 
23200 28-31 $0.95set

SPEEDOMETER CABLE
SUPPORT CLAMP - Clamp
will hold the cable to the frame.
Black clamp with 5/16-24 x
11/16 bolt, lock washers and
nut. 
23050 28-30 $2.25ea.

23060 30-31 $2.25ea.

SPEEDOMETER CABLE
GREASE - This lubricant will
keep the internal cable greased
to prevent excessive wear to
cables and noise. 1/2 oz. tube.
23040 28-31 $3.05ea.

SPEEDOMETER CABLE -
The cable used with the oval
speedometer 1928 until June
30 is the larger diameter outer
casing with keyed end at drive
shaft. The round speedometer
used a 1/4" diameter with
square end at the drive shaft
end. Both cables are cad.
plated but should be painted
flat black to simulate raven
finish for all years. This is a
complete inner and outer
cab le .  Wi l l  no t  f i t  ova l
Northeast Speedometer. 
KEYED END 
22950 28-30 $33.95ea.

SQUARE ENDS 
22980 30-31 $24.75ea.

30-31 VINYL SPEEDOMETER
CABLE - This cable is just like
the cables above, but the steel
covered with a black vinyl.
Good for the car on the go, not
for show cars. 
SQUARE ENDS 
22981 M30-31 $21.45ea.

HOOD • SPEEDOMETER CABLE & GEAR BOX
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SPEEDOMETER UNIT TO
DASH SCREW - Two 1/4-20 x
1/2 screws, lock washers and
original large 1/2" square nuts.
AUTHENTIC STYLE WITH
CORRECT LARGE SQUARE
NUTS 
22900 28-31 $4.95set

NON AUTHENTIC 
22903 29-31 $1.65set

SPEEDOMETER CLIP
SCREW AND LOCK
WASHER - For cut out wire clip
and speedometer cable clip on
fire wall. Paint black. Need 2
per car. 
20710 28-31 $0.45set

MID 30 - 31 SPEEDOMETER
CABLE CLIP - Located on
inside of the firewall. 
20700 30-31 $1.65ea.

FEB 30 - 31 CUTOUT AND
SPEEDOMETER CABLE
WIRE CLIP - One top of water
inlet pipe, and one on the
firewall. Need 2 per car. 
20690 28-31 $1.05ea.

SPEEDOMETER CABLE
GROMMET - Located at the
fire wall below the choke rod.
Do not paint. 
20670 28-34 $0.75ea.

SPEEDOMETER GEAR SNAP
RING - Holds the drive shaft
gear in place. 
23270 28-48 $0.65ea.

SPEEDOMETER THRUST
WASHER - Fits on drive shaft
against  the gear.  This is
hardened. 
23280 28-48 $2.15ea.

GAS TANK SPEEDOMETER
CABLE GROMMET - The
1928-29 speedometer cable
comes across the firewall then
enters a hole in the tunnel to
the  speedometer .  Th is
grommet keeps the cable from
rubbing on the edge of the hole
of the metal tunnel under the
gas tank. 
12980 28-29 $4.00ea.

SPEEDOMETER
- OVAL

REBUILT SPEEDOMETER -
Rebui l t  and re-ca l ibra ted
professional ly,  r im nickel
plated. NOTE: at this time we
are only able to rebuild Stewart
Warner  round  &  ova l
speedometers. We no long
accept Northeast or Waltham
as rebuildable cores. A core is
required before a rebuilt unit is
sent out. 
Stewart Warner oval 
22810 28-30 $225.00ea.

OVAL SPEEDOMETER LENS
AND GASKET - Oval lens &
gasket from 1928 till June 30 
22880 28-30 $2.20ea.

STEWART WARNER OVAL
GEAR GREASE CAP - This is
the thin metal cap that covers
the speedometer drive gear on
Stewar t  Warner  ova l
speedometers. 
22902 28-30 $2.00ea.

SPEEDOMETER BEZEL
(RIM) - This is the nickel plated
cover that holds the lens in
place. 
Oval bezel, 1928-June 30 
22920 28-30 $21.95ea.

SPEEDOMETER TRIP STEM -
The knurled stem that’s pulled
out on the oval speedometer to
set the odometer. Complete
stem assembly with gear and
retaining washer, nickel plated.
23080 28-M30 $23.95set

OVAL STEWART WARNER
MAIN SPRING - This is the
main spring. This spring can be
used in all Stewart Warner
round and ovals. 
23081 28-31 $6.25ea.

OVAL STEWART WARNER
SPEEDOMETER
FACEPLATE - The black steel
plate with cut outs for the
numbers. 
Oval speedometer, 1928-June
30 
23090 28-30 $6.40ea.

SPEEDOMETER DECAL SET
- Mark reference point, remove
old numbers, cut out decal.
Soak in water and slide off
decal to wheel. Trim after decal
is dry. THESE ARE VERY
DIFFICULT TO INSTALL. 
Stewar t  Warner  ova l
speedometer used 1928 to
June 1930 
22740 28-30 $2.25ea.

Waltham oval speedometer
used 1928 to June 1930 
22750 28-30 $2.30ea.

SPEEDOMETER
- ROUND

ROUND SPEEDOMETER
LENS AND GASKET - Lens &
Gasket 
22890 30-31 $1.80ea.

30 -  31 SPEEDOMETER
LENS RETAINER - The metal
ring around the inside of the
rim to hold the glass in place.
For ROUND speedometers. 
22910 30-31 $2.85ea.

NORTH EAST GEAR COVER
PLATE - Gear cover plate with
tension spring for Northeast
round speedometers. This
cover is often missing and is
required for proper calibration
and  func t ion  o f  the
speedometer. 
22901 30-31 $6.75ea.

WALTHAM ROUND
MAINSPRING - This is the
mainspring and collet for 30-31
round  Wal tham Round
Speedometers. 
23082 30-31 $7.50ea.

STEWART WARNER MAIN
SPRING FOR ROUND
SPEEDOMETER - This is the
main spr ing speedometer
spring. This spring can be used
in all Stewart Warner round
speedometers. 
23083 30-31 $6.65ea.

ROUND SPEEDOMETER
FACE PLATE - The black steel
plate with cut outs for the
numbers. 
Round Stewart Warner, June
30-31 
23100 30-31 $6.55ea.

Round Waltham, June 30-31 
23110 30-31 $8.25ea.

Round Northeast, June 30-31 
23120 30-31 $8.25ea.

SPEEDOMETER CABLE & GEAR BOX • SPEEDOMETER - OVAL • SPEEDOMETER - ROUND
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SPEEDOMETER DECAL SET
- Mark reference point, remove
old numbers, cut out decal.
Soak in water and slide off
decal to wheel. Trim after decal
is dry. THESE ARE VERY
DIFFICULT TO INSTALL. 
Stewart Warner 7/8" wheel
round speedometer used M30-
1931 
22760 30-31 $2.30set

Waltham 3/4" wheel round
speedometer 
22780 30-31 $2.80set

Northeast round speedometer 
22790 30-31 $3.00set

REBUILT SPEEDOMETER -
Rebu i l t  and  reca l ib ra ted
professionally. Rim is replated
new numbers are installed.
This is a rebuild we must have
your core before we ship the
rebuilt unit. 
Waltham Round 
22830 $225.00ea.

Northeast Round 
22840 30-31 $225.00ea.

Stewart Warner Round 
22850 30-31 $225.00ea.

SPEEDOMETER BEZEL
(RIM) - This is the nickel plated
cover that holds the lens in
place. 
Round bezel Stewart Warner 
22930 30-31 $20.75ea.

Round bezel Northeast 
22941 30-31 $24.95ea.

WIPER -
VACUUM
MOTOR

WIPER MOTOR PADDLE
REBUILD KIT - This is the kit
to replace the worn or dried out
paddle mater ia l .  Gaskets
included. 
23340 29-31 $9.50set

TRICO VACUUM WIPER
SCREW BIT - This special
made 1/4" hex x 1" long socket
is used to remove the flat sided
screws that hold the vacuum
wiper together. This is for the
KCX,KSB, & KSL replacement
s ty le  w iper  tha t  can  be
identified by the snap on cover.
USA 
23341 28-31 $2.30ea.

VACUUM MOTOR GASKET
KIT - Two motor cover gaskets.
23370 29-31 $2.40set

A-400  WIPER MOTOR
BRACKET - This bracket gets
attached to the window frame
for the wiper motor to mount
onto. Used only on the A-400.
USA 
23901 1931 $15.95ea.

WIPER STANCHION
VACUUM LINE - The stainless
l ine a t tached to  the le f t
windshield stanchion post for
193032  Roads te rs  and
Phaetons. Order standard 9
1/2" or deluxe 9" windshield
length tube. Originally the tube
was chrome plated for deluxe
and black on standard cars and
p ick -ups .  Chrome c l ips
included. 
Standard - 9 1/2" long 
23410 29-31 $8.50ea.

Deluxe - 9" long 
23420 30-31 $8.35ea.

WIPER ON-OFF CONTROL
ARM - For outside mounted
vacuum wipers. 
23600 29-31 $3.95ea.

WIPER ON-OFF KNOB -
Chrome plated brass. 
23380 29-31 $1.75ea.

WIPER KNOB WITH TRICO
NAME - And info stamped on
the end. Chrome plated. Used
on all open cars & pickups. 
23390 29-31 $5.05ea.

TRICO WIPER MOTOR TAG -
Triangular shaped TRICO
embossed tag with screws
used on some TRICO motors. 
23400 29-31 $3.30ea.

VACUUM FITTING FOR
MANIFOLD - The brass fitting
that screws into your intake
manifold. Used in Aug. 29 till
end. Manifold hole size is
1/8-27 pipe thread. 
23610 29-31 $1.15ea.

VACUUM FITTING FOR
FIREWALL - The brass double
fitting mounted to the fire wall
to connect both inside and
outside vacuum lines. Includes
1/2-20 cadmium nut located on
inside of firewall. 
23620 29-31 $5.10ea.

VACUUM LINE FROM
MANIFOLD TO FIREWALL -
The steel line with brass fittings
on both ends to connect the
manifold to the fire wall. When
installing a compression fitting,
be sure the s tee l  tub ing
extends out of the brass fitting
half the diameter of the tubing
so the tubing will upset. 
23630 29-31 $5.85ea.

VACUUM WIPER RUBBER
HOSE - Vacuum wiper rubber
hose. 
Closed Car: 3 foot hose from
wiper motor to metal line 
23650 29-31 $3.00ea.

Open Car: from wiper motor to
the stanchion tube. 13 1/2"
long 
23660 29-31 $1.75ea.

Open Car: from bottom of the
stanchion tube, behind the kick
panel to the steel vacuum tube.
20 1/2" long 
23670 29-31 $2.25ea.

CLOTH IMPREGNATED
RUBBER HOSE - This is
better looking than the above
rubber  hose,  but  not  as
textured as original. 3 feet. 
23680 29-31 $11.15ea.

STEEL VACUUM LINE - The
steel vacuum line that goes
from the fire wall, under the gas
tank and up the windshield
stanchion on closed cars. 36"
long ,  fab r i c  covered  a t
stanchion with brass fittings.
This can also be used for open
cars from fire wall fitting across
fire wall to cowl panel. When
installing a compression fitting,
be sure the s tee l  tub ing
extends out of the brass fitting
half the diameter of the tubing
so the tubing will upset. 
23690 29-31 $5.90ea.

WIPER SHAFT NUT - Late ’31
inside mounted wipers used a
special brass, nickel plated, nut
on the shaft to secure the wiper
to the windshield. 
23320 1931 $1.20ea.

WINDSHIELD WIPER HOSE
GROMMET -  This  is  the
grommet that goes in the
closed car windshield frames to
protect the vacuum hose. 
23321 29-31 $1.40ea.

OPEN CAR WIPER CLAMPS
FOR VACUUM MOTORS -
Apr i l  1930  to  end  on
windshield. Two clamps and
bolts per set. 
Chrome Clamps 
23890 28-31 $6.10set

Stainless Steel 
23900 30-31 $11.00set

SPEEDOMETER - ROUND • WIPER - VACUUM MOTOR
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VACUUM WIPER HOSE CLIP
- Located across windshield for
closed cars. Holds vacuum
hose to windshield header.
Need 2. 
23990 29-31 $0.75ea.

Deluxe Roadster & Deluxe
Phaeton use chrome clip and
stainless screw. Order 2 per
car 
24010 30-31 $1.50set

Standard Roadster & Standard
Phaeton use black clip and
screw. Order 2 per car 
24020 30-31 $1.50set

OIL PUMP HOLE OR INTAKE
MANIFOLD VACUUM HOLE
PLUG - The special screw on
the right side of the engine
block near the bottom to plug
the oil pump access hole. Also
used to plug the vacuum hole
on the intake manifold when a
vacuum wiper motor is not
used.. Paint green. 1/8 pipe
thread x 5/16 long plug. 
9900 28-31 $0.50ea.

COWL LIGHT WIRE
SUPPORT BRACKET &
GROMMET - This ’L’ shaped
bracket is used to support the
cowl light wire on all cars and
vacuum line for open cars. In
closed cars, 3 are used, one at
each inside top corner of the
cowl, secured by the cowl
welting screw and inside top
left terminal box screw. Open
Cars used 2 brackets for cowl
light wires at each inside top
corner of the cowl, secured by
the top rivet of the cowl brace.
Also 3 brackets for the vacuum
line. One at top left terminal
box screw, left cowl welt screw
and the third on the rear most
gas ta 
18700 28-29 $2.20ea.

18710 30-31 $2.20ea.

VACUUM WIPER MOTOR
MOUNTING SCREWS - Two
10/32 x 1" round screws. 
Zinc plated for closed car 
23300 29-31 $1.15set

STAINLESS screws with nuts
for open car 
23310 28-31 $1.15set

HAND OPERATED WIPER -
Complete with wiper knob, arm
and blade. Used on all cars
from beginning to Oct. ’28. 
24000 28-29 $27.20ea.

WIPER - VACUUM
REPLACEMENT ARMS

& BLADES

WIPER BLADE -
REPLACEMENT - The metal
frame is cad plated but should
be painted black for closed
cars and chrome plated for
open cars. 8 1/4" long as
original. 
23450 29-31 $3.25ea.

VACUUM WIPER ARM -
REPLACEMENT - for outside
mounted wiper motors on all
closed cars except 1931 slant
W/S sedans. Black. 
23510 29-31 $3.75ea.

VACUUM WIPER ARM -
REPLACEMENT - For inside
mounted  w iper  moto rs .
Stainless Steel. Used May ’31
thru 1931 on S/W Cabriolet & A
400 cars. 
23520 29-31 $8.95ea.

WIPER - VACUUM
SHOW QUALITY

ARMS & BLADES

WIPER BLADES - Blades
were single ply rubber through
March 1929; then 5-ply rubber
multi-colored (black/gray/red)
blades were introduced. Metal
parts are painted black or
chrome plated. All have the
original lettering embossed
(TRICO & Pat. Numbers). Arm
clip is riveted to blade for
vacuum style arms. FOR: April
’29 thru 1931 for Closed cars
and June ’30 thru 1931 for
Standard Open cars and 1931
Slant Windshield Fordor. 8-1/4"
black blade with single rivet
arm clip. Five ply rubber. 
April 29-1931 Closed Cars,
June 30-31 Standard Open
Cars & 31 S/W Fordor. Black
blade 8 1/4" long 5 ply rubber.
23490 29-31 $14.80ea.

WIPER BLADES (Cont.)
June 30-31 Deluxe Open Cars,
Victoria, & Cabriolet. Chrome
Blade with rivet 8 1/4" long 5
ply rubber 
23500 30-31 $15.15ea.

VACUUM WIPER MOTOR
ARMS - Spring tension clip is
stamped with TRICO. Made in
USA and Pat. numbers. Arms
are painted black or chrome. 
June 1929-31 Closed cars,
June 1930-31 Standard open:
6 3/4" Black arm, clip type 
23550 28-31 $13.40ea.

1930-31 Deluxe open, 1930-31
Cabr io le t  (68 -B) :  6  3 /4 "
Chrome arm, clip type. Used
June 1930 thru 1931 
23560 30-31 $14.60ea.

May ’31 thru 1931 A-400 and
1931 S/W Cabriolet: 7 1/4"
Chrome arm with cover 
23570 1931 $19.95ea.

April 1931 thru 1931 for S/W
Standard Fordor: 8 1/4" Black
arm, clip type 
23580 1931 $13.60ea.

Oct. 1930 thru 1931 for Victoria
and 1931 S/W Town Sedan: 8
1/4" Chrome arm, clip type 
23590 30-31 $14.95ea.

WIPER -
ELECTRIC

MOTOR

REPLACEMENT ELECTRIC
WIPER MOTOR - This is a
replacement electric wiper
motor. It will replace either an
electric or vacuum wiper motor
that mounts on the outside of
the closed car window frames.
The windshield still has the
ability to be opened to allow air
to circulate. The motor will fit
frames with mounting hole
spacing of 4 1/2" to 5 1/8". The
wiper motor will stick out 4 1/8"
f rom the f rame.  Th is  k i t
includes a motor, wiper arm,
blade, wir ing,  switch and
installation instructions. The
switch is mounted behind the
dash rail. 
6 volt 
23818 28-31 $295.95ea.

12 volt 
23819 28-31 $295.95ea.

WIPER MOTOR COVER - This
cover fits Owen-Dyneto wiper
motor. This is the cover ONLY.
#OD-01 
23830 28-29 $70.00ea.

#OD-02 and 03 
23840 28-29 $85.80ea.
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ELECTRIC WIPER MOTOR
BASE FOR OWEN-DYNETO -
The molds from these bases
came from an original part, so
the quality is fair on this part. 
OD-C1 FORD script base used
Oct. 1927 to Dec. 1927 
23850 1927 $86.65ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER BLADE
ARM SUPPORT - Electric
wiper blade arm support. 
Open Car: black finish 
23710 1928 $28.30ea.

Open Car: nickel plated 
23720 29-30 $36.40ea.

Closed Car: nickel plated 
23730 1928 $30.95ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER TENSION
ARM HARDWARE SET - A
special head bolt and nut used
to attach the wiper support arm
to the wiper blade for electric
wiper motors. Tighten the nut
to adjust the tension. 
23700 28-29 $5.15ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER HAND
CONTROL LEVER - Electric
wiper hand control lever. 
Closed Car: nickel plated 
23750 28-30 $47.50ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER ON/OFF
LEVER - Electric wiper on/off
lever. 
Open Car: unfinished but
should be painted black 
23790 1928 $42.00ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER MOTOR
MOUNTING BOOTS ONLY -
Used on original motors for
closed cars. 
Rubber boot is open on both
ends 
23930 29-30 $12.90pair

Rubber boot is open on one
end 
23950 28-29 $15.60pair

29-30 ELECTRIC WIPER
MOTOR MOUNTING
BRACKETS - Electric wiper
motor mounting brackets. 
Brackets used with (23930)
from July 1929 to end 
23940 29-30 $5.60pair

28-J29 ELECTRIC WIPER
MOTOR BRACKET PLATES -
Electric wiper motor mounting
brackets. 
Used with (23950) from 1928
to July 1929 
23960 28-29 $4.15pair

ELECTRIC WIPER MOTOR
WEATHER STRIP - A black
felt pad was used between the
base of the wiper body and the
windshield frame. 3" by 5/8",
holes are pre-punched. 
23970 28-30 $1.70ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER WIRE
CLIP - Clip secures electric
wiper wire to top of the open
car windshield frame. Black
finish. Need 2 clips per car. 
20870 28-30 $2.80ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER WIRE
CLIP - Clip secures electric
wire to top of windshield frame.
Black finish. Need two per car.
SEDANS 
23980 28-30 $1.50ea.

ELECTRIC WIPER MOTOR
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR -
Electric wiper motor electrical
connector. 
24030 28-30 $5.50ea.

WIPER - ELECTRIC
SHOW QUALITY

ARMS & BLADES

ELECTRIC WIPER MOTOR
BLADES - Blades were single
ply rubber through March 1929;
then 5 ply rubber, multi-colored
(b lack /g ray / red)  was
introduced. Metal parts are
painted black or chrome plated.
All have the original lettering
embossed (TRICO & Pat.
Numbers). Arm clip is riveted to
blade for vacuum style arms.
1928-April ’29 closed cars. 8
1/4" Nickeled blade with cotter
hole. Single ply rubber. 
1928-April ’29 closed cars. 8
1/4" Nickel plated blade with
cotter hole. Single ply rubber. 
23460 28-29 $16.95ea.

1928-March ’29 open cars. 8"
Nickel plated blade with cotter
hole. Single ply rubber. 
23470 28-29 $16.45ea.

April 1929 thru June 1930 open
and closed cars. 8 1/4" Chrome
blade with cotter pin hole. Five
ply (gray-black-red-black-gray).
23480 29-31 $16.95ea.

WIPER ARM - ORIGINAL
STYLE - 1928 to June 1929
ALL CARS. 6 1/2" cadmium
plated electric wiper arm with
square head bolt and knurl
knob. The electric arm was not
stamped with TRICO. 
23540 28-29 $20.35ea.

MIRRORS

28 - 29 OPEN CAR REAR
VIEW MIRROR - With black
bracket frame for 1928-29. 
24040 28-29 $20.50ea.

30 - 31 OPEN CAR REAR
VIEW MIRROR - With stainless
steel bracket for 1930-31. 
24050 30-31 $32.30ea.

28 - 29 CLOSED CAR REAR
VIEW MIRROR - With black
bracket for 1928-29. 
24060 28-29 $20.00ea.

30 - 31 CLOSED CAR REAR
VIEW MIRROR - With black
bracket for 1930-31. 
24070 30-31 $23.10ea.

MIRROR BRACKET TO
HEADER - Screws for closed
cars. Chrome plated; 3 screws
per set. 
28-29 Closed Car: Three 10/32
x 5/8 oval head screws 
24080 28-29 $0.80set

30-31 Closed Car: Three #10 X
1 oval head screws 
24090 30-31 $2.35set

MIRROR GLASS -  With
beveled edges as original. This
is the original glass size. 2 1/2"
x 4 1/2". 
24110 28-31 $8.60ea.

REAR VIEW MIRROR WITH
CLOCK - This is a beveled
edge hand cut mirror that
includes si lver clock with
Arabic numbers. Mirror & clock
only, bracket NOT included. 
24120 28-31 $129.95ea.

INSIDE REVIEW VIEW
MIRROR BRACKET CLIP -
This clip fits mirror Style E as
l is ted in  the Restorat ion
Gu ide l ines  &  Judg ing
Standards (#37720) for closed
cars from March 1930 - the end
of production. This clip is for
original style mirror brackets
only. 
24112 30-31 $11.55ea.
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DELUXE OPEN CAR POST
MIRROR - For mounting on
windshield stanchion. Chrome
plated brass. Comes with four
inch mirror glass 
1928-29 uses 5/16-24 thread to
post 
24140 28-29 $51.00ea.

1930-31 uses 7/16-20 thread to
post 
24150 30-31 $51.00ea.

STRAIGHT ARM CLIP ON
PEEP MIRROR - Clips on
edge of door next to hinge.
Chrome plated. Four inch
mirror glass. Can be mounted
on either side of car. 
24160 28-31 $22.00ea.

CURVED ARM PEEP
MIRROR - Peep Mirror with a
curved arm to mount to the top
of the door frame. A nice
chrome plated pieces with a 3"
mirror. It is held in place by two
set screws that are included. 
24162 28-31 $22.00ea.

CHROME PEEP MIRROR
EXTENSION FOR 24162
MIRROR - This is a chrome
plated 1 1/2" extension for the
curved arm peep mirror. Fits
our  #24162  w i th  no
modifications, but for Non
United Pacific (Our #24162)
brands some fitting might be
needed. 
24163 28-29 $11.00ea.

MIRROR HEAD ONLY FOR
PEEP - Replacement mirror
head with a stainless back.
Used on the peep mirrors only
(24160). 4" Diameter. 
24190 28-31 $21.45ea.

28 - 29 HINGE MIRROR - For
all Coupes and Sedans. Four
inch mirror glass. Chrome
plated. The 1928-29 used the
same mirror for both sides.
Includes hinge pin and nut.
See part #32300 for hinge pin
removal tool. 
24200 28-29 $45.05ea.

30-31 HINGE MIRROR -
Includes hinge pin and nut. All
30-31 closed cars except the
Slant Window cars. See part
#32300 for hinge pin removal
tool. 
Left 
24230 30-31 $51.00ea.

Right 
24250 30-31 $52.50ea.

HINGE PIN ONLY FOR THE
HINGE MIRROR - A chrome 2
1/2" pin with a chrome acorn
nut. Included with all of our
hinge mirrors. 
24240 28-31 $2.65ea.

MIRROR HEAD ONLY -
Replacement  mi r ror  wi th
stainless back, ball with stud
and nut. 4" Diameter. Used on
hinge, post, leather strap side
mount mirrors. 
24260 28-31 $21.45ea.

REPLACEMENT MIRROR
HEAD ONLY-TRUCK - For
truck side mirrors. 5" diameter
with black back. 
24270 28-31 $8.95ea.

28 - E29 AUTHENTIC PICK
UP & AA MIRROR HEAD
ONLY - This is a good quality
replacement for the 28-early 29
pick ups and AA Trucks.
Comes with the mirror head
glass and a brass swivel ball. 
24271 28-29 $97.35ea.

BRASS SWIVEL BALL - This
is the brass ball that the 28-
early 29 mirror mounts onto. 
24274 28-29 $15.30ea.

29- FEB 31 AUTHENTIC PICK
UP & AA MIRROR HEAD
ONLY - This is a good quality
replacement for the 29-Feb. 31
p ickups  and  AA Trucks .
Include the mounting stud. 
24272 29-31 $87.45ea.

WINDWING MIRROR - Brass,
chrome plated; clamps on wind
wings. 3 1/2" mirror glass. 
24280 28-31 $32.00ea.

28 -  M30 TRUCK
WINDSHIELD POST MIRROR
- 7" arm for closed cab pickups
and AA trucks. 5" mirror glass.
1928-M30 bolt-on style. 
24290 28-M30 $59.50ea.

28 - M 30 CLOSED CAB
MIRROR BRACKET PAD -
This is the pad that goes
between part #24290 and the
cab to help protect the paint. 
24291 28-M30 $2.50ea.

30 - 31 TRUCK WINDSHIELD
HINGE MIRROR - 6 1/4 inch
arm with a 5 inch mirror glass.
For correct fitting pin order
#24240. 
24300 30-31 $37.65ea.

SPARE T IRE MOUNT
MIRROR - Stainless mirror
back, post and base. Strap is
heavy cowhide or chain with
lock. All years and cars. 
Strap 
24310 28-31 $51.00ea.

Chain 
24320 28-31 $62.75ea.

BUMPERS

STAINLESS STEEL FRONT
BARS -  These  bars  a re
polished to a bright finish and
will last forever. Two bars only.
The backside is not polished. 
24330 28-29 $350.00pair

24340 30-31 $340.00pair

STAINLESS STEEL REAR
BARS - 28-29 bars are riveted
together on the inside edge.
Pickup Trucks did not have a
rear bumper. The backside is
not polished. 
28-29 
24350 28-29 $350.00set

30-31 
24360 30-31 $340.00set

1931 Slant Window Fordor 
24361 1931 $340.00set

1931 Slant Window Victoria 
24362 30-31 $340.00set

REAR SPARE TIRE BUMPER
BAR - A stainless bar and
brackets that fits between the
rear bumpers to protect the
rear spare tire, brackets should
be painted black. Made in the
US of the same thickness
stainless as our rear bumpber
bars 
Bumper & Brackets 
24750 30-31 $159.95set

Replacement Brackets Only 
24751 28-31 $31.30pair

28-29 REAR BUMPERETTE
REPAIR PLATES - These are
the two plates that are attached
to the inside edge of the 28-29
rear bumpers. Set includes 2
plates with original "C" mark
and rounded corners and 8
rivets. 
24351 28-29 $11.75set

FRONT BUMPER BRACES -
The ’L’ shape spring steel from
the frame to the bumpers. 
Extended length 15 3/4" 
24400 28-29 $79.95pair

Extended length 14 1/2" 
24410 30-31 $79.95pair

28-29  FRONT BUMPER
BRACE BOLTS - Four 1/2-20
x 1 1/4 bolts, lock washers and
nuts. 
24420 28-29 $3.30set
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28-30 CHROME PLATED
SOLID STEEL CLAMP - (no
script) used from beginning
thru April 30. Some other
clamps are cheaper but are die
cast and will break very easily.
Recessed areas are now
painted blue. 
24460 28-30 $24.75ea.

1928 - 1930 SMOOTH FACED
CANADIAN LARGE BUMPER
CLAMP - Use June 28-Aug 30.
This is the smooth faced
chrome plated clamp. 
24471 28-30 $49.00ea.

AUG 30  -  31  2  P IECE
CANADIAN BUMPER CLAMP
- This clamp was used on
Canadian cars from Aug 1930
to the end of production. It is a
flat chrome plated clamp with a
separate chrome plated bolt
that is used to attach the
bumpers to the brackets. 
24472 30-31 $17.75ea.

30-31 STAINLESS STEEL
COVERED CLAMP - This is a
3 piece die formed cadmium
clamp with a polished stainless
cover which wraps to the back
of the clamp all around the
edge. This is not the cheaper
type with tabs. A perfect
duplicate of the original. No
other repro clamps come close
to the quality of these. Used
May 1930 till end. Recessed
area not painted. 
24490 30-31 $30.30ea.

30-31 STAINLESS STEEL
COVERED CLAMP - This is a
very nice clamp. The center is
flatter than the original looking
(24490). The blue insert area is
nicely painted. Used May 1930
till end. 
24510 30-31 $17.00ea.

28-29 FORGED BUMPER
CLAMP BACKING PLATE -
1928 thru early 1930 are steel
with correct forged ends. 
24430 28-29 $6.50ea.

30-31 STAMPED BUMPER
CLAMP BACKING PLATE -
Early 1930 thru 1931 are
stamped steel with diamond
shape center. 
24440 30-31 $2.75ea.

BUMPER CLAMP STICKER -
For one small oval bumper
clamp. 
Center Clamp 
24520 29-31 $1.25ea.

Large Clamp Sticker’s - one set
will do 4 clamps. 
24530 28-31 $3.30set

BUMPER CLAMP NUT AND
LOCK WASHER - For the 4
large clamps. Four 9/16-18
nuts & lock washers. Should be
painted black. 
24640 28-31 $1.95set

BUMPER BAR SPACERS -
The round  spacer  tha t
separates the bars should be
painted black. Need 4 spacers
per car. 
Spacer with vertical seam used
1928 till August 1930 
24540 28-30 $1.10ea.

Barrel shape with horizontal
seam used August ’30 till end 
24550 30-31 $0.95ea.

Stainless Steel Spacers 
24560 28-31 $4.50ea.

28 -  APRIL 28 CENTER
BUMPER CLAMP - Round
clamp with ’FORD made in
USA.’ Originally nickel plated,
but these are stainless steel,
used beginning to April 1928. 
24570 1928 $10.75ea.

28 -  MAY 29  CENTER
BUMPER CLAMP - Round
clamp with ’FORD’ in raised
letters. Originally nickel plated,
but these are stainless steel,
used Feb. ’28 through May ’29.
24580 28-29 $11.95ea.

30-31 CENTER BUMPER
CLAMP - Stainless steel
covered clamp used all through
1930 till end. Nice repro, but for
extra nice clamp order (24610).
24600 30-31 $15.30ea.

30-31CENTER BUMPER
CLAMP - Stainless steel
covered clamp with nut. Best
one made. Excellent repro.
You must paint  recessed
areas. 
24610 30-31 $13.20ea.

30-31 CANADIAN CENTER
BUMPER CLAMP - This style
of clamp was used from August
of  1930 unt i l  the end of
production. Chrome plated
steel with a spacer between
the two bumper bars. The
spacer needs to be painted
black. Canadian built A’s only. 
24511 30-31 $53.20ea.

CENTER BUMPER CLAMP
BACKING PLATE - Wider
plate used with round clamp
thru May 1929. 
1928-MAY 1929 
24620 28-29 $1.05ea.

MAY 1929-1931 
24630 29-30 $0.95ea.

REAR BUMPER BRACKETS -
The heavy steel arms from
under the rear of the car which
support the bumpers. Support
brackets (24680), are riveted to
these brackets. The end of this
bracket is bolted under the top
of the frame rail about 6" in
front of the rear cross member.
1928-29 Sedans & 28-31
Phaeton 
24650 28-31 $209.00pair

1930-31 Sedans, except S/W
Fordors and Victorias 
24660 30-31 $259.95pair

1928-31 Coupes & Roadsters 
24670 28-31 $259.95pair

REAR BUMPER BRACE TO
FRAME BOLTS - Two 7/16-20
x 1, four 3/8-24 x 1 and four
5/16-18 x 3/4 bol ts,  lock
washers and nuts. Install the
front bolt for the brace with the
nut on top of the frame rail. The
end of this bracket is bolted
under the top of the frame rail
about 6" in front of the rear
cross member. 
24720 28-31 $5.95set

REAR BUMPER ARM TO
REAR BODY CROSS SILL
BRACKET - The ’T’ shape
bracket  that  secures the
bumper arm to the body.
Includes one 3/8 x 1" round
head rivet to fasten to arm.
Need two per car. 
1928-29 Tudor  & Fordor
Sedan, 30-31 Phaetons: 3" tall
24680 28-31 $21.95ea.

1930-31 Tudor Sedan, 30-May
31 Fordor Sedan: 4 1/2" tall 
24690 30-31 $21.95ea.

1928-31 Coupe,  1928-31
Roadsters: 5" tall 
24700 28-31 $18.95ea.

SUB-FRAME-  REAR
BUMPER SUPPORT - The
rear bumper arm to rear body
cross si l l  bracket (24680,
24690, 24700) attaches to this
"C" bracket to make a secure
mounting to the wood cross
member. This is one bracket &
4 carriage bolts, lock wings and
nuts. Used on 28-31 Fordors
with wood subrails, but can be
used on all cars with wood
subrails. 
24701 28-31 $12.95ea.

BUMPERS
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SUB-FRAME TO REAR
BUMPER SUPPORT BOLTS.
- Bolts only for part #24701. 
24702 28-31 $3.00set

REAR BUMPER CROSS
BRACE - Bolts between the
two bumper braces. 
The 1928-29 is a steel tube
with end brackets welded in
place and powder coated 
24730 28-29 $74.95ea.

1930-31 is a die stamped steel
brace, not painted 
24740 30-31 $41.95ea.

REAR BUMPER CROSS
BRACE BOLTS - Four 7/16-20
x 1 7/16 dome bolts with lock
washers and nuts. Also two
7/16-20 x 1 1/32 hex bolts and
lock washer for end of tubular
brace.  Dome head faces
inward. Domed head bolts
were dropped in July 1930 and
replaced with regular hex head
bolts. 
24760 28-29 $8.50set

Jan. 30 till July 30 used four
7/16-20 x 1 7/16 domed bolts,
lock washers and nuts 
24770 30-31 $8.95set

REAR BUMPER BRACKET
EXTENDER - About 6" long
with eyelet on one end for
bumper to fasten. Cut end bolt
eye off when you have a
luggage  rack  and  a  fu l l
bumper. You need a spacer to
take place of (24790). The loop
side to outside of car. 
24790 30-31 $17.00ea.

BUMPER END BOLTS - With
lock washers and nuts. Plated
but should be painted black as
original. 28-29 use 2 pair and
30-31 use 3 pair of 7/16-20 x 5
1/8 bolts. 
Zinc Plated 
24810 28-31 $7.50pair

Stainless steel bolts, lock
washers, and nuts 
24820 28-31 $11.55pair

FOG LIGHT BUMPER
MOUNTED BRACKETS - You
can use these brackets to
mount the fog lights that we sell
on either your bumper bars, or
the bumper brackets. If you
chose to mount to the bumper
brackets the clamping slots will
need to be enlarged to fit. The
top of the brackets has a 360
degree swivel so you can aim
the lights where you desire.
These are sold as a pair and
are painted gray. 
25083 28-31 $83.65pair

Vintage Style Fog Lamp -
Vintage Style Fog Lamps with
clear bulb. This chrome plated
light assembly has a universal
style mount so you can put it
where ever you want. They
look great with the Bumper Fog
Light Bracket #25803. Quartz
Halogen With a replaceable H3
bulb 35 watts. Sold each need
two per car. 
6 Volt with Clear Lens 
25084A 28-31 $34.75ea.

6 Volt with Amber Lens 
25084B 28-31 $33.15ea.

12 Volt with Clear Lens 
25084C 28-31 $31.50ea.

12 Volt with Amber Lens 
25084D 28-31 $34.95ea.

FOG LIGHT REPLACEMENT
BULB - 6 VOLT FOG LIGHT
REPLACEMENT CLEAR
LENS BULB 
6 VOLT CLEAR LENS 
25085A 28-31 $18.95ea.

6 VOLT AMBER LENS 
25085B 28-31 $24.00ea.

12 VOLT CLEAR LENS 
25085C 28-31 $18.95ea.

12 VOLT AMBER LENS 
25085D 28-31 $20.25ea.

SHOCKS

SHOCK SET - COMPLETE
WITH ORIGINAL LINKS -
Complete set of four USA
made shocks, 4 arms, 4 links, 8
seal’s, 8 metal caps, and bolts,
for your car. Shocks are factory
SEALED. They will not accept
any  new o i l .  The  ou te r
chamber is DRY. DO NOT
ADD OIL TO SHOCK. 
USA made Shock with hex
needle 
24840 30-32$1395.95set

USA Shock set with square
needle 
24860 28-30$1395.95set

SHOCK SET - COMPLETE
WITH DOG BONE LINKS -
Complete set of four USA
made shocks, 4 arms, 4 dog
bone links. Shocks are factory
SEALED. They will not accept
any  new o i l .  The  ou te r
chamber is DRY. DO NOT
ADD OIL TO SHOCK. 
HEX VALVE SHOCKS -
COMPLETE WITH DOG
BONE LINKS 
24841 30-31$1342.95set

SQUARE VALVE SHOCKS -
COMPLETE WITH DOG
BONE LINKS 
24863 28-30$1342.95set

MODERN SHOCK &
MOUNTING KIT - This is a
complete modern upgraded
shock set. You will need to drill
one extra holes into the rear
cross member, otherwise no
o ther  mod i f i ca t ions  a re
needed. The front lower mount
clamps to the axles. This set
includes 4 MODERN STYLE
shocks, all of the mounting
hardware ,  and  mount ing
brackets. 
MODERN SHOCK &
MOUNTING KIT W/ DRILLING
REQUIRED - This kit requires
one hole to be drilled into the
rear cross member. 
24862 28-31 $325.00set

MODERN SHOCK &
MOUNTING SET - This is a
complete modern upgraded
shock set. No extra holes are
required. The upper shock
brackets use the original shock
mounting holes on the frame,
and the lower brackets clamp
on the front axles and the rear
axle. No other modifications
are needed, and do not require
the rear backing plate to be
removed for installation. This
set includes 4 hydraulic fluid
shocks, all of the mounting
hardware ,  and  mount ing
brackets. 
COMPLETE SET FRONT AND
REAR 
24862ND 28-31 $375.00set

This kit contains only the rear
brackets, moounting hardware
and shocks from #24862ND. 
24862NDRO28-31 $219.95set
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USA BILLET SHOCK UNIT
ONLY - Unit only. A HIGH
quality USA made reproduction
of one of the original four
shocks manufactured for the
Model ’A’ with stamping and
patent numbers, filled with
hydraulic oil with needle valve
adjusted. These shocks are
made by Bratton’s to our
specifications. We make each
of the pieces with solid billet
steel for strength and to control
the tolerances. Square head
needle valve was used till Nov.
1930, then hex head till end.
Shocks are factory SEALED.
They will not accept any new
oil. The outer chamber is 
RIGHT FRONT/LEFT REAR
WITH HEX NEEDLE VALVE 
24870 30-32 $254.95ea.

RIGHT FRONT/LEFT REAR
WITH SQUARE NEEDLE
VALVE 
24880 28-30 $254.95ea.

LEFT FRONT/RIGHT REAR
WITH HEX NEEDLE VALVE 
24890 30-32 $254.95ea.

LEFT FRONT/RIGHT REAR
WITH SQUARE NEEDLE
VALVE 
24900 28-30 $254.95ea.

MODEL A FORD HOUDAILLE
HYDRAULIC SUSPENSION -
This 40 page book show the
comple te  remova l ,
disassembly, inspection &
repair of the Model A shocks.
Lots of good Technical data
and lots of detailed close up
photos. 
37323 28-31 $52.45ea.

SHOCK REBUILD PRO PACK
- Here is everything you will
need to rebuild your shocks.
Needle valves, seals, and an
instructional DVD. 
HEX STYLE 
24955H 29-30 $99.95set

1928 POINTER STYLE 
24955P 1928 $105.99set

SQUARE STYLE 
24955S 30-34 $104.95set

NEEDLE VALVE - This is the
pointer style needle valve that
was used on May- October
1928 cars. This is a set of 4
needle valves only must order
#24910 for the packing. 
1928 POINTER STYLE Used
May - October 1928 
24939 1928 $74.95set

Hex Head used Nov’30 till end
24940 30-32 $62.95set

Square head used 1928-Oct’30
24950 28-30 $62.95set

SHOCK ARMS - Fronts are
shorter than the rears. There
were four changes made in the
front arms. We sell the arm
used in 1930 thru late 1931,
but, this arm will fit all years.
Excellent quality. 
FRONT ARM 
24960 28-32 $39.95ea.

REAR ARM 
24980 28-32 $39.95ea.

SHOCK ARM BOLTS - Four
3/8-24 x 1 7/8" bolts and castle
nuts to hold arm to shock. Bolts
are cross drilled with original
thick head, no marks, made
from FORD blue print. Raven
finish. Nut down. 
24970 28-31 $6.20set

SHOCK SEAL SET - Includes
shaft seals, ’O’ rings, check
bal ls ,  cau lk ing and s tem
packing for all 4 shocks. 
24910 28-32 $25.45set

SHOCK FILL PLUG - This is
the fill plug for your shock.
Need four per car 
24911 28-31 $2.50ea.

SHOCK ABSORBER FLUID -
One pint will fill all four shocks
(hydraulic oil). 
24920 28-32 $9.95pt

SHOCK TO FRAME BOLTS -
Eight 7/16-20 x 1 1/8" bolts
with original elongated forged
heads with one side trimmed,
lock washers and nuts for all 4
shocks. 
24930 28-31 $6.50set

SHOCK GREASE SEALS -
The rubber grease seal for the
tubular shock link. Set of 8. 
24990 28-34 $6.95set

SHOCK METAL CAPS - Holds
the above seal in place. Set of
8. 
25000 28-34 $5.95set

TUBULAR SHOCK LINK -
Complete with all internal parts.
This is a top quality U.S. made
link. Grease fitting is included.
Grease fitting is at the bottom
and faces down. 
25060 28-34 $20.35ea.

SHOCK BALL SEAT - Brass
seat against both sides of the
ball. Use 4 per link. 
25010 28-34 $1.15ea.

Set of 16 brass seats 
25020 28-34 $15.65set

TEFLON BALL SEATS - Made
from Teflon material for easy
ball to link action. Never needs
greasing. It is hard to get
grease to each end of the link
to grease the original brass
seats. Tested for 25,000 miles
with no wear. Set of 16 seats
for FOUR links. 
25030 28-31 $29.95set

67-1 /2  DEGREE BALL
THREAD FITTINGS - For
shock links, has internal ball
check  va lve  as  o r ig ina l .
Cadmium plated. Need 4. 
WITH BALL CHECK 
36780 28-31 $1.65ea.

SHOCK LINK PLUG - Screws
into the top of the link. The
cotter pin passes thru the slot
of the plug. 
25040 28-34 $1.40ea.

SHOCK LINK SPRING - Install
after the first two brass seats. 
25050 28-34 $0.70ea.

SHOCKS
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DOG BONE SHOCK LINK -
This is the style of link that
Ford changed to later in the
30’s. This link is easier to install
than #25060. Not for the show
car, but good for the car on the
go. Rubber bushings included.
25061 28-32 $12.40ea.

DOG BONE RUBBER
BUSHING - This is a set of 8
rubber bushings for the Dog
bone type shock link (25061). 
25062 28-32 $4.75set

SHOCK LINK SPACER -
Install after the spring. 
25070 28-34 $0.85ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
REBUILDING SHOCKS 
38115G 28-31 $24.95ea.

LUGGAGE
RACKS

LUGGAGE RACK - Rack for
trunk size 13" x 34 1/2". The
brackets on the rack are
mounted to the outside of the
bumper arms (#24650). Ford
f i rst  began supply ing the
luggage rack in June 1929,
includes braces. 
Chrome Rack 
25110 28-31 $165.00ea.

Stainless Rack 
25120 28-31 $385.00ea.

TRUNK RACK BRACKETS -
These are made from FORD
Blue Prints, die formed. 
1928-31 Coupes, 1928-31
Roadsters, 1928-31 Sedans 
25130 28-31 $28.25set

1930-31  A-400 ,  1930-31
Victoria’s 
25140 30-31 $59.50set

1931 Deluxe Phaeton 
25150 1931 $56.10set

TRUNK RACK SUPPORT
BRACKETS - To help hold the
load. Used on Coupes Tudors,
& Roadsters. 
25160 28-31 $21.40set

LUGGAGE RACK ADAPTER
BRACKETS - Used when you
have a rear spare tire. U.S.
made from 1/4" thick steel. A
one  p iece  b racke t  and
extension, copied from an old
accessory. This can only be
used on the chrome & stainless
racks, and replaces the black
brackets that come on the rack.
The brackets on the rack are
mounted to the outside of the
bumper arms (#24650). 
28-31 Coupes & open cars 
25170 28-31 $50.00pair

28-31 Sedans only 
25171 28-31 $77.00pair

LUGGAGE RACK
REPLACEMENT HARDWARE
- This is replacement hardware
for either the stainless or
chrome luggage rack. Made
f rom Sta in less  S tee l  fo r
durability. The acorn nuts are
taller but will work fine. 
1/4 - 20 Stainless Acorn Nut 
25120A 28-31 $0.40ea.

3/8-16 Stainless Acorn Nut 
25120B 28-31 $0.60ea.

Stainless wood mount ing
carriage bolt 
25120C 28-31 $0.60ea.

Stainless Steel carriage bolt for
mounting bracket 
25120D 28-31 $0.75ea.

Stainless hex bolt for mounting
bracket 
25120E 28-31 $0.45ea.

TRUNKS

TRUNKS - Curved back to
follow the body line. Used with
chrome rack (25110 & 25120).
Complete vinyl trunk with all
the hardware and leather
straps to mount it to the rack.
Chrome decorative nails to
hold down the corners. Felt
lined. Base measurement is
13" x 34", height is 19". Trunks
to fit a CHROME or Stainless
rack .  Domest i c  Ground
Shipping will be $100.00 for
each trunk. 
Black Curved Back 
25210 28-31 $575.00ea.

Tan Curved Back 
25220 28-31 $575.00ea.

Black Straight Back 
25230 28-31 $575.00ea.

TRUNKS (Cont.)
Tan Straight Back 
25240 28-31 $575.00ea.

WIND
WINGS

WINDWING CLAMPS - All the
parts for both wind wings
excep t  the  g lass .  G lass
template and rubber seal
included. 
Open cars chrome: 28-29 
25370 28-29 $77.15set

Open cars chrome: 30-31 
25380 30-31 $77.15set

Closed cars chrome: 28-31 
25390 28-31 $78.00set

WINDWING CLAMP RUBBER
PADS - This is the preformed
rubber between the glass and
the clamp. Fits 1928-29 open
car original clamps or will fit
repro clamp if the raised bump
is cut off the rubber. Glue both
sides of the gasket to help hold
the glass in place. New clamps
will include a glass setting
material. 
25400 28-29 $4.25set

WINDWING CLAMP SCREW
TENSION SPRING
WASHERS -  Set  o f  four
original angular ring design
stainless washers to prevent
clamp screw from loosening.
Not included with above clamp
set. Used on open cars only. 
25410 28-31 $2.50set

PLAIN WINDWING GLASS -
This is tempered safety glass
with the edges satin ground as
original. Available in plain clear
glass or with a floral leaf design
screened and fired on three
edges. To keep the glass from
falling out glue the rubber to
the glass, and then glue the
rubber to the bracket. 
28-29 OPEN CAR plain glass,
16" tall 
25420 28-29 $42.85pair

30-31 STANDARD OPEN CAR
plain glass, 14-1/2" tall 
25440 30-31 $47.50pair

30-31 DELUXE OPEN CAR
plain glass, 13" tall 
25460 30-31 $47.50pair

SHOCKS • LUGGAGE RACKS • TRUNKS • WIND WINGS
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PLAIN WINDWING GLASS
(Cont.)
28-29 COUPE & SEDAN plain
glass, 16 1/4" tall 
25480 28-29 $69.95pair

30-31 COUPE, SEDAN &
CABRIOLET plain glass, 15
3/8" tall 
25500 30-31 $43.25pair

30-31  V ICTORIA PLAIN
GLASS 14" tall 
25520 30-31 $70.00pair

1931 S/W Fordor plain glass,
15" tall 
25530 1931 $70.90pair

FLORAL LEAF DESIGN
WINDWING GLASS - This is
tempered safety glass with the
edges satin ground as original.
Available in plain clear glass or
wi th  a  f lo ra l  leaf  des ign
screened and fired on three
edges. To keep the glass from
falling out glue the rubber to
the glass, and then glue the
rubber to the bracket. 
28-29 OPEN CAR Floral leaf
design glass 16" Tall 
25430 28-29 $63.40pair

30-31 DELUXE OPEN CAR
Floral leaf design glass 13" Tall
25470 30-31 $61.75pair

28-29 COUPE & SEDAN Floral
leaf design glass 16 1/4" Tall 
25490 28-29 $64.05pair

30-31 COUPE, SEDAN &
CABRIOLET Floral leaf design
glass 15 3/8" Tall 
25510 30-31 $63.05pair

MOTOR
METER

MOTO-METER -  The
thermometer wi th chrome
wreath rim as original. Mounted
on locking radiator cap. 
25590 28-29 $99.00ea.

25600 30-31 $99.00ea.

MOTO-METER AIRPLANE
COMBO KIT - Buy the Motor
Meter (25590 or 25600) & the
Airplane Engine Accessory
(25720) at the same time and
enjoy a savings. 
28-29 Motor Meter & Airplane
Accessory 
25591 28-29 $236.55set

30-31 Meter Meter & Airplane
Accessory 
25601 30-31 $236.55set

MOTO-METER AIRPLANE
ENGINE -  With  ro ta t ing
propeller. Made from aircraft
grade aluminum with a black
p last ic  propel ler .  Mounts
between the meter and the
cap. 
25720 28-31 $150.00ea.

MOTO-METER WINGS - Can
be mounted between the moto-
meter and the cap. Brass
chrome plated. 
25730 28-31 $31.00ea.

28-31 MOTO-METER ONLY -
The thermometer with chrome
wreath rim. Radiator cap not
included. 
25610 28-31 $59.95ea.

MOTO-METER CAP -
Replacement moto-meter cap.
To prevent loss, cap cannot be
removed from radiator without
tools. Same cap as (25590/
25600); chrome plated. 
25700 28-29 $59.50ea.

25710 30-31 $59.50ea.

MOTO-METER LENS
GASKETS -  Two paper
gaskets located between the
rim and glass. 
25630 28-31 $1.65pair

MOTO-METER REPAIR KIT -
Includes two lenses, two plastic
gaskets and 8 screws. 
25640 28-31 $13.20set

MOTO-METER OR QUAIL
INNER CAP GASKET - The
neoprene gasket  located
between the locking lid and the
top of the cap. 
25660 28-31 $2.95ea.

LOCKING CAP
REPLACEMENT "O" RING
GASKET - If the hinge on your
motor meter or quail is worn
use this thicker replacement
"O" ring to seal the motor meter
or quail to the cap. 
25661 $1.00ea.

MOTO-METER OR QUAIL
CAP GASKET - Black rubber
gasket that  seals cap to
radiator neck. 
25670 28-31 $1.75ea.

MOTO-METER STEM
GASKET - A black rubber
gasket located between the
base of the meter and the top
of the cap. 
25680 28-31 $1.00ea.

MOTO-METER STEM NUT - A
thin brass nut that holds the
meter to the cap. 
25690 28-31 $1.00ea.

QUAIL RADIATOR CAP - An
original accessory mounted on
a locking radiator cap. Chrome.
25740 28-29 $99.00ea.

25750 30-31 $99.95ea.

THERMO QUAIL RADIATOR
CAP - The same quail as
above  bu t  w i th  the
thermometer in the middle.
Chrome plated. 
25760 28-29 $102.95ea.

25770 30-31 $102.95ea.

QUAIL THERMOMETER
REPAIR KIT - The mercury
filled vial with a brass base and
nut to replace the broken one
in your thermo quail cap. Will
not work on moto-meters. 
25780 28-31 $21.95ea.

LOCKING RADIATOR CAP
REPAIR KIT - Set includes
both gaskets (25660,25670),
two brass tabs and two Allen
screws. 
25790 30-31 $7.20set

T-SHIRTS

30-31 COUPE T-SHIRT -
Large 
25820 30-31 $15.00ea.

Medium 
25830 30-31 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
25840 30-31 $15.00ea.

25850 30-31 $15.00ea.

30-31  FORDOR TOWN
SEDAN T-SHIRT - Large 
25860 30-31 $15.00ea.

Medium 
25870 30-31 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
25880 30-31 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
25890 30-31 $15.00ea.
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28-29 ROADSTER T-SHIRT -
Large 
25950 28-29 $15.00ea.

Medium 
25960 28-29 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
25970 28-29 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
25980 28-29 $15.00ea.

29 STATION WAGON
T-SHIRT - Large 
25990 1929 $15.00ea.

Medium 
26000 1929 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
26010 1929 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
26020 1929 $15.00ea.

30 SPORT COUPE T-SHIRT -
Large 
26030 1930 $15.00ea.

Medium 
26040 1930 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
26050 1930 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
26060 1930 $15.00ea.

30 TUDOR SEDAN T-SHIRT -
Large 
26070 1930 $15.00ea.

Medium 
26080 1930 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
26090 1930 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
26100 1930 $15.00ea.

28-29 ROADSTER PICKUP
T-SHIRT - Large 
26110 28-29 $15.00ea.

Medium 
26120 28-29 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
26130 28-29 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
26140 28-29 $15.00ea.

31 S/W FORDOR T-SHIRT -
Large 
26150 1931 $15.00ea.

Medium 
26160 1931 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
26170 1931 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
26180 1931 $15.00ea.

31 CLOSED CAB PICKUP
T-SHIRT - Large 
26270 1931 $15.00ea.

Medium 
26280 1931 $15.00ea.

X-Large 
26290 1931 $15.00ea.

XX-Large 
26300 1931 $15.00ea.

CAR
COVERS

CAR COVER - This fabric
actually stops water, yet it
"breathes" to allow any trapped
moisture, seam seepage or
condensa t ion  to  eas i l y
evaporate.  The patented
construction process results in
a cover with maximum all
weather protection... extremely
resistant to water, dust, and UV
rays.  Wi th  th is  exce l lent
breathable material moisture
and heat don’t stay under the
cover. Made in the U.S.A. If
you have a side mirror, we can
special order a pocket for you
to sew in place or you can
mark your cover and return it to
the fact 
Sedan with rear spare tire 
26350 28-31 $284.95ea.

Sedan with side spare tires 
26360 28-31 $284.95ea.

Phaeton with rear spare tire 
26380 28-31 $295.00ea.

Phaeton with side spare tires 
26390 28-31 $284.95ea.

Coupe with rear spare tire 
26410 28-31 $284.95ea.

Coupe with side spare tires 
26420 28-31 $284.95ea.

Roadster with rear spare tire 
26440 28-31 $284.95ea.

Roadster with side spare tires 
26450 28-31 $284.95ea.

Pickup 
26470 28-31 $284.95ea.

ACCESSORIES

SPARE TIRE COVERS - With
Ford  Scr ip t ;  naugahyde
material for easy cleaning. 
21" black 
1920 28-29 $48.95ea.

21" tan 
1940 28-29 $51.25ea.

19" black 
1950 30-31 $48.95ea.

19" tan 
1960 30-31 $51.25ea.

SPARE TIRE POLISHED
STAINLESS STEEL COVER
SPARE T IRE -  Pol i shed
stainless cover to fit over the
spare tire. Fits 4.50/5.00 x19
wide spare tire. An authorized
accessory as of June 1930 till
end. 
1910 30-31 $206.00ea.

SPARE TIRE LOCK LUG NUT
- This is the special lug nut that
is used for aftermarket spare
tire locks. This is the lug nut
only. 
25580 28-31 $9.95ea.

TRANSMISSION DIPSTICK
SET UP - Use this kit to help
you determine where the fluid
level is in your transmission.
Low fluid level can lead to
difficult shifting, and premature
wear on gears & bearings. This
kit comes with everything you
need. Remove the old filler
plug and screw in the special
adapter tube with dipstick. The
only modification you need is to
cur  a  new ho le  in  your
f loo rboard  ( ins t ruc t ions
included) and install the new
metal floor board cover. 
10083 28-31 $47.95set

WATER PUMP COVER - A
leather cover which snaps into
place to prevent water and
grease from splashing into the
engine compartment. 
Black 
12370 28-31 $9.50ea.

Green 
12380 28-31 $9.50ea.

METAL TOOL BOX - This box
is complete with locking hinged
sealed l id  and mount ing
bracket. The bracket mounts
between the frame horn and
bumper  b race  us ing  the
existing four studs. NO altering
to original car. Easy to install
between the front fenders and
in front of the radiator splash
apron. Measures 17-1/2" wide,
12" back and 11-1/2" deep.
Great place to store oil, water,
tools and extra parts. Black
powder coated finish. If you
have a stone guard mounted
on the radiator, then you might
have to drill new holes through
th 
25080 28-31 $214.95ea.

MANIFOLD HEATER FOR
STOCK MANIFOLDS - Bolt on
heater with a firewall door.
Made of cast aluminum. For
original round manifold. 
13660 28-31 $84.95ea.

MANIFOLD HEATER DOOR -
Cast aluminum, door cover and
screws. Flange is f lat for
firewall. Included with (13660).
13680 28-31 $13.20ea.

AUTO-LITE MANIFOLD
HEATER - Used with the waffle
s ty le  man i fo ld  (no t
reproduced). The two mounting
holes are 7 inches apart.
Heater door is NOT included
with this unit. Use #13620 for
mounting bolts. 
13670 28-31 $110.25ea.
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DELUXE TRAFFIC LIGHT
FINDER WITH MAGNETIC
BASE - Buy the traffic light
finder #25551 & the magnetic
base #25552 together and
enjoy a savings. 
25551S 28-31 $25.20set

MAGNETIC BASE FOR
#25551 TRAFFIC FINDER -
This is a strong magnet that
can be used to hold the Deluxe
Traffic Finder #25551 to any
metal surface in your model A.
25552 28-31 $6.25ea.

DELUXE TRAFFIC LIGHT
VIEWER - Classic accessory
designed to improve viewing of
traffic lights on car’s with sun
visors. Can either be attached
using the threaded stud and
nut included or by using the
magnet i c  mount ing  base
(#21552 sold separately), 
25551 28-31 $20.25ea.

STOP L IGHT F INDER -
Authentic reproduction of an
original accessory of the 20’s
and 30’s. Suction cup affixes a
2 1/4 x 2 3/4 Prism to the
windshield so you can see the
stop light. 
25550 28-31 $5.50ea.

VINTAGE FLASHLIGHT &
HOLDER COMBINATION -
Buy both the vintage flashlight
#25081 & the holder #25082 at
the same time and enjoy a
savings. 
25081S 28-31 $13.95set

CHROME VINTAGE
FLASHLIGHT - A vintage style
chrome flashlight that was
popular in the 40’s & 50’s.
Requires 2 "D" size batteries
that are not included. Order
part # 25082 for a steering
column mounting bracket. 
25081 28-31 $5.95ea.

STEERING COLUMN
HOLDER FOR FLASHLIGHT
#25081 - This is the special
bracket  that  c l ips  to  the
steering column to hold the
vintage style flash light #25081.
Will fit most steering columns
up to about 2" in diameter. 
25082 28-31 $9.95ea.

SPRING COVERS -
Cushioned material with black
vinyl covering. Set includes a
pair for the front and rear
springs. 
25800 28-31 $44.95set

LICENSE FRAMES -
Aluminum frame with year of
car in white on blue back
ground. Frame is made to fit a
12" x 6 1/2" plate. When using
these frames you must use a
longer screw for #18930 or
#18360. 
18820 1928 $16.10pair

18830 1929 $24.95pair

18840 1930 $16.10pair

18850 1931 $16.10pair

LICENSE PLATES - Displays
the year, ’Model A Ford’. Metal
plate with white background. 
18870 1928 $13.65ea.

18880 1929 $13.65ea.

18890 1930 $13.65ea.

18900 1931 $10.50ea.

CUP HOLDER - All steel
unpainted one piece cup
holder. Mounts to the back side
of the dash rail on all Model A’s
except 28-29 Fordor Sedans, &
29 Cabriolets without drilling
any extra holes. This can hold
2 cans of soda, water bottles,
16 oz. bottles, and insulated
coffee mugs. 
26261 28-31 $36.95ea.

MAGNETIC CUP HOLDER -
This rubber coated magnetic
cup holder allows you to put
your favorite drink easily within
reach while you are driving.
Single Cup Style 
Single 
26261A 28-31 $46.00ea.

Double 
26261B 28-31 $59.95ea.

REGISTRATION HOLDER -
Excellent reproduction of an
era accessory. This holder is
wrapped around the steering
column and held in place by
springs. 
26332 28-31 $9.25ea.

MODEL ’A’ BORDER WALL
PAPER - This BORDER is a
pre-pasted vinyl wall paper in
color measures 6 7/8 inches x
15 feet. 
Truck Wall Paper 
26550 28-31 $10.50roll

FLAG HOLDER AT
RADIATOR CAP - The bracket
is located under the hood
behind the rad ia tor  cap.
Includes three 10 inch flags. 
26560 28-31 $8.85set

BUMPER FLAG HOLDER
WITH BLACK HOLDER -
Hook top of spring over top of
bumper, push spring down to
hook to the bottom of the
bumper bar. The flag pole is
31" long. One set includes one
flag and black powder coated
holder. 
26571 28-31 $29.95set

BUMPER CLAMP FLAG
HOLDER CLIPS - These
stainless steel cl ips sl ide
between the backing plate and
the bumper bars to hold the
flag in place. One set contains
two clips & two flags. 
26580 28-31 $15.95set

8" X 12" REPLACEMENT
AMERICAN FLAG - This is a
single new flag to replace one
that has worn out. This is a
quality 8"x12" American flag.
Wil l  f i t  the fol lowing part
#26571, 26580, 26581. 
26582 28-31 $1.95ea.

FULTON ACCELERATOR
PEDAL ACCESSORY - This is
an era accessory that will
screw to the floorboards and
give you a larger gas pedal.
The base is polished stainless
steel. 
26258 28-31 $29.50ea.

FULTON CLUTCH & BRAKE
PEDAL PADS - This is an era
accessory in the style made by
the Fulton company. This set of
chrome ringed rubber pads
have tabs that bend around
your clutch & brake pedal. The
rubber has a waffle design. 
26259 28-31 $35.00pair

BLACK PEDAL PADS -
Ribbed black rubber pads. 
26260 28-31 $3.00pair

BLACK SEAT BELT - This is a
HIGH QUALITY seat belt made
by an OEM manufacturer. It
exceeds the FMVs standards.
74"  long.  For  ins t i l la t ion
instructions, please see "How
To Restore Your Model A", vol.
6 (37840) or "The Model A
Mechanics Handbook", vol. 2
(37590). One set is for one
person. 
BLACK 
26670 28-31 $20.50ea.

OWNER’S PLATE -  This
owners plate is not original, but
it can be engraved with your
name, and year of the car.
A t tach ing  r i ve ts  a re  no t
included. 
26755 28-31 $8.70ea.

REAR L ICENSE PLATE
SPECIAL BOLTS - 2 nickel
plated special original bullet
type bolts with screws for
mounting the license plate to
the rear license bracket. If you
are using a license plate frame
you will need to provide longer
screws. 
18930 29-31 $4.60set

ACCESSORIES
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LICENSE PLATE
REFLECTORS - A 3/4 inch
diameter reflector with a stud
and wing nut. Holds the license
plate to the bracket. A nice
accessory  o f  the  e ra ,  2
reflectors per set. 
Blue reflectors 
18810 28-34 $0.95pair

Green reflectors 
18860 38-34 $0.95pair

Red reflectors 
18910 28-34 $0.95pair

Yellow reflectors 
18940 28-34 $0.95pair

RADIATOR STONE GUARDS
- A good stainless steel guard
with brackets for mounting. 
26790 28-29 $164.95ea.

26800 1930 $164.95ea.

26810 1931 $164.95ea.

STONE GUARD MOUNTING
KIT - Includes four rubber
bumpers and two clips to hold
stone guard on shell. This kit is
included with a new stone
guard. 
26820 28-31 $12.80set

ACCESSORY STYLE SWING
ARMS - This is a non-original
style swing arm with multiple
notches in the slide area so
your windshield will stay where
you want it. 
30091A 28-31 $24.50pair

LOCKING CAP
REPLACEMENT "O" RING
GASKET - If the hinge on your
motor meter or quail is worn
use this thicker replacement
"O" ring to seal the motor meter
or quail to the cap. 
25661 $1.00ea.

GAS TANK PROTECTOR -
This lays across the gas tank to
protect your paint when filling
the gas tank. 
26331 28-31 $13.50ea.

SPORT LIGHT BULB - 50
candle power. 
6 volt 
26640 28-31 $2.05ea.

12 volt 
26650 28-31 $2.00ea.

FOG LIGHT BUMPER
MOUNTED BRACKETS - You
can use these brackets to
mount the fog lights that we sell
on either your bumper bars, or
the bumper brackets. If you
chose to mount to the bumper
brackets the clamping slots will
need to be enlarged to fit. The
top of the brackets has a 360
degree swivel so you can aim
the lights where you desire.
These are sold as a pair and
are painted gray. 
25083 28-31 $83.65pair

Vintage Style Fog Lamp -
Vintage Style Fog Lamps with
clear bulb. This chrome plated
light assembly has a universal
style mount so you can put it
where ever you want. They
look great with the Bumper Fog
Light Bracket #25803. Quartz
Halogen With a replaceable H3
bulb 35 watts. Sold each need
two per car. 
6 Volt with Clear Lens 
25084A 28-31 $34.75ea.

6 Volt with Amber Lens 
25084B 28-31 $33.15ea.

12 Volt with Clear Lens 
25084C 28-31 $31.50ea.

12 Volt with Amber Lens 
25084D 28-31 $34.95ea.

FOG LIGHT REPLACEMENT
BULB - 6 VOLT FOG LIGHT
REPLACEMENT CLEAR
LENS BULB 
6 VOLT CLEAR LENS 
25085A 28-31 $18.95ea.

6 VOLT AMBER LENS 
25085B 28-31 $24.00ea.

12 VOLT CLEAR LENS 
25085C 28-31 $18.95ea.

12 VOLT AMBER LENS 
25085D 28-31 $20.25ea.

CLOSED CAR CELL PHONE
HOLDER - This special bracket
clips over the dash rail in your
closed car to hold your cell
phone or GPS device. The
bracket is felt lined so it won’t
scratch your paint job. This will
fit devices that are about 2"
wide to 3-1/2" wide. Your
device will easily slide in and
out so you don’t have to leave
it in your car. 
25085 28-31 $42.95ea.

BODY & SOUND
INSULATION

To see our complete line of top and body sound
insulation kits, please visit our website at
www.brattons.com 

FIREWALL INSULATORS -
Installs on the inside of the fire
wall. A black plastic molded
panel that resembles the fire
wall panel with insulation side
against fire wall. 
1928-1929 
26600 28-29 $174.95ea.

30-May 31 
26610 30-31 $174.95ea.

May 31-End 31 
26620 1931 $189.95ea.

DATA
PLATES

FIRE WALL PATENT PLATE -
With rivets. Used on all cars. 
26690 28-31 $4.80ea.

FORDOR & CABRIOLET
BODY PLATE - Fordor and
cabriolet body plate. 
Briggs Body Plate: Brass plate
with rivets 
26710 28-31 $4.85ea.

Br iggs  Body  P la te :  Z inc
material,  100% authentic,
including two rivets 
26720 28-31 $4.30ea.

Murray Body Plate: Brass plate
with rivets 
26730 28-31 $4.40ea.

Murray Body Pla te :  Z inc
material as original with two
rivets 
26740 28-31 $4.30ea.

MURRAY BODY PLATE -
Data plate is located on the
lower part of the cowl panel on
Fordor Murray bodies only.
Brass plated. 
26760 28-29 $5.65ea.

RIVETS FOR DATA PLATE -
four 6-32 x 5/16 Stainless steel
screw rivets with lock washers
& nuts. 
26770 28-31 $2.40set

ACCESSORIES • BODY & SOUND INSULATION • DATA PLATES
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DRIVE-IN RIVETS - Round
head rivet with spiral shank to
hold data plate on fire wall.
Four stainless rivets. 
26780 28-31 $1.50set

RADIATOR PLAQUE
MOUNTING SCREWS - Four
small diameter 2 1/4" long
stainless screws, washers, and
nuts to pass through the
radiator core to mount a plaque
or emblem. 
26750 28-31 $4.00set

FLOOR
BOARDS

FLOOR BOARD PEDAL
PLATE - The plate around the
steering column and pedals to
keep the air and dirt out. 
Dec. 1928-1931 steel plate.
Can also be used on all 1928
cars. Order felt pad (27890) to
accompany this 
27860 28-31 $6.00set

1928 thru Nov. 1928 used a
diamond patterned 6" x 8"
rubber plate 
27870 1928 $71.95ea.

1931 Slant Window Victoria,
A400 & Deluxe Phaeton with
drop steering column used a
steel plate. Order (27890) felt
pad to accompany this 
27880 1931 $17.95set

FELT FLOORBOARD PEDAL
PLATE PAD -  Seals  the
steering column and pedals at
the floor board. 
27890 28-31 $2.25ea.

FLOORBOARD PEDAL
PLATE SCREWS - Two 12/24
x 1/2 inch oval head machine
screws, one #10 x 3/4 oval
head wood screw, and 3 cup
washers. These should be a
nickel or raven finish. 
27900 28-31 $1.65set

FLOORBOARD
ACCELERATOR ROD
GASKET - Round rubber
gasket tacked to floor board
around accelerator rod. Keeps
dust and noise out. Includes 4
tacks. 
28190 28-31 $0.95set

FRONT FLOOR BOARDS - All
boards are 7 ply 23/32" thick
Birch hardwood plywood, desk
top finish on both top and
bottom. The hand brake handle
was moved to the right side of
the gear shift in July ’29. If the
hand brake handle is on the
right side, order the (27920)
boards. Set includes two front
boards.  Holes dr i l led for
screws. Boards should be
stained with a black or ebony
wood stain. 
27910 28-29 $49.95set

27920 30-31 $49.95set

FRONT FLOORBOARD SEAL
KIT - Correct 1/32 x 1 1/4" dark
brown welting to go around
edge of both front boards,
tacks and instructions. 
28070 28-31 $12.35set

FLOOR BOARD SCREWS &
CUP WASHERS - Twelve
12/24 x 1 1/4 flat head screws
and cup washers for both front
boards. 
FRONT STEEL 
28090 28-31 $3.50set

FRONT STAINLESS 
28100 28-31 $9.55set

REAR STEEL 
28110 28-31 $3.75set

FLOOR BOARD
REINFORCEMENT
BRACKETS - 2 brackets
riveted to the front floor boards
to support the front diagonal
fire wall floor board. Includes 2
brackets and 8 tubular rivets.
Rivet head on top of floor
board. See #28050 for original
large head rivets. 
28040 28-31 $13.70set

FLOOR BOARD
REINFORCEMENT BRACKET
RIVETS ONLY - Eight 3/16 x 1
1/16 large 3/8" diameter head
tubular rivets per set. Rivet
head on top of floor board. 
28050 28-31 $1.00set

FLOORBOARD SUPPORT
STRAPS - Used in 1928 till
March 1929 when the planked
boards were used as floor
boards. Locate straps 1 5/16"
from back edge of board and 1
1/2" off the outer edge. Set of 2
straps and eight #12 x 3/4" flat
head wood screws. (Use part
#2711 to peen the rivets over).
28060 28-M29 $21.95set

TUDOR SEDAN CENTER
FLOOR BOARD - Pre-drilled.
Boards are 7 ply 23/32 thick
birch hardwood. Center board
under the front seat. 
27960 28-31 $41.65ea.

TUDOR SEDAN REAR
FLOOR BOARDS - Pre-drilled.
Boards are 7 ply 23/32 thick
birch hardwood. 
28-29 REAR board under rear
seat feet 
27970 28-29 $41.65ea.

30-31 REAR board under rear
seat feet 
27980 30-31 $41.65ea.

REAR FLOORBOARD SEAL
KIT - Correct 1/32 x 1 1/4 dark
brown welting for Tudor center
and rear boards, lacing, tacks
and instructions. 
28080 28-31 $16.95set

1928 CLUTCH INSPECTION
COVER - For early 1928. 
28010 1928 $29.95ea.

BATTERY COVER PLATE -
The steel plate that snaps over
the battery hole in the floor
board. These plates have been
made from the FORD blue
print. This is an exact copy
which includes the two holes
(used in E29-31 plates) for
hooking the plates end to end
fo r  pa in t ing  dur ing
manufacturing. There is also a
1/8" bow in the plate as per
print to force the corners to lay
flat on the wood. A BLACK
gloss powder coated finish has
been baked on the cover. This
finish will resist gas, oil and
battery acid. 
1928 till March ’29 used a 4 1/8
wide plate 
28000 28-29 $6.95ea.

March ’29 till end used a 5 1/4
wide plate 
28030 29-31 $6.95ea.

SHIFT LEVER PLATE - Steel
plate located around gear shift
lever. Brake handle in front of
gear shift was used June ’28 to
July ’29; to right side from July
’29 till end. The side plate style
cover is made from the Ford
blueprint, an excellent copy,
including the small hole at the
corner so the plate could be
hung for paint ing on the
assembly line. 
Front 
28200 28-29 $7.00ea.

Side 
28210 29-31 $4.50ea.
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SHIFT LEVER PLATE CLIPS -
Three clips with three 3/16 x
15/16 tubular rivets with a truss
head to secure the gear shift
plate to the floor board. See
large drawing for location.
Rivet head on bottom of floor
board. For rivet tool, see part
(2711) in Tool Section of
catalog. 
27850 28-31 $3.25set

KICK PANEL RETAINING
CLIPS - The U shape clip
secured on the sub frame for
the lower edge of the cowl kick
panel to clip. 
28230 30-31 $6.50pair

FLOOR
MATS

FLOOR MATS - FRONT -
Original design rubber mat.
These  a re  U .S .  made.
Excellent quality. 
June ’28 thru June ’29 hand
brake lever in front of gear shift
28140 28-29 $59.95ea.

July ’29 till end hand brake to
right of shift lever 
28150 30-31 $59.95ea.

TUDOR REAR FLOOR MAT -
Rubber for Tudor Sedans. We
have also seen this mat used in
narrow bed pick-up boxes. 
28160 28-31 $60.75ea.

RUMBLE SEAT FLOOR MAT
- Rubber for Coupes and
Roadsters. 19 5/8 x 37 1/8
wide. 
28180 28-31 $47.20ea.

FIREWALL AND RUMBLE
FLOOR MAT SNAP STUDS -
Threaded studs for fire wall or
floor with nuts, to secure the
mat. Use 4 on fire wall and 4
for rumble. 4 per set. 
28120 28-31 $6.55set

FLOOR MAT SNAP STUD -
SAME MAT STUD as #28120,
but has hollow rivet end and
must be peened over as
original. 
28130 28-31 $2.50ea.

FEMALE CARPET SNAP -
This is the grommet that is
used on carpets to prevent the
floor mat studs from destroying
your carpet. 
28131 28-31 $3.25ea.

WINDSHIELD
- OPEN CAR

STEEL OPEN WINDSHIELD
FRAME -  Orig ina l  round
tubing. The frame is drilled and
taped for the six 10/32 thread
for the windshield snaps
(28610). The thread snap will
be easier to install than the
original press in style. The 45
degree corner angles can vary
as much as 1/16" leaving a gap
at the corners. Roadster or
Phaeton, height at vertical end:
1928-29 14-5/8", 1930-31
Standard 15-1/4", 1930-31
Deluxe 13-1/2". The windshield
frames are oversize for UPS
and will be charged as a 70-
pound box. 
1928-29 Standard steel frame -
PLAIN STEEL 
28260 28-29 $310.00ea.

1930-31 Standard CHROME
frame 
28280 30-31 $575.00ea.

1930-31 Standard steel frame 
28300 30-31 $310.00ea.

1930-31 Deluxe chrome frame
28320 30-31 $575.00ea.

WINDSHIELD GLASS
SETTING MATERIAL - Eleven
foot roll of 3/64"" thick rubber to
set glass in windshield frame. 
30250 28-31 $8.95roll

30-31 OPEN CAR "RAMS
HORNS" - These cast brackets
are used on all 30-31 open
cars (Roadsters, Roadster
Pickup, & Phaetons). They are
installed at the top of the cowl
for the lower stanchion to
attach. No holes are drilled. 
28395 30-31 $274.00pair

LOWER POST STANCHIONS
- Die formed pressed steel in
plain steel or stainless steel for
1930-31. 
Plain steel 
28400 30-31 $157.40pair

30-31  LOWER POST
STANCHION STUD - This is a
replacement stud only for the
30-31 lower post stanchion. 
28401 30-31 $0.80ea.

STANCHION LEAD SPACER
- Fits between the lower
stanchion and the belt rail to
protect the paint. 
28420 30-31 $7.75pair

FLOOR BOARDS • FLOOR MATS • WINDSHIELD - OPEN CAR
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STANCHION SCREWS - Set
of 4 screws. Both sizes were
used 1928-30. 
5/16-18 x 1/2 oval head screws
28430 28-30 $3.00set

5/16-24 x 13/16 oval head
screw 
28440 28-30 $1.95set

5/16-24x11/16 HEX HEAD
SCREW 
28450 1931 $4.95set

28-29  OPEN CAR
WINDSHIELD STANCHION -
Die stamped. 
STEEL (as original) 1928-29 
28460 28-29 $210.00pair

STAINLESS STEEL 1928-29 
28470 28-29 $295.00pair

30-31  OPEN CAR
WINDSHIELD STANCHION
STAINLESS STEE - DELUXE
Stainless Steel, not tapped for
mirror holes 
DELUXE, not tapped mirror
holes 
28489 30-31 $289.95pair

DELUXE, with left side tapped
for mirror 
28490 30-31 $205.00pair

DELUXE, with Left & RIGHT
side tapped for mirror 
28500 30-31 $210.00pair

STANCHION POST LINERS -
Liner is spot welded to the
stanchion. Included in new
stanchions. 
1928-29 Steel Liners 
28510 28-29 $49.50pair

1930-31 Deluxe Stainless Liner
28521 30-31 $12.25ea.

OPEN CAR WINDSHIELD
STANCHION POST CUPS -
Stainless cup that is spot
welded to the stanchion for the
windshield frame cone for
1928-31 .  One each  per
stanchion. Included in new
stanchions. 
Small Cup 
28540 28-31 $6.30ea.

Large Cup For 30-31 only 
28550 30-31 $6.60ea.

FRAME CONE - Allows the
open car windshield frame to
pivot. Need 2. 
Standard Windshield, Black 
28560 28-31 $6.40ea.

Deluxe Windshield, Chrome 
28570 30-31 $5.65ea.

WINDSHIELD PIVOT STUD
AND SPECIAL CONE NUT -
For open car windshields Two
3/8-24 studs and nuts per set. 
28580 28-32 $10.50set

WINDSHIELD POST
CURTAIN STUDS - For open
car. 12 original type studs
made from brass. Nickel plated
10/32 threads. The long stud is
located at the top of the
stanchion. 
28590 28-35 $16.50set

WINDSHIELD SNAP - Used
on original windshield frames.
Need 6 per windshield. 
Original Press-in Style 
28600 28-31 $2.15ea.

10-32 Screw In Snap 
28610 28-31 $1.65ea.

OPEN CAR WINDSHIELD
GASKET - The rubber that
seals the frame to the body.
5 /8 "  x  31"  long  fo r  the
windshield stanchions and 1" x
41" long for the bottom of the
windshield frame. 
28-29 Gasket - 5/8x31" long for
the stanchions and 1" x 41" for
the bottom of the frame. 
28620 28-29 $4.95ea.

1930-31 3 feet of 3/4" ’T’
rubber for the sides and 4 feet
of 1" ’T’ rubber for the bottom 
28630 30-31 $4.75ea.

OPEN CAR WINDSHIELD
FRAME SCREWS - This is a
set of four screws to hold the
"L" bracket into the top of the
open car windshield frame. 
28831 28-31 $1.65set

WING NUTS - Order 2 nuts for
1928-29  and  4  nu ts  fo r
1930-31. Chrome plated. 
28360 26-36 $3.50ea.

WING NUT WASHERS -
These stainless washers go
between the stanchion and the
wing nut. 4 per set. 
28370 28-31 $1.25set

FINGER PULL - Used to pull
the windshield closed. Chrome
plated. Includes correct length
stainless screw. Paint black for
1928-29 and leave chrome for
1930-31. 
ONE PULL & STAINLESS
SCREW 
28380 28-36 $4.80ea.

SCREWS ONLY - 2 of the
10-32 x 1" stainless screw with
a #8 slotted oval head. 
28390 28-36 $1.00pair

TOP PARTS
- OPEN

OPEN CAR TOP IRON
ASSEMBLY - Complete set
includes: hold down clamps,
thumb screws, prop nuts, wood
bows, top irons and rivets. 
30-31 Roadster Pickup, folding
top irons for Standard open car
windshield 
28700 30-31$1495.00set

30-31 Roadster, Folding black
top irons only for Deluxe open
car windshield 
28710 30-31$1495.00set

TOP BOW SCREWS - Twelve
#10 x 3/4 oval head stainless
screws. 
28640 28-31 $3.30set

ROADSTER TOP HOLD
DOWN CLAMPS - These are
the brackets that mount to the
front corners of the top iron
assembly and hold the top to
the windshield stanchions.
Used on Phaeton & Roadster’s
28-29 
28642 28-29 $58.05pair

30-31 
28643 30-31 $58.05pair

TOP BOW WOOD ONLY -
This is the wood only. 
30-31 Standard Roadster 
28780 30-31 $101.00set

OPEN CAR TOP IRON
MOUNTING BRACKET - This
is the bracket that mounts on
the body behind the door pillar
for the top irons to fasten onto.
The 28-29 has a bend in it. You
will need two per car. 
28-29 With Bend 
28871 28-29 $14.40ea.

30-31 Flat Bracket 
28872 30-31 $14.40ea.

TACK RAIL FASTENER SET -
Attach the rear curtain and
back of top to the body tack
rail. 
1928-32 Roadster 
28890 28-32 $44.60set

1928-31  Spor t  Coupe  &
1929-31 Cabriolet 
28900 28-31 $10.15set

1930-31 Open Cab Pick-up 
28910 30-31 $47.45set

WINDSHIELD - OPEN CAR • TOP PARTS - OPEN
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CLINCH STYLE FASTENER -
These fasteners are most
commonly used to fasten the
back of the top to the wooden
tack rail. The size is measured
from the top of the hex to the
bottom edge of the retaining
tab. 
SINGLE 3/16" WOOD SCREW
28921 28-31 $3.30ea.

DOUBLE 3/8" WOOD SCREW
28922 28-31 $3.30ea.

TRIPLE 1/2" WOOD SCREW 
28924 28-31 $3.30ea.

PROP KNOB - Die formed with
backing nut as original. 
Black painted for Standard cars
28929 28-31 $6.00ea.

Sport Coupe: 1 1/2" knob with
3/8-24 hex nut,  stainless
capped knob 
28930 28-31 $8.50ea.

Deluxe Roadster: 1 1/2" knob
with 7/16-14 square nut 
28940 28-31 $8.25ea.

Cabriolet and Deluxe Phaeton:
1 3/4" knob with 7/16-14 hex
nut 
28950 29-31 $14.05ea.

PROP KNOB BOLT - 7/16-14
x 1" stainless cap bolt. Need
two per car. 
28960 28-31 $1.65ea.

PROP NUT DOUBLE LOCK
WASHER - Stainless. Need 2.
28970 26-34 $1.65ea.

TOP BRACKET HOLD DOWN
WING NUT SCREWS -
Chrome plated. The threaded
stud is too long; cut so total
length of threads is 11/16". 
5/16" 24 Thread 
28980 28-29 $5.50ea.

5/16" 18 Thread 
28990 30-31 $5.95ea.

TOP LOOP STRAP
BRACKET - Screws into front
corners of top header bow.
Two chrome brackets and four
#10 x 5/8 oval head chrome
screws. 
29000 28-31 $1.75set

TOP BOOT CLIPS ON THE
BODY - These are the two
slotted clips and four screws
that mount to the body on the
deluxe open cars. 
29001 30-31 $3.50set

WINDOW TAB TOP BOOT
CLIP - These are the clips that
attach to the top of the car.
Most cars used only two, but
some did use three of these.
Used only on deluxe open cars
to secure the top when folded
down. 
29002 30-31 $3.00ea.

TOP BOW T BOLTS - For
1930-31 Roadsters. Chrome
plated brass. Four pieces. 
29010 30-31 $11.25pair

LIFT THE DOT FASTENER -
These studs are normally
mounted on the windshield
stanchion to hold the side
curtain to the car. The length is
the overall length less the
threads. 10-32 thread. 
3/8" LONG 10/32 THREAD
SINGLE MALE 
28733 28-31 $2.45ea.

5/8" LONG 10/32 THREAD
DOUBLE MALE 
28734 28-31 $2.40ea.

FEMALE LIFT THE DOT
FASTENER 
28735 28-31 $1.25ea.

SINGLE MALE WOOD
SCREW 
28736 28-31 $1.00ea.

ROADSTER TOP HOLD
DOWN STRAPS - When the
top is folded down these straps
attach to the folded top and
hook onto the rumble grab
handles (#29790) to keep the
top from bouncing. Black
leather straps. 
28-29 Roadster  & 30-31
Standard Roadster  b lack
leather 
28873 28-31 $32.95pair

30-31 Deluxe Roadster Tan
leather 
28874 28-31 $32.95pair

SPORT COUPE LANDAU
MOUNTING BRACKETS -
Secured to the top of the belt
rail inside the car. Made of
aluminum drilled and tapped. 
29100 28-29 $66.95pair

29110 30-31 $62.70pair

29-31  SPORT COUPE
ALUMINUM LANDAU TOP
IRON SET - These are the
decorat ive pieces on the
outside of the Sport Coupes.
These Landau irons are a
rough cast aluminum part so
you wil l  have to dri l l  the
mounting holes and polish. 
29111 28-31 $34.95pair

LANDAU SPACERS - Made
from hard rubber. 4 per set. 
1930-31 68-A/B Cabriolet 
29120 30-31 $64.35set

1928-31 Sport Coupe 
29130 28-31 $70.95set

CABRIOLET DOOR POST
CAP -  Th is  unpo l i shed
Stainless cap screws to the
bottom of the folding door pillar
and it holds the dress plate
seal in place. The holes are
drilled, but not counter sunk so
it can be used on either side of
the car. 
29141 29-31 $12.50ea.

A-400 SEAL RETAINER - This
is the seal retainer for the
quarter window to the top. This
is unpolished stainless steel. 
29142 1931 $29.80ea.

1931 CABRIOLET 68-C &
A-400 TOP BUMPER SET -
These are the three rubber
bumpers that fit into the wood
header on the 68-C & A-400.
Three bumpers per set. 
29143 1931 $12.75set

CABRIOLET LOWER
LANDAU IRON BRACKETS -
This is a machined bronze
castings. Fits the 68-A & B
1929-30 Cabriolets. 
LEFT 
29150 29-30 $163.35ea.

RIGHT 
29160 29-30 $163.95ea.

CABRIOLET UPPER
LANDAU IRON RUBBER
SPACER - Rubber spacer for
part (29140) that mounts at the
upper landau iron for Cabriolet.
Need 2 per car. 
29170 29-30 $7.50ea.

LANDAU IRON MOUNTING
STUDS - Set of 4 studs and 2
inside trim acorn nuts for the
Sport Coupe. 
29180 28-31 $10.95set

DOOR POST DRESS PLATE
SEAL - DOOR POST dress
plate SEAL - Rubber seal at
the base of the rear pillar post.
1929-30 68-A,B Cabriolet: 
29190 L28-31 $7.10ea.

TOP SADDLE BRACKET
MOUNTING RODS - Two
chrome studs used to hold the
saddle in place on the body for
1931 Deluxe Phaeton. 
29220 1931 $22.95set

FOUR DOOR PHAETON TOP
SADDLE STUD - These studs
screw into the rear of the body
for the saddles to mount on to.
For the 4 door phaeton. Need 2
per car. 
29221 28-29 $13.95ea.

29222 30-31 $13.95ea.

TOP PARTS - OPEN
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OPEN CAR FOUR DOOR
PHAETON TOP IRON TO
BODY PIVOT - This is the stud
that screws into the 4 door
phaeton body and the top irons
attach to them. Once installed
the top irons will pivot on this
stud. 
29223 28-29 $26.95ea.

29224 30-31 $25.95ea.

28-31 FORDOR PHAETON
TOP SADDLE - These are
what the top rests on when it is
folded down. Fits the 28-31 4
door Phaeton powder coated
black. 
29226 28-31 $30.60pair

TOP SADDLE STRAP & PAD
- A set of two leather pads, and
two leather straps. Used with 4
door Phaeton top saddles. 
29225 28-31 $19.95set

CABRIOLET UPPER
LANDAU IRON BRACKETS -
This is a machined bronze
castings. Fits the 68-A & B
1929-30 Cabriolets. 
LEFT 
29290 29-30 $189.75ea.

RIGHT 
29300 29-30 $189.75ea.

CABRIOLET REAR BOW
BRACE - This brace fits on the
inside of the end of the bow.
Fits 68-A & B, made from
bronze. 
29305 29-E31 $78.75ea.

CABRIOLET REAR BOW
BRACE STEEL SUPPORT -
This steel support fits into the
grove of  the bow and is
attached with three 12/24
screws to the brace #29305.
Fits 68-A & B. 
29306 29-E31 $9.85ea.

CABRIOLET TRIPLE HINGE
PARTS - BASE - This is a fully
machined cast bronze piece.
Attaches to the belt rail and
provides the anchor and pivot
points for the rear and middle
bows. Fits 68-A, and 69-B. 
Left 
29310 29-30 $120.45ea.

Right 
29320 29-30 $120.45ea.

Center bow brace 
29330 29-30 $85.00ea.

Rear bow brace 
29340 29-30 $79.95ea.

REAR WINDOW FRAME &
GLASS - Original one piece
style. Die formed. Includes
frame, plain glass, and screws.
Stainless Steel outside frame
and steel inside frame. Outside
dimensions 16 5/8" x 7". For:
28-31 Roadster, Phaeton;
29-31 Cabriolet 68-A,B,C;
1931 400-A. 
29020 28-31 $189.75set

PIN ONLY FOR TRIPLE
HINGE - Pin only for the hinge.
29350 29-30 $8.95ea.

29-30 68 A&B CABRIOLET
DOOR PILLAR TO SUBRAIL
SUPPORT BRACKETS -
These are the brackets that
attach to the subrails and go up
to the door pillar. This is the
earlier style with a hex nut
adjustment. These brackets
are used to help align the doors
& body. This is a set for the left
and right sides. Mounting
hardware is included. 
29351 29-30 $297.00set

REAR BOW SLEEVE NUT -
Machined steel sleeve nut
used on all 1928-31 Sport
Coupes to fasten the rear bow
to the rear bow support straps.
29360 28-31 $13.50ea.

28-29 SPORT COUPE REAR
WINDOW FRAME - Inner
frame is powder coated tan,
the outside frame is stainless.
9 1/2" x 20 5/8" size frame. 
29021 28-29 $289.95set

OPEN CAR REAR WINDOW
SCREWS - Includes 12 5/40
stainless screws to hold the
inner and outer window frames
together. 
29023 28-31 $1.35set

REAR WINDOW RUBBER
SUPPORT BUMPERS -
Located on deck for open cars.
Four rubber bumpers with
or ig ina l  domed shape,  4
screws. Supports the rear
window when the top is down.
Paint body color. 
29080 28-31 $4.50set

OPEN CAR SIDE
CURTAIN PARTS

SIDE CURTAIN FASTENER
SET - This set includes all of
the fasteners needed on the
body, top iron, and windshield
stanchions that are required to
install the side curtains. 
28-29 ROADSTER 28 PIECE
SET 
28885A 28-29 $68.50set

28-29 PHAETON 39 PIECE
SET 
28885B 28-29 $119.50set

30-31 PHAETON 38 PIECE
SET 
28885C 30-31 $77.55set

1931 DELUXE TUDOR
PHAETON 51 PIECE SET 
28885D 1931 $121.50set

30-31 ROADSTER 31 PIECE
SET 
28885E 30-31 $68.50set

30-31 DELUXE ROADSTER
26 PIECE SET 
28885F 30-31 $99.95set

28-29 ROADSTER PICKUP 34
PIECE SET 
28885G 28-29 $99.95set

30-31 ROADSTER PICKUP 32
PIECE SET 
28885H 30-31 $57.95set

29-31 STATION WAGON 98
PIECE SET 
28885I 29-31 $269.50set

DOOR CURTAIN RODS -
Original style steel rod that
holds the vinyl curtain in the
door .  Wi l l  no t  f i t  Shay
reproduction bodies. 
1928-29 Roadster 
29230 28-29 $40.65pair

1928-29 Phaeton & 1928-M30
Open Pick-up 
29240 28-m30 $40.00pair

1930-31 Standard Roadster,
1930-31 Standard Phaeton &
M1930-31 Open Pick-up 
29250 M30-31 $41.00pair

1930-31 Deluxe Roadster 
29260 30-31 $41.00pair

1930-31 Deluxe Phaeton 
29270 30-31 $58.95pair

CURTAIN ROD SUPPORT
FOR DELUXE PHAETON -
These brass nickel plated
supports attaches over the
upper edge of the side curtain.
29271 30-31 $13.25pair

CURTAIN ROD SOCKET -
This chrome socket was used
on Deluxe Phaetons to protect
the paint where the curtain
rods go into the door. 
29272 30-31 $10.65ea.

TOP PARTS - OPEN • OPEN CAR SIDE CURTAIN PARTS
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BODY SOCKET
INSTALLATION TOOL - Use
this tool to correctly set the
body socket into the body. 
28879 28-31 $2.40ea.

BODY SOCKET - Original
style. Nickel plated. U.S. Made.
Install using a 1/4" dowel.
Place dowel in center and hit
the dowel. This will expand the
back side to hold it in place.
Need 6. 
28880 28-31 $5.40ea.

GROMMET STYLE CURTAIN
STUD & WASHER - This is the
male snap that attaches to the
side curtain, and snaps into the
body socket (22880). This style
requires the use of the setting
punch & anvil (22883 not
included). One grommet &
washer per set. 
28881 28-31 $12.10ea.

PRONG STYLE CURTAIN
STUD & WASHER - This is the
male snap that attaches to the
side curtain and snaps into the
body socket (#23880). This
fastens to the curtain by
bending three prongs over a
backing plate. One grommet &
washer per set. 
28882 28-31 $12.80ea.

GROMMET STYLE SETTING
PUNCH & ANVIL - These are
the special tools needed to
install the curtain stud (#28881)
on the side curtains. 
28883 28-31 $15.00set

CLINCH STYLE FASTENER -
This is the eyelet and washer
for the clinch style fasteners. 
Female Eyelet & Washer 
28925 28-31 $3.05ea.

UPHOLSTERY KITS FOR
OPEN CARS - All side curtains
are neat ly bound and al l
fasteners which affix to the side
curtains are included but not
installed. Car body, top frame
and windshield fasteners are
no t  inc luded .  Comple te
installation instructions are
included. See part number
(28610) for windshield snaps.
Please specify the preferred
style of black vinyl when
ordering: #3B Black Colonial,
#4B Black Short Grain or #6
Black Long Grain. We are an
au thor i zed  dea le r  fo r
Cartouche. 
June 1930-31 PHAETON
Deluxe Two Door  (B lack
Canvas) 
45250 30-31 $899.95set

June 1930-31 PHAETON
Deluxe  Two Door  (Tan
Canvas) 
45270 30-31 $899.95set

TOP PARTS
- CLOSED

30-31 SPORT COUPE SIDE
SUPPORT BRACKETS -
Located at the top of the rear
door post connecting the main
bow and post. These are one
piece steel construction used
late 1928- 1931. One set
contains a left and a right. Sold
only as pairs. 
29181 28-31 $27.95pair

SPORT COUPE REAR BOW
SUPPORT BRACKET -
Located at the back of the main
bow, it drops down to bolt into
the belt rail. Includes a left and
a right bracket. 
30-31 
29182 30-31 $37.95pair

28-29 
29183 28-29 $38.20pair

28-31  TUDOR SEDAN
HEADLINER TACK STRIP -
These are the wooden strips
that go into the metal channels
at the upper rear corner of the
body. Hardware is included.
This is just the wood not the
meta l  b racke ts .  I f  your
mounting brackets are lost or
damaged order part #29301C. 
29301 28-31 $22.95set

28-31 TUDOR SEDAN REAR
UPHOLSTERY TACK STRIP
TO BODY BRACKET - This is
a pair of left and right mounting
brackets. One end gets riveted
to the sedan headliner tack
strip holder, and the other end
goes through the bolts on the
body. The rivets to attach these
brackets to the holder are
included in part #29301. 
29301C 28-31 $13.95pair

TOP MATERIAL - Black long
grain style as original 66" wide
Coupe & Closed Cab Pickup: 4
foot roll 
29370 28-31 $26.95roll

Tudor and Fordor: 7 foot roll 
29380 28-31 $36.75roll

TOP PADDING - Under top
material. 40" wide. 
Coupe & Closed Cab Pickup: 4
foot roll 
29410 28-31 $11.95roll

Tudor and Fordor: 7 foot roll 
29420 28-31 $15.95roll

ROOF TACKS - Set of 100
tacks for securing the black
vinyl to the wood. Top molding
will cover these tacks. After
nailing, put a dab of silicone
sealant on each nail head. 
29490 28-31 $2.50set

CLOSED CAB PICKUP
HEADLINER - Black cloth liner
fo r  C losed  cab  p ick -up .
Installed above wood bows in
place of chicken wire. Sold in a
2 yard roll. 
29400 28-31 $26.40roll

TOP BOW SOUND
DEADENING MATERIAL -
This will prevent the chicken
wire from squeaking on the
bows. 1/16th thick treated
fabric. Tack material at end of
the bow on the top side and
pull tight, then tack the other
end of the material on the top
of the bow. 
16 feet for 4 bows 
29430 28-31 $14.95roll

30 feet for 7 bows 
29440 28-31 $23.95roll

CROWN VINYL MOLDING -
Hinge type. Nail, then bend
crown shape over to hide nails.
This is to trim out the edge of
the top material. 
29450 28-31 $1.25ft

HIDUM WELT - Black 5/8"
wide vinyl that is used at the
edge of the top material to hide
the nails. Used on 1928-M30
Closed Cab Pick-up. 
29460 28-M30 $0.75ft

28-31  SEDANS & 28-29
COUPE RAIN GUTTER - Two
piece original type made of
aluminum for both sides. These
are s t ra ight .  Ins t ruct ions
included for bending end. 90"
long. Style D1. Set includes 4
pcs. 
29470 28-31 $21.95set

30-31  COUPE RAIN
GUTTERS - These are 2
straight sticks that must be
formed to the roof. The outer lip
is not folded down like the
original. 
29471 30-31 $89.95pair

OPEN CAR SIDE CURTAIN PARTS • TOP PARTS - CLOSED
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TOP MOLDING OVER THE
SUN VISOR - "Style F3" The
top molding is aluminum. Nail
to roof, then close by tapping
edge lips inward to meet hiding
the nails. A block of wood with
a ’V’ wedge works well. A good
article about top molding may
be found in "How to Restore
Your Model A" Vol. 4 part
(37680). Top Molding, used
over the sun visor for the
following: 1929 Briggs Fordor
60-C 1930-31 Coupe 45B
1929-31 Fordor 155/165 ABCD
1929-30 Standard Fordor
170AB 1930-31 Victoria 190-A
(used Until March of ’31)". 5’
long x 5/8" wide. 
29480 29-31 $16.00ea.

TOP MOLDING OVER THE
SUN VISOR - Style F5, 1/2"
wide used over the sun visor
for the following: 1928-31
Tudor  55-A&B;  1930-31
Closed Pickup 82-B & 1930-31
Deluxe Delivery 130-B. 1/2"
WIDE 5’ LONG 
29500 28-31 $16.00ea.

TOP MOLDING FOR SIDES &
BACK - Style R3, 5/8" wide
used down the side, around the
back and up the other side.
This molding has an open
seam in the middle and rib on
the bottom. For the following:
1930-31 Coupe 45-B; 1929-31
Town Sedan 155-B,D; 1929-31
Fordor Sedan 165-B,D &
1929-31 Fordor Sedan 170AB.
Fordor cars needs 2 sets per
car. Now sold in two in five foot
lengths. 
29510 28-31 $31.50ea.

EXPOSED NAIL WITH RIB -
10’ roll of top molding. This is
the exposed nail variation of
molding. This molding has a rib
on the bottom to fit into the
recess area on your car. Nail
holes are not drilled. Not For
Slant Window cars. Fordor cars
need 2 strips per car. Used on:
30-Apri l  31 Coupes 45-B;
29-31 Briggs 4 Door Sedan
60-C, 155-B/D, 165-B/D & 170-
A/B. 
29511 29-31 $31.50ea.

EXPOSED NAIL MOLDING
WITH NO BOTTOM RIB - This
molding is flat on the bottom to
fit into the recess area on your
car. Nail holes are not drilled.
Fordor cars require 2 per car.
Not For Slant Window cars.
Used on: 155-A/C & 165-A/C;
and across the front on 150-B
& 255-A. 
29512 29-31 $31.50ea.

TOP MOLDING OVER THE
SUN VISOR - Style R4, 3/4"
wide used over the sun visor.
Used on: 1931 S/W Fordor
160-A,B,C and 1931 Victoria
190-A began Feb. 1931 to end.
5’ long and 3/4" wide. 
29520 1931 $16.00ea.

TOP MOLDING ACROSS THE
BACK - This is 1/2" wide, 6’
long. This is NOT the original
style but can be used very
nicely. (Order 29550 for correct
molding, but harder to install.)
used on: 28-29 Coupe 45-A,
28-29 Special Coupe 49-A,
28-31 Tudor Sedan 55-A&B
and across back of 1930-31
Pickup. 
29540 28-31 $18.95ea.

2 P IECE STEEL TOP
MOLDING - Style R1. Two
piece steel construction. Nail
1/2" wide tack strip down, then
snap molding over nails. Used
over the sun visor for the
following: 28-29 Coupe 45-A,
28-29 Special Coupe 49-A,
30-31 Pick-up 82-B;  and
across BACK of 28-29 Coupe
45-A, 28-31 Tudor Sedans
55-A&B and 30-31 Pickup
82-B. Six feet long. 
6 FT LONG 
29550 28-31 $15.95ea.

1931 TOP MOLDING 5/8"
WIDE - Style R4. This 5/8"
aluminum molding is nailed
down in the center,  then
(29570) rubber is inserted in
the middle to hide nails. Used
on: 1931 Coupe after May
1931; 1931 Sedan, 160 A,B,C;
and 1930-31 Victoria 190-A.
Six feet long. Order 2 moldings
for Coupe; 3 for Sedans. 
29560 30-31 $20.50ea.

TOP MOLDING RUBBER
INSERT - Rubber Insert for
(29560), style R4, 1/4" wide,
1/2 round rubber, 19 feet long
to insert in molding. This is the
rubber only. Used on: May
1931 Coupe thru end, 1931
Sedan 160ABC and 1930-31
Victoria 190-A. 
29570 30-31 $9.90roll

ROOF NAILS -  For  top
moldings and rain gutters. .085
diameter x 7/8" long, .165
diameter head. Spiral shank.
100 nails per set. Put a dab of
silicone sealant on the head of
each nail head to keep the
water out. 
36610 28-31 $2.95set

RAIN GUTTERS FOR 1928-
MID 30  CLOSED CAB
PICKUP - Includes two die-
stamped steel gutters, two
steel liners to cover the nails
and fasteners. Style D2. 
34340 28-M30 $43.80set

RAIN GUTTERS FOR MID 30
- AUGUST 1931 CLOSED
CAB PICKUP - Exact duplicate
of original. Includes two die
stamped steel gutters, two
original style fabric inserts to
cover  the  na i l s  and  the
fasteners. Not used on solid
steel topped cabs after Aug.
’31. Style D2. 
34350 M30-31 $34.95set

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
1931 S/W FORDOR TOP
INSTALLATION 
38115O 1931 $24.95ea.

1930 COUPE ROOF
INSTALLATION 
38115S 30-31 $24.95ea.

ROOF DRIP RAIL
MOLDING TIPS

ROOF DRIP RAIL MOLDING
TIPS - Welt tips ends for 28-31
Roadster and Phaeton. Nickel
Plated, includes nickeled nails.
Need 4. 
29650 28-31 $1.25ea.

TIPS -
FRONT END

ROOF DRIP RAIL MOLDING -
FRONT END TIPS - Includes
nickeled nails. 
28-29 Tudor, Coupes & Special
Coupes, nickel plated 
29580 28-29 $4.95pair

28-29 Briggs Fordor, nickel
plated 
29590 28-29 $5.40pair

TOP PARTS - CLOSED • ROOF DRIP RAIL MOLDING TIPS • TIPS - FRONT END
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ROOF DRIP RAIL MOLDING -
FRONT END TIPS (Cont.)
28-29 Sport Coupe, 28-29
Business Coupe & 28-29 Taxi,
nickel plated 
29600 28-29 $4.95pair

TIPS - REAR
END

ROOF DRIP RAIL MOLDING -
REAR END TIPS - Includes
nickeled nails. 
28-31 Tudor Sedans, nickel
plated 
29610 28-31 $4.95pair

1928-29 Coupe & Special
Coupe, nickel plated 
29620 28-29 $4.95pair

1928-29 Fordor Leather Back
Briggs Body 60-A and 60-B,
nickel plated 
29630 28-29 $4.95pair

1928-29 Business Coupe,
1928-31 Sport Coupe, nickel
plated 
29640 28-31 $4.95pair

WELT TIP
ENDS

30-31 VICTORIA WELT TIP
END - Includes nickeled nails. 
30-31 Victoria, nickel plated 
29660 30-31 $1.25ea.

ROOF
PANELS

FRONT ROOF PANELS -
Steel curved panel above the
door. 
28-29 TUDOR SEDAN LEFT 
29670 28-29 $119.70ea.

28-29 TUDOR SEDAN RIGHT
29680 28-29 $119.70ea.

30-31TUDOR SEDAN LEFT 
29690 30-31 $154.70ea.

30-31 TUDOR SEDAN RIGHT
29700 30-31 $157.70ea.

FRONT ROOF PANELS
(Cont.)
M30-31 PICKUP LEFT 
29710 M30-31 $163.00ea.

M30-31 PICKUP RIGHT 
29720 M30-31 $163.00ea.

ROOF
BRACKETS

COUPE LOWER REAR
WINDOW SUPPORT
BRACKET - Used on 30-31
Coupes. This bracket attaches
to the bottom of the horizontal
rear window wood. The left and
the right are the same. 
29401 30-31 $8.00ea.

29401A 28-29 $8.25ea.

30-31 1/4 WINDOW-SIDE
HEADER STRAP - Used on
30-1 Coupes. This bracket
attached to the top piece of
wood over the quarter window
and then screws into the main
roof rail on the top. Left and
right are the same. 
29402 30-31 $14.45ea.

COUPE QUARTER WINDOW-
CORNER WOOD BRACKET -
This bracket attaches the
upper quarter window wood to
the corner block. 
RIGHT SIDE 
29403 30-31 $14.45ea.

Left SIDE 
29403A 28-29 $11.55ea.

LEFT SIDE 
29404 30-31 $14.45ea.

RIGHT SIDE 
29404A 28-29 $11.55ea.

30-31  COUPE MIDWAY
SUPPORT STRAPS - Used on
30-1 Coupe. This bracket goes
in front of the rear edge of the
door jamb. And attaches the
wood over the door to the roof
rib. 
LEFT SIDE 
29405 30-31 $11.55ea.

RIGHT SIDE 
29406 30-31 $11.55ea.

COUPE UPPER REAR
WINDOW WOOD BRACKET -
This is the bracket that ties the
rear corner block to the rear
w indow top  ra i l  suppor t
bracket. Left Side 
LEFT SIDE 
29407 30-31 $12.75ea.

Left SIDE 
29407A 28-29 $13.25ea.

COUPE UPPER REAR
WINDOW WOOD BRACKET
(Cont.)
RIGHT SIDE 
29408 30-31 $12.75ea.

29408A 28-29 $18.00ea.

COUPE REAR HEADER TO
SIDE RAIL BRACKET - This is
the bracket that ties the heavy
roof rear bow to the side rails. 
RIGHT SIDE 
29409 30-31 $100.00ea.

29409A 28-29 $12.40ea.

LEFT SIDE 
29411 30-31 $100.00ea.

Left SIDE 
29411A 28-29 $12.40ea.

28-29 COUPE CENTER BOW
TO DOOR POST BRACKET -
Th is  i s  the  b racke t  tha t
attaches to the side rail above
the door opening & the door
post wood. Sold each 
29412 28-29 $66.50ea.

28-29 COUPE & TUDOR
SEDAN UPPER COWL
PILLAR CORNER SUPPORT
BRACKET - These brackets
mount to the top of the cowl
post, and ties the metal above
the doors to the braces running
across the windshield. Sold as
pairs. 
29413 28-29 $71.00pair

28-29 COUPE UPPER SIDE
SUPPORT BRACKET - This is
the bracket that ties the rear
wood header to the side rails.
Sold Each 
29414 28-29 $17.00ea.

30-31 TUDOR & MID 30-31
CLOSED CAB WINDSHIELD
HEADER BRACKETS - This
metal bracket connects the
wood header to the side wood
body rail. Used on: 1930-31
Tudor & Mid 30-31 closed cab
p ickup .  For  sc rews  use
#40130. 
30270 30-31 $69.95pair

30-31 SPORT COUPE TOP
BRACKET - Sport Coupe top
wood header bracket. 
30271 30-31 $39.95pair

30-31 STANDARD & DELUXE
COUPE WINDSHIELD
HEADER BRACKETS - These
are the bracket’s that connects
the wood header to the side
wood body rail. 
30272 30-31 $57.75pair

TIPS - FRONT END • TIPS - REAR END • WELT TIP ENDS • ROOF PANELS • ROOF BRACKETS
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FORDOR HEADER
BRACKETS AND PLATES -
This is a pair of brackets and
plates that tie the wood header
to the heavy roof rails on the
30-31 Briggs Fordor Sedans.
Not for Slant Window Fordor
cars. 
30273 30-31 $30.65set

28-29 COUPE & TUDOR
SEDAN HEADER BRACKET -
Th is  i s  the  b racke t  tha t
attaches the header to the side
roof rib rails on 28-29 Coupe &
Tudor Sedans. This is sold as a
pair. 
30274 28-29 $35.95pair

WINDSHIELD HEADER
BRACKET SCREWS - Eight
5/16-18 x 2" flat head screws.
Two screws go forward into the
header and two at a right
angle, into the wood side rail.
Also six 12/24 x 5/8 flat head
screws and six 1/4 external,
counter sunk lock washers to
mount the brace to the vertical
cowl post. 
40130 28-31 $1.65set

28-31  MURRAY DOOR
PILLER TO SIDE RAIL
BRACKET - This is the bracket
at the top of the "B" pillar to tie
the pillar to the roof rail above.
Only used on straight window
Mur ray  Fordor  Sedans .
Mounting wood screws are
included. 
LEFT SIDE 
30275L 28-31 $13.00ea.

RIGHT SIDE 
30275R 28-31 $13.00ea.

RUMBLE

RUMBLE SEAT FLOOR MAT
- Rubber for Coupes and
Roadsters. 19 5/8 x 37 1/8
wide. 
28180 28-31 $47.20ea.

RUMBLE LID BUMPER SET -
2 round rubber top bumpers
and 2 rubber stops for the lid. 
29750 28-32 $5.50set

RUMBLE SEAT STOPS - This
metal stand mounts at the
bottom edge of the curved
inner panel and part on the
rumble platform. When opening
the rumble lid, the bottom edge
stops on these stands. These
are U.S. made with the correct
angle. If you are converting
from a trunk to rumble area and
are using the original rumble
seat platform (35110/35120),
then  o rder  (29780  S top
Braces). These are located
under the platform to support
the new stops. 
28-29 Coupe & 29-31 Cabriolet
29760 28-31 $28.05set

30-31  Coupe &  1928-31
Roadster 
29770 28-31 $29.50set

RUMBLE STOP BRACES -
This support brace is located in
the  rear  co rner  on  the
underside of rumble platform
(35110/35120). This supports
the rumble seat stops (29760/
29770). These are needed on
or ig ina l  pane ls  when
converting from a trunk to
rumble lid. 
29780 28-31 $10.95pair

TOP REST RAIL OR RUMBLE
GRAB RAILS - Used to rest
the folded top on so it does not
scratch the paint. Stainless
clad rails as original, chrome
cone spacers and screws.
Install the base of the cone 1/8"
off the body bead and middle of
handle is at the top of the lid
opening. 
29790 28-32 $44.20pair

TOP REST SPACER PADS -
Four th in rubber gaskets
located on the bottom of the
spacer to protect the paint. 
29810 28-32 $2.90set

TOP REST SPACERS - Set of
4 polished aluminum cones, 4
stainless screws, lock washers
and nuts. 
29800 28-31 $17.00

GRAB HANDLE
REINFORCEMENT BRACES -
These are stamped steel
braces that go under the lip of
the quarter panel to give the
grab handles more strength
and support. 
29791 30-31 $31.95pair

TRUNK OR RUMBLE
GUTTER CORNER BRACKET
- This is the stamped steel
bracket at the corner of the
rumble & truck rain gutter. The
cone shape bumpers (#29850)
press into this piece. 
29851 28-31 $13.50ea.

28 - 29 RUMBLE SUPPORT
BRACKETS - These are two
16" long strips of metal that
attach to the rumble rain gutter
to help support the rumble trim
panel and provide a spot for
the mounting screw to attach.
Used on 28-29 Coupes &
Roadsters. 
35401 28-29 $19.95set

RUMBLE LID ALIGNING
PLATES - Two aluminum
wedge plates located about 4
inches from the top corner on
the side rain gutters of the
body. Two 1/4-20 x 1 flat head
screws, lock washers and nuts
are included. 
29820 28-31 $6.40pair

RUMBLE OR DECK L ID
RUBBER BUMPERS - Two
bumpers for the upper corners
on the rumble l id or two
bumpers at the lower corners
for the trunk lid. Included in
(29750/29850). 
29850 28-32 $2.10set

RUMBLE SEAT HINGE KIT -
Contains both hinges, brackets
and all the bolts and screws to
convert your trunk lid to a
rumble lid. U.S. made. 
29870 28-31 $42.95set

RUMBLE HINGE FASTENER
KIT - Two special shoulder
bolts, square washers, screws
and nuts. Don’t be fooled by
cheaper set that don’t include
all 44 pcs. (Included in 29870.)
29880 28-32 $17.50set

28-29 SQUARE STEP PLATE
- The square type used on
1928 to mid-29. Die cast
aluminum with mounting bolt
as original for fender or bumper
bracket. 
29890 28-29 $9.90ea.

30-31 ROUND STEP PLATE -
Round type used from mid-29
to 31. Die cast aluminum as
original for fender or bumper.
Bolt included. 
29900 M29-31 $10.25ea.

STEP PLATE RUBBER PAD -
Used under the square step
plate to protect the fender. 
Square Pad 
29910 28-29 $1.95ea.

29920 M29-31 $1.95ea.

30-31 ORIGINAL STYLE
STEP PAD - This step pad is
made of a material similar to
the original material. Use this
instead of 29920. 
29921 30-31 $5.70ea.

ROOF BRACKETS • RUMBLE
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30-31 ROUND STEP PLATE
ORIGINAL STYLE
MOUNTING HARDWARE -
This is the correct hardware to
mount the round step plate
onto the rear fender. This set
consists of a carriage bolt with
no marks on the head, lock
washer, large concave washer
& nut. 
29931 30-31 $2.75set

STEP PLATE BRACKET -
Cast iron bracket that fits on
the bumper brace to hold the
step plate. 
29930 28-31 $9.50ea.

RUMBLE LATCH STRIKER
PLATE - The part the latch
secures to. Includes screws,
lock washers and nuts. U.S.
made. 
29940 28-32 $2.40set

LID LOCK - New tooling for
better f i t  & funct ion.  For
1928-29 rumble lid & 1928-31
trunk lid. 
1928-29 rumble lid & 1928-31
trunk lid 
29960 28-31 $34.65ea.

1930-34 Rumble lid lock 
29970 30-34 $34.65ea.

LOCKING DECK L ID
HANDLE - Locking handle for
the rumble or deck lid. Die cast,
chrome plated with 2 keys. If
using this handle for a trunk,
you will have to shorten and re-
thread the shank. Used on
rumble or trunk lid for Roadster
and Coupe. 
30500 28-31 $41.25ea.

CABRIOLET RUMBLE LID
LOCKING HANDLE - Die cast
chrome plated. 
30510 30-31 $40.00ea.

RUMBLE AND TRUNK LID
HANDLE NUT & LOCK
WASHER - Special 3/8-24
acorn nut and square hole lock
washer to secure handle. 
30520 28-31 $2.25set

DOOR HANDLE PADS - The
thin pad between the outside
door handle and the paint.
Original 3/64" thick black, water
proof paper. 
Rumble Handle 
30600 28-33 $1.10ea.

TRUNK LID
PARTS

LOCKING DECK L ID
HANDLE - Locking handle for
the rumble or deck lid. Die cast,
chrome plated with 2 keys. If
using this handle for a trunk,
you will have to shorten and re-
thread the shank. Used on
rumble or trunk lid for Roadster
and Coupe. 
30500 28-31 $41.25ea.

CABRIOLET RUMBLE LID
LOCKING HANDLE - Die cast
chrome plated. 
30510 30-31 $40.00ea.

RUMBLE AND TRUNK LID
HANDLE NUT & LOCK
WASHER - Special 3/8-24
acorn nut and square hole lock
washer to secure handle. 
30520 28-31 $2.25set

TRUNK LID SUPPORT ARM -
The side arm used to hold the
trunk lid open. (Non-rumble
seat). This is a high quality
USA made part THAT FITS
CORRECTLY. Don’t be fooled
by the cheap imports that don’t
fit correctly and have to be
modified. The bottom hole is
located 9 1/2" down from the
rear most edge of the front
gutter. Order #29861 for the
support bolt. 
29860 28-31 $17.00ea.

TRUNK LID SUPPORT BOLT
SET - This is the bolt that part
#29860 slides on. This kit
includes a special shoulder bolt
washers, lock washers and nut.
29861 28-31 $4.00set

TRUNK LID STRIKER PLATE
- The lock latches to this for
trunk lids. Screws included. 
29950 28-31 $6.75set

LID LOCK - New tooling for
better f i t  & funct ion.  For
1928-29 rumble lid & 1928-31
trunk lid. 
1928-29 rumble lid & 1928-31
trunk lid 
29960 28-31 $34.65ea.

TRUNK OR RUMBLE
GUTTER CORNER BRACKET
- This is the stamped steel
bracket at the corner of the
rumble & truck rain gutter. The
cone shape bumpers (#29850)
press into this piece. 
29851 28-31 $13.50ea.

RUMBLE OR DECK L ID
RUBBER BUMPERS - Two
bumpers for the upper corners
on the rumble l id or two
bumpers at the lower corners
for the trunk lid. Included in
(29750/29850). 
29850 28-32 $2.10set

TRUNK HINGE PIVOT PIN
ONLY - This is a replacement
pivot pin for the trunk hinges
(#29840) 
29841 28-31 $5.95ea.

TRUNK LID HINGES - For
non-rumble seat configuration.
The brackets for the trunk lid
pin to pivot. Two steel brackets
for each side of the body, two
steel brackets for the inside
edge of the trunk lid. Two
special shouldered pivot bolts
and screws to fasten the four
brackets. The brackets in this
kit are machined from strong
steel bar stock. The cheaper
kits only include the brackets
for the body and are made from
cast iron which can break. USA
MADE 
29840 28-31 $34.00set

TRUNK L ID ALIGNING
WEDGES - These wedges
center the TRUNK lid when it is
closed. Screws included. 
29830 28-31 $5.75set

DOOR HANDLE PADS - The
thin pad between the outside
door handle and the paint.
Original 3/64" thick black, water
proof paper. 
Rumble Handle 
30600 28-33 $1.10ea.

RUMBLE • TRUNK LID PARTS
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WINDSHIELD -
CLOSED CAR

ALUMINUM WINDSHIELD
FRAME FOR CLOSED CARS
- This frame used on Tudor’s,
Coupes, Pickup & Fordor
(except 1928 60 A&B). The
frame includes the swing arm
brackets, hinge, and outside
rubber gasket for the sides and
bottom. Not for show cars,
welds at the bottom corners will
need to be ground down level
with the frame. 
28-29 
30030 28-29 $285.00ea.

30-31 (except Slant Window
Cars) 
30050 30-31 $280.00ea.

31 Slant Window Cars 
30070 1931 $264.95ea.

ALUMINUM WINDSHIELD
FRAME WITH GLASS FOR
CLOSED CA - Applies to
Tudor, Coupe, Fordor (except
the ’28 60 A/B Fordor) &
Pickup. ALUMINUM FRAME
with glass installed. 
30-31 (except Slant Window
cars) 
30060 30-31 $645.00ea.

1931 SLANT WINDOW
STEEL WINDSHIELD FRAME
- Fits 1931 Slant Window
Fordor & 1931 Victoria. 
31 Slant Window Fordor &
Victoria Plain Steel 
30071 1931 $629.95ea.

WINDSHIELD HINGE - Made
from aluminum. 
30081 28-29 $13.15ea.

30082 30-31 $13.50ea.

WINDSHIELD BRACKET -
The steel  bracket that  is
attached to the frame for the
swing arms to mount. Includes
2 rivets. Need 2 per car. 
28-29 Closed Car - Includes 2
rivets 
30091 28-29 $9.95ea.

28-29 Briggs Leather Back 60-
A/B, 8/32 screw and sleeve nut
not included 
30091AR 28-29 $12.95ea.

30-31 Closed Car (Except
Slant Windshield) Includes 2
rivets 
30092 30-31 $9.90ea.

SLANT WINDOW Includes 2
rivets 
30093 1931 $14.95ea.

30-34 WINDSHIELD FRAME
PRESS IN NUT - Special nut
pressed in windshield frame
swing arm brackets (included
with new frame’s and new
brackets) for (30120) screws to
hold arms (30090). Need 2. 
30100 30-34 $1.65ea.

28-29 SWING ARM PIVOT
BOLT AND NUTS - 1928-29
use two special sleeve nuts
and screws to hold swing arm
to windshield frame. Chrome
plated. 
30110 28-29 $2.25set

30-31 SWING ARM PIVOT
SCREW & LOCK WASHER -
30-31 windshields. Sleeve nuts
are not needed; use (30100)
for nuts. 
30120 30-31 $0.80pair

SWING ARM PIVOT SPRING
WASHER - Two cupped, thin
washers. To assemble: the
cupped washer f irst; then
swing arm, lock washer, and
screw. Chrome plated. See
drawing. 
30130 28-31 $1.65set

SWING ARM NUT WASHERS
- Chrome plated brass cup
washers with rubber insert to
secure windshield in place and
2 chrome plated steel flat
washers .  Assemble :  f l a t
washer, swing arm rubber side
of cupped washer to arm, then
large nut. 
30140 28-31 $3.50pair

SWING ARM NUTS - 2 large
chrome plated brass 5/16-18
nuts to secure closed car
windshield in place. 
30150 28-31 $10.00set

CLOSED CAR WINDSHIELD
SWING ARM STUD - This is
the stud that is riveted to the A
pil lar of some closed car
bodies. This bracket has been
drilled and tapped for a 10-32
screw. Drill the rivets out of the
damaged stud, insert the new
one, use Loctite to make sure
the screws don’t work their way
loose. 
30150A 28-31 $15.25ea.

CLOSED CAR WINDSHIELD
CORNER BRACKET - This is
the bracket that the frame
screws (30240 & 30230) go
into. One leg slips into the top
of the frame and the other leg
goes into the sides. 
30094 28-31 $11.00ea.

WINDSHIELD SWING ARMS -
Good quality chrome plated
arms. Best of 2 available. 1928
did not have notch, but will
work on 1928. 
30090 29-31 $14.05pair

ACCESSORY STYLE SWING
ARMS - This is a non-original
style swing arm with multiple
notches in the slide area so
your windshield will stay where
you want it. 
30091A 28-31 $24.50pair

STEEL WINDSHIELD FRAME
GASKET - For the bottom and
two sides for closed cars.
Insert bottom, wait a day for the
rubber to shrink then insert
sides. Not for S/W cars. Spray
WD-40 on rubber. Elongate
rubber with vice grips on one
end while pulling opposite way
on the other end and insert
rubber into frame. Cut corner of
rubber at 45 degree angle.
Super  g lue  the  m i te red
corners. 
30160 28-31 $3.75ea.

ALUMINUM WINDSHIELD
FRAME GASKET - For repro
aluminum frame. 
30170 28-31 $5.40ea.

SLANT WINDSHIELD FRAME
& HINGE GASKET - The S/W
has a heavier profile versus
others, therefore, this special
gasket was made. Special
hinge, 2 sides and bottom
included. 
30180 1931 $29.50set

WINDSHIELD HINGE
GASKET - Located on top of
the windshield hinge. Not for
S/W cars. The small round
edge is exposed to the outside.
30190 28-31 $3.75ea.

WINDSHIELD HINGE TO
HEADER SCREWS -
Windshield hinge to header
screws. 
1928-29 uses six 1/4-20 x 1/2
round head screws,  lock
washers and nuts 
30200 28-29 $1.75set

1930-31 set contains ten # 10
X 1 round head wood screws 
30210 30-31 $1.75set

WINDSHIELD PILLAR
GARNISH MOLDING - The
vertical molding on the inside
of the windshield pillar die
stamped steel for closed cars. .
See Part #31710 for screws. 
Used for: 1928-1929 Coupes &
1928-1929 Tudor Sedans 
29990 28-29 $62.70pair

WINDSHIELD - CLOSED CAR
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WINDSHIELD PILLAR
GARNISH MOLDING (Cont.)
28-M30 CLOSED CAB PICK
UP 
29991 28-M30 $63.55pair

Used for: 1930-1931 Coupes,
1930-1931 Tudor Sedans &
Mid 1930-1931 CC Pickup 
30000 30-31 $57.75pair

Used for: 160-A Standard
Fordor, A400 Convert ible,
160-B Town Sedan, 160-C
Deluxe Fordor, 190-A Victoria
& 68-C Cabriolet 
30001 1931 $69.30pair

28-29 WINDSHIELD HEADER
SCREWS - Six #10 x 1 round
head wood screw, two #10 x
3/4 flat head wood screws, two
1/4 x 3" carriage bolts. 
30219 28-29 $2.60set

30-31 WINDSHIELD HEADER
SCREWS - Five #10x3/4 flat
head wood screws to secure
header panel (36440, 36450,
36460) to header. 
30220 30-31 $0.70set

WINDSHIELD FRAME
SCREWS - For closed car.
When dismantling windshield
frame to replace glass, these
screws should be replaced.
Four screws and two screws
with nuts. 
Stainless 
30230 28-31 $4.50set

WINDSHIELD GLASS
SETTING MATERIAL - Eleven
foot roll of 3/64"" thick rubber to
set glass in windshield frame. 
30250 28-31 $8.95roll

30-31 WINDSHIELD TO GAS
TANK FILLER TRIM - The thin
metal strip that runs across the
top of the gas tank below the
windshield frame. This metal
part is a nice fit (for the screws
that fit into the ends use part
number (16830). 
30260 30-31 $190.00ea.

30 - 31 BELT RAIL SIDE
SCREWS - Two very thin
12/24 x 19/32 head screws and
lock washers located at the
lower corner of the dash
(30260) rail to door post. 
16830 30-31 $0.95set

28-29 SUN VISOR SCREW
SET - 1928-29 Contains Four
10/32 x 5/8 oval head machine
screws, ten #10 x 3/4 oval
wood screws and fourteen #10
cup washers. Chrome plated. 
30010 28-29 $2.60set

REPRO SUN VISOR COVER
CORNER BRACKETS - When
using a reproduction sun visor
these brackets are needed to
hold the cover onto the frame.
Not used with original sun
visors. 
30011 28-29 $16.00pair

30-31 SUN VISOR SCREW
SET - 1930-31 Two 10/32 x 1/4
flat head machine screws, zinc
plated. 
30020 30-31 $0.75set

1931 SLANT WINDOW SUN
VISOR BRACKETS - Here is a
pair of visor brackets only for
the Slant Window cars. Can be
used on Vicotria, and Fordoor
cars. Sold as a pairs. 
30025 1931 $250.00

DOOR -
EXTERIOR

PARTS

30-31 FORDOR, VICTORIA,
31 CABRIOLET LOCKING
OUTSIDE DOOR HANDLES -
Die cast; chrome plated. Two
keys included. For tips on
removing door handles see
part #37843 "How to Restore
Your Model A", vol. 9, p.41. 
30380 30-31 $52.10ea.

28-M30 CLOSED CAB PICK
UP & PANEL DELIVERY
NON-LOCKING OUTSIDE
DOOR HANDLES -  Non-
locking. Die cast. Chrome
plated. For tips on removing
door handles see part #37843
"How to Restore Your Model
A", vol. 9, p.41. 
30410 28-M30 $34.00ea.

STAINLESS DOOR HANDLE
MACHINE SCREWS - For
metal framed doors. Four
stainless 10/32 x 11/16 oval
head screws to secure 2
outside door handles. 
30610 28-36 $0.95set

1928-29 FORDORS & 1929
CABRIOLET -  Die Cast .
Chrome plated. Handle shaft is
extra-long to fit early V-8 cars,
therefore it must be cut to fit.
For tips on removing door
handles see part #37843 "How
to Restore Your Model A", vol.
9, p.41. 
Right Front or Left Rear 
30420 28-29 $32.50ea.

Left Front or Right Rear 
30430 28-29 $32.50ea.

1930-31  FORDORS &
CABRIOLET -  Die  cas t .
Chrome plated. Handle shaft is
extra-long to fit early V-8 cars,
therefore it must be cut to fit.
For tips on removing door
handles see part #37843 "How
to Restore Your Model A", vol.
9, p.41. 
Right Front or Left Rear 
30440 30-31 $32.50ea.

Left Front or Right Rear 
30450 30-31 $32.50ea.

STAINLESS DOOR HANDLE
WOOD SCREWS - For the
wood framed doors. Four
stainless screws for 2 doors.
Need 2 sets. 
30620 28-38 $0.95set

FORDOR DOOR LOCK -
Round cylinder lock with a long
shaft used where the lock is
separate from the handle.
Includes two keys. 
30460 28-31 $15.30ea.

FORDOR DOOR LOCK SET
SCREW - This is the set screw
that holds #30460 in the door. 
30461 28-31 $0.75ea.

OPEN CAR DOOR HANDLE -
Used Oct. 1928 thru 1931.
Stainless steel handle. The
square shaft is extra-long to fit
1932-33. Therefore the shaft
will have to be shortened,
dril led and tapped for the
Model A. Used on: 1928-33
Roadster, 1928-33 Phaeton &
1929-31 Open Cab Pickup. 
30470 28-33 $23.95ea.

LOCKING DECK L ID
HANDLE - Locking handle for
the rumble or deck lid. Die cast,
chrome plated with 2 keys. If
using this handle for a trunk,
you will have to shorten and re-
thread the shank. Used on
rumble or trunk lid for Roadster
and Coupe. 
30500 28-31 $41.25ea.

LOCKING OUTSIDE DOOR
HANDLES - Die cast; chrome
plated. Two keys included. For
tips on removing door handles
see part #37843 "How to
Restore Your Model A", vol. 9,
p.41. 
1928-29 Tudor & 1928-29
Coupe 
30360 28-29 $43.50ea.

1930-31  Tudor ,  1930-31
Coupe & 1930-31 Closed Cap
Pickup 
30370 30-31 $43.50ea.

WINDSHIELD - CLOSED CAR • DOOR - EXTERIOR PARTS
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CABRIOLET RUMBLE LID
LOCKING HANDLE - Die cast
chrome plated. 
30510 30-31 $40.00ea.

RUMBLE AND TRUNK LID
HANDLE NUT & LOCK
WASHER - Special 3/8-24
acorn nut and square hole lock
washer to secure handle. 
30520 28-31 $2.25set

NON-LOCKING OUTSIDE
DOOR HANDLES -  Non-
locking. Die cast. Chrome
plated. For tips on removing
door handles see part #37843
"How to Restore Your Model
A", vol. 9, p.41. 
1928-29 Coupe & 1928-29
Tudor 
30390 28-29 $34.65ea.

1930-31 Coupe,  1930-31
Tudor & 1930-31 Closed Cab
Pickup 
30400 30-31 $34.65ea.

DOOR HANDLE CUP AND
SPRING - Replace broken
spr ing  under  hand le
escu tcheon  fo r  o r ig ina l
handles. 
30530 28-31 $1.75set

DOOR HANDLE PADS - The
thin pad between the outside
door handle and the paint.
Original 3/64" thick black, water
proof paper. 
1928-29 Coupe & Tudor 
30540 28-29 $1.05pair

1930-31 Coupe, Tudor, Truck 
30550 30-31 $1.05pair

1928-31 Phaeton 
30560 28-31 $2.30set

1928-31 Roadsters & 1928-29
Truck 
30570 28-31 $1.55pair

1928-29  Fodors ,  S ta t ion
Wagons 
30580 28-29 $2.30set

1930-31 Fordor Sedans 
30590 30-31 $2.30set

Rumble Handle 
30600 28-33 $1.10ea.

DOOR -
INTERIOR

PARTS

INSIDE CHROME SCROLL
DOOR HANDLE - Chrome
plated. Die cast. Scroll type
used after March 30 thru 1931
except Fordor sedans. Used
on :  1930-31  S tandard  &
Deluxe Coupes, 1930-31 Sport
Coupe ,  1930-31  Tudors ,
1930-31 Pickups, 1929-31
Murray Fordor, 1929-31 Town
Sedan, 1930-31 Briggs Fordor
& 1930-Mid 1930 Cabriolet. 
30650 29-31 $9.95ea.

PLAIN STYLE INSIDE DOOR
HANDLE - Plain style used
1928 till May 1930. Used on:
1928-30 Standard & Deluxe
Coupes, 1928-29 Special
Coupe, 1928-30 Sport Coupe,
1928-29 Business Coupe &
1928-30 Tudor. 
Chrome Plated 
30660 28-30 $9.25ea.

Nickel Plated 
30670 28-30 $5.95ea.

INSIDE CHROME SCROLL
DOOR HANDLE - Chrome
plated. Scroll type with pointed
end. Used on: 1928-31 Briggs
Fodors, 1929 Town Sedan &
1929 Cabriolet. 
30690 28-31 $9.95ea.

DOOR HANDLE SLEEVE
NUT AND LOCK WASHER -
Holds (30650, 30660, 30670,
30690) to door. Chrome plated.
ONE 5/16-24 nut and lock
washer per set. 
30730 28-31 $1.95set

INSIDE OPEN CAR DOOR
HANDLE - Die cast, chrome
plated. Includes one 10/32 x
1/2 oval head stainless screw.
Used on open cars:  Oct.
1928-31  Phae ton ,  Oc t .
1928-31 Roadsters,  June
30-31 Open Pickup & 1929-31
Station Wagons. 
30700 28-31 $11.40ea.

1931 INSIDE DOOR HANDLE
- Die cast, chrome plated.
Used  on :  La te  1930-31
Cabriolet, 1931 S/W Town
Sedan, 1931 S/W Fordor
Deluxe, 1930-31 Victoria &
1931 A-400. 
30710 30-31 $9.95ea.

INSIDE DOOR HANDLE
SPRING - Spring used with
twist style handle (30710).
Used On: 1931 Cabriolet 68-C,
1931 Standard Fordor 160-A,
1931 Town Sedans 160-B,
1931 Deluxe Fordor 160-C,
1930-31 Victoria 190-A & 1931
Convertible Sedan 400A. 
30720 30-31 $8.25ea.

SCROLL TYPE WINDOW
RISER HANDLE - Die cast.
Chrome plated. Scroll type.
Order (30780) pin to secure
handle. Used on: 1928-31
Fordor  and March 30-31
Coupes, March 30-31 Tudors,
1931 Standard S/W Fordor,
June 30-31 C.C. Pickups &
1929 Cabriolet. 
30740 30-31 $12.35ea.

PLAIN TYPE WINDOW RISER
HANDLE - Die cast. Chrome
plated. Shaft has set screw and
hole for pin. Used on: 1928 till
May 1930 Coupes, 1928 till
May 1930 Tudors & 1928 till
May 1930 Pickups. 
30750 28-M30 $11.50ea.

DELUXE WINDOW RISER
HANDLE - Die cast. Chrome
plated. Order (30780) pin to
secure handle.  Used on:
1930-31 Cabriolet, 1931 S/W
Town Sedan, 1931 S/W Fordor
Deluxe, 1930-31 Victoria &
1931 Convertible Sedan. 
30760 30-31 $14.85ea.

WINDOW & DOOR HANDLE
PINS - Holds inside handle to
winder, and Slant Window door
handle to the latch. 4 pins per
set. 
30780 28-31 $1.00set

T WINDOW HANDLE - For
rear quarter windows for 1931
Slant Window Fordor Sedans
(160-A,B,C), and used on the
1931 Coupe rear roll down
window. Die cast. Chrome
plated with 10/32 x 1/2 fillister
screw. 
30770 1931 $10.50ea.

DOOR - EXTERIOR PARTS • DOOR - INTERIOR PARTS
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DOOR
DOVE TAIL

4 HOLE DOVE TAIL - Chrome
plated. Located on door to
align door. 4 hole for 1928 to
June 30 closed cab pickup. 
30800 28-30 $4.80ea.

DOVE TAIL SCREWS - 1928
thru early 1930. Pickups only.
Four 10/32 x 1/2 oval screws
with #8 head per set. Order 2
sets. 
30810 28-30 $1.25set

2 HOLE DOVE TAIL - Chrome
plated. Two hole for all open
and closed cars except 1928 to
June 30 closed Pickup and
Fordor Sedans. 
30820 28-31 $2.50ea.

DOVETAIL BACKING PLATE
- This plate screws into the
door post wood with a wood
screw, then the mounting
screws #30830 go into the
threaded holes to hold the
dovetail tight to the pillar. Used
on 28-early 30 Roadsters,
Roads te r  P /U,  4  Door
Phaetons & M30-31 Closed
Cab Pickup. 
30822 28-E30 $8.15ea.

DOVE TAIL SCREWS - 2
Nickel plated, 12/24 x 1 3/4"
screws for above (30820). 
30830 28-31 $1.20pair

1931 SLANT WINDOW REAR
DOOR DOVE TAIL - Rear door
for all 1931 slant windshield
Fordor cars. 
Stainless Steel 
30840 1931 $7.25ea.

Cadmium Plated 
30850 1931 $13.45ea.

1931 SLANT WINDOW
FRONT DOOR DOVE TAIL -
Front Door for: 1931 slant
windshield; 1931 Fordor 160-
A,B,C; 1931 Cabriolet 68-C &
1931 Victoria 190-A. Cadmium
plated. 
LEFT 
30860 1931 $13.60ea.

RIGHT 
30870 1931 $13.60ea.

SLANT WINDSHIELD
STRIKER NUT PLATE - This
bracket has the captured nuts
that hold the dove tail in place.
For 160-A,B,C. 
30871 1931 $12.95ea.

DOVE TAIL SCREWS - Four
10/32 x 1/2 with #8 oval head
stainless steel screws. Used on
the Slant Windshield cars:
1931 Fordor 160-A,B,C; 1931
Cabriolet 68-C & 1931 Victoria
190-A. 
30880 1931 $0.85set

6 HOLE NICKEL PLATED
DOVE TAIL - 6 hole style,
nickel plated. For screws order
(30910). Used on: 1928-29
Briggs Fordor 60-A,B,C; 1929-
Early 31 Cabriolet 68-A,B;
1929-31 All Town Sedans 155-
A,B,C,D; 1929-31 All Standard
Fodors 165-A,B,C,D; 1929-30
2 Window Briggs Fordor 170-
A,B & 1931 AA Delivery 210A
& 300A. 
30890 28-31 $11.50ea.

6 HOLE CHROME PLATES
DOVE TAIL - 6 hole style,
chrome plated. Used on:
1930-31 Deluxe Phaeton &
1930-31 Panel Delivery. 
30900 30-31 $14.85ea.

DOVE TAIL WOOD SCREWS
- Six #8 x 1 oval head nickel
wood screws. (30890 and
30900). 
30910 28-31 $1.50set

FEMALE DOVE TAIL - 3 1/4"
tall female style for: 1931
Fordor  160  A ,B ,C;  1931
Cabr io le t  68 -C;  1930-31
V ic to r ia  190-A ;  1931
Convert ible Sedan 400-A;
1930-31 Murray Town Sedan
155-C & 1930-31 Murray
Standard Fordor Sedan 165-C.
Includes the dovetail guides
30970 & screws 30950. 3 1/4"
long. 
30920 1931 $38.20ea.

PICKUP FEMALE DOVETAIL
- For 28-mid 30 closed cabs.
Inside rubber and screws
included. 
34200 28-M30 $10.75ea.

30-31 150-B WOODY WAGON
FEMALE DOVETAIL
ASSEMBLY - This is the
complete female dovetail for
the 150-B Woody Wagon. This
includes the stamped case,
bronze spring, 4 molded rubber
inserts, and two mounting
screws. 
34201 30-31 $61.95ea.

30-31 150-B WOODY WAGON
FEMALE DOVETAIL REPAIR
KIT - This is the special bronze
spring and 4 molded rubber
inserts for the 150-B Woody
Wagon female dovetail. One kit
does one dovetail. 
34202 30-31 $12.95set

FEMALE DOVE TAIL - 3" tall
for all 28-29 Briggs Fordor
(60-A & 60-B), 29-31 Briggs
Town Sedans (155-B,D & 165-
B,D) Briggs Standard Fordor
(170-A&B), 29-30 Cabriolet
(68-A&B). Includes the internal
rubber. 
30940 28-31 $13.60ea.

DOVE TAIL SCREWS - Four
wood screws per set. 
30950 28-31 $1.05set

DOVE TAIL RUBBER FOR
30940 - The rubber inside dove
tail for (30940). Need 2 per
unit. 
30960 28-31 $0.85ea.

DOVE TAIL GUIDE INSERT -
A zinc guide and spring used in
1931 Slant Windshield car
dovetai ls. One guide and
spring per set. Need 2 sets per
door. 
30970 1931 $7.35set

30 - 31 ROADSTER DOOR
GUIDE CLIP - A brass U
shaped part to keep the rubber
in place, for the door guide on
the  1930-31  Roads te r .
Included in (33270). 
30790 30-31 $1.45ea.

DOOR
ESCUTCHEONS

CHROME SCROLL DOOR
HANDLE ESCUTCHEON - For
inside closed car handles.
Chrome plated. Scroll style.
Includes large washer. Used
on 1928 to early 1931 Fodors &
1929 to mid-1930 Cabriolets,
as well as the following (after
March 1930): 1930-31 Coupe,
1930-31 Tudor & 1930-31
Closed Cab Pickup. 
30980 28-31 $6.30ea.

DOOR DOVE TAIL • DOOR ESCUTCHEONS
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SHOW QUALITY NICKEL
DOOR HANDLE
ESCUTCHEON - This is a high
quality escutcheon with nice
crisp detai ls and NICKEL
plated just like the originals.
Made in the USA. Scroll style.
Includes large washer. For
1928 to early 1931 Fodors &
1929 to mid-1930 Cabriolets,
as well as the following (after
March 1930): 1930-31 Coupe,
1930-31 Tudor & 1930-31
Closed Cab Pickup. 
30981 28-31 $5.45ea.

NICKEL PLAIN DOOR
HANDLE ESCUTCHEON -
Plain style. Nickel plated as
original. Includes large washer.
U.S. made. For 1928 till May
1930 Coupes & 1928 till May
1930 Tudors. 
30990 28-30 $6.95ea.

ESCUTCHEON HANDLE
BACKING PLATE - This goes
behind the escutcheon to help
secure it to the door panel. It
can  be  used  on  a l l
escutcheon’s except the slide
lock #31020, 31021, 31030. 
30991 28-31 $1.00ea.

OPEN CAR DOOR HANDLE
ESCUTCHEON WASHER -
Original size, Brass, nickel
plated, with rubber anti-rattle
washer. Used on: Oct. 1928-31
Phaeton ,  Oc t .  1928-31
Roadsters,  June 1930-31
Open P ickup  &  1929-31
Station Wagons. 
31000 28-31 $3.00set

DELUXE PHAETON DOOR
HANDLE ESCUTCHEON -
Chrome plated. Late 30-1931
Deluxe Phaeton. 
31010 30-31 $5.80ea.

CHROME SCROLL SLIDE
LOCK ESCUTCHEON -
Located on the inside driver
door. Chrome plated. Scroll
style. Includes large washer.
Used after March 1930 till end.
For 1930-31 Coupes, 1930-31
Tudors & 1930-31 Closed Cab
Pickups. 
31020 28-31 $2.95ea.

SHOW QUALITY NICKEL
SLIDE LOCK ESCUTCHEON -
Th is  i s  a  h igh  qua l i t y
escutcheon with nice crisp
details and NICKEL plated just
like the originals. Made in the
USA. Located on the inside
dr iver  door .  Scro l l  s ty le .
Includes large washer. Used
after March 1930 till end. For
1930-31 Coupes, 1930-31
Tudor & 1930-31 Closed Cab
Pickup. 
31021 30-31 $5.05ea.

PLAIN NICKEL SLIDE LOCK
ESCUTCHEON - Plain style.
Nickel plated as original.
Includes large washer. Used
1928 till May 1930 for all types
of Coupes & Tudors. 
31030 28-31 $5.80ea.

ESCUTCHEON SLIDE LOCK
BACKING PLATE - This plate
goes behind the escutcheon to
help secure it to the door. This
ring can only be used on part
#31030, 30121, 31030. 
30992 28-31 $1.00ea.

CHROME SCROLL WINDOW
REGULATOR ESCUTCHEON
- Scroll type. Chrome plated.
For 1928 to early 1931 Fordors
& 1929 to mid-1930 Cabriolets,
as well as the following after
March 1930: 1930-31 Coupe,
1930-31 Tudor & 1930-31
Closed Cab Pickup. 
31040 28-31 $4.95ea.

SHOW QUALITY NICKEL
WINDOW RISER
ESCUTCHEON - Scroll type.
Chrome plated. For 1928 to
early 1931 Fordors & 1929 to
mid-1930 Cabriolets, as well as
the following after March 1930:
1930-31 Coupe,  1930-31
Tudor & 1930-31 Closed Cab
Pickup. 
31041 28-31 $5.10ea.

PLAIN ROUND WINDOW
REGULATOR ESCUTCHEON
- Plain round 1 5/8" diameter.
1928 till May 1930 for 1928-
M30 Closed Cab Pickup,
1928-30 Coupes & 1928-30
Tudors. 
Nickel 
31050 28-30 $3.35ea.

Chrome 
31060 28-30 $3.35ea.

SPRING LOADED WINDOW
ESCUTCHEON - This is a
replacement style escutcheon
that can collapse (to 15/32")
and then expands (5/8") to
retain the pin. No more fighting
with the spring behind the door
panel to install the window
handle pin. It can be used in
place of either the round or
scroll style. 
31061 28-31 $4.50ea.

GROOVED ROUND WINDOW
REGULATOR & DOOR
HANDLE ESCUT - Plain round
with one grooved ring. Used
on: 1930-31 Cabriolet, 1931
Town Sedan, 1931 Fordor
Deluxe, 1930-31 Victoria &
1931 Convertible Sedan. 
Nickel 
31070 30-31 $3.15ea.

Chrome 
31080 30-31 $3.35ea.

DOOR BEZEL -  Chrome
plated. Located on edge of
door upholstery to protect the
Upholstery from the dovetail.
Pickup were painted black. For
1928-31 closed cars & 1930-31
open cars. 
31090 28-31 $4.25pair

WINDOW REGULATOR
ESCUTCHEON SPRING -
Located behind door panel at
w indow r i se r  to  keep
upholstery tight against window
riser handle. Large end of
spring against upholstery. You
may need to trim a coil from the
small end to ease installation of
the window crank handle. 
31100 28-31 $0.50ea.

WINDOW
REGULATORS &
WINDOW PARTS

3 HOLE WINDOW
REGULATOR - Three screw
hole type for 1928-31 Coupes,
1928-31 Tudors & 1928-31
Trucks. Screws and washers
included. To use in the roll
down rear window the shaft
must be drilled & tapped for the
"T" handle. 
Right side 
31150 28-31 $43.95ea.

Left side 
31160 28-31 $43.95ea.

WINDOW REGULATOR
SPRING - Large coil spring.
Used on: 1929 Murray Fordor,
1928-31 Coupe,  1928-31
Tudor & 1928-31 CC Pickup. 
31190 28-31 $8.65ea.

3 HOLE WINDOW
REGULATOR MOUNTING
SCREWS - Three 1/4-20x5/8
flat head screws and counter
sunk star lock washer to hold
one regulator in place. For:
1928-31 Coupe,  1928-31
Tudor & 1928-31 Closed Cab
Pickup. 
31200 28-31 $0.80set

4 HOLE WINDOW
REGULATOR -  Inc ludes
screws & washers. 4 screw
hole type for 1928-31 Fodors &
1929-31 Cabriolets. Front
doors; for REAR doors on
Fordor Sedans only order the
opposite side. 
Right side 
31170 28-31 $51.00ea.

Left side 
31180 28-31 $51.00ea.

DOOR ESCUTCHEONS • WINDOW REGULATORS & WINDOW PARTS
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FORDOR REGULATOR
SCREWS - Four 10/32 x 1/2
flat head screws, lock washers
and square nuts for  one
regulator. 
31210 28-31 $1.05set

METAL GLASS CHANNEL -
The bottom of the window
glass fits in and the window
regulator is connected to it.
Order (31320) glass setting
material to keep the glass in
place. Fits either side. 
1928-31 Coupes, 1928-31
Tudors (door)  & 1930-31
Trucks 
31220 28-31 $9.25ea.

AUTHENTIC METAL GLASS
CHANNEL - This is the metal
channel the mounts to the
bottom of the glass. These
channels are made more
au then t i c  fo r  f i t  and
construction then the lower
priced ones. 
28-31 Coupes; 28-31 Tudor
Sedan Doors; M30-31 CC PU
& AA Trucks 
31221 28-31 $23.80ea.

28 - M30 PICKUP METAL
GLASS CHANNEL - The
bottom of the window glass fits
in and the window regulator is
connected to it. Order (31320)
glass setting material to keep
the glass in place. Fits either
side. 
1928 to June 1930 Pickup 
31230 28-30 $34.95ea.

28 - 31 TUDOR REAR SIDE
METAL GLASS CHANNEL -
The bottom of the window
glass fits in and the window
regulator is connected to it.
Order (31320) glass setting
material to keep the glass in
place. Fits either side. 
1928-31 Tudor  rear  s ide
window 
31240 28-31 $9.40ea.

AUTHENTIC 28 - 31 TUDOR
REAR SIDE METAL GLASS
CHANNEL - This is the metal
channel the mounts to the
bottom of the glass. These
channels are made more
au then t i c  fo r  f i t  and
construction then the lower
priced ones. 
28-31 Tudor Rear Side 
31241 28-31 $25.60ea.

AUTHENTIC 28-31 BRIGGS
FORDOR SEDAN AND 29-30
CABR - This is the metal
channel that mounts to the
bottom of the glass. These
channels are made more
au then t i c  fo r  f i t  and
construction then the lower
priced ones. 
Right Front Left Rear 
31261 28-31 $51.95ea.

AUTHENTIC 28-31 BRIGGS
FORDOR SEDAN AND 29-30
CABR (Cont.)
Left Front Right Rear 
31271 28-31 $53.95ea.

1931 SLANT WINDOW
METAL GLASS CHANNEL -
For 1931 S/W FORDOR Model
160-A,B,C. This is for the two
arm regulator. 
Right front 
31280 1931 $42.85ea.

Left front 
31290 1931 $42.85ea.

AUTHENTIC 29-31 MURRAY
FORDOR METAL GLASS
CHANNEL - These channels
are more authentic than the
economy style. These are
pa t te rned  o f f  o f  o r ig ina l
channels for better fit and
construction. 1929 to May 1931
Murray Fordor Sedan. 
Left front or right rear 
31300 29-31 $66.00ea.

Right front or left rear 
31310 29-31 $58.00ea.

GLASS SETTING MATERIAL
- A rubber material used in
metal channel to secure glass.
Sold by the foot. 3/64" thick. 
31320 28-31 $0.95ft

SIDE GLASS SETTING
RUBBER - With lip for all slant
window cars 6 feet long. U.S.
made. For 1931 Fodors & 1931
Cabriolet 68-C, as well as 1931
Victoria, which needs 2 rolls. 
31330 1931 $8.50ea.

DOUBLE ARM REGULATOR
WINDOW REGULATOR
GEAR MOUNTING CUP -
Holds (31110) in place. 
31130 30-31 $42.95ea.

DOUBLE ARM REGULATOR
WINDOW REGULATOR
DRIVE GEAR - This gear is
located under the cover. Used
on: 1931 Fordor Sedan 160-
A,B,C; 1931 Cabriolet 68-C;
1930-31 Victoria 190-A; 1931
Town Car 295-A & 1931 A-400.
31110 30-31 $24.95ea.

DOUBLE ARM REGULATOR
SPRING - This is the spring
only for the double arm style
window regulator. 
LEFT 
31121 30-31 $11.95ea.

RIGHT 
31122 30-31 $11.95ea.

DOUBLE ARM REGULATOR
WINDOW REGULATOR
SHAFT - Used with (31110).
There is a small center punch
on the shaft below the pin hole
to be used to align hole for pin.
31120 30-31 $39.95ea.

DOUBLE ARM WINDOW
REGULATOR SHAFT CUP -
Only used on the double arm
window regulators for Slant
Window 4 door sedans, 68-C
Cabriolet, Victoria, and A-400.
Th is  mounts  ins ide  the
regulator cover (21123), and
gets pinned to the regulator
shaft (31120) by the special roll
pin (31125). This is only the
shaft cup all other parts sold
separately. 
31124 30-31 $46.75ea.

DOUBLE ARM WINDOW
REGULATOR SHAFT PIN -
This pin is used on the double
arm regulators only. It attaches
retaining cup (31124) to the
shaft (31120). This is one pin
only. 
31125 30-31 $0.60ea.

DOUBLE ARM WINDOW
REGULATOR COVER - This
cover houses the regulator
shaft (31120). Used only with
the  doub le  a rm w indow
regulator used in Slant Window
Sedans, A-400, Victoria, 68C
Cabriolet. Cover only no other
pieces are included. 
31123 30-31 $66.00ea.

DOUBLE ARM WINDOW
REGULATOR RIVETS - This
is a set of 3 semi tubular rivets
used to attach the regulator
cover to the window regulator. 
31126 30-31 $6.10ea.

DOUBLE ARM WINDOW
REGULATOR MOUNTING
SCREWS - Six f lat  head
machine screws and counter
sunk star lock washers to hold
one double arm regulator in
place. One set mounts one
regulator. 
31119 30-31 $1.65set

WINDOW REGULATORS & WINDOW PARTS
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WINDOW REGULATOR
MOUNTING CUP WASHER -
These washers are used to
mount the regulator & the door
latch on cars with wood door
frames. Used on 1928-29 60-
A,B,C Briggs 4-door and the
68-A Cabriolet. Used for rear
window regulators only of the
1930-31 Victoria, and 400A
Convertible Sedans. 60-A/B
Briggs 4-door used 7 thick and
4 thin on each door, Cabriolet
used either 4 or 7 of each and
Victoria used 3 of each in the
rear only on each side. This is
the thicker of the two washers 
.300" Thick Washer 
31181 28-31 $5.50ea.

.150" Thick Washer 
31182 28-31 $5.50ea.

ROLL DOWN
REAR WINDOW

PARTS

ROLL DOWN REAR WINDOW
- Install this authentic Ford
option in your 1930-31 Model A
Coupe. We are offering a 24-
piece complete kit to convert
your rear window. Items sold
individually or in a complete kit.
Complete roll down window kit
l ess  g lass .  Ins t ruc t ions
included 
38120 30-31 $425.00ea.

Separate steel window frame 
38130 30-31 $99.95ea.

Separate wood window frame 
38140 30-31 $175.00ea.

Separate drip pan 
38150 30-31 $99.95ea.

Separate 2 metal brackets 
38160 30-31 $11.95pair

Separate complete bolt set 
38170 30-31 $8.35ea.

1930-31 GLASS ROLL DOWN
REAR WINDOW IN COUPE -
Roll down window glass. 
41610 30-31 $122.50ea.

CHROME SCROLL WINDOW
REGULATOR ESCUTCHEON
- Scroll type. Chrome plated.
For 1928 to early 1931 Fordors
& 1929 to mid-1930 Cabriolets,
as well as the following after
March 1930: 1930-31 Coupe,
1930-31 Tudor & 1930-31
Closed Cab Pickup. 
31040 28-31 $4.95ea.

WINDOW REGULATOR
ESCUTCHEON SPRING -
Located behind door panel at
w indow r i se r  to  keep
upholstery tight against window
riser handle. Large end of
spring against upholstery. You
may need to trim a coil from the
small end to ease installation of
the window crank handle. 
31100 28-31 $0.50ea.

3 HOLE WINDOW
REGULATOR - Three screw
hole type for 1928-31 Coupes,
1928-31 Tudors & 1928-31
Trucks. Screws and washers
included. To use in the roll
down rear window the shaft
must be drilled & tapped for the
"T" handle. 
Right side 
31150 28-31 $43.95ea.

METAL GLASS CHANNEL -
The bottom of the window
glass fits in and the window
regulator is connected to it.
Order (31320) glass setting
material to keep the glass in
place. Fits either side. 
1928-31 Coupes, 1928-31
Tudors (door)  & 1930-31
Trucks 
31220 28-31 $9.25ea.

GLASS SETTING MATERIAL
- A rubber material used in
metal channel to secure glass.
Sold by the foot. 3/64" thick. 
31320 28-31 $0.95ft

WINDOW SPONGE TOP
CHANNEL - Install Rubber
U-shaped  p iece  tha t  i s
cemented in place with (#
31940) adhesive to seal glass.
Need one  fo r  each  s ide
window. 
31890 28-31 $2.25ea.

DOOR FELT &
METAL

CHANNELS

SIDE GLASS SETTING
RUBBER - With lip for all slant
window cars 6 feet long. U.S.
made. For 1931 Fodors & 1931
Cabriolet 68-C, as well as 1931
Victoria, which needs 2 rolls. 
31330 1931 $8.50ea.

DOOR WINDOW FELT
METAL RETAINER - This
metal "U" channel is spot
welded to the edge of the door
to hold the glass felt in place.
One tubular rivet is included to
attach the bottom. 16 1/2" long.
For 1928-29 Coupe, 1928-29
Sport Coupe, 1928-29 Special
Coupe, 1928-29 Business
Coupe, 1928-29 Tudor Sedan
& 1928-29 Deluxe Delivery,
hinge side right door or lock
side left door 
30280 28-29 $11.00ea.

For 1928-29 Coupe, 1928-29
Sport Coupe, 1928-29 Special
Coupe, 1928-29 Business
Coupe, 1928-29 Tudor Sedan
& 1928-29 Deluxe Delivery,
hinge side left door or lock side
right door 
30290 28-29 $11.00ea.

For 1930-31 Coupe & 1930-31
Sport Coupe, lock side right
door 
30300 30-31 $11.00ea.

For 1930-31 Coupe & 1930-31
Sport Coupe, lock side left door
30310 30-31 $11.00ea.

For 1930-31 Coupe & 1930-31
Sport Coupe, hinge side right
side 
30340 30-31 $11.00ea.

For 1930-31 Coupe & 1930-31
Sport Coupe, hinge side left
side 
30350 30-31 $11.00ea.

For  1930-31  Tudor  &
M1930-31 Pick-up, hinge side
(same on both doors) 
33400 30-31 $11.00ea.

For  1930-31  Tudor  &
M1930-31 Pick-up, lock side
right door 
33410 30-31 $11.00ea.

For  1930-31  Tudor  &
M1930-31 Pick-up, lock side
left door 
33420 30-31 $11.00ea.

FORDOR WINDOW FELT
METAL RETAINER - For
Fordor, Briggs Murray Town
Sedan. 
Front Door 
30320 28-M31 $15.95ea.

REAR Door 
30330 28-M31 $15.95ea.

SLANT WINDOW 4 DOOR
MOLDING INSERTS -
Attaches to the front of the front
door frame, used as a filler
behind door window molding.
The  w indow mo ld ing  &
windlace attach to this insert. 
LEFT 
31701 1931 $105.00ea.

RIGHT 
31702 1931 $105.00ea.

WINDOW REGULATORS & WINDOW PARTS • ROLL DOWN REAR WINDOW PARTS • DOOR FELT & METAL CHANNELS
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WINDOW CHANNEL KITS -
FRONT DOOR KIT -  Ki t
contains all the parts for the
two front doors. Kit includes: 4
felts with clips (clips are not
required for Fodors) installed at
top and bottom, 2 top rubbers,
2 glass bumpers (31340) and
adhesive. 
For 1928-31 Tudor, 1928-29
Coupe & Sport Coupe, Mid
1930-31 Pickup 
31770 28-31 $122.50set

For 1930-31 Coupe & Sport
Coupe 
31780 30-31 $96.25set

For 1928-31 Fordor Sedan 
31790 28-31 $96.25set

For 1931 Slant Window Fordor
& 1931 Slant Window Victoria 
31800 1931 $96.25set

For 1928-Mid 30 Pickup 
31810 28-M30 $93.90set

WINDOW CHANNEL KITS -
SIDE WINDOWS & REAR
WINDOWS - Window channel
kits - side windows & roll down
quarter windows. 
For 1928-31 Tudor Sedan,
Rear Side 
31820 28-31 $119.00set

For  1928-31  S t ra igh t
windshield Fordor Sedan, Rear
31830 28-31 $127.50set

For 1931 Slant Window Fordor
& 1931 Slant Window Victoria,
rear doors & quarter windows 
31840 1931 $144.50set

WINDOW FELT CHANNEL
ONLY - 32" Long for all Closed
Cars except 28-29 Pickup, 31
Slant window front doors, & 68-
A/B/C Cabriolet. 
32" Long for all Closed Cars
except 28-29 Pickup, 31 Slant
window front doors, & 68-A/B/C
Cabriolet. 
31850 28-31 $12.00ea.

39" Long 
31860 28-29 $18.15ea.

20" Long For 68 A&B Cabriolet
31870 29-30 $9.95ea.

WINDOW CHANNEL CLIPS -
2 metal clips with rivets to
secure the top and bottom of
one channel. Order 2 sets per
window. 
31880 28-31 $0.85set

GLASS BUMPER -  Th is
rubber stop, on closed cars,
cushions the window when
rolled down. These bumpers
are included in the glass
channel kits. 
31340 28-31 $0.75ea.

FIXED WINDOW GLASS
SETTING RUBBER - Eliminate
puckers in rubber at  the
corners by pulling rubber extra
tight. Mark the rubber to length
and cut off excess. Take
rubber off glass and use super
glue to glue the ends together.
After glue has set for an hour
or so, take the band and
stretch it around the glass. 
Quar te r  w indow rubber
U-rubber for 2 windows. 28-31
Fordor: 9 feet 
31910 28-31 $7.75set

Rear window U-rubber, 6 feet
for 1928-31 Coupe, 1928-31
Tudor ,  1928-31  P ickup ,
1928-31 Fordor & 1931 Victoria
31920 28-31 $5.75ea.

ADHESIVE FOR WINDOW
FELT CHANNEL - A black,
fast drying, high strength,
wa te rp roo f  adhes ive  fo r
attaching rubber or cloth to
metal. Also used with floor
mats and carpeting. Permatex
brand; 5 oz. tube. 
31940 28-31 $8.30ea.

WINDOW SPONGE TOP
CHANNEL - Install Rubber
U-shaped  p iece  tha t  i s
cemented in place with (#
31940) adhesive to seal glass.
Need one  fo r  each  s ide
window. 
31890 28-31 $2.25ea.

DOOR &
WINDOW

GARNISH PARTS

DOOR PULL HANDLE - On
window garnish for Cabriolet
and Fordor. Chrome plated. 
31350 28-31 $12.15ea.

STAINLESS GARNISH
MOLDING SCREWS - For
vertical windshield moldings
and  hor i zon ta l  w indow
moldings. Stainless Steel
plated; 10/32 x 1/2" with No. 8
head. 
31710 28-31 $0.20ea.

DOOR GARNISH MOLDING
for 1930-31 VICTORIAS - This
steel molding goes under the
window frame at the bottom of
the window opening. 
1930-31 VICTORIA: left door
30 5/8" 
31650 30-31 $102.75ea.

1930-31 VICTORIA: right door
30 5/8" 
31660 30-31 $102.75ea.

DOOR GARNISH MOLDING
for  1930-31  V ICTORIAS
(Cont.)
1930-31 VICTORIA: quarter
window 19 3/4" 
31670 30-31 $89.95ea.

DOOR GARNISH MOLDING -
The 1 1/4" wide molding with
the finger pull in the middle and
counter sunk screw holes.
Exact duplicate. Steel; die
stamped. 
1928-29 Coupe & 1928-29
Tudor: 26 15/16" long 
31600 28-29 $125.00pair

1930-31 Coupe: 26" long 
31610 30-31 $125.00pair

28-M30 Closed Cab Pickup 
31620 28-M30 $125.00pair

1930-31 Tudor & M30-31
Closed Cab Pickup: 27 7/16"
long 
31630 30-31 $125.00pair

1928-31 Tudor rear side: 37"
long 
31640 28-31 $125.00pair

TUDOR SEDAN QUARTER
WINDOW RETAINER CLIP -
This clip is located at the rear
vertical edge of the rear side
window molding on Tudor
Sedans to keep it in place.
Need 2 per car. 
33430 28-31 $8.70ea.

FIBERGLASS COUPE
QUARTER MOLDING - This is
the molding on the inside of the
quarter windows in the coupes.
Th is  i s  a  f i be rg lass
reproduction, made from an
original sample. 
1928-29 
29030 28-29 $87.50ea.

1930-31 LEFT 
29050 30-31 $90.00ea.

1930-31 RIGHT 
29060 30-31 $90.00ea.

SIDE GLASS SETTING
RUBBER - With lip for all slant
window cars 6 feet long. U.S.
made. For 1931 Fodors & 1931
Cabriolet 68-C, as well as 1931
Victoria, which needs 2 rolls. 
31330 1931 $8.50ea.

FIXED WINDOW GLASS
SETTING RUBBER - Eliminate
puckers in rubber at  the
corners by pulling rubber extra
tight. Mark the rubber to length
and cut off excess. Take
rubber off glass and use super
glue to glue the ends together.
After glue has set for an hour
or so, take the band and
stretch it around the glass. 
Quar te r  w indow rubber
U-rubber for 2 windows. 28-31
Fordor: 9 feet 
31910 28-31 $7.75set

DOOR FELT & METAL CHANNELS • DOOR & WINDOW GARNISH PARTS
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FIXED WINDOW GLASS
SETTING RUBBER (Cont.)
Rear window U-rubber, 6 feet
for 1928-31 Coupe, 1928-31
Tudor ,  1928-31  P ickup ,
1928-31 Fordor & 1931 Victoria
31920 28-31 $5.75ea.

ADHESIVE FOR WINDOW
FELT CHANNEL - A black,
fast drying, high strength,
wa te rp roo f  adhes ive  fo r
attaching rubber or cloth to
metal. Also used with floor
mats and carpeting. Permatex
brand; 5 oz. tube. 
31940 28-31 $8.30ea.

31 SLANT WINDOW DOOR
GARNISH TACK STRIP - This
is the piece of wood that goes
into the inside door on some
slant window cars for the door
garnish molding to fasten to.
This piece is about 21 3/4" long
and made from oak. 
31402 1931 $11.00ea.

WINDOW ANTI-RATTLE - A
metal strip under the window
garnish with a strip of rubber
that rests against the glass to
prevent rattles. Sold in pairs.
25 1/4" long. 
1928-29 Coupes, 1928-31
Tudors & 1930-31 Trucks 25
1/4" long 
31360 28-31 $12.95pair

1930-31 Coupes: 23 1/2" long 
31370 30-31 $13.65pair

1928-31 Tudor rear side: 30"
long 
31380 28-31 $13.65pair

FORDOR DOOR WEATHER
SEAL & RETAINER - The
rubber strip is installed in a
metal channel that is screwed
to the wood door frame at the
bottom of the window opening.
Retainer helps keep rain and
dirt from going inside door. 23"
long, need 2. Will not fit 31
slant window cars. Used on:
1928-29 Fordor 60-A,B,C;
1929 E31 Cabriolet 68-A,B;
1928-29 Town car 140-A;
1929-31 Briggs Town Sedan
Fordor 155-B,D; 1929-31
Briggs Standard Fordor 165-
B,D and 170-A,B. 
FRONT DOOR 23" LONG 
31390 28-31 $12.50ea.

REAR DOOR 21 1/8" LONG 
31400 28-31 $12.50ea.

SCREWS ONLY FOR 31390 &
31400 - This set consists of
four #10 x 3/4 oval head wood
screw. 
31401 28-31 $2.00set

8/32" TUBE NUTS - For slant
windshield closed cars used on
the front door window molding
(included in trim kit). 10 male
and female screws. Chrome
plated. Nuts for one door. 
31730 1931 $8.25set

6/32" TUBE NUTS - For Briggs
straight windshield, Fordor
bodies and Cabriolet. 6 male
and female screws used on the
front door window molding
(included in trim kit). Chrome
plated. 
31740 28-32 $8.00set

REAR WINDOW FRAME -
This STEEL frame is an exact
copy of FORDS from the
FORD blue print. Fits: 1928-31
Tudor Sedan, 1928-31 Coupe,
1928-29  Spec ia l  Coupe ,
1929-31  Fordor  Sedan ,
1929-31 Town Sedan Briggs
155-B/D, 1929-31 Standard
Fordor  Br iggs  154-B /D,
1929-31 Standard Fordor
Briggs 170-A/B, 1929 Fordor
Briggs 60-C, 1928-29 Taxi Cab
135-A & 1928-30 Deluxe
Delivery 130-A. 
30680 28-31 $99.95ea.

REAR WINDOW SCREWS -
Twelve #10 x 1 oval chrome
plated wood screws to hold the
window frame in place. 
31930 28-31 $2.10set

DOOR GARNISH MOLDING
FOR 1931  SLANT
WINDSHIELD - Door garnish
mo ld ing  fo r  1931  s lan t
windshield. 
Front doors 25" 
31680 1931 $89.95ea.

Rear doors 25" 
31690 1931 $89.95ea.

Quarter windows 15 3/4" 
31700 1931 $82.50ea.

28-29 SPORT COUPE REAR
WINDOW FRAME - Inner
frame is powder coated tan,
the outside frame is stainless.
9 1/2" x 20 5/8" size frame. 
29021 28-29 $289.95set

REAR WINDOW FRAME &
GLASS - Original one piece
style. Die formed. Includes
frame, plain glass, and screws.
Stainless Steel outside frame
and steel inside frame. Outside
dimensions 16 5/8" x 7". For:
28-31 Roadster, Phaeton;
29-31 Cabriolet 68-A,B,C;
1931 400-A. 
29020 28-31 $189.75set

SLANT WINDOW 4 DOOR
MOLDING INSERTS -
Attaches to the front of the front
door frame, used as a filler
behind door window molding.
The  w indow mo ld ing  &
windlace attach to this insert. 
LEFT 
31701 1931 $105.00ea.

RIGHT 
31702 1931 $105.00ea.

ROLL DOWN REAR WINDOW
- Install this authentic Ford
option in your 1930-31 Model A
Coupe. We are offering a 24-
piece complete kit #38120 to
convert your rear window.
Items sold individually or in a
complete kit. 
Separate steel window frame 
38130 30-31 $99.95ea.

DOOR SEALS
& SILL PLATES

DOOR SILL - For 1928-29
Roadster, Roadster Pickup and
Phaeton. Die formed from 22
gauge steel. Script Ford in
raised letters and 4 mounting
holes correctly dimpled. Need
to order (32530) for screws. 
1928-29 Roadster and Front
Phaeton Door 
32490 28-29 $196.00pair

1928-29 Roadster Pickup 
32500 28-29 $196.00pair

1928-29 Rear Phaeton Door.
Trimming will be required 
32510 28-29 $196.00pair

DOOR SILL PLATE
EXTENSION -  Loca ted
between the rear seat riser and
the  door  s i l l .  The  door
upholstery panel sits into this.
Phaeton. 
32520 28-29 $40.50pair

DOOR SILL SCREWS FOR
OPEN CAR - Eight #10 x 3/4
oval head sheet metal screws.
32530 28-31 $1.35set

DOOR SILL BRACKETS -
Fastens on frame at door for
door si l l  plates (32490 &
32500) to fasten to. Phaeton
uses 1 1/2 set. 
36350 28-29 $51.95pair

DOOR & WINDOW GARNISH PARTS • DOOR SEALS & SILL PLATES
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DOOR SILL PLATES -
Originals were 100% zinc. The
zinc sills are U.S. made. Good
replacements are Aluminum.
Both are Ford script. 
Coupe: 8" ALUMINUM 
32540 28-31 $13.95pair

Coupe: 8" 100 % ZINC 
32550 28-31 $16.95pair

Tudor  Sedan :  19  5 /8 "
ALUMINUM 
32560 28-31 $18.95pair

Tudor Sedans: 19 5/8" 100%
ZINC 
32570 28-31 $29.95pair

DOOR SILL PLATE SCREW -
Four #10 X 1/2 screws to
secure the door sill for Coupe &
Tudor. Order two sets for the
Tudor. 
32580 28-31 $1.20set

BRIGGS FORDOR DOOR
SILLS - Set of four. These are
USA made.  Exce l len t
reproductions that fit, not the
cheaper foreign brand. 
Plain finish sills for 1928-29 
32590 28-29 $123.95set

Script finish sills for 1930-31 
32600 30-31 $187.95set

MURRAY STANDARD &
TOWN SEDAN DOOR SILLS -
Set of 4. 
Plain sills for 1928-E29 
32650 28-29 $181.50set

Script sills. 4 per set (155/165-
A,B,C) 
32660 29-31 $136.00set

CABRIOLET DOOR SILLS -
Two plain sills. 26 13/16" is the
maximum length. One end is
squared off and the other with
two step cuts. 
Early 68-A models used plain
sills. 26 13/16" 
32670 1929 $70.00set

Mid 1929-30 script sills. New
U.S. made. Trimmed to fit with
all fastener holes punched out.
1929 Cabriolet 68-A & 1930
Cabriolet 68-B 
32680 29-30 $134.95pair

1931 Slant Widow 68-C 
32690 1931 $82.45set

SLANT WINDOW FORDOR
SEDAN DOOR SILLS - Plain
finish with satin brush. Includes
2 front & 2 rear. 
32700 1931 $122.90set

DOOR SILL PLATE SCREWS
- 36 # 8 X 3/8 Pan head screws
to secure the sills to all slant
windshield cars. Zinc plated. 
32710 1931 $3.15set

31 VICTORIA & A-400 DOOR
SILLS - Two script sills. 
32730 1931 $136.15set

DOOR SILL PLATE WOOD
SCREWS - 38 oval head
screws to secure the sills to the
wood sub-rails. Zinc plated. 
Original sills used #8x3/4 
32620 29-31 $5.05set

Repro sills use #6x3/4 
32630 28-31 $3.15set

DOOR SILL PANEL - This is
the beaded metal strip that is
nailed to the wood sub-rails for
the  Fordor  Sedans  and
Cabriolets below the door. 
32740 30-31 $58.95ea.

ONE WINDLACE MOLDING
STRIP - The vertical metal
molding that holds the door
wind lace to the cowl pillar.
Includes seven split rivets.
Need two sets per car. 
32960 28-29 $19.40set

WINDLACE MOLDING
RIVETS - Set includes fourteen
9/64" x 7/16" split rivets. 
32961 28-29 $1.25set

BODY NAILS - Original small
round head (.165 diameter
round head) 11/16" long, used
at door post and other places
to secure sheet metal to wood.
Approx. 100 nails per set. 
STEEL NAILS 
36590 28-31 $1.80set

STAINLESS NAILS 
36600 28-31 $3.55set

28-31 TUDOR SEDAN DOOR/
BODY HEADER METAL
BRACE - Located from the
front door post, across the door
opening below the wood side
rail, to the rear door post. 
Left Side 
31461B 28-31 $31.95ea.

Right Side 
31462B 28-31 $31.95ea.

30-31 COUPE & SPORT
COUPE DOOR/BODY
HEADER METAL B - Located
from the front door post, across
the door opening below the
wood side rail, to the rear door
post. For 30-31 Coupe & Sport
Coupe only. 
LEFT SIDE (Driver) 
31461 30-31 $31.15ea.

RIGHT SIDE (Passenger) 
31462 30-31 $31.95ea.

WINDOW ANTI-RATTLE - A
metal strip under the window
garnish with a strip of rubber
that rests against the glass to
prevent rattles. Sold in pairs.
25 1/4" long. 
1928-29 Coupes, 1928-31
Tudors & 1930-31 Trucks 25
1/4" long 
31360 28-31 $12.95pair

WINDOW ANTI -RATTLE
(Cont.)
1930-31 Coupes: 23 1/2" long 
31370 30-31 $13.65pair

1928-31 Tudor rear side: 30"
long 
31380 28-31 $13.65pair

FORDOR DOOR WEATHER
SEAL & RETAINER - The
rubber strip is installed in a
metal channel that is screwed
to the wood door frame at the
bottom of the window opening.
Retainer helps keep rain and
dirt from going inside door. 23"
long, need 2. Will not fit 31
slant window cars. Used on:
1928-29 Fordor 60-A,B,C;
1929 E31 Cabriolet 68-A,B;
1928-29 Town car 140-A;
1929-31 Briggs Town Sedan
Fordor 155-B,D; 1929-31
Briggs Standard Fordor 165-
B,D and 170-A,B. 
FRONT DOOR 23" LONG 
31390 28-31 $12.50ea.

REAR DOOR 21 1/8" LONG 
31400 28-31 $12.50ea.

GLASS BUMPER -  Th is
rubber stop, on closed cars,
cushions the window when
rolled down. These bumpers
are included in the glass
channel kits. 
31340 28-31 $0.75ea.

SCREWS ONLY FOR 31390 &
31400 - This set consists of
four #10 x 3/4 oval head wood
screw. 
31401 28-31 $2.00set

WINDOW SEAL RUBBER
ONLY - ’T’ rubber to insert in
the metal strip. 32 inches long.
For: 1928-31 Coupe, 1928-31
Tudor, 1930-31 Pickup. 
31410 28-31 $1.50ea.

CABRIOLET QUARTER
PILLAR UPPER WINDLACE
RETAINER - This is the pair of
po l i shed  s ta in less  s tee l
moldings located along the
vertical rear edge of the door
window. A piece of windlace
(not included) must be installed
into this molding to seal the
door window to the body.
Includes ten #10x3/4 stainless
screws. 
1929-30 68-A, 68-B 
31420 29-30 $85.00pair

1931 68-C 
31430 1931 $75.00pair

CABRIOLET QUARTER
PILLAR RETAINER SCREWS
- Ten #10x 3/4 flat head wood
screws in stainless steel. 
31440 29-31 $1.30set

DOOR SEALS & SILL PLATES
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30-31 SPORT COUPE UPPER
DOOR JAM MOLDING - This
molding is used on 30-31 Sport
Coupes in the area above the
belt rail between the door
opening & the top. This is the
right hand side. 
Right Side 
31441 30-31 $41.00ea.

Left Side 
31442 30-31 $41.00ea.

UPPER DOOR HEADER
STRIP - This is the right side
door frame header plate for the
30-31 Sport Coupe. This plate
is located at the top of the door
jam, and holds the wind lace in
place. 
30-31 SPORT COUPE Right
Side 
31443 30-31 $140.25ea.

30-31 SPORT COUPE Left
Side 
31444 30-31 $140.25ea.

30-31 STEELBACK VICTORIA
Right Side 
31445 30-31 $91.50ea.

30-31 STEELBACK VICTORIA
Left Side 
31446 30-31 $91.50ea.

30-31  LEATHERBACK
VICTORIA Right Side 
31447 30-31 $195.00ea.

30-31  LEATHERBACK
VICTORIA Left Side 
31448 30-31 $195.00ea.

DOOR TOP STEEL FRAME -
You remove the 3 screws on
the frame to lift out the door
glass. Fits both left and right
doors. 
30-31 Coupe: 26 1/8" long 
31450 30-31 $66.00ea.

28-29 Coupes, 28-31 Tudor
Sedan, M30-31 Close Cab
Pickup : 27 5/8" long 
31460 28-31 $66.00ea.

DOOR FRAME HEADER
PLATE - Located at the top of
the door jam. This plate holds
the door lacing in place with
screws; square hole at rear
end for rubber bumper. 
1928-29 Coupes, 1928-31
Tudors & 1930-31 Pickups 
31470 28-31 $26.60pair

1930-31 Coupes 
31480 30-31 $26.60pair

DOOR FRAME HEADER
PLATE SCREWS - Fourteen
#8 x 1 oval headed wood
screws to secure (31470 and
31480). 
31490 28-31 $1.25set

DOOR TOP COVER PLATE
SCREWS - 3 small screws that
hold the cover plate (31450/
31460) on top of the door. Must
be removed to remove glass.
Six 10/32 x 3/8 flat head
screws per set for 2 doors. 
Clear Zinc 
31750 28-31 $0.95set

Stainless screws 
31760 28-31 $1.25set

M30 - 31 PICKUP DOOR
HEADER STRIP - Located
under the door frame header
p la te  (31470) .  Used mid
1930-31 pickup. Lip faces
down. Need 2 per pickup. 
31500 M30-31 $11.75ea.

BOTTOM DOOR SEAL -
Rubber seal located at the
bottom edge of the door panel.
Door panel clips hold rubber in
place for closed cars. Channel
holds rubber in place on open
cars. 
Closed Car Doors: two 32"
seals 
31510 28-31 $6.00pair

1931 Slant Window Cars: two
40" seals 
31520 1931 $16.50pair

Open Car Doors. Mid 1930 thru
1931: two 48" seals 
31530 30-31 $6.60pair

DOOR UPHOLSTERY
SPRING CLIP - Ten clips per
set. 
32170 28-31 $1.50set

DOOR FRAME INNER
BOTTOM - This is the steel
frame on the bottom of the
door. Contains holes for door
upholstery. 
1930-31 Coupe: 23 5/8" long 
31540 30-31 $42.00pair

1928-29 Tudor & Coupe: 25
3/8" long 
31550 28-29 $42.00pair

1928-Mid30  C losed  Cab
Pickup 
31560 28-30 $86.35pair

1930-31 Tudor and Mid30-31
Pick-up: 25" long 
31570 30-31 $42.00pair

28 - 31 COUPE, TUDOR &
M30-31 CLOSED CAB DOOR
BUMPER CLIP - The three
sided clip to hold the rubber
door bumper in place. Spot
welded to the bottom of door 3
inches from the latch side. One
per door. For 1928-31 ALL
Coupes ,  1928-31  Tudor
sedans and M30-31 Closed
Cab Pickup. 
30630 28-31 $4.20ea.

28 -  E31  FORDOR,
CABRIOLET & VICTORIA
DOOR BUMPER CLIP - Need
two clips on each side of the
door post, includes one #8 x
7/8" flat head wood screw.
Need eight clips per Fordor.
For 1928-E31 Fordor Sedans,
1928-E31 Cabriolet & 1930-
E31 Victoria. 
30640 28-31 $4.20ea.

DOOR VERTICAL INNER
BRACE - Has bracket for
(31340) bumper. 
31580 28-31 $20.95ea.

SEDAN REAR SIDE WINDOW
VERTICAL INNER BRACE -
Sedan rear side window brace.
31590 28-31 $20.95ea.

GLASS BUMPER BRACKET -
Used on closed cars. This is
the bracket that holds the
rubber bumper to stop your
glass at the bottom. It  is
included with part #31580 &
31590.  The  rubber
bumper(31340) is not included.
31591 28-31 $7.50ea.

28-31  TUDOR LOWER
QUARTER UPHOLSTERY
CHANNEL -  Th is  i s  the
upholstery bracket on Tudor
sedans that the side window
brace #31590 rivets to and it
holds the lower edge of the
upholstery. 
31592 28-31 $115.95pair

BRIGGS DOOR POST TO
SUBRAIL BRACKET - This is
the bracket that was used on
all Briggs Fordors to tie the
door pillar to the wood subrail.
Mounting hardware included. 
31766 28-31 $23.50ea.

29-30 68 A&B CABRIOLET
DOOR PILLAR TO SUBRAIL
SUPPORT BRACKETS -
These are the brackets that
attach to the subrails and go up
to the door pillar. This is the
earlier style with a hex nut
adjustment. These brackets
are used to help align the doors
& body. This is a set for the left
and right sides. Mounting
hardware is included. 
29351 29-30 $297.00set

DOOR SEALS & SILL PLATES
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DOOR CHECK
PARTS

DOOR CHECK STRAP - With
rubber loop on each end. Used
on 28-29 Closed Cars. Most
cars used 8" long straps except
when a wheel well is used.
Then the strap will be shorter. 
8" strap 
32760 28-29 $4.20ea.

7" strap 
32770 28-29 $3.75ea.

6" strap 
32780 28-29 $4.50ea.

FORDOR REAR DOOR
CHECK STRAP - A flat strap
with a ’T’ end for Fordor rear
doors. 10 1/4" long. 
32790 28-31 $6.95ea.

DOOR CHECK STRAP
RETAINER - This will hold
(32790) ’T’ door strap to the
door post. Used on 28-31
Fordor rear doors. 
32800 28-31 $3.55ea.

DOOR CHECK STRAP
BRACKET - Chrome plated.
Need 2 per strap. Used on
28-29 Closed Cars. 
32810 28-29 $1.20ea.

LEATHER DOOR CHECK
STRAPS - For open cars
Brown leather straps with
chrome bracket and screws for
2 doors. 
32920 28-31 $34.00pair

DOOR CHECK STRAP
BRACKET SCREWS - Door
check strap bracket screws. 
1928-29 Closed Car: Eight
12/24 x 3/4 oval head machine
screws. Chrome. Included in
interior trim kits 
32820 28-29 $2.90set

1928-31 Open Car: Eight 10/32
x 3/4 oval head machine
screws. Stainless. Included in
interior trim kits 
32830 28-31 $1.25set

FRONT DOOR CHECK ARM -
This is the correctly shaped
arm with the original 3 slots for
door opening adjustments.
Inc ludes 2 arms,  2  s top
washers, 2 tabbed washers, 2
rubber bumpers (32900), and 2
tubular rivets as originally
used. The metal parts should
be painted the color of the
body. 
32840 30-31 $13.00set

REAR DOOR CHECK ARM -
Same as (32840) but the arm is
bent a little sharper. Used on
all Fordor Sedans. 
32850 30-31 $17.95set

DOOR CHECK ARM U CLIP -
Included in set #32850. 
32860 30-31 $1.65ea.

DOOR CHECK ARM CUP -
Included in set #32850. 
32870 30-31 $1.65ea.

DOOR CHECK ARM RUBBER
- For the Door check arm
(included in 32840 set). 
32900 28-31 $1.95pair

DOOR CHECK ARM PAD -
Square rubber pad with two
screw holes and one hole in
center for arm (32840) to pass
through. This pad screws to the
inside of the door post to
cushion the rubber bumper on
the door check arm. 2 pads
and 4 screws per set for all
closed cars. 
32910 28-31 $3.60set

30-31 DOOR CHECK ARM
BRACKETS - The top and
bottom bracket is spot welded
to the inside of the door post to
receive the door arm (32840).
Two piece bracket for each
arm. Order one set per door. 
32880 30-31 $5.75set

28-31 FORDOR REAR DOOR
CHECK ARM BRACKET -
Used on FORDOR sedans. Set
for one door. 
32890 28-31 $12.35pair

DOOR LATCHES
& STRIKER

PARTS

OPEN CAR DOOR LATCH -
Complete latch. The latch was
changed in Oct. 1928 to accept
an outside door handle. Paint
the latch the color of the body.
Sold in pairs. For the 28’s you
will need to order 2 knobs
#32230. 
1928 
31950 1928 $43.75pair

OPEN CAR DOOR LATCH
(Cont.)
28-31 
31960 29-31 $33.95pair

ROADSTER DOOR LATCH
SCREWS - Eight 10/32 x 1/2"
f lat  head screws for two
latches. Paint them body color.
31970 28-31 $0.80set

DOOR LOCK KNOB - Die
cast, Chrome plated. For 1928
Roadster & Phaeton & 1928 to
mid-1930 open & closed cab
pickup. 
32230 28-29 $5.80ea.

CLOSED CAR DOOR
LATCHES - Made in the USA
The driver’s side has the
locking mechanism installed on
it. The U-shape spring goes
behind the door frame. For
1928-31 Coupe,  1928-31
Tudor & 1930-31 Pickup. 
28-29 right 
31961 28-29 $33.95ea.

28-29 left 
31962 28-29 $36.95ea.

30-31 right 
31963 30-31 $33.95ea.

30-31 left 
31964 30-31 $40.80ea.

DOOR LATCH ASSEMBLY
SCREWS - Set of eight 10/32
X 1/2 oval machine screws to
hold both latches on each door.
For 1928-31 Coupe, 1928-31
Tudor & 1930-31 Pickup. 
32020 28-31 $0.80set

28 - M30 CLOSED CAB PICK
UP DOOR LATCH SET - This
is a pair of latches for 28- mid
30 closed cab pickup trucks.
These die stamped latches will
fit original doors. Sold as pairs
only. 
31529 28-M30 $231.00pair

DOOR LATCH SCREWS - For
1928-mid 30 Closed Cab
Pickup. Set for both doors
includes: four 10/32 x 5/8 oval
head screws on the edge, four
10/32 x 1/4 flat head screws on
the face of the door latch. 
32030 28-M30 $0.80set

1931 SLANT WINDOW DOOR
LATCHES - These latches can
be made to fit the front doors of
the slant window cars with
slight modification. 
LEFT 
31527 1931 $199.90ea.

RIGHT 
31528 1931 $199.90ea.

DOOR CHECK PARTS • DOOR LATCHES & STRIKER PARTS
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OPEN CAR DOOR LOCK
STRIKER PLATE - Located on
the door post. For 1928-32
Standard Phaeton, 1928-32
Roadster & 1928-32 Roadster
Pickup. 
32040 28-32 $10.95ea.

OPEN CAR STRIKER PLATE
SCREWS - Four 1/4-28 x 3/4
flat head screws for open car. 
32050 28-32 $0.95set

DOOR LATCH SPRING SET -
Seven piece spring set for both
doors: You must order two
rivets (#32080) to complete the
set. 
1928-31 Coupe,  1928-31
Tudor & 1930-31 Trucks 
32060 28-31 $14.95set

1928 to mid-1930 Closed Cab
Pickup 
32070 28-M30 $22.30set

DOOR LATCH RIVET - The
long tubular rivet that holds the
flipper to the latch assembly.
For 1928-31 Coupe, 1928-31
Tudor & 1930-31 Pickup. 
32080 28-31 $0.50ea.

FORDOR SEDAN DOOR
LATCH SPRING KIT - For
Fordor Sedans. Set includes 1
coil spring, 2 wire springs and
r i ve ts  There  were  two
manufactures of latches, each
one stamped their name on the
latch. ’Swiss Toledo Ohio’ and
’Terro’. Both manufactures
were used for each body
manufacture during production.
Order your latch set by name
on latch. Most Murray cars
used ’Swiss Toledo Ohio’ and
Briggs used ’Terro’. But during
production, they could have
changed suppliers. Order one
set per door. 
1928-E31 Murray Fordor &
Town Sedan: LEFT front door
or RIGHT rear door (for ’Swiss
Toledo Ohio’ brand) 
32061 28-31 $47.95set

1928-E31 Murray Fordor &
Town Sedan: passenger front
door or driver rear door (for
’Swiss Toledo Ohio’ brand) 
32062 28-31 $47.95set

1928-E31 Briggs Fordor &
Town Sedan: driver front door
or passenger rear door (’Terro’
brand) 
32063 28-31 $47.95set

1928-E31 Briggs Fordor &
Town Sedan: passenger front
door or driver rear door (’Terro’
brand) 
32064 28-31 $47.95set

RIVETS ONLY - Fits all Fordor
sedans. 
Murray door with 3 rivets for
’Swiss Toledo Ohio’ brand 
32065 28-31 $18.75set

Briggs door with 1 rivet for
’Terro’ brand 
32066 28-31 $7.25set

INSIDE DOOR LATCH RODS
- This rod runs across the door
from the inside door handle to
the latch on the edge of the
door. Set includes 2 rods, 2 rod
return springs, 4 rod retainer
clips and screws for two doors.
11 7/8" long: 1930-31 Coupe 
32090 30-31 $30.60set

12 3/4" long: 1928-31 Tudor,
1928-29 Coupe & 1930-31
Closed Cab Pickup 
32100 28-31 $31.50set

INSIDE DOOR ROD
MOUNTING PLATES - Set
includes 4 plates and 4 screws.
Fits 28-31 Coupe and Tudor,
and Mid 30-31 CC Pick-up. 
32110 28-31 $10.70set

28 - 31 TUDOR, COUPE &
M30-31 CLOSED CAB DOOR
LOCK STRIKER PLATE - New
tooling now made with the
correct height per the original
print. Includes two 1/4-20 x 1/2
round  head  sc rews  and
washers. For 1928-31 Coupes,
1928-31 Tudors  and Mid
1930-31 Pickups. 
32120 28-31 $3.45ea.

STRIKER PLATE SCREWS -
Two 1/4-20 x 1/2 round head
screws and two internal lock
washers. Used on (32120). 
32130 28-31 $0.85set

S/W FORDOR & 29
CABRIOLET DOOR LOCK
STRIKER PLATE - One plate
and two 12/24 x 1/2 FHMs.
Used on 1931 S/W Fodors
160-A,B,C and 1929 Cabriolet
68-A. 
STEEL 
32140 1929,1931 $12.00ea.

STAINLESS 
32142 29-34 $10.95ea.

DOOR LOCK STRIKER
PLATE SCREWS ONLY - 2
12/24 x 5/8 FHMs to attach the
striker to the body. 
1931 S/W Fordor 160-A,B,C
and 1929 Cabriolet 68-A 
32141 30-31 $0.85set

29-31 MURRAY FORDOOR,
A-400 STRIKER PLATE -
Originally painted but these are
supplied with zinc plating. Will
not fit the 31 Slant Window 4-
door. 
32143 29-31 $16.45ea.

29-30 CABRIOLET 68-A & B
DOOR STRIKER PLATE -
This is a nickel plated striker
plate. Need two per car. 
32145 29-30 $21.95ea.

31 DELUXE PHAETON DOOR
LOCK STRIKER PLATE - This
striker is only used on the 1931
Tudor Deluxe Phaeton’s. This
kit contains two striker plates
and mounting hardware. 
32150 1931 $55.90pair

STRIKER PLATE SCREWS -
Two #14 x 1 flat head wood
screws per set .  Used on
(32150). 
32160 28-31 $0.60set

BRIGGS FORDOR STRIKER
PLATE - This is the striker that
mounts onto the door jamb and
catches your door latch to keep
the door closed. Used on the
following 28-31 Briggs Fordors.
60-A,B,&C, 155B & D, 165-B &
D, 170-A & B. Not for the slant
window cars. 
32165 28-31 $18.95ea.

SLIDE DOOR LOCK
ASSEMBLY - The inside slide
lock on driver door is used on
1928-31 Coupe,  1928-31
Tudor & Mid 1930-31 Pickup. 
32190 28-31 $7.55ea.

DOOR LOCK SCREWS - Two
10/32x1/2 flat head screws to
secure above door lock to
door. 
32200 28-31 $0.75set

DOOR LOCK KNOB - Screw
this nickel plated knob on door
lock (32190). 10/32 thread. 
32210 28-31 $3.60ea.

FORDOR LOCK KNOB - Die
cast Chrome plated. 6/32 x 1/2
oval head screw included. For
1928-31 Fodors,  1929-30
Cabriolet & 1929-31 Town
Sedan. 
32220 28-31 $6.95ea.

LATCH LOCK TAB - This is
used on the turn style lock
#32220. This is the internal
part that twists and locks the
door. 
32221 28-31 $6.95ea.

LATCH LOCK TAB SHAFT -
This is the shaft that #32221
mounts onto. This is the part
that is most often damaged. 
32222 28-31 $30.25ea.

DOOR LATCHES & STRIKER PARTS
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DOOR POST LATCH
COVERS - The 6" wood block
that connects the upper and
lower door post together. 
40150 28-31 $28.05pair

28-M30 P ICKUP DOOR
LATCH PLATE WOOD - This
is the wood that goes into the
door area for the latches. Sold
as a pair. 
40151A 28-29 $35.50pair

FORDOR POST STIFFENER -
This stiffener is secured to the
door pillar over the latch area
to strengthen it. Fits 28-29
Briggs Fordor Sedans. 
31765 28-29 $8.95ea.

DOOR
HINGES

DOOR HINGE PINS -
Hardened steel with knurl
under head. Dupl icate of
original. Do not use for ’31
slant windshield and open cars.
Or ig ina l  s i ze  .233 / .236
diameter pin 
32240 28-31 $0.40ea.

Oversize .244 diameter pin 
32250 28-31 $0.40ea.

STAINLESS PIN - Does NOT
have knurl under head. This is
the oversize .245. 
32260 28-31 $2.35ea.

32270 28-31 $2.75ea.

1928-31 Roadster & Phaeton
Hardened steel with original
large head pin (.245 diameter)
32290 28-31 $1.60ea.

31 SLANT WINDOW DOOR
HINGE PIN - With knurl under
head. With a .245 shank,
1-13/16 inches long. 
1931 slant windshield. 9/32"
diameter pin, 1 3/4" long 
32280 31-32 $0.80ea.

DOOR HINGE PIN REMOVAL
TOOL - This drop forged tool
with three graduating hardened
push pins will push your old
hinge pins up and out of the
hinge. As the bolt is screwed
in, it will push the dowel and
the old pin out. Three different
length push pins are used to
remove pins. Start with the
short pin and work your way up
to the long pin. Not for 31 slant
windshield, or open cars. For
slant window Fordors and
Cabriolets you must order the
larger pins #32301 to complete
this set. 
32300 28-31 $27.75set

PINS ONLY FOR 32300 TOOL
- use these pins in the hinge
pin removal tool 32300. 
’31 s/w 
32301 31-32 $5.00set

DOOR HINGE SCREWS &
INTERNAL LOCK WASHERS
- 3 5/16"24 x 1/2" screws,
internal lock washers and cup
washers. Will not fit 28-29
Closed Cab Pickup. 
Stainless 
32310 28-34 $6.45set

32320 28-34 $1.50set

DOOR HINGE CUP
WASHERS - 3 per set. 
32330 28-31 $0.70set

OPEN CAR DOOR HINGE TO
POST SCREWS - For one
door. For 1928-29 Roadster
and 1928-29 Phaeton. 
1928-29 used four 1/4-28 x 3/4
flat head screws, internal lock
washers & nuts 
32410 28-29 $2.15set

1930-31 used six 5/16-24 x 1/2
flat head screws, internal lock
washers, cup washers & nuts 
32420 30-31 $2.15set

DOOR HINGE TO POST
SCREWS - For 1928 thru June
1930 Closed Cab Pickup. Set
includes four 12/24 x 3/4 flat
head screws, l/w & square
nuts. 
32430 28-M30 $1.75set

DOOR HINGE TO DOOR
SCREWS - Four 1/4-28 x 3/4"
f lat head screws, cupped
washers, lock washers and
nuts. For one door. 1928-31
Roads te rs  and  1928-31
Standard Phaetons. 
32440 28-31 $2.15set

4 DR SEDAN REAR DOOR
SHIM - Use this shim to help
align the rear door. This shim
measures .034" thick and has
the three mounting holes
drilled. 
32449 28-31 $5.65ea.

DOOR HINGE OPEN CARS -
Four hinges per set for two
doors. Hinge pin included but
no screws. See (32410, 32440)
for screws. Beginning in Aug.
1930 thru 1931, the bottom
door hinge was changed from
two mounting holes to three
mounting holes on the cowl
post only. 
Front Door Two Hole Hinge 
32450 28-30 $59.95set

Three Hole Hinge 
32460 30-31 $59.95set

28-M30 CLOSED CAB PICK
UP HINGE SET - This is a set
of 6 hinges for the 28-M30
Close Cab Pickups. These are
steel hinges assembled with
stainless steel pins. These are
not drilled or tapped for the
mounting screws. 
32461 28-M30 $375.00set

WINDOW
SHADES &

ASSIST STRAPS

ROPE ASSIST STRAP
BRACKETS - Brass, Nickel
p la ted .  Exac t  dup l i ca te .
Includes screws. Horizontal
screw holes were used on
1928-31  De luxe  Fordor
Sedans. Some late 1931 cars
used vertical screw holes. Set
includes 1 bracket and 2
screws. 
HORIZONTAL HOLE 
32930 28-31 $7.95set

VERTICAL HOLE 
32940 1931 $8.15set

ROPE ASSIST STRAP
SCREWS - 4 chrome screws. 
32950 28-31 $1.50set

REAR WINDOW SHADE
BRACKETS - These are nice
chrome plated brackets to
mount the shade in the rear
window. One pair will mount
one shade. 
32941 28-31 $13.95pair
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INTERIOR TRIM
SCREW KITS

INTERIOR TRIM SCREW SET
- U.S. made kits include all
screws necessary for complete
in ter ior  o f  car ,  inc lud ing
windshield garnish, window
garnish, dash rail, instrument
panel, cowl kick panel, door sill
plates and dovetail screws.
Also when required, the tube
nuts for the windshield, coupe
quarter window screws and
coupe/Tudor rear window
screws, and convertible rear
window frame screws are
supplied. The information for
these kits was taken from
original cars and they are
guaranteed to be correct.
There are several kits on the
market 
Fordor Briggs without quarter
windows 
32970 28-29 $28.15ea.

Fordor Briggs with quarter
windows 
32980 28-29 $28.50ea.

Fordor Murray with quarter
windows 
32990 28-29 $23.75ea.

Roadster 
33000 28-29 $8.95ea.

Open Cab Pickup 
33010 28-29 $8.25ea.

Sport Coupe 
33020 28-29 $9.90ea.

Coupe, Standard and Special 
33030 28-29 $11.95ea.

Tudor Sedan 
33040 28-29 $12.75ea.

Closed Cab Pickup 
33050 28-M30 $12.95ea.

Cabriolet 
33060 1929 $18.15ea.

Phaeton 
33070 28-29 $11.25ea.

Fordor Briggs 
33080 30-31 $29.50ea.

Fordor Murray 
33090 30-31 $23.95ea.

Fordor Slant Windshield 
33100 1931 $32.10ea.

Roadster 
33110 30-31 $8.25ea.

Open Cab Pickup 
33120 30-31 $7.95ea.

Fordor Phaeton 
33130 30-31 $11.25ea.

INTERIOR TRIM SCREW SET
(Cont.)
Tudor Phaeton 
33140 1931 $11.25ea.

Sport Coupe 
33150 30-31 $9.90ea.

Coupe 
33160 30-31 $14.80ea.

Tudor 
33170 30-31 $13.25ea.

Cabriolet Slant Windshield 
33180 1931 $18.15ea.

Victoria 
33190 30-31 $20.75ea.

A-400 
33200 1931 $20.50ea.

Cabriolet Straight Windshield 
33210 30-31 $18.15ea.

Closed Cab Pickup 
33220 30-31 $14.50ea.

RUBBER DOOR
BUMPER SETS

28 - 31 COUPE, TUDOR &
M30-31 CLOSED CAB DOOR
BUMPER CLIP - The three
sided clip to hold the rubber
door bumper in place. Spot
welded to the bottom of door 3
inches from the latch side. One
per door. For 1928-31 ALL
Coupes ,  1928-31  Tudor
sedans and M30-31 Closed
Cab Pickup. 
30630 28-31 $4.20ea.

28 -  E31  FORDOR,
CABRIOLET & VICTORIA
DOOR BUMPER CLIP - Need
two clips on each side of the
door post, includes one #8 x
7/8" flat head wood screw.
Need eight clips per Fordor.
For 1928-E31 Fordor Sedans,
1928-E31 Cabriolet & 1930-
E31 Victoria. 
30640 28-31 $4.20ea.

DOOR BUMPER SETS - All
the rubber bumpers and metal
clips for one car. Rubber may
need trimming. NOTE: For the
correct Dove tail insert for
33340, 33360, or 33370 you
must order 2 of part number
30970 per door, or grind off the
pointed end of the included
rubber pieces. 
All Coupes & Tudor: 28-29 
33230 28-29 $14.95set

All 30-31 Coupes & Tudor
Sedans, & M30-31 CC Pickup 
33240 30-31 $14.95set

DOOR BUMPER SETS
(Cont.)
Fordor Sedan 
33250 28-31 $16.95set

Roadster & Roadster Pickup 
33260 28-29 $12.50set

Roadster, Roadster Pickup &
Deluxe Phaeton 
33270 30-31 $17.95set

Cabriolet, 1929 to May 1931 
33280 29-31 $9.85set

Phaeton 24 pieces 
33300 28-29 $19.95set

Phaeton (Inside Fuel valve) 
33310 30-31 $25.95set

Phaeton (Outside Fuel valve) 
33320 30-31 $25.95set

Closed cab pickup 28-29 
33330 28-M30 $9.60set

Slant W/S Fordor 
33340 30-31 $26.25set

Cabriolet Slant W/S 
33360 1931 $13.95set

Victoria and A-400 
33370 30-31 $15.95set

DOOR BUMPER
MUSHROOM - The mushroom
shaped door rubber in the open
car kits has a very high dome.
We have found a rubber
company to supply the correct
flat, dome shaped rubber. Most
open cars have one door
rubber a few inches below the
top of the rear door post, but
there are a few bodies that
have two per post. 
33380 28-31 $1.65ea.

29-30 CABRIOLET UPPER
DOOR BUMPER - This is the
square upper door bumper
used on straight windshield
cabriolets 68-A, & 68-B. This
bumper mounts inside the door
jamb just above the door striker
plate. This is not included in the
door bumper set #33280. 
33381 29-30 $3.75ea.

PICKUP -
CAB PARTS

28-M30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP UNDER FRONT
SEAT FLOOR PAN - 1928 to
mid-1930 Closed Cab Pickup.
This panel is not die-stamped
but is good. 
35650 28-M30 $75.00ea.

INTERIOR TRIM SCREW KITS • RUBBER DOOR BUMPER SETS • PICKUP - CAB PARTS
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BODY CROSS CHANNELS -
Metal cross channel to secure
the sub-rails and body together
and hold the floor panels in
place. End of channel must be
trimmed to fit Comes as a set
of three but only one will be
used if you are restoring a
Pickup. 
FOR ALL 30-31 CLOSED
CARS & PICKUP TRUCKS
EXCEPT 30-31 COUPES 
36080 28-31 $89.95set

ROADSTER PICK UP CAB
LOWER BRACKETS - These
are the lower brackets on
Roadster Pickup that tie the
subrail (36300), quarter panel
(34040 or 34050) & the cab
back panel (34000) together 
28-29 
34001 28-29 $110.00pair

30-31 
34011 30-31 $210.00pair

PICKUP CAB QUARTER
PANEL - Rear quarter side
panels for 2829 Roadster P.U.
Die stamped sides from edge
of door to back of cab. Skins
only. 
Left Side (driver side) 
34020 28-29 $215.00ea.

Right side (passenger side) 
34030 30-31 $215.00ea.

PICKUP CAB QUARTER
PANEL WITH FRAME
BRACES - SAME QUARTER
PANELS AS (34020 and
34030) but includes frame
braces. 4 pieces for each
panel. One panel to sub frame
brace, one front edge brace,
one top panel brace and brace
for top irons. 
Left side (driver side) 
34040 28-29 $290.00ea.

Right side (passenger side) 
34050 28-29 $290.00ea.

28-M30 CLOSED CAB REAR
FLOOR CROSS SILL - This is
the rear floor cross sill on
28-mid  30  C losed  Cab
Pickups. The subrails attach on
the ends and the bottom of the
lower cab panel attaches to
this sill. 
36479 28-M30 $53.95ea.

28-M30 PICK UP CLOSED
CAB BACK PANEL CLAMP
STRIP - This connects the
upper and lower panels. Our
own tooling using the correct
gauge metal and angles for
proper fit. 
34070 28-M30 $10.50ea.

28-M30 PANEL FINISHING
BEAD - This is the metal "T"
strip that runs vertically down
the cab between the corner
panel and panels on the back
of the cab to finish off the
seam. Used on 1928-mid 30
closed cab pickups or trucks. 
34090 28-M30 $50.55ea.

28-M30 PICK UP CAB BACK
TOP BRACE AND CORNER
BRACKETS - The steel brace
across the top back panel to
support the top of back panel.
One left and right corner
bracket to tie back panel brace
to the door post. 
34110 28-M30 $63.45set

28-M30 P ICK UP CAB
COMPLETE CORNERS -
Complete corner of 1928 to
June 30 Closed cab from door
edge to center of cab panels.
Map pocket is not included.
Order (34330) if needed. 
34100 28-M30 $340.00pair

28-M30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP CORNER PATCH
PANELS - This is an 8" tall
corner patch panel for the
28-M30 Closed Cab Pickup
trucks. Sold as a pair 
34959 28-30 $86.30pair

28-M30 P/U CAB BOTTOM
BRACE - These are the braces
that tie the door post to the sub
rails, and the seat riser also
rivets to this bracket. This is a
set of two brackets for the left
and the right side. Used on
28-M30 Closed Cab Pickup
Trucks. 
34111 28-M30 $75.40ea.

CLOSED CAB PICKUP
HEADLINER - Black cloth liner
fo r  C losed  cab  p ick -up .
Installed above wood bows in
place of chicken wire. Sold in a
2 yard roll. 
29400 28-31 $26.40roll

M30 - 31 PICKUP DOOR
HEADER STRIP - Located
under the door frame header
p la te  (31470) .  Used mid
1930-31 pickup. Lip faces
down. Need 2 per pickup. 
31500 M30-31 $11.75ea.

28-M30 OPEN CAB PICK UP
UPHOLSTERY CHANNEL -
Holds the upper and forward
edges of the hip panel for
28-29 open cabs. 
34120 28-M30 $31.50pair

28-M30 P ICK UP REAR
WINDOW FRAME -  Die
stamped STEEL for closed
cab .  Mount ing  hardware
included. 
34130 28-M30 $34.65ea.

28-M30 P ICK UP REAR
WINDOW FRAME SCREW -
1928-29 includes ten 10/32 x
1/2 oval head screws, lock
washers and square nuts. 
34160 28-M30 $2.85set

M30-34  P ICK UP REAR
WINDOW FRAME - The June
1930-34 STEEL frame is made
from the FORD print. 
34140 M30-34 $99.95ea.

M30-31  P ICK UP REAR
WINDOW FRAME SCREW -
Includes twenty two 10/32 x 3/8
round head screws,  lock
washers and nuts. 
34170 M30-34 $3.35set

M30-34  P ICK UP REAR
WINDOW REINFORCEMENT
BRACES - The steel ’L’ brace
at each corner of the mid
1930-31 Closed Cab Pick-up
rear window. 4 per set. 
34150 M30-34 $16.95set

30-34 PICK UP CAB SEAT
BRACE CARRIAGE BOLTS -
Set includes three 1/4-20 x 3/4
carriage bolts with flat washer,
lock washer, and special 1/4"
thick, 1/2" wide square nut. 12
piece set. 
34180 M30-34 $1.65set

30-34 PICK UP BELT RAIL
SPECIAL BOLT - 1/4-20 x 1
1 /2 "  spec ia l  13 /16  w ide
carriage head that is used to
secure the belt rail wood to the
pickup cab. Set includes one
bolt, flat washer, lock washer
and original 3/16 thick, 1/2"
wide square nut. Need 5 sets
per cab. 
34190 M30-34 $2.50set

DOOR WINDOW FRAME -
The steel inside frame with
brackets and fasteners for one
door. For 1928 to mid-1930
closed pickups. 
LEFT 
34250 28-M30 $96.25ea.

Right 
34260 28-M30 $96.25ea.

PICK UP DOOR WINDOW
FRAME SCREWS - Six 10/32
x 3/8 round head and three
10/32 x 3/8 oval head screws
for one window frame. 
34280 28-M30 $0.85set

DOOR GARNISH MOLDING
CLIP - Screws the molding to
the door. 1928-June 1930
Closed cab pick-up. 
Front door edge 
34240 28-M30 $13.65ea.

Rear door edge 
34270 30-31 $13.65ea.

PICKUP - CAB PARTS
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28-34 PICK UP SEAT SPRING
HOOK - Secure hooks to
vertical wood of seat support to
hold bottom of back seat to
frame. Need 2. 
34310 28-34 $5.85ea.

PICKUP DISPATCH POCKET
- On kick panel with mounting
hardware. Located on the kick
panel. For June 1930 to 1934.
M30-34 PICK UP DISPATCH
POCKET & MOUNTING
STRIPS 
34320 M30-34 $23.10ea.

28-M30 PICKUP DISPATCH
POCKETS PAIR 
34330 28-M30 $21.00pair

PICKUP DISPATCH POCKET
WOOD MOUNTING - A pair of
mounting blocks for 34330. 
34331 28-M30 $16.95pair

PICKUP DISPATCH POCKET
WOOD MOUNTING BLOCKS
SCREWS - Set of screw, nuts,
lock washers & flat washers for
both pockets. 
34332 28-M30 $1.95set

RAIN GUTTERS FOR 1928-
MID 30  CLOSED CAB
PICKUP - Includes two die-
stamped steel gutters, two
steel liners to cover the nails
and fasteners. Style D2. 
34340 28-M30 $43.80set

RAIN GUTTERS FOR MID 30
- AUGUST 1931 CLOSED
CAB PICKUP - Exact duplicate
of original. Includes two die
stamped steel gutters, two
original style fabric inserts to
cover  the  na i l s  and  the
fasteners. Not used on solid
steel topped cabs after Aug.
’31. Style D2. 
34350 M30-31 $34.95set

LATE 31 STEEL TOP ROOF
RIB TO TOP CUSHION - This
is the rope that goes on the
steel ribs for the steel top pick
up cabs. This rope cushions
between the stamped steel roof
ribs and the metal top. One kit
does all the ribs. 
34351 1931 $39.15ea.

28-M30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP SEAT CLIP - Holds
the seat back spring to the cab.
Set includes one clip and
special nut. Need 2 sets per
truck. 
35590 28-M30 $24.30set

M30-31  CLOSED CAB
PICKUP SEAT CLIPS - For
the mid 1930-31 Closed cab
Pick-up. Four piece set. 
35600 M30-31 $21.25set

LATE 31 CLOSED CAB SEAT
BACK CLIPS - For the late
1931 Closed cab Pick-up. Six
piece set. 
35610 1931 $20.65set

M30-31PICKUP REAR ROOF
WOOD BRACKET -  This
STEEL ’T’ bracket connects
the side wood rail above the
door to the door post. Made
from FORD blue print. Need
two per truck. 
35730 M30-31 $11.05ea.

PICKUP REAR ROOF WOOD
BRACKET BOLTS - Four
1/4-20 x 1 3/4" carriage bolts,
lock washers and nuts. One
#12 x 3/4 flat head wood
screw. 
35740 M30-31 $2.20ea.

28-M30 P ICKUP DOOR
LATCH PLATE WOOD - This
is the wood that goes into the
door area for the latches. Sold
as a pair. 
40151A 28-29 $35.50pair

AUTHENTIC METAL GLASS
CHANNEL - This is the metal
channel the mounts to the
bottom of the glass. These
channels are made more
au then t i c  fo r  f i t  and
construction then the lower
priced ones. 
28-31 Coupes; 28-31 Tudor
Sedan Doors; M30-31 CC PU
& AA Trucks 
31221 28-31 $23.80ea.

28 - M30 PICKUP METAL
GLASS CHANNEL - The
bottom of the window glass fits
in and the window regulator is
connected to it. Order (31320)
glass setting material to keep
the glass in place. Fits either
side. 
1928 to June 1930 Pickup 
31230 28-30 $34.95ea.

PICKUP FEMALE DOVETAIL
- For 28-mid 30 closed cabs.
Inside rubber and screws
included. 
34200 28-M30 $10.75ea.

PICK UP DOOR RUBBER
BUMPER HOLDER - Stamped
steel for 28-29 closed cab.
Fasteners included. 
34210 28-M30 $5.85ea.

28-M30 PICK UP DOOR
STRIKER - Stamped steel for
28-29 closed cabs. Fasteners
included. 
34220 28-M30 $10.75ea.

PICK UP RUBBER DOOR
LATCH - Lever anti-rattler. 
34230 28-30 $2.80ea.

28-M30 PICK UP DOOR
STRIKER SHIELD - Stamped
steel for 28-29 closed cabs.
Mounts to the door jam, inside
the above striker to shield and
support the weather strip.
Includes fasteners. 
34290 28-M30 $5.95ea.

PICK UP DOOR PLUG -
Rubber plug used above door
handle on 1928 to June 1930
doors.  Outside door lock
cylinder was never used on
Pickups 
34300 28-M30 $8.25ea.

AUTHENTIC 28 - 29 GAS
TANK TO FIREWALL BOLTS
- Paint lower body color.
1928-29 AUTHENTIC sets
includes eight original 3/8" tall
headed 1/4-20 x 5/8 bolts, lock
washers and original 3/16"
thick, 1/2" wide square nuts.
Order two sets for Fordor and
Cabriolet cars. 
12820 28-29 $14.95set

NON-AUTHENTIC 28-29 GAS
TANK TO FIREWALL BOLTS
-  Inc ludes  8  bo l t s ,  l ock
washers, & square nuts. Not
for the show car, but just fine
for the daily drivers. 
12821 28-29 $3.50set

PICKUP TRUCK RUNNING
BOARDS - Diamond design
steel board made from original
16 gauge steel. Ford Script for
1928-29 boards. 
28-29 Diamond design with
Ford Script 
21760 28-29 $270.00pair

30-31 Diamond Design 
21790 30-31 $270.00pair

REPLACEMENT MIRROR
HEAD ONLY-TRUCK - For
truck side mirrors. 5" diameter
with black back. 
24270 28-31 $8.95ea.

28 - E29 AUTHENTIC PICK
UP & AA MIRROR HEAD
ONLY - This is a good quality
replacement for the 28-early 29
pick ups and AA Trucks.
Comes with the mirror head
glass and a brass swivel ball. 
24271 28-29 $97.35ea.

PICKUP - CAB PARTS
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29- FEB 31 AUTHENTIC PICK
UP & AA MIRROR HEAD
ONLY - This is a good quality
replacement for the 29-Feb. 31
p ickups  and  AA Trucks .
Include the mounting stud. 
24272 29-31 $87.45ea.

BRASS SWIVEL BALL - This
is the brass ball that the 28-
early 29 mirror mounts onto. 
24274 28-29 $15.30ea.

WINDWING MIRROR - Brass,
chrome plated; clamps on wind
wings. 3 1/2" mirror glass. 
24280 28-31 $32.00ea.

28 -  M30 TRUCK
WINDSHIELD POST MIRROR
- 7" arm for closed cab pickups
and AA trucks. 5" mirror glass.
1928-M30 bolt-on style. 
24290 28-M30 $59.50ea.

28 - M 30 CLOSED CAB
MIRROR BRACKET PAD -
This is the pad that goes
between part #24290 and the
cab to help protect the paint. 
24291 28-M30 $2.50ea.

30 - 31 TRUCK WINDSHIELD
HINGE MIRROR - 6 1/4 inch
arm with a 5 inch mirror glass.
For correct fitting pin order
#24240. 
24300 30-31 $37.65ea.

FIXED WINDOW GLASS
SETTING RUBBER - Eliminate
puckers in rubber at  the
corners by pulling rubber extra
tight. Mark the rubber to length
and cut off excess. Take
rubber off glass and use super
glue to glue the ends together.
After glue has set for an hour
or so, take the band and
stretch it around the glass. 
Rear window U-rubber, 6 feet
for 1928-31 Coupe, 1928-31
Tudor ,  1928-31  P ickup ,
1928-31 Fordor & 1931 Victoria
31920 28-31 $5.75ea.

REAR BODY CROSS
MEMBER - Connects the ends
of the sub rails to this with
rivets. Clinch nuts are installed.
Pickup, Closed Cab 
36480 M30-31 $99.00ea.

Pickup, Open Cab 
36490 30-31 $129.00ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
1930 CLOSED CAP PICKUP
ROOF INSTALL 
38115B 1930 $24.95ea.

PICKUP -
NARROW BED

PARTS

ASSEMBLED NARROW BED
PICK UP BOX - Complete
1928-May 1931. Must be
shipped via tractor trailer,
f re ight  co l lec t .  CRATING
CHARGE OF $300.00. 
33470 28-31$1795.00ea.

NARROW BED TAIL GATE -
Die stamped with al l  the
mount ing hardware. Ford
Script 1928 to May ’31 for
narrow bed measures 41 1/2"
outer lip to outer lip. 
33490 28-31 $295.00ea.

NARROW BED PICK UP BED
SIDES - 2 sides only. Narrow
box: 56 1/2" long. 
33540 28-31 $625.00pair

NARROW BED STEEL SUB
RAILS - Supports bed to
frame. For narrow bed. 
33570 28-31 $260.00pair

NARROW BED FRONT
STAKE POCKETS - Stamped
and die formed steel. Narrow
box, front. 
33592 28-31 $95.00pair

NARROW BOX FENDER TO
BED SPACER - Requires 5
rivets (33830) per side. Not for
wide bed. 
33620 28-31 $175.00pair

28-E31 P ICKUP REAR
FENDER MOUNTING BOLTS
- Six 5/16-18 x 1/2 carriage
bol ts ,  f la t  washers ,  lock
washers and hex nuts for both
fenders. Used only on the
28-May 31 narrow bed. The
bed spacer #33620 must be
removed to install these bolts. 
33622 28-31 $3.30ea.

NARROW BED STAKE
POCKET REINFORCEMENT
PLATES - 4 per set. 
33630 28-31 $26.95set

NARROW BED REAR
CROSSMEMBER U
CHANNEL -  And pocke t
assembly. Narrow box. 
33640 28-31 $279.95ea.

NARROW BED "U"
CHANNEL REPAIR KIT - This
is the center part of part
#33640 U Channel. Often just
this center part is rusted out.
This is a weld in replacement
with the "Z" plate (#33660)
already installed. 
33641 28-31 $60.00ea.

PICK UP BED REAR
CROSSMEMBER Z PLATE -
End of wood secures to this. 
33660 28-31 $27.95ea.

NARROW BED FRONT
PANEL - With corner brackets
spot welded. Narrow box 40
5/8" wide. 
33670 28-31 $150.00ea.

NARROW BED CROSS
CHANNELS - One at the front
of the box and one in the
middle. 
33690 28-31 $102.95pair

PICK UP BED Z BRACKETS -
Holds the wood sub frame to
the box. 
33700 28-31 $60.00pair

NARROW BED PICK UP TAIL
GATE CHAIN - Narrow box (16
Links). 
33720 26-31 $4.25ea.

PICK UP TAIL GATE CHAIN
COVER - Black vinyl same as
the top material. 
33740 26-37 $4.35ea.

PICKUP - CAB PARTS • PICKUP - NARROW BED PARTS
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PICK UP TAIL GATE CHAIN
HOOK - Tail gate chain hook. 
33750 26-37 $5.35ea.

PICK UP TAIL GATE CHAIN
LINK - Open link to connect the
chain to the hook; must then be
welded closed. 
33760 26-37 $2.95ea.

NARROW BED TAIL GATE
CHAIN BRACKET - Rivets to
corner of box. Rivets not
included. Order (33820) rivets.
Narrow box. 
33780 26-31 $9.25ea.

NARROW BED RIVET KIT -
All the rivets to assemble the
pickup box. Narrow box. 
33800 26-31 $28.05set

PICK UP BOX WAGON BOX
RIVETS - 2 for each chain
bracket, 3 for each stake
pockets and 4 for each tailgate
hinge. Twenty four 1/4 x 1/2"
rivets per set. Included in
33810. 
33820 26-39 $4.25set

PICK UP BOX ROUND HEAD
RIVETS - 5 used to secure the
spacer between each fender
and box; 2 rivets for bed strips
to center pan. Twelve 3/16 x
3/8" rivets per set. Included in
33800. 
33830 28-31 $4.05set

NARROW BED TAIL GATE
HINGE - Holes dril led but
requires 4 universal rivets
each. (33820) 2 pieces. Narrow
box; order 2 pair per tail gate. 
33840 26-31 $12.50pair

NARROW BED TAIL GATE
HINGE BOLT - Cross drilled
bolt, castle nut and cotter pin.
Not for wide bed. 
33860 26-31 $6.95ea.

NARROW BED METAL BED
STRIPS - Holds floor board in
box together. 4 strips per set.
Not for wide bed. Paint body
color. 
33870 28-31 $90.00set

NARROW BED METAL STRIP
MOUNTING BOLTS AND
WASHERS - Special bolts and
square nuts to secure the
metal strip and wood to box.
Also square washers with one
corner bent to grip wood. Not
for wide bed. The square nuts
are the modern small nut 7/16"
wide, thin nut. 
33880 28-31 $12.95set

NARROW BED CENTER
PLATE - Located above the
rear spring in the floor of the
box. Paint body color. 
33900 28-31 $25.95ea.

NARROW BED FLOOR
BOARDS - Wood is precut and
grooved for bed strips. Top of
wood should be painted the
color of the steel sides. The
bottom side of the wood should
be coated with a black wood
preservative. Narrow box. 
33920 28-31 $345.00set

NARROW BED PICK UP BOX
BED SILLS - This wood sill
rests on top of the frame and
the box on top of it. 
33940 28-31 $94.95pair

PICK UP FRONT BUMPER
STRIPS - Some front box
panels have these. Need 2
pieces. Made from oak. 
33970 28-31 $8.25ea.

PICKUP CAB TO BOX
PANEL - A divider panel
between the cab and box to
deflect dirt .  Bottom panel
extends under cab. 
Narrow box 
33980 28-31 $60.00ea.

NARROW BED PICKUP BOX
TO FRAME BOLT - Correct
bolts to secure box to frame. 22
pieces. 
37070 28-31 $7.95set

28-E30 WOOD SILLS TO BOX
BOLTS - Four 7/16-20 x 2"
bolt, two 3/8 x 2 carriage bolts,
flat washers, lock washers and
nuts. 
37072 28-30 $8.35set

PICKUP BOX WOOD SIDE
BOARDS - These are the two
horizontal boards that run
down the side of the box with
the vert ical stakes in the
pockets. Hardware is included.
For narrow bed. 
40370 28-31 $180.00set

RIVET TOOL - Rounds end of
rivet to secure it to the frame.
AIR HAMMER TOOL - .401
diameter shank, hardened. 
1/4" Rivets 
36690 28-31 $19.95ea.

BODY BOLT SET - NARROW
BED PICKUP BOX TO WOOD
SILL BOLT 
37022 28-E31 $8.95set

PICKUP - WIDE
BED PARTS

ASSEMBLED WIDE BED
PICK UP BOX - Complete bed
kit assembled with all pieces
shown plus floor wood, pan,
hooks, chains, tailgate, etc.
May 1931 to end WIDE BOX -
ASSEMBLED:  Mus t  be
shipped via tractor trailer,
freight collect. Crating charge
on this box is $300.00. 
33480 1931$2800.00ea.
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WIDE BED RIVET KIT - All the
rivets to assemble the pickup
box. Wide box. 
33810 1931 $28.05set

WIDE BED TAIL GATE -
Measures 46 3/4" outer lip to
outer lip. 
33500 31-34 $305.00ea.

WIDE BED TAIL  GATE
HINGE ROD - Used on wide
box. 
33510 31-36 $15.00ea.

TAIL GATE CORNER BRACE
- Tail gate corner brace. 
Wide box, Left side 
33520 31-37 $6.60ea.

Wide box, Right side 
33530 31-37 $6.60ea.

PICKUP BED STAKE
POCKET - Stamped and die
formed steel. 
Wide box front pocket 
33580 1931 $44.95ea.

Wide box rear pocket 
33610 1931 $44.95ea.

WIDE BED REAR
CROSSMEMBER U
CHANNEL -  And pocke t
assembly. Wide box. 
33650 1931 $90.95ea.

31 WIDE BED CROSS
MEMBER SPACER BLOCK -
This is a wood spacer block
used on 1931 Wide Bed Boxes
only. These blocks go through
the cross channels so when
the bolts are tightened up the
cross channels do not distort.
Need 6 per bed. USA 
33681 1931 $6.95ea.

WIDE BED FRONT PANEL -
With corner brackets spot
welded. Wide box 46" wide. 
33680 1931 $210.00ea.

WIDE BOX CROSS
CHANNEL - Need three per
box. 
33691 1931 $113.85ea.

WIDE BED PICK UP TAIL
GATE CHAIN - Wide box (18
Links). 
33730 31-37 $5.50ea.

PICK UP TAIL GATE CHAIN
COVER - Black vinyl same as
the top material. 
33740 26-37 $4.35ea.

PICK UP TAIL GATE CHAIN
HOOK - Tail gate chain hook. 
33750 26-37 $5.35ea.

PICK UP TAIL GATE CHAIN
LINK - Open link to connect the
chain to the hook; must then be
welded closed. 
33760 26-37 $2.95ea.

WIDE BED TAIL  GATE
CHAIN BRACKET - Rivets to
corner of box. Rivets not
included. Order (33820) rivets.
Wide box. 
33790 31-37 $9.95ea.

PICK UP BOX WAGON BOX
RIVETS - 2 for each chain
bracket, 3 for each stake
pockets and 4 for each tailgate
hinge. Twenty four 1/4 x 1/2"
rivets per set. Included in
33810. 
33820 26-39 $4.25set

WIDE BED TAIL  GATE
HINGE - Holes dril led but
requires 2 universal rivets
each. (33820) Wide box: order
3 pcs per tail gate. 
33850 31-37 $5.85ea.

1931 WIDE BED TAILGATE
FASTENER SET - These are
the six bolts that hold the
tailgate hinge to the rear cross
member on 1931 Wide Bed
pickup trucks. Each kit contains
6 hex bolts, lock washers, &
nuts. Need one set will do all
three hinges. 
33851 1931 $1.65set

WIDE BED FLOOR BOARDS
- Wood is precut top and
bottom side of the wood should
be coated with a black wood
preservative. Wide box. 
33930 1931 $265.00set

WIDE BED PICK UP BOX
BED SILLS - This wood sill
rests on top of the frame and
the box on top of it. Wide box.
33950 28-31 $266.00set

END CAP FOR WOOD BOX
SILLS - Use this cap to cover
the end of the wood sill for the
wide box. Need 2 per truck. 
33951 28-31 $13.50ea.

WIDE BOX BED STEEL
FLOOR - Used may 1931 to
end. Add $125.00 for boxing.
Too large for UPS. Must be
shipped via tractor trailer &
freight collect. 
33960 1931 $425.00ea.

31 WIDE BOX TO FRAME
BOLT SET - This kit contains
the following bolts: Box to sill,
wood s i l l  to  meta l  c ross
member, wood sill to rear
fender brace, wood sill to
taillight bracket, tailgate hinge
to cross member, and the box
to rear cross member bolts. 
37071 1931 $24.95set

PICKUP CAB TO BOX
PANEL - A divider panel
between the cab and box to
deflect dirt .  Bottom panel
extends under cab. 
Wide box, May 1931 till end 
33990 1931 $40.30ea.

RIVET TOOL - Rounds end of
rivet to secure it to the frame.
AIR HAMMER TOOL - .401
diameter shank, hardened. 
1/4" Rivets 
36690 28-31 $19.95ea.

1932-34 FORD
FOUR CYLINDER
ENGINE PARTS

32 - 34 ENGINE GASKET SET
- Complete set for 1932-34.
#8090 head gasket included. 
7750 32-34 $49.95set

1932 4CYLINDER ENGINE
STUD SET - Fourteen Grade 8
hardened studs with correct
domed head end. Torque to 65
foot pounds. These will not
stretch. These stronger studs
are suggested to be used with
high compression heads that
require a higher torque. This
set is for the 32-34 4 cylinder
engines. 
8141 1932 $43.90set

32-34 "B" ZENITH CHOKE
SHAFT - Standard size for the
32-34 Zenith Carburetor. USA 
14131 32-34 $19.95ea.

MODEL B MAIN BEARING
INSERTS - Main bearing sets
for your 32-34 4 cyl inder
engines. Your engine block
and bearing caps will need to
be machined to accept these
insert bearings. Instruction’s
included. Three thrust washers
(8946B) must be used, but are
not included. Standard journal
size is 1.990"-1.9985". 
Standard Size 
8932 32-34 $105.00set
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MODEL B MAIN BEARING
INSERTS (Cont.)
.010" 
8934 32-34 $105.00set

.020" 
8935 32-34 $105.00set

.040" 
8936 32-34 $105.00set

.030" 
8937 32-34 $105.00set

THRUST WASHER FOR "B"
INSERT MAIN BEARINGS -
These half circle brass thrust
washers must be used when
you convert from Babbitt main
bearings to the new insert
bearings. Need 3 per engine. 
8946B 32-34 $13.50ea.

1932 - 34 OIL DRAIN TUBE -
3/8" drain tube that screws into
the rear bearing caps on 32-34
engines. 
8947 32-34 $15.65ea.

1932 - 1934 MAIN BEARING
SHIM SET - Each shim stack
has three .003 and one .005
shims stuck together. 
9010 32-34 $16.60set

32 -  34  VALVE COVER
GASKET - Includes the front
packing and rear cork seals. 
9350 32-34 $5.05ea.

32 - 34 OIL PAN GASKET
SET - Includes front packing
#9770, both sides, and rear
cork seal. 
9990 32-34 $8.70set

32-34 THREE BOLT WATER
PUMP GASKET - Water pump
gasket. 
12410 32-34 $0.70ea.

MODEL B WATER PUMP
SHAFT ONLY - A stainless
steel shaft with a polished
mirror surface made for us to
the original Ford prints. This is
the shaft only no impeller. USA
12431 32-34 $19.95ea.

1932 ZENITH CARBURETOR
GASKET KIT - For 1932 ’B’
Zenith. 
13800 32-34 $1.50set

32-34  MODEL B GAS
ADJUSTMENT NEEDLE
HOUSING - This is the correct
needle housing for the 32-34
Model B carb. It is the press in
style of needle housing. 
14001 32-34 $18.60ea.

32 -  34  FLOAT VALVE
1932-34 - This is the valve that
the float pushes against to cut
the flow of gas. 
14301 32-34 $23.00ea.

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
FLOAT VALVE SHIM KIT -
Shims to help adjust the height
of the float valve without having
to bend the float arm. USA 
14305 28-31 $1.50set

MODEL B CARB. FLOAT
BAFFLE - Some Model "B"
carburetors used this special
baffle to prevent the fuel from
sloshing around in the bowl.
Th is  baf f le  is  accurate ly
reproduced of the original Ford
blueprint. 
14302 32-34 $25.00ea.

32-34  MODEL B
CARBURETOR FLOAT - Used
in the later B-2 style 32-34
zenith carburetor. 
14303 32-34 $17.25ea.

32-34  MODEL B
CARBURETOR ASSIST
SPRING - This is the float
assist spring for the 32-34 B-2
style carburetor 
14304 32-34 $9.95ea.

32-34 MODEL B THROTTLE
SHAFT ONLY - This is the
brass throttle shaft only for the
32-34 Zenith Carburetor’s. The
end of this shaft is drilled and
tapped for a screw to mount
your original throttle arm to the
shaft. 
14491 32-34 $21.95ea.

32-34 ZENITH VENTURI -
Venturi for the 32-34 Zenith
carburetor. 
14572 32-34 $8.25ea.

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
CARB BODY BOLT - Zinc
plated, 5/16-24 X 3" bolt & l/w.
Holds the bowl to the upper
half of the Zenith carburetor. 
13971 32-34 $1.95

32 -  34  ZENITH
CARBURETOR BOWL
GASKET - Thick tan paper 
14620 32-34 $1.65ea.

32 -  34  ZENITH
CARBURETOR REBUILD KIT
- DOES NOT INCLUDE THE
FLOAT VALVE #14301. 
14660 32-34 $72.95set

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
ADJUSTING NEEDLE -
Inserts into #14001 adjusting
needle housing. USA 
13981 32-34 $7.35ea.

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
POWER JET - The Power Jet
only for 32-34 Zeniths. Made in
brass from the original spec’s
in the USA 
14021 32-34 $7.25ea.

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
MAIN JET -  FOR 32-34
ZENITH. Made in the USA 
14041 32-34 $11.55ea.

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH CAP
JET - 32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
CAP JET. Made in the USA 
14061 32-34 $14.95ea.

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH IDLE
JET - 32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
IDLE JET. Made in USA 
14071 32-34 $16.75ea.

32-34 MODEL B CHOKE
PLATE - This is the zinc plated
steel plate that goes into the
lower half of the 32-34 carbs.
Our plate has the correct bevel
edges for the correct fit and
funct ion.  Made using the
original Ford prints. USA 
14201 32-34 $11.75

32-34 MODEL B ZENITH
FLOAT PIN - Float pin only for
32-34 Zenith carb. USA 
14251 32-34 $1.95ea.

32-34 MODEL B THROTTLE
PLATE - This is the brass plate
that goes into the upper half of
the 32-34 carbs. Our plate has
the correct bevel edges for the
correct fit and function. Made
using the original Ford prints.
USA 
14551 32-34 $9.75

32-34 ZENITH PASSAGE
PLUGS - 10 Brass plugs with
detailed instructions. Used only
in  the  32-34  Zen i th
Carburetor’s 
14641 32-34 $9.95set
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MODERN HEAD GASKET -
This is an improved leak
resistant gasket. Solid steel
core sandwiched by heavy-
duty  h igh-dens i ty  gasket
material soaked with silicone. A
.005 bead of high temperature
silicone surrounds all water
passages to ensure a positive
seal between block and head.
A much improved seal over the
copper gasket. Can be used on
eng ines  bored  up  to  &
including .125. DO NOT apply
gasket sealer to this gasket. 
MODEL B GASKET 
8090 32-34 $31.50ea.

HEAD GASKET BY BEST
GASKET COMPANY -
Consists of Kevlar reinforced
graph i te  fac ing  mate r ia l
mechanically bonded to both
sides of a perforated steel
core. This modern engineered,
high-performance material is
rated to a temperature of 1400
degrees-F. Steel fire rings are
installed in the combustion
chamber areas of the gasket.
GraphTite head gaskets have
superb sealing characteristics,
excellent torque retention, and
hold up to the punishment
d ished  ou t  by  h igh-
performance engines; high
quality all the way. Install
GraphTiteõ head gaskets us 
32-34 Model B Head Gasket 
8091 32-34 $44.80ea.

AA TRUCK
PARTS

REAR WHEEL STUDS - For
1930-31 AA Trucks. 3/4-16
threads. 
Right-hand threads 3 1/4" long
1290 30-37 $5.50ea.

Left-hand threads 3 1/4" long 
1310 30-37 $5.50ea.

FRONT WHEEL NUT - 3/4-16
threads. 
Right Hand Threads 
1320 28-29 $6.40ea.

1330 30-60 $4.40ea.

Left Hand Threads 
1340 28-29 $6.40ea.

1350 30-60 $4.40ea.

REAR WHEEL INNER NUT -
1930-60 AA Trucks. 3/4-16
thread. 
Right Hand Threads 
1500 30-60 $3.50ea.

Left Hand Threads 
1510 30-60 $3.50ea.

REAR WHEEL OUTER NUT -
1930-60 AA Trucks. 1 1/8-16
thread. 
Right Hand Threads 
1520 30-60 $2.85ea.

Left Hand Threads 
1530 30-60 $2.85ea.

REAR WHEEL HUB GREASE
SEAL - Rear wheel hub grease
seal. 
1928-29 AA truck seal. OD is 3
7/8" 
1570 28-29 $21.45ea.

1930-31 AA truck seal. OD is
4.013 
1580 30-34 $18.50ea.

FRONT WHEEL BEARING &
RACE - Front wheel bearing &
race. 
1928-29 AA Trucks: Inner
Bearing 
1650 28-29 $98.60ea.

1930-37 AA Trucks: Inner
Bearing 
1660 30-37 $22.80ea.

1928-29 AA Trucks: Inner
Race 
1680 28-29 $75.25ea.

1930-37 AA Trucks: Inner
Race 
1690 30-37 $75.00ea.

1928-29 AA Trucks: Outer
Bearing 
1720 28-29 $27.45ea.

1930-37 AA Trucks: Outer
Bearing 
1730 30-37 $48.00ea.

1928-29 AA Trucks: Outer
Race 
1750 28-29 $20.50ea.

1930-37 AA Trucks: Outer
Race 
1760 30-37 $15.40ea.

AA TRUCK SIDE MOUNT
GROMMET - Located in the
hole on the splash shield
where the spare tire carrier arm
passes through. Grommet was
not painted. Larger size for AA
Trucks. 
2060 29-31 $41.25ea.

29 - 31 AA SPARE TIRE
MOUNT CENTER COVER - 5
1/4" diameter steel disc. 
2410 29-31 $48.45ea.

AA RELINED BRAKE SHOE
LABOR CHARGE - Original
shoe will be sand blasted,
painted black and new lining
installed. This is a LABOR
ONLY charge. The l in ing
(2620) must be ordered. OLD
LINING MUST BE REMOVED
BEFORE SHIPPING TO US..
We reline your shoes. Labor
price per shoe. 
2640 28-31 $74.95ea.

28 - 31 AA TRUCK BRAKE
SPRINGS - Set includes two
long and two short springs for
the AA service shoes on 14"
drums. Set is for two wheels. 
2760 28-31 $28.50set

28-31 AA TRUCK BRAKE
ADJUSTING WEDGE - This
wedge stud is made in the
USA. Made from the print and
heat treated & zinc plated for
durability. 
2781 28-36 $57.65ea.

AA TRUCK BRAKE
ADJUSTING WEDGE TOOL -
A special wrench with a square
hole to fit the end of the brake
adjusting wedge for the AA
trucks. 
2801 28-31 $12.50ea.

30-34 AA TRUCK FRONT
BRAKE OPERATING WEDGE
STUD - This stud is used on
30-31  AA t rucks  fo r  the
operating wedge to slide up
and down. Need 2 per truck 
2861 30-34 $28.95ea.

AA REAR BRAKE CAM
SHAFT BUSHINGS - Set of 2
bushings 
3110 28-31 $35.00pair

AA REAR BRAKE
CAMSHAFT SPRINGS - Two
springs for the AA truck rear
brake camshaft. 
3170 28-31 $7.45pair

AA REAR BRAKE
CAMSHAFT DUST FELT
RINGS - The felt seals for the
rear brake camshaft on AA
trucks. 
3180 28-31 $7.45pair

AA REAR BRAKE ROCKER
ARM RETRACTING SPRING -
Latest of the 3 styles of spring
used in 28-29 
3530 28-29 $19.80pair

1932-34 FORD FOUR CYLINDER ENGINE PARTS • AA TRUCK PARTS
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AA TRUCK EMERGENCY
BRAKE LINING - Two 3/16" x
1 1/2" x 42" pieces with 40
rivets for AA Trucks. Holes are
NOT drilled. 
3700 28-31 $75.00set

AA RELINED EMERGENCY
BRAKE BAND LABOR
CHARGE - Original band will
be sand blasted, painted black
and new lining installed. This is
a LABOR ONLY charge. The
lining (3700) must be ordered.
We reline your band. OLD
LINING MUST BE REMOVED
BEFORE SHIPPING TO US.
Labor price per band. 
3730 28-31 $58.00ea.

AA TRUCK EMERGENCY
BRAKE SPRINGS -  Six
springs per set. 
3760 28-31 $56.10set

AA TRUCK EMERGENCY
BRAKE TOGGLE LEVER
BUSHINGS - Set of  four
bushings 
3810 28-31 $34.15set

AA TRUCK EMERGENCY
BRAKE LEVER BUSHINGS
SET OF 4 - Set of 4 bushings
for both levers. 
3850 28-31 $35.10set

AA TRUCK BRAKE RODS -
One piece rod with eye flash
welded on end. The disc on the
rod for the anti-rattle springs is
created by an ’upset’. The rod
is heated, then secured at two
points and compressed using a
die to form the disc on the rod.
U.S. made. 
1930-31 AA Trucks: Rear Rod
65 5/16" 
3480 30-31 $18.00ea.

AA Truck Em. Rod 63 7/8" 
4240 30-31 $18.50ea.

AA Truck Em. Rod 59 7/8" 
4242 28-29 $18.50ea.

AA SERVICE BRAKE LINING
- Four 1/4 x 2 3/8"x20" This is
enough lining for 2 drums lining
with 60 rivets. Holes are NOT
drilled. 
2620 28-31 $115.00set

HIGH-SPEED REAR END AA
TAG - For gear ratio 7-36. 
5870 29-31 $24.70ea.

REAR END GASKET SET -
This set fits the 28-29 worm
drive rear end. 
This set fits the 28-29 worm
drive rear end 
5940 28-29 $16.95set

REAR END GASKET SET
(Cont.)
5950 30-31 $24.35set

RIVETS ONLY FOR AA
TRUCK SERVICE LINING 60
PCS - 60 r ivets per set .
Diameter is .184"; length by
.365". 
2670 28-31 $6.65set

AA TRUCK REAR AXLE
HOUSING CAP GASKET -
Used 1928-29 on the worm
drive differential. 
6020 28-29 $3.25ea.

30 -  31  AA T IMKEN
DIFFERENTIAL BEARING -
For 1930-34 AA Trucks. Need
2. 
6080 30-34 $32.00ea.

30 31 AA DIFFERENTIAL
RACE - For 1930-47 Trucks.
Need 2. 
6100 30-47 $11.50ea.

AA REAR AXLE NUT - Worm
drive. 
6180 28-29 $7.50ea.

AA TRUCK REAR HUB KEY -
4 1/16 inches long. (bevel
gear) 
6220 30-31 $11.15pair

AA INNER AXLE SEAL - 
6241 28-29 $16.55ea.

AA REAR AXLE TORQUE
TUBE GASKET -  Used
1928-29 on the worm drive
differential. 
6300 28-29 $4.05ea.

30 - 31 AA DIFFERENTIAL
PINION BEARING RACE - For
AA Trucks. 
6340 30-31 $23.75ea.

30 - 31 AA DIFFERENTIAL
PINION PILOT BEARING
AND RACE - Differential pinion
pilot bearing & race. 
6360 30-49 $60.00ea.

AA DRIVE SHAFT COUPLING
PIN - Bevel drive. 
6520 30-31 $2.50ea.

AA COUPLING SHAFT
HOUSING PACKING - These
are the two felt rings that go on
the coupling shaft housing on
AA Trucks. Used late 1929 to
Early 1931 
6550 L29-E31 $11.15pair

COUPLING SHAFT HOUSING
SEAL KIT - These are the two
fel t  r ings that go on the
coupling shaft housing on AA
Trucks. Used late 1931 
6560 L31 $12.75ea.

28-29 AA COUPLING SHAFT
BEARING RETAINER - Used
on 28-29 AA trucks. 
6561 28-39 $10.75ea.

AA COUPLING SHAFT
STATIONARY THRUST
WASHER - For 1928-29. 
6580 28-29 $11.90ea.

30 - 31 AA DIFFERENTIAL
PINION BEARING - For AA
Trucks. 
6350 30-34 $35.05ea.

AA DUAL HIGH TO COVER
GASKET - Dual high to cover
gasket. 
6590 28-29 $2.60ea.

14 LEAF FRONT SPRING
FOR 30/31 AA TRUCKS -
30/31 Front Spring with 2-1/4"
Wide Plate & 14 leaves.
Comes with BRONZE bushings
and center bolt instal led.
Please allow additional time for
shipping. 
7241 30-31 $496.00ea.

AA REAR SPRING T IE
BOLTS - Rear spring tie bolts.
7410 28-31 $7.85pair

AA REAR SPRING SHACKLE
BOLT - This is the hex head
shackle bolt for the rear spring.
Heat Treated and US made 
7580 28-31 $39.00ea.

AA TRUCK PARTS
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AA REAR SHACKLE BOLT
SPECIAL CASTLE NUT - 
7590 28-31 $5.00ea.

AA REAR SPRING UPPER
SHACKLE BOLT WASHER -
Rear spring upper shackle to
bolt washer. 
7610 28-31 $17.95pair

AA REAR SPRING PIVOT
BRACKET MOUNTING
RIVETS - Eight 3/8 x 1 and two
3/8 x 1 1/8 rivets for two
brackets. 
7630 28-E29 $12.90set

AA REAR SPRING PIVOT
SEAT BUSHING PAIR - A pair
of bronze bushings with a
groove and oil hole. 
7680 28-31 $58.20pair

AA REAR SPRING SHACKLE
BUSHING - A bronze bushing
with a groove. 
7690 28-31 $22.60ea.

AA REAR SPRING SEAT
LOCKING PIN - With lock
washer and nut for late 1928
thru 1931. 
7700 28-31 $10.25ea.

AA REAR SPRING SEAT PIN
- For late 1928 thru 1931. 
7710 28-31 $19.65ea.

AA TRANSMISSION MAIN
DRIVE BEARING - This is the
front ball bearing and is larger
than the rear. 
10120 29-50 $27.10ea.

AA TRANSMISSION MAIN
SHAFT BALL BEARING - This
is the rear smaller bearing. 
10280 29-50 $35.10ea.

UNIVERSAL GASKET SET - 2
round & 2 felt gaskets. 
10400 28-31 $3.50set

AA TRANSMISSION
COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
BEARING SPACER -
Transmission countershaft
gear bearing spacer. 
10540 29-50 $5.35ea.

AA TRANSMISSION
COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
NEEDLE BEARING -
Transmission countershaft
gear needle bearing. 
10560 28-48 $25.95ea.

AA TRANSMISSION MAIN
SHAFT PILOT NEEDLE
BEARING - Transmission main
shaft pilot needle bearing. 
10590 29-50 $18.65ea.

AA TRANSMISSION
REVERSE IDLER GEAR
SHAFT - Transmission reverse
idle gear shaft. 
10630 28-29 $8.20ea.

AA TRANSMISSION
REVERSE IDLER GEAR
SHAFT - Transmission reverse
idle gear shaft. 
10640 30-50 $14.85ea.

AA TRANSMISSION
REVERSE IDLER GEAR - AA
TRANSMISSION REVERSE
IDLER GEAR 
10660 29-50 $139.45ea.

AA TRUCK TRANSMISSION
GASKET SET - For the four
speed transmission, late 1928
through 1931. 10-piece set. 
10690 29-31 $28.90ea.

AA TRANSMISSION TOP
COVER GASKET - The gasket
between the transmission and
the PTO unit. 
10710 29-31 $5.40ea.

AA GEAR SHIFT LEVER ROD
NUT -  For  fou r  speed
transmissions. Late 1929-31 
10800 L29-31 $5.50ea.

AA GEAR SHIFT LEVER
HOUSING TRUNION PIN -
1928-30 contains one long and
one short case hardened pin
with a groove. 
10830 28-30 $5.95ea.

AA GEAR SHIFT LEVER
TRUNION PIN - 1931-50 pin
does not have the groove. Sold
separately 
10840 30-50 $1.60ea.

AA CLUTCH & BRAKE
PEDAL SHAFT - For the four
speed transmission, late 1928
through 1931. 
11110 29-31 $15.00ea.

AA CLUTCH RELEASE
SHAFT - 
11220 29-31 $15.65ea.

AA GEAR SHIFT LEVER
HOUSING CAP - This has
internal threads. 
10820 31-50 $5.25ea.

EARLY 1928 & AA CLUTCH
PEDAL SPRING - Used on
mul t i -d i sk  c lu tch  f rom
beginning to Nov. 1928 . 
11390 28-31 $15.95ea.

AA THROW-OUT BEARING
SPRING - For the four speed
t ransmiss ions,  la te  1928
through 1931. 
11440 29-31 $4.95ea.

AA TRUCK RADIATOR FOR
1930-31  -  AA TRUCK
RADIATOR - Heavy duty with
four rows of tubes. You must
have the extra deep radiator
shell the trucks used for this to
fit. 
11580 30-31 $700.00ea.

AA TRUCK TAIL LIGHT
REINFORCING PLATE - Used
on AA Trucks where the tail
light is mounting on the back of
the cab next to the rear
window. Two plates were used
both on the inside of the cab.
One for the bolts that secure
the tail light to the cab and the
other for the bolts that secure
the tail l ight l icense plate
bracket to the cab. Used Oct.
30 till end. Need 2. See page
498 of the Service Bulletins. 
19130 30-31 $14.75ea.

AA TRUCK TAIL LIGHT
BRACKET - Used on AA
Trucks where the tail light was
mounted on the back of the cab
next to the rear window. The
bracket is used to hold the tail
light to the cab. Used Oct. 1930
until end. See page 498 of the
Service Bulletins. 
19270 30-31 $27.50ea.

AA TRUCK HEAD LAMP AND
HORN CONDUITS - Original
black lacquered woven fabric
with stainless ends. 2 headlight
& 1 horn per set. 
20750 30-32 $41.25set

AA TRUCK PARTS
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TRUCK MIRROR HEAD BOLT
- Special domed head bolt that
holds the mirror head to the
arm. Outside style mirror used
mid 28- early 30 
24100 28-30 $3.75ea.

28-30 AA FRONT BUMPER -
These bumper bars are made
of stainless steel. Same quality
as the bumpers for the cars. 
24341 28-30 $350.00ea.

AA TRUCK BOOK - A good
restoration guide for the AA
Truck. Written by Jim Schild
who is also the author of the
’Model A Shop Manual’. 92
pages. 
37510 28-31 $27.75ea.

AA SPEEDOMETER CABLES
- 89" long for 131" wheel base.
Keyed End 89" Long 
22960 28-30 $89.95ea.

Square End 89" Long 
22970 30-31 $86.50ea.

Keyed End 113" Long 
22990 28-M30 $98.95ea.

Square End 113" Long 
23000 M30-31 $98.95ea.

SPRING SHACKLES - One for
each  end  o f  the  sp r ing .
Includes bushings, two bars,
but not the original shape, and
castle nuts. Fits 1928-31.
Tighten castle nuts tight, then
back off half turn to allow
spring to pivot. Foreign, but
good. New tooling. Grease
f i t t ing not included order
#36740 for stock, or 36840 for
modern fittings. 
Rear on cars Front on AA
trucks. 
7220 28-31 $39.95set

SHEET METAL -
COWL &

FIREWALL

28-29 COMPLETE COWL
PANEL SET - Complete side
for all 28-29’s except Briggs
and Murray Sedans.  Die
stamped. 
34360 28-29 $195.00pair

28-29 OPEN CAR COWL
POST - This is the complete
cowl post for 28-29 Roadster,
Roadster Pickup, & Phaeton.
This is the left side only. 
LEFT SIDE 
34361 28-29 $299.00ea.

28-29 OPEN CAR COWL
POST (Cont.)
RIGHT SIDE 
34362 28-29 $299.00ea.

30-31 COWL PATCH PANEL
SET - High quality die stamped
panels. Correct beading and
full compound curves to match
original contour. This panel is
8" tall. This can be used on
Slant Window cars if the length
is shortened by about 1/2". 
34400 30-31 $62.70pair

ROADSTER COWL PANEL -
Complete side panel, die
stamped. Panel from the side
of the gas tank to sub rail. Can
be used on all 1930-31 cowls
except 1931 slant windshield
cars, but the hinge slots will
need to be changed. The top
bead is not included on this
panel as it was made for
Roadsters. 
LEFT 
34420 28-29 $185.00ea.

RIGHT 
34430 28-29 $185.00ea.

COWL INNER SUPPORT
PANEL - This support panel
mounts to the subrail, and the
lower bead of the cowl panel
mounts to it. 
39395 30-31 $24.95ea.

FIRE WALL - Die stamped
with holes drilled. 
34440 28-29 $300.00ea.

34450 30-31 $350.00ea.

BELT RAIL - Die stamped
steel. Open Car. 
34460 28-29 $262.35ea.

34470 30-31 $300.00ea.

28-29 OPEN CAR DASH RAIL
END BRACKETS - These are
the brackets that go on each
end of the dash reinforcement
bar (#34461), and the ends of
the dash rail fasten to them.
Used on open cars only. Sold
as a pair only. 
34479 28-29 $80.00pair

OPEN CAR BELT RAIL
CENTER BRACE -  Th is
bracket holds the belt rail in
place above the dash panel. ’L’
shape bracket with a 1/4-20
D-nu t  ins ta l led .  Need  2
brackets. Used on: 1928-29
Roadster, 1928-29 Open Cab
Pick-up & 1928-29 Phaeton. 
34480 28-29 $11.95ea.

OPEN CAR DASH SUPPORT
BAR -  Th is  i s  the
reinforcement bar that ties the
two cowl posts together. The
Dash rail covers this. Used on
the open cars only. 
28-29 
34461 28-29 $155.00pair

30-31 
34471 30-31 $155.00ea.

DOORS

COMPLETE OPEN CAR
DOOR - Complete inner and
outer steel OPEN CAR door.
Die stamped. Hinges installed,
Latches not included. When
order ing,  p lease ind icate
whether or not you want a door
handle hole. Before Oct. ’28 a
door handle hole was not
installed. After Oct. ’28 till end
door handle was installed. 
1928-29 22 1/4" wide at
bottom. No door handle 1928 -
Left 
34530 1928 $595.00ea.

1928-29 22 1/4" wide at
bottom. Door handle hole
installed 1929 - Left 
34531 1929 $595.00ea.

1928-29 22 1/4" wide at
bottom. No door handle 1928 -
Right 
34540 1928 $595.00ea.

1928-29 22 1/4" wide at
bottom. Door handle hole
installed 1929 - Right 
34541 1929 $595.00ea.

1930-31 23 1/2" wide at bottom
- Left 
34550 30-31 $595.00ea.

1930-31, 23 1/2" wide at
bottom - Right 
34560 30-31 $595.00ea.

SHEET METAL
- DOOR

ROADSTER CAR &
ROADSTER PICKUP DOOR
SKINS - These can also be
used on May 1931 to the end
slant window cars, but the
width must be shortened about
1/2" at one end. 
28-29 left side (driver) 
34490 28-29 $185.00ea.

30-31 left side (driver) 
34500 30-31 $189.95ea.

28-29 right side (passenger) 
34510 28-29 $185.00ea.

AA TRUCK PARTS • SHEET METAL - COWL & FIREWALL • DOORS • SHEET METAL - DOOR
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ROADSTER CAR &
ROADSTER PICKUP DOOR
SKINS (Cont.)
30-31 right side (passenger) 
34520 30-31 $189.95ea.

DOOR BOTTOM PATCH
PANELS - Curved to fit contour
of car. These panels have a
slight bow from the front to the
rear edge to match the bow in
the original door. 
1928-29 Roadster & Roadster
Pickup: 22 1/4" long no bead 
34570 28-29 $79.00pair

1930-31 Roadster & Roadster
Pickup: 23 7/16" long with bead
34580 30-31 $79.00pair

1928-29  Coupe &  Tudor
Sedan: 29 5/16" long, no bead
34590 28-29 $79.00pair

1930-31 Coupe & M30-31
Closed Cab Pickup: 27 5/16"
long with bead 
34600 30-31 $82.50pair

1930-31  Tudor ,  M30-31
CLOSED CAB PICKUP: 29
1/4" long with bead 
34610 30-31 $79.00pair

28-29 Phaeton 4 panels - Front
Door: 22 3/16" long no bead;
Rear Door: 13 1/2" long no
bead 
34620 28-29 $93.00set

30-31 Phaeton 4 panels - Front
Door: 23 1/2" long with bead;
Rear Door: 11 13/16" Long with
bead 
34640 30-31 $86.95set

28-29 Fordor Sedan Set of 4
panels - Front Door: 27 3/4"
long with no bead; Rear Door:
12" long with no bead 
34660 28-29 $79.95set

30-31 Murray Fordor Sedan set
of 4 panels - Front Door: 27"
long with bead ; Rear Door: 11
3/4" long with bead 
34680 28-29 $86.35set

30-31 Briggs Fordor Sedan set
of 4 panels - Front Door: 28"
long with no bead; Rear Door:
11 3/4" long with no bead-
Briggs 
34700 30-31 $86.35set

Victoria 1931: 33 3/4" long with
bead 
34720 1931 $55.75pair

1928-Mid30 Pickup: 29 1/8"
long with bead 
34730 28-M30 $84.95pair

HALF DOOR PATCH PANEL -
This door skin covers just
below the bead under the door
handle to the bottom. Will fit
either door. 22" tall. 
1928-29 Coupe & 1928-29
Tudor Sedan Will fit either side.
34750 28-29 $80.00ea.

34760 28-M30 $80.00

1928-June 30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP: left side 
34761 28-M30 $121.95ea.

1928-June 30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP: right side 
34762 28-M30 $121.95ea.

30-31 COUPE DOOR SKIN:
left side 
34763 30-31 $95.00ea.

30-31 COUPE DOOR SKIN:
right side 
34764 30-31 $95.00ea.

30-31 TUDOR & PICKUP: left
side 
34765 30-31 $95.00ea.

30-31 TUDOR & PICKUP: right
side 
34766 30-31 $95.00ea.

DOOR FRAME INNER
BOTTOM - This is the steel
frame on the bottom of the
door. Contains holes for door
upholstery. 
1930-31 Coupe: 23 5/8" long 
31540 30-31 $42.00pair

1928-29 Tudor & Coupe: 25
3/8" long 
31550 28-29 $42.00pair

1928-Mid30  C losed  Cab
Pickup 
31560 28-30 $86.35pair

1930-31 Tudor and Mid30-31
Pick-up: 25" long 
31570 30-31 $42.00pair

28 -  E31  FORDOR,
CABRIOLET & VICTORIA
DOOR BUMPER CLIP - Need
two clips on each side of the
door post, includes one #8 x
7/8" flat head wood screw.
Need eight clips per Fordor.
For 1928-E31 Fordor Sedans,
1928-E31 Cabriolet & 1930-
E31 Victoria. 
30640 28-31 $4.20ea.

28 - 31 COUPE, TUDOR &
M30-31 CLOSED CAB DOOR
BUMPER CLIP - The three
sided clip to hold the rubber
door bumper in place. Spot
welded to the bottom of door 3
inches from the latch side. One
per door. For 1928-31 ALL
Coupes ,  1928-31  Tudor
sedans and M30-31 Closed
Cab Pickup. 
30630 28-31 $4.20ea.

DOOR VERTICAL INNER
BRACE - Has bracket for
(31340) bumper. 
31580 28-31 $20.95ea.

SEDAN REAR SIDE WINDOW
VERTICAL INNER BRACE -
Sedan rear side window brace.
31590 28-31 $20.95ea.

REAR QUARTER
PANELS

REAR QUARTER PATCH
PANELS - Between door and
rear fender. Die stamped.
Quality panel. 5" tall. 
1928-29 Coupe: 15" across
bottom 
34770 28-29 $84.95pair

1928-29 Tudor Sedan: 14 1/4"
across bottom 
34780 28-29 $37.95pair

1928-29 Roadster: 20 1/4"
across bottom 
34790 28-29 $37.95pair

1930-31  Coupe &  Spor t
Coupe: 14" across bottom 
34800 30-31 $64.60pair

1930-31 Tudor Sedan: 12 1/4"
across bottom 
34810 30-31 $37.95pair

1930-31 Roadster: 17 3/8"
across bottom 
34820 30-31 $37.95pair

COMPLETE ROADSTER
QUARTER PANEL - Complete
roadster panel from door to
rear corner. Includes braces. 
1928-29 left side 
34890 28-29 $895.00ea.

1928-29 right side 
34900 28-29 $895.00ea.

1930-31 left side 
34910 30-31 $895.00ea.

1930-31 right side 
34920 30-31 $895.00ea.

QUARTER PANEL ’T ’
MOLDING - This is the finish
strip of metal that hides the
seam between the quarter and
back panel. 53" long. Will
require bending. made from
aluminum. 
Pre-bent for 1928-31 Roadster
35000 28-31 $90.00ea.

SHEET METAL - DOOR • REAR QUARTER PANELS
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REAR FENDER
INNER PANELS

28-31 ROADSTER REAR
FENDER INNER PANELS -
Die stamped. This is the only
panel with all the dimples. Best
of three made. 
34840 28-31 $62.70pair

28-31  COUPE;  30-31
CABRIOLET REAR FENDER
INNER PANELS -  Die
stamped. This is the only panel
with all the dimples. Best of
three made. 
34850 28-31 $89.55pair

28-31 FORDOR SEDANS
(NOT S/W) REAR FENDER
INNER PANELS -  Die
stamped. This is the only panel
with all the dimples. Best of
three made. 
34860 28-31 $70.40pair

28-31 TUDOR SEDANS &
SOME FORDOR SEDANS
REAR FENDER INNER
PANELS - Die stamped. This
is the only panel with all the
dimples. Best of three made. 
34870 28-31 $95.50pair

PHAETON REAR INNER
FENDER PANEL -  Die
stamped. This is the only panel
with all the dimples. Best of
three made. 
28-29 
34871 28-29 $95.10pair

30-31 
34872 30-31 $95.10set

COUPE & ROADSTER REAR
BODY CORNER PATCH
PANELS -  Die s tamped.
Correct gauge 5" high. Sold in
pairs. The 1930-31 vertical
bead was mistakenly made off-
line near the top. Coupe and
Roadster. 
28-29 
34930 28-29 $34.25pair

30-31 
34940 30-31 $34.25pair

28-29  TUDOR SEDAN
CORNER PATCH PANELS -
This will replace the corner of
the 28-29 Tudor sedan from
the fender area to the center of
the panel seam. 
34949 28-29 $55.75pair

30-31 SEDAN REAR BODY
CORNER PATCH PANEL - 7"
tall, from fender around corner
to center panel seam. 
34950 30-31 $37.55pair

28-M30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP CORNER PATCH
PANELS - This is an 8" tall
corner patch panel for the
28-M30 Closed Cab Pickup
trucks. Sold as a pair 
34959 28-30 $86.30pair

M30-31  CLOSED CAB
PICKUP REAR CORNER
PATCH PANEL - Rear corner
from door around to back.
Correct bead. Used on mid-
1930 to 1931 closed cab
pickup. 
34960 M30-31 $42.50pair

REAR BODY PATCH PANEL
- 5" tall panel across bottom of
body. 1930-31 have bead at
bottom edge. This has the
correct radius from end to end.
28-29 Tudor sedan 
34970 28-29 $59.95ea.

30-31 Tudor sedans & M30-31
Closed cab pickups 
34980 30-31 $59.95ea.

QUARTER PANEL ’T ’
MOLDING - This is the finish
strip of metal that hides the
seam between the quarter and
back panel. 53" long. Will
require bending. made from
aluminum. 
1928-31 Coupe & 1928-31
Tudor 
34990 28-31 $55.00ea.

SHEET METAL -
RUMBLE &

TRUNK

CABRIOLET 68-C RUMBLE
SEAT FLOOR PAN - Cabriolet
68-C Slant Window; 5 sided
pan with 5 edges turned up.
Ribbing bead faces down. 
35100 1931 $59.95ea.

28-31  RUMBLE SEAT
PLATFORM OR TRUNK
FLOOR - Die stamped, but
missing zigzag on edges. This
is under the rumble seat
cushion for Coupe or Roadster.
35110 28-31 $132.95ea.

28-31  RUMBLE SEAT
PLATFORM OR TRUNK
FLOOR W/ ZIG ZAG RIBS -
Same panel as(35110) but
more authent ic.  This has
zigzag ribs on front edge and
rib on sides. Hand rolled lines
which are not as sharp as the
die stamped lines on (35110). 
35120 28-31 $105.00ea.

TRIANGULAR BRACES -
Triangular pieces that fit on
each side of the rear rumble or
trunk compartment. The curved
inner panel (35140, 35150,
35160) fastens to these pieces.
35130 28-31 $85.00pair

CURVED INNER PANEL
BELOW RUMBLE LID - The
four drain holes and the top
and bottom edges are pre-
drilled. The radius edges are
formed smooth for a better fit. 
1928-31 Roadster & 1930-31
Coupe 
35140 28-31 $94.00ea.

1928-29 Coupe & 1929-31
Cabriolet 
35160 28-31 $90.00ea.

CURVED INNER PANEL FOR
CARS W/ TRUNKS - The four
drain holes and the top and
bottom edges are pre-drilled.
The radius edges are formed
smooth for a better fit. 
35150 28-31 $120.00ea.

SCREWS FOR OUTER
PANEL - Set of eight 12/24 x
5/8 pan head screws and lock
washers. 
35260 28-31 $3.30set

CURVED INNER PANEL
SCREWS - Six 10/32 x 5/8 oval
head screws for the top edge
and eight 1/4-20 x 1/2 oval
head screws, lock washers and
square nuts for the bottom. 30
piece set. 
Repro panel screw set uses
round head screws 
35170 28-31 $2.25set

Original oval head screw set. 
35180 28-31 $2.25set

RUMBLE HINGE BRACE -
Two vertical braces that the
rumble hinge bolts to. Also
used in cars with trunks. 
1928-29 Coupes & 1928-29
Roadsters: 17 1/4" to floor 
35190 28-29 $79.95pair

30-31  Coupe &  30-31
Roadster: 18 1/4" to floor 
35200 30-31 $79.95pair

OUTER PANEL BELOW
DECK LID - Reinforcement
panel included. 
Roadster 1928-29: 9 1/2" tall,
no bottom bead 
35210 28-29 $85.00ea.

Roadster or Coupe 1930-31:
across top 35 5/8", across
bottom 35 3/8", 9 7/16" tall with
bottom bead 
35220 30-31 $85.00ea.

Coupe 1928-29 & Cabriolet
1929-31: 7 1/2" tall, no bottom
bead 
35230 28-29 $85.00ea.
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30-31 OUTER PANEL SPARE
TIRE BRACE - This stamped
steel brace supports the inside
of the outer panel (35220) for
the spare tire bracket. Can be
used on 1928-29 panels but it
must be shortened to fit. 
35250 30-31 $59.95ea.

RUMBLE OR TRUNK LID -
Complete inner and outer
panel, die stamped steel lid.
This is a complete lid, not just
the skin. Indicate rumble or
deck lid. Shipped via UPS or
Fed-Ex. 
28-29 Rumble lid 
35270 28-29 $625.00ea.

28-29 Trunk lid 
35280 28-29 $625.00ea.

30-31 Rumble lid 
35290 30-31 $625.00ea.

30-31 Trunk lid 
35300 30-31 $625.00ea.

28-31 RUMBLE LID SKIN -
Die stamped steel. Shipped
UPS. 
35310 28-31 $295.00ea.

RUMBLE OR TRUNK INNER
SKIN - 28-29 Rumble lid inner
skin 
28-29 Rumble lid inner skin 
35320 28-29 $365.00ea.

28-29 Trunk lid inner skin 
35321 28-29 $365.00ea.

30-31 Rumble lid inner skin 
35330 30-31 $365.00ea.

30-31 Trunk lid inner skin 
35331 30-31 $365.00ea.

RUMBLE OR TRUNK
COMPARTMENT FRONT
BRACES -  Two ver t i ca l
support brackets for the front
corners of the deck rain gutter
to the rear fender well. 
1928-29 Roadster: 22 1/2" long
to floor 
35340 28-29 $79.95pair

1930-31 Roadster & Coupe: 17
1/4" long 
35350 30-31 $79.95pair

1928-29 Coupe: 23 1/2" long 
35360 28-29 $79.95pair

ROADSTER ABOVE DECK
LID PANEL - Above deck lid
Die stamped with reinforcing
braces spot welded inside. 
28-29 Roadster 
35370 28-29 $275.00ea.

30-31 Roadster 
35380 30-31 $275.00ea.

RUMBLE OR TRUNK LID
RAIN GUTTER - U Channel
that goes around lid opening
for Coupe and Roadster. 3 ’U’
channels and 2 corner bumper
brackets. Must weld 3 sides
together. This is the correct
gauge steel as original. 
35390 28-29 $299.00ea.

35400 30-31 $280.00ea.

TRUNK OR RUMBLE
GUTTER CORNER BRACKET
- This is the stamped steel
bracket at the corner of the
rumble & truck rain gutter. The
cone shape bumpers (#29850)
press into this piece. 
29851 28-31 $13.50ea.

28 - 29 RUMBLE SUPPORT
BRACKETS - These are two
16" long strips of metal that
attach to the rumble rain gutter
to help support the rumble trim
panel and provide a spot for
the mounting screw to attach.
Used on 28-29 Coupes &
Roadsters. 
35401 28-29 $19.95set

ANGLED RUMBLE SEAT
FLOOR PAN - Where you put
your feet. Angled pan. Also
used in trunks. 1928-29 Coupe
& 1928-31 Roadster. 
35070 28-31 $99.00ea.

FLAT RUMBLE SEAT FLOOR
PAN - 1930-31 Coupe Flat
rumble seat floor pan for die
stamped. Ribbing bead faces
up. Also used in trunks. 
35080 30-31 $72.80ea.

CABRIOLET 68-B RUMBLE
SEAT FLOOR PAN - Cabriolet
68-B; 3 sides turned up 1/2"
Ribbing bead faces down. 
35090 30-31 $55.00ea.

SHEET METAL
- FRONT SEAT

30-31 ROADSTER SEAT
ADJUSTER - Bolts to the
package tray. 
35050 30-31 $75.00ea.

30-31 ROADSTER PACKAGE
TRAY MOUNTING FRAME -
Holds the rear section of the
package tray in place for
Roadsters. 
35060 30-31 $87.45ea.

FRONT SEAT RISER - Back
edge of front seat rests on this.
Coupes & Roadsters 
35410 28-29 $110.00ea.

Roadsters 
35420 30-31 $120.00ea.

Cabriolet 
35430 30-31 $100.95ea.

FRONT SEAT FRAME - Front
edge of seat rests on. 
Roadsters and Phaetons 
35460 28-29 $120.00ea.

35470 30-31 $130.00ea.

1928-29 Coupes & 1930
Cabriolets 
35480 28-30 $120.00ea.

1930-31 Coupes 
35500 30-31 $110.00ea.

30-31 COUPE FRONT SEAT
PLATFORM - 30-31 Coupes. 2
metal  ends, wood center
section, metal front toe panel
with nuts and bolts. 
35490 30-31 $445.00set

CLOSED CAB PICKUP SEAT
FRAME - Closed cab pickup
seat frame. 
35510 28-M30 $110.00ea.

35520 M30-31 $110.00ea.

1931 
35530 1931 $110.00ea.

FRONT SEAT FRAME -
ROADSTER PICK UP - Front
seat frame - roadster pick up. 
35540 28-29 $110.00ea.

30-31 ROADSTER PICKUP
FRONT SEAT FRAME - For
1930-31 Roadster Pickup. 
35550 30-31 $110.00ea.

28-29 ROADSTER SEAT
STIFFENER - Located on the
back of the seat frame for
1928-29 Roadsters. Clips are
purchased separately. 
35560 28-29 $95.00ea.

FLOOR PAN
UNDER FRONT

SEAT

FLOOR PAN UNDER FRONT
SEAT - Die stamped, exact
duplicate. For 1928-29 Coupe,
1928-31 Open Cab Pickup,
1930-31 Closed Cab Pickup &
1928 Fordor Phaeton. 
35630 28-31 $63.00ea.

30-31 COUPE FLOOR PAN
UNDER FRONT SEAT -
1930-31 Coupe. This pan
measures 31 3/4" across the
front, 35" across the back, 13"
front to back including the 1"
lip. 
35640 30-31 $115.00ea.
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LATE 31  COUPE &
CABRIOLET W/ X FLOOR
PAN UNDER FRONT SEAT -
Late 1931 Coupe and Cabriolet
have an X pattern in the
bottom. 17 1/2" x 27 5/8"
including the 1" lip. 
35660 1931 $94.95ea.

28-M30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP UNDER FRONT
SEAT FLOOR PAN - 1928 to
mid-1930 Closed Cab Pickup.
This panel is not die-stamped
but is good. 
35650 28-M30 $75.00ea.

28-29 BRIGGS FORDOR
FLOOR PAN UNDER FRONT
SEAT - For Briggs Fordor:. 
35670 28-29 $86.65ea.

30-31 BRIGGS FORDOR
FLOOR PAN UNDER FRONT
SEAT - For Briggs Fordor:. 
35680 30-31 $80.60ea.

CURTAIN PANS - Fits under
front seat. 
1928-31 Roadster & Phaeton 
35710 28-29 $120.00ea.

Early 28 Phaeton 
35720 30-31 $110.00ea.

SEAT
HARDWARE -

FRONT

28-29 COUPE SEAT BACK
ALIGNMENT SEAT
BRACKET - Screws to the
back of the seat wood frame to
hook into the slats in the
package tray. Need 2 per car. 
33440 28-29 $8.25ea.

28-29 ROADSTER SEAT
CLIPS - These cl ips are
located on the vertical back
seat brace to hold the back
seat in place. Set includes 3
clips across bottom and 2 clips
at top. One set per car. 
35570 28-29 $53.00set

28-M30 CLOSED CAB
PICKUP SEAT CLIP - Holds
the seat back spring to the cab.
Set includes one clip and
special nut. Need 2 sets per
truck. 
35590 28-M30 $24.30set

M30-31  CLOSED CAB
PICKUP SEAT CLIPS - For
the mid 1930-31 Closed cab
Pick-up. Four piece set. 
35600 M30-31 $21.25set

LATE 31 CLOSED CAB SEAT
BACK CLIPS - For the late
1931 Closed cab Pick-up. Six
piece set. 
35610 1931 $20.65set

ROUND SEAT ADJUSTMENT
HANDLES - Round knurled
type. Die cast, chrome plated.
Use on:; 1930-31 Coupe, Sport
Coupe; 1930 to May 1931
Cabriolet; 1929-31 Fordor;
1929-31 Town Sedan 
35750 28-31 $13.15ea.

SEAT ADJUSTING KNOB
SCREW - 1/4-20 x 5/8 fillister
screw. Holds (35750) knob to
(35810) screw. 
35760 29-31 $0.55ea.

SEAT ADJUSTING KNOB
WASHER - Use with (35750)
Handle. 
35770 29-31 $1.40ea.

SEAT ADJUSTING NUT - This
special nut located in the cage
on the front of the seat frame to
accept the long 5 1/2" adjusting
screw (35810).  Used on:
1930-31 Coupe & Cabriolet
and 1929-31 Fordor & Town
Sedan. 
35800 29-31 $12.95ea.

SEAT ADJUSTING SCREW -
This special 5 1/2" screw
moves the front seat back and
forth on 1930-31 Coupe,
Cabriolet and 1929-31 Fordor
and Town Sedan. Our has
been made to fit both the
original & repro style nut. 
35810 29-31 $24.95ea.

SEAT ADJUSTMENT
BRACKET - Mounts on the
bottom of the wood seat frame.
Holds the seat adjusting screw
in place so the seat can move
back and for th .  Inc ludes
fasteners. Used on 1930 to
mid-31 Coupe, Sport Coupe,
Cabriolet, some Town Sedans
and Fodors. 
35820 28-31 $25.10set

SEAT ADJUSTMENT
BRACKET WITH NUT (35800)
- This ’L’ shaped bracket is
located on the body cross
member and extends up the
front seat frame with the
special nut for the long screw.
Used on 1930 to mid-1931
Coupes ,  Spor t  Coupes ,
Cabriolets and some Fordors. 
35830 30-31 $65.00ea.

MURRAY SEAT ADJUSTING
GUIDE - Murray seat adjusting
guide. 
35821 30-31 $21.90ea.

MURRAY SEAT ADJUSTER
BOLT & NUT ASSEMBLY -
Used on 29-31 Murray 4 door
sedans to adjust the front seat.
The unit measures 19 1/16"
long for 155-A, 155-C, 165-A,
165-C. 
35822 29-31 $94.50ea.

30-31 COUPE & CABRIOLET
SEAT TRACKS - Sliding track
with bolts and spacers. 38
pieces for 30-31 Coupe and
30-31 Cabriolet. Mounts on top
of seat frame. 
35840 30-31 $115.00set

4 STUD SLIDE TRACK - With
4 seat studs for 1930-34
Fordors .  See  ’HOW TO
RESTORE YOUR MODEL A’
Volume 3 about seat track
installation. 
35850 30-34 $67.95set

3 STUD SLIDE TRACK - For
30-31 Deluxe Tudor  and
Fordor Sedan, Victoria, Tudor
Phaeton and A-400. These are
not 100% correct, but they do
work. 
35860 30-31 $149.00set

SEAT ADJUSTMENT
RATCHET ASSEMBLY - Saw
tooth type for locking seat in
position for: 1930-31 Fordor,
Late 1931-34 Coupe, 1931
Deluxe Tudor, 1931 Victoria,
1931 A-400 & 1931 68-C
Cabriolet. 
35870 30-34 $75.90set

SEAT ADJUSTMENT
RATCHET RETURN SPRING -
Used with (35870). 
35880 30-34 $6.85ea.

SEAT ADJUSTMENT
HANDLE - Brass, chrome
plated. Used for 1931 Slant
Window Fordor, Mid 1931-34
Coupe, 1931 Deluxe Tudor,
1931 Victoria, 1931 A-400,
1931 Deluxe Phaeton & 1931
68C Cabriolet. 
35780 30-34 $15.35ea.

RATCHET STYLE ROTATING
RETURN SPRING - This is the
smal l  spr ing on the seat
adjustment ratchet assembly
(35870). This spring attaches
to the adjuster rod and the
base so when you release the
handle the ratchet locks the
seat in place 
35871 30-34 $4.95ea.

FLOOR PAN UNDER FRONT SEAT • SEAT HARDWARE - FRONT
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SEAT CLIP - On wood seat for
’31 Tudor, ’31 Victoria and
1931 A-400. Located at back
edge of seat frame. Used with
#35870. 
35890 1931 $8.25ea.

SEAT ADJUSTMENT LATCH
- Bracket on center body cross
channel for seat adjustment to
catch. Used with part #35870. 
Pointed end 
35910 30-34 $18.00ea.

Blunt end 
35920 30-34 $24.95ea.

TUDOR SEAT BOTTOM
REST & PIVOT BRACKETS -
The front has 2 modern ’T’
hinge brackets with bolts and
nuts. Also 2 rear seat rest
cones. Set for one seat. This is
a  rep lacement  se t .  See
(37280) for original style. 
37270 28-31 $8.25set

TUDOR SEDAN SEAT
UPHOLSTERY TACK STRIP -
This is the piece of wood that
attaches to the Tudor sedan
front seat frame. The back seat
upholstery attaches to this
strip. Set includes one wood
tack strip and four rivets. 
37271 28-31 $11.95ea.

TUDOR SEDAN SEAT PIVOT
STUD - This is a cast iron ’S’
shaped stud with an eye
opening on the seat end and
threaded on the other end
which passes through the
cross channel to secure the
stud to the body. Need two per
seat. 
37280 28-31 $19.80ea.

2" SETBACK SEAT PIVOT
STUDS - These studs are the
same as 37280, except they
have a 2" offset to allow for
more leg room. The seat will
still flip up as the original. 
37281 28-31 $57.75pair

VICTORIA FRONT SEAT
SUPPORT STUD - This is the
front seat support stud for the
passenger side with the pivot
bolt and hardware. Made from
machined steel. Fits 31 Victoria
A-400, & Deluxe 1931 Tudor
Sedans. 
37282 1931 $21.75ea.

VICTORIA FRONT SEAT
HINGE & RETAINER STRIP -
This is the long hinge that
mounts to the underside of the
front seat, reinforcement plate
and mounting bolts. 
37283 1931 $62.50ea.

VICTORIA FRONT SEAT
BRACKET - This ’L’ bracket is
mounted to the floor. The hinge
(37283) inserts into one of the
three seat adjustment holes
a l low ing  fo r  a  2  inch
adjustment. Need 2 per driver’s
seat. 
37284 1931 $29.95ea.

SEAT BOTTOM COVER - This
cover is used on A-400s and
31 Tudor Sedans. It runs from
the front of the seat to the back
to cover the seat adjuster and
the spring. This gets nailed to
the bottom of the wood seat
frame. 
37285 1931 $54.25ea.

FRONT SEAT ADJUSTING
SUPPORT STUD - This is the
stud that the front bucket seats
rest on for A-400, 180-A, &
Victoria’s. Sold Each. 
37286 1931 $6.95ea.

30-31 VICTORIA & DELUXE
PHAETON BUCKET SEAT
HINGE ROD & NUT - This is
the hinge rod and nut used on
Victoria’s & Deluxe Phaetons.
This rod goes through the
brackets on the floor and the
seat hinge. To move the
position of the seat this rod is
removed. 
37287 30-31 $32.95ea.

SEAT VENT GROMMET FOR
BUCKET SEAT BOTTOM
PANEL - This is the grommet
that goes on the bottom seat
pane l  fo r  A -400 ,  De luxe
Phaetons, & Victoria. One
grommet  &  ins ta l la t ion
instructions per set. 
37289 1931 $2.95ea.

REAR CUP LEG-NEED 2 PER
SEAT - This cup spaces the
rear of the front seat off the
floor. Set includes one cup and
one 5/16-24 x 3" flat head
screw.  Ova l  head  was
originally used but flat head is
all that is available. Need two
per seat. 
37290 28-31 $2.80set

28-31 TUDOR SEDAN SEAT
PIVOT PIN - This pin connects
the seat to the pivot stud.
Includes cotter pin. This is a
replacement part and is not like
the original. Need two sets per
seat. 
37300 28-31 $1.25set

SEAT CUSHION DOWEL -
Holds the seat cushion onto
the seat frame so the cushion
will stay in place. Fordor front
seat frame and some other
bodies. Need two per seat. 
37310 28-31 $17.95ea.

ROBE CORD BRACKETS
ONLY - These are the brackets
that hold the robe cord onto the
back of the front seat. Used on
Town Sedan Models 155-A, B,
C & D. Not for Slant Window
cars .  Mount ing  sc rews
included. 
32942 29-31 $15.40pair

28-34 PICK UP SEAT SPRING
HOOK - Secure hooks to
vertical wood of seat support to
hold bottom of back seat to
frame. Need 2. 
34310 28-34 $5.85ea.

SHEET METAL
- REAR SEAT

REAR FLOOR PAN - Under
rear seat frame. Hump not
included. For Phaetons. 
35930 28-31 $79.95ea.

1928-29 measures 21 3/4" x
39" 
35940 28-29 $99.00ea.

1930-31 measures 23 1/4"x39"
35950 30-31 $99.00ea.

REAR FLOOR PAN SPRING
HUMP - Die stamped for Tudor
and Fordor, used in (35990,
36000) and (35930, 35940,
35950). Hole size 20 1/2" x 7
1/4". Must be spot welded in
place. 
35960 28-31 $69.95ea.

REAR FLOOR PAN SPRING
HUMP COVER - FORD used
the roof material to cover the
hump. Used on: 1931 Town
Sedan, 1931 Victoria, 1931
Deluxe Phaeton & 1931 A-400.
11" x 25" The black side down.
Used with straps (35980). 
35970 1931 $4.95ea.

REAR FLOOR PAN SPRING
HUMP STRAPS - These metal
straps hold the cover in place
over the spring hump. Set
includes 4 straps. Used on:
1931 Town Sedan,  1931
Victoria, 1931 Deluxe Phaeton
& 1931 A-400. 
35980 1931 $25.95set

REAR SEAT FRAME WITH
FLOOR PAN - Welded. Hump
not included. 
Tudor 
35990 28-29 $290.00ea.

36000 30-31 $275.00ea.

Phaeton 
36040 28-31 $310.00ea.
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28-31 TUDOR SEDAN REAR
SEAT FRAME WITH FLOOR
PAN NO HUMP - Tudor Sedan
rear seat frame. 
36010 28-31 $205.00ea.

REAR SEAT FRAME WITH
FLOOR PAN & HUMP
ASSEMBLY -  For  Tudor
Sedans. 
36020 28-29 $340.00ea.

36030 30-31 $340.00ea.

28-31 MURRAY FORDOR
REAR FLOOR PAN - In front
of rear seat. 35 1/4" X 24" pan
with 5 ribs and side folded up. 
36050 28-31 $149.95ea.

28-31 BRIGGS FORDOR
REAR FLOOR PAN - In front
of rear seat. Pan is 19 7/8 x 37
1/2 with sides folded up. 
36060 28-31 $149.95ea.

SEAT
HARDWARE -

REAR

31 SLANT WINDOW SEDAN
REAR SEAT CUSHION
BRACKETS - This ’L’ bracket
fastens to the back of the body
for the rear seat back cushion
to attach. Used on 1931 Slant
Window Town Sedans. 
35580 1931 $29.35pair

31 SLANT WINDOW REAR
SEAT SPRING CLIPS - Four
piece set. 
1931 S/W 
35620 1931 $21.50set

TUDOR SEDAN TOP
BACKREST CLIP - This is the
metal clip that is riveted to the
top of the rear seat backrest
wood frame. This clip keeps
the backrest in place. Need two
clips per car. 
35701 28-29 $10.95ea.

35702 30-31 $10.95ea.

28-31 TUDOR SEDAN REAR
LOWER SEAT BACKREST
SUPPORT - This is the pair of
brackets that attach to the back
of the body. The lower seat
spring bolt onto these for
support. Sold as a set of 2
pieces. 
35703 28-31 $18.20pair

FRONT SEAT CUSHION
STOP BRACKET - Bracket is
riveted to the front edge of the
wood seat frame to stop the
seat from sliding. Need two
brackets per seat. For the
following front seats: 1928-29
Coupe,  1928-29  Spec ia l
Coupe, 1928-29 Sport Coupe,
1928-29 Business Coupe &
1931 Slant Window. Also for
the fo l lowing rear  seats :
1928-31 Tudor Sedan & 1931
Slant Window. For mounting
r ivets order part  #36071.
PLACEMENT LOCATION FOR
COUPES - Original wood
frame, place clip 2 1/2" from
front. 
36070 28-31 $12.95ea.

SEAT CUSHION STOP
RIVETS - Four 3/16 x 15/16
tubular rivets for the above
bracket. 
36071 28-31 $0.85set

WOODY WAGON SEAT LEG
TO SEAT FRAME BOLTS -
These are the special knurled
neck carriage bolts that attach
the seat legs to the wood seat
f rame on  29-31  Woody
Wagons. The bolt goes through
the leg into the wood frame and
the nut, flat washer, & lock
washer are not seen. Must be
installed before you upholster
your seats. 48 sets needed per
car. One set is special bolt,
square nut, flat washer, & lock
washer. 
36072 29-31 $1.95set

BODY
CHANNELS

28-M30 CLOSED CAB REAR
FLOOR CROSS SILL - This is
the rear floor cross sill on
28-mid  30  C losed  Cab
Pickups. The subrails attach on
the ends and the bottom of the
lower cab panel attaches to
this sill. 
36479 28-M30 $53.95ea.

OPEN CAB PICK-UP BODY
CHANNELS - Metal cross
channel to secure the sub-rails
and body together and hold the
floor panels in place. End of
channel must be trimmed to fit.
P ickups  w i l l  on ly  use  2
channels. 1928-M30 Open Cab
Pick-up set includes one pre-
cut and formed cross channel
and rear cross member. 
28-M30 OPEN CAB PICKUP
BODY CHANNELS 
36141 28-M30 $125.00pair

M30-31 OPEN PICKUP BODY
CHANNEL 
36160 M30-31 $175.00set

REAR BODY CROSS
MEMBER - Connects the ends
of the sub rails to this with
rivets. Clinch nuts are installed.
Coupe & Roadster 
36360 28-31 $235.00ea.

Tudor 
36380 28-31 $235.00ea.

Pickup, Closed Cab 
36480 M30-31 $99.00ea.

Pickup, Open Cab 
36490 30-31 $129.00ea.

BODY CROSS CHANNELS -
Metal cross channel to secure
the sub-rails and body together
and hold the floor panels in
place. End of channel must be
trimmed to fit Comes as a set
of three but only one will be
used if you are restoring a
Pickup. 
FOR ALL 30-31 CLOSED
CARS & PICKUP TRUCKS
EXCEPT 30-31 COUPES 
36080 28-31 $89.95set

30-31 COUPE ONLY 
36100 30-31 $95.95set

SUBRAILS FULL
& HALF SETS

FULL LENGTH SUB RAILS -
Die stamped like originals.
There is a short sub rai l
beginning at the door post to
fire wall, not included. Order
(36320 or 36330) if you need
that part. Full length subrails
will be shipped by FedEx or
UPS. Addi t ional  oversize
sh ipp ing charges wi l l  be
applied; please call for shipping
amount. 
Roadster: full length 
36170 28-29 $375.00pair

36190 30-31 $375.00pair

Coupe: full length 
36210 28-29 $375.00pair

36230 30-31 $375.00pair

Tudor: full length 
36250 28-29 $375.00pair
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FULL LENGTH SUB RAILS
(Cont.)
36270 30-31 $375.00pair

Closed Cab Pickup: full length 
36290 28-M30 $375.00pair

Roadster Pickup: full length 
36300 28-29 $375.00pair

36310 30-31 $375.00pair

REAR HALF SUB RAILS -
From rear of door opening to
back end. About 40" long. 
Roadster: 48" long 
36180 28-29 $260.00pair

Roadster: 45 1/4" long 
36200 30-31 $260.00pair

Coupe: 48" long 
36220 28-29 $260.00pair

Coupe: 48 1/8" long 
36240 30-31 $260.00pair

28-29 Tudor Sedan & Phaeton:
43 1/8" long 
36260 28-29 $260.00pair

Tudor: 45 1/4" long 
36280 30-31 $260.00pair

30-31 COUPE REAR BODY
MOUNTING BOLT TO
SUBRAIL REINFORCEMENT
PLATE - This plate is spot
welded over the rear body bolt
hole on the subrails in the
rumble area. This plate was
used on 30-31 Coupes but it
can be used on other body
styles with metal subrails. 2 are
needed per car. 
37197 30-31 $2.60ea.

SUB RAIL EXTENSION - The
sub rail from the front door post
to the f ire wall .  Both the
horizontal and diagonal pieces.
The diagonal has the clinch
nuts for the floor board screws.
4 piece set. 
36320 28-29 $250.00set

36330 30-31 $305.00set

SUB RAIL  EXTENSION
RIVETS - Rivets sub rai l
extensions to fire wall and
subrail. Set includes 12 3/16 x
1/4 truss rivets, and 8 3/16 x
3/8 truss head rivets. 
36340 28-31 $3.25set

SUNVISOR &
HEADER
PANELS

SUN VISOR - Sun visor. 
(43470). Coupe and Sedan,
steel 
36370 28-29 $87.95ea.

SUN VISOR (Cont.)
1928-June 1930 Closed Cab
Pickup & 29 Station wagon,
steel skeleton frame only.
Order  v iny l  cover  be low
(43470) 
36390 28-M30 $110.00ea.

REPRO SUN VISOR COVER
CORNER BRACKETS - When
using a reproduction sun visor
these brackets are needed to
hold the cover onto the frame.
Not used with original sun
visors. 
30011 28-29 $16.00pair

28-29 SUN VISOR SCREW
SET - 1928-29 Contains Four
10/32 x 5/8 oval head machine
screws, ten #10 x 3/4 oval
wood screws and fourteen #10
cup washers. Chrome plated. 
30010 28-29 $2.60set

30-31 SUN VISOR SCREW
SET - 1930-31 Two 10/32 x 1/4
flat head machine screws, zinc
plated. 
30020 30-31 $0.75set

28-29 ROOF HEADER CAP
MOLDING - This is a steel trim
located on top of the wood
header for 1928-29. 
36410 28-29 $165.00ea.

WINDSHIELD HEADER
PANEL -  Located above
windshield hinge and under
sun visor. Steel panel. 
1928-29 Closed Cab Pickup 
36420 28-M30 $99.00ea.

1928-29 Coupe & 1928-29
Tudor Sedan. Inside "D" Nuts
for the mirror are not included 
36430 28-29 $97.85ea.

1928-29 Fordor 
36440 28-29 $85.80ea.

1930-31 Coupe & Sport Coupe
& 1930-31 Fordor except S/W 
36450 30-31 $82.50ea.

1930-31 Tudor Sedan & June
1930-31 Pick-up 
36460 30-31 $82.50ea.

30-31 VICTORIA & 31 SLANT
WINDSHIELD INSIDE TRIM -
To hold upholstery panel in
place. 41 5/28" long. 1930-31
V ic to r ia  &  1931  S lan t
windshield. 
36470 30-31 $135.00ea.

1931 SLANT WINDOW SUN
VISOR BRACKETS - Here is a
pair of visor brackets only for
the Slant Window cars. Can be
used on Vicotria, and Fordoor
cars. Sold as a pairs. 
30025 1931 $250.00

BLACK VINYL SUN VISOR
COVER - Sun visor cover. 
1928 to June 1930 PICKUP
Closed Cab (original frame) 
43460 28-29 $63.90ea.

1928 to June 1930 PICKUP
Closed Cab (repro frame) 
43470 28-29 $53.40ea.

1928-29 COUPE ,Special
COUPE Sport (Vinyl)& Tudor
Sedan 
43480 28-29 $63.90ea.

SPECIAL
HARDWARE

CLINCH NUTS - These are
D-shaped nuts that are peened
in place to hold a machine
screw. They can also be tack
welded in place. 
12/24 Brass nuts for 1928-31
floorboard, 1930-31 gas tank,
generator cutout wire clip on
fire wall & speedometer cable
to fire wall clip 
36500 28-31 $0.45ea.

10/32 Steel nuts for fire wall
and 1928-29 sun visor, door
garnish molding, door top
frame 
36510 28-31 $0.35ea.

1/4-20 Steel nuts for the dash
rail 
36520 28-31 $0.95ea.

3/8-24 For rear spare tire
mount, located in the rear body
sill. Need 2 per car. 
36530 28-31 $2.60ea.

5/16-24 Steel nuts for rear
fender brace to wheel housing
on sedans and Phaetons, also
tail light bracket nuts on body
for 1928 Phaeton, Tudor &
Coupe 
36540 28-31 $2.60ea.

7/16-20 Steel nuts for rear
spare tire carrier for 2829
Fordor Briggs with 4 bolt
pattern and top support bar on
4 door Phaeton 
36550 28-31 $2.60ea.

COTTER PIN SET -  160
pieces for complete car. Bend
long side of pin over end of
bolt, the other side down the
side of the castle nut. List of
each location included. 
Zinc plated Pins 
36570 28-31 $7.75set

Stainless Steel Pins 
36580 28-31 $14.95set
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BODY NAILS - Original small
round head (.165 diameter
round head) 11/16" long, used
at door post and other places
to secure sheet metal to wood.
Approx. 100 nails per set. 
STEEL NAILS 
36590 28-31 $1.80set

STAINLESS NAILS 
36600 28-31 $3.55set

ROOF TACKS - Set of 100
tacks for securing the black
vinyl to the wood. Top molding
will cover these tacks. After
nailing, put a dab of silicone
sealant on each nail head. 
29490 28-31 $2.50set

ROOF NAILS -  For  top
moldings and rain gutters. .085
diameter x 7/8" long, .165
diameter head. Spiral shank.
100 nails per set. Put a dab of
silicone sealant on the head of
each nail head to keep the
water out. 
36610 28-31 $2.95set

SAFETY WIRE -  Sof t ,
annealed .040" O.D. stainless
wire used for the bolt heads
that are cross drilled as on the
di f ferent ia l ,  torque tube,
flywheel and rear engine mount
bolts. 
36560 28-31 $0.45ft

RIVETS

RIVETS FOR DATA PLATE -
four 6-32 x 5/16 Stainless steel
screw rivets with lock washers
& nuts. 
26770 28-31 $2.40set

DRIVE-IN RIVETS - Round
head rivet with spiral shank to
hold data plate on fire wall.
Four stainless rivets. 
26780 28-31 $1.50set

SUB RAIL  EXTENSION
RIVETS - Rivets sub rai l
extensions to fire wall and
subrail. Set includes 12 3/16 x
1/4 truss rivets, and 8 3/16 x
3/8 truss head rivets. 
36340 28-31 $3.25set

FLOOR PAN RIVETS - 3/16 x
3/8 solid rivets with a 7/16"
wide truss head. 10 rivets per
set. NOTE: The length of the
rivet should extend through the
material the diameter of the
rivet. 
36620 28-31 $2.00set

FRAME AND BODY
CHANNEL RIVETS - 1/4 x 3/8
round head solid rivet used on
frame. Ten rivets per set to
secure  the  body  c ross
channels to the sub rail. Install
HOT. NOTE: The length of the
rivet should extend through the
material the diameter of the
rivet. 
36630 28-31 $2.75set

FRONT CROSS MEMBER
RIVETS - Fourteen 1/4 x 5/8
round head rivets. Flat head
counter sunk rivets are not
included as it is much easier to
install the round head rivet
from the bottom up. Place a
bucking bar on the round head
to back it up. Then heat the
rivet shank red hot and flatten
the rivet flat onto the frame rail.
Install HOT. 
Standard Size 
36640 28-31 $5.50set

Oversized 
36641 28-31 $7.25set

RUNNING BOARD BRACKET
MOUNTING HARDWARE -
When installing a new bracket
use these rivets to secure the
bracket to the frame; Ten 5/16
x 5/8 round head solid rivets
and two 5/16 x 3/4 rivets per
set. Heat red hot and peen.
On ly  fo r  s tamped s ty le
brackets. 
12 SOLID RIVETS 
36650 28-31 $5.50set

REAR CROSS MEMBER
RIVETS - 25 1/4" X 3/4" round
head r ivets.  Instal l  HOT.
NOTE: The length of the rivet
should extend through the
material the diameter of the
rivet. 
36660 28-31 $9.00set

RIVET TOOL - Rounds end of
rivet to secure it to the frame.
Air Hammer Tool; hardened
with .401 shank. 
3/16" Rivet 
36680 28-31 $19.20ea.

1/4" Rivets 
36690 28-31 $19.95ea.

5/16" rivets 
36700 28-31 $25.60ea.

WAFFLE TOOL - For setting
body r ivets,  makes an #
pattern. Install rivet cold. This
too l  is  used wi th  an a i r
hammer,  and has a .401
shank. 
36710 28-31 $28.90ea.

GREASE
FITTINGS

COMPLETE GREASE
FITTING SET - Original grease
fit t ing set includes: 18 of
(36740), 10 of (36750), 2 of
(36770), 4 of (36780) & 1 of
(36800). 
Set of 35 fittings for 1930-31 
36720 30-31 $23.45set

For 1928-29, we have added 1
more of (36750) and 2 more of
(36770) 
36730 28-29 $25.05set

GREASE GUN ADAPTER -
Threaded to fit any modern
grease gun to be used with
original style grease fittings as
listed above. 
36820 28-31 $4.25ea.

DRIVE IN TYPE GREASE
FITTING - Cadmium plated.
Need eighteen per car: two
front brake shaft; two drag link;
two tie rod (used after Sept
’30); two front spindles (lower);
two rear brake camshaft; eight
spring shackles. To remove an
old drive in fitting, use a cold
chisel near the tip at the side
and hit the chisel. 
36740 28-31 $0.50ea.

1/8 PIPE THREAD TYPE
GREASE FITTING - 1/8" pipe
thread with ball check. 
36750 28-31 $1.40ea.

HEX DRIVE IN  STYLE
GREASE FITTING - Cadmium
plated. need two for front
spindle top fitting and 1928 to
early 30 emergency brake
cross shaft. 
36770 28-31 $1.00ea.

67-1 /2  DEGREE BALL
THREAD FITTINGS - For
shock links, has internal ball
check  va lve  as  o r ig ina l .
Cadmium plated. Need 4. 
WITH BALL CHECK 
36780 28-31 $1.65ea.

SCREW IN TYPE GREASE
FITTING - With cap for rear
pump fitting, original type.
Originally Ford used a leather
gasket Inside the cap; this is
not included. 
36800 28-36 $2.70ea.
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MODERN GREASE FITTING
SET - A complete set of fittings
for your car. Set includes: 18
drive in style, ten 1/8 pipe
threaded, four 67 1/2 for shock
links, one with a cap for the
water pump. These fittings will
fit the regular modern grease
gun. 
36830 28-31 $19.95set

DRIVE IN MODERN GREASE
FITTING - 5/16" Dr ive- in
grease fitting. Round shoulder 
36840 28-31 $0.30ea.

1/8" PIPE THREAD MODERN
GREASE FITTING - 1/8 Pipe
straight grease fitting. Hex
shoulder 
36850 28-31 $0.40ea.

ANGLED 1/8" PIPE THREAD
MODERN GREASE FITTING -
1/8 pipe 65 deg. grease fitting 
36860 28-31 $0.60ea.

BRASS WATER PUMP
MODERN GREASE FITTING -
Modern Grease fitting. Brass 
Brass 
36870 28-31 $5.55ea.

GREASE FITTING DRIVER -
Use this special tapered tool to
drive (36740) drive-in fitting
into hole without damaging tip.
For the stock style grease
fitting only. 
36810 28-31 $2.75ea.

CASTLE
NUTS

CASTLE NUTS - Castle nuts. 
5/16"-24 
36890 28-31 $0.65ea.

3/8"-24 Grade 5 
36900 28-31 $0.80ea.

7/16"-20 
36910 28-31 $0.95ea.

1/2"-20 
36920 28-31 $1.15ea.

9/16"-18 
36930 28-31 $1.30ea.

5/8"-18 
36940 28-31 $1.40ea.

3/4"-16 
36950 28-31 $1.65ea.

BODY
BOLTS

NARROW BED PICKUP BOX
TO FRAME BOLT - Correct
bolts to secure box to frame. 22
pieces. 
37070 28-31 $7.95set

28-E30 WOOD SILLS TO BOX
BOLTS - Four 7/16-20 x 2"
bolt, two 3/8 x 2 carriage bolts,
flat washers, lock washers and
nuts. 
37072 28-30 $8.35set

31 WIDE BOX TO FRAME
BOLT SET - This kit contains
the following bolts: Box to sill,
wood s i l l  to  meta l  c ross
member, wood sill to rear
fender brace, wood sill to
taillight bracket, tailgate hinge
to cross member, and the box
to rear cross member bolts. 
37071 1931 $24.95set

BODY BOLT SET - Despite
the fact that most dealers offer
only one general set, the body
to frame bolts were different for
each year and body style. The
proper length, size and type
bo l t  a re  inc luded  in  the
fol lowing ki ts,  a long with
instructions to show where
each one belongs. Special "D"
Washers are not included with
any of these sets. Please see
#37196 & 37195 for those
washers. 
Tudor 42 pieces 
36960 28-29 $8.95set

Tudor 34 pieces 
36970 30-31 $8.95set

Coupe 42 pieces 
36980 28-29 $8.95set

Coupe 34 pieces 
36990 30-31 $9.35set

Fordor & Town Sedan 54
pieces 
37000 28-29 $8.95set

Deluxe Fordor and S/W Fordor
50 pieces 
37010 30-31 $8.95set

Standard Fordor & Town
Sedan 48 pieces 
37020 30-31 $9.95set

Roadster 48 pieces 
37030 28-29 $8.95set

Roadster 40 pieces 
37040 30-31 $14.60set

28-M30 PICKUP CAB TO
FRAME BOLTS 
37050 28-29 $10.50set

BODY BOLT SET (Cont.)
M30-31 PICKUP CAB TO
FRAME BOLTS 
37060 30-31 $7.95set

A400 
37090 1931 $8.95set

Phaeton 25 pieces 
37100 28-29 $8.95set

37110 30-31 $8.95set

Cabriolet 68-A 29 pieces 
37120 1929 $8.95set

Cabriolet 68-B 29 pieces 
37130 30-31 $8.95set

Cabriolet 68-C 31 pieces 
37140 1931 $8.95set

Victoria 33 pieces 
37170 30-31 $8.95set

Station Wagon 
37180 28-29 $8.95set

37190 30-31 $8.95set

D WASHER WITH ROUND
HOLE - These are the correct
style washers to be used with
the body bolts. Not included
with the body bolt kits. These
washers are sold individually.
The following need 2 washers:
150-B 30-31 Wagon, 160-A
30-31 4 Door, 160-B 30-31
Town Sedan, 160-C 30-31
Deluxe 4 Door. The following
need 4 washers: 68-A 29
Cabr io le t ,  68 -B  30-31
Cabriolet, 68-C 31 Cabriolet.
The following need 6 washers:
60-A/B 28-29 Fordor, 60-C
28-29  Fordor ,  400-A  31
Convertible. The following
need 8 washers: 155-A 28-29
Town Sedan, 165-A 28-29 S 
37195 28-31 $3.30ea.

D WASHER WITH SQUARE
HOLE - These are the correct
style washers to be used with
the body bolts. Not included
with the body bolt kits. These
washers are sold individually
and are used on the following:
150-A 28-29 wagon (need 6) &
150-B 30-31 wagon (need 6). 
37196 28-31 $3.30ea.

30-31 COUPE REAR BODY
MOUNTING BOLT TO
SUBRAIL REINFORCEMENT
PLATE - This plate is spot
welded over the rear body bolt
hole on the subrails in the
rumble area. This plate was
used on 30-31 Coupes but it
can be used on other body
styles with metal subrails. 2 are
needed per car. 
37197 30-31 $2.60ea.
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BODY BLOCK
PADS &

WELTING

TOP BOW SOUND
DEADENING MATERIAL -
This will prevent the chicken
wire from squeaking on the
bows. 1/16th thick treated
fabric. Tack material at end of
the bow on the top side and
pull tight, then tack the other
end of the material on the top
of the bow. 
16 feet for 4 bows 
29430 28-31 $14.95roll

30 feet for 7 bows 
29440 28-31 $23.95roll

REAR SPRING ANTI -
SQUEAK - Fits on the bottom
of the rear floor pan with two
1/8 x 3/8 split rivets. Keeps the
floor pan from rubbing the top
of the rear cross member. 2" X
15" welt and 2 rivets. 
7460 28-31 $4.70ea.

GAS TANK ANTI-SQUEAK
WELTING - A thin 1/32" x 3/4"
woven treated fabric. This strip
is laid on the front edge of the
tank at the firewall and on top
of belt rail framing just below
windshield for gas tank to set
on. For 1928-29 additional welt
for the sides of tank to cowl
panel. 
12880 28-29 $11.95roll

12890 30-31 $7.90roll

18’  FRAME WELTING -
Correct 1/16 x 1 3/4" dark
brown welting that is treated to
preven t  ro t .  18  fee t  fo r
complete body to frame. The
f rame wel t ing should  be
extended from the front of the
frame horns and continue back
to about a half inch beyond the
running board splash apron. 
37220 28-31 $19.95ea.

16 FT FENDER WELTING -
Black vinyl with correct 3/16"
size bead. Enough for all four
fenders to body. 16 feet. Paint
black. 
37200 28-31 $11.95roll

10’ COWL WELTING - Across
top edge of gas tank and down
sides of cowl for 28-29 and
around top edge and sides for
30-31 gas tank. 10 feet long.
Paint lower body color. 
37210 28-31 $7.50ea.

4’ WELTING UNDER VISOR 4
- This is a 4 foot piece of fender
welt that FORD placed at the
top diagonal location of the
wood header to keep the
weather off the header. Paint
upper body color. 
37230 28-31 $2.50roll

RUNNING BOARD BRACKET
ANTI-SQUEAK WELT - Ford
placed a thin 1/16" anti-squeak
material on top of each brace
before setting on the running
boards. A four foot roll of 1/16"
X 3/4" woven treated fabric. 
6730 28-31 $3.95roll

BODY BLOCK RUBBER
PADS - Rubber pads with bolt
hole to place on bottom of body
blocks. 10 pads per set. 
37240 28-29 $13.50set

37250 30-31 $6.50set

28-31 ROUND BODY TO
FRAME PADS - 6 rubber
shims used under cowl to align
hood and doors. 
37260 28-31 $2.50set

BOOKS

MODEL A MECHANICS
HANDBOOK - VOL. 1 - This is
an excellent book covering
instruction for maintenance,
d isassembly ,  repa i r  and
installation of the mechanical
components. Step by step
instructions are given for each
process. 500 illustrations. Over
400 pages. By Les Andrews. 
Volume 1 
37580 28-31 $36.00ea.

MODEL A MECHANICS
HANDBOOK -  VOL.  2  -
Installation instructions for over
60 accessories and aftermarket
products that include: fender
wells, electronic ignition, turn
signals, 12 volt conversion,
front brake floaters, halogen
head l igh ts ,  sea l  beam
headlights, alternator, water
tempera tu re  gauge ,
tachometer, seat belts, Mitchell
Overdrive, CB radio, AM/FM
radio, manifold heater, roof top
material installation, wind wing
ins ta l la t ion ,  rumb le  sea t
conversion, hood alignment,
door alignment and MUCH
MORE! Also good information
on installing wood in 
Volume 2 
37590 28-31 $30.00ea.

MODEL A FORD TROUBLE
SHOOTING & DIAGNOSTICS
- The first section is about
quick and easy diagnostic tests
that you perform on the road.
The second section provides a
comprehensive test that you
perform in the shop. The third
section lists 1000 symptoms,
causes and fixes. The fourth
section discusses how each
major operating system works.
The fifth section lists special
tools and instruments used in
tes t ing .  200  pages ,  100
illustrations. By Les Andrews. 
37800 28-31 $27.50ea.

COMPLETE MODEL A FORD
RESTORATION MANUAL -
This is a 368 page book with
over 2000 pictures to help you
restore your Model A. This
book is in color and covers
most of the technical aspects
of the cars and how to restore
them. It is good for both Left &
right Hand cars. 
37321 28-31 $87.95ea.

THE BEGINNERS GUIDE TO
THE MODEL A FORD - This
book was wri t ten for  the
beginner and will show all that
you want to know plus much
more. Some topics covered in
this book are how to identify
the year and body style of my
car, how to start the car,
descriptions of how to correctly
use the gas and spark rods..
plus lots more over 80 pages of
great information. 
37322 28-31 $64.95ea.

MODEL A FORD HOUDAILLE
HYDRAULIC SUSPENSION -
This 40 page book show the
comple te  remova l ,
disassembly, inspection &
repair of the Model A shocks.
Lots of good Technical data
and lots of detailed close up
photos. 
37323 28-31 $52.45ea.
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TINY TIPS BOOK - This is a
compilation of Tiny Tips by
Tiny Snell, Red E. Power and
MAFCA members that have
been submitted and published
in "The Restorer" over the past
50 years. This book contains
tried and proven tips from past
and present members. 
37328 28-31 $23.10ea.

MODEL A FORD SERVICE
BULLETINS - 319 illustrated
pages. Each month Ford sent
his dealers a 6 page update on
the ’A’, new items and changes
made. 6 1/4" x 9 1/4" pages. 
37330 28-31 $36.95ea.

PAPERBACK MODEL A
FORD SERVICE BULLETINS
- Same as part # (37330), but
in paperback and with the
original size print on 8 1/2 x 11
paper. 
37340 28-31 $22.25ea.

SERVICE LETTERS - There
were 35 Branch/Assembly
locations in the U.S. Each
branch mailed letters to the
dealers in their territory with
assembly changes and info on
parts. This info may be in more
detail than the Service Bulletins
(37330). 
Fargo, ND Branch letters
covering 1928. 238 pages 
37360 28-31 $19.80ea.

Chicago Service Letters 
37361 28-31 $19.80ea.

V-8  FORD SERVICE
BULLETINS 1932-37 - Same
format  as  the  Mode l  A
Bul let ins.  Contains many
updates for the Model A. 
37770 28-31 $28.95ea.

28-32 PARTS PRICE LIST -
For 1928-32 Ford. Helps to
identify parts and their part
number. Illustrated. 
37370 28-32 $13.20ea.

28-31 PARTS PRICE LIST -
Printed July 1, 1931. This book
l is ts  on ly  Model  ’A ’  par t
numbers. The (37370) Price
List printed in 1932 lists ’A’ and
’B’ part numbers. 84 pages,
illustrated. This one is easier to
read as it only contains Model
A parts. 
37380 28-31 $13.75ea.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS -
Reprint of owner’s manual that
came with Model ’A’. Gives
basic operating instructions.
How to time engine, when and
where to grease. 
1928 Cars 
37390 1928 $17.00ea.

1929 Cars 
37400 1929 $17.00ea.

1930 Cars 
37410 1930 $17.00ea.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS
(Cont.)
1931 Cars with side bowl
carburetor 
37420 1931 $17.00ea.

THE RIGHT HAND DRIVE
MODEL A FORD - This is a
great 42 page book with color
pictures that will show the
many differences between the
left hand & right hand drive
cars. There is also quite a bit of
information on Canadian cars
as well. 
37320 28-31 $29.95ea.

HOW TO RESTORE YOUR
MODEL A SERIES - Reprint of
excellent "Restorer" articles
from the Model A Ford Club of
America magazines. For a
complete index of what is in
each  book ,  go  to
www.mafca.com. 
Volume 1 
37430 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 2 
37440 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 3 
37570 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 4 
37680 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 5 
37700 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 6 
37840 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 7 
37841 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 8 
37842 28-31 $16.00ea.

Volume 9 
37843 28-31 $16.00ea.

All CURRENT VOLUMES 
37710 28-31 $149.95set

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING
BOOK SERIES - Reprint of
excellent "Model A News"
articles from the Model A
Res to re r ’ s  C lub
(www.modelarestorers.com). 
Volume 1: 1965 into 1967 
37860 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 2: 1968 into 1971 
37870 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 3: 1971 into 1975 
37940 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 4: 1976 into 1979 
37941 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 5: 1980 into 1983 
37943 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 6: 1984 into 1987 
37944 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 7: 1988 into 1992 
37945 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 8: 1993 into 1996 
37946 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 9: 1996 into 2000 
37947 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 10: 2000 into 2004 
37948 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 11: 2005 into 2008 
37949 28-31 $12.50ea.

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING
BOOK SERIES (Cont.)
Volume 12: 2009 into 2011 
37942B 28-31 $12.50ea.

Volume 13: 2012 into 2014 
37942C 28-31 $12.50ea.

All Current Volumes 
37942 28-31 $148.00set

HENRY’S LADY - By Ray
Miller. 320 page book with over
1000 close up pictures. These
are pictures of restored cars. 
37450 28-31 $59.40ea.

MODEL A CARBURETOR
BOOK - BY Paul Moller, 58
page book, i l lustrated for
Zenith and Holly carburetors.
5th edition includes how to
disassemble,  restore and
assemble the Zenith carburetor
plus 15 pages on the Tillotson
carburetor. 
37460 28-31 $13.95ea.

TILLOTSON CARB
REBUILDING BOOK - 36
pages of exploded diagrams
and parts list. Tells how to test
and make final adjustments. 
37461 28-31 $24.75ea.

CARBURETOR
RESTORATION GUIDE - This
book explains the flow of gas
through each passage to the
jet. How each jet affects the
performance when working
right and when it works wrong.
How to flow test each jet.
Details each change in the
production. 37-page book by
Steve Pargeter. 
37470 28-31 $17.25ea.

MODEL A IGNITION PRIMER
& RESTORATION
GUIDELINES - This 51 page
book helps you to understand
how the Model A ignit ion
system works, how to trouble
shoot the ignition system, and
how to repair the ignition
system. Also included is a
section on the non-Ford design
items available in the retail
market place to support the
Model A ignition system. 
37471 28-31 $19.95ea.

MODEL A AS HENRY BUILT
IT - By George De’Angelis, Ed
Francis, Les Henry. Excellent
232 page book with many
or ig inal  Ford photos and
chapters on how the ’A’ was
built. Fifth printing, Nov. 2001. 
37490 28-31 $46.15ea.

BOOKS
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RESTORING MODEL A
PICKUP - Includes 50 pages
and 80 pictures. This book
contains close up pictures of
many different locations on
both the standard and wide
bed pickups. Mostly a picture
book. 
37500 28-31 $27.00ea.

AA TRUCK BOOK - A good
restoration guide for the AA
Truck. Written by Jim Schild
who is also the author of the
’Model A Shop Manual’. 92
pages. 
37510 28-31 $27.75ea.

MODEL A FORD PAINT AND
FINISH GUIDE - Compiled by
the National Model A Clubs.
This paint book gives detail
information on how the cars
and parts were painted. All
color chips are included. 
37530 28-31 $37.50ea.

ROADSTER BOOK - This
book has 72 pages with 8
pages in color. It is a picture
book of detailed photos of open
cars. 
37540 28-31 $26.40ea.

REST & MAINTENANCE
BOOK - VOL 1 - By Paul
Moller. Contains subjects:
inspection, starter, distributor,
vacuum gauge ,  ba t te ry ,
ammeter, carburetor, brakes,
front spindles and water pump.
58 pages. 
Volume I 
37550 28-31 $16.95ea.

REST & MAINTENANCE
BOOK - VOL 2 - By Paul
Moller. Contains subjects on
rebuilding ammeter, cutout,
powerhouse  genera to r ,
carburetor, fuel level, rebuilding
steering (2 tooth), (7 tooth),
transmission changes and
repairs, Model ’B’ carburetor. 
Vol. II 
37610 28-31 $16.95ea.

LUBRICATION CHART - This
co lo r  char t  i den t i f i es  a l l
lubrication points, including
recommended maintenance
intervals. Chart measures 22" x
17" and is printed on glossy
paper. 
37780 28-31 $8.50ea.

THOSE WONDERFUL
UNAUTHORIZED
ACCESSORIES - Hardback
book  con ta in ing  par ts
advertisements from the 30’s. 
37560 28-31 $25.75ea.

MODEL A MISERIES &
CURES - By Mary Moline. This
book contains 60 subjects,
each with many helpful cures
to problems that can happen to
your ’A’ .  Answers to hot
ammeter, squeaking brakes,
carburetor problems, clutch
chatter, testing coil, etc. 229
pages. 
37790 28-31 $33.00ea.

MODEL A CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND REPAIR -
Exp la ins  the  theory  o f
operation of the Model A.
Details many repair operations.
Written in the 1930s. 
37600 28-31 $38.95ea.

MODEL A SHOP MANUAL -
By Jim Schild. This is a very
complete book on Model A
Restoration. Many pictures with
220 pages by Jim Schild. 
37630 28-31 $49.50ea.

MODEL A QUESTION &
ANSWER WORKSHOP
MANUAL - By Fred Serfass.
Over  100  o f  the  mos t
commonly asked restoration
questions. 115 pages. 
37810 28-31 $13.20ea.

THE MODEL A GENERATOR
AND STARTER - By Paul &
William Mcree. Describes the
different changes and how the
un i t  works .  How to
disassemble,  restore and
reassemble unit in great detail.
How to test and troubleshoot.
New addit ion is early AR
starter. This is a very complete
book on rebuilding. 56 pages
with over 50 pictures. 
37830 28-31 $17.50ea.

MODEL A ENGINE - A ’How
To’ on engine rebuilding by
William & Paul Mcree. This
book will start off by explaining
how the Model A engine works.
Each component in the engine
will be covered on disassembly
and assembly .  Over  100
pictures and drawings on 110
pages. 
37850 28-31 $22.50ea.

FORD MODEL A STANDARD
HARDWARE - List most bolts,
nuts & screws and their sizes
used on the Model A and their
location. 
37670 28-31 $12.95ea.

DYKES MANUAL - This is a
very good chassis book. Lists
most of the specifications such
as sizes, gap tolerance and
fluid amounts. 
37660 28-31 $14.85ea.

AUTOMOTIVE HARDWARE
AND TRIM SUPPLIES -
Pr in ted by Ford in  1934
showing all door bumpers,
s t r i ke r  p la tes ,  dove ta i l s ,
escu tcheons ,  bu t tons ,
fasteners, pins, handles, bolts,
screws, and washers,  by
picture, part number and body
number. This will help you
identify these parts to your
body number. An invaluable
flea market shopping aid. 8
1 /2 "  x  11" .  68  pages ,
illustrated. 
37690 28-31 $13.95ea.

NEW FORD POSTER - This
dealer show room poster
describes the special features
of the new Model A Ford. This
is a 17" x 36" color poster. 
37930 28-31 $13.95ea.

A GUIDE TO MODEL A
TOOLS - This is a great pocket
sized book with lots of good
information about the tools that
originally came with the Model
A. At just 5 1/2" x 4 1/14" book
con ta ins  lo ts  o f  l i ne  a r t
drawings to help you find the
correct tool for your kit. Just
remember that when it comes
to f ine point judging, the
Judging Standards are the final
authority. 
37722 28-31 $15.00ea.

TOURING CLASS JUDGING
STANDARDS -  Out l ines
requirements and procedures
for Touring Class Judging. 
37730 28-31 $14.50ea.

FORD MODEL A POWER
PLANT TROUBLES MADE
EASY POSTER - Qual i ty
reprint of original 1928 chart.
Used to diagnose and resolve
operational problems of the
Model A. Outlines engine parts,
fuel system, ignition group, and
cooling system, problems that
are liable to make an engine
lose power, start hard or work
i r regular ly  and s impl i f ies
locat ion of  engine faul ts.
Original size (approximately 22
x 34"). 
37960 28-31 $13.95ea.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
ABOUT 1930-31 COUPES - A
great  ’How To’  book for
1930-31 COUPE owners.
Details of what each part looks
like, what goes wrong and how
to  f i x  i t .  Hundreds  o f
illustrations in this 175 page
book. Two color pages on paint
and upholstery samples. 
37760 28-31 $29.70ea.

BOOKS
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THE TUDOR BOOK -  In
response to many members
seeking a book devoted to a
particular body style, MAFCA is
proud to introduce the Tudor
Book. Developed from articles
appearing in The Restorer, this
new book focuses on the
Model A Tudor from 1928
through 1931. The emphasis is
on the body and the interior to
help the owner / restorer of a
Tudor Sedan. This book is the
first in what will be a series of
"How To" type books focusing
on a single body style. This
highly anticipated book is a
must have for your library on
the Model 
37761 28-31 $24.95ea.

THE COUPE BOOK - This
book is a compilation of the
articles original published in the
Restorer from 1960-2014 as
well as other reliable sources,
that deal exclusively with the
28-31 Coupes. Covered in this
publ icat ion is informat ion
related to al l  14 different
variation of the 28-31 Coupes.
Also, included is a section on
replacing the top and body
wood in a 30-31 Coupe. Other
topics include installing a rear
ro l l  down w indow k i t ,
converting from a rumble seat
to a trunk, Installing headliner,
installing a Rumble Seat…… 
37762 28-31 $27.95ea.

DVDS

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES - These DVDs are all
recordings from the Diablo A’s
Tech Seminars. Since these
are done during club tech talks
the i r  m igh t  be  some
background noise, but all of the
information and step by step
assembly and disassembly is
shown on your screen. Each
DVD lasts 25-75 minutes
depending on the topic. 
CHANGING THE TIMING
GEAR 
38115A 28-31 $24.95ea.

1930 CLOSED CAP PICKUP
ROOF INSTALL 
38115B 1930 $24.95ea.

TRANSMISSION
REBUILDING 
38115C 28-31 $24.95ea.

TIMING & DISTRIBUTOR
REPAIR 
38115D 28-31 $24.95ea.

BRAKE DRUMS & SHOES 
38115E 28-31 $24.95ea.

SETTING ENGINE BEARING
CLEARANCE 
38115F 28-31 $24.95ea.

DIABLO A’S HOW TO DVD
SERIES (Cont.)
REBUILDING SHOCKS 
38115G 28-31 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING 2  TOOTH
STEERING BOX 
38115H 28-31 $24.95ea.

INSTALLING BRAKE
FLOATERS 
38115I 28-31 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING THE LEAF
SPRINGS 
38115J 28-31 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING THE WATER
PUMP 
38115K 28-31 $24.95ea.

INSTALLING AN OVERDRIVE
38115L 28-31 $24.95ea.

ANNUAL TOUR PREP 
38115M 28-31 $24.95ea.

TIRE & TUBE INSTALLATION
38115N 28-31 $24.95ea.

1931 S/W FORDOR TOP
INSTALLATION 
38115O 1931 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING THE STARTER 
38115P 28-31 $24.95ea.

REPLACING THE CYLINDER
HEAD & HEAD GASKET 
38115Q 28-31 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING THE FRONT
END 
38115R 28-31 $24.95ea.

1930 COUPE ROOF
INSTALLATION 
38115S 30-31 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING THE
GENERATOR 
38115T 28-31 $24.95ea.

REPLACING THE ENGINE 
38115U 28-31 $24.95ea.

REBUILDING THE
DIFFERENTIAL 
38115V 28-31 $24.95ea.

DVD - CARBURETORS AND
CARBOHYDRATES - This
video details disassembly,
cleaning, sizing jets, setting
float level, check and clean
passageways, painting and
correct finish on different parts,
and assembly technique. Also
shows each of the different 17
carburetors the Model A used.
50 minute color. 
37990 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD - HOW TO STOP ON A
DIME - This is a widely-
acclaimed, excellent movie for
restoring your brakes. It shows
the  d isassembly  o f
components, how to restore
roller tracks, replace bushings,
correct enlarged eyelets and
centering shoes for better
braking surface. Also shows
how cor rec t ing  3  o r  4
thousandths of wear at four or
five areas greatly increases
your braking ability. Ideal for
club meetings. 37 minute, color
DVD. 
38000 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD - TIMING THE IGNITION
- This is a step by step system
you must perform to get the
engine timed correctly. This
basic tune up shows how and
what tools are needed. A
simple, straight forward primer
on engine timing. 10 minute
color. 
38010 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD -  D IAL D FOR
DISTRIBUTOR - This video will
show how to disassemble and
cor rec t l y  assemble  your
distributor showing how not to
short out the circuit. 17 minute
color. 
DVD 
38020 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD - GENNI’ ALONG WITH
LLOYD AND FLOYD - This will
t ake  the  mys te ry  ou t  o f
rebuilding your generator.
Shows s tep-by -s tep
disassembly, rebuilding &
assembly of the generator. 17
minute color. 
38030 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD - AUTUMN TRAILS -
Model As on tour in October to
a  s leepy  l i t t l e  town o f
Winnsboro, TX. A fun group of
Model As out for an adventure
through the country roads of
east Texas. 25 minute color. 
38040 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD -  HOW TO AVOID
FAHRENHEIT FRIGHT - This
cooling system DVD will help
you  cor rec t  any  hea t ing
problems. 30 minute color. 
38050 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD - THE FLASHER - This
video gives a detailed process
of how and what to do to install
turn signals in your Model A. 20
minute color. 
38060 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD - ROADSIDE TROUBLE
SHOOTING - The "A TEAM"
will show you how to fix some
of the most common roadside
problems. They will correct
some e lect r ica l  and fue l
problems. Also show you a
group of spare parts that
should be taken along in your
car. 30 minute color. 
38080 28-31 $39.95ea.

DVD - FORTY HORSES - This
movie shows what the judges
will be looking for under the
hood of your trusty Model A. 30
minute color. 
38100 28-31 $39.95ea.

BOOKS • DVDS
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DVD -  YOKOHAMA
ASSEMBLY LINE - Follow the
Model A production line in
Yokohama Japan as the 1930
Mode l  A ’s  a re  be ing
assembled. This is a great
documentation of the assembly
process from the chassis to
striping, and everything in
between. Black & White super
quality. Produced by Lorin
Sorensen. 
DVD 
38111 28-31 $24.75ea.

TOOLS

SPRING & PERCH BUSHING
DRIVER - Use this handy tool
to help remove and install new
bushing in the following parts:
Front & Rear Spring Bushings,
Front & Rear Spring Perch
Bushings, Rear Brake and
Camshaft Bushings. 
5881 28- $9.90ea.

SPOKE WHEEL CLEANING
BRUSH - Very effective in
c lean ing  road  d i r t  f rom
between spokes. 
1090 28-31 $6.50ea.

HUB STUD BOLT
SWEDGING TOOL - After
placing the hub bolt through
the drum, this tool must be
used to swedge the shoulder of
the stud to the drum. A tapered
ball joint forked tool is handy to
help remove stud tool from new
stud after swedging stud. A 30
ton press must be used with
this tool. 
1300 28-31 $7.95ea.

REAR HUB SEAL DRIVER -
Use this tool to help you install
the grease seal #1560 to the
correct depth for the snap ring
installation. Tool only no seal. 
1560T 28-38 $26.95ea.

FRONT HUB INNER &
OUTER RACE
INSTALLATION TOOL - Use
this tool to easily install both
the inner and outer race into
the front hub without damaging
the race surface. Tightening
the nut will draw both of the
races into place. Hub and
races are sold separately. 
1771 28-38 $38.95ea.

FRONT HUB INNER &
OUTER RACE REMOVAL
TOOL - This tool is a copy of
an original tool made by KR
Wilson to remove the races
from the front hubs. We have
improved on the original KR
Wilson Design by making this
tool work on both the inner &
the outer races instead of
having two separate tools. This
comes with two special ly
designed pullers, and receiving
caps so it can used to pull both
races. 
1772 28-38 $55.95ea.

SPOKE STRAIGHTENING
TOOL - Use this tool to help
straighten the bent spokes on
your wheels. 
2360 28-31 $94.95ea.

SLIDER WIRE WHEEL
SPOKE STRAIGHTENER - A
great tool to use to straighten
any bent spoke that is 1/4" in
diameter. This unit is designed
to be used like a slide hammer.
Put the bent spoke in the hook
on the end of the shaft and
push the weight against the
stop to gently straighten the
bent spoke. 
2360E 28-31 $78.00ea.

BRAKE PEDAL ADJUSTING
TOOL - This tool will help to
adjust the eight brake shoes to
the drums for the best breaking
power of the shoe to the drum.
Instructions included. 
2405 28-31 $22.75ea.

ROLLER TRACK RIVET
TOOL - Secure tool in vise,
insert head of rivet in tool for
support. Place track on rivet
followed by backing plate.
Upset  red hot  r ivet  w i th
hammer or air tool. Included
with (2420 & 2440). 
2540 28-31 $1.35ea.

BRAKE SHOE
INSTALLATION TOOL - This
is the easy way to stretch the
brake spring on the backing
plate for installing or removing
the brake shoes. Hook the tool
to the end of the brake shoe.
The handle provides leverage
to rock the shoe in or out of the
brake wedge. 
2595 28-31 $18.25ea.

BRAKE SHOE CENTERING
TOOL - Mount this tool on
either the front spindle or the
rear axle to see if the brake
shoes are centered on the
backing plate. By centering the
shoes on the backing plate you
assure complete contact of the
shoe to the drum. Detailed
instructions included. 
2695 28-31 $39.95ea.

BRAKE LINING RIVET TOOL
- Enables you to remove old
rivets and install new rivets in
brake lining. Tool clamps in
your vise. These tool are
hardened to last longer. 
2710 28-48 $23.95ea.

TOOLS ONLY FOR 2710
BRAKE LINING RIVET TOOL
- These are the four hardened
tools sold separate from the
anvil (#2710). 
2711 28-48 $13.85set

BRAKE ADJUSTING WEDGE
TOOL - A special wrench with
a square hole to fit the end of
the brake adjusting wedge.
When fine tuning the brake
adjustment, this tool will make
it easy to turn the wedge. 
2800 28-34 $9.95ea.

AA TRUCK BRAKE
ADJUSTING WEDGE TOOL -
A special wrench with a square
hole to fit the end of the brake
adjusting wedge for the AA
trucks. 
2801 28-31 $12.50ea.

FRONT BRAKE LEVER
SHAFT BUSHING REAMER -
This .559 reamer is fluted 13
inches long to reach both
bushings in one operation.
Custom made for the Brake
Shaft for us in Canada. 
3050 28-34 $133.00ea.

COTTER PIN HOLDER TOOL
- Use this handy tool to help
hold the looped end of the
cotter pin while you bend the
legs over. 
3281 28-31 $9.50ea.

DRILL BIT TO REAM SPRING
SHACKLE BUSHINGS - This
is a 14.5 millimeter drill bit with
a  1 /2 "  shank .  Bush ings
included with shackle kits do
NOT need to be reamed, but
other suppliers may. 
4280 28-31 $18.90ea.

FRONT SPINDLE BOLT
BUSHING REAMER - This
.814 reamer is fluted to reach
both bushings in one operation.
Cus tom made fo r  us  in
Canada. 
4360 28-41 $179.95ea.

DVDS • TOOLS
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FRONT AXLE TOE IN TOOL -
Ford originally specified a toe
in of 1/16" +/- 1/32" to help
maintain proper tire wear.
Using this tool will easily allow
you to correctly set the toe-in
on your car. Instructions are
included. 
4511 28-31 $49.95ea.

TIE ROD AND DRAG LINK
PLUG TOOL - A large screw
driver blade tool to be used on
the tie rod or drag link plug.
Heat treated. Use 7/8" wrench
or socket. 
4590 28-34 $5.00ea.

STEERING SECTOR
BUSHING DRIVER - Use this
handy tool to help remove and
install the sector bushings in
both 7 and 2 tooth steering
boxes. 
5371 28-31 $16.95ea.

STEERING WHEEL
REMOVAL TOOL - This tool
has two plates so it can be
used  on  28-29  &  30-31
steering wheels. Removes the
wheel from the shaft without
damaging it. 
5705 28-31 $42.50ea.

LIGHT SWITCH SPIDER
TOOL - Use this handy little
tool to hold the light switch
spider so you can easi ly
compress the spring and install
the retainer. 
5821 28-39 $7.35ea.

HEAD NUT TORQUE TOOL -
Use this tool to eliminate the
need to remove the distributor
when you torque the head
nuts. 
6082 28-34 $24.95ea.

REAR AXLE HOUSING RACE
REMOVAL & INSTALLATION
TOOL - This is a modern tool
based off the original KR
Wilson designs. This tool is to
help you remove the race from
the rear axle housing. Also
include is a driver that will help
you install the new race into the
axle housing. Made in the USA
6091 28-31 $64.95

KNOCK OFF WHEEL
PULLER - Remove nut and
replace it temporarily with this
long one. Hit the end of the
puller nut with a big hammer.
This will not loosen the very
tight steering wheels or rear
hubs. U.S. made Heat treated.
6130 28-48 $3.50ea.

UNIVERSAL REAR HUB
PULLER -  This  pu l ler  is
designed to pull both style of
rear hubs used on the Model A,
in fact it can be used on hubs
up  to  1948 .  Th is  i s
accompl i shed  by  us ing
different sets of split rings to
mount up to your specific hub.
This puller is made of high
quality steel for long life yet
small enough to fit easily in
your car for tours. USA 
6141 28-48 $104.95ea.

REAR WHEEL HUB PULLER
- Opening in base of puller
hooks into or around the
groove or ring on hub. One
inch thick bolt at end of puller
mus t  be  t igh tened  down
against axle. made form strong
ductile iron. A copy of an early
aftermarket puller. 
Protruding hub ring style 
6150 28-31 $39.95ea.

Recess hub ring style 
6160 28-31 $39.95ea.

REPLACEMENT BOLT ONLY
FOR 6150 OR 6160 HUB
PULLER -  Th is  i s  a
replacement bolt only for the
6150 or 6160 hub pullers. 
6151 28-31 $6.95ea.

REAR AXLE & DRIVE SHAFT
SEAL DRIVER - Slide new
seal on tool, screw YOUR pipe
into other end of tool. Insert
tool with pipe into your axle
tube. Seal will be placed in
correct position, then hit end of
pipe to set seal. 1/2" pipe
thread. 
6270 28-48 $8.95ea.

ECONOMY PINION PULLER -
This tool is used to remove the
drive shaft, pinion cup & pinion
gear assemble from the rear
end housing. 
6335 28-32 $33.00ea.

DELUXE PINION PULLER KIT
- This kit is used to remove &
install the pinion gear off the
drive shaft. Especially useful
when adding an overdrive to
your car. 
6336 28-31 $110.00set

PINION BEARING NUT
WRENCH - A large thin steel
wrench to install or remove the
p in ion  nu ts .  Need  two
wrenches to hold both nuts. 
6400 28-32 $13.95ea.

TORQUE TUBE BEARING &
RACE REMOVAL TOOL -
Screw this tool onto a 5’ length
of pipe with a 1/2" pipe thread
(not included) and then you
have a tool to remove the seal,
roller bearing, and sleeve. Seat
the tool into the seal from the
banjo end and tap the pipe with
a hammer. The seal, roller
bearing , and race will all easily
come out on the floor. 
6451 28-48 $7.50ea.

DELUXE FRAME SPREADER
- This is a heavy duty frame
spreader. This spreader is
made form 2" boxed steel.
Uses an acme threaded rod to
make spreading the frame
easier. The feet that come in
contact with the frame have
carpet glued to them to protect
the paint on the frame. Install
the spreader over top of the
bell housing just in front of the
transmission. 
6641 28-31 $132.00ea.

REAR SPRING SPREADER -
The BEST made rear spring
spreader we’ve used, Includes
a bearing at each threaded end
for easy turning to open spring.
Can be used for both Model A
& T FORDs. 
7430 28-31 $195.95ea.

FRONT SPRING SPREADER
- The BEST made front spring
spreader we’ve used. From the
same manufacturer of the high
quality rear spring spreader.
Can be used for both Model A
& T FORDs. 
7450 28-31 $132.95ea.

EASY TIMING PIN KEY RING
- Slide this stainless pin into the
hole on the front timing cover.
Turn the engine over while you
watch for the grove on the pin
to disappear into the timing
cover. This has a modified tip
for easier use than the stock
timing pins. 
7891 28-34 $4.25ea.

GZNTATOOL TIMING TOOL -
The GZNTATOOL is  an
incredibly simple device that
serves as your third hand to
push the Model A timing pin
inward and into the timing gear
recessed hole as you turn the
engine. One end pushes lightly
against the radiator and the
other end hold the timing pin in
place. Kit includes the special
spring holder tube, spring and
a sturdy storage tube to keep
everything together. Timing pin
not included. 
7892 28-31 $11.15ea.

TOOLS
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TIMING CALIBRATION TOOL
- This tool is the easiest tool
we’ve seen to find that dimple
in the timing gear. Simply
remove the stock pin, screw
this tool into the timing cover
until the ring at the end hangs
loosely. Then start turning the
engine over once the ring
stands you has found top dead
center on #1. 
7893 28-31 $23.95ea.

ENGINE EYE BOLT - This
strong forged eyelet will screw
into your spark plug hole to lift
the engine. Order 2 for better
balance. 
8020 28-31 $11.75ea.

ENGINE OR HEAD PULLER -
Includes studs to screw into the
spark plug holes on the head
and nuts. 
8040 28-34 $90.00ea.

ENGINE STAND ADAPTER -
This is made to mount to a
modern engine stand. The
engine is held on by the water
inlet bolts and two of the oil pan
bolts. 
8041 28-31 $97.35ea.

OVERSIZED STUD DRILL BIT
AND TAP - This is the drill bit
you will need if you are going to
use the oversized studs. 
27/64" DRILL BIT 
8212 28-31 $10.35ea.

1/2-13 TAP ONLY 
8213 28-31 $14.25ea.

BROKEN HEAD STUD DRILL
OUT TOOL - This is a high
quality set consisting of 10
pieces that are needed to drill
out a broken head stud. Using
the 2-locator plates allows you
to accurately locate the drilling
fixture over the stud that is
broken off. Designed by a
mechanical engineer for use on
his car. Kit includes detailed &
illustrated instructions. This kit
contains the drill bit, tap and
bushings for the standard
thread studs. 
8235 28-31 $140.00set

COMPRESSION TESTER -
Allows you to adapt a modern
compression tester to use in
the stock Model A spark plug
hole. Correct compression is
55 to 70 lbs. psi. There should
be no more than 6 lbs. variation
between cylinders. 
8471 28-34 $6.50ea.

STOCK CAMSHAFT NUT
WRENCH - Use this special
steel tool to remove or tighten
the cam nut #8790. Use a 1/2"
socket wrench to remove or
install nut. Be sure the nut is on
tight when you finish. Re-
tighten to 100 foot pounds after
turning engine over a few
revolutions. Keep with car on
long trips. 
8790 28-34 $16.80ea.

IGNITION TIMING TOOLS - A
smooth, strong running engine
demands that the spark occurs
at the SAME crank position for
each cylinder at each firing
time. This timing kit will enable
you to accurately set your
timing. The kit includes a crank
degree  sca le ,  cu t  away
distributor cap, cam wrench
and instructions. With YOUR
timing light and this kit you can
adjust your distributor cam
setting for best results. With
spark up, set t iming to 5
degrees RETARD. Made by
Nu-Rex. 
8890 28-31 $28.70set

IGNIT ION T IMING
INDICATOR ONLY - Included
with 8890. 
8900 28-31 $13.75ea.

RATCHET NUT WRENCH -
Use this wrench on the ratchet
nut to help you turn the engine
over. A great help when you
are looking for top dead center
for timing. 
8922 28-38 $42.95ea.

FLYWHEEL ALIGNMENT
CHECKER - The small bracket
in this kit is used to determine if
the flywheel is seated properly
on the crankshaft. The large
bracket bolts to the flywheel,
then turn the flywheel so that
you can be sure that the
flywheel housing is correctly
shimmed against the block.
This is a big source of vibration
in the engine. 
9041 28-31 $25.95ea.

VALVE GRINDING TOOL -
Rubber suction cup sticks to
the top of the valve to permit
you to spin the valve. 
9210 28-31 $9.85ea.

VALVE GUIDE TOOL - Used
to remove guides. Duplicate of
the K.R. Wilson tool used for
the Model A engine. This is the
best. Using the bent rod type is
very risky to valve stems. 
9270 28-31 $19.25ea.

OIL PUMP HOLDER TOOL -
Use this tool to temporally hold
the oil pump in the block when
you drop the oi l  pan, by
extending the screw on this
tool into the groove on the oil
pump. 
9895 28-34 $5.95ea.

OIL PAN SNAP UP
INSTALLATION CLIPS -
These plast ic guides are
threaded on one end and a
spring clip on the other. Screw
the threaded end into the four
corners of the block. Then slide
the gasket up over the guide
and then follow it with the oil
pan. The snap on the end will
hold the oil pan and gasket in
place while you tighten up the
mounting bolts. Set of 4 pieces.
9896 28-31 $8.95set

DELUXE GEAR SHIFT
LEVER REMOVAL TOOL -
This is a complete kit to help
remove the gear shift lever.
This kit uses leverage to safely
remove the spring retainer. 
10481 28-31 $160.00set

BRAKE & CLUTCH PEDAL
BUSHING DRIVER - Use this
handy tool to help remove and
install the bushings in both the
brake and the clutch pedals. 
11191 28-31 $13.75ea.

ADJUSTABLE PEDAL
BUSHING REAMER - This
reamer will ream both bushings
in each pedal or the bushings
in the bell housing. Customer
must set the reamer to .874
before using. Can be set from
.42" to .94" 
11200 28-34 $49.95ea.

CLUTCH ADJUSTING ARM
TOOL - Use this tool to help
grab the clutch adjusting arm. It
is designed to hook over the
arm to allow you to remove the
clevis pin. 
11271 28-31 $32.95ea.

CLUTCH DISC ALIGNMENT
TOOL - Use this tool to align
the  c lu tch  d isc  dur ing
assembly; Place correct side of
disc (shortest side of hub)
against the flywheel. Install the
pressure plate with the twelve
bolts. Do not tighten bolts.
Using the al ignment tool,
center the disc on the pressure
plate and insert end of tool into
center of pilot bearing. Torque
the bolts to 25 foot pounds and
remove tool. 
11410 28-31 $3.95ea.
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CLUTCH F INGER
ADJUSTMENT TOOL - Once
the pressure plate & clutch disk
are bolted to the flywheel, use
this handy tool to help you
make sure the all of the clutch
fingers are adjusted to the
same height. 
11452 28-31 $6.00ea.

WATER PUMP WRENCH -
Special wrench to tighten the
large packing nut. 
12260 28-34 $1.45ea.

WATER PUMP GREASE - If
pump is over-greased, this
extra grease gets into the
radiator and "balls up", which
can clog the tubes. If the brass
fitting is unscrewed, the grease
can be packed by hand to
prevent over greasing. Grease
pump every 500 miles. 14 oz.
tube. 
12270 28-34 $9.25ea.

FAN KNOCK OFF TOOL -
Remove the water  pump
hous ing  f rom the  head .
Remove the nut & cotter pin
from the shaft. Screw this tool
onto the shaft. One person will
hold the fan blades with the
tool pointing up. Hit the tool
with a hammer several times to
vibrate the fan from the shaft. 
12495 28-31 $2.35ea.

GAS TANK FILLER SCREEN
TOOL - Set this tool in the top
of the filler neck notches and
with your socket wrench and
extension you can install or
remove the screen. Used on
original threaded screw necks.
Used  in  the  beg inn ing ,
changed to tab design, then in
1931 back to threaded neck. 
12930 28-31 $4.00ea.

REMOVABLE GAS TANK
NECK EXTENSION - Makes
refueling a Model A Ford easy!
No more hassle with the new
nozzle technology and the
vapor recovery systems Easy
to install and remove. 
12931 28-29 $31.95ea.

12932 30-31 $37.95ea.

GAS GAUGE TOOL - Two
special tools to remove the
inner and outer nuts. Steel
tools for better fit and strength.
13520 28-31 $13.95set

GAS GAUGE WRENCH
HOLDER - Use this plate to
hold the large outer nut wrench
against the instrument panel.
This attaches to the panel with
two longer instrument panel
screws (included). This plate
keep the wrench from slipping
off the outer nut. 
13525 28-31 $5.75ea.

K.  R.  WILSON ZENITH
SOCKET WRENCH NO. 359 -
This copy of the original tool
has a 5/16" deep socket on
one end used for the Cap jet
and a 9/32" deep socket on the
other end used for the Idle jet.
14080 28-31 $10.95ea.

SPECIAL JET TAP - For
Model ’A’  and ’B’  Zeni th
Carburetor. Cleans the threads
for all jets and idle adjustment
threads. This is a quality high
speed  tap ,  ano ther  one
available on the market is a
10/32 tap, which is close, but
not the correct size. This is a 5
MM, 75 pitch tap which is the
cor rec t  s i ze  the  F rench
company, Zenith, used when
making Ford’s carburetors. 
14090 28-34 $8.65ea.

CARBURETOR VENTURI
PULLER - Use this tool to help
remove the stuck venturi from
the lower casting. The jets
must be removed before this
tool can be used. Will not work
on early 28 carburetors with
the double venturi. 
14571 28-31 $24.95ea.

CARBURETOR FUEL LEVEL
GAUGE - Turn fuel valve off,
drain gas from carburetor bowl
as you remove drain plug.
Screw test sight tube into drain
hole. Turn fuel valve on. As gas
fills carburetor bowl it will fill
s igh t  tube  to  the  same
elevation as inside the bowl.
The fuel level should be 5/8"
below the seam of the halves
of the Zenith carburetor. Adjust
float level by adding gaskets
under float valve (14340 or
14341). On Tillotson set the
float level at 1" above the
machined surface of the carb
top when the top is held upside
down in y 
14680 28-31 $7.85ea.

MODERN BENDIX
INSTALLATION TOOL - Use
this tool to help compress the
retainer spring when installing
or removing the modern Bendix
from your starter. 
15962 28-31 $20.95ea.

EMERGENCY IGNIT ION
JUMPER CABLE - Screw one
end into the distributor, remove
the red wire from the coil and
clip the other end of this jumper
to where the red wire goes on
the coil. This will bypass the
ignition switch so to turn off the
engine you will have to unhook
this from the coil. 
16360 28-31 $18.35ea.

IGNITION SPARK AND COIL
TESTER - This device uniquely
shows ignition spark presence
and coil polarity while engine is
running. It shows by high
intensity flashing lights that
spark is present, or spark is not
present, or polarity is "right", or
polar i ty is reversed. The
Sparklite works with ALL types
of spark ignition systems:
points or transistor. It indicates
properly with 6 or12 volt,
positive or negative battery
systems. Instructions for use
are included. Genuine NU-
REX. 
17140 28-34 $24.95ea.

VOLTAGE TESTER - A simple
test device to determine the
spark voltage and ignition
system condition. This tool
indicates problems in the
ignition system; low battery,
defective coil, bad condenser,
resistive points, wiring, etc. An
additional use of the "C" Spark
is to clear and start engines
that are flooded with gasoline.
Instructions included. 
17150 28-34 $19.80ea.

DISTRIBUTOR BUSHING
DRIVER - Use this handy tool
to help remove and install the
bushings in the distributor.
Start at the bottom bushing and
drive both of them out as the
same time. 
17201 28-31 $9.90ea.

DISTRIBUTOR SET-UP
GAUGE - Use this handy
multipurpose tool to check the
wear  in  your  d is t r ibu to r
bushings, consistency of the
four cam lobes, and to help set
the point gap. This tool can be
used with the distributor on the
bench or in the car. It can only
be used with the stock upper
plate and points. Consists of
dial indicator, and machined
aluminum gauge holder. 
17465 28-31 $110.00ea.

DISTRIBUTOR CAM
WRENCH - An indispensable
timing tool used to hold the
cam in place while tightening
the cam screw. 
17500 28-32 $1.00ea.
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Z DISTRIBUTOR CAM
WRENCH - This wrench has
two bends in it so there is no
need to remove the distributor
body. Fits directly onto the cam
for adjusting. 
17501 28-32 $2.00ea.

TIMING CAM WRENCH TOOL
- This tool takes all the guess
work out of timing your Model
A. Find top dead center on #1
cy l inder ,  then fo l low the
directions on this handy tool. 
17502 28-31 $10.50ea.

QUICK SET POINT SETTING
TOOL - Use this handy tool to
easily adjust the points on your
car. This special made tool
slips over the distributor cam
and allows you to set the points
without turning the engine over
to find the high lobe. A great
time saver for when you are on
tour or just want to double
check the point gap quickly. 
17503 28-31 $28.95ea.

DISTRIBUTOR PULLER -
Remove the distributor cam
screw. Thread the puller shaft
into the distributor shaft. Set
the "U" bracket over distributor
and tighten the nut to lift
distributor out. Be sure to
remove lock screw from side of
head. 
COMPLETE FRAME AND
STUD 
17680 28-31 $34.00set

REPLACEMENT STUD ONLY
17681 28-31 $13.25ea.

COWL LIGHT
INSTALLATION TOOL -
Dowel will fit pre-drilled hole on
inside cowl support with case
hardened center punch pin.
Locates the exact point for the
cowl light arm hole to be drilled.
18430 30-31 $3.00set

COWL LIGHT ARM HOLE
PUNCH - After finding the
center of the hole with part
#18430. Drill a 3/8" hole at the
center punch mark. Use this
tool to cut a perfect 3/4" hole
for the cowl light arms. 28-29
Will require some additional
f i l i ng  to  ge t  the  co r rec t
diameter hole. 
18431 30-31 $69.30ea.

TOOL POUCH - This is the
pouch that contained all the
tools, except the jack handle,
from the factory; pouch only. 
22600 28-31 $8.75ea.

TIRE IRONS - All three tire
i rons  a re  tempered  fo r
strength. 
Beginning till July 1928 was
blunt on one end 
22610 1928 $18.15ea.

TIRE IRONS (Cont.)
July 1928 thru Nov. 1928 has a
screw driver point on one end 
22620 1928 $18.15ea.

Dec. 1928 thru end has a
spoon on one end 
22630 29-31 $18.15ea.

ENGINE HAND CRANK - With
lug socket on other end.
Plated. 
22660 28-31 $16.95ea.

FOLDING JACK HANDLE -
Folding Style jack handle.
Made in the USA. Used with
jack numbers (A-17080-B2,
C1, C2 & C3. 
22670 30-31 $34.00ea.

KROIL PENETRATING
SPRAY - This is the best bolt
loosing product we’ve used.
Dissolves rust by breaking
down the crystals of iron oxide
so parts loosen easily. 13 oz.
spray can. 
22680 28-31 $23.95can

SEMI-CHROME POLISH - An
excellent paste polish to clean
and brighten stainless, brass &
chrome. 
22690 28-31 $12.95ea.

TIRE PUMP - A good copy of
the original pump Ford put in
each car, but doesn’t have the
seam required for fine point
judging. This pump does not
have a check valve order
#22701 for check valve. 
22700 28-31 $100.00ea.

TIRE PUMP CHECK VALVE -
Put this check valve in between
the tire pump and Inner tube.
This adapter has a check valve
in it so the original and repro
pumps will now inflate your
tubes. 
22701 28-31 $28.90ea.

TIRE PUMP HOSE - Cloth
simulated finish on rubber.
Original was cloth covered.
This hose is not as per original.
22710 28-31 $7.45ea.

TIRE PUMP HOSE ENDS &
CLIPS - One brass fitting for
hose with two cad. plated clips.
Original style hole thru fitting.
No valve inside just like the
originals. 
22720 28-31 $6.60set

TIRE PUMP HOSE CLIPS - 2 -
Two cad. plated clips for the
hose ends. 
22730 28-31 $1.95pair

TRICO VACUUM WIPER
SCREW BIT - This special
made 1/4" hex x 1" long socket
is used to remove the flat sided
screws that hold the vacuum
wiper together. This is for the
KCX,KSB, & KSL replacement
s ty le  w iper  tha t  can  be
identified by the snap on cover.
USA 
23341 28-31 $2.30ea.

METAL TOOL BOX - This box
is complete with locking hinged
sealed l id  and mount ing
bracket. The bracket mounts
between the frame horn and
bumper  b race  us ing  the
existing four studs. NO altering
to original car. Easy to install
between the front fenders and
in front of the radiator splash
apron. Measures 17-1/2" wide,
12" back and 11-1/2" deep.
Great place to store oil, water,
tools and extra parts. Black
powder coated finish. If you
have a stone guard mounted
on the radiator, then you might
have to drill new holes through
th 
25080 28-31 $214.95ea.

TIRE GAGE FACE PLATE -
Three-colored plate as original.
Includes screws and stop pin. 
25910 28-31 $6.50ea.

TIRE GAUGE NEEDLE W/
HUB -  Rep lacement  t i re
pressure needle and hub.
Made from brass with a satin
black finish. 
25911 28-31 $5.95ea.

TIRE GAGE LENS - Replace
the old yellowed lens with a
new acrylic lens. Easy to
install. 
25920 28-31 $7.50ea.

TIRE GAUGE STEM - Brass,
chrome plated. 
25940 28-31 $15.30ea.

GAS TANK PROTECTOR -
This lays across the gas tank to
protect your paint when filling
the gas tank. 
26331 28-31 $13.50ea.

BODY SOCKET
INSTALLATION TOOL - Use
this tool to correctly set the
body socket into the body. 
28879 28-31 $2.40ea.
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GROMMET STYLE SETTING
PUNCH & ANVIL - These are
the special tools needed to
install the curtain stud (#28881)
on the side curtains. 
28883 28-31 $15.00set

DOOR HINGE PIN REMOVAL
TOOL - This drop forged tool
with three graduating hardened
push pins will push your old
hinge pins up and out of the
hinge. As the bolt is screwed
in, it will push the dowel and
the old pin out. Three different
length push pins are used to
remove pins. Start with the
short pin and work your way up
to the long pin. Not for 31 slant
windshield, or open cars. For
slant window Fordors and
Cabriolets you must order the
larger pins #32301 to complete
this set. 
32300 28-31 $27.75set

RIVET TOOL - Rounds end of
rivet to secure it to the frame.
Air Hammer Tool; hardened
with .401 shank. 
3/16" Rivet 
36680 28-31 $19.20ea.

1/4" Rivets 
36690 28-31 $19.95ea.

5/16" rivets 
36700 28-31 $25.60ea.

WAFFLE TOOL - For setting
body r ivets,  makes an #
pattern. Install rivet cold. This
too l  is  used wi th  an a i r
hammer,  and has a .401
shank. 
36710 28-31 $28.90ea.

WOOD -
TOP KITS

Includes the header & all wood above the door opening.
All body framing parts are made of ASH. The parts are
shaped as per the original manufactured part, mortised,
relieved, rounded, with most holes drilled, etc. Some
filing may be required. 

TOP WOOD KITS - 
39090 $503.00set1928-29

Standard Coupe

39100 $510.00set1928-29
Special Coupe

39110 $503.00set1930-31
Standard & Deluxe
Coupe

39120 $688.00set1928-29
Sport Coupe (50-A)

TOP WOOD KITS (Cont.)
39130 $691.00set1930-31

Sport Coupe (50-B)

39140 $625.00set1928-29
Business Coupe

39150 $624.00set1928-29
Tudor Sedan

39160 $664.00set1930-31
Tudor Sedan

39170 $503.00set1928-29
Closed Cab Pickup

39180 $427.00set1930-31
Closed Cab Pickup

39190 $350.00setLate
1931 Closed Cab
Pickup

39250 $709.00set1929-30
Cabriolet 68 A & B

39260 $709.00set1931
Cabriolet 68-C

39270 $1756.00set1928-29
Fordor Briggs 60 A,B

39280 $1465.00set1929
Briggs Fordor Sedan
60 C

39290 $1465.00set1929
Murray Fordor Sedan
155-A/165-A

39300 $1465.00set1929
Briggs Town Sedan
155/165B,170A

39310 $1465.00set1930-31
Murray Fordor Sedan
155-C/165-C

39320 $1465.00set1930-31
Briggs Town Sedan
155&165-D, 170-B

39330 $1459.00set1931
Victoria 190A Steel
Back

39340 $1527.00set1931
Victoria 190A Leather
Back

39350 $903.00set1931
Convertible Sedan
A-400

39360 $1180.00set1930-31
Sedan Delivery
(130-B)

39370 $719.00set1931
Slant Windshield
Fordor Sedan

39470 $1448.00set1931
A-400 Convertible
Sedan

WOOD -
ROOF RIBS

ROOF RIBS - All body framing
parts are made of ASH. The parts
are shaped as per the original
manufactured part ,  mort ised,
relieved, rounded, with most holes
drilled, etc. Some filing may be
required. 
1928-29 5 Window Coupe Rib, 3
required 
39091 28-29 $32.95ea.

1930-31 5 Window Coupe Rib, 4
required 
39111 30-31 $32.95ea.

1930-31 5 Window Coupe Wide
Rib, 1 required 
39112 30-31 $37.95ea.

1928-29 Sport Coupe Rear Bow 
39121 28-29 $362.25ea.

1928-29 Tudor Sedan Rib, 7
required 
39151 28-29 $32.95ea.

1930-31 Tudor Sedan Rib, 7
required 
39161 30-31 $32.95ea.

1928-M30 Closed Cab Pickup, 4
required 
39171 28-M30 $32.95ea.

M1930-31 Closed Cab Pickup, 3
required 
39181 30-31 $39.20ea.

M1930-31 CC PICKUP REAR
HEAVY ROOF RIB - M1930-31 CC
PICKUP REAR HEAVY ROOF RIB
39182 M30-31 $109.95set

TOP & BODY
WOOD BOLT

KITS

TOP WOOD BOLT KITS - Top and
body wood bolt & screw kits contain
all the bolts, washers, nuts, screws
and nails to install the either the top
wood or body wood. An excellent
20-page illustrated info article is
located in the book "Model A FORD
Mechanics Handbook" Vol .  2
(37590). 
30-31 Coupe 
39200 30-31 $27.50set

28-M 30Closed Cab Pick-Up 
39220 28-M30 $15.50set
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TOP WOOD BOLT KITS (Cont.)
M30-31 Closed Cab Pick-up 
39230 M30-31 $15.50set

28-29 Tudor Sedan 
39380 28-29 $30.50set

30-31 Tudor Sedan 
39390 30-31 $30.50set

BODY WOOD BOLT KITS - Top
and body wood bolt & screw kits
contain all the bolts, washers, nuts,
screws and nails to install the either
the top wood or body wood. An
excellent 20-page illustrated info
article is located in the book "Model
A FORD Mechanics Handbook"
Vol. 2 (37590). Roadster (not
included in vol. 2). 
30-31 Coupe 
39210 30-31 $27.50set

30-31 Roadster 
39212 1931 $15.50set

WOOD -
BODY KITS

Includes all the wood below the top and above the
subrails except body blocks, floor boards, and cowl light
blocks. Does not include subrails or door wood for
Fordor sedan, Cabriolet & Deluxe Phaeton. 

BODY WOOD KITS - 
39400 $237.00set1928-29

Roadster

39410 $237.00set1930-31
Roadster

39420 $441.00set1928-29
Phaeton

39430 $454.00set1930-31
4 door Phaeton(35-B)

39440 $948.00setMid
30-31 Deluxe Phaeton

39450 $215.00set1928-29
Roadster Pickup

39460 $99.95set1930-31
Roadster Pickup

39480 $425.00set1928-29
Tudor

39490 $435.00set1930-31
Tudor

39500 $276.00set1928-29
Closed Pickup

39510 $237.00set1930-31
Closed Pickup

39520 $1700.00set1930-31
Victoria Steel Back

39530 $1780.00set1930-31
Victoria Leather Back

39550 $422.00set1928-29
Sport & Bus Coupe

39560 $480.00set1930-31
Sport Coupe

BODY WOOD KITS (Cont.)
39570 $944.00set1928-29

Special Coupe

39580 $507.00set1928-29
Standard Coupe

39590 $507.00set1930-31
Standard Coupe

39600 $513.00set1929-31
Cabriolet 68-A,B

39610 $524.00set1931
Cabriolet 68-C

39620 $1204.00set1930-31
Sedan
Delivery(130-B)

39630 $531.00set1931
S/W Fordor 160A,B,C

39640 $3093.00set1928-29
Briggs Fordor 60 A,B

39650 $2379.00set1928-29
Briggs Fordor 155B,
165B, 170A

39660 $2439.00set1929-31
Murray Fordor Sedan
155A, 165A, 155C,
165C

39670 $2379.00set1930-31
Briggs Fordor
155D,165D, 170B

39680 $2379.00set1929
Briggs Fordor 60C

BODY
BLOCK KITS

BODY BLOCK KITS - Body wood
blocks. 
39690

1928-29 Coupe $56.00set

39700
1928-29 Tudor $71.75set

39710
1928-29 Roadster $63.00set

39720
1928-29 Phaeton $63.00set

39730
1928-29 Pickup $49.00set

39740
1930-31 Coupe $56.00set

39750
1930-31 Tudor $80.50set

39760
1930-31 Roadster $63.00set

39770
1930-31 Phaeton $64.60set

39780
1930-31 Pickup $49.00set

39790
1931 S/W Fordor $77.00set

WOOD -
HEADER ONLY

WOOD HEADER INCLUDED IN
COMPLETE TOP WOOD KIT -
Included in top wood kit. 
28-29 Coupe or Tudor Sedan 
39980 28-29 $135.00ea.

30-31 Tudor or Closed Cab Pickup
39990 30-31 $180.00ea.

30-31 Coupe or Sport Coupe 
40000 30-31 $180.00ea.

28-29 Closed Cab Pickup 
40010 28-29 $139.00ea.

30-31 Victoria or S/W Fordor 160-
A,B,C 
40020 30-31 $161.00ea.

1931 Convertible Sedan (400-A) 
40030 1931 $161.00ea.

1929 Briggs Fordor (60-C) 
40040 1929 $181.00ea.

1929 Briggs Fordor 155-B, 165-B,
170-A 
40050 1929 $181.00ea.

28-29 Briggs Fordor 60-A,B 
40060 28-29 $231.00ea.

30-31 Murray Fordor 165-C, 155-C
40070 30-31 $204.00ea.

30-31 Briggs Fordor 155-D, 165-D,
170-B 
40080 30-31 $189.00ea.

1931 Cabriolet 68-C 
40090 1931 $161.00ea.

30-31 Cabriolet 68-B 
40100 30-31 $161.00ea.

1929 Murray Town Sedan 155-A,
165-A 
40110 1929 $181.00ea.

30-31 Roadster 
40120 30-31 $90.00ea.
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WOOD - SEAT
FRAMES

WOOD FRAMES FOR SEAT
SPRINGS - Wood frames for seat
springs. 
ROADSTER, BACKREST 
40160 30-31 $91.00ea.

COUPES, SPORT, SPECIAL,
BUSINESS CUSHION 
40170 28-29 $159.80ea.

40180 30-31 $164.50ea.

COUPES, SPORT, SPECIAL,
BUSINESS CUSHION:  Sea t
carriage bottom wood 
40181 30-31 $169.75ea.

COUPES, SPORT, SPECIAL,
BUSINESS BACKREST 
40190 28-29 $159.80ea.

40200 30-31 $169.75ea.

TUDOR, FRONT CUSHION 
40210 28-31 $77.95ea.

TUDOR, REAR CUSHION 
40220 28-31 $169.75ea.

TUDOR, REAR BACKREST 
40230 28-31 $169.75ea.

FORDOR 3 WINDOW, REAR
CUSHIONS: 1929 Briggs 
40350 1929 $85.80ea.

FORDOR SLANT WINDSHIELD,
FRONT CUSHION 
40470 1931 $159.80ea.

VICTORIA, DRIVER SIDE FRONT
CUSHIONS 
40500 30-31 $87.50ea.

40510 1931 $87.50ea.

VICTORIA, PASSENGER SIDE
FRONT CUSHIONS 
40520 30-31 $99.75ea.

40530 1931 $112.00ea.

VICTORIA, REAR CUSHIONS 
40540 30-31 $203.00ea.

VICTORIA, REAR BACKREST 
40560 30-31 $180.25ea.

TUDOR REAR BACKREST
SPRING EARLY 1928 - 
40801 1928 $214.00ea.

SEAT
SPRINGS

All springs are painted black by a vat process and
packed in cardboard wrappers. Some springs require a
wood frame around the spring. See wood section for
frame support wood. Springs can be shipped by UPS
and are charged as a 30 pound box because they are
oversize. Add extra money for shipping charges. All
springs are shipped directly from manufacturer upon
receipt of order. 

1928-29 ROADSTER - 
40610 $200.00ea.Front

Cushion

40620 $194.00ea.Front
Backrest

40630 $163.00ea.Rumble
Cushion

40640 $186.00ea.Rumble
Backrest

1930-31 ROADSTER - 
40650 $188.00ea.Front

Cushion

40660 $137.00ea.Front
Backrest

40670 $163.00ea.Rumble
Cushion

40680 $186.00ea.Rumble
Backrest

1928-29 COUPE - 
40690 $186.00ea.Front

Cushion

40700 $148.00ea.Front
Backrest

40710 $163.00ea.Rumble
Cushion

40720 $186.00ea.Rumble
Backrest

1930-31 COUPE - 
40730 $195.00ea.Front

Cushion

40740 $125.00ea.Front
Backrest

40741 $134.00ea.Late 31
Backrest

40750 $179.00ea.Rumble
Cushion

40760 $186.00ea.Rumble
Backrest

1928-31 TUDOR SEDAN - 
40770 $119.00ea.Front

Cushion

40780 $74.00ea.Front
Backrest

40790 $187.00ea.Rear
Cushion

40800 $164.00ea.Rear
Backrest

1928-29 BRIGGS 2 WINDOW
FORDOR - 
40810 $193.00ea.Front

Cushion (call to verify
correct size to order)

40820 $171.00ea.Front
Backrest (call to verify
correct size to order)

40830 $214.00ea.Rear
Cushion

40840 $210.00ea.Rear
Backrest

1929 BRIGGS & MURRAY 3
WINDOW - 
40810 $193.00ea.Front

Cushion (call to verify
correct size to order)

40820 $171.00ea.Front
Backrest (call to verify
correct size to order)

40850 $229.00ea.Rear
Cushion

40860 $273.00ea.Rear
Backrest (1pc)

1930-31  STD.  MURRAY &
BRIGGS FORDOR - 
40870 $191.00ea.Front

Cushion (call to verify
correct size to order)

40880 $125.00ea.Front
Backrest (call to verify
correct size to order)

40890 $225.00ea.Rear
Cushion

40910 $160.00ea.Rear
backrest (1pc.)

1929-31 MURRAY & BRIGGS
FORDOR TOWN SEDAN - 
40870 $191.00ea.Front

Cushion (call to verify
correct size to order)

40880 $125.00ea.Front
Backrest (call to verify
correct size to order)

40890 $225.00ea.Rear
Cushion

40900 $170.00ea.Rear
Backrest (3pc)

1931  SLANT WINDSHIELD
FORDOR - 
40920 $164.00ea.Front

Cushion

40930 $165.00ea.Front
Backrest

40940 $260.00ea.Rear
Cushion

40950 $176.00ea.Rear
Backrest

1929 CABRIOLET - 
40960 $212.00ea.Front

Cushion

40970 $148.00ea.Front
Backrest

40980 $163.00ea.Rumble
Cushion

40990 $186.00ea.Rumble
Backrest

1930-31 CABRIOLET - 
41000 $195.00ea.Front

Cushion

41010 $125.00ea.Front
Backrest 68-B

41020 $134.00ea.Front
Backrest 68-C

41030 $163.00ea.Rumble
Cushion

41040 $179.00ea.Rumble
Backrest

1928-29 PHAETON WITH PLEAT -
41050 $200.00ea.Front

Cushion

41060 $206.00ea.Front
Backrest

41070 $239.00ea.Rear
Cushion

41080 $206.00ea.Rear
Backrest

WOOD - SEAT FRAMES • SEAT SPRINGS
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1930-31 STD 4 DOOR PHAETON -
41090 $188.00ea.Front

Cushion

41100 $188.00ea.Front
Backrest

41110 $173.00ea.Rear
Cushion

41120 $141.00ea.Rear
Backrest

1930-31  DELUXE TUDOR
PHAETON - 
41130 $157.00ea.Driver

Front Cushion

41140 $157.00ea.Passenger
Front Cushion

41150 $63.00ea.Driver
Front Backrest

41160 $63.00ea.Passenger
Front Backrest

41170 $435.00ea.Rear
Cushion

41180 $162.00ea.Rear
Backrest

1928-29 TRUCK CLOSED/OPEN
CAB - 
41190 $213.00ea.Stock

Cushion

41200 $148.00ea.Stock
Backrest

41212 $224.00ea.2" Lower
Cushion

41213 $170.00ea.2" Taller
Backrest

1930-31 TRUCK CLOSED/OPEN
CAB - 
41190 $213.00ea.Stock

Cushion

41220 $143.00ea.Stock
Backrest

41214 $139.00ea.2" Taller
Backrest

41212 $224.00ea.2" Lower
Cushion

1931 OPEN CAB TRUCK W/
INDENTED FIRE WALL - 
41190 $213.00ea.Stock

Cushion

41211 $152.00ea.Stock
Backrest

41212 $224.00ea.2" Lower
Cushion

41214 $139.00ea.2" Taller
Backrest

1931 CLOSED CAB TRUCK W/
INDENTED FIRE WALL - 
41240 $212.00ea.Cushion

41250 $150.00ea.Backrest

1930-31 VICTORIA - THE VICTORIA IS BROKEN INTO
TWO GROUPS: EARLY WHICH IS FROM JAN. 1930
TO JUNE 1931, AND LATE WHICH IS JUNE 1931 TO
THE END OF PRODUCTION. 

EARLY STYLE JAN 1930 - JUNE
1931 - 
42311 $121.50ea.Driver

Front Cushion

42312 $92.00ea.Driver
Front Backrest

42313 $93.00ea.Passenger
Front Cushion

42314 $75.00ea.Passenger
Front Backrest

42315 $270.00ea.Rear
Cushion

42316 $242.00ea.Rear
Backrest

LATE STYLE JUNE 1931 TO THE
END - 
42321 $198.00ea.Driver

Front Cushion

42312 $92.00ea.Driver
Front Backrest

42313 $93.00ea.Passenger
Front Cushion

42314 $75.00ea.Passenger
Front Backrest

42315 $270.00ea.Rear
Cushion

42316 $242.00ea.Rear
Backrest

1928-31 STATION WAGON - 
41260 $164.00ea.Front

Cushion

41270 $114.00ea.Front
Backrest

41280 $73.00ea.Jump
Cushion

41290 $55.00ea.Jump
Backrest

41300 $181.00ea.Rear
Cushion

41310 $130.00ea.Rear
Backrest

GLASS - FULL
REPLACEMENT

FULL REPLACEMENT GLASS
SETS - The following list represents
our current price schedule for glass.
All parts are produced using "AS1"
rated safety laminated glass. This is
compatible with original frames,
channels and weather strips. Each
edge is sanded to a satin-smooth
finish. Windshield glass is oversize
for UPS and will be charged as a 70
pound box. Originally, Ford used
safety glass only in the windshields.
In May 1931, laminated safety glass
was opt ional  in al l  windows.
Replace all plate glass that might
still be in your car. INSPE 
1928 Business Coupe(w/s & 2
door) 
41680 28-M28 $724.85set

28-29 Tudor sedan 
41690 28-29 $899.85set

30-31 Tudor sedan 
41700 30-31 $899.85set

28-29 Coupes, standard & special 
41710 28-29 $872.25set

28-29 Sport Coupe 
41730 28-29 $602.35set

1929 Fordor Briggs steel back (2
window 60-C) 
41760 1929 $880.25set

29-31 Fordor Sedan (Murray Body):
quarter windows with rounded
bottom corners 
41770 29-31 $1183.35set

30-31 Coupes, Standard & Deluxe 
41780 30-31 $872.25set

30-31 Sport Coupe 
41790 30-31 $602.35set

FULL REPLACEMENT GLASS
SETS (Cont.)
30-31 Fordor sedan (two window
170AB) 
41800 30-31 $880.25set

28-31 Fordor sedan (Briggs Body) 
41810 29-31 $1150.15set

1931 Slant W/S Victoria 
41820 1931 $855.35set

1931 Slant W/S 4 door sedans 
41830 1931 $1158.45set

28-30 Closed Cab Trucks 
41840 28-M30 $610.35set

30-31 Closed Cab Trucks 
41850 M30-31 $602.35set

29-31 68-A or B Cabriolet 
41860 29-31 $509.85set

1931 68-C Cabriolet 
41870 1931 $872.25set

GLASS -
WINDSHIELD

FRONT WINDSHIELD GLASS -
For  1928-29 Roadster  40-A,
1928-29 Phaeton 35-A 28-29,
1928-Mid 30 Open Cab Pickup
76-A 
41320 28-M30 $209.95ea.

For 1930-31 Deluxe Roadster 40-B
& 1930-31 Deluxe Phaeton 180-A 
41330 30-31 $209.95ea.

For  1928-31 A l l  C losed Car
EXCEPT 1931 slant Windshield &
28-29 Fordor 60-A & B; 1930-31
Open Cab Pickup 76-B; 1930-31
Standard Roadster 40-B & 1930-31
Standard Phaeton 35-B 
41340 28-31 $209.95ea.

1931 Slant Windshield Fordor 160
A,B,C; 1931 Slant Windshield
Victor ia 190-A & 1931 Slant
Windshield Cabriolet 68-C 
41350 1931 $209.95ea.

GLASS -
FRONT DOOR

FRONT DOOR GLASS - For 1929
Business Coupe 54-A, 1928-29
Coupe 45-A, 1928-29 Special
Coupe 49-A, 1928-29 Sport Coupe
50-A, 1928-31 Tudor 55-A,B &
M30-31 Closed Cab Pick-up 82-B 
41370 28-31 $134.95ea.

For 1928-M30 Closed Cab Pickup
82-A 
41380 28-M30 $138.95ea.

For 1930-31 Coupe 45-B & 1930-31
Sport Coupe 50-B 
41390 30-31 $134.95ea.

SEAT SPRINGS • GLASS - FULL REPLACEMENT • GLASS - WINDSHIELD • GLASS - FRONT DOOR
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FRONT DOOR GLASS (Cont.)
For 1928-29 60A,B,C Br iggs
Fordor; 1929-31 155B,D Briggs
Town Sedan; 1929-31 165B,D
Briggs Standard Fordor & 1929-30
170A,B Briggs Standard Fordor.
Glass tapers 3/8" toward front 
41400 28-31 $138.95ea.

For 29-31 155A,C Murray Town
Sedan & 29-31 165A,C Murray
Standard Fordor 
41410 29-31 $145.25ea.

For  1931  160A,B ,C  S lan t
Windshield Fordor 
41420 1931 $145.25ea.

For 1930-early 31 Cabriolet 68A,B 
41430 30-31 $134.95ea.

For  1931  S lan t  Windsh ie ld
Cabriolet 68-C 
41440 1931 $134.95ea.

For 1930-31 Victoria 190-A & 1931
A-400 Convertible 
41450 30-31 $138.95ea.

GLASS -
REAR DOOR

REAR DOOR GLASS -  For
1929-31 155A,C Murray Town
Sedan & 1929-31 165A,C Murray
Standard Fordor 
41460 29-31 $145.25ea.

For 1928 60A,B,C Briggs Standard
Fordor; 1929-31 155B,D Briggs
Town Sedan; 1929-31 165B,D
Briggs Standard Fordor & 1929-30
170-A,B Briggs Standard Fordor 
41470 28-31 $134.95ea.

For 1931 160A,B,C Slant Fordor
Sedan 
41480 1931 $145.25ea.

GLASS - REAR
WINDOW

REAR WINDOW GLASS - For
1928-29 Coupe 45-A & 1928-29
Tudor 55-A. 
41580 28-29 $122.50ea.

For 1929 Business Coupe. 
41590 28-31 $122.50ea.

For 1930-31 Sport Coupe. 1/8" thick
tempered glass 
41592 30-31 $38.85ea.

For 1930-31 Coupe 45-B, 1928-29
Special Coupe 49-A, 1930-31
Tudor 55-B, 1928-29 60A,B Briggs
Fordor leather back, 1929-31
155B,D Br iggs Town Sedan,
1929-31 165B,D Briggs Standard
Fordor & 1929-30 170A,B Briggs
Standard Fordor. Glass Size 23 1/2
x 10 1/2 with a 1 1/2" "R" at corners
41600 28-31 $122.50ea.

REAR WINDOW GLASS (Cont.)
For 1929-31 155A,C Murray Town
Sedan & 1929-31 165A,C Murray
Standard Fordor 
41620 29-31 $122.50ea.

For 1928-M30 Closed Cab Pick-up
41630 28-M30 $122.50ea.

For M30-31 Closed Cab Pick-up 
41640 M30-31 $122.50ea.

For 1931 160-A,B,C Slant Fordor &
1930-31 Victoria 190-A 
41650 30-31 $122.50ea.

For 1930-31 Roadster, 1930-31
Phaeton & 1929-31 Cabriolet.
Glass is tempered and 1/8" thick 
41660 29-31 $30.00ea.

For 1929 60-C Briggs Fordor steel
back 
41670 1929 $122.50ea.

1930-31 GLASS ROLL DOWN
REAR WINDOW IN COUPE - 
41610 30-31 $122.50ea.

GLASS -
QUARTER

QUARTER WINDOW GLASS - For
1929 Business Coupe 
41490 1929 $65.00ea.

For 1928-31 Tudor Sedan 55-A,B 
41500 28-31 $148.75ea.

For 1928-29 Coupe 45-A & Special
Coupe 49-A 
41510 28-29 $134.95ea.

For 1930-31 Coupe 45-B 
41520 30-31 $134.95ea.

For 1929-31 155 B&D Briggs Town
Sedan & 1929-31 165 B&D Briggs
Standard Fordor 
41530 29-31 $134.95ea.

For 1929-31 155A,C Murray Town
Sedan & 1929-31 165A,C Murray
Standard Fordor. Style 1 with
rounded bottom corners 
41540 29-31 $134.95ea.

For 1929-31 155A,C Murray Town
Sedan & 1929-31 165A,C Murray
Standard Fordor. Style 2 with
square bottom corners 
41541 1931 $122.50ea.

For 1931 160-A,B,C Slant Fordor 
41550 1931 $122.50ea.

For 1930-31 Victoria 190-A 
41560 30-31 $122.50ea.

For 1931 Convertible Sedan 400-A
41570 1931 $122.50ea.
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UPHOLSTERY
SAMPLE CARDS

We are an authorized dealer for Cartouche

UPHOLSTERY KITS FOR CLOSED CARS

Before ordering an upholstery kit, you must order a material sample card, as each kit
has several options of the original material. To obtain a FREE sample card order one
of the part numbers below. 

43030 1928-31 Coupe Sample card
43050 1928-31 Tudor, Fordor, own Sedan Victoria
43070 1928-31 Open Car & Trucks, Closed Trucks, Station Wagon &

Cabriolet

UPHOLSTERY KITS
FOR CLOSED CARS

Delivery Time varies depending on the manufacturer’s schedule. Allow 3 to 8
weeks for delivery of the upholstery kit. 

CLOSED CAR INTERIOR KITS come complete using original style materials. They
include head liner, tacks, interior panels, fasteners, clips, screws, washers, padded
and stitched seat covers, cotton padding, felt, insulating burlap, hog rings, wind lace,
bow drill and instructions. The rumble seat upholstery, rumble panels and carpet are
NOT in this kit and must be ordered separately. 

RUMBLE PANEL KIT - This kit comes with complete instructions and consists of 2
side panels, 2 quarter panels, and 1 front panel and all installation hardware. All panels
are vinyl covered fiber board. Panels are attached by screws and recessed washers.

CARPETS - These carpets are made from "square weave" wool carpeting in brown as
original. All have bound edges and front carpets have the proper "pyramid" black heel
pad sewn in. 

TOP FILLER PAD - Be sure to order it in the same color as your top. 

CLOSED CAR UPHOLSTERY KITS:
1928-29 COUPE - Standard:

Interior kit 43020 $1139.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43060 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43080 $205.95

1930-31 COUPE - Standard:
Interior kit 43120 $1269.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43140 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43160 $215.95

1930-31 COUPE - Deluxe:
Interior kit 43180 $1499.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43200 $435.95
Rumble panels kit 43160 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43220 $205.95

1928-29 COUPE - Special:
Interior kit 43240 $1159.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43060 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43080 $205.95
Top roof kit - Long Short Cobra 43100 $229.95
Sun visor cover - Vinyl 43480 $63.9

1928-29 COUPE - Sport:
Interior kit 43260 $1075.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43060 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43080 $205.95
Top filler pad - Black 43280 $339.95
Top filler pad - Tan 43290 $339.95
Top Roof Kit - Canvas 43380 $785.95
Sun visor cover - Vinyl 43480 $63.9

1930-31 COUPE - Sport:
Interior kit 43340 $1075.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43160 $215.95
Top filler pad - Black 43280 $339.95
Top filler pad - Tan 43290 $339.95
Top Roof Kit - Canvas 43380 $785.95

1928-29 COUPE - Business:
Interior kit 43400 $1015.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43060 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43080 $205.95
Top filler pad - Black 43280 $339.95
Top filler pad - Tan 43290 $339.95
Top Roof Kit - Canvas 43360 $555.95

1928 to June 1930 PICKUP - Closed Cab: Interior kit -
Seat cushion & backrest 43420 $279.95
Cowl & door panels (Headliner is not
included, order 29400) 43440 $399.95
Sun visor cover - Original frame 43460 $63.9
Sun visor cover - Repro frame 43470 $53.4

June 1930 - May 1931 PICKUP - Closed Cab with fuel valve under gas tank: Interior
kit -

Seat cushion & backrest 43490 $279.95
Cowl & door panels (Headliner is not
included, order 29400) 43520 $399.95

May 1931 - 1931 PICKUP - Closed Cab with fuel valve on fire wall: Interior kit -
Seat cushion & backrest 43500 $279.95
Cowl & door panels 43520 $399.95

1930-31 VICTORIA:
Interior kit 43540 $2799.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43560 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43580 $329.95

1928 TUDOR - Standard:
Interior kit 43600 $2049.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43620 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43640 $199.95

1929 TUDOR - Standard:
Interior kit 43660 $2049.95

1930-31 TUDOR - Standard:
Interior kit 43680 $2049.95

1931 TUDOR - Deluxe:
Interior kit 43720 $2369.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43740 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43760 $199.95

UPHOLSTERY SAMPLE CARDS • UPHOLSTERY KITS FOR CLOSED CARS
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1929 CABRIOLET 68-A:
Interior kit 43780 Not Available
Open car roof kit - Canvas 43790 $659.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43060 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43700 $205.95

1930-31 CABRIOLET 68-B Straight windshield:
Interior kit 43810 $1145.95
Open car top roof kit - Canvas 43790 $659.95
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43060 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43700 $205.95

1931 CABRIOLET 68-C Slant windshield:
Interior kit 43890 Not Available
Rumble seat upholstery kit 43040 $399.95
Rumble panels kit 43060 $215.95
Carpet - Brown 43910 $205.95

FORDOR - TWO WINDOW - STANDARD - NO COWL LIGHTS
1928-29 Briggs body #60-A Leather back, Brown top:

Interior kit 43830 $2299.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

1929 Briggs body #60-B Leather back, Black top:
Interior kit 43830 $2299.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

1929 Briggs body #60-C Steel back, has 4 top bows:
Interior kit 43830 $2299.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

July 1929 to April 1930 Briggs body #170-A has 6 top bows:
Interior kit 43930 $2389.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

FORDOR - TWO WINDOW - DELUXE with COWL LIGHTS
1930 to July 1931 Briggs body #170-B:

Interior kit 43950 $2989.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43970 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43990 $220.95

July 1931 to end Briggs & Murray - Deluxe Fordor - body #160-C, Slant Windshield:
Interior kit 44050 $2989.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43970 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43990 $220.95

FORDOR - THREE WINDOW - STANDARD - NO COWL LIGHTS
1929 Briggs body #165-B:

Interior kit 44070 $2389.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

1929 Murray body #165-A:
Interior kit 44110 $2389.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

1930-31 Briggs body #165-D:
Interior kit 44130 $2389.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43970 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43990 $220.95

1930-31 Murray body #165-C:
Interior kit 44150 $2389.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43970 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43990 $220.95

FORDOR - THREE WINDOW - TOWN SEDAN with COWL LIGHTS
1929 Briggs body #155-B:

Interior kit 44170 $2989.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

1929 Murray body #155-A:
Interior kit 44190 $2989.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43850 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43870 $220.95

1930-31 Briggs body #155-D:
Interior kit 44230 $2989.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43970 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43990 $220.95

1930-31 Murray body #155-C:
Interior kit 44250 $2989.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 43970 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 43990 $220.95

FORDOR - SLANT WINDSHIELD
July 1931 to end Briggs & Murray - Standard Fordor - THREE Window - body
#160-A:

Interior kit 44310 $2389.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 44351 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 44352 $215.95

July 1931 to end Briggs & Murray - Town Sedan - THREE Window - body #160-B:
Interior kit 44330 $3099.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 44351 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 44352 $215.95

July 1931 to end Briggs & Murray - Deluxe Fordor - TWO Window - body #160-C:
Interior kit 44050 $2989.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 44351 $205.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 44352 $215.95

STATION WAGON
1929 STATION WAGON - upholstery kit

Seat spring upholstery for all cushion and
backrest 45480 $1099.95
Cowl and header panel kit 45490 $83.95
Open car side curtains - tan canvas 45500 $1119.95

1930-31 STATION WAGON - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for all cushion and
backrest 45480 $1099.95
Cowl and header panel kit 45510 $83.95
Open car side curtains - tan canvas 45520 $1050.95

DELUXE DELIVERY 1931
Deluxe Delivery 45530 Not Available

UPHOLSTERY KITS
FOR OPEN CARS

We are an authorized dealer for Cartouche

UPHOLSTERY KITS FOR OPEN CARS

These are broken down into eight sections to enable you to order one or all of the kits.

SEAT SPRING UPHOLSTERY - Spring kit includes everything to reupholster your
springs. Includes insulating pads, felt, burlap, hog rings, shoulder pads, wind lace,
tacks, padding and trim. Instructions are included. Rumble springs are not included.
See Rumble Spring Kit. 

RUMBLE SPRING UPHOLSTERY - Spring kit is complete and includes everything
necessary to reupholster your rumble springs. All upholstery is fitted and stitched. The
kit includes insulating pads, felt, burlap, hog rings, wind lace, tacks, padding, trim and
complete instructions. Rumble panel sets are listed separately. 

COWL and DOOR PANEL KIT - All Roadster panel sets consist of 2 cowl panels, 2
door panels, 2 quarter panels. All Touring panel sets consist of 2 cowl panels, 4 door
panels, 2 rear quarter panels, 4 check straps and fasteners. The doors are padded and
stitched. The Deluxe cowl panels have pockets with flaps and fasteners. All panels are
vinyl covered fiber board. Door panels are attached with concealed clips. Cowl and
seat extension panels are attached by screws and recessed washers. The closed cab
pickup set consists of 9 panels. Station Wagon sets include 1 pair cowl panels and
windshield header panel. The 1931 Deluxe 2 Door Phaeton set also includes the 2
piece package tray assembly and does not include any check straps of fasteners. 

UPHOLSTERY KITS FOR OPEN CARS
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RUMBLE PANEL KIT - This kit comes with complete instructions and consists of 2
side panels and 1 front panel and all installation hardware. All panels are vinyl covered
fiber board. Panels are attached by screws and recessed washers. 

OPEN CAR TOP ROOF KIT - Kit includes all the VINYL/CANVAS fabric parts needed
to replace your old top. All parts are cut and stitched to fit the original type top iron and
bow assembly. They include the main top deck, rear curtain, rear extensions or gypsy
wings, bow covering, front wind breaker, straps, welting trim, tips, tacks, and complete
instructions. Top pads, which are necessary, are not included. They must be ordered
separately. Fasteners which affix to the body are not included. They are available as
fasteners or as individual pieces. If you are using a steel window frame, you will have
to the cut fabric to fit. You are responsible for installing the steel frame. The factory will
not install it. If you want the plastic window sown in, you must tell us when ordering.
Once a plastic window is installed, a steel frame cannot be used. 

OPEN CAR TOP PADS - The top pad color should match the top roof canvas color.

OPEN CAR TOP BOOT - The boot is a snug fitting, dressy cover for the top when it
is folded down. Each kit contains the complete bound and stitched boot and all
fasteners that attach to the boot are installed. Fasteners which affix to the body are
also included. 

OPEN CAR SIDE CURTAINS - All side curtains are neatly bound and all fasteners
which affix to the side curtains are included but not installed. Car body, top frame and
windshield fasteners are not included. Complete installion instructions are included.
See part number (28610) for windshield snaps. 

CARPETS - These carpets are made from "square weave" wool carpeting in brown as
original. All have bound edges and front carpets have the proper "pyramid" black heel
pad sewn in. 

OPEN CAR UPHOLSTERY KIT:
1928-29 ROADSTER - Standard body - upholstery kit

Seat spring upholstery for front cushon
and backrest 44360 $355.95
Rumble spring upholstery cushion and
backrest 44380 $258.95
Cowl and door panel kit 44400 $259.95
Rumble panel kit 44420 $215.95
Open car top pad - black or 44450 $49.95
Open car top pad - tan 44470 $62.95
Open car top boot - vinyl** 44480 $230.95
Open car side curtains - vinyl** 44500 $489.95

1930-31 ROADSTER - Standard body - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for front cushon
and backrest 44530 $499.59
Rumble spring upholstery cushion and
backrest 44520 $399.95
Cowl and door panel kit 44550 $279.95
Rumble panel kit 44570 $258.95
Open car top pad - black or 44450 $49.95
Open car top pad - tan 44470 $62.95
Open car top boot - vinyl** 44610 $230.95
Open car side curtains - vinyl** 44630 $489.95

1930-31 ROADSTER - Deluxe body - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for front cushon
and backrest 44650 $499.95
Rumble spring upholstery cushion and
backrest 44670 $435.95
Cowl and door panel kit 44690 $409.95
Rumble panel kit 44710 $215.95
Open car top pad - black or 44450 $49.95
Open car top pad - tan 44470 $62.95
Open car top boot - black canvas 44780 $389.95
Open car top boot - tan canvas 44800 $309.95
Open car side curtains - black canvas 44820 $565.95
Open car side curtains - tan canvas 44840 $599.95
Carpet - Brown 44850 $205.95

1928-29 PHAETON - Standard body - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for front cushon
and backrest 44870 $699.95
Cowl and door panel kit 44890 $449.95
Open car top pad - black or 44920 $64.95
Open car top pad - brown 44930 $69.95
Open car top boot - vinyl** 44950 $304.95
Open car side curtains - vinyl** 44970 $675.95

1930-31 PHAETON - Standard body - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for front cushon
and backrest 45000 $989.95
Cowl and door panel kit 45020 $529.95
Open car top pad - black or 44920 $64.95
Open car top pad - brown 44930 $69.95
Open car top boot - vinyl** 44950 $304.95
Open car side curtains - vinyl** 44980 $779.95

June 1930-31 PHAETON - Deluxe 2 door body - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for front cushon
and backrest 45160 $1099.95
Cowl and door panel kit 45180 $745.95
Open car top pad - black or 44920 $64.95
Open car top pad - tan 44930 $69.95
Open car top boot - black canvas 45110 $375.95
Open car top boot - tan canvas 45130 $399.95
Open car side curtains - black canvas 45250 $899.95
Open car side curtains - tan canvas 45270 $899.95
Carpet - Front - Brown 45280 $209.95
Carpet - Rear - Brown 45300 $329.95

1928 to June 1930 ROADSTER PICKUP - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for front cushion
and backrest 45320 $278.95
Cowl and door panel kit 45340 $309.95
Open car side curtains - vinyl** 45380 $489.95

June 1930 - 1931 ROADSTER PICKUP - upholstery kit
Seat spring upholstery for front cushion
and backrest 45400 $268.95
Cowl and door panel kit 45420 $309.95
Open car side curtains - vinyl** 45460 $489.95

* If you need the rear window sewn into the top, please tell us when you place your
order. There is no additional charge for this service. 

** Specify the Style of Black Vinyl 
#3B Black Colonial 
#4B Black Short Grain 
#6 Black Long Grain 

PRE-CUT UNCOVERED
UPHOLSTERY PANELS

PRE-CUT UNCOVERED UPHOLSTERY PANELS - These
precut panel sets are ready to be covered by you in whatever
choice of upholstery you would like. These panels are precision
cut from 1/8" waters resistant panel board like what is used in all
of our kits. Only available in the models listed. 
28-29 ROADSTER 
28-51778-1 28-29 $99.95set

28-29 ROADSTER RUMBLE 
28-51779-1 28-29 $85.95set

28-29 TUDOR SEDAN 
28-51780-1 28-29 $243.95set

28-29 MURRAY FORDOR 
28-51781-1 28-29 $299.95set

28-29 COUPE & CABRIOLET RUMBLE 
28-51782-1 28-29 $85.95set

28-29 SPORT COUPE 
28-51783-1 28-29 $199.95set

28-M30 CLOSED CAB PICKUP 
28-51785-1 28-29 $135.95set

28-29 ROADSTER PICKUP 
28-51786-1 28-29 $132.95set

28-51787-1 30-31 $122.95set

30-31 STANDARD & DELUXE ROADSTER 
28-51788-1 30-31 $85.95set

30-31 STANDARD ROADSTER 
28-51789-1 30-31 $119.95set

30-31 BRIGGS FORDOR SEDAN 
28-5179-1 30-31 $299.95set

PRE-CUT UNCOVERED UPHOLSTERY PANELS
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PRE-CUT UNCOVERED UPHOLSTERY PANELS (Cont.)
30-31 TUDOR SEDAN PRE-CUT 
28-51790-1 30-31 $243.95set

30-31 MURRAY FORDOR 
28-51792-1 30-31 $299.95set

30-31 STANDARD & DELUXE COUPE 
28-51793-1 30-31 $204.95set

30-31 STANDARD, DELUXE, SPORT COUPE & CABRIOLET 
28-51794-1 30-31 $85.95set

30-31 SPORT COUPE 
28-51795-1 30-31 $199.95set

M30-31 CLOSED CAB PICKUP 
28-51796-1 30-31 $135.95set

30-31 ROADSTER PICKUP 
28-51797-1 30-31 $125.95set

28-29 STANDARD & SPECIAL COUPE 
28-51874-1 28-29 $209.95set

PRE-CUT UNCOVERED UPHOLSTERY PANELS
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